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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the political role of the three estates in the Scottish parliament and 
general council between 1424 and 1488. Previous histories of the Scottish parliament 
have judged it to be weak and constitutionally defective. By placing each meeting of the 
estates within the context of political events, examining the frequency of meetings, 
identifying previously unknown parliaments, and studying those who attended and sat 
on its committees, a more detailed picture of parliament’s role and influence has been 
created.
A broadly chronological approach has been used in order to place parliaments in 
the context of the time in which they sat. Chapters 1 and 2 examine parliament between 
the return of James I from England in 1424 and 1435 and show the opposition he faced 
regarding taxation and the developing noble and clerical resentment to attempts to 
extend royal authority in the secular and ecclesiastical spheres. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss 
the crisis in parliament and general council between 1436 and James I’s death, its role in 
the establishment of a new minority government, and the interaction between the 
Crichton, Livingston and Douglas families between 1437 and 1449. Chapter 5 examines 
James IPs use of parliament as a tool against the Black Douglases between 1450 and 
1455, while Chapter 6 shows parliament’s ability to exert influence over royal lands and 
possessions and to criticise royal behaviour from 1455 to 1460. Chapter 7 shows the role 
of factions in parliament in the minority of James III, and their ability to undermine the 
government. Chapters 8, 9 and 10 discuss the campaign of criticism against James III in 
the 1470s, the parliamentary crisis that faced him in 1479-82, and the greater royal 
control exerted in the 1480s. Chapter 11 examines the lords of the articles between 1424 
and 1485 and concludes that the committee was not, as has formerly been suggested, a 
royal board of control. In conclusion the Scottish parliament is judged to have played a 
leading role in political affairs, providing a forum in which the estates were able to 
criticise, oppose and defeat the crown over a broad range of issues.
Introduction
What was a medieval parliament? The answer is an institution with several quite 
different fonctions: a legislature for passing acts concerning law and order, trade, 
finance, agriculture and any number of other subjects; a court of appeal and court of 
forfeiture; a body which discussed and decided policy regarding war, diplomacy or other 
extraordinary matters and raised taxation to fimd them. It is easy, however, when 
considering the fonction of such a complex institution, to miss the most obvious, but 
important, point: a medieval parliament took place in a room in which all the most 
wealthy and powerful men of the realm sat together to discuss issues of common 
interest. This is not a claim which could be made by the modern British parliament, 
certainly not by the Commons.
The business of parliament, then, was fundamentally shaped by the people who 
attended it—the three estates of clergy, barons (the king’s tenants-in-chief) and burgh 
commissioners. Any ‘constitutional’ principles which it might develop during its history 
were always likely to be of secondary importance. Yet studies of the medieval Scottish 
parliament (and indeed of the entire pre-1707 period) have tended to concentrate upon 
the institution’s developing constitution, failing to put its meetings into the political 
context of the times in which they sat, and paying little or no attention to the available 
records of attendance. As a result, the judgements that have been made about the 
medieval Scottish parliament have tended to be either superficial or based too heavily 
upon assessments of the ‘Scottish constitution’ and its differences fi-om its English 
neighbour. Thus Professor Robert Rait, in The Parliaments of Scotland, published in I
1924, a work covering the entire history of the Scottish parliament from its origins to |
1707, came to generally harsh conclusions about the Scottish parliament’s ability to |
resist royal demands at virtually any point in its history. For instance, of parliament in i
the reign of James I, Rait claimed that it ‘had no authority behind it except the monarch, |
in whose hands it was an instrument’—in other words the Scottish parliament was i
simply a rubber-stamp for royal decisions. ‘ Elsewhere Rait claimed that parliament in i
the reigns of James II and III was ‘a court of registration’ for the actions of whichever I
party happened to be in power.^  Of the period between 1479 and 1483 when James III |
I
faced prolonged crisis, arrest and imprisonment, Rait stated ‘no opposition is ever -i
traceable in parliament. The party in power had it in complete control and it registered I
 ^ R  S. Rait, The Parliaments o f Scotland (Glasgow, 1924), 32; see also Rail’s preliminary 
volume on the Scottish parliament, vhich is often far more outspoken about the institution’s 
failures; R  S. Rait, The Sottish Parliament Before the Union of The Crowns (London, 1901)
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their decrees automatically’.^  As his final justification for studying parliament at all, Rait 
could only offer that ‘its defects and its impotence ... are essential for the explanation 
and the illustration of the conditions in which successive generations lived their lives’.
Comments on parliament’s relationship to particular political events are the 
exception in a work that generally treats the institution thematically and constitutionally. 
Rait’s judgements on the Scottish parliament are based primarily on what he saw as the 
defects of the institution’s constitution, largely in isolation from an analysis of political 
events which might serve to confirm or disprove such notions. Rait saw the Scottish 
parliament challenged by rivals—general council (during the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries), and convention of estates (fi-om the sixteenth century)—which exercised 
powers similar to parliament, and therefore might be deemed to undermine its authority.^  
Above all, Rait attacked the existence of the committee of the articles—the body 
delegated, probably from the early fifteenth century, to draft legislation which the full 
assembly then passed. Rait claimed that through most of the Scottish parliament’s 
history ‘the whole business of parliament, apart from judicial cases, tended to be 
entrusted to them [the lords of the articles], and ... their reports were normally accepted 
with little discussion. The appointment of the lords of the articles was, therefore, ... the 
most important act of the whole house’.^  Moreover, Rait claimed that the lords of the 
articles quickly became little more than a committee of the king’s privy council, and 
were therefore the main tool by which king or governing faction controlled 
parliamentary business.^  Such an argument might be pursued with more certainty from 
the reign of James VI, and was used an excuse for the abolition of the committee in 1640 
and 1689,® but Rait did not examine the personnel that made up the committee in the 
fifteenth century to test his theories of domination by councillors.
Rait came to these conclusions as the result of a number of factors. Firstly, the 
length of period under consideration precluded the detailed examination of the surviving 
acts, and particularly the sederunt lists and available records of the personnel of the 
committee of the articles. Secondly Rait was not a medievalist, but was primarily 
interested in parliament after 1500, with the result that, as T. F. Tout pointed out in his
 ^Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 33 
 ^Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 34 
 ^Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 125 
 ^Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 127-163
BsÀi, Parliaments of Scotlarui,^
 ^Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 10
® J. Young, The Scottish Parliament 1639-1661, a Political and Constitutional Analysis 
(Edinburgh, 1996), 3,21-2; W. Ferguson, Scotland, 1689 to the Present (Edinburg, 1968), 8
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review of The Parliaments of Scotland, he tended to ‘argue back from the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries to an earlier age.’  ^ Thus conclusions that were possibly more 
justifiable in a later period came to be applied to the fifteenth century without being 
tested by evidence. Thirdly, and most importantly, Rait was working in the tradition of 
English historians such as Bishop Stubbs and F. W. Maitland who had portrayed in 
exalted fashion the ‘steady and virtually predestined’ development of the English 
parliament from its origins to its status as the ‘Mother of Parliaments’ and parliament of 
the Empire.^ ® If the English parliament, with its two chambers, speaker and shire 
commissioners as the driving force of the commons, was the ultimate parliamentary 
success story, then the Scottish parliament, with its one chamber, lords of the articles 
and, before 1594, lack of shire commissioners, had to be described as a feilure almost by 
default. Thus Rait, along with R. K. Hannay in a number of articles published in the 
Scottish Historical Review, and C. S. Terry, in his study of the post-1603 parliament, 
created a peculiarly Scottish form of Whig history.” To suggest that the Scottish 
parliament was anything other than a constitutional dead-end would be to challenge the 
view of Scotland as part of the British state and the British Empire.
This view of the Scottish parliament in general, and the fifteenth century 
parliament in particular, has been seen as unsatisfactory for some time. Most 
importantly. Dr Irene O’Brien, in her Ph.D. thesis ‘The Scottish Parliament in the 15th 
and 16th Centuries’, submitted in 1980 and covering the period 1424-1625, attempted to 
revise Rait’s interpretation, and came to a more positive conclusion about the powers of 
the institution, concluding that ‘whether or not the system can be said to be 
constitutionally sound, the estates in Scotland could observe parliament’s day-to-day 
operation with some satisfaction.^  ^Valuable research was carried out by Dr O’Brien into 
the manuscripts that make up the printed Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, volume ii, 
and the deficiencies of Thomas Thomson’s edition, particularly for Jam% I’s reign, were
® T. F. Tout, ‘The Parliammts of Scotland’, S.HR, xxii (1924), 95-100,96 
In the introduction to Rait, The Scottish Parliament Before the Union of the Crowns, vii-xxvi, 
Rait makfô his debt to Stubbs and Maitland clear, and sets out his hnperial perspective. See 
also W. Ferguson, ‘Introduction’, in C. Jones, ed.. The Scots and Parliament (Edinburgh, 
1996), 1-10, 1-2
” See R. S. Rait, ‘Parliamentary Representation in Scotland’, S.HR, xii (1915); R  S. Rait, 
‘Parliamentary Representation in Scotland—The Lords of the Articles’, S.HR, xiii (1916); R  
K. Hannay, ‘Genaal Council and Convention of Estates’, S.H.R, xx (1923); R  K. Hannay, 
‘On ‘Parliammt’ and General Council’, S.H.R., xv (1918); R  K. Haainay, ‘Officers of the 
Scottish Parliament’, Juridical Review, xliv (1932); C. S. Terry, The Scottish Parliament: its 
Constitution and Procedure 1603-1707 (Glasgow, 1905)
” I. E. O’Briott, ‘The Scottish Parliament in the 15tii and 16th Coituries’, (Unpublished 
University of Glasgow Ph.D. thesis, 1980), viii
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highlighted and to a certain extent rectified by the inclusion of valuable missing acts/^  
Nevertheless, O’Brien’s study, although claiming to avoid Rait’s constitutional 
approach, could at least still be criticised for being more of an institutional study than a 
political one. Like Rait, O’Brien chose a large time period to study, which resulted in a 
work which was again based around a thematic approach, and severely limited the extent 
to which individual parliaments could be put in the context of the times in which they 
sat
O’Brien’s parliament, like Rait’s, was an empty room, in which the estates 
which filled it made only brief appearances. This led to oversimplifications and 
occasionally errors. Thus in her study of the lords of the articles she stated that a 
principle of geographical balance on the committee, so that representatives from north 
and south of the Forth were generally equally represented, limited the ability of the 
crown to influence the estates’ selections. This might be so (although the committee 
was generally made up of an odd number during James Ill’s reign, making geographical 
balance impossible), but it would seem necessary to make a study of the people who 
actually made up the committee before any certain judgements could be made. For 
instance the fact that the lords of the articles in March 1482 included the earl of Huntly, 
the earl of Buchan, the earl of Angus and lord Damley, all of whom would be present at 
the king’s seizure at Lauder on 22 July of that year, is far more suggestive of the powers 
of the estates in the selection of the committee than any considerations of a balance 
between north and south.Equally, when accounting, for example, for the role of the 
bishop of Glasgow on the lords of the articles in the reign of James III, it helps to 
acknowledge that at various points the bishop was in fact four different people, all with 
rather different relationships with the king, and whose presence on the committee might 
imply entirely different things at different times.
Some of the most valuable work on the Scottish parliament in the fifteenth 
century, together forming the most useful revision of Rait’s interpretation previously 
available, has come from the various general and detailed studies that have been 
published in the last thirty years. Professor Ranald Nicholson, in Scotland: the Later 
Middle Ages, published in 1974, included a valuable chapter outlining parliamentary 
business in the majority of James III.” Nicholson noted that the sheer numbers involved
” O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 1-54, apps A-K, 327-49, app M-N, 352-386 
O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 88-141 
^^A.P.S,n,l37 
O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 106 
”  R. Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages (Edinburgh, 1974), 422-71
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in the various committees and commissions appointed by parliament argued against the 
ability of the crown to pack them with supporters, and that there were instances of clear 
opposition to the crown in the 1470s.^ ® Dr Alexander Grant also included a brief analysis 
of parliament in his study of late-medieval Scotland, coming to positive conclusions 
about the assembly’s role in the crown’s relationship with society at large, and 
concluding that the Scottish parliament was ‘far from powerless’.” Professor A. A. M. 
Duncan’s brief study of James I’s reign placed a re-analysis of the king’s relationship 
with parliament at its centre.^ ® Above all, the recent studies of the reigns of the Stewart 
monarchs from 1371 to 1513 in the Stewart Dynasty in Scotland s^ies. Dr Michael 
Brown’s study of the Black Douglas family and Ph.D. theses by Dr Stephen Boardman, 
Dr Trevor Chalmers and Dr Alan Borthwick, have all added greatly to the available 
knowledge of the political events that occurred in or around individual parliaments or 
general councils in the late medieval period, or particular aspects of parliamentary 
competence.^ '
Nevertheless, there has been no sustained attempt to provide an analysis of the 
political role of the three estates in parliament and general council which, with reference 
to the political background at any given moment, explains why parliament was called, 
who attended (and who did not), why they attended, and what they did, and draws from 
this conclusions about the institution as a whole in the fifteenth century. Such an 
analysis will form the core of this study. If the Scottish parliament was weak, then why 
was it called so often (on average over once a year between 1424 and 1488, far more 
often than its English equivalent)?^ The implications of contemporary accounts, such as 
those provided by Walter Bower, John Shirley, Piero del Monte and the Auchinleck 
Chronicler, which all include instances of debate in parliament, or even outright seizure 
of the king in the name of the estates, need to be explained. Bower, for instance, 
describes a lengthy debate in general council concerning James I’s proposals to abandon
”  Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 425-31
” A. Grant, Independence and Nationhood: Scotland 1306-1469 (Londm, 1984), 166-70 
A. A. M. Duncan, James I, King of Scots 1424-1437 (2nd edition, Glasgow, 1984)
S. I. Boardman, Early Stewart Kings: Robert 11 and Robert U1 (East Linton, 1996), M. R  
Brown, James I (Edinburgh, 1994), C. McGladdery, James II (Edinburgh, 1990); N. A. T. 
Macdougall, James III: a Political Study (Edinburgh, 1982); N. A. T. Macdougall, James IV 
(Edinburgh, 1989); M  H. Brown, The Black Douglases (East Linton, 1998); S. I. Boardman, 
‘Politics and the Feud in Late Medieval Scotland’ (unpublished St Andrews University Ph.D. 
thesis, 1989); T. Chalmers, ‘The King’s Council, Patronage, and the Governance of Scotland 
1460-1513’ (unpublished Aberdeen University Ph.D. thesis, 1982), chapter 3, 152-94; A. R. 
Borthwick, ‘The King, Council and Councillors in Scotland 1430-1460’ (unpublished 
Edinburg Ph.D. thesis, 1989), and see also A. R. Borthwick, ‘Montrose v, Dundee and the 
Jurisdiction of Parliament and Council ova* Fee and Heritage in the Mid-Fifteenth Century’, in 
C. Jones, ed,. The Scots and Parliament 1996), 33-53
See below, appendix A; Hbk. Brit. Chron., 568-72
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the Franco-Scottish alliance and conclude a peace with England—the king’s plans were 
not agreed.^  The Auchinleck Chronicle records the disagreements early in the minority 
of James HI about the governorship of the realm lying with Mary of Gueldres.^ "* Equally 
the numerous acts which seem to imply open resistance to royal desires, such as the 
intention in October 1431 to lock James I’s taxation in a box to which he would have no 
access, have to be accounted for.^
A different approach has been used to previous studies of parliament. Firstly, a 
far shorter period has been examined than in the two previous works to deal with the 
medieval parliament. The reigns of James I, II and HI saw a very high number of 
meetings—more than at any other point in the medieval period—while from 1424 an 
increasing number of acts survive, with the official parliamentary register extant from 
1466. Secondly, this study has restricted itself to an analysis of the political role of the 
three estates in parliament and general council, therefore excluding analysis of 
parliament’s important judicial role except where it has a bearing on political events. It 
should be noted that excellent modern studies of aspects of parliament’s judicial role— 
specifically the role and personnel of the lords auditors of causes and complaints and the 
role of parliament in fee and heritage disputes—have already been made by Dr Trevor 
Chalmers and Dr Alan Borthwick.^ *^  Thirdly, by choosing a period of sixty-four years, it 
is possible to deal with each parliament or general council individually, and 
chronologically, enabling meetings of the estates to be seen much more clearly in the 
context of the times in which they sat, and their relationship to, and influence over, 
political events outside the parliament chamber. In particular, in the period before 1466 
when the acts of parliament rarely record who was present, an attempt has been made to 
build up sederunt (i.e. attendance) lists of people from other sources, either from the 
numerous acts and parliaments not recorded in the printed A.P.S., ii, chronicle sources, 
or from charters and other documents made in, or near the time of a meeting of the 
estates.^  ^ One thematic chapter deals specifically with the lords of the articles, the 
committee singled out for particular criticism by Rait, from its probable origins in the 
reign of James I to 1485, and examines the personnel of the committee to test notions of 
royal domination, and discusses the implications of changes in the people elected to sit 
on the committee at times of crisis. Thus by placing parliament firmly within its political
^ Walter Bower, Scotichronicon, ed. D. E. R. Watt, 9 vols (Aberdeen, 1987-98), viii, 287-91 
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 12(k-v, in McGladdery, James II, 160-73 
^^A.P.S.,u, 20
Chalmers, ‘The King’s Council, Patronage, and the Governance of Scotland’, chapter 3, 152- 
94; Borthwick, ‘Montrose v, Dundee and the Jurisdiction of Parliament and Council over Fee 
and Heritage in the Mid-Fifteenth Century’, 33-53
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context, this study will seek to shed light not only on the fonction and effectiveness of 
the Scottish parliament itself, but also on the broader political society of which it formed 
apart.
27 See below, appendices B-D
C hapter i —T a x a tio n . A n g lic is a tio n  an d  F r u s tr a tio n . 1424-1428
The historian of the three estates during James Ts reign faces problems not seen, 
or less acute during the two subsequent reigns. In this period the extant parliamentary 
record is almost entirely restricted to the statutes made by the estates, usually with a 
short formulaic preamble. Most importantly for a study that aims to place the role and 
behaviour of the three estates at its centre, there is an almost total lack of anything 
resembling a parliamentary sederunt between 1424 and 1437. Indeed there is arguably 
less information available on attendance than is recorded in the reigns of David 11 and 
Robert 11.' At the parliament that began on 6 March 1430 there survives a list of a 
parliamentary judicial assize, made up of twenty-five people of the first and second 
estates;^  twelve lords auditors, divided equally among the estates, are recorded at the 
October parliaments of 1431 and 1432;^  and nine lords auditors are recorded in January 
1435.'' This gives a total of sixty-eight people who are known to have attended meetings 
of the estates in the whole reign.
Fortunately, information about the make up and actions of the estates is found 
elsewhere. Perhaps most importantly Walter Bower’s Scotichronicon often deals with 
parliaments, and provides invaluable eyewitness descriptions of events, and even 
debates, for which no other sources are available. Bower in particular shows how 
misleading the extant acts of parliament can be. For instance the acts of the March 1425 
parliament give little hint, apart from in one act, of the drama that was acted out during 
the meeting, with the arrest of the duke of Albany, and probably the refusal by the 
estates, perhaps led by Albany prior to his arrest, to grant the second instalment of the 
tax to pay the king’s ransom.^  Likewise, the subsequent meeting that began on 18 May 
to forfeit Albany is not recorded in the parliamentary acts at all, but Bower provides the 
date, and an apparently reasonably accurate assize, as well as hinting at reservations 
about the duke’s execution. Further information about meetings of parliament is 
provided by other chronicle sources, most obviously Shirley’s Dethe of the King of 
Scotis, which provides a graphic account of the attempt to arrest James I in parliament 
by Robert Graham and its aftermath.^
^e.g.A.P.S.,i, 148-9,183.
^A.RS,ii,28
® St Andrews Burgh Records B65/22/27, B65/22/23 
^A.RS.,ii,22-3 
 ^Scotichronicon, viii, 243
® Shirley, John, ‘Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis’, ed. M. Connolly, S.H.R., Ixxi (1992), 46-69
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Some limited further information concerning attendance at parliament has been 
created by collecting documents made at the same time and place as a meeting of par­
liament or general council/ This has been done with more success during the reign of 
James II, where the increasing number of surviving documents generated can provide 
quite substantial ‘possible sederunts’. In particular it has been found that great seal 
charter witness lists made at or soon after parliament show figures not usually associated 
with the court in attendance. James I’s charters by contrast were invariably witnessed by 
a small number of government bureaucrats, such as the chancellor, chamberlain, 
treasurer and secretary. That they were present with the king at the time of parliament is 
neither unusual nor enlightening. Nevertheless, some useful information has been 
collected in this way, particularly for the parliament of May 1424, and the general 
council of October 1429, which gives some indication of the level of attendance.®
From these various sources it is possible to build up a detailed picture of James 
I’s relationship with the estates in parliament. It is a relationship typified, perhaps more 
than any of the other fifteenth century kings, by a struggle for control of parliament, by 
attempts to reform parliament along English lines, with the objective of enabling fre­
quent or annual taxation, and by parliament’s strong and successful resistance to these 
encroachments. If James I has been seen as someone who rejuvenated the power and 
prestige of the Stewart monarchy by parliamentary legislation,^ this must be balanced 
against the extremely high levels of opposition throughout the reign, even to the extent 
of an attempted arrest of the king ‘in the name of the three astattes here nowe assembled 
in the present perlement’.”
The Battle for Taxation: 1424-1427
The first parliament of James I’s active reign was unusual in many ways. 
Beginning on 26 May 1424, five days after the king’s coronation, it was the first full 
parliament to meet since 1406.” We know of a large attendance, and the extant acts 
reflect the atmosphere of a new beginning for both the Stewart monarchy and the insti­
tution of parliament in a way that reflects later parliaments in 1450 and 1469.” The 
preamble records that parliament assembled, and that ‘certain persons were elected to
 ^See below, app. B
® KM.S, ii, nos. 3,134; S.R.O. GDI57/368/10, GD205/6/XI.
 ^See E. W. M. Balfour-Melville, James I, King of Scots 1406-1437 (London, 1936), passim 
” Shirley, ‘The Detiie of the Kynge of Scotis’, S.H.R., Ixxi, 52
” Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 221 suggests parliament met on 22 May, however Scotichronicon, 
viii, 241, su^ests a date of 27 May, which agrees more closely with the date in. .^F.S'., ii, 3.
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the articles determined by the king, the rest being given licence to return home’.” It 
seems likely, however, that the licence to return home was not given in reality, but 
simply a clerical repetition of an old formula, as demonstrably happened in 1427. The 
obvious stress made in the statutes that acte were ‘consentyt throu the hail parliament’, 
would be nonsensical if they were drafted and passed by a tiny group of people.''*
Certainly James met with a more favourable response from parliament than in later 
years, but this seems to have been the result of a genuine enthusiasm for a rejuvenated 
monarchy in partnership with the estates, not his ability to dictate terms to a small rump 
once the other figures had left.
The attendance will have been large. According to Bower, twenty-six barons 
had been knighted at Scone on 21 May, and there is every reason to believe they would 
have attended parliament too.'^  Among those almost certainly present were all the major 
secular and ecclesiastical magnates of the realm. William Lauder, bishop of Glasgow, * 
the chancellor, Henry Wardlaw, bishop of St. Andrews, Murdoch, duke of Albany,
William, earl of Angus, William, earl of Orkney, James Douglas of Balvenie, Sir 
Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock, Sir John Cockbum of Ormiston, Thomas Somerville 
and others are known to have been in Perth in the days after parliament ended.
Significantly, Bower’s account of the knighthoods confirms several of these names, and 
adds others almost certain to have been present: Sir Alexander Stewart, Albany’s 
youngest son, Archibald, earl of Wigtown, George Dunbar, earl of March, Adam 
Hepburn of Hailes and many others.'^  Eleven names are given by the parliamentary acts i
themselves in a list of the people chosen to audit the taxation, and were therefore almost 
certainly at parliament. These include the bishops of Dunkeld and Dunblane, the abbot 
of Balmerino, Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm, Mr John Scheves, Walter Stewart, earl 1
of Atholl, Sir Patrick Dunbar, Patrick Ogilvy, James Douglas of Balvenie, and William j
Erskine of Kinnoull.'® As a whole, the figures were drawn from a broad geographical j
” R.M.S., ii, no. 3; S.R.O. GD157/368/10; Scotichronicon, viii, 243,352-4; ii, 3-7 
” AP.&,ii,3
Duncan, James 1,2; A.P.S., ii, 4; see below, chuter 11
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243. Bower says twenty-six people were knighted, but only names 
twenty-four, fiirthermore Watt has pointed out that several of the figures were either hostages 
in England at the time or probably already knights, ibid., 352-4.
RMS., ii, no. 3 (Angus is wrongly named ‘Alexander’); S.R.O. GD 157/368/10, and see 
below, app. B
” Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243. Bower states tiiat the fifth earl of Douglas was present. The 
fifth earl did not succeed until August 1424, and was at present still earl of Wigtown. The 
fourth earl was in France.
^^A.P.S.,n,5
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area, although largely from the lowlands and eastern seaboard.” In this, at least, this first 
parliament was typical of those that would follow.
An examination of these personnel indicates that parliament, unsurprisingly, was 
dominated by figures who had reasons to favour the king; however there were also 
several people from both the higher and lower aristocracy who were, and would remain, 
independent and even hostile to the crown from an early period.
Looking firstly at the clerics known, or extremely likely, to have been present, 
this pattern of general obvious support for the king, with some reservations, becomes 
quickly apparent. Thus Henry Wardlaw, bishop of St Andrews, had had possession of 
James I, while still heir to the throne, from at least early 1405 up until a few weeks 
before his journey to England via the Bass Rock in March 1406. At the coronation prior 
to the meeting of parliament he had conducted the ceremony, along with the duke of 
Albany.^ ® Nevertheless, although Wardlaw would initially have custody of the duke of 
Albany after his arrest in the March parliament of 1425, this seems to have been an 
appointment by the estates made because he was a relatively neutral figure, not close to 
the king since 1406 or any point thereafter. Once James was sure of his position, 
Murdoch and the duchess of Albany were moved to the safer hands of the earl of Angus 
and Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock.^ ' Wardlaw would again be the estates’ trusted 
servant in October 1431, when he was entrusted to keep the chest of taxation with keys 
held by four auditors, specifically to prevent misuse by the king.^ Robert Cardeny, 
bishop of Dunkeld, although employed as an auditor of the tax and the highest status 
churchman on that committee, was a figure who had hardly any dealings with the crown 
after James’s return.^  William Stephenson, bishop of Dunblane, had pursued a 
successful career under the Albany governorship. With his co-auditor, John Scheves, he 
had been employed by Albany in 1419 on an embassy to Burgundy and Rome, during 
which period he was translated from Orkney to Dunblane.^ '* In stark contrast to the 
period after the king’s return, he had been a frequent councillor of Murdoch, duke of 
Albany in the final years of the governorship.^  His ambassadorial role was continued on
”  Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243.
Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, 291; Brown, James 1 ,14; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 61,221 
Brown, James I, 63; Bower, Scotichronicon, 243. Wardlaw was not a very frequent charter 
witness, nor was he associated with other aspects of the royal administration {RM.S., ii, 3, 30, 
186,199,200) 
ii, 20
^ A.P.S., ii, 5; RM.S., ii, no. 30; Balfour-Melville, James 1,277
"^^ A.P.S., ii, 5; Balfour-Melville, James I, 75-6; Copiale Prioratus Sanctiandree: The Letter-Book 
of James Haldenstone Prior of St Andrews (1418-1443) (Oxford, 1930), 397-8
^"RM&,ii,nos. 48,67,102
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19 June 1425, when he was on a safe conduct to travel through England on the way to 
Rome to pursue the appointment of John Cameron to the bishopric of Glasgow, 
although, perhaps significantly, Stephenson did not in fact go.^ Most importantly, the 
account of the 1424 tax in the exchequer rolls shows Stephenson as the principal auditor 
and receiver of the tax, although it may be of some significance that the 
misappropriation of the money began in the same year as Stephenson died, 1429/^ 
Certainly Stephenson does not seem to have been closely associated with the king in any 
other capacity or at any other time before his death. Thus at least three of the highest 
status churchmen, two involved in the sensitive business of the tax, were largely 
independent of royal influence, or linked to the duke of Albany.
Other clerics were more obviously favourable. William Lauder, bishop of 
Glasgow, had been appointed chancellor by Albany, but went on to develop a close 
relationship with the king, along with other members of the Lauder family, such as 
Robert Lauder of the Bass, a justiciar by 28 October 1425.^ ® Lauder had been prominent 
in the negotiations for the king’s release in 1424, and, along with others such as Thomas 
Somerville of Camwath (also present at parliament), the Sinclairs, the Red Douglases, 
and other members of the Lauder family (representatives of whom can all be shown to 
have been at this parliament), made up the core of James’s council after his return. It is 
notable that many of these figures had also been close to the duke of Rothesay before his 
death at the hands of Albany and the earl of Douglas.”  The three other clerics known to 
have been present all had particular associations with royal finances, and it is no surprise 
that they were all chosen to play a role in the administration of the tax. John, abbot of 
Balmerino, had taken part in the negotiations for James I’s release, by appointment of 
the August 1423 general council, but otherwise was most often employed as an auditor 
of exchequer from 1420-1426, when his employment abruptly stopped.”  John Scheves, 
although employed by Albany with bishop Stephenson on the embassy to Rome, made a 
successful transition to James I’s council, becoming clerk register by 15 April 1426, a 
post he held until 29 May 1433. Along with Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm, a man 
whose loyalty to James I is made quite obvious in Scotichronicon, he was employed as a
^^Rot.Scot., ii, 253; Balfour-Melville, James 1, 139 and 140 
iv, cxxxi, 639-67
”  Lauder was in Perth on 30 May: S.RO. GD158/368/10; Hbk Brit. Chron,, 182; RM.S., ii, no. 
25
”  Rot. Scot., ii, 239,240, 246,247; RM.S., ii, no. 3; S.RO. GD158/368/10; Brown, James I, 51, 
and see e.g. the witnesses of great seal charters in the first year after James Ts return RM.S., ii, 
no. 1-26.
^^Copiale, 241; E.R, iv, Ixxxiv-v, 310, 332, 337, 352, 358, 373, 400; AR&, i, 589. Abbot John, 
althou^ not employed again by the crown, seems to have lived until 1438, C.S.S.R., iv, no. 
462.
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tax collector in 1424 and 1433, and was a frequent auditor of exchequer in the period in 
between/'
For the second estate, although several of the figure known to have been 
present would cause problems for the king in later years, as yet most of the major earls, 
and therefore the personalities associated with them, seemed to have reasons to support 
the king, with the one exception of Murdoch, duke of Albany and his allies. Walter 
Stewart, earl of Atholl, who led the list of lay tax auditors, is a typical example. 
Although heavily implicated in James Fs murder in 1437, Atholl was one of the king’s 
most important allies in the years after his return, and a crucial figure in the king’s 
ability to deal with the Albany Stewarts. He had received his main estates, including 
Atholl in 1404, from Albany, and may have been involved along with Albany and 
Douglas in the death of Rothesay in 1402. As Dr. Brown has demonstrated, however, his 
ambitions in Prathshire, particularly to secure his position in Stratheam, led him to use 
James Fs return to pursue his interests at Albany’s expense. On 9 May 1424 the king 
had granted Walter the finuits of Stratheam for an unknown period, and sitting in the 
parliament chamber 13 days later with his rival Albany, whom he had now conclusively 
defeated in Stratheam, Atholl must have felt at his most benign towards the monarch.”  
This patronage, in subsequent months, would secure Atholl’s central role in the king’s 
actions against Walter Stewart of Lennox and the duke of Albany.”
James Douglas of Balvenie, also appointed to be an auditor of the tax, had a 
similar relationship to the king at this time. Douglas support was imperative to the king’s 
ability to remain independent from, and then to tum against, the Albany Stewarts. Thus, 
although Balvenie had been instrumental in creating the need for the king’s abortive 
flight to France and capture by the English in 1406, he was a prominent councillor of the 
king from the outset of his personal reign, attending council and receiving some notable 
patronage, particularly in 1426 and 1427. Balvenie, however, chosen by parliament to 
collect the tax, was also one of the most notorious embezzlers of the royal customs 
during the king’s absence.”
Balfour-Melville, James /, 75; Copiale, 23-9; Hbk. Brit. Chron., 196; K R , iv, 400, 428, 432, j
465, 525 (as auditor), 460, 547, 549, 582, 588 (as clerk register), 654 (as tax collector); Bower, 1
Scotichronicon, viii, 241, and passim for Bower’s opinion of James I. |
^^RM.S., i, no. 910, app ii, nos. 1765, 1766; Bower, ^otichronicon, viii, 301; Brown, James 1,45 !
^^RM.S., ii, nos. 9-10; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245, 301 
A.P.S., ii, 5. As Dr. Boardman has shown, Balvenie’s pursuit and killing of Sir David Fleming 
of Cumbernauld, James’s guardian, forced the king’s unplanned departure from the Bass Rock 
(Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, 295; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 61-3); Brown, James I, 59,
76-7; RM.S., ii, nos. 3, 15-17, 74-5, 108, 186. Between 7 March 1426 and 12 January 1426 i
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William Borthwick is an example of a figure whose main loyalties were to one 
of the great magnates, in this case Archibald, fourth earl of Douglas. In the first twenty 
years of the fifteenth century Borthwick was member of Douglas’s retinue, becoming 
captain of Edinburgh castle on his behalf by July 1420.”  He would make a successful 
transition to the king’s service after 1424, initially as part of the strong Douglas presence 
needed by the king to secure his position in his campaign against the Albany Stewarts 
(in which role Borthwick was part of the assize of forfeiture on 24 May 1425), but after 
the death of the fourth earl at Vemeuil he was not closely associated with the fifth earl. 
Instead he received notable patronage fi-om the king in 1430, with the licence to build a 
castle at Locharworth Borthwick) on 2 June and a knighthood for his young son in 
October.”  Nevertheless, at the May 1424 parliament this lay some time in the future, 
and James will have known Borthwick mainly (like Balvenie) for his role in the large 
scale plundering of royal customs on Douglas’s behalf in the previous twenty years.”  
Balvenie’s and Borthwick’s selection by parliament to take part in the auditing of the tax 
is slightly anomalous, and perhaps more to do with the level of Douglas presence at the 
meeting than the king’s confidence in their financial trustworthiness.
Patrick Ogilvy of Auchterhouse’s career was to follow a similar path. The 
Ogilvy family had a long history of supporting Alexander Stewart, earl of Mar, and they 
had benefited as a result. The Ogilvies, however, would be particularly favoured by 
James I in the years after 1424: Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen was made treasurer by 8 
January 1425, while Patrick was knighted at the coronation, would become justiciar 
north of the Forth by 26 May 1427, and would have many grants of land confirmed 
between April 1426 and 2 August 1428. On the latter date he seems to have had a 
confirmation of all his major estates, presumably in reward for his role before 30 
October 1428 in the negotiations for the renewal of the Franco-Scottish alliance by the 
marriage of princess Margaret to the heir to the French throne.^ ® Thus Ogilvy’s part on 
the committee to collect the tax was the beginning of a long career in royal service.
Balvenie received seven charters of royal confirmation and two outright grants (RMS., ii, nos. 
38,39,40,43,49,72, 77, 78); E.R, vf,per index.
ii, nos. 37, 85,112, 119, 189, 364, 1645; K R , iv, 321.
R M S ,  ii, no. 157; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245,263
E.R, iv, Ixi, 144,224,322, Borthwick even went so 6r as to steal the records of the Edinburgh 
custumars to prevent their use against him at the exchequer audit.
Brown, James I, 50; Patrick Ogilvy would be on the assize that forfeited the Albany Stewarts 
and be an auditor of exchequer in April 1426 (Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245; E.R, iv, 400, 
428); Hbk. Brit. Chron., 187; R M S ,  ii, nos. 41, 57, 81, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114; Bower, 
Scotichronicon, viii, 249; Ogilvy would stand proxy for princess Margaret at the official 
betrothal in December 1428, Balfour-Melville, James 1, 163
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The final people selected to administer the tax were much less closely involved 
with political affairs during the reign. Sir Patrick Dunbar of Biel had little contact with 
the king, although he was one of the figures appointed by the Cambuskenneth general 
council to negotiate for the king’s release, and was a commissioner for the Marches until 
July 1429.”  William Erskine of Kinnoull was knighted at the coronation, but is not 
prominent at any point thereafter.'*® Taken together, this rare list of people known to 
have been present at parliament and chosen to administer the tax are an intriguing 
mixture of royal servants and powerful magnates. Career bureaucrats with experience in 
finance rubbed shoulders with known embezzlers who would see specific acts passed 
against them at this parliament. Close royal allies worked alongside some of the more 
obscure local lairds. This would certainly seem to suggest a degree of parliamentary 
autonomy in the selection procedure of the committee, albeit that the overall impression 
is of a committee dominated by men who were to rise in royal service. In this regard this 
first meeting of the renewed Scottish parliament was typical of many that would follow.
The other figures almost certain to have been present seem to reflect a similar 
picture of figures whom the king will broadly have been happy to see in attendance, as 
one would expect at this first parliament. William Douglas, earl of Angus (possibly 
knighted at the coronation), and William Sinclair, earl of Orkney, were both figures who 
would be close to the king in subsequent years, Angus pursuing his rivalry with the earls 
of Douglas, and Orkney following in something of a family tradition of service to James 
I.'** Both would be on the assize to forfeit the Albany Stewarts in May 1425, and Angus 
would be the custodian of the duchess of Albany.'*^  Sir Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock 
continued the strong Douglas presence. He was the earl’s steward of Annandale, and 
would take custody of the duke of Albany at some point after the March 1425 parliament 
and before his execution.'*^  Thomas Somerville of Camwath and Adam Hepburn of 
Hailes would both be favoured by the king during the 1420s. Hepburn was one of the 
coronation knights, and would be loyal to James I even beyond the grave, remaining 
with his queen, Joan Beaufort, until her death at his castle of Dunbar in June 1445.”  
Clearly a reasonable cross section of the three estates had assembled in Perth, with the
”  KR., iv, bocxv; A.P.S., i, 589; Scots Peerage, iii, 260 
'*® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243
'** For figures presence at Perth at the time of parliament see Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243, 
RM.S., ii, no. 3, and S.R.O. GDI57/368/10. Brown, James 1,27,43, 51,53, 54,63,65,162 
'*^ Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243,245
”  RM.S., ii, no. 86; W. Fraser, The Book of Caerlaverock {Edkùom^, 1873), i, 122-5; Rot. Scot., 
ii, 208; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243
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majority of people having reason to favour the king at this time, and a strong Black 
Douglas contingent, presumably in the (unrecorded) company of Archibald Douglas, 
earl of Wigtown. What is perhaps most important, however, is the apparent isolation of 
the duke of Albany among the estates. Only Bishop Stephenson of Dunblane of his 
political allies was selected to take part in administering the tax, nor are his allies 
obvious amongst those knighted at the coronation, nor can they be shown to have been 
in Perth at the time of parliament. This was perhaps unsurprising in the wake of the 
arrest on 13 May at Edinburgh of Murdoch’s son, Walter Stewart of Lennox, but 
nevertheless Murdoch as yet was nominally still in favour with the king, and had even 
supported and encouraged the arrest of his son.” Instead Murdoch, as he sat in 
parliament, must have noticed that he was surrounded by figures with ambitions at his 
expense.
The twenty-nine statutes that survive for this parliament reflect the make up of 
the known sederunt, and make it one of the largest legislative parliaments of the 
century.”  Together they amount to a formidable assertion of power by the king over the 
realm, demanding the obedience of all the lieges of whatever ‘estate degre or condicioun 
he be’.'*^  As yet the estates seem to have been happy to pledge this obedience. Dr. Brown 
has argued that three acts in particular amount to ‘a revocation of royal rights’.”  Perhaps 
most important of these three was an act that ‘all the gret and smal custumys and 
burovmaillis of the Realme by de and remane with the king’. The granting out of the 
royal customs revenues had been extremely widespread under the early Stewarts, to the 
detriment of the royal finances. If James wanted to establish a wealthy and prestigious 
monarchy, then the customs were of central importance.”
This was at an obvious price, however. The exchequer rolls for the years before 
James Fs return provide ample evidence of the use and abuse of the customs by the duke 
of Albany, the earls of Douglas and Mar, James Douglas of Balvenie and William 
Borthwick. Except for Douglas and Mar, all are known to have been at parliament, and it 
is probable that Mar was also present.”  Indeed, Douglas had been so instrumental in
”  R.M.S., ii, no. 15-17, 38-40, 45; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f.
11 Ir, in McGladdery, James II.
”  Brown, James 1,46-7
^^A.P.S., ii, 3-6; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, apps. A, B, 327-8,334.
” AP.&,ii,3 
Brown, James /, 48 
”  A.P.S., ii, 4; Brown, James /, 48
”  Between 1406 and 1424 Albany received numerous payments and annuities from the customs 
of Aberdeen, Linlithgow, and Cupar for varying amounts ranging from £66 13s. 4d to £200 
(E.R., iv, 13, 51, 866, 108, 145, 146, 170, 199,225, 248,274, 314, 346). The earl of Douglas,
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James’ release that he may have expected a less prompt and forceful return to the letter 
of the law. Fortunately for James, the earls of Douglas and Buchan (who as chamberlain 
had overseen much of the embezzling) were in France from March 1424, but 
nevertheless, the presence of his son and heir and Douglas of Balvenie must have meant 
that this act was not passed without certain r^ervations.^ * By stating clearly that this 
source of revenue was no longer available for the legal or illegal enrichment of the 
lieges, the king, albeit with consent of ‘the hail parliament’, was acting to the detriment 
of some of his most powerful magnates. The act is known to have been at least partially 
successful, as by May 1425 the gross customs receipts had risen from £2,779 8s. 2d. to 
£4,400 4s. 9%d.^
As with the customs, so with crown lands. James asked that all the sheriffs make 
an enquiry to their bailies about what ‘landis, possessionis, or annuell rentis’ pertained to 
the king or his ancestors since the reign of David H, and to whom they belonged at 
present. The act concluded that, ‘gif it likis the king’, he would summon all his tenants 
to prove their rights by charters and evidence. Finally, another act ordered that officers 
and ministers of the law be appointed, and those officers who currently held posts but 
were ineffective in putting them into action were to be removed.^  ^Together these acts 
indicated the king’s intention to reassert the crown’s rights over its traditional sources of 
revenue and power. There were many among the estates who would be threatened by 
this action. Most obviously the Albany Stewarts’ territory had often been built up by 
‘dubious methods’. In subsequent months, particularly after the death of the earl of 
Buchan in France, James would use this fact to his advantage.^
The declaration of intent did not end there. Acts were passed banning war 
among the lieges, rebellion against the king, and forbidding persons of whatever estate 
to ride through the country with unnecessarily large retinues. The latter statutes 
expressed the king’s wish to be involved in every aspect of the realm’s business, from 
acts banning killing salmon at forbidden times, banning football, forbidding begging for 
those between fourteen and seventy years of age, asserting the king’s right to any gold 
and silver mines, banning the purchasing of benefices by churchmen contrary to the
Balvenie, Borthwick and James Dundas of that Ilk, resorted to simply plundering the customs, 
an act they found quite compatible witti holding h i^  office in tiie royal administration. In 1409 
alone a total of £708 2s Id was ‘extorted by violence’ from the customs of Edinburgh alone, 
mainly by the earl of Douglas, while in 1413 the earl simply took the entire balance of £1339 
5s. 2%d(ÆÆ,lviü-lxiv)
A.P.S., ii, 4; Brown, James /, 26-7, 40,52-3 
Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 283.
^V.f.& ,ii, 3,4
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king’s wishes, and dealing with the striking of money. Many were not controversial, at 
least from a political point of view, while others were probably quite impracticable,^  ^
Overall, however, the impression is of a rejuvenated and interventionist monarchy 
expressing its interest in every aspect of Scottish life, through its relationship with the 
estates in parliament. This was a radical concept, not familiar to any Scot since at least 
the advent of the Stewart monarchy, and perhaps not before. The implications for future 
conflict were obvious. While this legislative programme was passed successfully, and 
apparent enthusiastically, the estates were being asked to ratify the stripping of their own 
powers.
That this programme may have been the subject of considerable dispute may be 
suggested by the apparently lengthy discussion before taxation was agreed. Jam% had 
returned from England with a ransom of £40,000 sterling to be paid at a rate of £6,666 
per annum. A large part of the legislation passed at this parliament dealt with the first 
instalment of the ‘general zelde’ by the estates for the ransom. ‘For it war grevouse and 
chargeande on the commonys to raise the haille fynance at anyse’, the first instalment 
was to amount to a twelve pence in the pound on all lands, rents, and goods, throughout 
the realm, while cattle and corn were to be taxed at separate rates. Assessors were to be 
appointed and to swear obedience to the king in the shires, and a book, amounting 
almost to a small Domesday, was to made recording the names of each person living 
within towns and the amount of their goods. This was to be presented to the king at 
Perth on 12 July ‘nixt to cum’.^  ^Professor Duncan has argued from internal evidence 
within the act that this means 12 July 1425. Indeed, from an earlier version of the act 
found by Dr. O’Brien it would seem there was a prolonged dispute over the wording of 
the taxation, possibly until shortly after 12 July 1424, thus explaining the otherwise 
unusual date as being one year from the conclusion of the acts.^ ’ Further supporting this 
notion is the fact that the burgh commissioners had to raise the first instalment of the tax, 
amounting to 20,000 English nobles, from Flemish money lenders, to tide James over 
until the tax was collected a year later, at which point the burghs would be repaid.^ ® The 
final draft saw considerably more favourable methods of control for the king, so the 
lengthy dispute ended in his favour, but the implications are quite obvious. Even at this 
most loyal and enthusiastic assembly, James was facing trouble from the estates over the 
methods and timing of payments of the tax.
Brown, James /, 57.
A.P.S., ii, 3-6; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, apps. A, B, F, 327-8,334 
^^APS.,u,4
”  Duncan, James /, 5-7; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. F, 334.
^^A.RS., ii, 6.
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Part of this problem almost certainly stemmed from the apparent attitude of 
James to the Scottish parliament, and his opinion of its duties to him. It is perhaps no 
surprise that in the first few years after James’ return a particular phrase is used which is 
almost unknown in a Scottish parliamentary context, but well known in an English one. 
Twice in this first parliament there are references to the ‘commonys’—firstly in the 
quotation cited above concerning the need for annual taxation, and secondly in the act 
dealing with the appointment of officers of the law ‘to hold the law to the kingis 
commonis’.^  ^Even more significantly the word was used three years later in the act 
made at the general council of 1 March 1428 that attempted to set up a system of shire 
commissioners. James I was familiar with the concept of the English commons, the 
lower house of parliament that played such a pivotal role in taxation. During his 
captivity, and particularly due to his involvement in the Hundred Years’ War on the 
English side, he will have witnessed ‘the custom, clearly recognised, that the king had 
the right to demand subsidies from his parliaments to support his wars’.^ Dépite the 
reputation of the English parliament for its power over the English kings, the ability of 
the English monarchy to sustain its French ambitions was based on the commons’ 
willingness to provide generous payments over long periods. Meanwhile the commons, 
who from the 1390s effectively had the final decision in grants of tax, were also willing 
to accept virtually annual requests for taxation simply to support the king’s routine 
financial requirements. Indeed taxation was nearly always the reason for summoning the 
English parliament; in short ‘the business of the commons was to grant taxes’.*** No such 
tradition existed in early fifteenth-century Scotland, indeed the only tradition was of 
direct taxation being a last resort. Only once before, in the peculiar circumstances of the 
reign of Robert I, at the 1326 parliament at Cambuskenneth, had an annual taxation been 
granted, on that occasion of two shillings in the pound for life.“  In contrast, David II 
had paid his ransom from customs revenues, a fact that must have weighed on the minds 
of the assembled estates in 1424.®® This is not to deny the considerable influence that the 
English commons had over taxation, but only to point out the different basis of that 
influence to the Scottish parliament. The commons derived its power from the ability to 
refuse taxation periodically for particular reasons. The Scottish parliament’s power came 
from the ability, rarely used, to grant tax in the first place. James seems to have had little
^^A.RS., ii, 3,4.
M. H. Keen, England in the Later Middle Ages (London, 1973), 375.
A. L. Brown, ‘Parliament c. 1377-1422’, in R  G. Davies and J. H. Dmton, eds.. The English 
Parliamemt in the Middle Ages (Manchester, 1981), 125,122,125.
Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 114-5; Duncan, James /, 5 
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appreciation of the different Scottish tradition, a fact that would lead to severe problems 
in subsequent meetings. Contrary to the received view of Scottish and English historians 
since Rait, a Scottish monarch may have seen the English parliament as a more 
malleable body than its Scottish counterpart.
Whatever James wished the Scottish parliament to become, he was to be sadly 
disappointed. If this most obedient of meetings took a month and a half to grant taxation, 
it did not suggest that the enforcement of annual taxation, even if only for the period it 
took to pay the ransom, was going to be easy. This proved to be the case. In Walter 
Bower’s phrase, although the fihst contribution was paid by the estates to the extent of 
around 14,000 marks in the first year, the second y^r’s was ‘unbelievably less’.*** When 
parliament met again, beginning on 12 March 1425 at Perth, eight months after the 
conclusion of the previous meeting, the tensions that had been present in the first 
meeting took on a new dimension.®® The meeting had been called to agree the second 
instalment of the taxation, but no such agreement was reached. Instead, on the ninth day 
of parliament, Murdoch Stewart, duke of Albany, was arrested along with his son. Sir 
Alexander Stewart, John Montgomery of that Ilk, and Alan Otterbum, Albany’s 
secretary.®® The length of time that passed before the arrests suggests strongly that they 
were not a premeditated act by the king; instead they resulted fi'om Albany’s behaviour 
at parliament. The failure for there to be a grant of tax was probably at least partially the 
cause rather than the result of Albany’s arr%t. Dr. Brown has gone so far as to suggest a 
‘campaign of criticism’ against the king on a number of issues.®^
James’ taxation policy was probably the main cause of this dissent, and this 
dissatisfaction was at such a high level that the estates were willing to defy the king only 
a year after his return from captivity. The exchequer rolls record the total payments 
made to James I by the burghs in the two taxes of 1424 and 1426.®® They had paid 
almost 40,000 nobles (20,000 marks) to the king, presumably largely from the sums 
raised in Flanders to be paid back by the money raised from the other estates (of which 
probably only a limited amount was ever repaid).®^  Only 10,000 marks, however, is 
recorded as having reached England in two payments of 14 February 1425 and 9 July
®* Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 241. It Aould be noted that Bower’s figure of 14,000 (presumably 
English) marks is difficult to reconcile with the known amounts raised from the burghs. 
^^ Duncan, James /, 6-7; Brown, James /, 60 
^Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243.
^^ Brown, James 1, 60-1.
®®For 1426 taxation see O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. E, 332-3; K K , iv, 672-685 
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1425, thus paid solely from money raised in 1424-5, almost exclusively by the burghs.™ 
No further payments were ever made, and by 14 July 1429 the Pell Issue Rolls of Henry 
VI would mention that ‘the king of Scotland had not been able to receive, or obtain’ the 
outstanding payments of the ransom. In most years the quittances of the ransom were 
optimistically entered in the accounts, only to be cancelled later due to non-payment.’*
The remaining 10,000 marks raised by the burghs was never paid, although in 
the king’s possession, along with whatever other sums were raised by the first and 
second states. This money was not spent as yet—that would happen only from 1428. It 
must have become clear early in the reign, however, that the king had little intention of 
spending most of the taxation for its intended purpose. If the money was not going to 
England, then it would have been apparent that the king wished to use it for his 
aggrandisement. This was unlikely to endear him to the estates, who clearly saw taxation 
as an extraordinary expenditure, not to be squandered, in their terms, on the upkeep of 
the king. Certainly the dating of the two payments of the ransom in February and July 
1425 suggests that major problems developed in the spring of 1425. If Professor 
Duncan’s interpretation of the grant of taxation of 1424 is correct, and that the estates’ 
contribution was to be paid on 12 July 1425, then the tax had not been collected when 
the first ransom payment of 8,000 marks was made on 14 February 1425.^  ^This must 
have come instead from the chevisance (i.e. loan) raised in Flanders. The payment of 
2,000 marks made on 9 July probably came from the payments from the estates as 
money began to be collected before the 12 July deadline. Payments stopped abruptly 
thereafter. The remaining 10,000 marks raised by the burghs, referred to in the accounts 
as the second year of the contribution, was presumably raised in the taxation of 1426.™ 
Certainly when the tax was granted in March 1426 it was ordered to be ‘in maner and 
forme as the first contribucioun’, confirming that there had been no tax since 1424.
If taxation was the main grievance at the March 1425 parliament, there were 
also other issues that would have concerned a number of magnates, and there is reason 
to believe that Albany will have shared these misgivings, and was the obvious choice to 
lead any vocal criticism. Unfortunately no sederunt exists, nor has it been possible to
A quittance for 8,000 marks was given for ransom payments by Scotland 14 February 1425, 
and a fiirtho- 2,000 marks 9 July 1425 (JE.R, iv, ccv). In the Scottish accounts made in or 
after 1435 of contributions made ova* two years by the burghs, 8,400 marks is recorded as 
being paid to England (E.R., iv, cxxxi-ii, 639^67)
’* E.R, iv, cciii-ccviii.
™ Duncan, James I, 6-7
™ O’Brien, ‘Scottii Parliament’, app. E, 332-3; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 241
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build one up of any significance from other sources.’'* Twenty-five statutes were passed, 
again a large legislative output. Many were straightforward enough, dealing with 
merchandise, Lollards, the protection of woodland, and the catching of salmon and 
deer.’®
Several acts hint at the problems the king was facing outside parliament, and 
were clearly introduced by the king as an attempt to deal with them. Indeed two hint at 
James using parliament to enable him to deal legally with the Albany Stewarts: to find 
‘meenys and weyes for-to doo hem [them] to dethe as his traytoures’.’® The fifth act 
banned ‘ligis and bandis’ being made by any of the lieges of the realm. Simply to forbid 
the making of bonds was quite impracticable, but the act had a much more specific aim.
It was a way of attacking the Albany Stewarts by making links between them 
theoretically illegal. Drs Wormald and Brown have argued that the act was specifically 
aimed at the bond made between Albany and Mar on 16 November 1420, by which Mar 
and his son agreed to be ‘men of special dwelling and retinue’ of Albany, and Albany 
promised his maintenance in return. Although this agreement also dealt with the profits 
of justice in the north-east and the succession to the earldom of Mar, the main interest 
for James at the March 1424 parliament was to prevent this bond being put back into 
effect.™ Mar was currently at peace with the king, but the favour that James had shown 
the lord of the Isles since his return created the danger of Albany and Mar finding 
common cause together. This act was one half of a carrot and stick approach employed |
by the king with Mar, threatening him to keep away from Albany, while including him I
in the councils that probably discussed Albany’s future. This policy would be succ^sfiil, j
and Mar and his allies the Ogilvies would all sit on the assize to forfeit Albany in May.’®
The act passed threatening those who aided ‘opyn and manifest rebellouris I
agayne the kingis maieste’ with forfeiture had a similar aim. The act made a year earlier I
against rebels had simply threatened rebels with forfeiture; now their associates were 
faced with the same judgement. Once again, however, there was a specific implication to 
the act. Albany’s son and heir, Walter, and Duncan, earl of Lennox, Walter’s father-in- 
law, could probably be described as rebels—both were taken into custody in 1424. Now 
Albany was being faced with either abandoning his kinsmen to support a king who
SRO GDI2/22, GD86/89 and R.M.S., ii, no. 18 are documents all made at Perth between 8 and i
20 March 1425 (see below, app. B).
’®AR&,ii,7-8 I
’® Shirley, ‘The Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis’, bod (1992), 51
™Af.&, ii, 7; J. Wormald, Lords and Men in Scotland: Bonds ofManrent 1442-1603 (Edinburgh,
1985), 46; Brown, James /, 61
j
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clearly distrusted him, or trying to defend his family, and by doing so leaving himself 
open to claims of treason under the new act.™ Albany’s realisation that he was being 
forced into an untenable position may have resulted in vocal opposition before the 
estates, perhaps the final motive for his seizure. According to precedent, there was no 
guarantee that the king would be the victorious party. His grandfather, father and brother 
had all been removed from power during meetings of the estates, in November 1384,. 
December 1388, January 1399, and May 1402.®° On two of these occasions it was 
Murdoch’s father, Robert, duke of Albany, who had benefited.
A final hint as to the motive for Albany’s seizure probably comes in the final act 
of the meeting. In a rare surviving piece of clear parliamentary advice the king was told 
that
‘the Parliament thinkis it spedfol that, quhar the king giffis remissioune til 
ony man with condicioune that he sail assyth the party scathyt [i.e. give 
compensation], and plenzeande that consideracioune salbe had of the 
hieland men the quhilkis befor the kingis hame cumyng commonly reft and 
slew ilk ane vtheris’.
This act has been seen as the product of resentment of Mar and Albany for the favour 
given to Alexander of the Isles by the king following his return, both of whom had 
ambitions at Alexander’s expense, and this is probably the case. It should be noted, 
however, that the main point of the act was not to instruct the king to be cautious of 
highlanders, but to point out the impracticality of trying to administer remissions by 
compensation in the Highlands. The act goes on to support remissions in the lowlands 
‘quhare the scaithis may be kende ande the tresspassoure be of power to mak amendis’.®* 
Nevertheless, the act was clearly introduced by the estates to amend and criticise official 
policy, and the implication remains of dissatisfaction with the favour show to 
Highlanders by a king who knew no better.
Criticism in parliament seems to have been only part of the king’s problems, as 
another act threatened ‘lesingis makaris and the tellaris of thame the quhilk may ingener 
discorde betuix the king and his pep ill’ with forfeiting of life and goods.®^  Outside 
parliament the people were murmuring, no doubt above all against the taxes, while
*^Brown, James /, 58-61; R.M.S., ii, no. 15; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245 
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inside James was defeated over the renewal of tax, and faced criticism over Highland 
and judicial policy. The king needed to reassert his authority, dangerously weakened by 
the accumulation of grievance against him after only a year. If he did nothing it was 
likely the vested interests of those who had held power since 1406 would return to the 
fore. As yet Mar and Albany, although sharing interests, were not closely allied, while 
the death of the earls of Douglas and Buchan at Vemeuil gave the king a window of 
opportunity to secure his independence from both the great magnate houses of Douglas 
and Albany. The seizure of Albany, along with his youngest son, Alexander, Sir John 
Montgomery of that Ilk and Alan Otterbum, the duke’s secretary, on the ninth day of 
parliament was in that sense a masterstroke.®® It raised the stakes, and made further 
parliamentary opposition too dangerous for most members of the estates to risk. 
Following this the king dissolved the assembly to give him time to secure his position 
against the Albany Stewarts, and to deny any remaining malcontents in parliament the 
chance of a response.®^  Certainly the placing of Albany in the hands of the bishop of St 
Andrews, not a figure closely associated with the king, and whose episcopal castle at St 
Andrews was close to the Albany heartlands of Fife and Menteith, suggests there was 
initially an attempt at parliamentary moderation of the king’s actions. Within the next 
few weeks, however, Albany had been moved to Caerlaverock in the Douglas 
heartlands.®®
Walter Bower’s account of the reconvened parliament, which met at Stirling on 
18 May 1425, is the only surviving record of the meeting that forfeited and executed the 
duke of Albany, Walter and Alexander Stewart, his two sons, and Duncan, earl of 
Lennox. On 7 or 8 May five followers of Murdoch’s only son to remain free, James the 
fat, had been executed at Stirling, so there can have been little doubt about the likely 
outcome of the forfeitures. Bower’s account of the meeting is straightforward:
‘on 18 May the king held another session of his parliament at Stirling, at 
which on 24 May, with the king sitting formally in judgement and holding 
his royal symbols of office, Walter Stewart,... was accused, convicted, and 
beheaded in front of the castle. In the same way the next day his father the 
duke, his brother Alexander, and the grandfather, the earl of Lennox were 
condemned to death’.®®
*^Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243
®'* Both Balfour-Meiville, James I, 120-1 and Duncan, James I, 8, give different intopretatims of 
the continuation, possibly the first occasion when such an expedient had been used.
*^ Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243 
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Bower lists the assize of twenty-one nobles that passed the forfeitures, while records of 
the exchequer audit held from 7 to 22 May give limited further information about who 
else was present.®’
Nothing is known of the discussion that went on before the forfeitures, but there 
are two hints that the verdict of the assize may not have been entirely a formality. 
Firstly, Bower claims that it was six days after the reconvening of parliament before 
Walter Stewart was found guilty, and another day before judgement was passed on 
Albany and Lennox. As this parliament probably had little or no legislative role, this 
implies that there was a considerable discussion before the king had his way. Supporting 
this opinion are Bower’s own additions to Scotichronicon in the Coupar Angus 
Manuscript, a later abbreviated version of the work.®® In this addition the bland 
statement of facts is annotated with the comments that Walter Stewart was ‘a man very 
tall in stature, most loving as a person, very wise in his speech, highly pleasing to 
everybody and loved by a ll... his death was lamented not only by those who knew him 
but also by those who had never seen him on account of his admirable reputation’; 
Albany and Alexander Stewart were ‘giants among men of noble and refined character’. 
Bower is still not overtly critical of the executions, but such glowing descriptions are 
inconsistent with the need for the assize’s judgement. Perhaps most importantly. Bower 
mentions that Walter Stewart was not forfeited for treason, but for robbery (roberea).^ 
Only in a late version of the chronicle, written in the 1480s, is there a claim that Walter 
was found guilty of treason (proditoria).^ The crimes that Albany, Alexander and 
Lennox were convicted of are not described, but the overall implication from Bower’s 
late version is of charges that were tenuous at best, and executions that were ‘lamented’, 
and thus disliked, by many people. Coming from Bower, who is generally favourable to 
the Albany governors, this is perhaps not entirely surprising, but it nevertheless 
contradicts his consistent loyalty to James I.
Whatever Bower’s opinion several decades after the events described, however, 
an analysis of those that Bower claims to have been present suggests that they were 
largely likely to follow the king’s wishes, albeit after a suitable period of discussion. 
Bower gives a list of twenty-one members of the second estate. Most of these names 
seem credible, indeed many are known to have been present at the parliament of May 
1424, either from Bower’s own list of those knighted at the coronation, or more reliably
®’ Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245; E.R, iv, 379-399; see below, app. B 
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from the list of auditors of the tax and those known to have been in Perth at the time.^ * 
The clerical estate did not take part in judgements of forfeiture, and as yet the burgh 
commissioners may have been similarly excluded. It is likely that at least twelve of the 
people named had been present a year earlier.^  The earls of Atholl, Douglas, Mar, 
Angus, Orkney and March were all present, and joined by many of the major 
landowners from across Scotland. A brief geographical examination indicates some clear 
trends that hint as to why the king managed to secure parliament’s agreement for the 
forfeitures. Of the twenty nobles, at least nine had their principal estates or interests in 
the south-east,^ four in the south-west,^ three had links with the north-east, one 
(possibly two) with the north-west, and two came from the central Scottish lands of 
Perthshire and Stirlingshire.^  This hints at something that further examination of the 
personnel confirms: that the assize was dominated by the king’s favoured followers from 
the south-east, and Douglas supporters from the south-east and south-west. The absence 
of any significant numbers from the Albany heartlands of Stirlingshire, Perthshire and 
Fife is obvious, while figures from the less overtly loyal north were present only in small 
numbers. Finally, seven of the figures present would be termed members of the king’s 
secret council on 28 November 1425.^
The king could probably count on the support of all the earls present. All had 
served the king m some capacity since his return, and most had reasons to continue 
doing so, not least because of the benefits r^ulting from the forfeiture of one of the two 
leading magnatial houses. This at least would have been the primary motivation of 
Atholl and Douglas, and the considerable number of people present with Black Douglas 
links suggests that the king still needed their support despite the weakening of Douglas 
power after the death of the fourth earl at Vemeuil. Above all, the sending of Murdoch 
to custody at Caerlaverock, in the hands of Douglas’s ally Herbert Maxwell of
™ Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 244, xvi 
Bower’s claim that Alexander of the Isles, earl of Ross and Sir Glbert Hay of Erroll were 
present is likely to be erroneous (Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 355).
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™ te. the earls of Angus, Orkn^ and March, James Douglas of Balvenie, Thomas Somerville of 
that Ilk (or Camwatfa), James Douglas of Dalkeith, Thomas Hay of Locharworth (or Yester), 
William Borthwick of that Ilk, and John Forrester of Corstorphine.
Le., the earl of Douglas, John Montgomery of that Hk, Herbert Heriies of Terregles and Robert 
Cunningham ofKilmaurs.
Le., the earl of Nfar, Patrick Ogilvy, shwifif of Angus, and Walter Ogilvy of Lintratiien (north­
east), Robert Stewart of Lorn, and Alexander of the Isles (north-west), the earl of Atholl and 
Alexander Livingston of Callander (Perthshire and Stirlingshire).
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Caerlaverock, implies the king’s trust, and Douglas’s complicity, in the move to destroy 
the Albany Stewarts.™ Likewise Atholl’s presence was motivated by the rivalry with 
Albany in Perthshire already discussed. If Alexander of the Isles was present, then he 
too would have had ample motivation to support the king against Albany—the king had 
stepped in to prevent Robert Stewart, Murdoch’s half brother, from inheriting the 
northern estates of John Stewart, earl of Buchan, following his death at Vemeuil thus 
ending ‘thirty years of [Albany] family expansion in the north’ Alexander may have 
had his position as heir to the earldom of Ross confirmed by the king around the time of 
this parliament—by 5 June 1426 he was styling himself "magister Comitatus Rossie*, 
and the forfeitures certainly removed at a stroke his main rival for the estates.™ The king 
may have been more concerned by the presence of the earl of Mar, but James had been 
careful to keep him on his side, a policy that probably paid dividends now. Angus was 
trasted well enough to take custody of the duchess of Albany, and along with the earls of 
March and Sinclair was among the king’s favoured south-eastemers whom he 
increasingly used to counterbalance Black Douglas power. March was hoping to regain 
the position lost by his family with the forfeitures of 1400, and had already had the 
wardenship of the east March restored to him while taking part in the negotiations for 
the king’s release. He may have received an official pardon from the king around this 
time, probably shortly after the king’s retum in 1424.*°°
The only known Albany supporter present was Sir John Montgomery of that Ilk. 
He had been so close to Albany during his period as governor that he was arrested at the 
March 1425 parliament. *°* His presence does not create any great faith in the 
impartiality of the assize, however, as it is difficult to believe that his release was based 
on anything other than a promise to support the king against his former patron. Indeed it 
has been suggested that he may have provided evidence to secure the convictions, and 
Bower claims he took part in a force against the Lennox in May 1425. It was certainly 
not the result of strong favour from the king as on 16 July 1425 he would be sent to 
England as a hostage, losing his position as bailie of Cunningham to his rival Robert
^ S.RO. GDI 19/167, i.e., die earl of Orkney, Douglas of Balvoiie, SomerviUe of Camwath, 
John Forrester of Corsorphine (the chamberkin), Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathm (the treasurer), 
Alexander Livingston of Callander and William Borthwick of that Ilk.
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Cunningham of Kilmaurs.*®* Interestingly, Cunningham was also present on the assize, 
and clearly had his own motivation to favour the fall of the Albany Stewarts, and had 
recently cooperated with Montgomery in the force sent by the king to capture Loch 
Lomond castle. *°®
Six of the remaining non-comital figures were close enough to the king to be 
styled members of his secret council, however those who were less close to him also had 
motives to support the forfeitures. Herbert Herries of Terregles was associated closely 
with the earls of Douglas, *°* while Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith, apart from the bonds 
of kinship brought about by his marriage to Elizabeth, James’s sister, was one of the 
figures, along with the earls of Douglas and March, whom the king had turned to in 
1412 in an attempt to put pressure on Albany to hurry his release.*®® Finally William 
Hay of Locharworth (or Yester) was anothCT south-easterner whose family had links 
with his Midlothian neighbours, the Borthwick family, and the earls of Angus, Douglas 
and March, and who had been knighted by the king a year earlier.*®® Like Montgomery 
of that Ilk, however, his loyalty to the king may have been suspect, as on 16 July 1425 
he was placed on the list of substitute hostages to go to England, where he would remain 
until 1432.*®’
The overall impression is overwhelming. The domination by crown councillors 
and Douglas supporters suggests a more sinister background than simply political 
consensus. Indeed it is difficult to see a natural cross-section in a body that is so 
geographically bottom-heavy. While one might expect many followers of Albany to stay 
away, the almost total absence of figures from Fife, Stirlingshire and Perthshire is 
suspicious, while even Mar, Atholl and Alexander MacDonald stand out as exceptions to 
the overall rule of figures from south of the Forth. Following the strong opposition 
expressed at the March parliament, the king seems to have managed to pack the assize to 
secure a favourable result.
The aftermath of the forfeitures may have continued to the parliament that began 
at Perth on 11 March 1426. Certainly, although it has not proved possible to assemble a
*®^ Brown, James /, 62; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 247; Rot Scot, ii, 253-4.
*®® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 247
*®* RM5.,ii,nos. 86,255
*°® Balfour-Melville, James 1,9,49
*®^ R.M&, ii, nos. 189,119,1729; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243,352 
*®’ Scots Peerage, viii, 427; Rot Scot, ii, 254,277
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sederunt of any significance,*®* the acts passed by parliament suggest that the assembled 
estate were not willing overtly to oppose the king with the memory of the seizures of 
twelve months previously still fresh in their minds. Moreover, if, as Dr. Michael Brown 
has argued, the king forced the earl of Douglas into a humiliating resignation at this 
parliament, it would seem the king remained in a position of considerable strength.*®^  
This is illustrated most clearly by the grant of tax agreed by parliament. Although the 
king was able to force a grant, however, there seems also to have been a brooding 
discontent which would mean that little of the tax would be collected. Over the next year 
it seems likely that the king made another two attempts to gain further grants of taxation, 
but these failed comprehensively, while the r%entment against those taxes which were 
raised created one of the major elements in the king’s reputation for unreasonable 
impositions on the estates, and ultimately even tyranny.
The grant of tax itself is recorded in only one of the surviving manuscripts that 
record the parliaments of James I, the Lambeth Palace MS, which also includes an 
additional act concerning tax avoidance. Dr O’Brien has argued that the manuscript was 
probably compiled directly from the central register.**® The other versions that provided 
the basis for Thomas Thomson’s Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, volume two, for 
the parliaments of 1424-6, seem to have been created as the result of one of the acts of 
the March 1426 parliament. This ordained that the acts of the first three parliaments be 
recorded in a register and copies be given to the sheriffs to be proclaimed within their 
jurisdictions. This seems to have been duly done, and the resultant copies of the acts 
include a royal letter dated under the great seal at Edinburgh on 20 April 1426 ordering 
that the acts be proclaimed ‘in placis quhar oftast hapnis congregatioun of pepil’.*** One 
has to ask why the act concerning taxation of 1426 was not included in these published 
editions made so soon after the actual parliament sat, but only in the Lambeth MS, 
which seems to have derived from a different tradition. The answer seems to be that in 
the creation of the editions to be sent to the shires there was a tendency to blend the two 
acts of 1424 and 1426 into a single act placed with the acts of 1424. Thus Advocates 
Manuscript 25.4.15, although beginning with the same phrase as is found in the printed 
acts for the 1424 tax (‘Item it is ordanit be the thre estatis of the realm ... ma gif 
mistaris’, suddenly starts using the phraseology found in the Lambeth act dated to March 
1426 (‘of all maner of gudis and rentis bath spiritual and temporal na lordis demaynes.
*®® See below, app. B
*™ Brown, James 1,77; R.M.S., ii, no. 308; APS.,  ii, 63
**® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliamant’, app. E, 332-3 (citing Lambeth Palace MS fos. 197v-198r), 
28-9.
*** A.PS,  ii, 11; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 6-7
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na burges housis ... etc’., rather than ‘throu the haile kinryk alsueill of the regalities ... 
etc’.)*"
The grant of tax itself, and the act concerning those who avoided paying, are 
symptomatic of James I’s contrasting relationship with the estates in and out of 
parliament at this time. The act stated that:
‘it is consentit and ordanit be the hale parliament at ilk yeire be taxit and 
rasit a yelde generate throu all the realme of all maner of gudis ... in maner 
and forme as the first contribucioun ordanit tharfor was poyntit quhill frill 
payment be maid of our soverane lordis fynance’.**®
The phrase rendered in italics highlights the crucial difference between this grant and 
that of 1424—this was an annual tax, based on the model of 1424, until the king’s 
ransom was paid, a virtually unprecedented grant. Such a grant had only been allowed 
before to Robert I at the 1326 parliament at Cambuskenneth, and even then only in 
retum for specific royal concessions to the estates.**'* Although there had been a clearly 
recognised need for firequent taxation at the 1424 parliament, the granting of an annual 
tax, rather than insisting that each year parliament had to renew the contribution, shifted 
the theoretical balance of power in parliament considerably in the king’s favour, not to 
mention a move towards a more ‘English’ relationship between the crown and 
parliament.
There is ample evidence to suggest that this grant of taxation was unpopular 
among the general populace, despite the apparent ease that the king had in gaining it. 
Firstly the act that directly followed the grant of tax was designed to prevent tax evasion, 
referring to ‘thaim that has disobeyit to the taxing and the raising of the contribucioun 
for the kingis finance’. In other words, the act was aimed at those who had resisted the 
first grant of tax, as well as those who opposed the new collection.**® Secondly, two of 
the main chronicles of the reign. Bower’s Scotichronicon and Shirley’s Dethe of the 
Kynge of Scotis dwell at length on taxation as one of the main causes of James I’s 
unpopularity throughout the reign. If this is the case, it was a reputation earned early in 
the king’s active administration, in the four years 1424-1428. Thereafter the king would 
try to avoid the need to ask parliament for tax, and when he requested tax again in 1431, 
parliament would make clear its mistrust of the king by demanding the money was
**’ O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 29-30, apps. E, F, 332, 334 (cites N.L.S. Adv. 25.5.7 fos.
115v-l 16r.). Compare with A.F.S., ii, 4 c. 10.
**® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. E, 332-3.
**'* Nicholson, «Sbor/awfl?; The Later Middle Ages, 114-5.
**® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. E, 333.
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inaccessible to the king without the consent of six other figures.**® James’ victory over 
tax in the March 1426 parliament was the foundation of a bitter relationship with the 
three estates.
This bitterness is amply illustrated by the weight that Bower and Shirley give to 
the issue of taxation. Bower seems to have been highly sensitive about the criticism 
aimed at the king because of taxation, to the extent that he seems deliberately to distort 
the number of taxes granted. Certainly, considering Bower’s close involvement in the 
collection of tax in 1424 and 1431, the errors he makes are surprising.**’ He states that 
the 1424 grant was for two years of 12 pence in the pound. In the first year 14,000 marks 
was collected, but in the second year of the first grant ‘unbelievably less’.**® In fact the 
parliamentary act makes it clear that the grant was for one year only, with the likelihood 
of new grants, albeit that Professor Duncan has argued that it was collected over a 
twelve month period.**^  This seems to be a confiision by Bower over the grants of 1424 
and 1426, the latter of which he does not mention. Instead he states that in the second 
year much less was collected as:
‘the populace were complaining that they were being impoverished by such 
taxes, and so the king refi-ained fi'om impositions of this kind until 1433, in 
that year he ordered a tax of two pence in the pound ... [for] the sending of 
an embassy to the king of France ... When this had been collected ... the 
people began to mutter against the king saying that their property was being 
harmed in a great many ways by geld-taxes of this kind. When he heard 
this, the king at once gave instructions to the auditors that everything that 
had been received should be returned’.*™
By any stretch of the imagination this is extremely inaccurate. There were probably 
attempts to raise tax in every year between 1424 and 1427, as well as the grant in 1431 
for the campaign in the highlands, in which Bower was involved. Overall Bower seems 
to be attempting to answer the accusations made against James I regarding tax by 
distorting the evidence.
His sensitivity to the subject is also made clear in a chapter entitled ‘taxes 
should not be levied casually’. Bower states here that ‘although the king was disposed to
**® The tax was to be kept in a chest by the bishop and prior of St Andrews, while the four 
auditors held a key each {A.P.S., ii, 20).
“’ ÆP.51,ii, 5,20
**® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 240, 241. Note particularly the phraseology of the Latin original 
which makes it more clear that Bower is implying one grant over two years.
**^  A.P.S., ii, 4-5; Duncan, James 1,6-7.
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acquiring possessions, he nevertheless knew well ... that unjust exactions and savage 
extortions ... are highly displeasing to God’. He goes on to describe the reasons why 
temporal lords might exact taxation, listing defence of the homeland, crusade, ransoms, 
petitions to higher authorities, gifts and poverty as the only acceptable reasons. All 
James I’s taxations would fit, at least superficially, within this model; however other 
comments make clear the reasons why resentment against the king became more and 
more widespread: ‘Whatever a lord takes without justification, he ought to restore, as for 
instance the seizure ... for horses surplus to requirements, the building of elaborate 
manor-houses, over-sumptuous garments, [the consequences of] dice and games of 
chance, or luxurious dinner parties and the like; these they are bound to make good’. 
Money, above all, should not be raised by force, or for false reasons: ‘if they [princes 
and lords] accept payment beyond these limits they are traitors, for they despoil the sons 
of God who are entrusted to their care."* Bower, although heavily involved in the king’s 
taxation policy, is reflecting the public opinions about taxation during the reign. 
Although ostensibly raised for the ransom, James I’s tax went to pay for just the sort of 
household expenditure that is forbidden according to this chapter.
Shirley’s comments on taxation, although much more overtly hostile to James I, 
tie in well with Bower. Importantly he links tiie raising of taxation with the destruction 
of the Albany Stewarts whose deaths ‘the peeple soore grucchyd and eke murmured 
sayng that thei supposud and imagyned that the king dudde more that vigorowse 
execucion uppon his lordes for coveyties of their goodus and possesciouns, than for 
anny lawefiil cawse’. Directly after this comment on the forfeitures, Shirley states ‘thees 
thinges thus doone, the saide kinge of Scottes, nought staunched of his gredy aVerice, 
ordeinned grette tallages ... soo that the communes of his lande secretely clepyd hym a 
tyrant, what for the owterageouse cruelte of the dethe of his greete lordes, and also for 
t’avarisious and importtable impositioune of unseen taxes’.*" It is important to 
understand the two elements—unjust forfeitures and taxation—that justify calling James 
I a tyrant, as although he was ultimately assassinated in 1437, both these elements have 
their origins in his first three parliaments. Moreover, the apparently incompatible 
opinions of Bower and Shirley both agree that taxation raised for the wrong reasons is 
equal to treachery. Thus, although James received a grant of taxation at the parliament of
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 241 
"* Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 251-3
*" Shirley, ‘The Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis’, ed. M. Connolly, in S.H.R., Ixxi (1992), 51. See 
also Dr. Michael Brown’s discussion of Shirley’s value as a source in M.H.Brown, “I Have 
Thus Slain a Tyrant’: The Dethe of the Kynge o f Scotis and the Right to Resist in Early 
Fifteenth-Century Scotland’, Innes Review, XLVII (I) 1996,24-44.
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March 1426, the roots of far more serious parliamentary opposition were sown very 
early in his reign.
That the king was already experiencing difficulties in parliament seems clear 
from some of the other legislation. The articles presented by the king were delegated to a 
committee of ‘certane persounis’, whose answers form the extant legislation.*" This 
seems to be the first reference to something approximating to a committee of the articles, 
discussed folly in the chapter on that committee. It is worth bearing in mind, however, 
that the legislation is expressly stated to be the answer of the conunittee to the king’s 
proposals. The act following the grant of taxation deals with ‘thaim that has disobeyit to 
the taxing and the raising of the contribucioun’. Again it is expressly stated to have been 
formulated by ‘the presedentis of the parliament’, rather than the king and estates. The 
act refers back to the first grant, and clearly indicates that there had been considerable 
resistance to taxation in the localities from the outset.*" A hint at how this resistance 
was manifesting itself at this time is provided by a later act which forbids the sending of 
procurators to parliament or general council, and instead orders that ‘all prelatis erlis 
baronnis and frehaldaris of the king ... appere in propir personne’.*" This was a theme 
that would be taken up more folly by the March 1428 parliament when an attempt was 
made to set up a system of shire representation.*™ The king was finding that those who 
did not attend parliament were refusing to accept its decisions, at least in regard to 
taxation. It appears that the second estate in particular had realised that there was no 
taxation if they avoided representation.
Otherwise this parliament continued the legislative outpouring of the previous 
two years, continuing the extension of the crown’s influence into all aspects of Scottish 
society. Acts ordered the registration of great seal letters in a register, and that the three 
estates be governed by the king’s laws alone, and no other laws or statutes of whatever 
body or realm. Professor Duncan has suggested that this act may have resulted from 
attempts by the burghs to claim exemption from the act of 1425 imposing duty on goods 
imported from England. As such it fitted into a broader process in the early parliaments 
of the reign of increasing interference in burgh affairs.*" In 1425 and 1426 a large 
amount of legislation was passed concerning the burghs, and it is likely that this
*" A.P.S., ii, 9. Note, Bower implies that the legislation was in feet issued at the May 
continuation (Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 257).
*" O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. E, 333. 
*"X.P.&,ii,9 
'.,ii,
*" Duncan, James 1, 9
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stemmed at least in part from the heavy reliance that the king had on the burghs for 
providing the lion’s share of the collected taxation (as opposed to the theoretical 
proportions of each estate in the original grant).*" The burgh commissioners seem to 
have taken on this burden, and also an increased burden of custom on cloth (granted in 
March 1425) in retum for particular concessions. Thus in March 1425 it was decreed 
that deacons or masters of each craft should be elected by the craftsmen and the town 
officers to ensure the quality of work. A host of other acts followed in March 1426, both 
formulated by a delegated assize on weights and measures and also by the full 
parliament.*™ When parliament was continued to Perth on 30 September 1426, held by a 
delegated committee chosen at the March meeting, it dealt almost exclusively with 
burgh matters. Clearly problems were developing with the new deacons of crafts, as this 
meeting limited their powers, while in July 1427 an act was passed that revoked all the 
previous acts concerning deacons, and decreed craft meetings to be conspiracies.*®® It 
seems that the acts had enabled the crafts to fix prices and wages which had created 
hostility among other sections of the burgh communities, most obviously the merchants. 
Problems continued, and in 1428 another experimental system of craft wardens was 
implemented for a year to regulate workmanship and prices. Professor Duncan argues 
once again that this was motivated primarily by the king’s interest in increasing cloth 
customs.*®*
Probably linked to the king’s wish to appease the burghs, and to raise money 
overseas, was the arrival of Flemish ambassadors in early 1426. The March 1425 
parliament had entirely forbidden trade with Flanders (an act that seems to be 
incompatible with the need to raise the first grant of taxation by a Flemish ‘chevisance’ 
backed by the burghs) dictated by political considerations because of Scottish support to 
Charles VII of France, and Flemish hostility to Scots. *®^ This act met with some success. 
On 12 February 1426 Philip, duke of Burgundy, gave protection to Scottish traders at 
Middelburg, and opened Flanders to Scottish traders again on 17 December 1427.*®® 
Bower probably identifies the main motivation for the diplomatic agreement: ‘the 
merchants for their part obtained more extensive privileges [in Flanders]’.*®'*
*" K R , iv, cxxxi-ii 
^™ .^P.&,ii, 8,12
*®® Duncan, James 1,9-I0;4!.P.&, ii, 13-14.
*®* Duncan, Jhwej/, 10; AP.&, ii, 15
*®® A.P .S., ii, 6, 7. The Flemish had acted aggressively towards Scottish traders, issuing Tetters of 
marque’ {le. letters giving licence to privateers to commit acts of hostility) against than 
(Balfour-Melville, James 1, 145-6).
*®® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 361; Balfour-Melville, James 1, 145-6
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Whatever the king hoped to achieve by the btirgh legislation, and however 
dubious its success, this incident provides a rare illustration in this period of the power 
of the burgesses in parliament, and their ability to extract concessions in retum for 
taxation. It is perhaps no surprise that the legislation dealing with the burghs ends in 
1428, the same year that the king’s attempt to raise money for his ransom was finally 
abandoned. By then the burgh commissioners seem even to have secured the right to 
hold their own parliaments. The parliament of the four burghs seems likely to date from 
1425, albeit based on undated or misdated sources, and this innovation would certainly 
fit in with the large amount of legislation which would perhaps have been drafted by the 
burgh ‘parliament’ before being passed on to the full assembly."®
A series of acts was also passed forbidding free passage between the west coast 
of Scotland and the ‘Erschry’ of Ireland at the March 1426 parliament, due to the 
presence there of James ‘the Fat’, son and heir of Murdoch, duke of Albany, and as yet 
also a claimant to the succession to the Scottish throne in the event of the king’s death. 
The king certainly had reason to fear James, who had received considerable support in 
1425 from areas of the Lennox and Argyll, while the king also launched measures to 
deprive Finlay de Albany, bishop of Argyll, who had fled to Ireland in the spring of 
1425."® Parliament may have been demonstrating its continued loyalty to the king in the 
fight against the Albany family, but the act demonstrated the continuing danger which 
the king faced outside the forum of the three estates.
Parliament was continued from March 1426 to 11 May, and on 13 May a 
committee of people deputed by the king and parliament to determine the complaints of 
the lieges met to deal with a dispute between the abbot of Scone on one side and Robert 
Ross and Thomas Charters on the other.*®’ Walter Bower claims that parliament was 
continued because of the proximity of Easter (that year on 31 March), and in fact implies 
that the legislation of the Perth session was finally issued at Edinburgh. Bower seems 
critical of the legislation, stating that ‘some would have served the kingdom well enough 
for the future if they had been kept’, but goes on to imply that enforcement was absent, 
and that that the weight of new legislation and alteration of older laws led only to 
contempt and non-observance.*®* It is certainly tempting to see the taxation as a case of
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 257 
*®® Duncan, James 1 ,10; A.P.S., xii, 23-4
*®® A.P.S., ii, 11; Brown, James I, 75; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245; Hbk Brit. Chron., 303;
C.P.L., vii, 473-4.
*"v4.P.&,ii, 13,26; xii, 22
*®* Hbk of Dates, 102-3; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 257
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non-enforcement, while the rapid enactment and repeal of the acts concerning craft 
deacons, and parliamentary attendance give considerable support for Bower’s point of 
view. Backing up his claim that the March acts were in fact issued in May is the 
presence of several major magnates in Edinburgh at this time, receiving patronage fi’om 
the king. On 4 May Sir Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock was given a confirmation of a 
charter of Murdoch, duke of Albany in October 1420, while on 11 May James Douglas 
of Balvenie was given a confirmation of lands in the sheriffdoms of Elgin and Inverness, 
received firom his brother Archibald, the late earl of Douglas. On 28 May Sir Alexander 
Stewart and Sir Thomas Stewart, his son, were given confirmation of the earldom of 
Mar and lordship of Garioch after their joint resignation.*®® The cluster of charters made 
in May 1426 suggests there may have been more parliamentary business carried out than 
has survived, or that Bower’s implication of a main Edinburgh session is correct.*'*®
More is certain about the next continuation, which met once again in Perth on 30 
September 1426. It was not a full assembly, but a body of ‘certane lordis prelatis 
banrentis barounis frehaldaris and wismen chosyn therto of the hail consale of the thre 
estatis’. It is surprising that no mention is made of the presence of burgh commissioners 
in this delegated body, as most of the legislation dealt with burgh affairs. Indeed it is 
likely that the burgh acts were drafted first by the ‘parliament’ of the burghs, with acts 
dealing with the sowing of wheat, peas and beans, and the rebuilding of castles in the 
north tacked on to the end by the committee that confirmed them.*^ * One act, ordering 
custom to be raised on salmon and other fish, seems to have provoked resistance from 
the earl of Moray, who prevented the custumar of Elgin fi'om receiving payments fi'om 
1426 to 1429.*'*^  The final act, ordering the rebuilding of castles, indicates the beginning 
of a new phase in the king’s reign that would have considerable ramifications for the 
king’s relationship with the estates—his relationship with the lordship of the Isles. The 
king’s rapprochement with Alexander MacDonald was cooling by this time, and there is 
circumstantial evidence for a link between James the Fat and the lordship of the Isles.*'*® 
James took the northern threat seriously enough to institute repairs to Inverness castle 
from 1427.*'*'*
*®^ÆM5.,ii,nos. 48,49, 53 
''^®ÆM&,ii,no.54
*** A.P.S., ii, 13. There is evidence of a reasonably large sederunt of extra-conciliar figures at this 
continuation, see below, app. B 
*'*’ E.R, iv, 481 
*'*® Brown, James /, 75
*'*'* Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 259; E.R, 497, 510,539,634
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The next meeting of parliament for which there is any substantial evidence was 
held in July 1427. There is some evidence, however, that there may have been further 
meetings, perhaps still continuations of the March 1426 meeting, in January and March 
1427. A great seal precept to the justiciar north of the Forth dated at Edinburgh on 16 
January *anno regni nostri vicesimoprimo  ^ would seem almost certainly to refer to 
James Ts reign. The letter refers to a decree of ^ présidentes parliamenti nostri in nostro 
concilii sedentes' held two days earlier in a dispute over the lands of Lochtoun in the 
sheriffdom of Fife, ordering the justiciar to arrange an assize to decide the action 
between Elizabeth of Lochtoun and John Barclay of Kippow."® The unusual reference to 
^présidentes parliamenti’ mirrors the use of the phrase ‘presidentis of the parliament’ in 
the act concerning tax evasion in March 1426.*'*® In that case it referred to the people 
chosen by full parliament to give an answer to the king’s articles, but here it seems to 
have a different meaning.*'*’ Certainly it is clear that this is not a reference to a foil 
session of parliament, but rather a delegated body sitting in the king’s council, 
presumably quite independently of the foil sederunt, and with judicial powers. It is 
probably best to see this reference as evidence of an evolutionary dead end. James I was 
certainly trying to extend his influence over parliament during the early period of his 
active reign, as well as experiment with the way in which parliament’s legislative and 
judicial roles were implemented.*'*® The eventual outcome, however, would be the 
committees of articles and auditors of causes and complaints, both of which sat only 
when parliament was in session.
It is unlikely, however, that this delegated body had assembled only for judicial 
purposes. As in May 1426, there is a cluster of great seal charters issued around the time 
of this meeting. Eleven charters survive in the great seal register between 3 and 22 
January 1427.*'*® The recipients of royal patronage were also of a higher status than in 
the former or later months. James Douglas of Balvenie was granted the lands of 
Pettinain in Lanarkshire and Stewarton in Ayrshire in two charters of 5 and 12 January, 
and also witnessed two charters on 8 January.*®® Alexander Seton, lord of Gordon, and 
his wife Egidia Hay, were granted the barony of Tullibody in Clackmannanshire, and
*'*® N.R.A.(S) no. 776, Mansfield MSS, Bundle 1849, no. 10. The date is limited to James I’s 
reign as John Barclay of Kippow was dead by 11 August 1455, precluding fiie possibility of a 
reference to a parliament in 1458 or 1481, the twenty-first years of James IPs and Ill’s reigns 
respectively (E.R, vi, 78). Barclay was also a witness to an undated charter confirmed by James 
I on 30 January 1431 (RMS., ii, no. 182).




*®® R M S ,  ii, nos. 72, 77, 74,75
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other lands in Banffshire and Aberdeenshire, on 8 January, following Egidia’s 
resignation.*®* Alexander Stewart, earl of Mar, was granted the lordship of Badenoch for 
life on 9 January, and the next day promised, for himself and his heirs, to demit it on his 
death. Also present were the more obviously conciliar figures of Walter Ogilvy of 
Lintrathen and Patrick Ogilvy.*®^
The northern connection shared by all these figures is probably no coincidence, 
nor the significant patronage which they were given at this time. The meeting of a 
parliamentary body and their presence in Edinburgh suggests strongly that the king’s 
concern with the north had developed considerably since October. Most obviously the^  
period between May 1426 and January 1427 saw the clear realignment of royal policy 
towards the north. Previously the king had used the lord of the Isles as support against 
the Albany Stewarts, and had managed to retain the backing of the earl of Mar whilst 
doing so.*®® Mar had received no reward for his loyalty; instead the king seems to have 
distrusted him because of his association with the duke of Albany before 1424. Now the 
king realised that ‘only Mar possessed the backing to oppose the lord of the Isles ... [and 
was] the only effective agent of the royal government beyond the Mounth’. The 
confirmation of Mar in May, the grant of Badenoch in January, and the king’s progress 
to the north in the summer of 1426 reflect this realisation, while Mar’s presence at court 
and parliament reflect his willingness to re-enter royal favour.*®^  The gift of Badenoch at 
the time of the January 1427 meeting was the clearest sign yet of Mar’s rehabilitation, as 
it gave him control of the key routes across the Grampians, and hence the defence of 
Aberdeenshire from attacks from the west. Mar may have been made lieutenant in the 
North at the same time, perhaps with the agreement of the parliamentary committee, and 
which would have placed very large amounts of royal responsibility in his hands.*®® 
Above all, the holding of another parliamentary session (or at least quasi-parliamentary 
assembly linked to an enlarged council), at this time, combined with the grants to Mar 
and the presence of so many northern lords, seems to indicate royal concern about the 
north earlier in the reign than has previously been thought.
The development of problems in the north may not have been the only reason 
for the parliamentary session in January. Indeed the primary objective may have been 
connected with the collection of the grant of taxation, and by now it was probably clear
*®*RM6'.,ii,no. 73
*®’ R.M.S., ii, no. 76 and «., 72-80
*®® Brown, James I, 80-1.
*®^* Brown, James /, 81; RMS.,  ii, nos. 53, 76,54-57.
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that the tax was feeing considerable problems. Negotiations had begun with England in 
December 1426, and by 12 March the English council was complaining that only 9,500 
marks had been paid of the ransom instead of the 30,000 due by that date. James had 
recently promised that 10,000 marks were ‘redi in marchands handis of Scotland’ to be 
paid at Bruges, but this sum had not been delivered, and Garter king-of-arms was 
ordered instead to demand full payment of the balance.*®® No further payment was ever 
made, and it seems once again that only the burghs had raised significant amounts of 
money after the March 1426 grant of tax. The non-payment of taxation by the other two 
estates may have provoked the January meeting, but clearly no remedial action was 
possible, and the burgess community may have made it clear that it was not willing to 
fund the ransom further alone.
What is perhaps most important for our understanding of the continued 
parliamentary sessions between May and January 1426-7, is that major magnates and 
extra-conciliar figures were present in significant numbers. The limited evidence which 
we have nevertheless suggests the presence of James Douglas of Balvenie, the earl of 
Mar, and Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock in May 1426, along with the usual conciliar 
figures.*®’ The September continuation was probably attended by figures as diverse as 
James Douglas of Dalkeith, Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, Thomas Kirkpatrick of 
Closebum, Henry Livingstone of Manerston, David Tours of Blackburn, James Dundas 
of that Ilk and George Crichton of Cairns.*®* The January assembly, as has been 
discussed above, had a large northern contingent.*®® Although these were delegated and 
prorogued assemblies, there does not seem to be evidence of a conciliar take-over of 
parliament’s powers.
Some evidence exists for a meeting of parliament in March 1427, but this would 
seem much less likely than the January assembly. The Lambeth Manuscript, already 
shown to provide material not available in the other collections of parliamentary acts, 
dates nine acts placed in other versions to the March 1426 meeting to 12 to 13 March 
1427.*®® Dr. O’Brien argued this was almost certainly a scribal error for 1426, 
particularly as the acts appear in versions of the parliamentary record apparently
*®^ Balfour-Melville, James 1, 146
*®’ R.M.S., ii,nos. 48-53
*®* R M S ,  ii, nos. 60,62; S.R.O. RH6/273
"^RM5.,ii,nos. 58-69
160 O’Brien, ‘Scottidi Parliament’, 31, app. M, p358-9. The acts in question are numbered 5-9, 
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prepared in 1426.*®* Nevertheless, it should be noted that there is some other evidence 
for a March 1427 meeting, albeit from a very late source. The Practicks of Sir James 
Balfour of Pittendreich include three references to acts of parliament of March 1427. 
Interestingly these are not the same acts placed under that date by the Lambeth 
Manuscript, and therefore cannot have come from that source. Balfour compiled his 
work between 1574 and 1583 and dates the act produced by the assize concerning 
weights and measures of 11 March 1426, and the act ordering the building of castles in 
the north of 30 September 1426, to 11 March 1427, and a further act ordering 
freeholders to compear at head courts for the serving of brieves and retours, in the 
printed acts as of 6 March 1430, to 6 March 1427.*®^  Scribal error, either by Balfour, or 
by the author of his unknown source, would still seem the best explanation, particularly 
as all the acts appear under different parliaments with apparently reliable dates. But it is 
nevertheless interesting that two quite separate sources place a parliament on exactly the 
same date. The confusion might have arisen in the transcription of acts if some sort of 
parliamentary assembly, possibly similar to the January meeting, met in March, and was 
recorded in a now destroyed parliamentary register. There is no cluster of royal charters 
around this time, as in January, and the balance of evidence suggests that no meeting 
took place at this time. *®®
Parliament did meet again on 1 July 1427 at Perth. *®^ The surviving legislation is 
much less full than in previous years, and, unusually, has survived only in Latin. Overall 
much less is known about this parliament, why it was called, or who is likely to have 
attended than at any of the three previous assemblies. No royal charters survive from the 
period of its sitting, and the acts themselves deal largely with more judicial matters 
which, if no doubt of importance to certain sections of the three estates, do not have the 
obviously political overtones of some previous legislation. Nevertheless, if only from 
what is clearly not mentioned, it is possible to discern the continuing problems which the 
king was facing in parliament. Indeed, the July 1427 assembly saw the comprehensive 
collapse of James Fs taxation policy in parliament, and it is no surprise that the next 
meeting of the estates would be in the less formal gathering of a general council eight 
months later.*®®
*®* O’Brirai, ‘Scottish ParliamoiF, 31-2
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Most obviously the act of the previous year for a grant of tax ‘ilk yeire’ came to 
nothing. There was no new grant of tax, and, although according to the tenor of the 
March 1426 statute no new legislation may have been needed, it is clear from the 
exchequer rolls that no further tax was collected towards the ransom at this time, nor 
were there any further payments to the English crown.*®® We know that James was being 
put under considerable pressure by the English to make further payments of the ransom. 
Just a few days before parliament began Thomas Roulle had been sent to England, and 
on 9 July, while parliament was still sitting, he would make arrangements for the 
exchange of 14 hostages ‘on the promise of James to pay a further instalment of the 
ransom’. *®’ This payment was never made, and as a result hostages were only released 
in retum for new ones, while on 18 December Henry Vi’s council would write to James 
I complaining about the non-payment.*®* The king was unable to make the estates pay an 
annual taxation only a year after it had been granted; however the resistance to the levy 
seems to have manifested itself mainly outside the formal assembly of the estates. 
Despite parliamentary statutes and threats of fines for non-payment, collection in the 
localities was not taking place to anything like the desired extent.
A hint as to how the members of the three estates were justifying this resistance 
is given by the Latin preamble to the meeting. A new emphasis was laid on attendance 
of ecclesiastics, barons, and freeholders who owed customary attendance, while those 
without an excuse were adjudged to be contumacious, fined ten pounds and named in the 
rolls.*®® The need for such action, repeated frequently in subsequent years, indicates that 
many figures were avoiding parliament and then refusing to accept its conclusions.
We know ftiat parliament sat for at least eleven days, and this makes it very 
likely that taxation was discussed in that time, and that those who had compeared for the 
meeting refused to give any further payments, probably arguing that there were not 
enough people present to allow such a grant.*™ Certainly the surviving legislation does 
not otherwise provide an obvious reason for the calling of parliament at all. Most 
significant were two acts dealing with the craft deacons and clerics and laymen 
travelling abroad. The acts made creating craft deacons in the previous parliaments were
*®®AR&,ii, 15
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now deemed injurious to the realm and abolished. The act dealing with clerics and 
laymen travelling abroad ordered that people exchanged the money for their expenses 
within the realm with exchangers or merchants and that certification of this should be 
given to the chancellor (in the case of ecclesiastics) or the chamberlain (for laymen). 
This was aimed both at keeping bullion within the realm, and exerting a degree of 
control over clerics going to Rome. As such it marks the beginning of serious attempts 
to deal with the practice of barratry—stirring up lawsuits over ecclesiastical benefices by 
appealing to the pope—and particularly the overturning of royal provisions. Certainly 
the fact that churchmen were to report to the chancellor, while laymen only had to make 
certification to the chamberlain, indicates that royal interest was stronger in 
ecclesiastical travelling, and an act of March 1428 dealing specifically with barratry 
would refer back to this act.^ ^
The final part of James Fs battle with the estates to secure taxation came in the 
first general council of his active reign, which began on 1 March 1428. The difference in 
title from parliament had very little meaning. The preamble to the surviving acts is 
almost identical to the one used for parliament in July 1427, and served as the basis of 
the parliamentary preamble for the rest of the reign and beyond. Indeed the only 
substantial difference between parliament and general council throughout its history was 
parliament’s judicial function as the highest court of the realm, and particularly as the 
body with the power of forfeiture. This meant that notice to attend parliament had to be 
made by a summons of forty days notice, in the same manner of other judicial courts 
since the reign of William the Lion, a practice still being carefully maintained in the 
sixteenth century.*^ "*
Why precisely it was decided that this should be the first general council since 
1423 is not clear, but it may well be no more complicated than a lack of judicial business 
needing attention. Certainly the matters discussed in the general councils of March and 
July 1428 were no less controversial than in the frill parliaments, and in both cases the 
king seems to have faced considerable opposition from the estates. The decision to call 
general councils, therefore, was not indicative of less important subject matter. Indeed 
the second act of the March general council has probably attracted more attention from
'^V.R6:,ii, 14
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historians than any other single piece of legislation in the fifteenth century, a fact that 
seems strange when one realises that its effect on the Scottish parliament was precisely 
nil.*’  ^ It is nevertheless an important act in indicating the problems that the king was 
facing with assemblies of the three estates, particularly as regards the collection of tax, 
and James’ chosen option for dealing with this—the Anglicisation of parliament. The act 
itself stated that ‘the king with consent of his hail consal general has statute and ordanit 
that the smal barounis and jfre tenandis nede not cum to parliamentis nor general 
consalys’. Instead each sheriffdom was to select two or more men chosen at the head 
court of the sheriffdom to be shire commissioners, excepting Clackmannan and Kinross 
who were to send only one. These commissioners were to choose ‘a wise and ane expert 
man callit a commoune spekar of the parliament the quhilk sal propone all and sindry 
nedis and causis pertening to the commounis’, while each commissioner was to have ‘fill 
ande playn powere*, by the seals of the sheriff and ‘diuerse’ barons of the shire, to treat 
and conclude all matters proposed in parliament or general council. The act fiirther 
stated that the commissioners were to have their costs paid by the rest of the shire, and 
concluded by stating that ‘all bischoppis abbotis prioris dukis erlis lordis of parliament 
and banrentis the quhilkis the king wil be Reseruit and [continue to be] summonde to 
consalis and to parliament be his special precep’.*’^
The act has received so much attention primarily because it superficially seems 
to be an attempt to create a Scottish commons, and has been wrongly interpreted as the 
origin of the peerage title of lord of parliament. Thus Balfour-Melville stated that this 
was ‘the statute upon which his [James I’s] reputation as a constructive statesman rests’, 
passed ‘in the hope of creating a house of commons, such as he had seen work in 
Lancastrian England ... the whole statute was modelled on English custom’. Balfour- 
Melville goes so far as to claim James was trying to create a ‘bicameral legislature’, 
which failed because of the greater strength of ‘feudal and social distinctions in 
Scotland’. Rait stated that ‘there can be no question that the act was intended to bring 
into parliament a body of representatives corresponding to the English knights of the 
shire’, and pointed, more suggestively, to the unusual use of the phrase ‘commounis’ in 
the extant act, as indicating an attempt to create a Scottish commons. Like Balfour-
century. The first parliament of James II’s reign met at Edinburgh on 25 March 1437, caily 
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had seen some of the most frequent and generous grants by the commons, albeit largely 
as the result of Henry V’s success in France. Henry V received grants of taxation, 
primarily for funding his war in France, in 1413, 1414, 1415, 1416 (twice), 1417, 1419 
and 1421. This included direct taxation, but also wool subsidies and tunnage and 
poundage (granted for the first time for life in November 1415).^  ^Henry V also enjoyed 
a close relationship with successive speakers of the commons. J. S. Roskell, in his study 
of the commons and speakers in England, although generally stressing the independence 
of the commons, and their role in election of speakers, admitted that the influence of the 
crown could be strong throughout the late medieval period. Indeed ‘most of the 
medieval speakers were ... royal retainers, many of whom belonged to the king’s 
household, sometimes holding office there or in some branch of the central executive’.
Perhaps the best example of this during the reign of Henry V was Thomas Chaucer, son 
of the poet Geoffrey, who was chief butler to the king, linked to the chancellor, Henry 
Beaufort, keeper of the royal forests of Woolmer and Aliceholt, sheriff of Hampshire 
and who served on a diplomatic mission to Ypres in June 1414, returning a month before 
acting as speaker at the November 1414 parliament, one of the most financially generous 
of the reign. By the time of James I’s return to Scotland, this close relationship 
between crown and commons was breaking down amid the more uncertain situation of 
Henry Vi’s minority.Nevertheless the trend was clear; the commons would grant tax 
frequently, and was open to considerable influence via the speaker. It was this that lay at 
the root of the March 1428 act, and it was almost certainly this that lay behind the 
peculiar references to the ‘commons’ in the early years of James I’s reign, particularly 
within the shire commission's act itself. Moreover, as Dr Grant has pointed out, the I
terminology used—‘dukis erlis lordis of the parliamentis and banrentis’ who would I
receive personal summons—was based closely on the description of the English house i
of lords: ‘dukes, earls, barons and bannerets’, with the new phrase ‘lordis of the 
parliamentis’ being an attempt to create a phrase equivalent to the English baron, and not 
as yet a new peerage style. The act was never effective, and just three months later, at I
the general council that began on 12 July at Perth, the old preamble calling all bishops, ’
abbots, priors, earls, and barons, all freeholders who held in chief of the king, and
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certain burgh commissioners, was again in operation, as it would remain for the rest of 
the century/^
The reason why the shire commissioners act did not become effective is not 
immediately clear. It seems unlikely that the king would have abandoned such an 
important piece of legislation willingly, but there is no mention of shire commissioners 
from this point until the parliament of December 1585 when an act was passed 
concerning the implementation of the 1428 act (also the next occasion when reference is 
made to the ‘ commons’). A degree of hostility or resistance must have lain at the root 
of the abandonment of the legislation, and, more importantly, on 17 July 1428, at the 
next meeting of general council, James renewed the Franco-Scottish alliance. The 
most immediate effect of this agreement was to release the king from the need to pay the 
English ransom, and thus from frirther attempts to raise direct taxation from the estates. 
James would almost certainly have still preferred the shire commissioners act to take 
effect, but, in the face of opposition from the estates, the July 1428 agreement meant that 
the king could abandon any attempt at implementation.
The remaining acts of the general council were more routine, although they 
underline the similarity between general council and parliament in its legislative powers. 
Acts dealt with the paying of customs, craft wardens in burghs, beggars and lepers, 
going to court with arms and trapping birds between Lent and August^ \^ More important 
was another act attempting to deal with barratry, which forbade any clerk to leave the 
realm without first going to his ordinary and the chancellor to show the reason for the 
journey ‘and mak faith to thame that he do na baratry’.^  ^Barratry conflicted with royal 
interests in two ways; it diminished the influence of the crown over the Scottish church, 
and involved the loss of substantial sums of bullion overseas in payments to the papal 
camera for the processing of suits and supplications. While the Register of Supplications 
in the Vatican archives provides ample evidence of the failure of the king to prevent 
clerics appealing directly to the pope for provisions to benefices, often contrary to the 
royal rights of provision, the act was part of a more immediate conflict with the 
papacy by which the king used parliament in an attempt to extend secular power over the 
church. Thus the May 1424 parliament had forbidden churchmen to travel overseas
16
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without the king’s permission, and more importantly forbade the purchasing of pensions 
from benefices/^ This was put into effect by the same parliament in a dispute between 
Nicholas of Cumnock and Ingeram Lindsay. Lindsay had purchased a pension from the 
deanery of Aberdeen at Rome, which Cumnock held. Parliament judged that this was 
‘agane the course of common lawe and ryt inconuenient to be tholit in the kynrik’, and 
ordered that the king should command the bishop of St Andrews, the judge delegate in 
the dispute, to suspend the process until the king had given ‘consale’ to the pope. The 
king duly ordered the bishop of St Andrews in parliament, and ‘gaif bidding’ to Lindsay, 
to cease his pursuit of the pension. At the same parliament, on 26 May, the three 
estates sat and judged an ecclesiastical dispute between William Brown, a monk of 
Dunfermline, and William Drax, monk of Durham, each of whom claimed to be the 
rightful prior of Coldingham; with Drax being adjudged the rightful claimant. By 
claiming jurisdiction over a clerical dispute which would more normally be dealt with by 
diocesan courts or the Roman curia, the king and parliament were extending the limits 
of secular influence over the church.
This process continued with the king’s nomination of John Cameron to the see 
of Glasgow in 1426.^  ^Cameron had enjoyed a rapid rise in royal service since 1424, 
becoming secretary, keeper of the privy seal and, by May 1427, chancellor. The 
cathedral chapter duly elected Cameron according to the king’s wishes, but Pope Martin 
V quashed the election, claiming that the right of provision was reserved to himself. 
Royal pressure led to the pope reversing his decision, and Cameron was formally 
provided on 22 April 1426.^ *^ The dispute between the king and pope flared up again in 
the spring of 1429 as the result of the acts of 1427 and 1428 trying to prevent barratry in 
parliament. William Crosier, archdeacon of Teviotdale, became involved in a dispute 
with Bishop Cameron and protested to the apostolic see that it was Cameron, as 
chancellor, who was behind the anti-papal legislation of the Scottish three estates. 
Cameron was judged in the Roman curia to be responsible for the acts ‘against 
ecclesiastical liberty and the rights of the Roman church’ and to be ‘so guilty as to 
deserve deprivation’.^  ^The king did not accept this decision, but again went on to the 
offensive, once more using the power of the Scottish parliament as part of his attack. An
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embassy was sent to Rome in the summer of 1430, and Crosier was summoned to appear 
before parliament. Crosier would not appear, but would eventually be denounced as a 
traitor by parliament, probably in January 1435, after denouncing the Scottish king to the 
Council of Basle.^
This general council marks an end to the first phase of James Fs relationship 
with the three estates. It had started with enthusiasm for a new monarch in partnership 
with a rejuvenated parliament, but had ended in parliamentary obstructionism and 
outright refusal to pass or collect levies of taxation. The king’s taxation policy had failed 
conclusively, while his attempts to collect it, combined with the treatment of the Albany 
Stewarts (albeit with parliamentary authority), created an atmosphere of mutual distrust 
which was to have important implications for the future. Indeed the quick development 
and longevity of parliamentary hostility to the king, both latent and overt, calls into 
question both James Fs reputation as one of the more successful Stewart monarchs, and 
his reputation for reforming legislation.^ ®* The estates had demonstrated their power 
both inside and outside parliament. At a time when the king wanted to force the 
institution along English lines, and to use parliament to intervene in unprecedented afeas 
of secular and wclesiastical life, with annual taxations and a limited ability to resist the 
royal will, the estates had managed to exert their collective power with considerable 
success.
Nicholson, Scotlcmd: the Later Middle Ages, 296 
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Chapter 2— NORTH AND SOUTH: Jam es I a n d  th e  T h ree  E s ta te s , 1428-1435 
Parliament and the Northern Canqtaigns 1428-30
When the second general council of James I’s active reign began on 12 July 
1428 it marked the beginning of a new phase in James Fs relationship with the three 
estates in formal assembly. Perhaps for the first time in the reign, taxation was not one 
of the issues under discussion. Instead the main business was the agreement of terms for 
the renewal of the Franco-Scottish alliance following the arrival in Scotland of an 
embassy from Charles VII.
Charles had appointed the archbishop of RJieims and John Stewart of Damley, 
count of Evreux, on 12 April 1428 to negotiate a marriage between the dauphin Louis 
and Margaret, James Fs eldest daughter.* The embassy was received at the general 
council, which on 17 July delivered its decisions. James was to send three ambassadors, 
Henry Leighton, bishop of Aberdeen, Edward Lauder, archdeacon of Lothian, and Sir 
Patrick Ogilvy of Auchterhouse back to France to agree the details of the alliance, which 
the king, queen and three estates agreed to abide by, and which would finally be ratified 
by Charles VII at Chinon in November.^  It is unusual during the fifteenth century for 
diplomatic agreements to be made before the estates and explicitly Ve nostri generalis 
Comilij avisamento et deliberatione\ albeit that embassi% were often authorised and 
funded by meetings of the estates. Nevertheless, it would seem clear that the 
implications of the renewal of the Franco-Scottish alliance were likely to be popular 
with the estates.^  Thus, while the final details were to be agreed in France, the conditions 
on the Scottish ambassadors were laid down by the three estates.'* Indeed, it might be 
possible to argue that the estates’ enthusiasm was rather stronger than the king’s. While 
the alliance brought clear benefits to James—the raising of Stewart prestige by marriage 
into the Valois dynasty, the duchy of Saintonge and the Castellanry of Rochefort 
(theoretically), and most importantly freedom from the need to pay the ransom to 
England and the ability to divert the collected levy to private use^ —the king remained 
ambiguous about the alliance. He was no more active in abiding by its terms (principally 
the provision of 6,000 Scots to fight in France against England) than he had been about
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the 1424 English truce and ransom, and in both 1429 and 1433 James took English 
offers of renewed peace in return for the abandonment of the French alliance very 
seriously, on the latter occasion only persuaded to reject English offers after a lengthy 
debate by general council.® There may, therefore, have been a considerable discussion at 
this meeting before the French embassy’s offers were accepted.
James must have expected that the renewal of the Franco-Scottish alliance 
would remove the reason for much of the friction that had developed between the estates 
and himself, as the king could now safely abandon any attempt to raise taxation, along 
with the scheme for shire representatives. One contentious issue, however, was 
immediately replaced by another—the matter of the highlands. The July 1428 general 
council saw James put his plans to the estate for an aggressive visit to the north to 
demand submission from Alexander, lord of the Isles. Although there does not seem to 
have been one particular incident that provoked the need for this campaign. Dr Michael 
Brown has described the development of a ‘cold war’ between the king and the earl after 
the end of their brief co-operation in the destruction of the Albany Stewarts.^  Royal 
favour had moved to the earl of Mar, the main bulwark against Alexander’s expansion, 
while the rebuilding of Inverness castle in 1427 indicated quite clearly the direction in 
which the king’s feelings were going.* Meanwhile Alexander was hardly avoiding 
confrontation by adopting the title ‘lord of the earldom of Ross’, a title to which, as heir 
only of the earldom, he was not entitled, while the last Albany Stewart, James the Fat, 
was being harboured in Antrim by Alexander’s uncle John Mor of Dunivaig.^  The king 
now had the freedom from the threat of English interference, and the finances, to take 
the highlands head-on.
Unusually, we have a contemporary account of the debate that went on in the 
general council. James Haldenstone, prior of St Andrews, wrote a congratulatory letter 
to the king soon after 5 September 1428 praising his action against his ‘northern 
enemies’:
‘For in your last [general] council held at Perth you were persuaded, and 
this by much argument, not to descend upon those [northern] parts, but 
always you responded: ‘I will go and I will see whether they have fulfilled 
the required service; I will go, I say, and not return so long as they default.
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They will be tied up, and will be unable to stand, and they will fall beneath
my feet” . *®
Although Haldenstone may be exaggerating in his attempt to praise the king, it seems 
likely his account reflects a real debate that went on in general council, and from which 
the king emerged victorious on this occasion. Certainly the account provides some hint 
for the king’s motives. James had shown since 1424 his wish to extend his personal 
influence to every comer of the realm. The ‘required service’ that Haldenstone mentions 
certainly implies that ‘they’ (presumably the lord of the Isles, his mother, Margaret 
Leslie, countess of Ross, and other northern lords) were resisting an attempt by the king 
to extract homage. Nevertheless, the overall circumstances imply that James was 
deliberately provoking a confrontation with the lord of the Isles, and it was probably this 
that formed the basis of any parliamentary opposition.
This general council is also the first for which a significant ‘official’ sederunt 
survives in the period after 1424. The French copy of the agreement made ‘m nostro 
generali concilio" at Perth on 17 July lists the French ambassadors and many of the 
Scottish witnesses.** Although not a full sederunt, the personnel present suggests a good 
attendance following die abandonment of attempts to raise tax. Eight earls and seven 
bishops are recorded, c^um multis aliis baronibus et prelatis\ The presence of burgh 
commissioners is not indicated. The importance of the negotiations meant that only the 
bishops of the Isles and Moray were not present of the Scottish bishops. Likewise, the 
earl of Sutherland (almost certainly a minor) was the only Scottish earl not to be present, 
apart from the captive earl of Menteith.*  ^ If this representation were reflected in the 
entire sederunt, this would suggest a general council equal in size to some of the largest 
parliaments of James IH’s reign.
Among those present were many northerners, such as Alexander Stewart, earl of 
Mar, Walter Stewart, earl of Atholl, James Dunbar, earl of Moray, and William Sinclair, 
earl of Orkney.** Mar’s motives for supporting any campaign against the lord of the Isles 
are obvious enough, and a late source, the seventeenth-century History of the 
MacDonalds, claims that the king’s decision to attack the north was partly the result of
*® Copiale Prioratus Sanctiamb'ee, ed. J. H. Baxter (Oxford, 1930), 48-9,409-10 
** Paris, Archives Nationales, J678 no. 24, listed in full in app. B. I would like to thank Dr 
Michael Brown for allowing me to see a photogr^h of this document. Extracts from this and 
other documents in the Archives Nationales concerning tiie renewal of the Franco-Scottish 
alliance are printed in Barbé, Margaret o f Scotland, 20-26n 
Hbk. Brit. Chron., 521
** Paris, Archives Nationales, J678 no. 24.
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urging from ‘the offspring of Robert II’.*'* Although there is no evidence of either Mar or 
Atholl taking part in the subsequent expedition, most of the northern figures had ample 
reason to support a campaign against the lord of the Isles, either for personal gain, or, as 
with the earl of Orkney, because of the obvious threat that the lordship posed their 
estates. The earl of Moray might have been a dissenting voice. He was the heir of 
Thomas Dunbar, who had connections with the lordship, and moreover had refused 
payments of salmon custom to the crown from September 1426 to April 1429, and 
forbade his men in Moray from paying it.*® Otherwise, it is difficult to see precisely who 
would have voiced the concerns about the highland campaign recorded by Haldenstone.
A great seal charter to John Stewart of Damley, one of the ambassadors from 
France, also made on 17 July, adds further names to the sederunt.*® This reinforces the 
impression of a large turn out from northern lords. Patrick Ogilvy of Auchterhouse, the 
justiciar north of the Forth, was present, along with his kinsman, Walter Ogilvy of 
Lintrathen, albeit that the latter was a frequent charter witness anyway. James Douglas 
of Balvenie, another figure close to the king, had considerable interest in northern affairs 
as a result of his estates in Banffshire.*’ Duncan Campbell of Lochaw will almost 
certainly have attended, as on 20 June he had been summoned to compear before the 
king’s council on the first day of the next parliament or general council to meet over the 
case between him and Sir John Scrimgeour, constable of Dundee.**
It is unlikely that any of these figures would have been involved in opposition to 
the king’s plans as described by Haldenstone. Indeed, the two Ogilvies will certainly 
have played a role in the events at Inverness in August 1428—Walter witnessed a 
charter at Inverness on 24 August, while Patrick, as the justiciar north of the Forth, must 
have attended.*^  Certainly both Ogilvies received considerable royal patronage during 
the progress north, in the form of royal confirmations on 2 August at Aberdeen.’® As a 
result, it seems likely that Haldenstone may have been exaggerating the level of 
opposition; nevertheless there must also have been many southern lords at the general 
council, and it would be expected that these figures would be least enthusiastic about the 
king’s plans. Some of the burgesses may also have had reservations. Having borne the
*'* Brown, James /, 96; Highland Papers, i, 35
*® E.R, iv, 481. A custom on salmon was set by the September 1426 commission of parliament
(A.P.S., ii, 13).
*® RM.S., ii, no. 108; see also below, app. B.
*’ RMS.,  ii, no. 108 and per index for Walter Ogilvy’s career as a charter witness in James I’s
reign.
** S.R.O. GD137/3694 
*®RM5.,ii,no. 115
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brunt of the king’s taxation over the last four years, they were now expected to supply 
victuals for the king’s journey to Inverness, and Aberdeen and Montrose would both be 
fined for not complying.’* The clerical estate too had less to gain from an attack on the 
hi^lands, while bishops such as Wardlaw of St Andrews were powerful enough to 
voice their opinions openly without fear of retribution.
Little other material survives from the general council,”  and the discussions 
about the alliance and the northern expedition must have dominated proceedings. 
Certainly there was no need for new legislation so soon after the March 1428 general 
council. James, at least, could claim another victory, but the estates probably had limited 
ability to resist the king in his desires regarding the north, so long as he did not require 
finance. More worryingly, once again the king seems to have faced vocal opposition 
from a section of the estates to a central element of his policy, and as with taxation, it 
was a theme that was to develop dangerously over subsequent years.
The result of the discussions at Perth manifested itself at Inverness on or shortly 
before 24 August 1428.”  Walter Bower gives a full account of events which can be 
substantially confirmed from other sources. According to Bower, Jam% ‘held his 
parliament [in Inverness castle] in which he had arrested Alexander of the Isles and his 
mother, the countess of Ross (the daughter and heir of Sir Walter Leslie) and all the 
notable men of the north. He craftily invited each of them to come individually to the 
tower’'* and had each put separately into close confinement’. Bower goes on to list many 
highlanders who were arrested and to record those who were executed or set free.’®
Bower’s claim that the seizures were made at the time of a parliament held at 
Inverness has usually been dismissed as an error, or at least highly doubtful.’® Most 
obviously there are no surviving parliamentary records of an Inverness session, and it 
would have been extremely unusual for a meeting of the estates to have taken place so 
far north—the last time a parliament had sat in Inverness was 1312, and the previous 
meeting north of Scone had been at Aberdeen in 1362.”  There is good reason to believe,
’®RM5f.,ii,nos. 109-114 
’* KR, iv, 488-90, 550,586 
” AP.& ,ii, 16-17
’* Balfour-Melville, James /, 284, app B; RMS., ii, no. 115; S.RO. GD93/17 
’'* The Coupar Angus Manuscript, an abbreviated version of Scotichronicon made under Bower’s 
supervision, adds ha*e ‘where die council was meeting’ (Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 258)
’® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 257-8. The translation given here differs somewhat from D. E. R  
Watt’s.
’® Balfour-Melville, James I, 165; Duncan, James I, 15; Brown, James 1, 97 
”  A.P.S., i, 461-3; M. Young, Parliaments of Scotland, Burgh cmd Shire Commissioners
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however, that Bower’s account is accurate, as one of his main sources of information. 
Sir David Stewart of Rosyth, was present at Inverness.”  and there is significant evidence 
that the meeting was officially planned as a parliament with its customary judicial 
powers. Entries in the Exchequer Rolls for tiie period 1429 to 1434 show fines being 
imposed upon the burghs of Montrose and Aberdeen. Montrose paid £15 in the 1429 
account ‘from the agreement made between the king and the commissioners of the said 
burgh [commissarios dicti bur^\ for the fine of the said community for not compearing 
at Inverness.’ In the same year Aberdeen paid £25 for ‘absence from Inverness’ and 
another £25 in April 1431 ‘pending from the last account... for the absence of the burgh 
from Inverness, against the mandate of the king.’ The burgesses of Aberdeen still owed 
£25 in 1434 ‘who did not carry victuals to Inverness.’”  The use of the phrases 
‘compear’ and ‘commissioners’ suggests a formal summons to a judicial meeting. The 
only such meeting that burgh commissioners would usually attend would be a 
parliament.
A judicial role to the proceedings at Inverness is also implied by two remissions 
under the Great Seal given on 24 and 27 August. The first was to George Munro of 
Fowlis and twenty-seven others of all crimes committed by them before the date of the 
remission. The printed version of this document omits a significant addition in another 
contemporary hand stating ‘the foregoing is for remission so long as the aforewritten 
persons were dwelling to the east or north part of the water of Naim, and in the treaty 
made in Inverness, and not existing under our arrest’.*® This is important as it confirms 
much of Bower’s account, and underlines the scale of the proceedings, although again 
no specific mention is made of a parliament. Another pardon dated 27 August, to 
Dominic Grogich and twenty-five others, follows a similar pattern. They are pardoned of 
having left Inverness without the king’s leave and against his command, and of having 
made congregation contrary to act of parliament.** This presumably refers to the act of 
the March 1428 parliament that ordered that ‘na man suld ridande na gangande cum to 
na courte na semblay with multitude of folkis na with armys’, and further emphasises the 
legalistic nature of the Inverness assembly.*’ Finally Bower claims that Alexander
(Edinburÿi, 1993), 747-9 
’* R.M.S., ii, no. 115. Stewart’s role in the writing of Scotichronicon is summarised in Bower, 
Scotichronicon, viii, 339 
’^&R,iv, 488-90,550, 586 
*® SRO GD93/17; printed in Munro Writs, no. 17
** Family ofRoseofKilravock(^^dXàm% Club, 1848) 126-7 
*’ AR&,ii, 16
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Macruarie of Garmoran, John MacArthur and James Campbell were condemned to death 
and executed by beheading or hanging, which would again necessitate a court sitting.”
From the two remissions we know that 52 people were assembled in Inverness 
around 24 August, along with the royal household, the queen,*^  and probably some 
burgh representatives. The arrest of the lord of the Isles and the other highlanders 
mentioned in Bower’s account indicates that the total assembly must have been very 
large indeed—perhaps considerably larger than the usual sederunt of a meeting of 
parliament.*® To assemble such a large group of people needed considerable 
organisation, and the pretext of a parliament to deal with northern matters might have 
provided a cover for the king’s true intentions. Possibly supporting the notion of a 
parliamentary summons being made for Inverness is the fact that, for the parliament to 
be summoned by the statutory forty days notice, it would have to have been called 
during the July 1428 general council where the northern expedition was discussed—on 
15 July if the parliament met on 24 August. The absence of the burgh commissioners for 
Aberdeen and Montrose indicates that there may have been some trepidation about what 
would take place, but clearly the actual plan to seize the highlanders would have 
remained a secret to most of those summoned to the meeting from north or south. The 
end result was an arrest perhaps not entirely unlike the seizure of die duke of Albany in 
1425, but probably with rather more premeditation. James was consciously abusing 
parliament for his own political ends—summoning the magnates of the north who 
compeared in good faith, and then launching a pre-emptive strike. It was an effective 
means of dealing with the highlands, but one which would only add to James I’s 
reputation for excessive ruthlessness.*®
A more conventional meeting of parliament met again on 26 April 1429 at 
Perth.*’ Only two statutes survive, and the meeting seems to have met for only a day, 
following which it was continued until Martinmas, during which period the king could 
recall the meeting where and when he liked at fifteen days’ notice. The assembly was 
designed primarily to discuss the developments in the highlands. The lord of the Isles 
had been freed at some point after the events in Inverness of August 1428, presumably 
with James hoping for better behaviour in the future. Thereafter he had ‘returned to his
** Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 259-61 
*^* RM.S, ii, no. 115; KR, iv, 473
*® Bower mentims twelve figures specifically and ‘about fifty’ catalan captains who were also 
arrested (Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 259-61)
*® Brown, James I, 175-6
*’ AP.S, ii, 17. No sederunt can be built up for this meeting, alfliough S.R.O. GD 158/1 may
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part of the country ... and contemptuously burned down the royal town of Inverness’.** 
The April parliament was to discuss the response to this, and one of the acts stated that 
‘it was consented and statuted how [the king’s] lieutenant shall punish all and sin^lar 
fiigitives from the king, or whatsoever others, as public and notorious rebels’.*® Before 
23 June, or thereabout, the king met MacDonald at Lochaber and forced him to 
surrender, while siege engines were taken to the Western Isles to further the pacification 
of the west.'*® With James in the north were a large number of his most powerful 
magnates: John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, Archibald Douglas, earl of Douglas, 
Alexander Lindsay, earl of Crawford, Walter Haliburton of Dirleton, Alexander Seton of 
Gordon, William Crichton of that Ilk, Adam Hepburn of Hailes, William Borthwick and 
Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, and it is likely that many of these figures would have also 
attended the parliament preceding the campaign.'** If so, they would have formed a core 
of figures at the meeting who were strongly supportive of the king’s northern policy.
In the end the Michaelmas continuation of parliament would not meet, but 
instead a general council, once again dealing primarily with highland matters, would 
assemble on 1 October 1429. This general council is absent from the Thomas 
Thomson’s printed .«fc/s of the Parliaments of Scotland, but is found in the version of the 
acts of parliament found at Lambeth Palace, while Dr. O’Brien has convincingly argued 
for the authenticity and dating of the acts.'*’ Despite the victory at Lochaber, the acts of 
the October general council reflect the scale of the ongoing problems in the north. The 
general council as a whole was something of a stop-gap measure and the first act stated 
that it had been agreed that parliament should meet again ‘about mydsomer’ 1430, 
where and when the king and council decided was best. In fact the ongoing problems in 
the north meant that parliament would eventually assemble on 6 March 1430. The 
second act renewed attempts to enforce the keeping of parliamentary statutes, although 
only by threatening the ‘brekaris’ and judges with the punishments ordained by previous 
acts of parliament.'** Thus it only underlines the virtually insuperable problems in the 
enforcement of many of the acts made since 1424 in a kingdom as decentralised at
imply that George Dunbar, earl of March was present at the meeting.
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 261 
*®AP.&, ii, 17
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 263 gives the date of the battle as 23 June, but James was still in 
Edinburgh on 20 June {KM.S., ii, no. 126). The king was certainly in the north by 27 July, 
when he issued a charter at Inverness (R.M.S., ii, no. 127). E.R, iv, 509-11.
'*'ÆM&,ii,no. 127
'*’ O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliamait’, 33-6, app. H, 336-7 (which cites Lambeth Palace Library, 
MS167, 003r-203v).
A.P.S., Ü, 17; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 336
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Scotland. The fourth act is also of some significance in indicating something of the way 
that voting took place in parliament:
Ttem tuiching thaim that fleis in haly kirk for det it is accordit be the 
baronis and burgis befor the king that thai sail hafe na gyrth tharfor in haly 
kirke.’'*^
It is quite obvious that the clerics did not support the act, as is quite understandable 
given that it impinged on the right to sanctuary. Nevertheless the other two estates were 
able to pass the act by something approaching a majority vote.'*®
It is the third act, however, that indicates the scale of the king’s ambition in the 
north, not to mention the problems that he was almost certainly facing. The king and 
parliament seem to have realised that the key to control of the lordship of the Isles was 
maritime:
Ttem as anentis bargeis and galayis to be ordanit apoun the west partis it is 
sene speidfull that ilk lord spirituale and temporale duelland apone thai 
partis hafe galayis and schapping gret and small eftir thare infeftmentis and 
quhat lord infefl sail help tharto eftir his powere.’'*®
The act clearly lacks detail, and would be greatly elaborated when parliament next met 
in March 1430.'*’
As yet, parliament’s support for the king’s northern expeditions seemed to be 
strong. The series of stop-gap assemblies that had met since July 1428 ended on 6 March 
1430 at Perth when possibly the largest parliament of the reign assembled. Certainly 
from a legislative point of view the March 1430 parliament overshadows all the other 
meetings of tiie reign, and to an extent aU the parliaments or general councils in the 
fifteenth century. We know of a total of forty-nine acts, plus various other business, and 
an official parliamentary witness list survives that suggests an extremely impressive 
attendance level from across the kingdom.'**
'*'* O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 337
'*® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 337; A.P.S., ii, 15-16. Another act anent beggars (or ‘thiggers’) 
was passed in March 1425 (A.P.S., ii, 8).
'*® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 337
’^ AP.& ,ii, 19
'** Three separate sources record acts for die March 1430 parliament: A.P.S., ii, 17-19,28 (twenty- 
two acts); W. Croft Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliamait at Perth 6 March 1429/30’, S.H.R, 
xxix (1950), 1-12 (six acts from Ayr Burgh Records); O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliaments’, ^p. I, 
338-346 (Twenty-one acts from the Lambeth Palace MS 167, f.206r-208v, all concerned with 
the marches). Further parliamentary business is recorded in S.RO. GD137/3696 (transcribed in 
Argyll Transcripts, II(i), 169) Miich records a decreet of parliament over the questicKi of lands 
disputed by Duncan Campbell of Lochaw and Sir John Scrimgeour, ordering that the matter be 
settled by the inquisition of the sho^ ifT of Perth.
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The primary political matter for discussion was still the highlands, particularly 
the matter of what was to become of the captive lord of the Isles. The nature of the 
discussion seems in particular to be indicated by one act that states:
Ttem it is ordanyt be the thre estatis that Alexandyr of the He sal remane 
wnder sekyr kepynge with the kynge quylle he fynde soure and sekyr 
borowyss that the kyngis legis and the kynryk be skathlase and kepyt 
wnhwrt in tyme to come.’'*®
It is difficult to see precisely what benefit accrued to the king from simply imprisoning 
Alexander for the second time in two years, while his apparent leniency is also out of 
step with his treatment of other magnates during the reign, most obviously the Albany 
Stewarts. Alexander could quite fairly have been forfeited for treason for his part in 
burning Inverness and engaging in battle with his monarch.®® Whatever the 
consequences in the highlands that would have followed Alexander’s execution, they 
could not have outweighed the advantages of removing the focus of highland rebellion. 
If the disinheritance of Alexander’s mother, also a captive, was possible for her part in 
her son’s crimes, then the earldom of Ross could possibly have been annexed to the 
crown. Above all, this would have been a far more fitting outcome for two years 
campaigning than simply Alexander’s temporary imprisonment until he could prove his 
future good intentions—intentions that the burning of Inverness after the 1428 release 
had already shown had little value.
As a result, it seems more likely that magnatial squeamishness about the 
forfeiture of one of their peers forced James into sparing Alexander’s life. Notably the 
act quoted above is explicitly at the order of the three estates, with no mention of the 
king, while Walter Bower also states that James had to be persuaded to preserve 
Alexander’s life. Shortly after his capture, on 27 August 1429 Alexander had made a 
stage-managed submission to the king before the high altar of Holyrood abbey where 
‘the queen and more important nobles interceded for him’. Finally at the parliament of 
15 October 1431 James pardoned Alexander ‘at the urging of the queen, bishops and 
prelates, earls and barons’.®*
That the estates, in particular the barons, were concerned about the extremes of 
the king’s justice, is made clear by another act concerning the north. Those of the king’s
'*® Croft Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 March 1430’, 11. 
®® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 261-3.
®* Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 263-5
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lieges who were ordered to travel with the king to the north in 1429 but ‘bade at hame ... 
or tumyt agayne be the way withowtyne lefe or tuk payment ... and made na serwys’ 
were ordered to be punished by each justiciar within his justiciary. The act concluded, 
however, with the following qualification: ‘the baronys makkande requestis to tiie kynge 
for thar lywyss that bek conuikkyt.’®’
This was not the final act of the parliament to suggest concern over 
implementation of the king’s law. A further act ordained that:
‘letteris direkkyt tyll offyceris wnder the kingis priue Seil or hys sygnet the 
quylk ar agayne the cowrss of comoune law or in preiudice of party be 
nocht admyttyt na tak nane effec quhar the comowne law in [the action] is 
passyt and endyt for the party befor / na the priue seile na sygnet awalze 
nocht in the contrar of the gret sele quhar it is lachfully purchast befor ande 
at the statut of king Dauy be kepyt the quhilk is Statuit dominus Rex’®*
This act is essentially a repeat of previous acts made in 1366 and 1370, with the 
additional clause that the privy seal and signet were not to have effect against previous 
great seal writs.®'* The timing of its reissue, however, in a parliament that was 
particularly concerned with justice, and when two other acts had already intervened in 
the king’s ability to pursue justice to its extremes, underlines the desire of the estates to 
curtail the king’s personal intervention in the course of the law. Professor Dickinson 
claimed that the act showed that James ‘was relying too much on personal intervention 
and avoiding the old formalities of the law’, and was particularly designed to prevent 
James from overturning acts of Robert II and III or the Albany Stewarts issued under the 
great seal.®® Certainly Walter Bower seems to confirm the frequent use of lesser seals to 
curb disorder: ‘whenever he [James I] heard that disorder had arisen, even in distant 
parts of the kingdom, it was immediately quelled by a short letter sent under his 
signet.’.®® Dickinson also points to the king’s apparent intervention in the earl of 
Crawford’s pension from the Dundee customs, entered in the custumar’s account 
rendered while the 1430 parliament was sitting, using one of the lesser seals, despite 
having been confirmed at least twice under the great seal in the fourteenth century.®’ As 
a result, Crawford, who was present at parliament, can surely be identified as one of the
®’ Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 March 1430’, 9 
®* Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 March 1430’, 3
®** A.P.S., i, 498b, 509a, 535a; Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 March 1430’, 3-4 
®® Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 Mardi 1430’, 4 
®® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 319
®’ Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 March 1430’, 5; E.R, iv, 500; R.M.S, i, no. 
309, 763. The custumars account was rendered to the exchequer on 15 Mardi 1430 at Perth.
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supporters of the act, while other barons who had seen their pensions overturned since 
the king’s return will also have had sympathy.®*
These acts, however, should not obscure the fact that this was perhaps the 
hardest working parliament of the fifteenth century, whose output could only have been 
arrived at with a great deal of co-operation between king and estates. Parliamentary 
curbs on royal power did not as yet reflect a breakdown in the relationship between 
monarch and lieges, but were perhaps brought about as the ‘pay o ff for the large 
amount of other legislation on a broad range of (mostly uncontroversial) subjects that the 
estates passed.®®
The continued interest of the king in the pacifying of the highlands was 
indicated by the reissue and expansion of the act of the October 1429 general council 
dealing with the arrangements for the provision of galleys by barons and lords in the 
west and north near the Isles to be ready by May 1431.®® Clearly the areas ordered to 
provide galleys would include many of the figures who had been part of the highland 
rebellion, which suggests the king’s desire for a loyal highland navy was optimistic at 
best. Nevertheless the act reinforces the impression of the extent of James’s ambition in 
the highlands—the king realised that sea power was a crucial element in control of the 
lordship of the Isles. James’s campaigns of 1428-30, and the planned policy for the next 
few years, aimed at nothing less than the permanent pacification of the Isles and the 
lordship’s firm inclusion into the orbit of the king’s power.
Finally, a quite separate list of twenty-one acts were ‘ordanit for the marchis’, 
reflecting a continued cooling of the relationship with England following the renewal of 
the Franco-Scottish alliance and the failure to pay the ransom.®* The acts seem almost to 
indicate the expectation of imminent war, and were made at a time of considerable 
negotiation between the two countries as the existing truce approached its end. On 16
28
A.P.S., ii, 18-19; Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliammt at Perth 6 March 1430’, 1-12 
®® A.P.S., ii, 19; j^ofessor Duncan has argued that the act does not in fact relate to James I’s 
campaigns in the north, but instead to the cooling relationship with England, evidenced by the 
large number of acts dealing with the marches, and indicates the galleys were in feet designed 
for aiding the French (Duncan, James /, 16). This ambitious scheme would seem to be out of 
step with James I’s otherwise ambiguous loyalty to the Franco-Scottish alliance. There is no 
evidence to suggest the fleet was destined for France, while the act itself specifically and 
unambiguously states that the gallej« are to be provided by those lords and barons in the west 
and north ‘namely foment the ylis’.
®* O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliaments’, app. I, 338-348. The act given the rubric ‘how men sail eftir 
thare estât be bodin for wra*e’ is an amalgamation and slight abbreviation of A.P.S., ii, 17, acts 
11-13. The remaining acts are not included in A.P.S.
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February 1430 a commission for English envoys was made that complained of the fact 
that only 9,500 marks of the ransom had been received which should have been 
completely paid off by late 1428.®’ Nevertheless, the English seem to have been more 
keen to keep the Scottish border peaceful than James I, and particularly to prevent 
Scottish aid for France. To an extent the apparent belligerence of the march acts may 
have been part of the negotiation process, and as such they may well have been 
successful. In the summer of 1430 Henry Vi’s council advised acceptance of an 
unfavourable renewal of the truce, by which James would not rule out sending troops to 
France, rather than risk provoking war on two fronts.®*
The large amount of legislation was only one aspect of the March 1430 
parliament’s output. There was additionally a considerable amount of judicial and other 
business that has been recorded or can be inferred. Thomas Neillson, captured in the 
highland campaign of 1429 by the treachery of his kinsmen and described as forfeited on 
20 March 1430, will almost certainly have had the formal judgement passed in 
parliament shortly beforehand (and was perhaps executed thereafter).®'* Further 
discussion took place concerning the future of the northern campaigns. The earl of 
Atholl’s son, Alan, was almost certainly made earl of Caithn^s while at parliament, 
from a ‘surplus’ title held by his father, and he is first accorded using the title in 
parliament on 10 March.®® The title indicated the new direction that the king’s northern 
campaigns would take—he would never visit the north in person again, but instead the 
campaign was delegated to the earl of Mar, with the new earl of Caithness as his 
deputy.®®
The dispute between Margaret, lady of Cragie, and Philip Mowbray before a 
tribunal of parliament (which decided that the lands of Luchald had been wrongly 
detained by Mowbray) is primarily important as it provides the second official 
parliamentary sederunt of the reign. Twenty-five figures from the first and second estate 
are recorded as being present on the tribunal ‘and also many other prelates, barons.
®’ Balfour-Melville, James /, 182-3; Proceedings o f the Privy Council, ed. H. Nicholas (London, 
1834-7), iv, 19-27 
®* Proc. Priv. Coun., iv, 73-5 
®^RM6'.,ii,nos. 147-9
®® A  P. S., ii, 28. Alan Stewart was granted the earldom of Caithness, following his father’s 
resignation on 15 Nfey 1430 (RMS., ii, no. 152), but is seen being accorded the title of earl on 
10 Nferch at parliamoit. It is likely that he was ‘belted earl’ before parliament a common 
forum for such ceremonies to take place (e.g. die creation of three earls and six lords of 
parliament in June 1452; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f.ll5v-116r, in C. McGladdery, James II, 
app. 2,160-173 (Edinburg, 1990)).
®® Brown, James 1 ,104-5
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nobles and burgh commissioners’, along with the plaintiff, defendant and their 
advocates.®’ Although far from a full sederunt of all who attended the parliament, the list 
gives a rare insight into those who attended James Fs parliaments. Above all, the status 
and geographical origins of those on the list argues strongly for a high attendance level 
from across Scotland. With a few exceptions, the list is of the twenty-five most powerful 
ecclesiastical and lay magnates of the realm—eight bishops, six earls and eleven lords. 
Of those below the rank of earl, five would see themselves or their heirs made earls, 
while the remainder’s families would be made some of the first lords of parliament. Like 
the partial sederunt list of July 1428, once the unnamed lesser clerics, barons and burgh 
commissioners are taken into account, a total attendance level in line with some of the 
largest in the reign of Jam% III is suggested.®* Despite the problems faced with 
attendance in the first few years after 1424, aimed specifically at preventing taxation, the 
notion that parliamentary attendance was more generally poor cannot be substantiated.
The list as a whole has a strong northern element, with six of the bishops from 
dioceses north of the Forth, while ten of the earls and barons had strong northern 
interests.®® Three of the earls (Douglas, Angus and Crawford) and two of the barons 
(Alexander Seton of Gordon and Walter Haliburton of Dirleton) had accompanied James 
I to the north in 1429.’® In other words, only five out of the twenty-five neither held 
lands in the north, nor travelled on the highland expedition of 1429. Despite the large 
amount of legislation, particularly concerning the marches with England, this was 
clearly a parliament preoccupied primarily with northern matters.
A closer analysis of those who were present reveals that parliament was still 
broadly supportive of James Fs campaigns in the highlands. Of the bishops, only those 
of Ross, Moray and St Andrews were absent (although their absence from the sederunt 
does not definitely indicate absence from parliament). The extremely rare presence of 
the bishops of Argyll and the Isles underlines the main topic of discussion at parliament.
®’ A.P.S., ii, 28; RM.S., ii, no. 146. A fiill list of those known to have attended the March 1430 
parliament is given below, app. B.
®* A comparison with the parliammt of March 1479, the second largest of James Ill’s reign with a 
total sWerunt of 104, shows eight bishops, eleven earls and twenty-one lords of parliament 
(A.P.S., ii, 120-1). The more ncamal attendance level of at least fifty-five persons seen in April 
1478 has four bishops, five earls and twelve lords of parliament (A.P.S., ii, 115). A very rough 
estimate for total attendance of the March 1430 parliament could perhîçs be made for the mid 
sixties to seventies, but could well be considerably higher.
®® The bishops of Dunkeld, Aberdeen, Caithness, Dunblane, Argyll and the Isles; the earls of 
Atholl, Mar, Crawford, and Caithness; William Hay of Erroll, Robert (or William) Keith, lord 
of Keith, James Douglas of Abercom, Sir Robert Engine, Sir Duncan Campbell of Lochaw and 
Alexander Seton of Gordon.
"®RMR,ii,no. 127
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The bishops who were present were by and large figures sympathetic to the royal line, 
with the notable exception of the bishop of the Isles. Nevertheless, the sederunt is 
neither dominated by royal councillors or favourites. John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, 
Henry Leighton, bishop of Aberdeen, and Michael Ochiltree, bishop of Dunblane, were 
all closely associated with the king, acting as prominent councillors and office holders in 
the government.’*
The remainder of the bishops were less closely associated with the king. Robert 
Cardney, bishop of Dunkeld, was essentially a local Dunkeld man who may have had 
some links with the earl of Atholl, and according to Myln, was provided to his see as a 
result of his sister being Robert II’s mistress and mother of a royal bastard.”  He was not 
without ambition on a national level, as he had been included on a safe-conduct to travel 
to England to negotiate about the captive king in 1406, but this was not recognised by 
the king.”  He had exploited the recent disturbances in the north for his own ends, by 
successfully poaching the abbot of Iona from the bishop of the Isles in 1431. The abbot 
had accepted Cardney as his diocesan ordinary in a synod at TuUilum, perhaps as a 
means of withstanding the ambitions of the bishop of the Isles, half-brother of the lord of 
the Isles, who may have wished to move his cathedral church from Snizort on Skye to 
the more suitable setting of Iona abbey.’'* Certainly in 1433 the bishop would supplicate 
the Pope to move his cathedral to ‘some honest place’.’®
Alexander Vaus, bishop of Galloway’s strongest political links were with the 
Douglas family, and he made his only two known appearances at council during their 
period of influence in the minority of James II. There is no evidence of any significant 
service to the king, although he too had been associated with the Albany governors.’® In 
his earlier career he had also been employed with the earl of Mar in the administration of 
Inverness.”  George Lauder, bishop of Argyll, was stated to be a kinsman of the king on 
his promotion to his see on 26 May 1427, although this was a very frequent allegation in
’* Hbk Brit. Chron., 192, 183; Dowden, Bishops, 319-22; A.P.S., ii, 14, 16; Bower, 
Scotichronicon, viii, 249, 295; Dowden, Bishops, 120-2; C.S.S.R., i, 3; R.M.S., ii, no. 18; 
Extracta, 237
”  Brown, James 1 ,182; Balfour-Melville, James I, 36,277; Myln, Vitae, 16 
’* Rot. Scot., ii, 181; Rymer, Foedera, viii, 461 
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 267 
’® C.S.S.R., iv, no. 105. That the bishop of the Isles saw Iona as his preferred cathedral church 
may be suggested by the attempt to transfer the church there by his successor in 1498 (RS.S., i, 
no. 184). At the very least Angus succeeded in extending his family’s mtwests to Iona when his 
illegitimate son was elected to the abbacy by the chapta- in 1465 (C.S.S.R, v, no. 1018)
’® RM.S., ii, no. 86,133,271-2; Dowden, Bishops, 244,368; E.R, iv, 259,330 
” RR,iv, 173,227
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papal documents.”  It is likely that Lauder, a lowlander who had formerly held the 
vicarage of Crail and hospital of St Leonard’s near Peebl%, was promoted at the king’s 
wishes as a safe pair of hands following Bishop Finlay de Albany’s part in the rebellion 
of James Stewart of Dumbarton and flight to Ireland ”  Nevertheless, he was not a close 
associate of the king in any way thereafter.
Given that his half-brother was currently in prison after engaging in open 
warfare against the king, and had probably been recently in danger of execution, the 
presence of Angus of the Isles, bishop of the Isles, on a decision-making body in 
parliament underlines the extent to which the sederunt reflected all degrees of opinion 
within Scotland. Angus may have attended parliament in an attempt to make peace with 
James, and Dr Brown has suggested he may have submitted to the king in similar 
fashion to his half-brother.*® Certainly, there is no doubt that he was close to the lord of 
the Isles as he is seen as part of the lord’s court on Islay in the summer of 1427.** The 
lord of the Isl% had also consented to the parish church of Kilchoman on Islay (of which 
he was lay patron) being provided to Angus in commendam to supplement the slight 
fruits of the bishopric before 14 March 1428.*^
The second estate show a similar proportion of royal supporters and powerful 
independent magnates.** The earls of Atholl, Douglas and Angus were present as the 
three most senior nobles of the realm. Douglas and Angus had accompanied James to the 
north in 1429, while Atholl stood to be one of the main beneficiaries of the king’s 
successes.*  ^ At present, all had reason for loyalty to the king, but only Angus was 
entirely trusted in return, and was given the keepership of the captive lord of the Isles at 
Tantallon, as he had guarded the duke of Albany in 1425.*® Along with Atholl, the earls 
of Mar and Caithness, as the king’s new lieutenants in the north, would clearly have 
been strongly supportive of the king at this parliament, particularly as it enabled them to 
pursue their personal empire building. Indeed, but for the disaster at Inverlochy, it would
’* Dowden, Bishops, 386
”  C.S.S.K, ii, 159; RMS., ii, no. 84,94; Balfour-Melville, James I, 141 
*® Brown, James I, 103; Angus is described as ‘son of the [or a] lord of the Isles on 19 October 
1433 (C.S.S.R, iv, no. 105). This must refer to Donald, lord of the Isles, who died c. 1423, as 
Alexander would be too young to have a son old enough to assume a bishopric without papal 
dispensation. Elsewhere Angus is variously described as ‘Angus DonaldV and ‘Angus Donaldi 
delnsulis' (C.S.S.R, ii, 121)
** RM 6'.,ii,no.2287
*’ C.S.S.R, ii, 197-8. Bishop Angus was at Rome from February 1428 (A  I. Cameron, Apostolic 
Camera and Scottish Benefices 1418-1488 (Oxford, 1934), 8)
**A f.& ,ii,28 
*^RMR.,ii,no. 127
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have been the northern magnates who emerged as the true victors of the king’s highland 
campaigns.
Alexander Lindsay, earl of Crawford, had also travelled north in 1429, and may 
have already had some ambition for his position north of the Mounth that became more 
apparent after the death of the earl of Mar.*® Crawford was not generally a magnate who 
was closely associated with the king or political affairs, witnessing only one charter in 
the entire reign.*’ Nevatheless, he may have played a significant role in at least one of 
the acts of the March 1430 parliament. As has been discussed above, the act limiting 
James I’s power to overrule acts made under the great seal by his predecessors must 
have had its origins among the second estate.** In March 1430 some attempt was made 
to intervene in his annuity’s payment by the king under one of the lesser seals, 
contradicting two earlier great seal confirmations.*® Crawford, like other nobles who had 
seen their annuities cancelled since 1424, had a motive to support the act, and may have 
sponsored its introduction. At the very least Crawford prevented further royal 
intervention in his pension from Dundee, which continued to be paid for the remainder 
of the reign.®®
The lesser barons were also by and large independent figure. The constable. Sir 
William Hay of Erroll, was a northerner who may have accompanied the king to 
Inverness in 1428.®* More recently, on 2 December 1429, the king had forced Hay to 
give up the patronage of Erroll parish church in order that it could be united to his new 
Charterhouse at Perth. Hay clearly r%ented the move and the family was still trying to 
recover the parish in 1450, when James II gave them Turiff in recompense. In 1446 
William’s grandson would claim that his grandfather ‘made the said donation ... forced 
by fear of his illustrious prince... James, king of Scots’.®’
Of the remainder, James Douglas of Balvenie was probably the closest figure to 
the king. Northern interests seem to have been the main motivation for attending. 
Figures such as Robert Keith (or possibly his son William) the marishal. Sir James 
Douglas of Dalkeith, Thomas Somerville, Herbert Maxwell, and Alexander
*® Brown, James I, 76-9, 177-81 summarises James I’s relatimship with Douglas and Atholl.
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 263 
*® Brown, James 1, 157 
*’ RM & ,ii,no. 127
** Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliamrait at Perth 6 March 1430’, 3-4
*® E.R, iv, 531 ; Dickinscm, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 IVferch 1430’, 5
®®&R,iv,560,614
®* Brown, James I, 96, although from a seventeenth century source.
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Montgomery had few obvious links with the king. Sir Robert Erskine, Duncan Campbell 
of Lochaw, Alexander Seton of Gordon had strong northern interests, with Campbell 
acting as sheriff of Argyll and the major landowner of the mainland west coast. All three 
were ambitious men, and Erskine and Campbell had been more closely involved with 
the earls of Lennox and Albany respectively before 1424 than they would be with the 
king.®* Walter Haliburton of Dirleton, like Seton, had taken part in the 1429 highland 
campaign.®*
Many were clearly present to take part in the plans for future northern 
campaigns, but equally this was not a list of figures who, to follow Robert Rait’s 
argument, would rubber stamp James Fs decisions. The absence of most of the king’s 
daily council is noticeable. There was no place on the tribunal for John Forrester of 
Corstorphine, Walter Ogilvy or lesser clerics, but rather its personnel had been decided 
by a rule based strictly on status, power and wealth. The result was a formidable body, 
which, when assembled with the rest of the parliamentary sederunt, would not have been 
easily controllable by the crown. As yet, those assembled in parliament were broadly 
supportive of the king, as is reflected in the massive legislative output of the March 1430 
parliament; but this sederunt goes some way towards explaining parliament’s ability to 
dictate terms to the king over the fate of the lord of the Isl%, the punishment of 
deserters, and the uses of the signet and privy seal. |
Avoidance and Disinheritance 1431-35 j
I
I
After the unusually large amount of evidence available for the March 1430 |
parliament, the parliamentary record shrinks dramatically, and Thomas Thomson’s I
printed provides only fragmentary records of parliaments and general councils for 
the rest of the reign. A few other references to meetings of parliament have since been 
found, but the only substantial body of legislation that we have for the final six years of 
the reign is seen at the general council of October 1436.®® This coincides with the end of 
the extant register of the Great Seal in March 1432, and a two year gap in the exchequer 
records from 1432-4. As a result we are more reliant than usual on the few, often 
contradictory, references to parliament and general council provided by Walter Bower.
With this paucity of records it is difficult even to be certain if the fragmentary records
®’ Brown, James /, 124; RMS., ii, no. 137; C.S.S.R, iii, 108,113; Cowan, Parishes, 62 
®* Brown, James I, 157, 75; Campbell was also involved in litigaticm at this parliament with Sir 
John Scrimgeour. (S.RO. GD137/3694, 3696)
®*RMR,ii,no. 127
®® A.P.S., ii, 19-24; the other sources for parliaments in this period are given in app. A.
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refer to full parliaments, from which the records have simply been lost, or rather 
delegated commissions reflecting a decline in the frequency with which full assemblies 
met. If, as the balance of available evidence seems to suggest, parliament was meeting 
less formally, for less long, and carrying out less business in this period, then we need to 
know why the king no longer favoured large assemblies. Serious parliamentary 
opposition again seems to have played a role, and it is perhaps no surprise that the issue 
of taxation again became problematic in the early 1430s.
The first such parliament met at Perth on 30 January 1431. Only the standard 
Latin preamble survives, followed by a statement that ‘which day the king, from the 
consent of the three estates, continued parliament continuously to the Blessed Archangel 
Michael [ie. Michaelmas; 29 September] next to come, with warning of twenty days 
made by the king’s precept.’®® Little business could be done in a day, and the exact 
reason for calling parliament is not clear, other than to enable the king to recall the 
estates at half the normal notice of forty days. This short notice was presumably required 
in case of developments in the highlands. Nevertheless, there seems every likelihood 
that a considerable number of nobles gathered at Perth for the occasion. Some important 
business was carried out by the daily council around the time that parliament was sitting, 
and was witnessed by more than the usual daily council members. Six charters of 
confirmation were made between 27 January and 4 February at Perth, including 
confirmations of charters by the late David, duke of Rothesay, Norman Lfôley of Rothes 
and Margaret, duchess of Touraine, and witnessed by Henry Wardlaw, bishop of St 
Andrews and James Douglas of Balvenie.®’ The king and council remained at Perth in 
the following months, probably because of the outbreak of plague at Edinburgh in 
February,®* during which time two other references are made to the Perth parliament in 
great seal charters. The first simply records that the king confirmed Sir John Forrester of 
Corstorphine’s lands in Corstorphine and elsewhere on 1 February following Forrester’s 
own resignation ‘/« parliamento apud Perth\^ The second reference, more confusingly, 
is dated 13 February, but claims to have been made in parliament. It confirms charters 
by, among others, Murdoch, earl of Menteith and his father Robert, earl of Fife, and was 
presumably made on 30 January, but was given the date on which it was recorded in the 
Great Seal register fourteen days later.*®® This does not help in determining the primary 
reason for calling parliament, but at least suggests that the attendance at even a one day
®®^P.&,ii, 19
®’ RMS., ii, nos. 181-186. See below, app. B.
®* Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 265; R M S ,  ii, no. 186-199 
®®RMR.,ii,no. 186 
^(^RM&,ii,no. 187
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meeting was reasonably good, and underlines the way that any assembly of the states 
provided a good opportunity to carry out all manner of business other than that which 
was strictly parliamentary.
There is a final possibility that this parliament was called to enable a quick 
collection of money to pay for an embassy to England that set off in late January.^ ®* A 
single ambiguous reference in the exchequer accounts of the king’s tax made in July 
1435 records a ‘finance of twopence in the pound for the embassy to England’, and that 
the burgh of Dunfermline had paid four nobles to Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm, Sir 
John Scrimgeour and Mr John Scheves.^ ”  The entry does not suggest a date, but Bower, 
Scheves and Scrimgeour were heavily involved in taxation throughout the reign, and are 
known to have attended parliament firequently in the early 1430s. Indeed Bower and 
Scrimgeour would be named as the auditors of the tax against the highlands in October 
1431.*®^  Interestingly the reason that the single reference exists is that it should have 
been repaid, as the account says that the money ‘was not restored to the said burgh [non 
restituta dicta burgoy}^
This is an extremely interesting comment given Walter Bower’s claim that a tax, 
also of two pence, was raised in 1433 for the costs of sending an embassy to France for 
arranging princess Margaret’s marriage, and in which Bower and Scheves were again 
involved. Following the tax. Bower says,
‘the people began to mutter against the king, saying that their property was 
being harmed ... by geld-taxes of this kind. When he heard this, the king at 
once gave instructions to the auditors that everything that had been received 
should be returned... [And this was done]’^^
No such tax is recorded in 1433, although a tax (perhaps in the form of benevolences) 
may well have been raised in 1435 for the costs of sending the princess herself, while an 
embassy to France would have been out of step with the rapprochement with England 
taking place during 1433.^  ^Instead, probably by accident of memory. Bower seems to
Balfour-Melville, James /, 192-3
E.Ri iv, 654; Duncan, James /, 16, suggests the money may have been raised at the March 
1430 meeting, but this does not seem to fit in with the diplomacy of the time.
A.P.S., ii, 5, 20; Bower, Scotichromcon, viii, 241 (for ofiier records of Bower, Scheves and 
Scrimgeour as tax collectors); St Andrews Burgh Records, B65/22/23; Dundee City Archives, 
TC/CC V2T,A.P.S.i ii, 20 (for Bower and Scheves at parliament 1431-3).
'(^E.R,iv,654
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 241. The comment in square brackets is fi-om the later Coupar 
Angus MS.
Aberdeen Council Register, iv, 114 (printed in Spalding Miscellar^, v, ed J. Stuart (Spalding 
Club, 1852), 43
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have wrongly attributed a tax for an embassy to England in 1431 to a fictional embassy 
to France in 1433. It clearly provoked opposition, and as a result the king repaid a large 
proportion of the 1431 tax. A final confirmation that the tax dated fi'om the January 1431 
assembly seems to be provided by the parliament of October 1431, which, ordered a tax 
of ten pence in the pound on all lands ‘quhare the zelde of twa pennys was raisit’, and 
twelve pence in the places that had not paid.^ ®^  Although the king had returned the 1431 
money to those who had paid, his munificence did not extend to tax dodgers.
Less certain is the matter of the continuation to 29 September. There is no 
official evidence of a meeting during this period, but an ambiguous comment by Walter 
Bower may indicate an assembly on 29 September itself. The earl of Douglas and Sir 
John Kennedy were arrested during the summer of 1431, perhaps around 3 June, as a 
result of rivalries in the south-west, particularly over royal lands in Carrick.^ ®* Bower 
claims that both ‘were strictly imprisoned until the next Michaelmas [29 September]. 
Then the king at his parliament at Perth forgave the offence of each earl (namely 
Douglas and Ross [recfe, the lord of the Isles]).’ This has been understood by 
historians in two distinct ways. Firstly that Douglas and the lord of the Isles were 
released at a parliament of 29 September, or that Douglas was released on 29 September 
and pardoned in the subsequent parliament that is known to have met on 15 October at 
Perth.G iven that Bower’s dating is not always reliable, the latter option is perhaps the 
most likely, rather than two separate parliaments meeting within a matter of weeks.
Certainly the parliament that assembled on 15 October 1431 was to be one of 
the most problematic of the reign for the king, and provides some of the clearest 
evidence of parliamentary opposition and distrust of the king. The meeting may 
originally have been called to forfeit, or at least disinherit. Sir John Kennedy. Kennedy 
was described as having been forfeited many years later in 1465,^ “ however in 1434 the 
king would pay him fourteen pounds ‘for his expenses in Stirling Castle’, and for which 
Kennedy himself gave a written receip t.T h is hardly suggests that Kennedy’s 
imprisonment was particularly harsh, while he had clearly not suffered the normal 
forfeiture which would see him forfeit his life, as well as his estates, to the king. Given
*®^ÆP.5:,ii,20
Brown, James /, 133 
Bower, Scotichronicon  ^viii, 265
Balfour-Melville took the first view (Balfour-Melville, James /, 193), while Professor Watt 
and Dr Michael Brown took the second (Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 365 n. 73; Brown, James 
/, 139)
Broym, James 1, 143 n. 61.
"2^J?,iv,59I
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the other acts of this parliament regarding taxation and the release of the lord of the Isles 
and the earl of Douglas, one suspects once again that the estates may have intervened to 
persuade the king to be lenient.
Whatever the reasons for calling parliament, they were superseded by events in 
the north. During September Donald Balloch defeated the earls of Mar and Caithness at 
Inverlochy, throwing the king’s highland policy into disarray.Caithness lost his life 
along with much of the rest of his army. Then, probably just days later, another defeat 
was suffered in Strathnaver in Sutherland when Angus Dubh, head of the MacKays, 
defeated Angus Moray. Although Bower portrays this as no more than a local cateran 
squabble, in fact Moray had been acting as a royal agent in the north since at least 1429, 
instrumental in the arrest of ‘the king’s rebel’ Thomas Neilson, another leading member 
of the MacKay kin."^
The king was not likely to allow four years of campaigning in the north to end in 
such humiliating defeat, and decided immediately to use parliament to organise the 
renewed royal attack on the highlands. The three estates, however, had other ideas. The 
king had spent the money accrued from the ransom taxations of 1424-6 on the trappings 
of a modem monarchy: building at Linlithgow, a huge bombard from Flanders, and vast 
expense on furnishings from the low countries."  ^ Now he would pay the price. He 
needed a grant of taxation to pay for a renewed campaign in the north, but clearly ran 
into vocal opposition. On 16 October, the day after parliament first assembled, the 
estates granted a contribution ‘for the resisting of the kingis rebellouris in the northe 
lande’ of ten pence on the pound, while a full shilling was to be paid by those who had 
not paid in the earlier levy of twopence. The tax was to be raised from all mails and rents 
throughout the realm, from church lands, lords and burgesses, excepting only lords’ 
demesnes, burgess houses, ridden horses and drawing oxen. Speed was of the essence, 
and the money was to be raised and paid to the auditors, John of Hailes, abbot of 
Balmerino, Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm, Sir John Scrimgeour and John Fife, 
burgess of Aberdeen, by 3 February 1432, either at Perth, if the plague had not reached 
there, or St Andrews."^
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 265
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 265-7; Brown, James 1 ,137-9
ÆM&,ii,nos. 147-149
KR, iv, 486, 524, 529, 530, 553,556, cxlvi-cxlvii; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 263-5 
"^W.F.&,ii,20
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Thus far the tax closely resembled the tax of 1424, but a final telling clause was
added:
‘the quhilkis auditors sal put the contribucione in a kist of foure keyis, of 
the quhilkis keyis ilk ane of thaim sal haf ane, and that kist to remayn in the 
castel of Sanctandrois vnder keping of the bischop ande the priour. Ande in 
case at pece beis made in the meyn tym this contribucione sal remayn under 
the samyn keping in depose to the commone profit and vse.’"^
The estates had granted the tax begrudgingly, but surrounded it with conditions to 
prevent the king misappropriating it as he had with the ransom levy. The money was to 
be geographically remote from royal interference, locked in a chest to which the king 
would have no access, and under the ultimate control of Bishop Henry Wardlaw and 
Prior James Haldenstone of St Andrews, neither of whom had a prominent record of 
royal service since 1424. Haldenstone, despite writing the highly Battering letter praising 
the king’s actions at Inverness in 1428, was not prominent in the business of the 
Crown. Moreover he may have incurred the serious displeasure of the king between 
1427 and 1431 by his support for papal supremacy (and no doubt against the ‘anti-papal’ 
parliamentary legislation), being accused in one parliament (probably in 1427), of 
having acted contrary to the ancient liberties of the king and realm, and was forced into 
writing an embarrassing apologia to the king.^ °^ Wardlaw had also incurred royal 
displeasure for not backing the king’s dispute with the papacy during the 1420s over 
John Cameron’s provision to the see of Glasgow and the anti-barratry legislation. This 
mutual distrust seems to have been indicated by the king’s attempts to remove St 
Andrews university fi-om the sphere of Wardlaw and Haldenstone’s influence, firstly by 
petitioning to move the university to Perth and withholding confirmation of its charter, 
and then by intervening to promote the interests of Laurence of Lindores, dean of the 
university and inquisitor into heresy in Scotland.
The snub to the king implied by the taxation act could hardly be more clear, nor 
the obvious distrust and fear by the estates that another large tax would be used to pay 
for the king’s own household. Parliament was still willing to back the campaigns in the 
highlands (although by now there must have been misgivings about the value of such
^^*AP.5.,ii,20 
Copiale, Ivii, 49
120 Copiale, Ivii, 8,386-7 
Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 294-5, 300-1
Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 300-1; CPL, vii, 440-1; Bower, Scotichronicon, 
viii, 291; Acta Facutatis Artium Universitatis Sanctiandree 1413-1588, ed. A. I. Dunlop 
(Edinburgh, 1964), xvii-xix
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exercises), but in return was strictly controlling the king’s ability to use his own 
finances.
The restrictions were such that, following the states’ agreement to pay the tax, 
the king immediately prorogued parliament for six days, presumably to consider his 
position. When parliament reassembled the king presented it with a complete volte- 
face. The limits on the finance, and the difficulties that he must have anticipated in its 
collection, did not make the grant credible, and instead he abandoned the whole scheme, 
and with it any plan of taking his revenge on the highlands. It may well have been that 
this was the intention of parliament all along. As would happen with James UI’s wish to 
travel abroad in July 1473, parliament did not refuse the king his desire outright, but 
circumscribed them with so many conditions that the plan ceased to be possible. The 
king now brought John MacDonald to parliament fi-om captivity, and with the earl of 
Douglas (who may or may not have already been released) ‘forgave the offence of each 
earl... at the urging of the queen, bishops and prelates, earls and barons’.B o w e r ’s 
claim that the queen and estates intervened on their behalf is probably correct. Certainly 
there is every suggestion that the intervention was more than simply a conventional 
stage-managed display of royal clemency. Parliament had protested the year before for 
the king not to enforce his law to the point of execution, and one of those acts may have 
been repeated in 1431, with the barons making request for ‘thar leiffis that beis 
convickit’ for not travelling with the king to the north in 1429.^ ®^ Moreover Sir John 
Kennedy, although suffering much more than MacDonald or Douglas, was also allowed 
to live by the same parliament.The king’s change of heart amounted to perhaps the 
most humiliating capitulation of the reign.
As with the March 1430 parliament, a limited sederunt, of an elected judicial 
committee for deciding causes and complaints, exists for the October 1431 meeting. 
The twelve figures chosen equally fi-om each estate again represent a fair geographical 
cross-section, with geographical bases ranging from Fortrose to Caerlaverock. The 
barons, however, were exclusively from south of the Forth. The main criteria in election 
to the committee was legal ability. Three of the barons, Thomas Somerville of that Ilk,
The continuation did not prevent parliament acting in its judicial edacity on 20 October (St 
Andrews University Library, St Andrews Burgh Records, B65/22/27; sederunt printed in app. 
B)
11,103-4
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 265
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Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock and Walter Haliburton of Dirleton, had been present 
on the judicial committee the previous year, while Somerville, a justiciar, would also be 
on a judicial committee in March 1432 and January 1435/^ Likewise with the burgh 
commissioners: William Liberton, a prominent Edinburgh burgess, acted in a judicial 
capacity on each of the six occasions that he is known to have been present at 
parliament; John Haddington on all three occasions; William Blair twice; and Thomas 
Chalmers three times. The clerics too, John Bulloch, bishop of Ross, William, abbot of 
Coupar-Angus, Nicholas Atholl, precentor of Dunkeld, and John McGillauche, provost 
of Lincluden, all made virtually their only known attendances at parliament in a judicial 
capacity, while only Atholl and Bulloch failed to be employed injudicial business more 
than once.^ ^^
James had probably faced some of the fiercest opposition so far seen in the 
reign. Once again taxation had been the element that turned parliamentary reservations 
into outright opposition, and, as with the ransom payments and the scheme for shire 
commissioners, a major part of the king’s policy had been defeated. It was probably this 
that led to an attempt to avoid calling full assemblies of parliament for the next two and 
a half years—one of the longest periods during the majorities of James I to James III 
without such an assembly. Instead the king delegated parliamentary business to a 
commission in 1432, and called a less formal general council in October 1433 to discuss 
proposals for an English alliance.
Thus the parliament recorded in Thomas Thomson’s acts as meeting on 27 May 
1432 was in fact nothing of the sort.^ ^^  The preamble given makes it clear that the acts 
are the result of the deliberations of ‘certane personis’ chosen by the estates at the 
October 1431 assembly to ‘ordane and commoune apone certane statutis profitable for 
the common gude of our Realme’ particularly the ‘stanching of the fellone slauchteris 
and barganis’. The eleven extant acts all deal with the specific topic of the enforcement 
of criminal justice: the precise methods by which murderers could be pursued fi-om 
sheriffdom to sheriffdom or regality, proclamations of fugitives in burghs, and the fines 
for the barons and sheriffs who failed to pursue criminals to the full extent of the law. 
The date of 27 May seems to be simply the day that the resultant acts were sent out to 
the sheriffs, bailies and ministers in burghs, rather than the day that the commission sat.
A.P.S., ii, 28, 22-3; Dundee Burgh Records, TC/CC 1/27 
See app. B
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The correct date is probably suggested by a decree of parliament made in the 
‘parliament haldyn at perthe on mounday the x day of the the monthe of marche’ 
1432/^  ^The decree is only known from an undated transcript of the proceedings made 
between May 1439 and August 1448/^  ^but its accuracy is attested not only by the fact 
that 10 March is correctly identified as a Monday, but also because eight of the original 
witnesses and judicial deputies of 1432 witness the accuracy of the document by their 
seals. As well as the power to issue legislation, a commission of twelve chosen equally 
from each estate sat ‘twyching the débattis of the borowys’, while at least five other 
barons seem to have been present. The case itself was the first part of a long running 
dispute between Dundee and Montrose concerning their rights in the sheriffdom of 
Forfar, and the two burghs sent five and three commissioners respectively, plus two 
forespeakers.
The committee itself seems to have been acting in a semi-judicial capacity. The 
personnel were identical to the committee for hearing causes who would sit in October 
1432 to judge disputes between St Andrews, Cupar and Crail, and were mostly 
experienced in judicial matters. Nevertheless, in March, having seen the charters and 
evidence of Montrose and Dundee, they gave only advice to the king as to the resolution 
of the dispute over bounds. That the committees in March and October were identical 
suggests strongly that both were part of the same commission of parliament, and that 
neither reflects a full meeting of the estates.
That James I was able to strip off parliamentary functions in this way could 
certainly be construed as an attempt to weaken the assembly, but there is no evidence 
that he managed to simply hand over parliamentary powers to his council. Thus, the 
March commission of parliament was probably attended by some of the most powerful 
Scottish magnates of the realm. The bishop and prior of St Andrews, and the earls of
Dundee Burgh Records TC/CC F27. The foil list of people named in this document is given 
below, app. B
These (ktes are indicated as Sir William Crichton is named as diancellor, and Sir John 
Forresto* of Corstorphine as chamberlain in the document (Hbk. Brit. Chron., 182,186)
Dundee Burgh Records TC/CC F27. An introductory passage to the document states ‘And tho- 
attoure to the samyn mata* was talqm the advyse of the lord somerveile justyce that tyme / 
howsaid Schir Johne froster chawerlayne, James of Dowglase Schir walta of ogilvy Schir 
william of Crechtoune masta o f, but ends abruptly. They do seem to have been present at the 
debate between Dundee and Montrose, however, as Crichton and Forester are among those 
who affix their seals to confirm the accuracy of the transumpt.
A full account of the Moitrose v. Dundee dispute and its legal implications is given in A. 
Borthwick ‘Montrose v. Dundee and die Jurisdictioi of Parliament and Council over Fee and 
Heritage in the Mid-Fifteenth century’ in C. Jones, The Scots and Parliament (Edinburgh, 
1996), 33-53
St Andrews Burgh Records, B65/22/23
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Atholl, Douglas and Mar were all in Perth at the time of the commission, and 
presumably were among those deliberating on the legislation/^^ Indeed Angus, Atholl 
and Mar remained with the king at Perth until the end of May when the king published 
the parliamentary acts, and they witnessed an unusual number of Great Seal Charters. 
This perhaps indicates that the parliamentary commission was sitting periodically 
throughout 1432.^ *^ At least one highlander, Swene MacEwan, had also come to Perth at 
the time of the March sitting and received a new grant of his lands in Cowal.*^  ^The 
people chosen to sit on the judicial committee again seem to have been chosen primarily 
for their legal ability. Certainly the presence of Robert Graham, probably the king’s 
most vocal enemy from 1436 to 1437, in March and October reflects his known legal 
skills, and not his employment by the crown.
The judicial committee that sat on 10 October 1432 was probably part of this 
process of continuation of the March commission, and there may again have been some 
other business carried out that has not survived. The king was at Perth from at least 1 
September to 4 November 1432 (as he probably was all year), but it seems unlikely that 
a full session of parliament met at this point.
There is no record of another meeting of the estates for a further twelve months, 
and even then our only source is an account given by Walter Bower. Bower states that 
a general council met at Perth in October 1433 called by the king to consider the 
proposals of an envoy from England, John, lord Scrope of Masham.^  ^ Scrope brought 
proposals for a marriage alliance between England and Scotland by which Henry VI 
would marry one of James I’s daughters. The price of this wedding would have been the 
abandonment of the Franco-Scottish alliance and the proposed marriage of princess 
Margaret to the Dauphin, while in return Bower claims that the English promised to 
restore Roxburgh, Berwick and ‘everything else which they had wrongly taken’. 
James had to take these proposals seriously, since tiiey would have restored many of the 
psychologically important territories lost during the Wars of Independence. There is
‘^ ^RM5.,ii,nos. 199-200
S.R.O. GD16/3/12; GD125/Box2 
Argyll Transcripts, II(i), 182
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Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 287, 373. Bower’s dating, altiiough superficially vague, seems to 
be accurate. The meeting can be dated precisely to 1433 as a result of a reference to an eclipse 
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every suggestion that James wanted to accept these terms—there would have been no 
need to call a general council if he did not want to accept them—and he continued to 
negotiate with England on the topic of marriage alliance until February 1434/^ *^
Once again the estates proved to be the stumbling block. Bower provides a 
detailed account of the discussion that went on before the states, and in which he took a 
leading role. The debate carried on for two days. On the first day the greater prelates and 
magnates stated that they desired peace only if it could be reached without breaking the 
alliance with France. The abbot of Scone and Abbot Bower were ordered to find the 
opinions of all the estates, with the dominant opinion suggesting that the king ‘was not 
free to negotiate on the subject of peace with the king of England on account of his 
alliance with the king of France’. The king, seeing that the argument was going against 
him, was probably behind the argument put forward the next day by John Fogo, abbot of 
Melrose. Fogo, a master of theology and the king’s confessor, was an experienced 
debater in general council who had taken a leading role in a debate of 1418 against 
Robert Harding, an Englishman accused of heresy. Fogo was also the recipient of 
significant patronage from the king, who had twice stayed at his abbey since 1424. 
Fogo argued that no king could promise another king to never make peace with a third 
party except by the agreement of his first ally. Thus neither the king of Scots, nor the 
king of France, could legitimately promise not to make peace with England, and he 
backed this up with theological argument, stating that the argument against peace with 
England was ‘untenable ... faulty and inherently erroneous’. Bower claims that there 
followed a prolonged ‘wrangle’ among the estates, during which the remaining support 
for the king’s point of view withered: ‘instead it was finally agreed that the English were 
trying in this matter to stir up division in our kingdom’.
Bower’s account not only gives one of the most detailed insights into the nature 
of debate in parliament and general council available in the fifteenth century, but also 
shows precisely how, despite the attempt by the king to swing the decision in his own 
favour, the three estates ultimately had an effective veto over his wishes. Indeed, the 
unfortunate Fogo suffered considerably for his attempt to persuade the estates of the 
king’s argument. Laurence of Lindores, inquisitor into heresy in Scotland, disliked the
Balfour-Melville, James /, 210-212; Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 287
Balfour-Melville, James 1,213-214
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 289
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theological elements that Fogo had employed and forced him into recanting his ideas 
during an appearance in St Andrews/^ ^
A full parliament finally met on 1 March 1434 at Stirling, but only a preamble, 
continuation to 2 March and three acts are recorded, one of which is either misdated or a 
reissue of an act made in March 1430/^  ^The reason for the meeting is not obvious, but 
it may well have been connected to the continued English overture of peace and the 
future of the Franco-Scottish alliance. News of the English proposals had clearly reached 
France in late 1433, and Charles VII sent his envoys to urge the swift implementation of 
the terms of the 1428 agreement, but indicating that a Scottish army was no longer 
required. James I replied that although negotiations with England had taken place, he 
would not act contrary to the 1428 agreement—a statement that was clearly contrary to 
his proposals to the 1433 general council. On 11 February 1434 negotiations were still 
taking place, and it seems that the Scottish king was actively encouraging English 
negotiations. Soon after the parliament dissolved, however, the talks had collapsed, and 
the English were making repairs to Roxburgh and Alnwick in anticipation of Scottish 
aggression.
At the very least we know that the estates took the opportunity of a meeting to 
force another concession on the king re^rding justice, and to modify the acts made by 
the March 1432 commission of parliament. Just as the barons had extracted a concession 
from the king to spare the lives of those who had failed to travel on the northern 
campaigns, now the prelates petitioned the king for clemency. On 2 March:
Tt pleased the lord king, at the supplication of the lords prelates, to refrain 
[supercedere] from punishing his sheriffs who do not make due justice in 
his sheriffdoms nor put to execution our lord king’s acts of parliament.
This entreaty was combined with a new declaration by the king for the sheriffs to 
enforce his justice and acts of parliament ‘under all pain’, so clearly the amnesty was 
only for maladministration prior to creation of the new act. Nevertheless the king’s 
insistence on punishing those who failed to enforce his will to the letter was a 
developing theme.
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 291
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The paucity of the parliamentary record continue for the rest of 1434, and the 
only reference to an August assembly at Perth again comes from Walter Bower. His 
reference to a meeting that was held on 7 Augiist is included in his account of the arrest 
and disinheritance of George Dunbar, earl of March. Bower’s dating of March’s arrest is 
almost certainly incorrect, and his record of an August assembly is far from certain.
According to Bower’s account March was ‘detained’ during 1433 while at Edinburgh 
castle, whereupon the king sent William, earl of Angus, Sir William Crichton, and Sir 
Adam Hepburn of Hailes to Dunbar to take possession of March’s castle. Bower 
continues: ‘In the following year at his parliament at Perth on 7 August [1434] the king 
disinherited the earl on account of his father’s actions, despite his plea that he had 
received a pardon from the king for his own actions’. The king ‘wishing to treat him 
mercifully’ then gave March the earldom of Buchan in exchange for his confiscated 
earldom.
There was no doubt that March was being treated extremely shabbily. The j
exchequer rolls to James II’s reign for 1455 claim that after George senior’s forfeiture j
the earldom of March was b^towed on David, duke of Rothesay, and thus James I was j
heir to the earldom of March not only by the forfeiture of the earl, but also as the |
legitimate heir of his elder brother. This behaviour, combined with the earlier ii
forfeiture of the Albanies, must have played an important role in the king’s reputation as 
a covetous monarch in Shirley’s account. Shirley in fact probably refers to the earl of 
March (‘th’erlle of Manchett’) in his account of how James I arrested his great nobles 
and executed them ‘for coveyties of their goodus’, albeit confused with the forfeitures of 
the Albany Stewarts.
Nevertheless, there remains considerable doubt about the accuracy of Bower’s 
account, and therefore the August 1434 parliament, primarily because the acts of the 
parliament of January 1435 include an act of disinheritance, while it seems very unlikely 
that March was arrested in 1433 and only finally brought before parliament in 1434 or 
1435.^  ^ All recent accounts of March’s disinheritance have also made the error of
i
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interpreting the January 1435 act as an act of forfeiture}^  ^This is not the case. The earl 
of March, although stripped of his title, lived out the rest of his life in Scotland as Sir 
George Dunbar of Kilconquhar in Fife. As such he occurs frequently in the exchequer 
rolls of James II’s reign, and is even referred to as an earl in the exchequer rolls for 
1451-2.*®^  James II had his own designs for the earldom, which he bestowed on his 
second son, Alexander, by 18 July 1455, and as a result by 3 August 1454 George 
Dunbar was referred to firmly as quondam comitV, but was still receiving what appears 
to be an annuity of £13 6s 8d.^  ^Dunbar was in receipt of considerable patronage from 
James II from 1450 to 1454, receiving at least five payments of money from the king. 
None of these facts, nor Dunbar’s description as an earl, indicate an act of forfeiture in 
January 1435. Significantly Walter Bower states that March was ‘disinherited’, not 
forfeited, and made earl of Buchan (a title that is not seen anywhere else). After James 
I’s death. Bower claims the three estate granted Dunbar and his son Patrick an annuity 
of 400 merks, a clear sign that his disinheritance was seen as unfair*  ^This payment is 
not corroborated from other evidence during James II’s minority, but may be connected 
to the large payments given after 1450.
The extant act from January 1435 is entirely consistent with the conclusion that 
March was not forfeited. A parliamentary forfeiture has extremely specific connotations. 
They were carried out by a large part of the sederunt, as in the Albany forfeitures of 
1425, or the Douglas forfeitures of 1455, but the clerics would take no part.^ ^^  A noble 
could only be forfeited for treason, or at least an extremely serious crime against the 
king or realm, for which the punishment was forfeiture of life, lands and goods—hence 
the term. If the accused noble was present, he would be immediately executed .B y  
contrast March could not credibly be accused of treason after such a long period, instead 
he was called before a judicial committee of nine persons chosen from all three estates, 
including the clerics, over the matter of the property, possessions and lands of the 
earldom of March and lordship of Dunbar. No accusation of treason was ever made. 
Instead the procurators and advocates of both the king and the earl of March were
Hepburn of Hailes, prove that the arrest of March can only have happened in 1434, but the 
absence of exchequer rolls for the previous two years means that there is no evidence that 
Dunbar was not taken in 1433 (Brown, James /, 154-5 168n; E.R, iv, 620), albeit that it is 
unlikely.
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present to dispute the case. The judicial committee made ‘diligent examination and 
mature deliberation’ of the evidence put before them by the king and earl, while the earl 
and his procurator were outwith the parliament chamber. Then he was summoned back 
and the dempster gave parliament’s judgement that the earl’s lands pertained to the king 
‘by reason of the forfeiture of the lord George Dunbar, formerly earl of March and lord 
of Dunbar’, the present earl’s father.T hus the argument that March was disinherited 
in August 1434 and forfeited in January 1435, cannot be correct.Instead we are left 
with two separate dates for the disinheritance, and the only reasonable assumption is that 
Walter Bower’s dating is incorrect, despite the fact that he was on the committee that 
disinherited March. This conclusion is supported by the fact that no documents have 
so far been traced that show the king or any other nobles at Perth during August 1434.
The fact remains that the king had at the very least exploited a legal technicality 
for his own aggrandisement. George Dunbar’s reaction was to contemplate a repeat of 
the Dunbars’ behaviour in 1400-2, and from July to December 1435 he and his son 
Patrick were given a number of safe conducts to travel to Henry Vi’s presence, to 
discuss retaliation.^  ^George seems eventually to have thought better of this course of 
action, but Patrick played a role in the major incursion by the English into the east 
March in September 1435 which ended at defeat at Piperdean. It is probably no 
coincidence that those who led the Scottish forces were the main beneficiaries of the 
disinheritance of the Dunbars—William Douglas, earl of Angus, and Adam Hepburn of 
Hailes. Local rivalry between the earls of Angus and March probably lay at the root of 
the disinheritance, with March suffering the consequences of the earl of Angus’s |
conspicuous loyalty to the king by losing the wardenship of the east March in 1430. The I
encroachment into his sphere of influence by a favoured rival had provoked March into j
violence, and by 1433 there was escalating warfare on the borders, both between the I
Scottish rivals and between Scots and the English.Jam es seems to have decided to ï
solve a local dispute by extreme measures, removing the earl of March, a process that {
enabled him to provide valuable patronage to his favoured south-eastemers, while i
bringing the revenues of one of the richest Scottish earldoms to the Crown. j
The Albany Stewarts were executed directly after conviction in 1425, as was Sir Alexander 
Boyd of DrumcoII in 1469 (Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245; A.P,S,, ii, 186-7)
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Parliament’s role in these proceedings remains ambiguous. March’s 
disinheritance had been carried out by a small committee of nine which included some 
notable loyalists, such as Walter Bower and John Stewart, provost of Methven.*  ^It may 
be no coincidence that Robert Graham, despite his legal expertise, was not present on 
this judicial committee, given his later accusations, according to Shirley, of the king’s 
unwarranted attacks on his nobility. Instead Thomas Somerville of that Ilk and Walter 
Haliburton of Dirleton were present; men who had considerable judicial experience, and 
who as south-eastemers may have had their own axes to grind. Haliburton at least may 
have sought justice for his own father’s capture in battle by the English at Nisbet Moor 
on 22 June 1402 and subsequent death in captivity, when the younger George Dunbar 
had fought with the English. John Haliburton had died as a result of disease caught 
during his captivity. In any case, the decision may well have been legally correct, if 
harsh. The earl of March’s father had been forfeited for manifest treason in which his 
son had played a prominent role, while March’s return in 1409 had been made by the 
influence of the duke of Albany, not the king, and was subsequently de facto rather than 
de jure. Any pardons that the earl’s son may have received after his accession to the 
earldom 1422-3 and the king’s return would not have reversed this state without a 
further act of parliament.
The king’s insistence, once again, on implementing the letter of the law must 
have created a great deal of unease among the wider estates, but they played no role in 
the judicial deckion. In only ten years James I had now forfeited the duke of Albany and 
his heirs, the earl of Lennox and had disinherited the earls of Stratheara and March; four 
of the greatest magnates of the realm. The financial benefits for the Crown were 
obvious, while the latter two were also attacked in order to aid local rivals. It took 
little imagination for the assembled estates to wonder who would be next.
A clue as to who that would be is provided by the very next act of the January 
1435 parliament. On 15 March all the lords of parliament, secular and regular and burgh 
commissioners gave letters of retinue and fealty to the queen. The need for this act has 
previously escaped easy explanation, except as perhaps indicating the king’s fear of
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reprisals from the earl of March or an early death due to rebellion/™ In fact it fits in 
more readily with the growing friction between the king and queen and the earl of Atholl 
in Perthshire and Stratheam. AtholPs favoured position was increasingly threatened by 
the queen’s existence as a major landowner in the Appin of Dull and central Perthshire. 
By 1431 she seems to have been pursuing her interests with increasing vigour. This 
coincided with the king’s exploitation of a dispute in Stratheam between Atholl and the 
earl of Douglas to annex the lands of Dunbamey and Pitkeathly in Atholl’s lordship of 
Methven to the Crown. For Atholl it must have seemed as if the writing was on the 
wall. That the king was ordering the estates to proclaim their loyalty to the queen may 
underline the serious level of anger that already existed, and at the very least must have 
suggested to Atholl that he could no longer assume royal support for his position in 
central Scotland.
There is a final possibility that parliament may have granted a tax for the king’s 
sister’s expenses in being sent to France. Following the king’s abandonment of any 
remaining schemes to make an alliance with England he seems finally to have treated 
the French marriage alliance seriously, and on 25 June 1436 princess Margaret would 
marry the dauphin of France. At some point during 1435 a levy was being raised in 
Scotland and the Aberdeen council register records a payment of £12 10s '‘pro  
conclusione contribuciones domine dalphine\^^^ Money was still being collected on 21 
January 1436, when the king gave a receipt to David Hay of Yester for 50 merks ‘of the 
contribucioune that he suld gife til the passage of our dochter’.^  ^This latter entry seems 
to confirm Walter Bower’s claim that the king avoided direct taxation for Margaret’s 
expenses, and that instead ‘he sought the money courteously from individuals among the 
leading men of each estate ... These people gave contributions cheerfully and happily 
according to their means, without the need for any compulsion’. A  third reference to 
Margaret’s expenses is found in a summons of 13 May 1437 to the baillies of Aberdeen 
to attend James II’s first exchequer audit, and mentions the 'contribucione concessa ad  
transitionem carissime sororis nostre in francia'}^  The use of the word 'concessa\ 
granted, might suggest much more strongly that the payments were the result of a grant
Balfour-Melville, James 1,1X1 
Brown, James 1 ,178-9 
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 295
Aberdeen City Archives, Aberdeen Council Register, iv, 114 
S. R  O. GD28/68.
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 251. Dr O’Brien refers to this ‘tax’ as still being collected in 1437 
after James I’s death. Unfortunately it has not been possible to find the MS reference cited 
(O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliaments’, ^p. O, 403, citing Glasgow University, Murray MS, app. 5, 
no. 3b)
S.R.O. GD52/1
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made by the estates, while the repeated use of the word 'contribucioune' is a common 
Latin word associated with tax granted by the estates.™  ^It is very difficult to be certain 
from these almost contradictory references whether a parliamentary tax or benevolences 
is implied. The truth may lie in a combination of ‘benevolences’ and direct taxation. 
James will have been helped in that Margaret’s costs were clearly a legitimate reason for 
extraordinary payments, rather than a tax to pay for the king’s household or to subsidise 
a failing military campaign. Nevertheless, if the king was relying partly or wholly on 
benevolences, the episode underlines the king’s recognition of the problems that 
taxations of the estates caused. The fact remained, however, that the payments would 
continue to be unpopular, while an unofficial tax forced upon the populace without 
parliamentary authority would have only reinforced the king’s reputation for the 
‘avarisious and importtable impositioune of unseen taxes and tallages’.
The king’s problems were mounting. Long-standing hostility to taxation was 
likely to combine with developing distrust from some of the magnates, most obviously 
the earl of Atholl, creating a lethal combination. James I’s uneven relationship with 
parliament had enjoyed its best period in the years after 1428 when his wealth had 
enabled him to pursue an initially popular campaign in the highlands with no recourse to 
the estates for financial support. With his money exhausted and his highland policy in 
tatters, James again demanded taxation, and suffered the same rebuffs and 
recriminations as during the 1420s. In response the king attempted to avoid parliament 
in the early 1430s—with some success—but the estates still had to be consulted over 
matters of justice, finance and foreign policy, and this prevented the king from being 
able to simply abandon the assembly. By 1434-5 other grievances were surfacing. 
Repeated requests to the king to moderate his insistence on the full implementation of 
justice met with some concessions, but the disinheritance of the earl of March only 
underlined the king’s tendency to follow the letter and not the spirit of the law. The 
outcome of James I’s refiisal to take advice would be played out over the next two years.
The tax for the highlands of October 1431 was referred to (in Scots) as a ‘contribucione’ 
(A.P.S., ii, 20). In January 1468 the payments for the embassy to Denmark are said to be ‘nocht 
be way of taxt nor contribucione’, vdiich implies the words were considered virtually 
synonymous (A.P.S., ii, 90)
Connolly, 'The Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis\ 52
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The final year of James Ts reign saw the comprehensive collapse of his 
relationship with the upper nobility. It ended with the earl of Atholl sponsoring his 
assassination and attempting to seize power as guardian of James II in February 1437. A 
large part of this drama was played out in the last two general councils of his reign, 
where James I faced widespread hostility on at least one occasion, and an attempt to 
arrest him by one of AtholTs allies, Robert Graham. Atholl and Graham, in effect, tried 
to gain the backing of the estates for a coup d’etat in 1436. Only after this failed did they 
turn to more radical action. After the king’s death, however, parliament would play a 
much more conservative role, carefully used by the queen and the fifth earl of Douglas 
to confirm their position at the head of the new government, and to destroy the king’s 
assassins. Parliament, by weakening James I’s authority to the extent where Atholl was 
willing to strike, was guilty of complicity in the king’s downfall; thereafter it played an 
equally important role in securing the safe succession of James II.
Arrest and Assassination: 1436-1437
The general council that met on 22 October 1436 at Edinburgh seems to have 
been the first meeting of the estates since January 1435.^  The king probably felt he had 
ample reason to avoid a meeting, however, given the continuing problems he had faced 
after the end of his highland campaigns. When the king did call a general council, it was 
once again in the midst of a serious crisis brought about by a military failure, and again 
to request a contribution from the estates to pay for a renewed campaign. It was a 
triumph of hope over experience.^
Since January 1435 James had finally thrown himself into active support of the 
Franco-Scottish alliance. On 10 September 1435 a Scottish force under the leadership of 
William Douglas, earl of Angus and Adam Hepburn had defeated an English force at 
Piperdean, sent north in aid of Patrick Dunbar.^  Nevertheless, relations with England did 
not break down completely until after the agreement of a Franco-Burgundian alliance at 
Arras on 21 September 1435, and negotiations were still taking place with England in 
February 1436. The implementation of the existing Franco-Scottish alliance by an attack 
on northern England now offered France the possibility of stretching English resources
‘^.P.£.,ü,23-4 
 ^A.RS., n,20
 ^Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 293; Proc. Privy Council, iv, 310
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to breaking point. As a result Charles VII renewed pressure for the marriage of the 
dauphin and princess Margaret finally to take place.'*
Margaret eventually departed for France on 27 March 1436/ Jam% decided to 
implement the terms of the alliance by attacking the Marchmont, Roxburgh castle, one 
of the two remaining English garrisons on Scottish soil. Unwisely, James tried to use the 
taking of the castle as a means of enhancing royal prestige; adding the word 
‘marchmont’ to the signet, and creating a new Marchmont herald.** Indeed the entire 
campaign was designed to augment the king’s international prestige in the wake of the 
union of the Stewart and Valois dynasties on 25 June. Inevitably, such a build-up made 
the fall-out more serious for the king when things went wrong.
The siege of Roxburgh finally began around 1 August, after a delay through the 
summer that meant there was little surprise about the attack,^  and that the Scots found 
the castle well defended and capable of holding out until a relieving force arrived from 
England. Pluscarden, who provides more detail than Bower, claims the failure of the 
siege was the result of ‘a detestable split and most unworthy difference arising fi-om 
jealousy’, and the loss of a great part of the siege equipment.* Gatherings of the host, of 
course, suffered fi-om the same dangers as meetings of parliament—all the great lay 
magnates, and probably many powerful clerics, in one place for a period of some days, 
enabling personal rivalries, ambitions, grievances and fears to come to the fore.** As 
James III would discover in 1482, the king himself was vulnerable to attack, away from 
fortifications, and dependent on the good will of those about him. James I seems to have 
faced almost as dangerous a situation as his grandson at Lauder, and whatever the source 
of the division, by the end of the fifteen days of the siege the king seems to have been 
almost in fear of his life and ‘ignominiously fled’—as much from his own army as the 
approaching English force, possibly after the intervention of the queen.10 j
"* Proc. Privy Council, iv, 309-15; Brown, James I, 162; R  Vaughan, Philip the Good (London, 
1970), 99
 ^Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 249 
® Brown, James 1, 163
 ^As early as 5 February 1436, Henry VI had suspected that the Scots ‘desire rather werre than 
pees’ (Proc. Privy. Council, iv, 314)
* Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 297; Liber Pluscardensis, ed. F. J. H. Skene (Edinburg, 1877- 
1880), i, 380, ii, 287
 ^ Meetings of the host could on occasion assume quasi-parliammtary powors. The host that 
gathered in 1460, again at Roxburgh, probably acted as a parliament in all but name following 
the death of James II, overseeing the coronation of James III at Kelso, and probably giving 
some kind of authority to the govemmmt of Mary of Gueldres, viho did not call another 
meeting until February 1461 (A.P.S., xii, 27; and see app. A)
R. Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of tiie Murda of James I of Scotland’, E.H.R., 52 (1937), 485; 
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 378, «.24; Brown, James 1, 165
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James, however, had still not learnt when to accept defeat, and called general 
council for 22 October with the aim of collecting a tax to pay for a renewed campaign on 
the marches/* The extant acts themselves provide virtually no hint as to the events at the 
general council, but instead deal with justice, customs and burgh laws. Three acts are 
specifically anti-English, forbidding men from taking protection fi-om Englishmen, 
buying English cloth, or selling salmon in England, but there are no acts dealing with 
further preparations for war.*^  As with the attempt to fund a new highland campaign in 
1431, James had been forced to abandon his plans.
Fortunately, we have two independent accounts of the events at the October 
general council which fill in a great deal of the background to this reverse. The earliest 
account is by Piero del Monte, in a letter sent from London to the pope on 28 February 
1437, just eight days after Jam% Ps assassination. Del Monte travelled to England in 
1435 as the collector of the papal tenth, with jurisdiction over Britain and Ireland, and 
close links with Cardinal Beaufort, the uncle of Queen Joan Beaufort.*^  Whether 
Beaufort was the source of his information is not certain, and his account of the October 
general council is so critical of the king that it suggests his source for this part of his 
letter was not ultimately the queen (although the king’s poor relationship with the 
papacy virtually demanded a negative slant to the account).*'* He also had frequent 
contact with the bishop of Urbino who was the papal nuncio in Scotland in 1437, as well 
as the English council, so the account almost certainly derived from well informed 
intelligence, rather than gossip.*^
The second account is provided by John Shirley, who translated his account 
from an earlier Latin version probably in about 1440, and certainly before 1456.*^  
Although the reliability of Shirley’s very colourful account has been questioned,*  ^it is 
so near contemporary that it must be taken seriously as a source. After all, there is a 
good chance that the Latin original translated by Shirley was written nearer in time to 
the events it describes than Bower’s Scotichronicon}^ Finally, a great deal of the detail
** Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of the Murder of James I’, 484-5 
^^A.P.S.,% 23-4
Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of the Murder of James P, 480-1,491 
*'* R. K. Hannay, ‘James I, Bishop Cameron, and the Papacy’, S.H.R., xv, 198-9 
Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of the Murder of James P, 483-4 and 489n.
M. Connolly, 'The Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis: A New Edition’, S.H.R, Ixxi (1992), 46-69, 
46-7. One MS of Shirley’s account is likely to date from close to 1440, he died in 1456 
*^  Balfour-Melville, James I, 243; Duncan, James I, 23-4; R. Mason, ‘Kingship, Tyranny and the 
Right to Resist in Fifteaith Caitury Scotland’, S.H.R, Ixvi (1987), 125-151,143 
** Connolly, Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis\ 47
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provided by Shirley for the period 1436-7 can either be confirmed by other evidence, or 
at least be demonstrated to be plausible.*  ^It has already been shown^ how Shirley and 
Bower, although having drastically different opinions of tiie king, come to similar 
conclusions about the king’s taxation, and Shirley is well informed about the main 
conspirators in the king’s death, and particularly the background of Sir Robert Graham/* 
Shirley can also be shown to be accurate in his account of the eventual death of Graham, 
which he identifies as taking place at Stirling, rather than Edinburgh with the other 
conspirators. It is now known that a general council was held in Stirling, probably in 
early May 1437, and a little over a month after the Edinburgh parliament where Atholl 
was forfeited.^
On the particular issue of the October 1436 general council, both del Monte and 
Shirley give accounts that agree to a large degree. Both record an angry confrontation 
over the king’s demands for money, and both describe long speeches by speakers chosen 
by the estates. Del Monte records that
‘in this assembly {conventu\, which that king called, he demanded a subsidy 
of money from all present, indeed a large one, in order that he could raise 
an army and lead the host against England and take vengeance for his 
injuries by force and arms. With great arrogance, imperiousness and 
haughty authority, also unjustly, and little he said to them in that oration 
was of use, and on account of this the spirits of all who heard it were 
provoked to hatred and indignation*.^
In del Monte’s account the estates requested a day to formulate a response to the king, 
which is given by an unnamed person who strongly opposed the tax. The quotation, 
given in Ciceronian Latin, is clearly fabricated, but nevertheless probably reflects some 
of the reasons for dissatisfaction with the king: ‘We saw our fields desolated, homes 
burnt down, wrongful abduction, all consumed by fire and sword’—this was very 
probably the price that many borderers had to pay for the failed siege, at the hands of 
their own troops stationed on the land, or by the English force that relieved Roxburgh.^ '* 
After the speech, del Monte claims that all those who were at the council held their 
silence and looked at the floor, whereupon the king, provoked to fury, ordered two
*^  See M. H. Brown, “‘I Have Thus Slain a Tyrant’”: The Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis and the 
Right to Resist in Early Fifteenth-Century Scotland’, Innes Review, xlvii (1996), 24-44, 37-8, 
for a discussion of Shirley’s accuracy.
See above, p31 
*^ Brown, “‘I Have Thus Slain a Tyrant’”, 37-8 
Connolly, 'The Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis\ 65; Aberdeen Council Register, iv, 97; S.R.O. 
GD45/27/65, whidi shows Atholl, forfeited but still alive on 26 March 1437.
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hundred of his personal body guard into the council chamber. This had the desired 
effect, and the assembly, fearing death, capitulated to the king’s demands.^
Shirley’s account has striking similarities. He claims that a council of nobles 
met before the general council to discuss how they might ‘resyste thair kinges tirannye’. 
Sir Robert Graham stood up and offered to speak on their behalf if they promised to 
stand by him, to which the lords agreed. At the general council Graham:
‘aros upp with a grett corrage, and with a violent and irows chere and 
countenaunce, sette handes uppoun the king his souerayne lorde, saying 
these wordes: “I arest you, sir, in the name of the three astattes here nowe 
assembled in the present perlement, for right as your liege peple ben 
bounden and swome to obeye unto your mageste roialle, in the same wysse 
bee ye swome and enseured your peple to kepe and gouerne your lawe’”.
Like Del Monte’s speaker, Graham, despite the prior agreement, was met with silence 
from the assembly, and the king, ‘gretly meouyd and sterid’, had him arrested.^
Thus the two accounts seem to provide slightly different versions of the same 
event—both record the selection of a speaker by the estates to oppose the king, followed 
by a lengthy speech, and both record the king’s fririons reaction and the capitulation of 
the assembly who feared for the results of their actions. While del Monte plausibly 
claims that a specific request for taxation was made, Shirley suggests a more general 
hostility to the king’s ‘avarisious and importtable impositioune of unseen taxes and 
tallages’, combined with the forfeiture of his great magnates.^ *^
One late source gives a third account of the Perth ‘parliament’. In an annotation 
to the Latin chronicle probably written by Alexander Myln around 1517, a vernacular
Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of the Murder of James I’, 486 
Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of the Murder of James I’, 488-9
Connolly, 'The Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis\ 52-3. Shirley describes the meeting as a 
parliament rather than a gaieral council, and claims that there was a later parliament in ‘All 
Ifellowes’ (1 November) 1436. The difference between general council and parliament w ^ so 
slight that, especially for an English writa, the confusion is understandable. Likewise the 
timescale between Roxburgh and the end of October precludes two separate meetings, while it 
is impossible that Shirley’s account could refer to a meeting prior to 1436. It seems likely that 
Shirley, or the author of the Latin original, has expanded me meeting into two, and that the All 
Hallows date refers to the genoal council that began on 22 October, and at which Graham 
made his speech (Connolly, 'The Dethe of the Kynge ofScotis\ 53-4). Shirley’s All Hallows 
parliament has frequently been called the ‘Hallowe’en’ (31 October) parliament, a name which, 
while enhancing Shirley’s reputatim for over-dramatisatim, is inaccurate (Duncan, James I, 
23; Brown, James /, 175)
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comment has been added. It gives an account of James Fs death which appears to follow 
Boece, and therefore probably dates from after Bellenden’s translation of Boece in 1531. 
The explanation of the murder, however, is unique. The author claims that Jam^ wished 
to forfeit many of his lords, and at the ‘perlement of Perth’ in 1436 demanded to see 
their charters. The result was that ‘Sum schew thair swerdds, and said their forbears van 
thair landdis be that’. Although a late source, the account is not inconsistent with what 
we know of James I’s final years. If true, it would add an important further motivation 
for Graham’s behaviour, and the three estates’ anger at the king’s demands for tax.™
Shirley’s naming of Sir Robert Graham as the chosen speaker is plausible. 
Graham, as Shirley correctly identifies, was well fitted to play the role of a 
parliamentary speaker. He may well have studied law at the University of Paris, and had 
been involved in legal affairs in Scotland since at least 1428.™ He had ample reason, too, 
for opposing the king, having been arrested and incarcerated in Dunbar castle in 1424 
for his association with Walter Stewart of Lennox, the heir of the duke of Albany, and 
had a close interest in the earldom of Stratheam. Initially rivals, by the mid 1430s 
Graham and the earl of Atholl had become allies, perhaps as a result of fears about the 
king’s and queen’s interests in the region.^ Most importantly of all, Graham had been 
frequently at parliament in recent years. On 10 March 1432 he had acted as a deputy on 
a delegated committee of parliament, in a semi-judicial capacity, and on 10 October of 
the same year had acted on a judicial parliamentary committee in a dispute between the 
burghs of St Andrews and Cupar.^ * Graham fitted into the mould of recent parliamentary 
speakers, and indeed further confirms the picture portrayed by Bower of the way in 
which parliamentary debate took place. Like Bower himself and John Fogo, abbot of 
Melrose, in 1433,^  ^Graham was well educated and experienced in parliament, and like 
them was chosen by a section of the estates to speak in favour of a particular argument. 
Above all he must have had the backing of the earl of Atholl, with whom he would 
conspire in the king’s murder a year later. If he indeed set hands upon the king, it would 
seem likely that this was a deliberate attempt to stage a coup by Atholl and Graham, by 
which the authority of the estates was to be used to give their actions a façade of 
legitimacy—much like the Boyd family in 1466. Indeed Atholl and Graham’s choice of
Extracta E Variis Cronicis Scocie (Abbotsford Club, 1842), 236-7. A final comment in this 
account reinforces the impressicm of the king’s contempt for the nobility. According to the 
author, James told his queen that if ‘all the lords suld with hir all necht, scho swld nocht be the 
wer woman on the mome.’
™ Brown, “‘I Have Thus Slain a Tyrant’”, 38 
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venue for the arrest entailed a certain poetic justice by the heirs of the Albany 
Stewarts—revenge for the arrest in the parliament of Duke Murdac in 1425.
In Graham’s actions and attributed words we see reflected the concept of the 
duties of king and estates to each other, and the right of the estates to act when this 
relationship broke down. Thus Graham claims to act in the name of the estates in 
parliament, a concept that would not be familiar to Shirley in England, but which had 
ample precedent in Scotland. Thus Robert II in 1384, and John, earl of Garrick, in 1388 
and as Robert III in 1399, had both been removed from power in or before meetings of 
the estates, and almost certainly by the estates’ authority.^  ^In many ways the arrest and 
forfeiture of the Albany Stewarts was a similar political coup, where the king used the 
authority of the estates to create legitimacy for his actions.^
The coup was clearly a frilure, and the king, probably with the backing of 
military force, seems to have brow-beaten the general council into passing acts that may 
have had far from unanimous support. Thus the king’s tireless pursuit of the full 
implementation of justice led to an act that forbade lords of regality, sheriffs or barons 
from ransoming thieves, or from agreeing fines with them.^  ^This ignored the pleas for 
clemency made by the barons and clerics in March 1430 and 1434.^ ® Nevertheless, the 
tax was not granted, and despite the implied hostility to England in a number of acts, the 
absence of any mention of a renewed campaign against Roxburgh is significant. Graham 
may have been sent into ex ile,but the king and estates emerged from the meeting with 
honours shared. The king’s greatest mistake, however, was in failing to take notice of 
the warning presented by Graham’s behaviour.
General council met next on 4 February 1437. A single reference by Walter 
Bower states that, after the entry of the papal nuncio, Antonio Altani, bishop of Urbino, 
before Christmas 1436
‘He was received by the king and clergy at the general council which began 
in the royal town of Perth on 4 February; but he carried out none of his 
mission because of the intervention of the death of the king’.™
Boardman, The Early Stewart Kings: Robert n and Robert in (East Linton, 1996), 124, 152, 
215
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 143-5 
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™ W. C. Dickinson, ‘The Acts of the Parliament at Perth 6 March 1430’, S.HR, xxix (1950), 1- 
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This amounts to the sum total of direct evidence for what happened at this general 
council, and it has been doubted whether the meeting actually sat™ However, James had 
been in Perth since at least 1 January, and would remain there until his death on 21 
February^ Furthermore, at least two barons. Sir Andrew Gray of Foulis and Thomas 
Maule of Panmure, were in Perth on 9 February and carrying out important business/*
The importance of the nuncio’s visit, not to mention the reason for his presence, made a 
meeting of the estates necessaiy—indeed Bishop Cameron of Glasgow and the abbot of 
Arbroath had had to provide 1000 gold florins, raised in Bruges, for the nuncio’s 
expenses, and two charters by the king to Arbroath will have been designed to offset 
this/^
The truth was that the king’s relationship with the church, as with his nobles, 
was at a low ebb, particularly with the diocese of St Andrews and the papacy. The 
dispute between Bishop Cameron of Glasgow and the papacy was in reality of the king’s 
making. The acts against barratry, clerics going overseas and exporting bullion had a 
twofold aim.'*^  Firstly they prevented the loss of the realm’s wealth by clerics gaining 
provision to benefices at the apostolic see by costly litigation, and then having to pay 
aimates or first fhiits to the Roman camera, and secondly they strengthened royal power 
of presentation to benefices by removing the papal rival. From the very first parliament 
of his active reign the king had signalled his wish to defend the authority of his 
ordinaries and himself against papal interference, using the power of the estates to 
overturn a pension granted by the Pope Martin V fi-om the deanery of Aberdeen to 
Ingeram Lindsay before 1424. On that occasion parliament judged that the pope’s grant 
was ‘agane the course of common lawe and rycht inconuenient to be tholit in the 
kynrik’. The king, although stopping short of overruling the pope and the courts
spiritual, ordered the bishop of St Andrews to suspend the cause while he pursued the I
44 . 1 matter. The anti-barratry acts that fi)llowed unsurprisingly antagonised the papacy, J
who identified John Cameron, the king’s secretary, as the chief instigator of the anti- j
papal legislation. Despite being provided to the bishopric of Glasgow on the condition of I
better behaviour, Cameron seems to have continued to act as the king’s agent in taking 1
Young, Parliaments of Scotland, ii, 757n.42 
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on Rome/^  In the subsequent dispute between Cameron, on the king’s side, and William 
Crosier, archdeacon of St Andrews, on behalf of the pope, Cameron would eventually 
gain papal favour under Eugenius IV, even being made a papal referendary at Rome.'**
Nevertheless the distrust in which Eugenius held James I seems to have remained strong 
until the end of the reign. Even after the king had died, but before news had reached the 
curia, the pope was enlisting the help of Scots at the papal court to put pressure on 
James to repeal the legislation. This was more than simple papal irritation—the pope 
was keenly aware of the precise stipulations of the anti-barratry acts, which, on 23 
March 1437, were set out in detail in a public instrument made in his presence.'*^
The visitation of a papal legate had initially been requested by James in 1435 
probably to deal with this poor relationship, and the matter of the Council of Basle, 
which in June 1435 decisively split with Rome. Cameron had effectively changed sides 
in the dispute by his promotion to referendary at Rome, and was now disowned by the 
king, although the pope still blamed Cameron for the anti-papal legislation, and 
demanded that James repeal it in April 1436 and March 1437.“** The bishop of Urbino’s 
visit was meant to result in a settlement of the complex dispute between James,
Cameron, Crosier, and the pope, as well as effecting a more general reform of the 
Scottish church. A final objective was probably to secure the renunciation of the king’s 
adherence to the Council of Basle, made on 31 July 1433, a policy that had clearly fitted 
in with James’s aim to weaken papal power. Following the complete split between 
Rome and Basle in 1435 the king may have been less enthusiastic in his support for the 
council, and there is a possibility that he renounced his allegiance shortly before his 
death, perhaps at the February general council.'***
James had no intention of abandoning his campaign against papal provision, 
however, and indeed the October 1436 general council passed a new act forbidding the 
exporting of gold, silver, or jewels in any form, with no exceptions—effectively 
strengthening the anti-barratry laws.^ ® Moreover, even after Urbino’s entry into 
Scotland, James had taken the opportunity to overturn the wishes of both the pope and i
the chapter of Dunkeld by refusing the provision of Donald MacNaughton, dean of |
“*^ Hannay, ‘James I, Bishop Cameron, and the Papacy’, 195 
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Dunkeld, to the vacant see of Dunkeld, and instead providing his nephew James 
Kennedy/^ Thus, the little that we know about the nuncio’s visit before the king died 
suggests that the king and the bishop of Urbino would not have had an easy relationship. .
This notion is strongly supported by del Monte’s account, which was written for 
the pope’s eyes, very probably with some input from Urbino.Although it has not 
attracted the same amount of criticism for over-dramatisation as Shirley, del Monte’s 
letter is almost equally vitriolic in its condemnation of the king. Del Monte was 
undoubtedly writing what he believed his papal master would want to read, and his letter 
reflects a strong hostility by the papacy towards the Scottish king. For del Monte James 
I’s death was nothing less than the retribution of God, designed ‘to punish his demerits 
by this ignominious death’. He even alleged that Urbino was put into custody by James 
‘in great disparagement of the apostolic see and contempt of all the sacred orders’, an 
allegation that is not found elsewhere, but which it seems unlikely he would fabricate.
Urbino may have found allies at the February general council from within the 
Scottish clergy. The king’s relationship with the two main figures in the diocese of St 
Andrews, Bishop Wardlaw and Prior Haldenstone, had not improved in recent years, 
with conflict based around royal intervention in the university of St Andrews through his 
agent, Laurence of Lindores. The poor relationship between James I and Wardlaw in 
particular may explain the bishop’s absence from James IPs coronation, while in 1439 
Joan Beaufort would openly complain that she did not trust the bishop.^ The diocese of 
St Andrews was also the most conspicuous supporter of Rome in its quarrels with Basle, 
being the only dioc^e except Argyll not to have any clerics incorporated into the 
council.^  ^Urbino and Haldenstone were in frequent contact both before and after the 
king’s death, and despite both their protestations of outrage at the the assasination, it is 
easy to suspect their private thoughts were less conventional.^  ^It is impossible to know 
now precisely what discussion may have taken place if the February general council sat 
for any length of time, but it is tempting to speculate. James had used parliament 
successfully in the past to implement his anti-barratry legislation; but even here the
Dunlop, James Kennetfy, 19; D. E, R. Watt, Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae Medii Aevi (Edinburgh, 
1969), 97-8
Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of the Murder of James P, 484n 
Weiss, ‘The Earliest Account of the Murder of James P, 490-1 
^C .f.L ,viii,255
R. Nidiolson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages (Edinburgh, 1975), 301-2
Copiale, 138^8,463. Haldenstone implicitly compares James I to St Thomas Becket, and calls
him ‘a new Abel’, presumably referring to AtiiolPs part in the plot.
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king’s insistence on getting his own way had created division and conflict, and it must 
be likely that this surfaced before the estates.
The reason for calling general council may not have been simply to welcome the 
papal legate. It is by no means certain that James had abandoned his plans to attack 
Roxburgh, and he may have intended again to attempt to raise taxation. If so, the general 
council may have provided a final motive for the more discontented nobles to organise 
the king’s assasination, and at the very least the meeting gave the conspirators the 
opportunity to gather and put their plans into action. Certainly Shirley alleges that, at the 
next meeting of the estates after his attempted arrest, Robert Graham ‘sent priue 
messages and lettres to sertayne menn and seruanttes of the dukes of Albanye’, 
particularly the earl of Atholl.^ ’
James I’s relationship with parliament and general council remained difficult to 
the end. He had been a king in a hurry, eager to extend Stewart power, prestige and 
wealth in both the secular and ecclesiastical spheres; to take the king’s law to the 
furthest reaches of the realm and to enforce it to an unprecedented degree. He can be 
judged to have been only a limited success. He had changed the face of the upper 
nobility, but had succeeded only in replacing one vice-regal power, the Albany Stewarts, 
with another, the Black Douglases. James I’s failure to establish a more radical change 
can be blamed substantially on the role of the estates in parliament. They had destroyed 
his taxation policy in the 1420s and remained hostile to any financial requests thereafter. 
The issue of taxation had also enabled them to force the king to abandon two military 
campaigns, in the highlands and against Roxburgh castle. They had forced him to abide 
by the Franco-Scottish alliance when offered generous terms by England, and 
throughout the latter part of the reign criticised the king’s extreme attitude to law and 
order. The estates had even threatened to lock the king’s money in a box and witnessed 
an attempt to place him under arrest in their name. The relationship had ebbed and 
flowed, but James I had at no point been able to dictate his desires to parliament. This 
was not the sort of resistance by the three estates seen in earlier reigns, but a much more 
prolonged and well organised opposition to the new form of kingship presented by
Connolly, T^he Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis\ 54. Shirley dates this ‘parliament’ to 1 
November 1436, but this is clearly wrong. If it is accepted that Robert Graham’s arrest refers to 
the 22 October 1436 general council, then chronologically the next meeting of the estates was 
the February general council—a timescale which fits in far better with Shirley’s account of 
Graham’s arrest and exile.
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James I—albeit that it developed themes seen prior to 1424.^ ® Moreover, repeated 
conflict advanced the practical competence of parliament to interfere in the business of 
the crown, so that the powers established in this reign set precedents for the reigns of 
James Ps heirs. James I, however, refused to learn from experience, and continued to 
rush headlong into confrontation with the estates until the last days of his life. It was this 
refusal to accept compromise or moderation that led to a more extreme form of sanction 
on the night of 21 February.
The Douglas Lieutenancy: 1437-1439
The minority of James II has traditionally been characterised as a period of 
disorder and anarchy virtually without parallel in the fifteenth century.^ ® Certainly the 
reign began amid one of the three greatest crises of the century, and the victory of the 
royalist party, in the form of Queen Joan Beaufort and Archibald, duke of Touraine and 
fifth earl of Douglas, over the murderers of James I may have been uncertain for a 
number of weeks.^ If the minority as a whole was disordered, then, it is argued, the 
period prior to the Livingston seizure of the Queen at Stirling on 3 August was chaotic: 
‘The very lack of surviving evidence may be indicative of turmoil and administrative 
breakdown’.®^
There is no doubt that the minority saw a great deal of political violence and 
infighting. In the next three years the earl of Atholl and his accomplices would be 
executed with almost unprecedented ferocity, the queen and her new husband would be 
violently arrested, and the sixth earl of Douglas and his brother would be killed—all in 
the pursuit of power. This, however, is not the same as anarchy or administrative 
breakdown. Thus the records of government for the early part of the reign are hardly 
worse than they had been since 1432, in feet the presence of at least part of the 
exchequer records from July 1437 means the surviving government records are rather 
better than they are between 1435 and 1436;®^  yet nobody would claim the last years of
Examples of resistance to the aown in meetings of the estates can be identified in the reigns of 
David II, Robert II and Robert III (see, eg., Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, 124-5, 214-5, 223- 
4)
Nicholson, Scotland, 325-6; C. McGIaddery, James II (Edinburgh, 1990), 12; Dunlop, James 
Kennedy, 27 
^ Brown, James 1 ,195-7 
McGIaddery, James II, 12
There are only partial records of the chamberlain’s account for 1334-5, and no exchequer 
records for 1435-6 {E.R, iv, 668-71). Nevertheless, an exchequer audit was held in July 1436 
{E.R, V, 2). There is no extant register of the great seal between 31 March 1432 and 3 May 
1439 (RMS'., ii, nos. 200-1)
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James I’s reign were anarchic. Instead it is the cessation of the Scotichronicon which 
means that even a simple chronology of post-1437 events is sometimes difficult.
Above all, meetings of the estates continued to occur frequently, with six 
assemblies between March 1437 and September 1439, a period of just two and a half 
years.^  ^This alone suggests considerable continuity in the administration, and a wish, or 
need, to secure the help of the estates in the government of the realm. There is certainly 
evidence that the queen and the people about her sought to use meetings of the estates as 
a force for order, and to establish their hold on government in the weeks after James Ts 
assassination. Parliament met on 25 March 1437, just 33 days after James I’s death.^  In 
the rush to secure possession of the king and government and to hold the coronation, the 
40 days needed to call a full parliament with judicial powers was abandoned, and it is 
likely that the formal summons was not made until the queen had secured possession of 
the king some days after the assassination.
Immediately after the murder, James I had been buried in the Carthusian Priory 
outside Perth.^  ^The new king, however, was probably in Edinburgh, and in the hands 
John Spens, a servant of the earl of Atholl. The key to the queen’s success over the next 
few weeks lay in the fact that the king was taken out of Spens’s hands, possibly by John 
Balfour, one of the young king’s servants. As events throughout the minority of James II 
and III would show, possession of the king provided the only real authority needed to 
form a government—meetings of the estates simply added a facade of legitimacy. Atholl 
must have counted on Spens’s holding on to the king, and when this failed, his ambition 
of leading the new minority government effectively ended. ^
In the weeks before parliament met, Shirley records that Robert Stewart, 
Atholl’s grandson, and Christopher Chalmers, were captured and executed at Edinburgh. 
Atholl himself was caught and brought to Edinburgh somewhat later. The accuracy of 
Shirley’s account is again suggested strongly as he claims that Atholl escaped the 
mutilation of the other conspirators because of the proximity of Easter.^  ^Atholl was still 
alive in the afternoon of 26 March, just four days before Good Friday, and the day after 
parliament met. Described as Walterus Stewart comes de atholia quondam ac dominas
^ See below, app. A
Liber Pluscardensis, ii, 290; E.R, v, 34 
^ Brown, James /, 195-7
Connolly, T^he Dethe of the Kynge of Scotis\ 63-5. E.R, v, 25 records a payment of 11 
shillings for the carrying of a quarter of Robert Stewart, king’s traitor, to Ayr.
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de methfen\ he made a declaration about the barony of Brechin Barclay, and lands in 
Fife, probably in the final hours before his execution,^
Only the preamble of the parliament remains, followed by a declaration that the 
king, with the earls, nobles, barons and freeholders, went firom Edinburgh castle to 
Holyrood abbey to receive the crown.^  ^ The level of attendance at the parliament is 
likely to have been low, given the lack of notice before the meeting, and that travel may 
not have been safe in the previous weeks. Nevertheless it is known that Sir Colin 
Campbell of Glenorchy was at Edinburgh to show his support for the new regime, while 
the bishop of Urbino was also still in Scotland.^ Several nobles were also present to 
witness Atholl’s declaration on 26 March: James Sandilands of Calder, Thomas 
Cranston, Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin and Thomas Fotheringham of Balleuny.^  ^
Cranston may have played a role in securing the king, as he was constable of Edinburgh 
castle from at least 1436, and directly involved in looking after James II while he was 
still duke of Rothesay. As well as overseeing the final moments of Atholl’s life, he was 
involved in the arrangements for the coronation the previous day.^ Ogilvy and 
Fotheringham may have given aid in the capture of Atholl and the other rebels in the 
previous weeks.^
It is probable that the king was crowned by Michael Ochiltree, bishop of 
Dunblane, and, if so, this certainly suggests that the number of people who had managed 
to reach Edinburgh was low, as he was far from being the highest status bishop in 
Scotland. It should be noted, however, that the account of Ochiltree’s part in the 
coronation is very late, added in a vernacular note to the Latin Extracta e Variis Cronicis 
Scocie, probably written by Alexander Myln about 1517.^ "* The author of the notes 
seems to follow Hector Boece in earlier notes, and therefore his allegation that James II 
was crowned by Ochiltree probably dates from after 1527, and more probably 
Bellenden’s vernacular edition of Boece’s history of 1531.^  ^ The account is credible.
Handbook of Dates, ed. C. R  Cheney (London, 1991), 102; S.R.O. GD45/27/65 (printed in 
Registnim de Panmure, ed. J Stuart (Edinburgh, 1874) ii, 228-9)
A.P.S., ii, 31. Despite the proximity of James I’s death and the forfeiture and execution of 
Atholl, the coronation was followed by some festivities, including a performance by a troop of 
actors (E.R, v, 35)
’®S.RO. GDI 12/3/2 
S.RO. GD45/27/65 
^R R ,iv,680,v,31,36  
Brown, James 1, 209
Extracta, 237; McGIaddery, James II, 126
Extracta, 236-7, repeats Boece’s story of Katherine Douglas using her arm as a bolt to keep out 
James I’s assasins. However, the author includes several credible details not included by 
Boece, particularly concerning the Perth ‘parliament’ of 1436.
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however, especially since Bishop Cameron of Glasgow was abroad at the time of the 
king’s death, while Bishop Cardeny of Dunkeld had recently died and James Kennedy 
was yet to be consecrated as hk successor/^ Henry Leighton, bishop of Aberdeen, was 
probably absent because of the distance from his see. This leaves only Henry Wardlaw, 
bishop of St Andrews, of the bishops with higher status than Ochiltree, needing an 
excuse for not being present at the coronation. As bishop of St Andrews he was the 
natural choice for the coronation, and had a relatively short journey to make within his 
own diocese from Fife to Holyrood. Wardlaw had been out of favour with James Ï for 
some time, and may have been vocally critical at recent meetings of the estates.^ 
Ochiltree, however, would receive considerable favour in the 1440s, being granted lands 
in Atholl’s forfeited earldom of Stratheam in the general council of February 1443, and 
acting as an auditor of exchequer in 1441 and 1442, a rise to favour that probably had its 
origins at the coronation.’*
The most important business of parliament can only be inferred from later 
documents. The queen had won the battle with Atholl by possession of the king, but the 
earl of Douglas would win the peace. Parliament was needed to give authority to the 
minority government, and the three states seem to have established a minority council 
that shared power between the queen and several other magnates. Firstly, Archibald, 
duke of Touraine and earl of Douglas was made lieutenant-general.’® After Atholl’s 
death, Douglas was the closest adult relative of the king, and by far the most senior and 
powerful magnate in Scotland. As such, it was virtually unthinkable that he should not 
be made lieutenant-general. Nevertheless, Douglas’s lieutenantship has often been seen 
as something of a dead letter. Dr McGIaddery claimed that he ‘maintained a low 
profile’, while Professor Nicholson stated that Douglas ‘saw no reason why he should 
act as a drudge on behalf of the house of Stewart’. This opinion seems to be based on 
little but the general paucity of evidence before Douglas’s death, and his absence from 
the few charter witness lists.*®
Dunlop, James Kennetfy, 2In.; Ubh Brit. Chron, 308 
”  See above, p93
’* R.M.S., ii, no. 270; E.R, v, 108,112 
E.R,v, 12. Dr McGIaddery argues that Douglas may only have held office from July 1437, and 
that the earl of Angus may have held the office until his death in October 1437. This arises 
from a misreading of the dating of the exchequer accounts (McGIaddery, Jaines II, 12). 
Furthermore, the elevation of James Douglas of Balvenie to the earldom of Avandale before 10 
May 1437 can <mly credibly date from after the earl of Douglas’s assumption of office. See 
below, p99
McGIaddery, James II, 12; Nicholson, Scotland, 326
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In fact Douglas is present in a number of documents, and these generally treat 
him in a manner that suggests he was playing the pre-eminent role in government. Thus 
the general council of November 1438 describes ‘the general council held in the 
tollbooth of the burgh of Edinburgh by the most excellent prince and lord, the lord 
Archibald, duke of Touraine, earl of Douglas and Longueville, lord of Galloway and 
Aimandale, lieutenant-general of the realm’.T h e  absence of any mention of the king is 
conspicuous—the general council was called by the lieutenant’s, not royal, authority. 
Likewise, on 24 December an act was made dealing with spoliation of church goods, 
‘concordyt and ordanyt delyuerit and decreyttyt be the lyeutenand and the consall’; 
again the king, or at least his authority, is not mentioned.*  ^Douglas would be actively 
working with the lords of council at Perth on 30 May 1438 giving counsel to Egidia, 
countess of Orkney and lady of Nithsdale, who complained of the spoliation of the 
lordship of Nithsdale by the lieutenant himself.*  ^Finally the March 1439 general council 
would decree that the lieutenant and the king’s council should sit in judicial sessions 
twice a year.*^
Douglas acquired a council already dominated by his adherents. Bishop 
Cameron, the chancellor, William Crichton and James Douglas of Balvenie all remained 
associated with the council, having been employed as charter witnesses frequently by 
James I.*^  Balvenie, above all, was clearly to act as Douglas’s right hand man. Crucially 
he is described as earl of Avandale by 10 May 1437 (not November as is generally 
claimed), no doubt at Douglas’s behest.*® He may well have been ‘belted earl’ either at 
parliament or the coronation, both places where such ceremonies commonly happened. 
Together they created a powerful Black Douglas axis that was not above a degree of 
self-aggrandisement.*’
** AP.S.y ii, 31; W. Fraser, The Douglas Book, 4 vols (Edinburgh, 1885), iii, no. 404 
*’ A.P.S., ii, 32. Although Thomson includes this in the acts of the November general council, 
there is no evidence that it is an act of die estates, or related to that assembly. It seems to be an 
act of the lieutenant and the minority council.
*^  S.R.O. GD350/1/949; M. H. Brown, The Black Douglases (East Linton, 1998), 249; Fraser, 
Douglas, iii, no. 403.1 am gratefiil to Dr Brown for allowing me to see the typescript of his 
hook prior to publication.
*'* A.P.S., ii, 32. A further undated document shows Douglas and the council ordering sasine to be 
given to David Stewart of Durisdeer of the barony of ‘Shanbody’ in the sheriffdom of 
Clackmannan (S.R.O. GDI 1/10). A full list of ''Acta' made during Douglas’s lieutmancy can 
be found in Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app A, 398-400 
R.M.S., ii, nos. 201-3; Brown, James 1, 199 
*® ‘Argyll Transcripts’, II(i), 245
*’ Brown, Black Douglases, 248-9, describes the behaviour of Douglas and Avandale in the 
localities during the early mincrity, particularly at the expense of the earl of Angus and the 
dowager countess of Chkney. Avandale would be made justiciar south of the Forth by 
November 1437 (Borthwick, ‘King, Council, Councillors’, app C, 496), and the femily also 
regained wardenship of the middle march.
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The queen was left to pick up the crumbs. She was certainly left with 
considerable influence by her continued possession of the king. The terms of the 
‘Appoyntement’, made in general council in September 1439, records that the three 
estates had assigned her 4000 merks and the keepership of Stirling castle for the upkeep 
of the king and his sisters at a meeting of the estates early in the reign.** This was 
probably the March parliament. Dépite the considerable ability she had shown after the 
king’s death, the estates and the earl of Douglas took any significant power away from 
her at this early stage. A fragmentary comment in the Auchinleck Chronicle, which has 
variously been understood to refer to Maiy of Gueldres in the 1460s or the 1439 
appointment,*® may in feet refer to the very first parliament of the reign. The fi-agment 
begins mid-sentence and is undated, but the rest of the page, both recto and verso, deals 
with events in James II’s minority or earlier. It states:
‘... of the law and the kingis proffettis and of all the Realme and that the 
king suld come be him selfe and his and the Queen be hir self and hirris bot 
the king suld ay remane with the Queen Bot scho suld nocht Intromet with 
his proffettis bot allanerlie with his person.’®®
If the lost first part of the sentence referred to the earl of Douglas, this would give a 
fairly precise description of the settlement established at the March 1437 parliament.
Parliament had put Douglas into a powerful position. With only a limited 
number present, the estates will have had neither the power nor the inclination to 
withstand the combined might of the earls of Douglas and Avandale. Nevertheless, the 
three estates in parliament had placed constraints on the new lieutenant-general. He was 
to govern with the aid of the council, and several documents and acts fi'om his period of 
government reflect the extent to which lieutenant and council were meant to work
** A.P.S., ii, 54. It has been argued that the May general council is a more likely candidate for the 
settlement (Brown, James /, 199; Brown, Black Douglases, 247, 252 n 31), as the March 
parliament may have been too poorly attended. This cannot be ruled out, however the added 
formality of a fell parliament, albeit called without strict adherance to the required forty days’ 
notice, at least implies that it was intmded to have sufficient authority to establish the minority 
government and settle the queen’s finances. It is worth noting that both Lesley and Buchanan 
describe a struggle for power at the coronation parliament (John Lesley, History of Scotland 
(Edinburgh, 1830), 12; George Buchanan, History of Scotland, trans and ed. J. Aikman 
(Glasgow, 1827), ii, 116-7)
*® N. A. T. Macdougall, ‘Bishop James Kennedy of St Andrews: a reassesment of his political 
career’, in Church, Politics and Society, ed. N. A. T. Macdougall (Edinburgh, 1983), 19; 
McGIaddery, James II, 18-19 
®® N.L.S. MS Acc. 4233, ‘The Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 12Ir, printed in McGIaddery, James II, 
160-173
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together for the common weal.®* Later events were to show that all the minority 
governments were tightly constrained in their ability to provide patronage, and that the 
estates demanded consultation over any alienation of estates.
This process will have continued at the general council that appears to have been 
held in Stirling around 6 May 1437. The existence of the meeting is suggested by only 
two documents, neither of which date the assembly precisely, and only one of which 
gives a place. The court of the royal burgh of Aberdeen held on 6 May 1437 states that 
no judgement was possible in respect of a number of actions between burgesses until the 
return of Gilbert Menzies from a general council held at Stirling.®^  On 1 June at 
Edinburgh James II would grant the lands of Inchmartin, Strathardle and other lands in 
the sheriffdoms of Perth, Peebles, Fife and Roxburgh to David Ogilvy '‘ex deliberatione 
consilii nostri generalise following the resignation of the lands by his wife, Christian of 
Glen, into the hands of James I at Glamis, and which the dead king had granted to 
Christian and David and their heirs.®^  This is important on two counts. Andrew Ogilvy 
of Inchmartin had overseen the earl of Atholl’s final document on 26 March.®^  The 
David Ogilvy referred to here was Andrew Ogilvy’s son,®® and therefore Andrew’s 
association with Atholl, and the patronage received by David early in the reign, suggests 
that both had played a part in capturing rebels, probably Atholl himself, in the weeks 
after James I’s death. Secondly it shows the degree of care taken over alienations of 
estates from the crown from the very outset of the reign, and hence the restrictions 
placed on the minority government. Ogilvy only received the charter (which is in the 
form of a new grant, not a confirmation) because it arose from a previous resignation, 
and had already been granted in a slightly different form by James I. Even so, the estates 
had to be consulted before the alienation could take place, a pattern that would be 
repeated over subsequent years, and would be reinforced by revocations by the three 
estates.®®
The evidence for the general council sitting at Stirling in early May is reinforced 
by the number of documents made there around that time. A great seal charter was made 
on 3 May, a privy seal letter was made on 6 May, and a quarter seal summons was
A.P.S., ii, 32; S.RO. GD350/1/949; W. Fraser, Melvilles, Earls of Melville and the Leslie Earls 
of Leven (Edinburgh, 1890), iii, no. 31 
®^ Aberdeen Council Register, iv, 97r
®® Fraser, Melvilles, iii, no. 31; Blair Castle Munitnents, box 23, parcel 2, no. 1 
S.RO. GD45/27/65 
®®RMS'.,ii,no. 561,835 
^ RMS., ii,nos. 207,229; A.P.S., ii, 31
R.M.S., ii, no. 201 (misdated to 1439; see S.R.O. GD224/876/6, printed in Fraser, Buccleuch, ii, 
no. 34, the original charter granted to Sir Walter Scott of which the vision  in R.M.S is a copy. 
It dates the grant '■apud Strimfyne tercio die memis maii Amo regni nostri primo\ Le. 1437, a 
format that makes clerical error unlikely); S.R.O. GD350/1/948; S.RO. GD52/1 
‘Argyll Transcripts’, II(i), 245 
McGIaddery, James II, 17
*®® Hbk Brit. Chron., 499,501, 503,513
*®* A.P.S., ii, 59. The names adopted were frequently fluid in the early period, haice Maxwell is 
called lord of Caerlaverock in 1438, but Maxwell in 1445. Similarly the title lord of Dirleton
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issued on 13 May to the baillies of Aberdeen to attend the exchequer on 8 July.®’ Finally 
Sir Duncan Campbell of Lochawe, described as ‘dominus de le Cambel’, made a public 
instrument in Stirling parish church by which a transumpt was made of a charter of 
Robert II. This transumpt was witnessed by James Douglas, described for the first time 
as earl of Avandale, Robert Stewart, lord of Lome, Alexander Livingston, lord of 
Callander, William Menteith, lord of Kers, and Mr Dugal of Lochawe, parson of 
Lochawe parish church.®* Two of the central figures in the minority, Avandale, and 
Livingston, were clearly already taking a close interest in political matters. The presence 
of Stewart of Lome suggests that his younger brother’s marriage to Joan Beaufort in 
1439 may not be quite as out of the blue as is sometimes suggested,®® and that Stewart 
was taking a keen interest in the new king. He will have been keenly aware that the 
death of the earl of Atholl removed the last great Stewart magnate from the realm, after 
the failure of the Albany, Buchan, and Mar lines which had dominated politics so i
extensively during all the reigns from Robert II to James I. His brother’s progeny by Î
Beaufort would create a new generation of Stewart magnates in the earldoms of Atholl |
and Buchan who would play a similar role in the reigns of James III and IV as their I
titular predecessors.*®® This, perhaps, was the realisation of a policy first seen at the May 
1437 general council. Clearly the Campbell family, both Colin Campbell of Glenorchy |
who had been present at the parliament in March, and now Duncan Campbell of |
Lochawe, had thrown themselves behind the Douglas-dominated government and made 
the joumey to the lowlands to play a role at the meetings of the estates. j
!
f
The May 1437 general council may also have seen the first stage of the process 1
by which the new peerage style, later known as lordships of parUament, became j
officially recognised by the crown. Previously lords and barons below the rank of earl j
1
would have been referred to as, for example 'domino Alexander Seton de Gordoun', or i
'Alexandra Seton, dominus de Gordoun\ The new titles took the form 'Alexandrum,
dominum de Gordon', and often used names that were not related to any actual estate
(hence Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock would, by 1445, become a lord of parliament I
as lord Maxwell).*®* As Dr Grant has shown, the new title would evolve by 1445 into the I
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parliamentary peerage, by which time the particle 'de' would generally be omitted from 
the style. *“  Titles in the new format had in fact been used occasionally since as early as 
1314, although only by James, lord of Douglas, and his successors before 1400. William 
Graham had been consistently styled ‘William, lord of Graham’ in official documents 
during the Albany governorship after 1407, while Henry Sinclair, earl of Orkney, was 
frequently styled ‘lord of Sinclair’, again a personal title, unrelated to any estates. 
Finally, Robert Erskine was styled lord of Erskine once in 1423.*®® Such references, 
however, were rare, and came almost entirely to an end during James I s active reign. 
Nevertheless, Duncan Campbell of Lochaw was styled ‘the lord Kambell’ on 27 April 
1427 in a notorial transumpt.*®^
With the accession of James II there was a rapid renewal of the use of the 
peerage style. At the May 1437 general council, Duncan Campbell of Lochaw would be 
referred to as 'dominus Duncanus miles dominus de le Cambel' in a piece of private 
business witnessed by the new earl of Avandale, and thus possibly signifying the 
beginnings of official recognition.*®® This cannot be proved, but six months later official 
documents began to use the new titles in relatively large numbers. On 18 September 
1437 Alexander Seton would be referred to in the old style—'Alexandrum de Seton 
dominum de Gordon'—in a safe conduct to England, but by 30 November 1437 would 
be styled 'Alexandrum dominum de Gordoune', along with 'Alexandrum dominum de 
Mountgomorre' in a letter of James II’s council appointing the two men commissioners 
to conclude a truce with Henry VI.*®® This official use of the style continued thereafter. 
The exchequer rolls of July 1438, when referring to the same embassy, also used the 
new styles 'dominorum de Gordon et de Monte GomerV. The same exchequer account 
of 1438 would moreover use the style twice in reference to Seton, and once in reference 
to Walter Haliburton, styled 'domino de Dryltoun'. This amounted to consistent official 
recognition by the government, an impression reinforced by the care with which the 
scribes differentiated between styles. Thus, in the same sentence as Haliburton is 
accorded his new title, William Crichton is styled simply 'domino Willelmo Creichtoun 
de eodem'}^ In fact, it is highly likely that by the 31 March 1438 the Scottish
became Haliburton from 1450 {Rot. Scot., ii, 310; Grant, ‘Development of the Scottish 
Peerage’, 13)
*®^ A. Grant, ‘The Development of the Scottish Peerage’, in S.H.R., Ivii (1978), 1-27, 12-13
*®^ Grant, ‘Development of the Scottish Peerage’, 17-18
*®^ Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 180; Highland Papers, ii, 153-5. The style is also used in 
reference to Alexander Seton of Gordon in an English safe conduct of 6 June 1431. {Rot. Scot., 
ii, 276).
*®® ‘Argyll Transcripts’ II(i), 245 
Rot. Scot., ii, 303,307
^®^ER,v,52,61,67
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government was approaching recognition of seven of the new lords. On that date the 
agreement made between England and Scotland at London would name seven 'harones' 
(carefully differentiated from the Scottish knights), who were accorded the new style of 
name—lords Gordon, Dirleton, Somerville, Caerlaverock, Montgomery, Crichton and 
Hailes.*®*
Dr Grant argued that such styles were probably simply adopted by the lords 
concerned, with official recognition following at the parliament of June to July 1445.*®® 
The use of such styles in government documents from November 1437, however, 
suggests strongly that there was a level of official recognition associated with the new 
styles. Indeed, with the exception of the reference to Duncan Campbell of Lochaw in 
May 1437, the earliest occurrences of the style after James Fs death are all in 
government, not private, documents. Given that by 1445 at the latest the style would be 
officially known as a lordship of parliament, it seems plausible that the title had its 
origins in a meeting of the estates—either the coronation parliament or the May 1437 
general council. At the very least, the first use of the new style was at the time of the 
May general council.**®
The need for such a new title was clear. The upper nobility in Scotland had been 
impoverished by the forfeitures, disinheritances and deaths of James Fs reign. With the 
execution of Atholl there remained only three adult earls in Scotland prior to Avandale’s 
ennoblement.*** The creation of a new honorific for the greater barons would begin to 
fill the vacuum, and reflected the perceived role, established at the meetings of March 
and May 1437 and reinforced in subsequent assemblies, that the estates were to share 
authority with the lieutenant-general and the council in the running of the country during 
the minority. In effect the new titles were part of a three tier devolution of authority, 
from lieutenant, to council, to the new peers and estates. This is reflected in the manner 
that documents made in the early minority were frequently made ‘be the lyeutenand and 
the consall’, or 'de avisamento concilii sui generalis', and is in line with the earlier 
lieutenancy of David, duke of Rothesay.**^  In a period when material gifts of patronage
*®*Rof. c^or.,n,310
*®® Grant, ‘Development of the Scottish Peerage’, 13-14 
**® ‘Argyll Transcripts’ II(i), 245
*** Alexander Lindsay, 2nd earl of Crawford, Archibald Douglas, 5th earl of Douglas, and 
William Douglas, 2nd earl of Angus. All three would die in the next two years {Hbk, Brit, 
Chron., 499,505,506). The earls of Sutherland and Menteith were hostages in England (Grant, 
‘Development of the Scottish Peerage’, 26)
**^  A, P.S., ii, 32; S.R.O. GD350/1/949; Fraser, Melvilles, Earls of Melville and the Leslie Earls of 
Leven (Edinburgh, 1890), iii, no. 31; R.M.S., ii, nos. 207,229; A.P.S., i, 572; Boardman, Robert 
II and Robert III, 224-5
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were severely circumscribed, the added status given by the new titles, which were not 
generally associated with any estates, would have been a valuable way of buying support 
and rewarding allies for the lieutenant. Unsurprisingly long-standing Douglas allies are 
prominent among the names accorded the new titles in 1437-8. Thus the titles were 
designed to give a number of prominent barons a right to share in government, primarily 
through their involvement in meetings of the three estates, while elevating them above 
the lesser freeholders, knights and squires by their titles and individual summons.**® The 
process underlines the extent to which parliament and general council were seen as a 
crucial part of the process of government, while the right of individual summons also 
took away a degree of power from the crown—certain barons had a right to summons 
and an obligation to attend, whether the crown welcomed their presence or not. This 
process would probably reach its fullest definition in 1445, when the phrase 'parliamenti 
nostri dominis' would be used for the first time in relation to the titles,**'* but it seems 
highly likely that it had its origin in the meetings of the estates of early 1437.
The other business that the May general council may have overseen was the 
execution of Sir Robert Graham, who was captured in the highlands by John Stewart 
Gorme of Atholl, perhaps a grandson of the wolf of Badenoch, and Robert Duncanson of 
Struan.**® Certainly this would help explain why another meeting of the estates was 
called so soon after the March parliament. Graham may either have been forfeited in 
absentia at the March parliament, or, as in Shirley’s account, was tried by a court held at 
Stirling, presumably simultaneously with the general council.**® His torture and 
execution will have been the clearest sign yet of the establishment of a new government, 
while the general council gave the opportunity for a far more representative cross- 
section of the estates to show their loyalty to the new king and the lieutenant-general that 
had compeared in March. Finally the general council also probably gave the lieutenant 
the power to start overturning some of the dead king’s policies, granting his sister 
Elizabeth Douglas, countess of Orkney, the profits of the lordship of Garioch in a privy 
seal letter of James II, contrary to James I’s earlier proclamation.**’
**® Although individual summons did not automatically make its recipient a peer (Grant, 
‘Development of the Scottish Peerage’, 16, 18-25; Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 189 «.5; 
A.P.S, ii, 39,50)
**'* A.P.S., ii, 59. The phrase ‘lordis of parliament’ was previously used at the general council of 
March 1428 which attempted to establish a system of shire commissioners, giving rise to the 
(as Dr Grant has shown, erroneous) impression that James I created die parliametary pewage at 
tiiat time {A.P.S., ii, 15; Grant, ‘Development of the Scottish Peerage’, 16).
**® KR, 55, xlii; RM.S., ii, no. 491
**® Connolly, 'The Dethe of the Kynge ofScotis', 65-8
**’ S.R.O. GD 350/1/948; Brown, Black Douglases, 247
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Thus the first two meetings of the reign had played a crucial part in securing the 
victory of the loyalist party over James Ps killers, in establishing the authority of the 
minority government and laying down clear guidelines by which that government was to 
operate. This is not a picture of anarchy or administrative collapse.
The next general council probably assembled a little under a year later, on 20 
March 1438 at Edinburgh,. The single extant act is undated in Thomson’s printed «S., 
but is dated to 20 March 1438 by three MS sources (in fact the source for Thomson’s 
version of the coronation parliament and the undated act has not been traced).*** The 
Malcolm MS, a collection of Regiam Majestatem, Quoniam Attachiamenta, burgh laws 
and miscellaneous texts probably made during the 1560s, dates the act to 20 March 
1438, but differs slightly from the wording employed in A.P.S. Interestingly, it includes 
a full preamble to the act and claims it was made at a 'Parliamentum ... Jacobi secundi 
tentum et inchoatum apud Edinburghe', rather than a general council.**® Another edition 
of Regiam Majestatem and fifteenth century acts, the Colvil MS, probably dating from 
the late fifteenth century, gives a third version of the act, which it includes with the act 
of the coronation parliament of 25 March 1437 (but misdated to 20 March 1438). In fact 
it includes virtually all the extant acts between 1437 and 1440 in the same parliament, so 
its dating is clearly unreliable, while there would be no need for a revocation of 
alienations made since James I’s death only weeks after the assassination.*^ The 
Drummond MS, also dating predominantly from the late fifteenth century, also 
amalgamates the acts of the coronation parliament and the act of revocation under a 
parliament of 20 March 1438.*^ *
The Malcolm MS, although a late version of the acts, can certainly be shown 
occasionally to be more accurate than other sources for acts of parliament and general 
council—it is the only source to correctly identify a parliament in 1477, which even the
***yf.P.R, ii, 31; N.L.S. Adv. 7.1.9, Malcolm MS, f.l55v; Ediaburgh Universify Library, MS208, 
Colvil MS; S.R.O. PA5/3, f. 254r; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. N, 367, identified only the 
versions in Malcolm, Colvil and Drummond. Thomson’s version (A.P.S., ii, 31) differs 
significantly from all three. The undated act has commonly been ascribed to the November 1438 
general council, but on no evidence (Dunlop, James Kennedy, 25; McGladdray, James II, 15) 
**®N.L.S. Adv. 7.1.9, f.l55v
*®® Edinburgh University Library MS 208, Colvill MS, f. 280-28Ir. The Colvil MS is written in a 
late fifteenth century or early sixteenth century hand, and includes acts of parliament up to 
1487. Although it includes the majority of acts made in the reigns of James I to James III, often 
with slightly different wording, its dating is frequently erratic, and has a tendency to 
amalgamate meetings. Colvil’s wording differs again from A.P.S. and the Malcolm MS, 
beginning ‘The haile thre estatis of this realme sittand in plane parliament that is to say... [etc 
as in other versions’.
*2* S.R.O PA5/3, f. 254r
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official MS register omits. Moreover, the Colvil and Drummond MSS, although 
amalgamating acts from several meetings, both persist in recording a date of 20 March 
1438, which suggests that confusion may have arisen because of similarly dated 
meetings in 25 March 1437 and 20 March 1438; the clerk of a common source choosing 
the latter for all the acts made between 1437 and 1440.*  ^ The existence of identical 
dates in these MSS cannot be the result of Malcolm deriving from Colvil or Drummond 
as Malcolm includes a full preamble and words the act of revocation differently. At the 
very least, the presence of the king in Edinburgh at this time suggests that 20 March 
1438 is the most credible date for the undated act in A.P.S. In the context of a minority 
when parliaments were seldom called, the meeting is most likely to have been a general 
council, but the fact that two versions specifically refer to it as a parliament means that 
this cannot be certain.*^ '*
The act itself states that it is made by ‘the clergy barounis ande commissaris of 
burowis ... be ane assent nane discrepant’, and revokes all alienations of land since the 
death of James I made without the advice or consent of the three estates. Thereafter it 
orders that an inventory be made of all goods in the king’s possession to be kept until the 
king’s majority, and that no lands or possessions be granted until the king’s twenty-first 
year without the consent of the estates. Any grants made to the contrary of the act were 
to be of no force. The wording of the act, and the stress laid on unanimity, strongly 
suggests that this act had its origin among the estates, not as an act proposed by the 
lieutenant-general or the council. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the ruling faction would 
voluntarily place such stringent restrictions upon itself, not only over the granting of 
estates, but also any of the king’s possessions. It fits in, however, with the restrictions 
placed on the Albany governors during James I’s exile, who were forced to turn 
unofficially to the proceeds of the exchequer to provide patronage, and reflects the 
estates’ desire that the minority government should not use the king’s inheritance for 
their own ends.*’®
Moreover, the act seems to have been, by and large, obeyed in practice, while 
another revocation would be made by the estates, probably in February 1444.*”  Thus the 
register of the great seal records only three totally new grants during the minority (i.e..
*”  See app. A
*”  E.U.L. MS 208, Colvil MS, £280v-281v.
Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillws’, ^ p  A, 399 
*’®AR&,ii,31
*’® A. Grant, Independence and Nationhood (London, 1984), 185 
*”  Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app F, 516-7
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not confirmations or grants following a resignation by the recipient or a third party)—the 
first of which had been made by James I shortly before his death, and was confirmed at 
the time of the May 1437 general council ‘in the presence of the king and his council’, 
while the second and third were made ‘by advice of his general council’.*’* The 
revocation, then, was another tool by which the estates sought to exert influence over the 
minority government, in what amounted to a feirly sophisticated system. The single 
extant act from the general council of 27 November 1438 fits into a similar mould. It 
ordered that brieves of inquest and other writs made during the reign of James I and 
retoured to the chancery in the reign of James II should not be granted mandates or 
brieves of sasine by James II’s chancery, since James I’s mandate was deemed to have 
expired by death.*’® In other words, this would delay inheritance by heirs following the 
death of a crown tenant. The costly process of holding an inquest in the presence of the 
sheriff and a juiy, and receiving sasine of estates from the crown, would have to be 
begun again from scratch, while the new government further asserted its control over the 
alienation of crown estates.*®®
Another act, dated 24 December at Edinburgh, included by Thomas Thomson 
in A.P.S., does not in fact appear to be an act of general council, although it strongly 
resembles an act of the estates. Instead, according to its own wording, it is a decree of 
the lieutenant and council.*®* Dr McGIaddery used the act to support the impression of 
disorder in Scotland during the early minority, but in fact the act refers specifically to 
theft and spoliation of kirk goods and the mechanisms by which the aggrieved party 
could seek justice, not ‘civil disorder... violent raiding and spoliation’.*®’ Indeed the act, 
which is largely concerned with forcing sheriffs to carry out their offices, would not be 
out of place in any of the parliaments of James I, and does not convincingly suggest a 
higher level of violence than is normal for fifteenth-century Scotland. If anything, it 
underlines the energy with which the lieutenant and the minority council were trying to
*’* R.M.S., ii, nos. 201 (misdated to 1439), 207, 229. Drs Dunlop and McGIaddery both saw the 
act as an attempt to control the developing dispute over the earldoms of Mar and Lennox, 
which they supported by dating die act to November 1438, after the death of Alan Stewart, lord 
of Damley, in a feud with Sir Thomas Boyd of Kilmarnock (Dunlop, James Kenne(fy, 25; 
McGIaddery, James II, 15). Since, however, it is now known that the act predates the murdra* 
on 20 September (‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 109r), it seems unlikely that the act has any 
ultCTior motive.
*’® The act is recorded in three forms: A.P.S., ii, 31-2, 53, and Fraser, Douglas, iii, no. 404 (which 
provides a translation)
*® G. Donaldson, The Sources of Scottish History (Edinburgh, 1978), 13
*®*ARR,ii, 32
*®’ McGIaddery, James II, 15
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enforce ‘the actis and decrettis geyffin vnder the kingis vax and decrettyt be the 
luftenande and the iii estatis’.*®®
It has further been suggested that Douglas was beginning to lose his grip on 
power some months before his death on 26 June 1439, but there is no convincing 
evidence that this is the case.*®'* This is primarly based on the belief that Bishop 
Cameron was replaced by Sir William Crichton as chancellor between 3 and 4 May 
1439, and supported by other changes in office during 1439.*®® Unfortunately, the 
relevent charter showing Cameron as chancellor on 3 May 1439 is misdated—a 
manuscript engrossment dates it instead to 3 May 1437.*®® The 1437 date is supported by 
the fact that it was made at Stirling. It is known that the king and council were at Stirling 
during May 1437, holding a general council, while on 2 May 1439 the council was at 
Edinburgh.*®’ In effect, although we know that Cameron was chancellor very early in the 
reign, the lack of other charters with witness lists means that Crichton may have been 
chancellor from 1438 or earlier.*®* The other changes in office in 1439 probably all date, 
from after Douglas’s death.*®® In any case Crichton, like Cameron, was an old associate 
of Douglas from his time as earl of Wigtown, and a natural choice to replace the bishop 
as chancellor following long service as master of the king’s household under James I. 
Indeed two of Douglas’s charters from 1423 show the extent to which his own 
councillors had risen in the service of James I. Present with him in 1423 were John 
Cameron, William Crichton, John Forrester of Corstorphine and Mr William Foulis, 
who were virtually ubiquitous royal charter witnesses during the 1420s and 1430s.*'*® 
Crichton, Forrester and Foulis would still be witnessing charters on 10 July 1439, fifteen 
days after Douglas’s death. Douglas had clearly enjoyed a loyal council until the end.*'**
The last general council to be called during Douglas’s lieutenantship met at 
Stirling on Friday 13 March 1439.*'*’ The lieutenant’s continued active role is suggested 
by his prominence in both extant acts. The first act simply ordered that sessions should
*®®ARR,ii, 32
*®'* Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillws’, 57
*®® Hbk Brit. Chron., 182; Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app C, 488
*®® R.M.S., ii, no. 201; Hbk Brit. Chron., 182; Fraser, Scotts of Buccleuch, ii, no. 24 (in S.R.O.
GD224/876/6)
*®’ S.R.O. GD204, cartulary, p70
*®* No charters survive for 1438 (Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, 57)
*®® Mr William Foulis lost office as keeper of the p*ivy seal after 10 July 1439; William Cranston 
probably became comptroller after his part in the seizure of the queen on 3 August (A.P.S., ii, 
54;& R,v,84, 85)
‘‘*® R.M.S., ii, no. 13 and per index 
*'** RM R ,ii,no. 202 
**’ AP.&, ii, 32
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be held twice yearly to deal with civil justice, in which the lieutenant and the king’s 
council should sit, the first of which was to begin on 15 September, followed by another 
on 15 February 1440. The next act hints at deeper problems developing for the 
government. It states that ‘quhare thar is ony rebellys or vnrewlfiil mene within castellys 
or fortalicis ... or quhare thar beis ony persupcioun violent of Rebellioun or spilling of 
the cuntre’, the lieutenant was personally to raise the country and arrest the wrongdoers, 
and take surety that the rebels would leave the country unharmed in the fiiture.*'*®
By this point in the minority, there was a growing background of violence. Alan 
Stewart, lord of Damley, had been killed on 20 September 1438 by Sir Thomas Boyd of 
Kilmarnock. On 7 July 1439 the Damley Stewart femily would take their revenge, 
killing Boyd in tum, while on 24 September John Colquhoun of Luss would be killed on 
Inchmurrin in Loch Lomond.*'*'* All three deaths seem to have been based around 
ambitions to the earldom of Leimox, which had provoked Damley’s retum from France 
in 1437. His claim to the earldom through his mother Elizabeth, youngest daughter of 
Duncan, earl of Leimox, executed in 1425, had been in limbo during the reign of James 
I *45 Yhe minority gave Damley more freedom to pursue his ambitions, but he had 
provoked powerful hostility from other vested interests. Other blood-feuds may also 
have flourished once the threat of retribution from James I had been removed. Certainly 
a number of supplications made by lay persons married within the permitted degrees of 
consanguinity hint at antagonism among the three highland families of Campbell, 
MacDonald and Sutherland—although this was hardly restricted to the minority—while 
other, perhaps exaggerated, supplications refer to more general violence in the sees of 
Brechin and Aberdeen.*'*®
Given the events after Douglas’s death, there will certainly have been others 
with ambitions which could only be pursued at the earl’s expense, and this may have led 
to an escalation in violence in the final months of his life, enabling the feuding to 
develop more dangerously. A lieutenant could never hope to wield the authority of an 
anointed king, and Douglas seems to have fallen back on the tried and tested system of 
delegating power to regional deputies. Above all, Douglas decided to treat the lord of the 
Isles carefully, and encouraged him to play a positive role in government, no doubt 
aware that the lord had it within his power to create insurmountable problems in the 
north. To this end, probably shortly before his death, the earl of Douglas travelled with
*^®ARR,ii, 32
*'*'* ‘Auchinleck Chrcsiicle’, f. 109r-v 
*'*® McGIaddery, James II, 14-15
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the earl of Avandale and the king’s secretary, Sir Walter Ogilvy, to Bute to negotiate 
with the lord of the Isles.*'*’ It was probably at this meeting that the lord was made 
justiciar north of the Forth, a position he would hold by 22 February 1439 (and which he 
would still hold in 1447).*'** From even earlier in the reign, at least by 13 July 1438, he 
was officially styled earl of Ross.*'*® Ross was being made a partner in the minority 
government as the price of his obedience; indeed by October 1440 he would be 
described as ‘lieutenant of the king in the northern parts of Scotland’ in a piece of poetic 
licence by a kinsman in a petition to the pope.*®®
Douglas’s reputation as an inactive lieutenant seems quite unjustified, as is the 
notion that Scotland descended rapidly into anarchy during the paiod that he held 
office. Instead Douglas seems to have governed with the constructive help of parliament 
and general council, which set up a complex system by which lieutenant, council and 
three estates would cooperate in government. It was only in the final months of his life, 
and more clearly after his death, that the conflict with which the minority is associated 
can really be said to have begun, as the removal from the scene of the last great magnate 
of James I’s reign opened the way for the ambitions of lesser men to come to the fore.
C.S.S.R, iv, 476,504,442, 561 
*^’ RR,v,84,86-9, 166.
*'** Borthwick, ‘King, Council, Councillors’, App C, 497 
Hbk Brit Chron, 519 
*®® C.S.SR, iv, 684
Chapter 4— C rich to n . L iv in g sto n  a n d  D o u g la s . 1439-1449  
The Crichton Hegemony: 1439 -1443
The ten years following the death of Archibald, fifth earl of Douglas, were 
dominated by the rivalries of three families: Crichton, Livingston and Douglas. Their 
ambitions were quite simple, to gain control of the government during the minority, and 
to hold on to it for as long as possible. In pursuit of this end the families of Livingston, 
led by Sir Alexander Livin^ton of Callander, and the Douglases, under the leadership of 
firstly James ‘the Gross’, seventh earl of Douglas, and then William, the eighth earl, 
were willing to go to great lengths to establish their own intérêts—not least using 
general council and parliament to whitewash violent seizures, and to remove their rivals 
from office. Indeed, it was perhaps the eighth earl of Douglas who succeeded better than 
any of the Scottish kings between 1424 and 1488 in eliminating opposition, and turning 
the institution of parliament and general council to his own ends.
This process began at the Stirling general council of 4 September 1439.* The 
death of the 5th earl of Douglas in June 1439 had resurrected the fortunes of Joan 
Beaufort, who set about creating a measure of independence by her clandestine marriage 
to James Stewart, the ‘Black Knight’ of Lome, during the summer.’ This new situation 
provoked Alexander Livingston of Callander, along with his son James, brother John 
and Sir William Cranston to take the law into their own hands. On 3 August 1439 they 
seized the queen and restricted her to a chamber, while also placing her new husband 
and his elder brother, Robert, in the more secure keepership of the castle pits.®
^A.P.S., ii, 53-5. Note a charter included inARR by Thomas Thomson almost certainly refers to 
this general council, although it claims to have been issued at Edinburgh, rather than Stirling 
{A.P.S., ii, 53; R.M.S., ii, no. 207)
’‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 121r; CPL, viii, 255-6 
®‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 109r 
Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 109r
According to the Auchinleck chronicle, the queen was ‘lowsit be the thre j
estatis’, and she clearly could not be kept imprisoned indefinitely when she had |
committed no crime. James Stewart was seen as more suspect, and was released on bail j
only at the intervention of lord Gordon, Alexander Seton, the lord of the Isles and 
chancellor Crichton.'* The queen made a lengthy ‘appoyntement’ with the three 
Livingstons and Cranston in the general council. In it, the queen declared that she |
understood that she had been arrested for the good of the king, herself and the good of \
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the realm, and remitted all ‘grief and displeasance’ against her captors. In tum 
Livingston was to have the keepership of the king until his majority, along with Stirling 
castle and the 4,000 merks previously appointed to the queen by the three estates 
(presumably at the March 1437 parliament) for the upkeep of the king and his sisters. 
The queen for her part promised not to try to recover the king, nor bring Alexander and 
his accomplices ‘neirar the deede’.® In effect the Livingstons were trying to whitewash 
their quite illegal actions, and to give Alexander Livingston’s keepership of the king, 
established by force, a veneer of authority by its confirmation by the estates, and the 
clearly forced forgiveness of the queen.
Nevertheless the appointment was successful in the short term—indeed there 
would be no retribution for the actions of August 1439 until the king came of age ten 
years later. Furthermore, the appointment has been misunderstood as an attempt to place 
Livingston at the head of government, replacing Chancellor Crichton.® In fact this is 
nowhere mentioned in the agreement, which refers solely to the keepership of the king. 
Dr McGIaddery has argued that the king was seized from Livingston control on 18 
September by Crichton and taken to Edinburgh, on the basis of sixteenth century 
accounts and the fact that charters were issued at both Stirling and Edinburgh on that 
day, but the evidence is not convincing.’ Although references to the keepership of the 
king are lacking from the exchequer rolls until after the fall of Crichton in 1443, 
Livin^ton was clearly involved in household matters, the keepership of the king’s 
sisters, and took a prominent role in council from this point onwards.* While Crichton 
undoubtedly remained at the head of government, Livingston seems to have bought 
himself a place at council through possession of the king. At the very least the sieges of 
Bamton and Methven in 1443 suggest that Livingston and Douglas had possession of the 
king at this point, and there seems no convincing evidence that he lost possession in the 
meantime.
The agreement was witnessed by William, the young 6th earl of Douglas, one of 
his few public acts before his death, along with Chancellor Crichton, Sir George Seton,
®AR&, ii, 54
® McGIaddery, James U, 18-19, argues that there was a counter coup by Crichtm 18 
September; Borthwick, ‘King, Council, and Councillors’, 56-101, suggests that the Livingstons 
were the dominant political force from 1439.
’ McGIaddery, James //, 18-19; G. Buchanan, History of Scotland, ed. and trans. J. Aikman, 4 
vols (Glasgow, 1827), ii, 125-6; J. Lesley, History of Scotland 1830), 15; RMS.,
ii, nos. 206-7
 ^E.R, V, 96, 116 shows sums paid to Alexander Livingston and William Cranstm for expenses 
of the king and his sisters. Payments at the exchequer audit of 1440 were made by the joint 
mandate of Livingston and Crichton (E.R, v, 71,75,91).
^A.P.S., ii, 55; Young, Parliaments, i, 152
*® RM.S., ii, nos. 201, 213, 223-4, 226, 233-38, 271, 273; CSSR, iv, no. 748; Brown, Black 
Douglases, 260-1, suggests the accusation was the result of Cameron’s association with 
William, 6th earl of Douglas, and an attempt to oust Crichton and Avandale.
"RM R, ii, 201,203,206,210-12,230,232,240 
*’ Young, Parliaments of Scotland, ii, 558-9, i, 152
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Walter Haliburton of Dirleton, James Parkle, burgh commissioner for Linlithgow, and 
William Cranston of Swynhop, son of the Livingstons’ partner Thomas Cranston of that 
Ilk. The bishops of Glasgow, Moray, Ross and Dunblane were also present.® The 
absence of James Douglas, earl of Avandale, may be significant. Bishop Cameron of 
Glasgow, who was closely associated with Crichton’s council and witnessed charters 
fi-equently until September 1444, would be accused on March 1441 in a supplication 
made in the king’s name, but probably emanating from James the Gross, of taking part in 
a conspiracy against the king—an accusation which probably refers to a part in the 
Livingston seizure, or at least its aftermath.*® Sir George Seton likewise received a 
confirmation of a charter on 18 September at Stirling, and again on 13 May 1440, and 
witnessed charters in 1440, while Walter Haliburton of Dirleton was a fi*equent charter 
witness and treasurer until 3 May 1439.** The burgh commissioners too—Parkle fi*om 
the Livingston heartland of Linlithgow, William Cranston with his links with the council 
and with Thomas Cranston—do not seem to be the independent choices of the three 
estates.*’ Those who witnessed the appointment, therefore, were largely councillors 
associated with Crichton, or Livingston supporters, and therefore not likely to have put 
up any resistance to what was a whitewash by authority of the estates.
This certainly seems like an abuse of general council’s powers, but there was 
little point in the states attempting to resist a fait accompli. The states in parliament 
and general council were willing to lend support to the behaviour of factions such as the 
Livingstons, Boyds or Douglases at various points during the fifteenth century, but the ]
protection afforded by such acts was limited. The Livingstons, Boyds and Douglases 1
would all suffer forfeiture at least partly as a result of their behaviour during royal !
minorities. Moreover, general council’s complicity in the appointment was rather more 
limited than has previously been thought—it was not setting up a new regime led by |
Alexander Livingston of Callander, but simply confirming the change of keepership of I
the king. The removal of the king from the queen’s hands may well have had reasonably |
broad support from the three estates. After aU, Joan Beaufort had already been passed 
over in 1437 for any significant role in government, perhaps because of her association |
with some of the less popular policies of James I.*® {
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In the years after the ‘appointment* of September 1439 the available records for 
genial councils are hardly better than in the previous two years. Although meetings of 
the estates continued to meet frequently—in February and August 1440, April and June 
1441, March 1442, February and November 1443—all that survive are five legislative 
acts, a number of charters, agreements and acts of lords auditors made 'de auisamanto 
consilii nostri generalis'}^ On occasion it is difficult to see precisely why general 
council was called. The fi*equency of meetings, however, suggests that the estates 
continued to have a recognised right to oversee the actions of the minority government, 
particularly in matters of patronage. Meetings were clearly not primarily legislative in 
nature. Although some legislation may have been lost, it seems unlikely that if any 
substantial corpus of acts survived they would not have made their way into the various 
private collections of Regiam Majestatem and acts of parliament with the rest of the pre- 
1468 material. Instead general council may have operated more as a forum for debate, 
sitting in short sessions of little more than a few days, in which the assembled lords 
oversaw patronage of estates by the crown and agreements between nobles, while the 
lords auditors dealt with civil disputes. In other words, general council was acting to 
check self-aggrandisement and abuse of royal resources by the minority government. It 
may be testament to the success of general council and Chancellor Crichton in sharing 
authority in this way that there is little evidence of r%istance to the government which 
he led until 1443—despite his part in the Black Dinner. If anybody suffered at the hands 
of the estates it was the main beneficiary of the Black Dinner, James the Gross, 7th earl 
of Douglas.
The surviving records of the general council that sat on 20 February 1440 at 
Edinburgh are typical of meetings at this time. Two pieces of business overseen by the 
estates survive. A charter, dated 17 March 1440, granting various lands and annual rents 
to John Alloway, in retum for his service to James I and James H, was done by the 
advice of general council, although the date of the meeting is not given (indeed Thomas 
Thomson assumed general council was sitting at the time of the charter’s engrossment in 
the register of the great seal). The charter has no witness list.*® A more precise date is 
given by a public instrument made on 20 February (absent fi*om the printed A.P.S.) in the 
presence of the king and three estates in general council being held in Edinburgh castle. 
The instrument records that Alexander Hepbum, on behalf of Alexander Seton, master 
of Gordon, lord of Tullibody, declared that no conditions, evidence or contract made or
Brown, Black Douglases, 258
A.P.S., ii, 32-3,55-9. A full list of sources is given in app. A 
*®AR&, ii, 55; RM.S, ii, no, 229
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to be made by Seton’s mother should prejudice his inheritance in the fiiture. After which, 
Robert Keith, master of Keith, and Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin, as procurators of 
William Keith, the marischal, in tum protested that Seton’s declaration should not act to 
the marischal’s prejudice.*® On 23 Febmary John Lindsay of the Byres would receive a 
charter from Alexander Seton of Tullibody confirming ‘those permutations and 
exchanges made by his ancestors’, viz. Sir William Keith, formerly marischal of 
Scotland and Margaret Fraser, his wife. They had granted Lindsay the lands of 
Auchterutherstmther (modem Stmthers in Ceres parish). Wester Markinch and 
Pittendreich, in retum for Dunottar. Thus is seems likely that the public instrament of 20 
February was made because of rival claims by Seton and Keith to Dunottar.*’
The instrument does not add significantly to our knowledge of what happened at 
the general council, but does include a witness list of eight barons. The sederunt appears 
to be council based, with Chancellor Crichton, Sir Alexander Livingston of Callander 
and Robert Livingston of Drumry prient. David Lindsay, earl of Crawford, made one of 
his first appearances in crown business during the minority, perhaps motivated by 
common interests in lands north of the Tay with Seton and Keith. In the absence of the 
earl of Avandale or the young earl of Douglas, Crawford was perhaps the senior magnate 
in the realm, and his presence at parliament twice before the fall of Crichfon may 
indicate his support for the chancellor’s regime.** Alexander, lord of Montgomery was 
likewise a frequent charter witness from April 1440, while Andrew Gray of Foulis, 
would have two charters confirmed by the king in May of 1440.*® Three days after 
witnessing the public instrument in general council. Gray would witness a charter of 
Alexander Seton of Tullibody at Edinburgh, so he may have been present as one of 
Seton’s supporters.’® Likewise, John Lindsay of the Byres was associated with Seton 
(who granted the charter of confirmation mentioned above to him on 23 February) and 
with William Crichton, as he witnessed a lone royal charter at Crichton castle on 12 
January 1440, shortly before general council met.’*
No other reasons for an assembly of the estates are easily discernible around this 
time. It is possible that the meeting was not a full assembly, despite its description as a 
general council. The available witness list is hardly large, despite the conventional
*®N.L.S. Charter 17,088 
*’RM & ,ii,no. 240
** See below, app. C
*®RM&, ii, nos. 232,235-6,267,271-73,283
’®RM R,ii,no.240
’*RMR, ii, no. 212,240
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conclusion of the available witness list with 'cum multiis aliis'. Indeed a similar 
assembly was probably also sitting on 11 April 1440, when at least fourteen people, 
some of whom were not usually councillors, witnessed a royal charter to Duncan 
Macdowell, following his resignation.”
A fuller session of general council assembled on 2 August 1440 at Stirling. 
Three legislative acts survive, plus an indenture of 10 August between the king and 
council and Robert, lord Erskine. The acts at least give some hint as to the perceived 
problems in the realm—namely justice. Justice ayres were ordered to be held twice a 
year on both sides of the Forth by the two justiciars, while lords of regalities and the 
king’s bailies in the royal regalities were to do likewise. Furthermore, the king was to 
travel to the town where each ayre was held, as well as to any place where ‘rebellioune 
slauchter byming refe forfait or thift happynis’.”
It is possible that the acts were an exhortation to the two justiciars, James 
Douglas, earl of Avandale, and Alexander MacDonald, earl of Ross, to put their offices 
into action more fully, and for all the barons to cease exploiting the opportunities 
afforded by the absence of an adult king. At the very least the acts (as was commonly the 
case throughout the century) seem concerned to force sheriffs and judges to implement 
the law and to punish those who defaulted, while all the barons promised unanimously 
‘till assist with thar bodiis and gudis ... for the gude and avail of the realme’. 
Importantly, the first act of the general council, the traditional act defending the church, 
was extended to include the order that ‘nane vex kirkmene in thare persounis na thar 
gudis’. This repeated the attempt by the lieutenant-general and council on 24 December 
1438 to prevent spoliation of kirk goods, and would be expanded on further by the 
general council of November 1443 in what amounted to one of the most concerted 
campaigns of the minority.’'* Two of the people known to have been most involved in 
‘vexing’ churchmen were the two justiciars, Avandale and Ross. Both would exploit the 
Little Schism in an attempt to have their nominees pr%ented to the bishoprics of 
Aberdeen, Ross and the Isles, and in 1441 Avandale tried (and may briefly have 
succeeded) to take possession of the temporalities of Aberdeen.’® Nor was such illegality 
restricted to the ecclesiastical sphere. Ross, along with the earl of Crawford, who was 
sheriff of Aberdeen,’® would be involved in ongoing problems in the burgh of Aberdeen,
”RMR,ii,no. 232 
ii, 32-3 
’URR, ii, 32-3 
’ D^unlop, James Kennetfy, 41-2 
’® Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, 497
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in which burgh revenues were targeted, English sailors were taken hostage with serious I
diplomatic repercussions, and the burgh councillors were forced to make ineffective I
attempts to defend themselves from the local magnates.^ If the acts were aimed against 
Avandale and Ross, they would be inefiective, as their campaigns in the north in the lay 
and ecclesiastical sphere would continue through the early 1440s. Nevertheless, it was I
the start of an apparent campaign against James the Gross which would meet with some I
success in later years.
An ‘amiable composicioun’ of 10 August constitutes the other business recorded 
in the printed A.P,S, of the August general council. The indenture was made by the king j
and council ‘depute be the hale generale counsaile apon this and diuerse materis’, on one I
i
side, and Robert, lord Erskine, on the other, and is therefore not strictly an act of general I
council, but of the king’s council. Nevertheless, the chosen lords amounted to thirty-one j
persons of all three estates, and was therefore a committee of general council in all but j
name—indeed a transumpt of 22 August at Aberdeen refers to it as a decision of general i
council.^ * The indenture was aimed at dealing with Erskine’s claim to the earldom of !
Mar, in which he had been found heir on 22 April 1438 by a special retour held before I
Alexander Forbes, sheriff depute of Aberdeen. By the indenture Chancellor Crichton I
promised to deliver Kildrummy castle to Erskine until the king’s majority, along with the !
fruits of the earldom of Mar. Thereafter Erskine was to come befiwre the king and estates I
again to show his claims and rights to the earldom; in the meantime all further claim to I
the earldom was to cease. In return Erskine was to deliver Dumbarton castle to the I
crown. He had clearly taken it illegally, as letters of remission and quitclaim were to be 4
issued for himself, his son and his men from the day of their entry.
The indenture is typical of the role that the three estates had taken upon 
themselves since the death of James I: overseeing alienation of estates, protecting the 
king’s rights, and attempting to limit violence in the regions. It was illustrative, too, of 
the frequent gap between theory and practice in such agreements, and the limits of 
general council’s powers to overcome ambition and vested interest. Although Alexander 
Seton of Gordon would be instructed before 22 August to deliver Kildrummy to Erskine,
^^Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 68-9; McGladdery, James 77, 34 
ii, 55-6; S.RO. GD124/1/147, 148 
^^cGIaddery, James 77, 21; S.RO. GD124/1/138. Forbes was far from neutral, and on 17 
November 1433 had promised to help Robert and Thomas Erskine in pursuit of their rights to 
the earldom of Mar in return for lands in the earldom (S.RO. GD124/1/137) 
ii, 55-6
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the order was never carried out/' This was hardly surprising—the agreement went 
against Seton’s ambitions in the region. Seton was Crichton’s son-in-law, and it may 
therefore be doubtful if Crichton had any intention of abiding by the terms of the 
indenture. On 9 August 1442 Erskine would protest that Crichton had refused him 
possession of Kildrummy and he instead seized it by force. The government responded 
by taking his castle of Alloa. Erskine had also failed to implement his side of the 
indenture, withholding Dumbarton until it was taken by the crown in July 1443.^ ^
The witness list to the indenture of 10 August 1440 is the longest ‘official’ 
attendance list so far available for a meeting of the three estates in the fifteenth century. 
It is dominated by barons, who make up twenty-one of the total list of thirty-one, and by 
and large seems to be made up of people sympathetic to the Crichton-led government, 
despite the arguable ‘defeat’ for Crichton in the terms of the agreement with Erskine. 
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, although he had lost the chancellorship to Crichton 
around 1438, seems to remained supportive of the government. Michael Ochiltree, 
bishop of Dunblane, after crowning James II in 1437, had received some favour in 
subsequent years. As dedicated papalists they lent their weight in later years to the 
campaign against the conciliarists and the earl of Avandale. David, abbot of 
Cambuskenneth was another figure on the outskirts of the council, not a frequent charter 
witness, but in receipt of an annuity from crown finances and an auditor of exchequer in 
1441 and 1442.^ Among the baroiK, Alexander Livingston of Callander and Robert 
Livingston of Drumry were at this time loyal members of Crichton’s council. William 
Cranston and John Cockbum, were also frequent charter witnesses, also associated 
primarily with the Livingstons.^  ^Less well known figures such as Alexander Ramsay of 
Dalhousie and Alexander, lord of Montgomery, were associated with Crichton’s period 
at the head of government and ceased to attend council after his fall from power. ^  John 
Ruthven of that ilk would be made sheriff of Perth during Crichton’s chancellorship, 
while Robert Crichton of Sanquhar’s kinship with the chancellor needs little 
elaboration—he was made William Crichton’s heir in the event of his death without 
male heir in April 1440, at the same time as he had confirmation of his barony of
^'S.RO. GD124/1/148 
^^ Brown, Black Douglases, chapter 12 
^^McGIaddery, James II, 21-2; ‘Auchinleck’, fl lOr 
V, 108,112 and per index 
R.M.S., ii, per index
^^R.MS., ii, nos. 210-12, 232, 243, 244, 267, 271-73, 283. Montgomery was also used on 
diplomatic business to England in November 1437 and 1444 (CaL Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1111; 
E.R., V, 15,149, Ixi)
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Sanquhar/^  Even the burgh commissioners had some links with the council. James 
Parkle represented Linlithgow, and had links with the Livingstons, while David 
Galbraith probably represented Dumbarton. He was custumar of the burgh from 1440 to 
1457 and was the leading figure in the ejection of Erskine’s deputy. Sir Robert Semple, 
from Dumbarton castle in July 1443.^ *
Unsurprisingly, there were also a number of men with intérêts in the earldom of 
Mar and the north-east. David Hay of Locharworth would be named as an esquire of 
Robert Erskine, ‘earl of Mar’, in October 1444.^ ® John Ogilvy of Lintrathen, Walter 
Ogilvy (probably of Deskford) and Gilbert Seton will all have had interests, and possibly 
rivalries, in the same region as Erskine. John and Walter Ogilvy were in receipt of some 
patronage from the crown in November 1440, when they received royal charters 
enabling them to exchange lands in the sheriffdoms of Kincardine and Forfar, and both 
witnessed a number of charters around that time.'*® Gilbert Seton may have been present 
on behalf of Alexander Seton of Gordon, who was not present, and would refuse to 
implement the terms of the indenture when ordered by his son-in-law Crichton. John 
Semple of Elliotstoun was a kinsman of Erskine’s deputy in Dumbarton, Sir Robert 
Semple. Nevertheless, several of those chosen by the estates are not by any means 
councillors. John Dunbar of Cumnock, Andrew Stewart of Albany (the future lord 
Avandale), and Gilbert Seton were not prominent figures at any point during their lives, 
while, although some of the burgh commissioners were close to Crichton or Livingston, 
men such as John Dumfries or John Cadzow were almost certainly not chosen because 
of any substantial links with the government. Thus, if the majority of those on the 
witness list had some form of links with the Crichton-Livingston coalition of 1439-1443, 
this reflected the wide support for Crichton’s government. This might go a long way to 
explaining the apparent lack of controversy or opposition in the general councils of this 
period: Crichton had established a regime in which families from a geographically broad 
spectrum had a stake, and which had even managed (for the time being) to absorb the 
power-hungry Livingston faction.
General council met again on 3 April 1441. A single reference survives in the 
form of a transumpt made on 14 October 1446 of a charter made ‘cmw matura atque 
plena deliberacione Concilii nostri generalis" to Sir Alexander Seton of Gordon and his
^^Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app, C, 501; R.M.S., ii, no.233-4 
*^Young, Parliaments o f Scotland, i, 558-9,269; ‘Auchinleck’, f. llOr 
^^RM&,ii,no.279 
R.M.S, ii, nos. 247,249,248,250,251
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wife Elizabeth of his estates, following Seton’s resignation/' The witness list of the 
original charter is included and names twenty-nine people. This at least confirms once 
again the impression that attendance at general council continued to be high during the 
minority, but further suggestion as to any discussion at general council are entirely 
lacking.
This April 1441 general council seems to have been the fimt meeting of the 
estates after the ‘Black Dinner’ of November 1440, and it is tempting to wonder what 
the reaction of the estates was to the seizure of William, 6th earl of Douglas, his brother, 
David, and Sir Malcolm Fleming, and their execution, probably on charges of treason.'*^  
The two brothers seem to have undergone some form of trial, while on 7 January 1441 
Sir Robert Fleming had protested against the unjust sentence of death and forfeiture 
against his father, Sir Malcolm Fleming of Biggar.'*^  Forfeiture was usually the preserve 
of parliament, but there seems no likelihood that a meeting was summoned in the three 
days between the surprise seizure of the three men and Fleming’s execution.'*'* Indeed Sir 
Robert Fleming would protest against execution and forfeiture on the basis that due 
process had not been followed in the trial ‘for had he been a common thef takyn rehand 
... he suld haff had his law dayis, he askande for them, as he did before our Soverane 
Lord the King’, and thus the judgement given by the dempster was ‘evyl, fais, and rotten 
in itself. Instead Fleming seems to have been tried by a hastily arranged court held in 
the king’s presence on Edinburgh castle hill.'*^
The Black Dinner attracted little comment in the fifteenth century, despite its 
notoriety to later historians, while even historians such as John Lesley and George 
Buchanan seem to portray the deaths as excusable.'** There is no surviving public 
justification or apologia for the executions, such as there was for the death of the duke of 
Rothesay in 1402, or the killing of the 8th earl of Douglas in 1452. Crichton, who played
'*'Af.5:.,ii, 56-7 !
'*^ ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. I21r-121v; E.R, v, 668 j
'*^ McGladdery, James //, 23; P. F. Tytler, History of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1882), ii, 382-3;
Charter Chest o f the Earldom of Wigtown, 1214-1681, ed. F. J. Grant (Scottish Record Society,
1910), nos. 23-4 |
'*'* J. Lesley, History of Scotland from the Death o f James 1 in the Year 1436 to the Year 1561 ’!
(Bannatyne Club, 1830), 16, does suggest, however, that the Black Dinner coincided with a j
meeting of council at Edinburgh castle, to Wiich Douglas and ‘all the nobles of the realme’ had 
been summoned. This might suggest a general council called as a pretext for getting Douglas to 
Edinburgh.
'** Tytler, History o f Scotland, ii, 382-3 |
'** Buchanan, History of Scotland, ed. J. Aikman, 4 vols (Glasgow, 1827), ii, 123. ‘Auchinleck I
Chronicle’, f  121r-v, states baldly that William and David Douglas were ‘put to deid at {
Edinburgh’. Lesley, History of Scotland, 13, describes Douglas as surrounded by ‘evill 1
cumpany’ and ‘insolent’. I
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host to the attack in his castle of Edinburgh, and James the Gross, whose part in 
proceedings is strongly suggested by his inheritance of the earldom of Douglas, seem to 
have escaped any censure. Alexander Livingston alone went to the trouble of clearing 
himself on 16 August 1443 of ‘any council, assistance or consent to the death and 
slaughter’ of Malcolm Fleming, but only after the fall of Crichton and the death of 
James the Gross, thereby clearing the way for an attack on the former chancellor. This 
does at least reflect the realisation that the deaths of the Douglases and Fleming were of 
very dubious legality, while Fleming’s heir, Robert, went to considerable lengths to 
protest his father’s innocence and pursue his inheritance, even appearing before Crichton 
and James the Gross.'*’ All three men—Crichton, Livingston and Douglas—were at the 
April general council, creating a three-way axis that probably made any resistance from 
the more squeamish members of the states unlikely. Moreover, as Dr Michael Brown 
has argued, the 6th earl’s sixteenth-century reputation for arrogance and trouble-making 
may not have been entirely unwarranted. George Buchanan, interestingly, accuses the 
sixth earl of arrogance and imitating royal power, not least making knights and holding 
assemblies ‘in imitation of the meetings of the estates’, a notion that, if true, might 
explain the lack of comment about his execution.'*® Even if this were the case, however, 
it seems astonishing that no comment was made about the execution of earl William’s 
brother David for what were transparently dynastic ends.
It was probably this meeting that agreed to send an embassy to Brittany to 
negotiate the marriage of princess Isabella (or Elizabeth) to Nicholas, heir to the Duke 
John V of Brittany, and granted a ‘contribucion’ for the ambassadors’ expenses. The 
embassy, made up of Sir George Crichton of Cairns, William Foulis, archdeacon of St 
Andrews, and William Monypenny, will have departed in the early summer of 1441 and 
reached agreement on the terms of the marriage on 19 July.'*^  The contribution for the 
expenses was still being collected long after the departure of the embassy, and the 
Aberdeen council register seems to imply that there was some resistance to payment of 
the required sums as late as 1444, while others that ‘tholit skath oft’ were permitted not 
to pay.*® The precise size and nature of the taxation is difficult to ascertain. Aberdeen’s 
contribution was eighty pounds, while it also provided some of George Crichton’s 
expenses from the city’s customs, but there is no record of any payments from other
"*’ Charter Chest of the Earldom of Wigtown, no. 23-5,29.
'*® Brown, Black Douglases, 259-60; G. Buchanan, History of Scotland, ii, 123, 126; Lesley, 
History of Scotland, 15-16 
E.R, V, Ivii-lviii
*® Extracts from the Council Register of Aberdeen (Spalding Club, 1844), 7-8,10
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burghs or the other estates/' The tax underlines, however, that the paucity of the records 
for parliament and general council at this time does not mean that important business 
was not being transacted.
The granting of a taxation and discussion of the embassy’s powers seems to 
have led to good attendance, which was again generally supportive of Crichton’s 
regime.*  ^Ten of the people who had sat on the delegated committee of August 1440 
were again present. These were some of the most obviously conciliar figures: Michael 
Ochiltree, bishop of Dunblane, Alexander Livingston of Callander, Robert Crichton of 
Sanquhar, John Ogilvie of Lintrathen, Walter Ogilvy of Deskford, William Cranston of 
Corsby and John Cockbum of Dalginche. After the Black Dinner, James the Gross, now 
7th earl of Douglas, is seen at general council for perhaps the first time since May 
1437.** He had been conspicuous by his absence in the larger witness lists available 
since the death of the lieutenant-general. Other figures who had not been present on the 
committee of the previous year were also reasonably close to Crichton’s government. 
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm, despite his complaints in the Scotichronicon about the 
chaos of James IPs minority, was reasonably close to the council before Crichton’s fall, 
and received a confirmation of his monastery’s possesions and their erection into a 
barony in June 1441.*'' George Crichton of Blacknes was the chancellor’s ally both 
before and after his fall, leader of the embassy to Brittany, and admiral of Scotland by 19 
July 1441.** This meant that a substantial number of those on the witnes list seems to 
have been linked in some way to Crichton’s government at this point.
Nevertheless, there are clearly a number of people who were extra-conciliar. 
Patrick Lyon of Glamis’s rise to influence dates fi’om the majority of James II, when he 
would become master of the king’s household and supplant Crichton’s ally, Alexander 
Seton of Gordon (by then earl of Huntly), in Kildrummy castle.** Alexander Irvine of 
Drum was not closely connected to the government, although he may have been an ally 
of Alexander Seton of Gordon, and was one of those involved in the crisis in 
Aberdeen.*’ James Auchinleck of that ilk was a retainer of William, 8th earl of Douglas, 
the man who would remove Crichton from power in 1443, and would die in his service 
in 1449, killed by Richard Colville, who was from a family linked by marriage to the
Extracts from the Council Register of Aberdeen, 7; E.R, v, 118 
^^A.P.S.,n, 57
** ‘Argyll Transcripts’, II(i), 245 
*"RM&, ii, nos. 268,270,791 
Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillws’, ^p . C, 502
** Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app. C, 494; KR, vi, 269
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Crichtons/® As yet, however, the 7th earl of Douglas was clearly still allied with 
Crichton, so his presence is hardly evidence of any resistance to the chancellor. The 
burgh commissioners also included people on the fringes of royal service. James Parkle, 
representing Linlithgow, had links with chancellor Crichton and the Livingstons.*® John 
Vaus, an alderman from Aberdeen, was paid £90 for the redemption of the king’s jewels 
in 1441, which seem to have been pawned to him to raise money for an English 
embassy.*® Stephen Scott was employed in building works at Edinburgh castle from 
1440 to 1446.*' The remaining three burgh commissioners were obscure figures with no 
obvious links with the government. Crichton seems to have enjoyed reasonably broad 
support at this point. Indeed, all three of the families who would dominate the minority, 
Crichton, Livingston and Douglas, whatever their long-term ambitions, were supporting 
his regime in 1441, and playing a prominent role in Crichton’s council. Whatever 
violence and lawlessness may have been going on in the localities, for a short time 
Chancellor Crichton seems to have created a political hegemony in general council 
based upon a policy of including figures from a geographically broad area within the 
government machine.
Just two months later, another general council was called, and was sitting on 1 
June 1441 at Edinburgh.*^  Only one direct piece of evidence survives that refers to the 
meeting—a letter of 3 June narrating a decree made by the committee of lords auditors 
of causes and complaints. The committee was made up of twelve persons chosen equally 
from each estate in the manner that had been used since at least 1431, and had evolved 
from earlier judicial committees.** It sat in judgement on a dispute between Thomas 
Maxwell of Pollok and Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood. The list of auditors was made 
up primarily of people with apparent ability in legal matters. For example Sir Andrew 
Ogilvie of Inchmartin was seen at parliament or general council at least three times, 
always in a judicial capacity; Sir George Campbell of Loudon was hereditary sheriff of 
Ayr; Sir Alexander Irvine of Drum was a lord auditor on two of the four occasions that 
he is known to have attended a meeting of the estates, and was a justiciar in 1455; and
*’ RMS., ii, no. 278; McGladdery, James II, 34 
*® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 12Iv; McGladdery, James II, 57 
Brown, Black Douglases, 258 
*®&R,v,93 
*'& R ,v,71.98,104
*’ W. Fraser, Maxwells o/PoZ/oA: (Edinburgh, 1863), i, no. 35.
** St Andrews University Library, St Andrews Burgh Records, B65/22/27; Rait, Parliaments of 
Scotland, 459-60. The ability of general council to appoint lords auditors, despite the fact that it 
was not a court called with forty days notice, highlights the very limited difference of 
competence between parliament and goieral council (see also P. J. Hamilton-Grierson, ‘The 
Judicial Committees of the Scottish Parliament 1369-70 to 1544’, S.H.R., xxii (1924),1-13,6-7
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John Fyfe, the burgh commissioner for Aberdeen, was an auditor three times.*^  The lords 
auditors on this, as on later occasions, seem independent, but also pragmatic.**
The need for a meeting so soon after the April assembly is not easily explained, 
although it coincided with the start of an exchequer audit, and evidence of charters made 
around the time suggests a high attendance, including importantly the bishops of St 
Andrews, Glasgow and Moray, and James Douglas, seventh earl of Douglas.** This 
probably reflects the one topic that may have necessitated an assembly. On 27 October 
1442 a letter was written from the Council of Basle to the prelates, barons and 
counsellors of James II. It stated that James II had issued an edict ‘that no Scot may go 
to Basle, adhere to the Council, nor obey it’, contrary to Jam% I s decision to back the 
Council in 1433.*’ The mode of address of the letter suggests that it was intended for the 
attention of the Scottish estates, and it seems likely that it was the estates who made the 
original ‘edict’, not least because general council’s powers would be used in future acts 
against the Council. It may well have been the June 1441 meeting that made the initial 
attack.*®
The act against the Council of Basle heralded the beginning of a political 
conflict which would take place partly in general council whose conciliar and papalist 
sides would be fronted by James the Gross, earl of Douglas, and James Kennedy, bishop 
of St Andrews, respectively. It seems also to have precipitated the end of the earl’s active 
participation in Crichton’s government, which Kennedy backed. Vacancies in the 
bishoprics of Dunkeld, Ross and Aberdeen led to rival candidates being provided to each 
see by Eugenius IV and Felix V. Alexander Lauder at Dunkeld, Thomas Tulloch at Ross 
and James Bruce at Aberdeen, the papalist candidates, found themselves with rivals in 
the form of Thomas Livingston, Andrew Munro and James Douglas respectively.*®
The conciliarists had powerfiil magnatial backing. Munro was the nominee of 
Alexander MacDonald, earl of Ross, while James Douglas was James the Gross’s
*^  For Ogiivie’s attendance see H.M.C. Rep 15, App viii, Buccleuch, no. 84, p45-6 and S.R.O, 
GD237/158/1/1; for Campbell see Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app. C, 498; for 
Irvine see SRO GD237/158/1/1 and A.P.S., xii, 24; for Fyfe see Young, Parliaments of 
Scotland, i, 268
** See also H. L. MacQueen, Common Law and Feudal Society in Medieval Scotland (Edinburgh, 
1993), 82-3, which comments on the predominance of men with considerable legal experience 
on judicial committees in the fifteenth cmtury
** KR, V, 92; for those probably present at the meeting see below, app. C 
*’ R. K. Harniay, ‘A Letter to Scotland from the Council of Basle’, S.HR, xx (1923), 49-57,54 
*® Dunlop, James Kennedy, 44, and Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 335, suggest that 
the meeting was ‘probably’ in May 1441
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second son, the friture 9th earl of Douglas.’® The minority saw an unprecedented number 
of attempts to annex church estates and offices by laymen, at best only superficially in 
the interests of the church itself. This is reflected in the acts of general council or king’s 
council against the spoliation of kirk goods in December 1438, harassing of churchmen 
in August 1440, and the cursing of the church’s oppressors in November 1443.’' Given 
the scarcity of other legislative acts during the minority, the prevalence of legislation 
attempting to defend the church is significant.
The need for this legislation was clear. The attempts by Ross and James the 
Gross went far beyond attempts to extend lay patronage over bishoprics. Lay patronage 
to parsonages was common and accepted, while the rights of the king to provide his 
nominee to bishoprics was also usually uncontroversial. James the Gross and the earl of 
Ross were interested in a far more wholesale influence over the bishoprics. Ross had 
initially attempted to have his nominee provided by Eugenius IV, but failed. He then 
seems to have brow-beaten the cathedral chapter of Ross into postulating Munro, and 
eventually secured provision fi'om Felix V.’  ^ When Eugenius IV provided Thomas 
Tulloch, who was then at the curia at Florence, the earl resorted to violence, preventing 
Tulloch firom gaining possesion of the church, and probably plundering the ships 
intended to take sums of money to pay for Tulloch’s provision to the Roman curia. 
Indeed, even before returning to Scotland, Tulloch seems to have been in fear for his life 
on his return, making provision for the well-being of his kinsmen should he die while 
attempting to secure possession of his bishopric.’* Ross managed to play Felix V and 
Eugenius IV off against each other with some success. Munro would eventually be 
bought off with a pension by Eugenius, while the earl would meet with further success in 
pursuing the provision of John Macgilleon to the bishopric of the Isles by Eugenius on 2 
October 1441.’'' In little over a year, the earl of Ross had swapped sides between 
Eugenius IV and Felix V three times in pursuit of his nominees’ provision. The 
seriousness with which he saw the success of his mission is underlined by the violence
*® Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 41-2 
’® Dunlop, James Kennedy, 43 and n.
AR&, ii, 32-3
Dunlop, James Kennedy, 42; C.P.L., viii, 239 
’* C.PL, ix, 524; a S X K ,  iv, no. 722 
A. I. Dunlop, The Apostolic Camera and Scottish Benefices (Oxford, 1934), 30; C.S.S.R., iv, 
no. 829. John Macgilleon is commonly referred to as ‘John Hectoris’, however diis is simply a 
Latinisation of John, son of Hector. A number of supplications, both before and after his 
provision to the bi^opric of the Isles refer to him as ‘John Hectoris Macgilleon’, i.e. John, son 
of Hector Macgilleon {CS.S.R, iv, nos. 803, 804, 829)
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he was willing to use to get his way, and by the number of Islesmen who travelled to the 
Roman curia at Florence between 1439 and 1441.’*
Ross’s behaviour was far from extraordinary. In October 1441 Walter Panter, 
abbot of Arbroath would attack those within Scotland who ‘try to snatch violently what 
pertains to the church’ in an attempt to defend his monastery.’* He had good reason; lay 
rivalries between the Ogilvies and Lindsays over the ‘justiciarship’ of Arbroath abbey 
led eventually to the battle of Arbroath on 23 January 1446. Alexander, master of 
Crawford, had been sacked for dissipating the monastery’s goods, and was replaced by 
Alexander Ogilvy of Inverquharity, while the conflict forced the convent to flee to St 
Andrews castle.”  The raid made exactly a year earlier, 23 January 1445 on James 
Kennedy’s lands in Fife was almost certainly connected to his support for the monastery. 
On that occasion the earl of Crawford, James Livingston, the captain of Stirling, and the 
Ogilvies would co-operate in retribution for the bishop’s attempts to defend 
ecclesiastical liberty.’®
Similar problems developed at Coldingham priory during the 1440s, where an 
ecclesiastical dispute over the presentation of the prior by Dunfermline and Durham 
coincided with lay conflict over possession of the bailliary. Alexander Home of 
Dunglass and Sir David Home of Wedderbum both claimed the office, with Alexander 
Home eventually emerging victorious at council in May 1442 only for further disputes to 
arise over the archdeaconry of Teviotdale between Alexander Home and James the 
Gross, who favoured Patrick Home and William Crosier respectively. David Home 
exploited the situation to forcibly seize Coldingham prioiy and eject the English prior, 
John Oil. David Home’s bid failed, however, and Oil was reinstated with Alexander 
Home’s backing, following which Alexander used the priory as a base for raiding his 
rival’s estates.’®
James the Gross was the most blatant of the laymen attempting to extend 
influence over the church, and the man that general council seems to have directed its 
main power to resisting. His bid to have his son provided to Aberdeen must have been 
part of the broader dispute to gain influence over the burgh and its environs during the 
1440s, in which Douglas was involved. Certainly, Douglas’s ambitions did not stop with
Dunlop, James Kennedy, 42 and n., and e.g. C.S.S.R, iv, nos. 817, 820, 826, 828 
’* C.S.S.R, iv, no. 827
”  Dunlop, James Kennecfy,l%', Extrada, 241; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f  11 Iv; C.P.L, x, 167-8 
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 111 v
79 McGladdery, James II, 38-9 |
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securing his younger son a comfortable living. When Bishop Henry Leighton died in 
December 1440, his heir apparent, Alexander Ogilvie, perhaps a son of Walter Ogilvie 
of Lintrathen, the king’s secretary, was sidelined, and James Douglas was provided by 
Felix V on 30 May 1441 as a rival to the papal candidate Ingeram Lindsay.®® The earl of 
Douglas initially looked like winning the ensuing conflict. His son was a minor aged 
sixteen, and could not therefore take on the cure. Instead, his father was allegedly 
granted the temporalities by a letter of the king, and certainly gained possession of them 
for some time, presumably on the basis that he was the guardian of his son’s interests 
until his majority.®'
This royal letter, if it existed, implies initial crown support for the earl of 
Douglas, and indeed this would be unsurprising so soon after Crichton and Douglas had 
co-operated over the Black Dinner. But the June 1441 general council, following so soon 
after the provision of James Douglas, seems to have marked the watershed in the earl of 
Douglas’s relationship with Crichton. The reason was the influence that the papalist 
bishops were able to exert over the crown. At the end of May 1440 James Kennedy, 
bishop of St Andrews, came to court for the first recorded time with John Winchester, 
bishop of Moray.®^  Kennedy thereafter acted as the ring-leader of the anti-conciliarists 
and the bishops James the Gross would call ‘the four bishops promoted by Gabriel [f.e., 
Gabriel Conulmarus, Eugenius IV]’—Dunkeld, Ross, Aberdeen and St Andrews—and 
the bishop of Glasgow, John Cameron, who had by now made his peace with the 
papacy.®* James Kennedy had been transferred to St Andrews on 22 April 1440, 
probably initially against the wishes of Crichton, and with a conciliaxist rival in the form 
of James Ogilvy, perhaps another figure with a kinship with the secretary.*^  He probably 
had the backing of the queen, whom he had recently served by acquiring a dispensation 
for marriage with James Stewart of Lome, and certainly had the support of the chapter, 
but his successful provision to St Andrews was in fact based primarily on his fortuitous 
presence at the curia when Bishop Wardlaw died on 9 April 1440, and a promise to 
Eugenius IV to proceed against schismatics in Scotland.®* Kennedy was provided by
®® Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 42-3; Hbk Brit. Chroru, 302; Copiale, 320-2 
®' Copiale, 322 
®^RM5'.,ii,nos. 266-7 
^^Copiale, 322
^  Dunlop, James Kennetfy, 40. Ogilvy may altanatively have been a kinsman of the Ogilvies of 
Iverquharity vdio invaded James Kmnedy’s episcopal estates in 1445 (Copiale, 495-7)
®* C.P.L, viii, 255-6; Copiale, 186-7; Hbk. Brit. Chron., 321; C.P.L, viii, 238-9. Extracta, 238-9, 
states that Kennedy was provided ‘by the queen’s supplication’, but this is a late source, 
contradicted by contemporary evidence. Although the queen probably fevoured Kmnedy, her 
wishes seem to have had little effect on his provision. Kennedy was provided "motu proprio\ 
Le. by the pope’s initiative alone, following reservation of the provision to St Andrews during
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Eugenius on 1 June 1440, before news of his election by the cathedral chapter reached 
the pope at Florence.®* By June 1441 Kennedy had not even gained possession of his 
new benefice, and his concUiarist rival seems to have had control of the temporalities.®’ 
His eagerness to pursue schismatics was therefore not without private motivations. 
Nevertheless, he clearly met with success and support firom the estates, who issued the 
edict that forbade travel of clerics to Basle, apparently against the wishes of the council 
and the earl of Douglas. It was the start of a long career for Kennedy in parliament and 
general council.
In the short term thin^ would come to a head a year later at a provincial council 
of the church held in about July 1442. The four bishops appointed by Eugenius IV, St 
Andrews, Aberdeen, Dunkeld and Ross, excommunicated the adherents of Basle. The 
earl of Douglas was present on behalf of his son and retaliated, supported by William 
Crosier, by in turn depriving the papal bishops, proclaiming his adherence to Basle 
before the provincial council, and so intimidating the meeting that ‘certain prelates fled 
by night’.®® Despite his bluster, Douglas no longer had the support of Crichton, who 
prorogued the assembly for four months. Douglas was left to complain to Basle of the 
behaviour in Scotland, and to attempt to secure the transfer of his son from Aberdeen to 
St Andrews, no doubt in the hope of being given an excuse to annex the temporalities of 
Scotland’s largest see.®®
It is likely that before the provincial council met, further disputes had occurred 
between Douglas and the papalist bishops at the general council that was held during 
March 1442 at Perth.®® Although only one act survives, which does not include a witness 
list, it is known that James Kennedy was at council with two other prominent bishops, 
John Cameron of Glasgow and Michael Ochiltree of Dunblane, a little over a month 
later, on 2 May.®' The earl of Douglas was not present at council, and indeed is not seen 
at council at any point after 8 June 1441.®^  In effect he had withdrawn his support for 
Crichton after the June 1441 general council. The return of Cameron to council also
Bishop Wardlaw’s lifetime {C.P.L, ix, 129; Copiale, 477). Papal favour also saw Kennedy 
receive the abbey of Scone in commendam on 23 September 1439 {C.P.L, viii, 270), which 
may suggest that Kennedy travelled to Rome in the knowWge that Bishop Wardlaw was likely 
to die in the near future.
®* Dunlop, Apostolic Camera, 25; C.P.L, ix, 129; Copiale, 186-7,477.
®’ Dunlop, James Kennedy, 40 
Copiale, 322-3 
Copiale, 323-4
®® A.P.S., ii, 57-8 {R.M.S., ii, no. 392, is an abbreviated version oîAP.S., ii, 57-8)
S.R.O. GD124/1/151 
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shows the extent to which Douglas was now out of favour. On 3 March 1441 Cameron 
had been attacked in the name of James II in a supplication to Eugenius IV as a ‘son of 
perdition’ guilty of ‘dissensions, seditions, schisms, rebellions, sieges of castles, 
homicides, wars [and] plunderings of royal lands’, and then, with others of the king’s 
council, of plotting the king’s death.®* Cameron was a prominent anti-conciliarist, and 
the supplication may originate from Douglas, perhaps using Cameron’s part in the 
Livingston coup as an excuse to seek his deprivation.
Little else can be told about the March 1442 general council. The one surviving 
act is a transumpt made on 29 August 1450 of an act of March 1442 which concerns 
payments to be made by the burghs to the chapel of St Ninian in the Carmelite church of 
Bruges.®^  Clearly the act itself is not particularly important from a political point of 
view. Nevertheless, it may well underline the extent to which James Kennedy had now 
come to prominence in Crichton’s council. Kennedy would show a considerable interest 
in Bruges throughout his life; it was the main Scottish trading centre for wool, and 
therefore of great interest for Kennedy as administrator of large landed estates, first in 
the bishopric of Dunkeld and later St Andrews. Kennedy visited Bruges in 1440 on his 
return from the curia, shortly after the city imposed a wool tax, and would visit twice 
more, in 1451 and 1460.®* Kennedy had arrived as a favoured figure in Crichton’s court, 
and was setting about using general council to pursue his own interests.
The next meeting for which there is limited evidence occurred almost a year 
later, on 8 February 1443. Thomas Thomson included a great seal confirmation to 
Michael Ochiltree, bishop of Dunblane, in his printed A.P.S., under his own heading 
c^oncilium generali apud strmling\ but unfortunately the charter at no point states that 
it was made in general council.®* The nearest it comes to such a claim is the statement 
that the charter was made d^e communi consilio episcoporum abbatum priorum comitum 
et baronum\ The charter makes no mention of any burgh commissioners, who are 
entirely absent from the witness list. That list is certainly far larger than for a normal 
daily council, including eighteen people, and as such must be taken seriously as an 
assembly of powerful figures, but there is no overpowering reason to believe that this 
was a general council.
®^C.&&Æ,iv,no.748 
®^ÆP.51,ü, 57-8
®* Dunlop, James Kennedy, 353-7, 199 
^A.PS., ii, 58-9; R.M.S., ii, no. 270
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This charter needs to be seen in the context of a decree of the king’s council 
made at Stirling on 21 January 1443 over a dispute between William Stirling of Cadder 
and Gilbert Stirling about the lands of Kirkmichael Stirling. This also had a large 
witness list, of nineteen clerics and barons.”  Together, the two large meetings of 21 
January and 8 February seem to be cases of council sitting with what Dr Borthwick has 
called ‘some formality’. This is a process apparently seen on a number of occasions in 
the 1440s, such as in June 1442 when council oversaw the admission of a new prior of 
Coldingham.®® Presumably the amount of business did not warrant a full meeting of the 
estates, but the authority of a sederunt including a fairly broad spectrum of ecclesiastics 
and nobles was felt necessary. There does not seem any reason to see this as an attempt 
to undermine general council’s power by diverting its powers to council, but rather it is 
an example of a pragmatic approach to meetings of the estates generally adhered to 
throughout the fifteenth century. What mattered (in the fifteenth century in general, and 
the minorities in particular) was that the actions of the government should be seen to 
have the consent of a sizeable proportion of the estates (and in non-financial matters this 
effectively meant the first two estate). Where that consent was secured—in parliament, 
general council, an enlarged session of council, or, as in 1460 and 1482, at gatherings of 
the host—was less significant.
Whatever the precise status of the February 1443 assembly—whether a general 
council or enlarged king’s council—it is clear that in the weeks before the death of 
James the Gross on 10 March the Black Douglas ftimily had been thoroughly 
marginalised politically. The earl of Douglas himself was absent, perhaps owing to 
illness, but present were a broad range of his enemies—not least James Kennedy, bishop 
of St Andrews, Ingeram Lindsay, bishop of Aberdeen, James Douglas, earl of Angus, 
and William Crichton himself.®® James the Gross must have died a disappointed man. 
The great disputes of the latter part of his life, over the bishopric of Aberdeen, against 
Lindsay, Kennedy and Crichton; over the priory of Coldingham, against Crichton, 
Angus and Adam Hepburn of Hailes; and over the Dalkeith inheritance, against the 
Crichtons, all seemed to have been lost.'®® By contrast, in early 1443 Crichton still 
seemed to stand at the head of a strong and cohesive government.
®’ Fraser, Stirlings of Keir, no. 20 
Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, 98 
^ A P .S , ii, 58-9
'®® Further details of these disputes are given in Brown, Black Douglases, 255-67
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The Douglas Supremacy: 1443-1449
If Crichton had led a government with broad support from the estates, then why 
was he thrown from office so unceremoniously in 1443? The answer is simple: William, 
eighth earl of Douglas. If the reputation of the Black Douglas earls as over-mighty 
magnates sometimes seems not to be borne out by the facts—the fifth earl played a 
generally constructive and conservative role after 1437, while James the Gross was a 
spent force by the time he inherited the earldom in 1440—this is undoubtedly not the 
case where the eighth earl is concerned. There is no doubt that Earl William saw himself 
and his family as raised above the rest of the nobility, exemplified by the use of title 
‘prince’, and his ability to issue statutes of the marches by his own authority on 18 
December 1448.'®' His power was such that to an extent the normal ‘rul%’ of meetings 
of the estates in the fifteenth century seem to be almost suspended from the fall of 
Crichton to the assumption of power of James II in 1449, with only four known 
meetings of the estates between November 1443 and April 1449. Between June 1445 
and April 1449 there is no certain meeting of parliament or general council (although it 
is probable that meetings met that have been entirely lost).'®^  Unlike the Boyd family, 
who may have avoided parliament in late 1468 and 1469 to escape from dangerous 
levels of criticism, the Douglas-Livingston alliance from 1443 may have been able 
simply to dispense with meetings of the estates as a result of the extent of their 
combined power through control of estates, royal offices and castles. It was not a 




The general council that met at Stirling on 4 November 1443 therefore followed I
an eventfiil summer. After the death of James the Gross, William, the new eighth earl of j
Douglas, had wasted little time in launching his attack on the Crichton family. By j
August 1443 Douglas was forging links with Alexander Livingston and William I
I
Cranston, the two main figures in the arrest of the queen in 1439. On 16 August i
Livingston cleared himself of any part in the slaughter of Malcolm Fleming after the i
Black Dinner, thus clearing the way for closer alliance between himself, Douglas, and f
Douglas’s brother-in-law; Robert Fleming, and shifting the blame for the Black Dinner |
more squarely on to Crichton’s shoulders.'®* Livingston’s support for Douglas was the 1
key to the fell of Crichton. For all Crichton’s apparent popularity, he had never had I
'®' C.S.S.R, V, no. 310; Brown, Black Douglases, 276-8; A P R , i, 350-2. Archibald, fifth earl of 
Douglas, also commonly referral to himself as prince {s&eAP.S., ii, 31-2, 53)
'®’ See app. A.
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possession of the king, and with Livingston’s defection the cornerstone of his power was 
removed.
Possession of the king enabled Douglas and Livingston to claim to be acting as 
the agents of the crown when they attacked George Crichton’s house at Bamton on 22 
August.'®^  The precise reasons, or excuse, for the siege are not apparent, but it is clear 
that for the remainder of 1443 both the Douglas-Livingston faction and Crichton were 
claiming to be the official government. Thus at Bamton Douglas claimed to act ‘at the 
command of James II’, showed the king’s letters, and ultimately flew the king’s banner. 
Those holding the house, Andrew Crichton, Nicholas Borthwick and James Crichton, 
claimed that the house was already in the king’s hands, and that the king’s sheriff in that 
part. Sir William Crichton himself, had put them there on the king’s behalf.*®* Douglas 
and Livingston will have called the general council that met at the Livingston stronghold 
of Stirling on 4 November, and to which William and George Crichton seem to have 
been summoned, and at which the estates ‘blewe out’, that is declared rebel, the two 
men.*®* Crichton, however, would still be according himself the title of chancellor on 8 
October 1444, long after his successor, James Bruce, bishop of Dunkeld, assumed 
office.*®’ The siege of Methven in November 1444 was presumably motivated by a 
similar dispute about who formed the legitimate government, but the presence of the 
king himself on the side of the besiegers will have provided a powerful argument about 
where the rights in the matter lay.*®® Nevertheless, Crichton’s continued possession of 
Edinburgh castle meant that the Douglases could at no point eliminate the former 
chancellor entirely—indeed the siege of Edinburgh in 1445 would see Crichton 
negotiate a limited return to influence by a renewed place at council.*®®
Despite the longevity of Crichton’s protests, however, it is clear that as early as 
1 September 1443 the Douglas-Livingston faction was in the driving seat. On that date 
the king, at Stirling, would write to Emperor Frederick III declining an invitation to send 
his representatives to Nuremberg to discuss attempts to heal the schism. In the letter the 
king stated that his general council was to discuss the matter on 4 November, a comment 
that shows the level of preparation involved even for general councils during James II’s
*®* Brown, Black Douglases, 272; Charter Chest of the Earldom of Wigtown, no. 29 
*®^ ‘Auchinleck Chrotiicle’, llOr-v 
*®^ ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, 1 lOr-v.
*®* ‘Auchinleck Chrmicle’, llOv; E.R., v, 147
*®’ HMC Fouteenth Report, App, part III, 12, no. 12. Bruce was in office as chancellor by 7 
September 1444 at the latest, and probably considerably prior to that (Borthwick, ‘King, 
Council and Councillors’, app. C, 488)
*®® RM.S., ii, no. 283; K R , v, Ixvi-lxvii, 186, 187
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minority/*® The new government was as good as its word. The two extant acts of the 
November general council both deal with the welfare of the church, and the second 
specifically declared allegiance to Eugenius IV.*** By doing so, the eighth earl showed 
that he was a considerably more sophisticated political operator than his father. Where 
James the Gross had dealt in confrontation, William set about stripping William 
Crichton of his allies. Coming out as a papal ally meant the support of clergy, not least 
Bishop Kennedy, whose support Douglas may have welcomed at this stage, albeit that he 
was able to dispense with it later on. Kennedy’s role may also be seen behind the first 
act of the November 1443 general council, an act that orda-ed the defence of the church 
‘quhilk is oppresit and hurt’, ordered ‘general cursing agaynis all brekaris’, and forbade 
admittance of those who troubled the church to the king’s castles, council or parliament, 
nor were they to be heard in disputes over fee and heritage—stipulations that confirm 
that those troubling the church were mainly from the realm’s elite. **^  It is known that in 
January 1445 James Kennedy put the act’s terms into action. Following the attack on his 
Fife estates by the earl of Crawford, James Livingston, captain of Stirling, and members 
of the Ogilvy family, Kennedy ‘cursit solempnitlie with myter and stafbuke and candill 
contynually a zere’ and interdicted the places where his attackers lived. The curse had 
some effect—when the earl of Crawford was killed a year later at Arbroath nobody 
would bury him for four days.***
The precise nature of the attack on William and George Crichton launched at the 
end of the general council is not clear. Auchinleck gives the only contemporary 
reference to events stating ‘thai blewe out on [le. declared rebel] sir William of Crichton 
and sir George of Crichton and thar advertence’, before describing the Crichtons’ 
retribution on Sir John Forrester and the earl of Douglas for their part in events.**'* What 
is clear is that the Crichtons had been removed from effective office before the general 
council. There seems to have been an official summons, but the general council did not 
have the power to carry out any judicial process on the Crichtons in their absence.*** A 
summons, however, suggests strongly that the excuse for the attack on Crichton was his
*®® Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 63
**® Copiale, 330-2. Arrangements for Aberdeen burgh commission's to attend general council 
were being made on 4 October, a mrnth before the meeting began. Five commissioners were 
elected, alüiough it is not clear if aU were expected to attend (Aberdeen City Archives, 
Aberdeen Council Register, v, part ii, 668; W. C. Dickinson ‘Burgh Commissioners to 
Parliament’, S.H.R., xxxiv (1955), 92-5,93n.)
***^?.&,ii, 33 
**’ AP.&,ii, 33
**^  ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. l l lv  
**'* ‘AuchinleckChronicle’, f.llOv 
**^&R,v, 147
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leading role in the Black Dinner (hence Livingston’s apologia on 16 August) as there 
seems no obvious credible alternative for official censorship of the chancellor. As in 
1439, general council was being used to lend authority to a coup that had already 
happened. The terms must have been dictated by the earl of Douglas, while John 
Forrester of Corstorphine, the chamberlain, seems also to have played a prominent role, 
provoking particularly strong retribution from the Crichtons.***
The next general council, held at Stirling on 6 February 1444, seems to have 
continued the process by which the Livingstons and Douglases sought to gain a 
stranglehold on offices and patronage. The general council is referred to by two, or 
probably three documents, all absent from Thomson’s A.RS., ii. Two documents record 
business transacted concerning disputes between burghs. On 6 February an order was 
made that a dispute between the burgh of Perth and Sir John Oliphant of Aberdalgie over 
the fishing of the river Tay should be referred to an assize to be held on 24 March.**’ The 
next day a decree was given by the assembled burgh commissioners alone over a dispute * 
between Irvine and Ayr about freedoms to sell articles in Ayr market.**® Neither matter 
was overtly political, but rather underlines the importance of meetings of the estates to 
burgh commissioners during the fifteenth century for defending and establishing their 
rights. Thus at least twenty burgh commissioners from eleven burghs attended the 
February 1444 general council, a rare instance of the names of the burgh commissioners 
being recorded in any detail. The bur^ motivations for attending parliament and general 
council were generally different from the first and second estates. While virtually all the 
burgh commissioners sat to judge the dispute between Ayr and Lanark in February 1444, 
a year later, in June 1445, only ten burgh commissioners are recorded amongst the large 
witness lists dealing with matters concerning the first and second %tate available for the 
parliament.**® The burgh commissioners, unsurprisingly, attended parliament and general 
council primarily for transacting burgh business. The first and second estates were 
largely happy to let them administer their own business without the intervention of the 
full assembly, while the burghs too generally sent only a bare minimum of 
representatives to oversee the business of the other two estates.
*** Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 57; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f.l lOv; Buchanan, History, ii, 135 
**’ Perth and Kinross District Archive, B59/36/1/2
**® Charters of the Royd Burgh of Ayr, ed. W. S. Cooper (Ayr and Wigtown Archaeological 
Association, 1883), no. 18.
**® A.P.S., ii, 59-60; Registrum Episcopatus Brechinensis, ed. P. Chalmers (Bannatyne Club, 
1856), i, 103
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The number of burgh commissioners present throws interesting light on the 
primary business of the February 1444 meeting, as it suggests a well attended meeting, 
despite the fragmentary records. If the three estates were represented equally, there 
would have been at least sixty people present.*’® The main political business is probably 
referred to by a royal charter of 13 November 1444. As Dr Borthwick has shown, this 
document, owing to a faulty translation and abbreviation by Sir William Fraser, has led 
to the erroneous belief that the earl of Douglas declared the king to be at his majority at 
a general council in 1444, surmised by Dr McGladdery to have been held near the king’s 
fourteenth birthday on 16 October.*’* The charter in fact granted the lands of Chimside 
in the earldom of March to Sir Alexander Home:
‘notwithstanding the general revocation granted of all lands, possessions 
and offices until our legitimate estate, made in our last general council held 
at Stirling... in the mode and form that he had before the said revocation in 
our said general council not long ago’.*”
Thus the revocation was not made at the king’s majority, but until the king’s majority. In 
the absence of the king being declared of age there is no reason to believe general 
council was associated with the king’s birthday, and therefore it is most likely that the 
revocation was made at Stirling in February 1444.
The revocation is nevertheless of great significance. It was by no means a repeat 
of the 1438 revocation made by the fifth earl of Douglas. The 1438 revocation had 
revoked only lands and moveable goods alienated since the death of James I, and seems 
to have been aimed, by and large, at protecting the king’s inheritance during the 
minority.*’* This revocation was far more far reaching as it included lands, possessions 
and offices. While king’s lands were still presumably not meant to be alienated with 
impunity (although the grant to Home shows that the earl of Douglas, unlike the former 
governors, was willing to make exceptions without consulting the estates), the main 
objective was clearly to free up patronage for the Livingston-Douglas faction to reward
*’® When fell attendance lists become available in the reign of James HI, the burgh 
commissioners are seldom, if  ever, the most numerous estate. For example in November 1469 
twenty two burghs were p-esent. Even if they each sent two representatives, they would still be 
outnumbered by the second estate (fifty-two) {A.P.S., ii, 93). In January 1472 only eleven 
burgh commissioners from eight bur^s are recorded, compared with fifty-four barons (A.P.S., 
ii, 102)
*’* H.M.C. Twelth Report, Part vii, MSS o f the Dukes of Atholl and Earl of Home, no. 85; 
McGladdery, James II, 32; Brown, Black Douglases, 273, 285; Macdougall, James HI, 12. 
Borthwick, ‘Kin& Council and Councillors’, app. F, 516-8, gives a fell transcription of the 
relevait document.
*”  Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app. F, 516
*^V.F.&,ii,31
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its followers, and to place supporters in all the major royal offices/’'* Furthermore, 
coming as it did only three months after the Crichtons were declared rebels, it added 
another level of authority for William, lord Crichton’s deprivation from office. The 
revocation, in effect, rather than being a tool to defend the rights of the three estates to 
oversee the government, was designed to augment Douglas-Livingston power, and to 
provide an extra stick with which to beat the Crichton faction in the continuing civil war. 
The independence of the three estates, meanwhile, was conclusively sidelined.
Despite the assumption of power by William, earl of Douglas, one title he never 
seems to have taken, at least during the minority, k lieutenant-general. Professor 
Nicholson argued that Douglas took the title by July 1444 on the evidence of a comment 
by Dr Dunlop in her biography of James Kennedy. Dr Dunlop refers to the king and 
‘lieutenant-general’ making a joint supplication to the pope. The supplication in fact 
does not use any such phrase, although Douglas does accord himself the style ‘defender 
of the kingdom’.*’* This does not have the same connotations as ‘lieutenant-general’, 
and probably refers more to Douglas’s role in the marches of Scotland than any official 
position in government. Indeed Douglas would continue to call himself ‘great guardian 
of Scotland’ in supplications to Rome until his murder by the king in 1452.*’* Professor 
Nicholson also cites Boece’s Scotorum Historiae as possibly supporting the notion that 
Douglas became lieutenant-general, but the source is late, and once again the specific 
title is not used.*”  Most importantly, Douglas is at no point called lieutenant-general in 
any contemporary government records, a fact that would be virtually unthinkable if he 
did hold the office, and quite out of step with the care with which other royal office 
holders were generally accorded their proper styles.*’® Only the Auchinleck Chronicle 
casts any doubt on this interpretation, which, in a typically cryptic comment, beginning a
*’'* Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, 61-77
*’* Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 339; Dunlop, James Kennetfy, 409 and n. (Dr 
Dunlop in feet does not footnote fee supplication of fee king and Douglas, \feich is dated 15 
January 1444, not 8 July, but only fee supplementary petition by James II); C.S.S.R, iv, no. 987, 
1035 (Dr Dunlop’s MS calendar held m fee Scottish History department of fee Univeristy of 
Glasgow provides fee same reading as fee printed C.S.S.R). George Burnett, in fee prefece to 
E.R, V, Ix, also makes fee assumption feat Douglas was made ‘lieutenant-govemw’. Further 
confusion has been added by W. Fraser, The Douglas Book, 4 vols (Edinburgh, 1885), i, 465, 
mistaking a reissued act of fee January 1450 parliament {A.P.S., ii, 34-5) for a new act of 
legislation. The reissued act quotes verbatim an act of 24 Decemba 1438 {AP.S., ii, 32), and 
includes references to ‘fee luftennande’ Much feerefore refer to fee 5fe earl of Douglas. This 
error was repeated by Dunlop, James Kennedy, 111-2 and n.
*’* C.S.S.R, V, 310, 462, 466. A certain amount of exaggeratitm concerning status was common 
in supplications to Rome.
*”  Hector Boece, Scotorum Historiae (Paris, 1574), 364
*’® e.g. A.P.S., ii, 59; RMS., ii, nos. 271-3, 286-8; S.RO. GD GD148/1/11, GD28/83, GDI32/2, 
SP7/14. Compare e.g. 31 March 1448 where fee chancellor, keeper of fee privy seal, secretary,
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folio in mid sentance, states ‘thai cryit him luftennent’ before going on to describe 
king’s dealings with the earl of Douglas in the period 1450 to 1452.*”  It is clear, 
however, that the reference does not refer to the minority period.
The estates probably did not meet again until 14 June 1445, when the first
I
parliament since the coronation parliament of March 1437 assembled at Perth. After the |
initial formalities, the meeting sat for at most three days, after which it was continued to j
Edinburgh, where William, lord Crichton, was being besieged by the government |
forces.**® The reason for the brief assembly at Perth may have been the proximity to I
Scone, as the king seems to have gone through a ceremony on 14 June in which he made j
various oaths to the three estates.*** These oaths survive in two fifteenth century 
manuscripts, one of which dates from 1488, although they were omitted by Thomas j
Thomson when he compiled ^ .E&**’ The oaths are therefore from a near contemporary j
source, of roughly the same date as the two other manuscript sources for the June 1445 j
parliament’s proceedings, the Drummond and Colville manuscripts.***
I
The internal evidence of the oaths themselves strongly supports the claim that i
they date from June 1445. Importantly the version in MS Harley 4700 includes some j
business (also absent from A.RS.) transacted at Edinburgh after the parliament was |
continued. It states that Joan Beaufort’s husband. Sir James Stewart of Lome, was 1
j
summoned to parliament for rebellion against the king, after which his goods, lands and !
possessions were declared eschete unless he compeared within a year and a day.**'* I
Stewart is known to have taken safe conducts to England in late 1445 and died in exile j
some years later, while the account given follows virtually word for word the judgement I
given on the earl of Angus at the same parliament.*** Furthermore, although placed into j
a collection of coronation oaths in the seventeenth century by Sir James Balfour of j
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _     i
keeper of the king, captain of Stirling and comptroller are all recorded with their respective 
offices, Miile Douglas is named as earl of Douglas alone (S.R.O. GD 132/2).
*”  ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 114r i
**® A.P.S., ii, 33; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle*, f. 1 Hr. Audiinleck claims that fee meeting sat for just j
three days, but its dating of fee parliament is very inaccurate, placing it on 5 June 1446. A.P.S. j
states feat parliament was immWiately continued, but feere was time for fee act of revocation i
to be made.
*** R- J. Lyall, ‘The Medieval Scottish Cormation Service: Some Seventeenth Cmtury |
Evidmce’, Innes Review, 28 (1977), 3-21, 15 |
**’ Lyall, ‘Medieval Scottish Coronation Service’, 15 (citing British Library, MS Harley 4700, |
and N.L.S. MS25.5.6). The relevmt oafes are {Minted by Lyall, op. cit., 9-10 (from a :
sevmtemth century copy) and J. Pinkerton, History of Scotland (London 1797% i, 476-7 (from %
MS Harley 4700)
*** O’Brim, ‘Scottish Parliammt’, app. N, 368; A.P.S., i, 192,199
**^  J. Pinkerton, The History ofScotlandfrom the Accession of the Home of Stuart to that ofMary 
(London, 1797), i, 476-7
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Denmilne, the oaths at no point claim to be any such thing, although they have been 
interpreted as such/** They are, in fact, precisely what the manuscript states them to be: 
*Forma luramenti Regis suis tribus statibus'—3be form of the king’s oath to his three 
estates, and the estates reciprocal oaths ‘made in the parliament beginning at Perth the 
14 day of June in the year 1445’/*’ As such they provide the clearest possible evidence 
in the fifteenth century of the ‘political theory’ behind the king’s relationship with the 
estates, and a fascinating insight into the perceived powers of parliament and estates 
over the crown. The king’s oath is as follows:
‘I sail be leille and treu to God, and Haliekirk, and to the thre estaitis of my 
realme, and ilk estate keipe, goueme and defend in ther auen fredome, and 
priuilidge at my goodlie pouer, after the lawues and custumes of the realme, 
the lau Cristine and statuts of the realme nother to eike nor mynisshe 
without the consent of the 3 estaits, and nothing to wyrke na vse tuoching 
the comon profitt of the realme bot consent of the three estaitts, the lau and 
statuts made by my forbears keipe and vse at all poynts with all my pouer 
till all my lieges in all thinges, sua that they repung naught the faith: Sua 
helpe me God and this halydoume’.**®
This is one of the few instances in the fifteenth century where the king’s duties to the 
estates, and hence parliament’s powers over the crown are specifically set out. Above 
all, the phrase given in italics indicates the perceived right of the estates to oversee a 
broad range of the king’s activities, while the king did not have the right to tamper with 
decisions and legislation made by the estates’ authority.
The king’s oath is followed by oaths of homage and fealty from the clerics and 
barons (the burgh commissioners are omitted). Their promises, in comparison, seem less 
arduous. The clerics promise loyalty and ‘the best counsaile I can to geue you, quhen ye 
charge me’. The baron’s oath is similar. Firstly, in a manner similar to a bond of 
manrent, they stated ‘I becume your man as my leige king ... agains all that hue and dee 
may’, followed by a promise to give counsel in a similar manner to the clerics. Finally a 
promise is given to ‘your skaith na dishonour to heir nor see bot I sail lett it at al my 
goodie pouer and wame you therof, sa helpe me God.’ This is followed in the 
manuscript by an oath of fealty which largely repeats the same promises: of loyalty,
*** Rot. Scot., ii, 327,331,347; A.P.S., ii, 59-60
*** Lyall, ‘Medieval Scottish Coronation Service’, 16; McGladdery, James 11,33  
**’ Lyall, ‘Medieval Scottish Coronation Service’, 9-10; Pinkerton, History, i, A16-lHistory of 
Scotlandfrom the Accession of the House ofSTuart to that ofM  
**® Lyall, ‘Medieval Scottish Coronation Service’, 9-10. My italics.
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protection from harm, and counsel/*® Such notions were clearly important to the 
government in the summer of 1445, perhaps as a way of adding to the legitimacy of their 
own positions and protecting themselves from attack. Thus the parliamentary oaths are 
paralleled closely by a bond made between the king’s council and Walter Ogilvy of 
Beaufort, on 7 July 1445, while parliament was still sitting at Edinburgh. In this Ogilvy 
promised to take the part of the king for his lifetime, and bound himself to the 
councillors to take no part in the undoing of their persons, and to warn them if any such 
action was planned.*'*®
Probably following the ceremony, yet another act of revocation was made, this 
time only of lands and immoveable goods possessed by James I at the time of his death, 
‘on to the tym of his [James II’s] lauchful age’.*'** Together the oaths and the revocation 
were clearly designed to add further to the authority of the Livingston-Douglas 
government, while also indicating a degree of fear about the dangers still posed by their 
enemies. Thus to an extent the oaths anticipate the (far less successful) bonds made by 
the Kennedies and Boyds in the 1460s as a means of protecting their regimes from attack 
by rivals. Nevertheless the oaths and the revocation were not a purely cynical way of 
defending the current court faction. The need for another revocation, albeit more limited 
in its terms than the previous year’s, suggests a genuine attempt to protect the king’s 
estates against claims, just as the oaths reflect a real belief in the estates’ powers over the 
king. Thus the act was careful to stress that the king’s possessions were to be 
‘vndemandit and unpleyit of ony man befor ony Juge within the Realme’. As with the 
1438 revocation, the act may have been partially aimed at resisting the demands of 
Robert, lord Erskine, almost certainly present when the act was made, concerning the 
earldom of Mar.*'*’
The continued parliament reassembled at Edinburgh by 28 June 1445. Four large 
official parliamentary witness lists provide the names of fifty-three people from all three 
estates, with documents made while parliament was sitting providing some further 
names.*'** A wealth of material survive for the latter part of the meeting compared with 
any other meeting since the death of James I, and it seems that the parliament was 
intended to mark a new beginning in the reign, not least by signifying the victory of the 
Livingston-Douglas faction over their rivals—the queen, the Black Knight of Lome,




*'** See below, app. C
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Bishop Kennedy, Lord Crichton and the earl of Angus. In this it was an assembly similar 
in nature to the October 1488 parliament which sought the further humiliation of those 
who had lost at Sauchiebum while overseeing the aggrandisement of the victorious 
party.*'*'* Only Lord Crichton himself, among the defeated queen’s party, avoided 
attempted retribution. A combination of possession of the virtually impregnable 
Edinburgh castle and Crichton’s own political gifts saw him surrender the castle on 
generous financial terms before 1 July and immediately rejoin the government as a 
member of the daily council.*^ * The queen, in the company of Adam and Patrick 
Hepburn of Hailes, was besieged at Dunbar where she died on 15 July. Hepburn 
immediately gave over the castle ‘throu threty’.*'** The queen’s husband. Sir James 
Stewart of Lome, and James Douglas, earl of Angus, were both summoned to parliament 
for rebellion and crimes against the king. Neither compeared, upon which the dempster 
declared that all their goods would be escheat to the king if they failed to appear to 
underlie the law within a year and a day.*'*’ Stewart quickly arranged safe conducts to 
England, where he seems to have gone into exile with his sons, probably dying abroad 
after 1451.*'*® James Kennedy, already attacked by the earl of Crawford in January 1445, 
was now more formally criticised, and proceedings were considered to deprive him of 
his bishopric.*'*® The attack seems to have been negotiated as part of a trade-off with the 
other bishops which took place in a special meeting outwith the parliament chamber on 
28 June, attended by thirty-six people of all three estates. John Winchester, bishop of 
Moray, acting as the procurator and spokesmen of the assembled clerics, asked John 
Crannach, bishop of Brechin, conservator of the privileges of the Scottish church for a 
transumpt of two bulls. The first was clearly in the interests of the assembled bishops—a 
bull of Gregory XI, dated 18 April 1375, approving charters of David II and Robert II by 
which the kings renounced their right to seize the moveable goods of bishops on their 
death and appropriate them to the crown, hence giving them the right of testament.**® 
The second transumpt was of a bull of Martin V of 13 May 1426 which recorded the 
deprivation of Finlay de Albany, bishop of Argyll, following the forfeiture of the Albany
*'** N. A. T. Macdougall, James /F  (Edinburg 1989), 58-60
*'** ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f  11 Ir. Criditcn witnessed four pieces of crown business between 1 |
and 7 July (McGladdery, James 33, 46 n. 12; S.RO. GD148/1/11; S.RO. RH6/311);
Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 342 j
*^ * ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, 11 Ir; Patrick Hepburn retook Dunbar by force in 1446 {E.R, v, Ixvii, f
184; Brown, Black Douglases, 275)
*'*’ Pinkerton, History, i, 477; A.P.S., ii, 59-60 i
*'*® Rot. Scot., ii, 327,331,347; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, nos. 1181, 1203. ‘Auchinleck’, £ 121v, gives I
an account of his death at sea at the hand of Flemings, although the date given (\^ y  1449) is 4
certainly wrong.
*'*® Reg. Brechin., i, 98-104; Concilia Scotiae: Ecclesiae Scoticanae Statuta tam Provincialia Î
quam Synodalia quae Supersunt, MCCXXV-MDLIX, ed. J. Robertson, 2 vols (Bannatyne Club, i
1866), i, civ; Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 343
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Stewarts in May 1425, for the crimes of counsel, help and favour to the king’s rebels and 
the crime of lese-majesty/** There seems little reason, as Professor Nicholson pointed 
out, in ‘raking up this old affair unless there was some talk of depriving some present 
bishop’.**’ That bishop was undoubtedly the most prominent absentee from the June and 
July 1445 parliament—Jam% Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews. Although the 
deprivation, like the attack on Angus and Lome, eventually came to nothing, Kennedy 
was to remain persona non grata well into the majority of James n.***
Retribution against the defeated was paralleled by generosity to the victors’ 
party. Three new earls and five new lords of parliament are seen for the first time at the 
Edinburgh session of the 1445 parliament.**^  Indeed the meeting was conclusively 
packed by Douglas and Livin^ton adherents, while no obvious allies of the defeated 
party dared to show their faces. The earl of Douglas himself was surrounded by his own 
family—his brother Archibald, earl of Moray, and Hugh, earl of Ormond. Moray had 
acquired his title through marriage, between 1434 and 1442, to Elizabeth Dunbar, heiress 
to the earldom of Moray, but this was the first time that he had been styled earl.*** 
Ormond was an entirely new earldom which took its name from a hill on the Black Isle 
in the lordship of Ardmeanach, created from lands in the earl of Douglas’s hands by his 
marriage to Margaret Douglas, the ‘Fair Maid of Galloway’.*** No crown estates were 
involved in the new creations. The third new earl was Alexander Seton, earl of Huntly. 
Huntly was perhaps less close to the Douglases, indeed was Crichton’s son-in-law, and 
had been employed by Crichton in the north in 1440 in the dispute with Robert, lord 
Erskine over Kildrummy. In the near future he would enter into a prolonged conflict 
with a much closer ally of the Douglases, the earl of Crawford (who was also present), 
and would be engaged in conflict with two Crawford earls at the battles of Arbroath and 
Brechin in 1446 and 1452 respectively.**’ Nevertheless his title indicates that he had at 
least remained neutral in the recent conflict, and probably it was designed to act as an 
incentive for closer co-operation. The earl of Crawford’s support for the Douglases had
**® Reg. Brechin., i, 99 
*** Reg. Brechin., i, 100
**’ Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 343
*** N. A. T. Macdougall, ‘Bishop James Kennedy of St Andrews: a Reassesment of his Political 
Career’, in N. A. T. Macdougall, ed., Church, Politics and Society: Scotland 1408-1929 
(Edibrugh, 1983), 1-22, 11-12 
***Xf.&,ii, 59-60
*** Hbk. Brit. Chron, 516 
*** Dunlop, Jan^s Kenmdy, 61 and n 
**’ ‘AuchinleckChronicle’, f. lllv , 123r-v
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been more material—it was probably at least partly in aid of the Douglas cause that he 
had attacked Bishop Kennedy’s estates in Fife with James Livingston in January 1445.^ *^
The lords of parliament were similarly close to the Douglases. James Hamilton 
of Cadzow was a particularly close ally, also involved in the raid on Fife, created lord of 
parliament as Lord Hamilton on 28 June in parliament, where his estates were 
simultaneously united into a lordship following his resignation into the king’s hands. 
On the same day Laurence Abernethy was created lord Saltoun of Abemethy.^ ®® The 
1445 parliament has traditionally been seen as a defining moment in the evolution of 
lordships of parliament,*®^  and it is certainly possible, although not catain, that four 
other lordships were created—Andrew, lord Gray of Foulis, Patrick, lord Glamis, and 
Henry, lord Dalkeith, are seen using their respective peerage styles for the first time on 1 
July at parliament, while George, lord Leslie, had acquired his new title by 20 July.*®^  
Nevertheless, the notion that 1445 marks the beginning of official recognition of the 
style has perhaps been overstated. Of the eleven lords of parliament prient, six had 
been using peerage styles from earlier in the reign. Moreover, the lordships of Crichton, 
Lome, Dirleton and Sinclair all predated 1445, although their possessors were absent.*®^  
Four of the lords prient had been using lord of parliament titles since 1437-8.*®* Thus 
by 1445 the peerages were probably fairly well established, and although this date marks 
the first surviving occurrence of the phrase ^parliamenti nostri dominis  ^ in direct 
connection with the titles, this does not necessarily prove that the phrase was created at 
this time—indeed the concept of lords of parliament dated back at least as far as 1428, 
albeit not in the form seen in 1445.*®® Official recognition had been inherent in the titles 
since soon after the death of James I. Most of the early references to lords of parliament 
are in official documents, indeed several are in the acts of parliament themselves—after 
all a title that carried no additional lands was entirely valueless if it did not have
*®* ‘Auchinleck Chrcmicle’, f. l l lv
*®^ ‘Auchinleck Ghraiicle’, f  11 Iv; A.P.S., ii, 59
*®® A  Grant, ‘The Development of the Scottish Peerage’, S.H.K, Ivii (1978), 1-27, 12; Scots 
Peerage, vii, 407; Maitland Msc., i, 383
*®* Grant, ‘Development of tee Scottish Peerage’, 13
*®^ A.P.S., ii, 60; E.R, v, 206. The lordship of Dalkeith, however, dat% from 1439, ^^en Henry’s 
father, is seen with the title {R.MS., ii, no. 208). 1445 marks only Henry Douglas’s official 
recognition as lord Dalkeith rather tean his elde* brother James, tee heir.
*®® R.M.S., ii, nos. 202,205,210. The absence of Crichtm, Lome and Dirleton was unsurprising, 
as they were associated with tee defeated Crichton faction.
*®* The lords in question, and tee dates of their first appearance with a peerage style are: 
Campbell (1427 and 1437), Graham (pre-1424 and 1443), Somerville (1438), Maxwell (1438), 
Montgomery (1437), Dalkeith (1445, title created 1439) Hamilton (1445), Saltoun of 
Abernethy (1445), Gray (1445), Glamis (1445), Erskine (1440) (see above, chapter 3;A.P.S., Ü, 
55-6, 58, 60; Rot. Scot., ii, 307, 310; R.M.S., ii, no. 208; Grant, ‘Development of tee Scottite 
Peerage’, 12-13)
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recognition.*®® The parliament of June to July 1445 undoubtedly added to the numbers of 
the lords of parliament, but it probably added little to the concept.
The activity in parliament was paralleled by agreements and patronage by an 
enlarged daily council. Walter Ogilvy of Beaufort made a bond with the council on 7 
July to take the part of the king, and protect the council against all enemies in return for 
confirmation of his offices of sheriff-depute of Forfar and Banff, his states held of the 
earl of Ross, and a promise of the lands of Brotherton in Kincardine.*®^  Further 
patronage was given on 3 July to Sir James Auchinleck of that Ilk and his wife Elizabeth 
Melville, witnessed by seventeen people, including six bishops, five earls, four lords of 
parliament and lord Crichton, recently returned to a position on council.*®*
The Douglases were using parliament as a powerfiil tool to augment their power. 
There is little impression of moderation by the estates of the ruling faction, and those out 
of favour with the regime prudently stayed away. The meeting, by its differentiation 
from the previous general councils, by the king and estates’s oaths, and by the creation 
of the new earls and lords, was intended to mark a new beginning in Scotland. But it was 
the Douglas family, not the king, that was proclaiming new authority. This level of 
power over parliament was almost unparalleled in the fifteenth century, at least during a 
minority. Indeed it was an authority that would probably have been envied by all the 
kings between 1424 and 1488. Nevertheless, it was power that derived from the broad 
support which the Douglases were able to muster from the estates. If the earl of Douglas 
dictated his terms to parliament, it was at least partly because so many of the assembled 
estates were part-takers in the Douglas-Livingston victory.
The Douglas supremacy might go some way to explaining the paucity of 
evidence for any meeting of parliament between July 1445 and April 1449. The 
Douglas-Livingston alliance was so strong that the estates’ consent may have been 
unnecessary. Nevertheless, the absence of surviving acts of parliament should not be 
assumed to prove the absence of meetings, especially since the register of the great seal 
is also virtually non-existent between 1445 and the end of 1449.*®^  Dr. Dunlop states that
*®^AF.5:,ii, 59,15
*®® The earliest official Scottite document using the lord of parliamait styles is a great seal letter 
dated 30 November 1437 (Rot. Scot., ii, 307). Lords Graham and Erskine are seen with their 
titles for the first time in parliaments pria- to 1445 (A.P.S., ii, 55-6,58)
*®^ S.RO. RH6/311, GD45/27/106 
*®* S.RO. GD148/1/11
*®^ Only three diartars are recorded between 3 April 1445 and 9 December 1449, with none for 
1448 (RM.S., ii, nos. 287-290). Nevertheless great seal charters were being issued in
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in May 1446 ‘a council was hastily convened at Stirling* to discuss policy regarding 
negotiations between England and France for peace, which was then ‘prorogued* until 
18 July at Edinburgh, a statement that has been taken to imply a general council, but 
unfortunately provides no clear source.*  ^Certainly Unicorn Herald was sait to France 
in 1446 "de mandato conciliV, not general council.*’* Dr. Borthwick has shown that 
there were a number of lords at Edinburgh at this time, including lord Glamis, lord 
Lindsay of the Byres, lord Gray, Patrick Hepburn of Waughton and possibly the provost 
of Aberdeen.*’  ^This certainly might imply an instance of an enlarged council meeting, 
but probably not a general council.
A meeting at some point in early 1448 is much more likely. Before 12 May 1448 
a tax was levied to enable an embassy to be sent to France to negotiate the king’s 
marriage. A letter of that date from the abbot of Paisley, Thomas Tarves, to the abbot of 
Cluny includes a list of instructions for the bearer, Thomas Forsyth on how he was to 
excuse the abbey’s inability to pay all the annual sum due to Cluny, One of the reasons is 
stated to be:
‘a grave imposition or collection made by the whole realm ... for an 
embassy sent to France for the marriage of our lord the king. In which 
collection we were taxed to the maximum amount, and which said sum it 
was not possible to obtain, it being necessary to impinge upon certain of the 
monastery’s rents for certain years in the future. And this and also diverse 
other sinister events impede us from being able to make implementation of 
the lord abbot’s desires in fiill.’*’^
The register of the great seal records an act under 16 January 1448 which is dated in 
A.P.S. to 19 January 1450, and this might provide a credible date for a meeting that 
granted the tax.*’* Certainly James H would write to Charles VII of France on 1 and 9 
January 1448 to say that he was about to send an embassy to France. This would imply 
the meeting of the estates that granted ftmding for the embassy was sitting or had already 
sat.*’® At the very least it would seem unlikely that even the Douglas family would be 
able to levy a national contribution without recourse to the estates, and the phrase ‘by
considerable numbers throughout this time (e.g. S.R.O. GD148/1/11 (1445), GD28/83 (1446), 
GD137/3728 (1446), GD47/1 (1447), GD254/4 (1447), GD279/2 (1447), GD124/1/1 (1448), 
GD132/2 (1448), SP7/14 (1449))
*’° Dunlop, James Kenne<fy, 87-8; Young, Parliaments of Scotland, ii, 750, 757, n.50 
*^ * &R,v,221
*^  ^Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, £^p. B, 483; S.R.O. GD70/1 
*^® Copiale, 355
*’* KM.S, ii, p. 70n.;AP.&, ii, 36
*’® Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Lat. 10187, no. 10; Letters and Papers Illustrative of the Wars 
of the English in France, ed. J. Stevenson (Rolls Series, 1861), i, 197-8
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the whole realm [per totum regnumY implies the involvement of a parliament or general 
council The abbot of Paisley’s comments also show that this taxation, although 
undoubtedly raised for a legitimate cause, was considered to be a ‘sinister event’ in 
certain quarters, but it is impossible without other evidence to deduce whether any 
opposition was offered in parliament. The evidence for the 16 January 1448 date is at 
best flimsy. There appears to be no evidence why the act should be misdated to 19 
January 1450, and it appears in six manuscript versions of the acts of parliament along 
with the other 1450 acts.*’® It is possible the 1450 act, concerning spoliation, was a 
repeat of an act made in 1448 but this must remain supposition. Nevertheless the January 
1448 date fits in well with the negotiations taking place at that time. James II’s letter of 9 
January 1448, stating that he was about to send an embassy to the continent to arrange 
marriages for himself and his sisters, was followed by his ambassadors being given their 
safe conduct to travel through England on 23 April, which would provide time for the 
tax to be collected, and shortly predates the abbot of Paisley’s comments on 12 May.*”
It is possible that another meeting of the estates met in the spring of 1448. Dr 
Dunlop alleges that on 6 May James II would write to Charles VII specifically stating 
that he was sending his embassy ‘with the advice of his Estates’, although this might 
refer to the earlier meeting. Unfortunately this particular reference has not yet been 
found. The embassy was to treat for matters concerning France and Scotland, 
particularly the observance of the auld alliance.*’* On the same day James would 
empower his ambassadors to treat for marriage with the families of Burgundy, Gueldres 
or Cleves—families with links with Burgundy. Hence the taxation for the embassy 
would in fact pay for negotiations with two countries—firstly with Philip the Good with 
whom agreement was reached for an alliance and marriage with Mary of Gueldres on 1 
April 1449, and secondly with Charles VII, who agreed a renewal of the Franco-Scottish 
alliance on 31 December 1448.*’  ^ The king’s commission, however, was made "cum 
nostri Consilii deliberatione matura\ and thus probably suggests that parliament was 
not sitting at this time. Marriage with Gueldres and alliance with Burgundy had 
important trade implications for Scots, and may also have put pressure on Charles VII to 
renew the Franco-Scottish alliance at a time when negotiations were being carried out 
between France and England. The negotiations coincided too with a breakdown of
*^® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. N, 369
*”  Dunlop, James Kenmdy, 89 and n ; McGladdery, James //, 44-5; Rot. Scot., ii, 332 
*’* Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 93 (citing Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Lat. 10187, no. 10. This 
reference seems to refer to letters of 1 January 1448 and an undated letter of 1448 to Charles
VII, neither of which mention the estates.)
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relations with England that resulted in extensive violence in the borders in late 1448.**® 
To summarise, nearly all the conditions that generally demanded the calling of a meeting 
of the estates were present in early 1448—tax, trade, diplomacy and the threat of war.
More certainty surrounds the last meeting of the estates that met before the king 
took control of government. General Council was certainly sitting at Stirling on 4 April 
1449, although little else is known about the proceedings.*** The surviving records 
amount to a public instrument made at the request of Sir Thomas Erskine, eldest son and 
heir of Robert, lord Erskine, in the presence of the king and three estates gathered in 
Stirling tollbooth, recording the latest round in the prolongued dispute between the 
Erskines and the crown over the earldom of Mar. In the instrument he recorded his offer 
to implement the indentures previously made between himself and his father on the one 
side and the king and council on the other, from the arbitration of the three estates over 
the earldom of Mar and castle of Kildrummy, as soon as the fermes of the earldom taken 
‘unjustly’ by the king’s officers since the previous Martinmas (11 November 1448) were 
restored. Furthermore, he protested that any delay in the implementation of the terms of 
the indentures should not prejudice him, his father, or his heirs. **^  Interestingly, the 
‘arbitration’ by the estates had been made by the second estate alone, as it was alleged 
that the prelates and burgh commissioners could not give judgement in a matter of fee 
and heritage.**^  The indenture between the Erskines and the council mentioned probably 
refers to an indenture made on 20 June 1448. In this Erskine agreed to deliver 
Kildrummy by 3 July to the king’s officers until the king’s majority, whereupon the 
estates would make judgement on who had the legitimate right to the castle and 
Erskine’s half of the earldom.***
A short witness list to the instrument gives some hints as to nature of the full 
assembly. Those who put their names to the document were some of the most powerful 
men of all three estates, several associated very closely with the government. It does not 
seem, as has been assumed, that the witness list therefore suggests those figures
*”  Lille, Archives du Nord, B427 (15,853 bis); Dunlop, James Kennedy, 100; McGladdery, 
James II, 44
**® Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 348; Dunlop, James Kennetfy, 93
*** AP.S, ii, 60-1 (original in S.RO. GD124/1/159) 
ii, 60-1; S.RO. GD124/1/159 
**^  For discussions of parliament and gmeral council’s competence in matters of fee and heritage 
see MacQueen, Common Law and Feudal Society, 215-238; A. Borthwick, ‘Montrose v. 
Dundee and tee Jurisdiction of Parliament over Fee and Heritage in tee Mid-Fifteenth 
Century’, in C. Jones (ed.). The Scots and Parliament (Edinburgh, 1996), 33-53, although 
neither mentions this example.
*** McGladdery, James II, 40
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supporting Erskine’s claims against the crown.**® Most obviously the earls of Douglas 
and Crawford and the bishop of Glasgow, the keeper of the privy seal, were very 
prominent in business transacted by the crown during the spring and summer of 1449, 
and for the previous four years.**® In feet Douglas and Crawford will almost certainly 
have favoured resistance to Erskine’s claims. Both had longstanding ambitions in the 
north—Crawford directly through his own estates, Douglas by kinship with his brothers, 
the earls of Moray and Ormond, who were created by his influence. Although Crawford 
and Douglas ambition in the north had not always been complementary, there was 
clearly nothing to be gained for either man in supporting the Erskine cause.**’ The 
pr%ence of three northern bishops, John Winchester of Moray, George Lauder of Argyll 
and William Moodie of Caithness, will probably not have aided Erskine’s cause any 
further. The burgh commissioners too, particularly in the cases of William Cranston 
from Edinburgh and James Parkle from Linlithgow, were too closely associated with the 
government, and particularly the Livingstons, to offer strong support for Erskine’s cause, 
not to mention too geographically remote to have a strong interest.*** The limited 
witness list, therefore, does little to counter the opinion that the Douglases and their 
alli% continued to dominate parliamentary proceedings in the latter part of James II’s 
minority.
Little else can be deduced about the general council, although it is unlikely that 
the arbitration over Mar was the sole reason for the assembly. The pressure of other civil 
justice, however, may have been main motivation for a meeting, as no overwhelming 
political reason for an assembly is apparent. It is possible that negotiations with England 
may have been discussed, as an embassy was appointed a little over a month later, on 10 
May 1449, to go to England to negoatiate a continuation of the truce, but any other 
reason for the meeting must remain supposition.**®
Although it seems clear that the entire proceedings of at least one meeting of the 
estates between 1445 and 1449 has been lost, the impression remains that the 
Livingstons and the earl of Douglas avoided meetings of the estates after 1445, while 
those meetings that did assemble were, as far as can be deduced, strongly dominated by 
the Douglases and their allies. This seems most likely to have been connected to 
combined Douglas, Livingston and Crichton power largely negating the need for
**® McGladdery, James II, 104
**® S.R.O. SP7/14; Lille, Archives du Nord, B427 (15877); R.M.S., ii, no. 287; S.R.O. GD132/2 
**’ Brown, Black Douglases, 268-9
*** Young Parliaments of Scotland, i, 145,150-2, ii, 492,558-9 
**® Cal Docs. Scot., iv, 1212
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assemblies. From around 1443 it is noticeable that great seal charter witness lists had 
expanded beyond the normal figure of between five and seven people seen in the early 
part of the reign, and which had also been typical in the reign of James I.*®® Particularly 
from 1445, witness lists of around ten or more become common, suggesting that an 
enlarged daily council was taking on some of the roles that parliament had previously 
performed.*®* A relatively broad selection of people are seen at court, not just crown 
bureaucrats, albeit that most had links with the Douglases. Thus even George, earl of 
Angus, arraigned in July 1445 and no friend of the Black Douglases, came to court on 
24 October 1446 and 31 March 1448. The lords Gray, Glamis, Graham and Somerville 
also made appearancoi at the daily council.*®^
The evidence for the precise operation of the government from 1445 to 1449 
remains slight, however, and the possibility cannot be ruled out of further evidence being 
found to show meetings of the estates hitherto unknown. But the June to July 1445 
meeting had suggested the Douglases ability to pack parliament with supporters in a way 
that would reduce the possibility of effective opposition to virtually nil. In such an 
atmosphere the earl of Douglas and the council may not have felt the need to continue 
calling frequent meetings. If so, this reflected a level of political domination by the court 
faction not achieved by any monarch before 1495. The three families that had struggled 
for power through the minority. Black Douglas, Crichton and Livingston, ended the 
period co-operating in a government that was virtually impregnable. The three estates 
played no part in that coalition’s end—that was brought about only by the intervention 
of the king himself in 1449.
*®®RM&,ii,nos. 201-269
*®* RMS., ii, nos. 271-3,286-8; S.R.O. GD28/83, GD137/3728, GD47/1, GD132/2 
*®2 S.R.O. GD137/3728, GD132/2, GD47/1, GD124/1/1
Chapter 5—PARLIAMENT IN THE D ou g la s C ivil W ar. 1450-1455 
Monarchy Renewed: 1450
In the autumn of 1449 James II took the opportunity afforded by Alexander Livingston 
of Callander’s absence in England to attack the Livingston faction’s grip on the 
machinery of government. Alexander Livingston had travelled to England with the 
bishop of Dunkeld and the abbot of Melrose to discuss a continuation of the English 
truce at Durham, where the negotiations reached their conclusions on 18 September. 
Two days later James Livingston, captain of Stirling and chamberlain, Robert Callander, 
keeper of Dumbarton castle, John Livin^ton, keeper of Doune castle, and David 
Livingston of Greenyards, were arrested. Shortly afterwards they were joined in 
captivity by Robert Livingston of Middle Binning, the comptroller. Most of them were 
placed in Blackness castle, under the keepership of Sir George Crichton of Cairns.* The 
Auchinleck Chronicle claims that Sir Alexander Livingston was arrested ‘sone eftir’, but 
he may not have returned to Scotland at all. Certainly by 1 June 1450 he was in exile ‘on 
account of rebellion and excesses against the king of Scotland’.^
The attack on the Livingstons marked the emergence of James II into active 
kingship, albeit that his actions against the Livingstons and their allies needed the 
support of the earl of Douglas and the Crichtons to be put into action during late 1449 
and early 1450.® The king’s new authority was reflected in the parliament that assembled 
on 19 January 1450 at Edinburgh to oversee the forfeiture of the Livingstons and to issue 
a large amount of new legislation.* No parliament since March 1430 matches this 
assembly for legislative output and other business, albeit that a large proportion of the 
acts were reissues of legislation made in the reign of James I. Fifty-one people are 
recorded in official documents as attending the meeting, including eight bishops, three 
abbots, six earls and seven lords of parliament, and it is probable that the total
* CaL Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1216; ‘Audbinleck Chronicle’, f. 122r, printed in C. McGladdery, 
James II (Edinburg 1990), app. 2, 160-173; A. Borthwick, ‘The King, Council and 
Councillors in Scotland 1430-1460’ (Edinburgh Univasity Ph.D. diesis, 1989), app. C, 491, 
493, app. D, 505. It diould be noted that Dr McGladdery provides two quite diffaent versions, 
with discrepancies over dates and names, of the relevant folio of the Audiinleck Chronicle in 
James II, 49, and ^ p . 2.
 ^C.S.S.R, V, no. 349
® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 122r-v
* A.P.S., ii, 33-9, 61-5; Angus Archives, Montrose Library, M/Wl/15(lb); S.R.O. GD28/93, 
GD28/123, GD237/158/1/1; Lille, Archives de Nord, Musée 107 (a more perfect version of 
A.RS., ii, 61)
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attendance was far greater. Certainly the earl of Sutherland, in Edinburgh at the time of 
the parliament, but not recorded officially, will have attended the meeting.®
Parliament on such occasions, as is also seen in 1424 and 1469, had a strong 
symbolic as well as practical purpose. The presence of an active adult king for the first 
time since 1437 gave the estates added authority to draw up new legislation, and 
eighteen entirely new acts were made, while eight others were reissued.® Thus j
parliament heralded a new beginning, in the presence of a large assembly of the three i
estates, by which the carefiil protection of the king’s interests, estates and rights seen 
after 1437 came effectively (if not officially) to an end, and the parliament and adult
king began to act together to their full potential. Important legislation was made in an I
attempt to reassert the power of the crown over the realm. An act was made for the j
defence of the church, a frequent target of magnatial attacks during the minority, and j
practical temporary measures were proposed to pursue and punish the church’s !
attackers. General peace was proclaimed, ordering the king to appoint officers to 1
administer even justice in the localities, and the setting of justice ayres. Likewise, many |
of the other acts simply ordered that the normal processes of law enforcement be I
implemented, with justices, chamberlains and coroners carrying out their duties, and I
ordering justice to be done ‘ for the eschewing of grete and masterful thift and reife’. ’
More significant politically was the act forbidding rebellion, and ordering that |
any rebellion be punished by the advice of the three estates. The king was to be assisted I
by the whole land against those that made war against him, or were guilty of treason or i|
rebellion. This was no doubt aimed specifically at Archibald Dundas, who, on the third |
day of parliament, stuffed his tower of Dundas and ‘said he suld de ... bot gif the king |
did thaim [the Livingstons] grace’. The act included in its terms all those who aided |
those convicted in the January 1450 parliament, or should be convicted in the future ‘for I
crimes committit agaynis the king or againis his derest moder of gud mynde in the j
contrar of the act made ther apoun’. This latter act ordered those who commited treason, 
war, ‘layis handis on his personne violently of quhat age the king be, zonge or aide’, I
held castles against the king, or besieged a castle where the king resided, were to be i
treated as traitors.* These acts provide the only hints of the crimes used to convict the ^
Livingstons. Their actions in 1439, when they seized Joan Beaufort and the king, were |
now being used as the excuse for the forfeitures and executions. This no doubt reflected i
® See below, app. C
®4.f.&,ii, 33-7 -
11,35-7 I
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a genuine grievance on the king’s part for the violence involved in the seizure of his 
mother.® Nevertheless the speed with which James Livingston would be received back 
into favour as chamberlain by August 1452 sugg^ts that the king’s real motivations 
were more complex.*®
Not least among these motivations was the annexation of lands from the 
forfeited Livingstons. According to the Auchinleck Chronicle, Alexander Livingston of 
Callander, James Dundas of that Ilk, Robert Bruce, James Livingston, son and heir of 
Alexander, and Robert Livingston of Middle Binning were forfeited at the January 1450 
parliament, after which James Livingston and Robert Livingston were beheaded on 
Edinburgh castle hill.** Auchinleck is incorrect in at least one respect, as it was James 
Livingston’s younger brother, Alexander Livingston of Filde who was executed, and 
whose lands were granted to Alexander Napier on 7 March.*’ There were many among
the estates who will have supported the attacks. One of the main motivations for the
I
attacks on the Livingstons has been assumed to be the need to honour the queen’s agreed I
annual income of 10,000 French écus, settled by the treaty of Brussels, and which was j
confirmed by the three estates and granted in the form of earldoms, lordships, palaces, I
castles, lands and burgh customs on 22 January in parliament.*® The queen’s income j
agreed on 25 June 1449 had included the castle and lordship of Methven, under the j
keepership of Alexander Livingston of Filde, and the palace and customs of Linlithgow, j
also heavily under the influence of Robert Livingston. Their removal from influence, j
therefore, might be assumed to have aided the queen in taking possession.** î
Nevertheless, by January 1450, Methven had been replaced by the probably more j
valuable earldom of Menteith and Doune castle in the list of the queen’s estates. Thus i
the queen did not make any immediate gains from the forfeiture of the Livingstons, and '
would have to wait for a charter probably made in late 1451 before she was given the 
barony of Callander, forfeited by Sir Alexander Livingston.*® The king, however, made j
substantial gains, particularly from the execution of his comptroller, Robert Livingston
- —  _____ —   i
A.P.S., ii, 35-6; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 122v 
® R.M.S., ii, no. 324, is a charter given to Alexander Napier, tee comptroller, of tee lands of I
Philde (forfeited by Alexander Livingston of Callander), in recompense for tee harm done to J
his body at tee time of the queen’s incarceration.
*® Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, 203 !
** ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 122v j
*’ McGladdery, James II, 50; KM X, ii, no. 324 ]
*® McGladdery, James II, 50, and Dunlop, James Kennedy, 108 and n., bote see tee forfeitures as |
connected to honouring tee treaty of Brussels; A.PX., ii, 61; Lille, Archives du Nord, Musée 
107
** Lille, Ardiives du Nord, B427 (15877 ter)
*® A.PX, ii, 61; Lille, Archives du Nord, Musée 107; KMX., ii, no. 508 (this charter is undated, 
but follows charters made in November 1451 in tee MS register).
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of Middle Binning, thus cancelling a debt of £930 Scots payable from the queen’s dowry 
on 1 April 1450, and perhaps removing a major source of embezzlement from the king’s 
revenues.*®
If the queen gained little, this is undoubtedly not the case for some of the king’s 
other allies. William, 8th earl of Douglas, received three charters in parliament between 
26 January and 2 February, confirming his lands in Ettrick and Selkirk in regality, his 
regality of Galloway, and the marriage of Margaret Douglas "pro suo continuo et fldeli 
seruicio nobis hactenus impenso et impendendo^^  ^This patronage was augmented on 10 
February when the king granted Douglas two charters of lands escheat to the king by 
James Dundas of that ilk’s forfeiture—no doubt also in expectation of Douglas’s part in 
the siege of Dundas castle, then being held by James’s son, Archibald.** Alexander, earl 
of Huntly, also took the opportunity to have his estates and earldom confirmed before 
the three estates on 29 January, perhaps to add fiirther security to a title that had been 
created during the minority.*®
Concessions were also made by the king to the clerical estate in a formal 
ceremony that expanded on the proceedings of June 1445, when the clerics had obtained 
transumpts of bulls confirming the right of testament as part of a trade off that saw the 
bishops willing to exploit the bishop of St Andrews’ lack of favour with the Douglas 
faction.’® James Kennedy was now back in royal favour, and took part in the new 
ceremony along with the bishops of Glasgow, Dunkeld, Moray, Dunblane, Brechin, 
Ross and Argyll. Together they knelt before the king and stated their grievance that 
clerics’ possessions were appropriated by royal officers after their deaths, preventing 
them from disposing of their possessions as they wished. The clerics thereupon produced 
a draft charter that they asked the king to grant to redress the grievance, which, 
following the personal intervention of the queen on the bishops’ behalves, the king 
granted ‘from the deliberation, will and consent of the three estates of the realm’.’* The 
queen’s intervention was probably only a formality in a settlement that suited both 
parties. While the clerics gained the right of testament, the crown was recognised by the 
Scottish bishops as having a right to the temporalities of benefices in the collation of 
bishops during the vacancy of a particular see, while the vacant sees themselves were
*® Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 109
*’ A f.& , ii, 63-4; RMS., ii, nos. 308, 309,315
** RMS., ii, nos. 316,317; ‘Audiinleck Chronicle’, f. 122r
*® RMS., ii, no. 314. Thomas Thomson ommitted teis chart» from the printed A.P.S., although it 
clearly states that it was made in parliament.
’® Reg. Brechin, i, 98-104
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entrusted to vicars-general.”  The king had certainly made concessions, but in return he 
secured the support of the clerical estate at a crucial time, while tightening his hold on 
ecclesiastical revenues during vacancies.
The available sederunts for the January 1450 parliament underline precisely 
where the king’s most important support was coming from. In effect, the Douglas 
domination of meetings of the estate since 1445 seems to have continued, with the 
Black Douglas earls of Douglas, Moray and Ormond in attendance. Douglas power will 
have been augmented by the presence of Lord Crichton and George Crichton of Cairns, 
who were actively aiding the king in the continuing campaign against the Livingstons 
and their allies. The king, although he was now apparently acting as a free agent, was 
still heavily reliant, in parliament as elsewhere, on the support of two of the families 
who had dominated the minority. In a sense the king would not free himself fully from 
the constraints of minority government at any point before 1455. Thus the conflict with 
the Douglases which erupted in 1451 forced him into heavy reliance on the Crichton 
family, and the pardoning of the Livingstons.
The king could no doubt also count on the support of a large number of other 
figures present at parliament who would rise in royal service over the next five years as 
the Black Douglases fell from grace. The concessions to the eight bishops present will 
have probably secured their active support for the king in parliament, although they 
would have had no influence over the judgements of forfeiture.’® George Douglas, earl 
of Angus, was a leading ally over the next five years, while many lords of parliament, 
such as Patrick, lord Glamis, Andrew, lord Gray, William, lord Somerville, Patrick, lord 
Graham, John, lord Lindsay of the Byres and William, lord Hay, would be closely 
associated with both council and parliament after the onset of the king’s wars with the 
Douglas family.’* William, earl of Orkney, would also rise in royal service, being 
appointed chancellor from April 1454, while the earl of Huntly, although less closely 
associated with the crown after 1450, was unlikely to be other than supportive in a 
parliament where he was granted confirmation of his estates and earldom.’® Only lord 
Erskine had a legitimate reason for grievance, when, despite his pleas for justice before 
parliament. Chancellor Crichton continued die policy of royal procrastination over the
’*4.P.5.,ü,27-8 
”  Dunlop, James Kennedy, 113 
See below, app. C
’* For attendance at parliament 1450-1455 see below, app. C; for attendance at council 1450- 
1455, see RM.S., ii, nos. 297-601 
’® Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app. C, 488; RM.S, ii, no. 314
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matter of his right to the earldom of Mar, using as an excuse the act of general council 
made in March 1438 protecting all royal lands in crown hands at the death of James I 
until James U’s legitimate estate. In 1438 this had been stated to be James U’s twenty- 
first birthday, which was still one year hence.’® In fact the dispute would be solved, 
predictably in the king’s favour, only in November 1457.”
Thus the January 1450 parliament marked a symbolic and practical new 
beginning, in which the estates compeared in large numbers to demonstrate their support 
for the new adult king. Support for the forfeitures will have probably been 
overwhelming. Certainly the personal involvement of the Douglases and Crichtons in 
the fall of the Livingstons, and both families’ presence in numbers at parliament, will 
have discouraged any large scale resistance in parliament. Alexander Livingston’s life 
was probably saved by his absence abroad, reflected in the setting of a general council 
on 4 May to deal with rebels who had not compeared.’* James Livingston’s survival, 
despite his forfeiture, may have relied more on royal clemency, and it gave him time 
enough to escape to the domain of his son-in-law, John MacDonald, earl of Ross.’®
The estates duly reassembled in Perth tolbooth on 4 May. The initial reason for 
the meeting was stated in January to be primarily to deal with those that stuffed their 
houses against the king, those convicted of aiding the king’s rebels, and to lead process 
upon those who had been summoned in January but had not compeared. General council 
was also to deal with whatever civil actions were brought before it.®® A number of civil 
actions were certainly brought, but the original reason for the meeting, to deal with 
Archibald Dundas’s stuffing of Dundas tower in protêt at the forfeiture of his father, 
had ceased to be relevant.®* Shortly before general council assembled Dundas had 
surrendered the castle to the b^ieging army on terms. Although the castle was destroyed 
and its possessions divided up between the earl of Douglas, lord Crichton and George 
Crichton of Cairns, all those who had been holding the castle against the king were ‘put 
in the kingis grace’.®’
’®AP.&, ii, 62 (original in S.RO. GD 124/5/3), 31 
”  Dunlop, James Kennedy, 185
A.PX, Ü, 38-9 
’® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 118v 
*®AP.&,ii,39
®* A.P.S., xii, 22-3 (original in S.RO. RH6/324), an act of lords auditors in a cause of the abbot of 
Scone versus George Gray concerning the tithes of Rait. The document refers to the assembly 
as a parliamrait.
®’ ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 122v
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General council may have discussed matters concerning Scotland’s relations 
with France. On 23 April 1450 James U wrote to Charles VU of France stating that in 
the May general council he intended to discuss matters touching the French king, 
although he did not mention any specific proposals.®® The intention of this letter, and 
another of 1 July, seems to have been to reduce Charles VU’s concerns about the truce 
with England extended at Durham on 15 November 1449 and eventually confirmed on 9 
June 1450.®* James’s letters gave congratulations for Charles VII’s victories against the 
English in France, but despite various polite protestations, promised no material aid 
from Scotland, and it is difficult to see precisely what the three estates might have 
discussed. Certainly, although James promised to inform Charles of the results of his 
deliberations with the three estates, no further mention is made of the assembly in later 
letters to the French king.®®
Otherwise, the general council continued the process of patronage to the king’s 
allies begun at the January parliament, and was certainly attended by many of the same 
people.®® By 12 May the assembly had moved from the tolbooth to Perth Charterhouse, 
founded by James I, who in endowing it had stirred up a dispute with the Hay family. 
James I had granted the patronage of the parish church of ErroU to his new foundation 
after securing the resignation, allegedly by coercion, of the right from Sir William Hay 
of Erroll on 2 December 1429.®’ James II now set about solving the dispute, granting 
William, lord Hay, Sir William Hay’s grandson, the patronage of the parish of Turriff, in 
the king’s hands by the cessation of the earl of Buchan line, in recompense for his 
abandonment of any claim to Enroll.®* Lord Hay clearly had a far better relationship with 
James II than his grandfather with James I—he would be promoted to earl of Erroll in 
the midst of the crisis after the murder of the eight earl of Douglas, and was a frequent 
member of the king’s council in the early part of the majority.®® Further favour was 
displayed by the king to Dunfermline abbey and Perth Charterhouse, while, at the time 
that general council was sitting, the king granted important charters of confirmation. 
Duncan Campbell of Lochaw received confirmation of his charter of foundation of
®® Letters and Papers Ulustrative of the Wars of the English in France, ed. J. Stevenson (Rolls 
Series, 1861), i, 299-300 
®* Wars o f the English in France, i, 301-2; Cal. Docs. Scot, iv, no. 1222,1224; Foedera, xi, 271 
®® Wars o f the English in France, i, 300
®® See below, app. C. Fourteen of tee twenty-three people known to have been present at the May 
general council were also present in January.
®’ M. Brown, James /  (Edinburgh, 1994), 124
®* A P.S, ii, 66 (original in S.R.O. GD 1/421/2/1); I. B. Cowan, The Parishes of Medieval 
Scotland (Scottish Record Society, 1967), 202 
®® Hbk Brit. Chron., 508; R M S , ii, nos. 463-68,470-1,474-82, 503-4
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Kilmun collegiate church.*® George Campbell of Loudon, meanwhile, received 
confirmation of his sheriffdom of Ayr before the estates.** The king was using the 
parliament and general council of January and May 1450 to forge new links with 
magnates of his own choosing, solving old grievances and creating new allies who were 
independent of the houses of Douglas or Crichton. It was an intelligent use of the forum 
that would prove invaluable in the difficult years ahead. As yet James It’s reliance on 
the support of the earl of Douglas remained heavy, as was underlined on 22 May by a 
further grant to the earl of extensive lands forfeited by James Livingston, Sir Alexander 
Livingston’s son, the former comptroller Robert Livingston of Middle Binning 
(described dismissively as ‘a burgess of Linlithgow’), and James Dundas.*’ But the 
king’s relationship with his ‘most beloved kinsman’ was to change dramatically before 
parliament met again.*®
Confrontation and Capitulation: 1451-1453
After the patronage showered upon him between January and May 1450, William, earl 
of Douglas, must have felt entirely confident of his position when he left Scotland in 
October 1450 to travel to the papal jubilee at Rome. Travelling first to Lille in order to 
rendezvous with his brother James and an entourage of close supporters, William met 
Philip, duke of Burgundy, before travelling on to Rome, where they arrived in January 
1451.** The journey had a number of objectives beyond simply the credit accrued from 
visiting the apostolic thresholds—it aimed to establish Douglas’s status as a figure of 
European significance. At Rome William renewed favour with the papacy lost by James 
the Gross’s conciliarist pretensions, and was received, according to John Law, with 
honour above all other pilgrims securing notable patronage for bimself and his
*® A.P.S., ii, 65-6; RM.S, ii, no. 346
** RMS., ii, no. 351 (omitted by Thomas Thomson from AP.S., ii, although it records a 
resignation in tee presence of the teree estate at Perth)
RMS'., ii, no. 357
*® The phrase "carissimo consanguineo nostro\ and variants teereof, is almost ubiquitous in royal 
documents mentioning tee ei^ te earl, see eg. Lille, Archives du Nord, B427 (15877, 15877 
bis, 15877 ter); A.P.S., ii, 63-5. The phrase is often omitted by the editor from tee printed 
calendar of RMS., ii (compare RM.S., ii, nos. 308-9, 315, with uncalendared versions in 
AP.S., ii).
** Brown, Black Douglases, 287. A detailed account of tee events surrounding tee pilgrimage is 
provided by tee John Law Chronicle, printed in E.R, v, Ixxxv-bcxxvi n., which Dr Brown has 
suggested may derive from a lost section of tee Auchinleck Chronicle (Brown, Black 
Douglases, 309, n. 7; McGladday, James II, 128-30)
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companions.*® By 6 February 1451 Douglas had left the papal city, returning via the 
courts of Charles VO and Henry VI.*®
The absence of the earl of Douglas and so many of his supporters abroad, 
however, offered a clear opportunity for the king to repeat his actions of September 
1449, this time striking against Douglas power. The John Law Chronicle identifies 
Bishop William Turnbull of Glasgow, the chancellor, William, lord Crichton, and his 
cousin George Crichton of Cairns, as the men who persuaded King James to strike, and 
all three would be stalwart supporters of the king over the next three years.*’ In truth, 
however, the king probably had motives enough to persuade him of the merits of the 
attack. The prospect of reclaiming the earldom of Wigtown and lordship of Galloway for 
the crown, aiding the implementation of the queen’s marriage portion, and ending the 
Douglas influence over him would have provided a powerful incentive. The king’s 
presence with Bishop Turnbull, the two Crichton cousins, and the earl of Angus at 
Melrose abbey in December 1450 signalled the beginning of a campaign of intervention 
in the south-west that continued to Lochmaben in January 1451, and onwards to Ayr and 
Lanark in February. This progress included meetings with prominent south-western 
nobles, such as Gilbert Kennedy, Robert Colville, and lord Somerville, in attempts either 
to draw them away fi’om their traditional links with the Douglass, as in the case of 
Somerville, or to exploit grievances, as with Colville.**
When Douglas returned to Scotland from England in April, he was met by a 
royal force which destroyed Craig Douglas castle. The ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, in a 
notoriously cryptic comment, suggests that there followed a brief reconciliation with the 
king, and even that Douglas was briefly proclaimed lieutenant, although by whom and 
with what authority remains a mystery.*® On 17 April Douglas was named with many 
close councillors on a safe conduct to treat with the English touching violations of the 
truce at Newcastle.®® But by 23 April Douglas and the king were ‘als strange as ever thai 
war’, as the earl and thirty-four of his supporters, including his brothers the earls of 
Moray and Ormond, and James Douglas, James, lord Hamilton, and Alexander Hume of 
that Ilk, were being granted safe conducts to travel to England.®* This formidable list of
*® E.R, V, bcxxv C.S.S.R., v, nos. 389-1, 394-6, 410, shows supplications in favour of Douglas 
and his companions, James, lord Hamilton, Alexander Home of that Ilk and their kinsmen.
*® C.S.S.R, V, no. 410; Brown, Black Douglases, 287-8 
*^  KR, V, Ixxxv ».
** Brown, Black Douglases, 288 
*® KR, V, Ixxxvi n; ‘Audiinleck Chronicle’, f. 114r 
Rot Scot.,n, 344-5
®* Cal Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1232; Rot. Scot., ii, 346; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 114r
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magnates and border barons is proof enough that Douglas was not contemplating flight, 
only ‘open access to English bases and support’. James Douglas duly travelled to 
London ‘and was meikle maid o f, interfering with James II’s attempts to secure the 
truce with England.®’
Parliament will have been called by 19 May, and met on 28 June.®® It was a sign 
of the king’s failure and the continued cohesiveness of Douglas’s support. The king’s 
aim in early 1451, as the John Law chronicle states, may have been nothing less than the 
earl’s death—at the very least he will have expected to secure the surrender of Douglas 
without significant terms.®* Instead the Auchinleck Chronicler provides a detailed 
account of events at parliament and the public reaction:
‘To the quMlk parliament the forsaid erle William of Douglas come and put 
him body landis and gudis in the kingis grace and the king resavit him till 
his grace at the Request of the qwene and the three estatis and grantit him 
all his lordshippis agane outtane the erldome of wigtoun... and gaf him and 
all his a fire Remission of all things bygane to the day forsaid. And all gud 
scottismen war rycht blyth of that accordance.’®®
The final phrase hints at the relief of the estates that Douglas and the king had come to a 
settlement rather than continue the confrontation. The surviving charters made in 
parliament confirm the accuracy of the Auchinleck Chronicle. Between 6 and 8 July the 
king confirmed Douglas’s lands of Ettrick Forest, Selkirk, Trabeath, Culter, and the 
lordship of Galloway east of the Cree (thus specifically not including the earldom of 
Wigtown, which began west of the Cree), and the keepership of the west and middle 
marches, all following his resignation, ‘notwithstanding whatsoever crimes committed 
by the said William, earl of Douglas, or his uncle the late Archibald, earl of Douglas, or 
whomsoever of his predecessors, by cause or occasion of forfeiture or treason by 
treachery, or howsoever, perpetrated until the present day’. The lordship of Stewarton 
was also withheld.®® While parliament was sitting, between 6 and 7 July, eleven other 
charters were made in Douglas’s favour, confirming the rest of his estates after his 
resignation. Although these charters do not explicitly mention parliament, they may well 
have been made, with the others, before the estates.®’
®’ Brown, Black Douglases, 290; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 144r
®®AP.&,ii,39
®* E.R, V, Ixxxvi n.
®® ‘Auchinleck Chrmicle’, f. 114r
®® A.P.S., ii, 67-71; RM.S., ii, nos. 463-4, 466-71, 482. The reference to Archibald, earl of 
Douglas, presumably refers to the 5th earl, arrested by James I in 1431 and given a remission in 
parliament in October of that year (M. H. Brown, Ja/ncs /  (Edinburgh, 1994), 140.
®*^ RMS., ii, nos. 469-70,472,474-81
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The submission in parliament was stage-managed to look like a display of royal 
grace and benevolence, with the queen playing the role of mediator, as she had the 
previous year over the prelates right of testament.®* In fact it would have been perfectly 
apparent that the brief return of the earldom of Wigtown to the crown was a small gain 
for the enormous risk and expense involved in almost six months of campaigning. It was 
the king, not Douglas, who had capitulated. ,
Unfortunately, the surviving witness lists to the charters made in parliament do 
not provide any substantial indication of who attended the meeting. Those people who 
are known to have attended, wite the exertion of the earl of Crawford, who received a 
charter from forfeited Livingston lands at the same assembly, were by and large royal 
councillors. The bishops of Glasgow, Dunkeld, Moray and Whithorn, William, lord Hay, 
Patrick, lord Glamis, the master of the king’s household, and William, lord Keith, were 
all figures closely associated with the crown over subsequent years, and would rise in 
royal service. Lord Crichton’s and the earl of Angus’s ambition at the Black Douglases’ 
expense are well established. The earl of Huntly was less closely associated with the 
crown, but had risen under Crichton influence in the minority, and had long been at feud 
with the earl of Douglas’s ally, the earl of Crawford.®® There are no indications that the 
earls of Moray or Ormond, James Douglas, or any of their followers such as James, lord 
Hamilton, were present at parliament, nor any of the numerous figures named on the 
April safe conduct.®® While it is not impossible, given the limited witness lists, that such 
men attended but that their presence was not recorded, it seems very unlikely that figures 
of the status of Moray and Ormond could have been ignored if they attended. This is in 
stark contrast to the Black Douglas family’s attendance in recent years—both Moray and 
Ormond had been present at the pivotal parliaments of June to July 1445 and January 
1450, and probably the lesser intermediary assemblies. Thus the king and the earl of 
Douglas had reached a settlement, but this was clearly not a reconciliation with the 
family. Moreover the entire Douglas family and its followers, with the exception of one 
meeting in September 1451, would show little but contempt for the king’s parliament 
from this point onwards, remaining absent even at periods when they were theoretically
®* ‘Auchinleck Chrmicle’, f. I14r; A.P.S., ii, 37-8. The intaventim of the queen to secure royal 
clemency in parliament was a feature seen a number of times in the fifteenth century. Joan 
Beaufort intervened with the estates in 1429 to save the life of Alexand» MacDonald, lord of 
the Isles, although on ftiis occasion the intaventim may have been less stage-managed (W. 
Bower, Scotichronicon, ed. D.E.R. Watt, 9 vols. (Aberdeen, 1987-98), viii, 263).
®®AP.R,ii, 67-71
®® Cal Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1232
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at peace with the king.®* They were aware, no doubt, of the precedents of 1425 and 
1428, when meetings of the estates had witnessed seizures of the duke of Albany and the 
lord of the Isles.®’
Although parliament sat for at least eleven days, the only other significant 
business of the parliament to survive is a further charter made with the consent of the 
three estates to Mary of Gueldres, setting out in far more detail the lands, castles and 
customs which she had been granted in January 1450.®® Here certainly lay part of the 
motivation of the king’s attacks on the earl of Douglas, and particularly his 
preoccupation with recovering Wigtown. The earldom would be granted to the queen 
before 28 August 1452, while the need to provide her with lands of value up to £5,000 
per annum also saw her granted the earldom of Garioch on 26 August 1452, and 
forfeited Livingston estates in November 1451.®* This income had to be arranged not 
just through a sense of honour, but to make sure that the much larger sum of 60,000 
French écits (£30,000 Scots) for the queen’s dowry was received from Philip, duke of 
Burgundy. By 1 May 1450 the king had received 30,000 écus in two instalments, after 
which no further references are found to the dowry in Scottish records. James Kennedy, 
bishop of St Andrews, was probably pursuing payments in Burgundy in January 1452, 
when an ordinance was given for a small payment towards the remaining part of the 
dower (stated, oddly, to be 35,000 écus).^  ^Clearly the king had to honour his side of the 
agreement to prevent the duke of Burgundy being afforded an excuse to refuse further 
payments, while it seems likely that the queen herself was a force to be reckoned with in 
securing her financial independence.
It is likely that other topics were discussed during the eleven days that 
parliament sat. Not least among the discussions may have been the matter of the attack 
made by John MacDonald, earl of Ross, in March 1451 on the king’s northern castles of 
Inverness, Urquhart and Ruthven in Badenoch, motivated by the fall of the Livingstons 
and the flight of his father-in-law, James Livingston, to the highlands. Certainly the 
presence of Huntly and Crawford at parliament may have been motivated at least partly
®* See below, app. C
®’ See above, chapters 1, 2. The ‘parliament’ at Inverness may not conform to tee normal 
requirements of a meeting of tee estates, but seems at least to have been summoned according 
to parliamentary procedure.
®® A P X , ii, 66, 61; RMS., ii, no. 462
®* P. F. Tytler, History of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1882), ii, letter M, 386-7; RM.S., ii, nos., 592, 
508
®® Lille, Archives du Nord, B427 (15877, 15877 quat»); RMS., ii, nos. 329,345; Dunlop, James 
Kennedy, 135 and n.
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by these events.®® James will almost certainly have used the forum of his parliamentary 
reconciliation with Douglas to ask for aid against the earl of Ross. The apparent absence 
of the earls of Moray and Ormond had already shown that they had little interest in 
solving the king’s northern problems; earl William also procrastinated until the next 
meeting of parliament.
Parliament may have been continued over the summer. A body alleging 
parliamentary authority was sitting on 24 September at Edinburgh, when the act giving 
the right of testament to clerics was regranted.®’ It is not clear if this was a full session of 
parliament, or a continuation, and the only known business was unlikely to have 
neccesitated a meeting by itself. Nevertheless, the presence on that day of the earls of 
Douglas, Moray and Ormond, along with eight bishops, suggests that there were more 
important topics under discussion. Alexander Seton, earl of Huntly, and John Stewart, 
lord Lome, were also present, indicating strongly that the assembly was primarily 
interested in northern matters. It can only be assumed that the Black Douglas earls were 
not entirely co-operative. This was the last time that Moray and Ormond can be shown 
to have attended an assembly of the estates.®*
The implications of the Douglas family’s absence from meetings of the estates 
over the next few years, even during periods when they were theoretically at peace with 
the king, is important. If the three Black Douglas earls, James Douglas, the earl of 
Crawford, lord Hamilton, and the many others named on the April safe conduct to 
England had compeared, such as Sir Alexander Hume of that Ilk, Sir William Meldrum, 
Thomas Cranston of that Ilk, Andrew Ker of Altonbum, Sir Jam% Douglas of Ralston 
and Alan Cathcart of that Ilk, then the nature of the parliaments between 1451 and 1455 
might have been dramatically different.®® With such a large and still cohesive group of 
people, real pressure could have been placed upon the king by the Douglas faction in 
parliament. The family had dominated meetings of the estates between 1445 and 1450, 
but now they abandoned these forums entirely. As a result of their absence, perhaps 
understandably after 1452 for reasons of personal safety, but also from an apparent 
contempt for the king’s government, parliament from 1451 to 1455 became almost 
exclusively a tool for implementing royal policy.
®® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 118v; below, app. C 
®’ Reg. Brechin, i, 177-81; see below, app. C 
®* See below, app. C 
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The Douglases’ procrastination over the highlands was behind the king’s action 
at the meeting of parliament that met at Stirling just three weeks after the September 
meeting, on 13 October 1451. The king added fturther incentives for Douglas to aid him 
in the north by returning, on 26 October in parliament, the earldom of Wigtown and the 
lands west of the Cree, and the lordship of Stewarton, withheld during the June regrants 
and confirmations, notwithstanding any crimes by William’s predecessors or any acts of 
parliament or general council.’® It was the final capitulation on the part of the king, 
forced upon him by the Douglas brothers’ reluctance to help him in September. 
Everything that James had fought for in the spring of 1451 had now been returned. The 
earl of Douglas, however, was still loathe to co-operate, a factor that in June 1452 was 
stated to have been one of the reasons for his murder.’*
Despite the humiliating royal climb-down, it appears that in October, albeit from 
fragmentary evidence, that the Douglas family and their supporters did not attend 
parliament. It was primarily their power outside parliament, particularly in any planned 
military campaign against the earl of Ross, that forced the king into submission. Thus 
the witness list of the charter that regranted Douglas the earldom of Wigtown was 
entirely dominated by close royal supporters, such as the bishops of Glasgow, Dunkeld 
and Moray, the earl of Angus, lord Crichton, lord Hay, lord Keith, lord Somerville, and 
lord Gray.”  The lords auditors, too, were made up of people either who would rise under 
royal service in the 1450s, such as Andrew Durisdeer and Jam% Lindsay, provost of 
Lincluden, or were independent of any association with the Douglas family.’® 
Admittedly both lord Somerville and James Lindsay had had links with the earls of 
Douglas earlier in their lives,’* but by 1450 Somerville clearly saw his interests lying in 
the king’s council.’® Lindsay’s transition to a king’s councillor took rather longer, and he 
may still have been nominally a member of Douglas’s retinue in 1451. He was present 
for the first time on the king’s daily council on 12 January 1452, however, and would
’® A.P.S., ii, 71; RM.S., ii, no. 503. The preamble given in A.P.S., ii, 39, states that parliament 
was being held on 25 October, and this has generally been taken to be the first day of the 
meeting. St Andrews University Library, Crail Burgh Records BlO/14/4, however, shows the 
lords auditors sitting in a dispute between Earlsferry and the abbot of Culross on 13 October 
1451.
’* Brown, Black Douglases, 309, ru \A,A.P.S., ii, 73 
” 4.R & ,ii,71
’® St Andrews University Library, Crail Burgh Records BIO/13/2; below, app. C 
’* R.M.S., ii, no. 246, 301, show Somerville and Lindsay witnessing important Douglas 
documents. Lindsay’s promotion to the parsonage of Douglas (which he held by August 1447, 
see R.M.S., ii, no. 301) andprovostship of Lincluden (from January 1448; see Watt, Fasti, 364) 
could only have occurred from Douglas patronage (I. Cowan and D. Easson, edd., Medieval 
Religious Houses: Scotland (London, 1976), 223,228)
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remain a frequent witness until July 1453, despite the intervening assassination of his 
erstwhile patron.’®
Parliament would not meet again until June 1452, but in the period after the 
dissolution of the October 1451 assembly the conflict between the king and the eighth 
earl of Douglas would reach its bloody conclusion. Douglas’s refusal to aid the king in 
the north may have been accompanied by persecution of certain border families who had 
favoured royal intervention in 1451. Certainly Douglas intervened to prevent the barony 
of Hawick passing to its legitimate heir, William Douglas of Drumlanrig, and he may 
have been deliberately endangering the truce with England. This was extreme 
provocation for the king. Douglas visited the king at Stirling in October and November 
1451 and Edinburgh in January 1452 without repercussions, but a meeting on 21 and 22 
February at Stirling ended very differently.”  Douglas had been given ‘a spéciale 
assouerans and respit’ under the privy seal, allegedly signed by all the people at court at 
the time—testament enough to the cool relationship between the two men. Douglas 
arrived on 21 February ‘and spak with the king that tuke richt wele with him be 
apperans’. The next day Douglas attended supper with James, where he was accused of 
having a bond with the earl of Ross and the earl of Crawford. The argument continued 
after the men had adjourned to the king’s chamber, where James ordered Douglas to 
break the bond. Douglas said:
‘he mycht nocht nor wald nocht / Than the king said / fais tratour sen yow 
will nocht I sail / and stert sodanly till him with ane knyf and straik him in 
at the colere and down in the body’
The king’s blow was followed by Patrick Gray’s, which smashed Douglas’s head with a 
poU-axe, after which the rest of the king’s entourage—Sir Alexander Boyd, Sir John 
Stewart of Damley, lord Gray, Sir Andrew Stewart, Sir William Cranston and Sir Simon 
Glendinning—took turns to stab the earl.’* His killers were not without significance; 
Damley, Gray and Stewart (later lord Avandale) would all rise to influence under James 
n’s patronage, and go onto greater things in the reign of James III.’® Cranston and 
Glendinning, astonishingly, were members of Douglas’s council, and will almost 
certainly have travelled to Stirling in the earl’s entourage.*® All were men from south­
west or west Scotland, and clearly felt they had much to gain from betraying the earl.
’® RMS., ii, nos. 594-5,597-8 
”  Brown, Black Douglases, 292-3
’* ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 114v. AP.S., ii, 73, confirms Auchinleck’s account of a safe 
conduct, and the role of bonds in provoking the attack.
’® see RM S., ii, per index, for frequent charter witnessing by these three men in the 1450s.
*® Brown, Black Douglases, 294
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The murder had been precipitated by Douglas’s contempt for, and defiance of, 
royal authority, but only succeeded in creating a far more dangerous situation with the 
rest of the Black Douglas family. James immediately set out for the south-west, arriving 
at Jedburgh by the end of February, Lochmaben by 2 March 1452, and Morton castle in 
Nithsdale on 3 March.** He was accompanied by his council—people such as lord 
Crichton, lord Lindsay of the Byres and lord Gray—but was involved in patronage to 
men who would formerly have had links with the earls of Douglas. Thus on 2 March the 
king confirmed a charter of Archibald, 4th earl of Douglas, to Robert Hoppringle of 
lands in the barony of Smailholm, and was accompanied in the south by Simon 
Glendiiming, Herbert, lord Maxwell, Walter Scott of Buccleuch and members of the 
Hume family. He also intervened on behalf of George Crichton in his claim to the lands 
of Preston and Buittle in Galloway, and again annexed the earldom of Wigtown to the 
crown: ‘the king and the Crichtons were again seeking to dismantle Douglas lordship in 
the south-west, dividing the spoils between them’. *^
James Douglas, the new 9th earl, was no more likely to accept this level of 
intervention than his elder brother had been. On St Patrick’s day, 17 March, Jam% 
entered Stirling with his brother Hugh, earl of Ormond, James, lord Hamilton, and a 
large band of men, and ‘blew out xxiiii hornis attanis’ upon the king and his accomplices 
in the eighth earl’s murder. The alleged letter of safe conduct, sealed and subscribed by 
the lords, was shown publicly and then dragged through the town at a horse’s tail, before 
the bur^i itself was looted and burnt.*® Despite this display of power, as Dr Michael 
Brown has shown, the king was carrying out a successfiil campaign of patronage to 
former Douglas allies. Men and families who had been named as supporters as recently 
as April 1451, such as William Cranston, John and Andrew Rutherford, and James Ker, 
and others with well established links to the Douglas family such as Charles Murray of 
Cockpool and Alexander Newton of Dalcove were now the beneficiaries of patronage.**
The parliament that assembled on 12 June at Edinburgh was used for precisely 
the same ends—to reward old allies and buy former Douglas supporters into allegiance 
to the crown. Three new earls were created: James Crichton, son of the chancellor, was 
‘belted’ earl of Moray, a title he claimed by marriage to Janet Dunbar, elder daughter of 
James Dunbar, earl of Moray, who had died in 1429. It also clearly indicated that
** Brown, Black Douglases, 295; S.R.O. GDI57/75 
*’ S.R.O. GDI57/75; Brown, Black Douglases, 295 
*® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 115r
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Archibald Douglas’s use of the Moray title, through Janet’s younger sister Elizabeth, 
was no longer recognised by the king.*® Lord Hay, the constable, became the first earl of 
Erroll, and Sir George Crichton of Calms became earl of Caithness, a title that had 
devolved to the crown in 1437 by the execution of Walter Stewart, earl of Atholl. 
Crichton then had his own lands annexed to the title.*® The creation of the new earls of 
Moray and Erroll was clearly aimed at augmenting Huntly’s position and surrounding 
the Douglases’ most powerfiil ally, the earl of Crawford, allegedly forfeited by this 
parliament, with king’s men. One of Douglas’s killers, John Stewart of Damley, became 
lord Damley, along with the new lords Hailes, Boyd, Fleming, Borthwick, Lyle and 
Cathcart—all of whom were either from the south-west or near areas of Douglas 
influence or interest. Cathcart too had made the move firom being an ally against the 
king in 1451 to royalist in 1452.*’ Lord Lome took the opportunity to tailzie his lands to 
his heirs male, while grants were made to Duncan, lord Campbell, Sir Colin Campbell, 
Sir Alexander Home, Sir David Home, Sir James Keir ‘and till uther sundry’, including 
Gilbert Kennedy of Dunure (of lands in the reclaimed lordship of Stewarton), George, 
earl of Angus, and Alexander, lord Montgomery.** James Kennedy, bkhop of St 
Andrews and arch-loyalist, also enjoyed favour, receiving the ‘golden charter’ 
confirming all grants and donations to the church of St Andrews made by James II or his 
predecessors and uniting them into a regality.*®
The known attendance at the parliament bears out the impression that it was 
largely dominated by the king’s allies.®® The bishops of St Andrews, Glasgow, Moray, 
Dunblane and Argyll, were all conspicuous loyalists in the crucial years 1450-55, nor is 
there any doubt about the loyalties of any of the second estate. The earl of Angus, lords 
Crichton, Lome, Hay (shortly before he became ^rl of Erroll), Graham, Campbell, 
Montgomery, Somerville, Seton, Leslie, Lindsay of the Byres and Gray, were either long 
term supporters of the king against the Douglases, or received patronage at or near the 
time of parliament. Although the full sederunt will have been much larger, those whose 
prfôence is recorded were almost without exception king’s councillors.®*
** Brown, Black Douglases, 295-6; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1232
*® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 115v; Hbk. Brit. Chron., 516
*® ‘Auchinleck ChTOTiicle’, f. 115v-116r; Hbk. Brit. Chron., 5Q4;A.P.S., ii, 75
*’ ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 115v-l 16r; Cal. Docs. Scot, iv, no. 1232; R M S ,  ii, no. 569
** ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 116r; RM.S, ii, no. 563,571, 573-4, 583-4
*®AP.R,ii,73-4
^ A.P.S., ii, 73-5; below, app. C
®* ‘ Audiinleck Chronicle’, £ 115v-116r; R M S ,  ii, nos. 563, 571, 573-4. Every baron 
mentioned, with the sole exception of lord Leslie, was a frequent charter witness in the early 
1450s (R.M.S., ii, per index). Lord Erskine was in Edinburgh by 31 June (S.R.O, GD25/1/53)
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There are hints, however, that not everything was going the king’s way. Those 
being rewarded by the king and ‘secret counsall’ were numerous, but Auchinleck states 
that ‘men demyt [the grants] wald nocht stand’. These unnamed men were proved to be 
correct over the next few months, as the grants of Wigtown, Stewarton, Moray and 
Galloway would either be reversed or prove ineffective when James II capitulated again 
to Douglas on 16 January 1453.”  The second military campaign to the south-west, 
launched after parliament with a general summons, was also criticised by the author of 
the Auchinleck Chronicle, who, departing from his usual neutral tone, stated that the 
host ‘did na gud hot distroyit the cuntre richt fellonly’, harrying the lands even of those 
who supported the king.”
It is against this background of resentment, or at least cynicism, from certain 
quarters of the estates that the declaration made in parliament on 12 June 1452, about the 
manner of the eighth earl of Douglas’s death, must be seen.®* The murder of Douglas 
was an event virtually without parallel in late-medieval Europe, and there must have 
been many figures, not least perhaps from the clerical estate, who saw the hot-blooded 
killing, without any pretence of justice and (whatever the king’s protestations) while the 
earl was protected by a royal safe-conduct, as a crime of the utmost seriousness. The 
Douglas family were certainly trying to exploit this feeling of genuine horror at the 
illegality and violence of the king’s actions with their public displays at Stirling on 17 
March and at Edinburgh on the night of 12 June. On the latter date they pinned a letter to 
the parliament house door, sealed by Douglas, Ormond and Hamilton, withdrawing all 
allegiance to the king, and calling the king’s council traitors.®®
Thus the parliamentary declaration of 12 June was not simply a royal whitewash 
of events, but an attempt to deal with this whispering campaign. James complained that 
‘certain of his enemies and rebels, outwith and within his kingdom have undertaken 
rashly to denigrate and blaspheme his reputation’, and asked the three estates to declare 
his innocence concerning the killing of William, earl of Douglas, under special respite 
and other securities. The estates duly appointed certain persons of the three estates to 
consider the issue outwith the king’s presence, whereupon, from the depositions of many 
magnates and nobles, it was declared that the respites and securities had been cancelled 
on the day before Earl William’s death, in the presence of many witnesses. Moreover, it
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 116r; Brown, Black Douglases, 299-300; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 
142
®® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, £ 115v 
^ AP.S., n, 73
®® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, £ U5v
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was claimed the earl was guilty of having made bonds and conspiracies, read out before 
the estates, with certain great men, against the king’s majesty, ‘public rebellions 
frequently perpetrated by him, his brothers and accomplices’, and that many attempts 
had been made by the king and barons to persuade the earl to aid the king against his 
rebels. It was the earl’s refiisal to co-operate, his conspiracies, bonds and transgressions, 
that had been the cause of his death, while the king was declared innocent of having 
infringed any security or respite.®®
The declaration does not make convincing reading. Although the bonds made 
with Crawford and Ross were no doubt real enough, it was quite apparent that Douglas’s 
‘public rebellions’ had only occurred after the king had attacked his estates in 1451. Nor 
did the claim that the respites and securities had been cancelled hold much water—if 
they had been cancelled, clearly nobody had thought to tell William. Killing the earl 
through duplicity was hardly better than simply breaking the securities. Nevertheless the 
declaration of innocence illustrates once again just how extensive the theoretical powers 
of parliament were in the fifteenth century. Even if the outcome of the inquest was a 
foregone conclusion (and it is unthinkable that the king would have been found guilty), 
James II had submitted himself to judgement by the three estates, and it was the 
authority of the estates, and no other, that declared him innocent.
Parliament met again at Edinburgh two months later, on 26 August 1452, and 
witnessed another volte face by the king.®^  As a full parliament, the meeting must have 
been called at the latest by 18 July, and was in all probability set by the June meeting. 
Thus it had probably been set in the expectation of being able to deal with the aftermath 
of the king’s victory over the house of Douglas in the campaign that followed the end of 
the June parliament. The campaign in fact had been at best inconclusive, and at worst 
had only antagonised some of the king’s allies in the marches.®* The surviving 
proceedings of the meeting record only five acts dealing with exchange rates with 
England, setting another parliament for 28 March 1453, and three acts ordaining 
punishments for those who failed to thresh their com or stockpiled more food ftian was 
necessary for their family.®® These last acts were testament to the shortage of food in the
^A.P.S.,n, 73 
®^AP.&,ii,41
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f  115v 
®® A.P.S., ii, 41. The assembly that eventually met was brought forward to at least 13 Marchand 
downgraded to a general council (see below, app. A)
‘Auchinleck Chrcmide’, f. 115v.
Æ M5.,ii,no. 592
Tytler, History, ii, letter M, 386-7
RM.S., ii, no. 592; S.R.O. GDI32/4. Many of the figures with the king at the June parliament 
had stayed with him over the next two montiis (see S.R.O. GD154/5; RMS.,  ii, nos. 589-93) 
Tytler, History, ii, lettor ML, 386-7. The agreement is commonly called tiie ‘appoyntement’, but 
this was simply the title given to it by Sir Lewis (or Ludovick) Ste^^rt when he transcribed the 
document in the seventeenth century (Summary Catalogue of the Advocates Manuscripts 
(Edinburgh, 1971), no. 712).
Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, 203, app. A, 444 (citing N.L.S. Adv. Ch. B 
1316/1317)
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country, no doubt exacerbated by the destruction of ‘comes medowis and wittalis’ in the 
south by the king’s host.^ ®°
On the day that parliament assembled the king also granted the queen the 
earldom of Garioch.^ ®^  Probably on the same day she was also given the earldom of 
Wigtown, deemed, once again, to belong to the king.^ °^  Although the parliament was 
probably again well attended, with the bishops of St Andrews, Glasgow, Dunkeld and 
Moray, lords Crichton, Somerville and Gray in attendance, the real business being done 
in August 1452 was done at Douglas, two days after parliament met.^ ®^  On that day 
James, earl of Douglas, and James, lord Hamilton, signed a bond with the king restoring 
the two men to the king’s peace in return for certain terms. Douglas promised not to \
pursue the earldom of Wigtown or lordship of Stewarton, and, on behalf of himself, his I
brother (presumably the earl of Moray), and lord Hamilton, ft)rgave all ‘rancour of heart’ |
for the ‘slaughter or deid’ of William, 8th earl of Douglas. Furthermore, Douglas 
promised to revoke any bonds he had made contrary to the king, to keep the truce with 
England, and forgave the mails and goods taken by the king during the July military 
campaign—‘havand sic sovertie as I can be content of reasoun for safety of my life’.^ ®^
This final comment was telling, for although the king had again received the earl of 
Douglas to his grace, effectively recognising that his military campaign had been a 
failure, the two parties still did not trust each other enough to sign the bond in each 
other’s presence. The continued Douglas boycott of parliament may well have been 
expedient primarily from the point of view of safety, but also renewed the impression, 
given previously by the letter attached to the parliament door in June, of the Douglas 
family’s contempt for the king’s institutions of government.
The August parliament did, however, see a more genuine reconciliation with the 
Livingston family. James Livingston was given a remission for his crimes before the 
estates on 27 August, and allowed to resume his lands—notwithstanding tiie fact that 
many had been granted to other people since 1450.*°^  The Livingstons’ allies, the
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Dundas family, were also forgiven their crimes. On 18 August Archibald Dundas and 
fifty-two others were forgiven for plundering a ship in the port of Leith and all other 
depredations perpetrated by them.*“  The return of the Livingstons to favour, however, 
calls into question the good faith with which the bond with the earl of Douglas was 
made. The Livingstons had been removed from power with the aid of the Douglases in 
1449-50; their return to favour was probably a way for the king to secure anoth^ ally in 
what, despite the bond, was perceived as an ongoing conflict. Just as importantly, it was 
an attempt to pacify the earl of Ross, who had attacked Inverness, Urquhart and Ruthven 
in 1451 on Livingston’s behalf. Ross’s cooperation with the three Douglas earls and 
the earl of Crawford threatened a level of rebellion in Scotland that was virtually 
unmanageable by the king.
Nevertheless, despite the concessions to the Livingstons, in the short term the 
king’s capitulation to the earl of Douglas only became more conclusive. On 16 January 
1453 James made another bond with Douglas at Lanark, in which he once again 
promised to restore the earl to Wigtown and Stewarton, and fiirthermore promised to 
lend his support to securing a papal dispensation for Douglas to marry Margaret of 
Galloway, the murdered eighth earl’s widow. It would not be surprising if the general 
council which assembled at Edinburgh by 13 March 1453 witnessed considerable 
irritation from the estates.^ ®® Two costly and destructive campaigns in 1451 and 1452 
against successive earls of Douglas had resulted only in brief attempts to return 
Wigtown and Stewarton to the crown followed by capitulation in return for promises of 
good behaviour from the earl. Those who had supported the king and received patronage 
from Livingston estates were now left with nothing following the family’s return to 
favour in August 1452. The grants of Wigtown to the queen, parts of Stewarton to 
Gilbert Kennedy, Moray to James Crichton, and lands in Galloway to George Crichton 
had either been reversed or proved ineffective.
It is tempting to see part of the reason for the failure of James II against the 
Douglases in 1451-1453 as the result, as Dr McGladdery has said, of a ‘strong 
reluctance from the political community assembled as the three estates to allow him to
S.RO. GD75/339 
‘Auchinleck Chrcxiicle’, f. 118v
Brown, Black Douglases, 299; Dunlop, James Kemedy, 142. The dispensation was duly 
granted on 27 February 1453 (C.P.L., x, 130-31).
AP.S., ii, 75. N.L.S. Ch. 16,060 shows the general council already sitting on 13 March 1453, 
rather than the date of 21 March found in A.P.S.
Brown, Black Douglases, 299
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proceed unchecked’."* There is, however, little evidence that this is the case. The 
Auchinleck Chronicle alone suggests that there was some understandable scepticism 
about the king’s patronage in 1452, and hints at resentment of the July 1452 
campaign.*" This is very different from the estates actually forcing the king to abandon 
his attacks. Both the royal capitulations had been forced by Douglas power alone—the 
estates simply rubber-stamped the Douglas ‘submission* in June and October 1451, 
while parliament played no part in the bonds of August 1452 and January 1453.**^  
Meanwhile, the known attendance for parliaments and general councils between 1451 
and 1455 suggest meetings that were packed with men who had risen in crown service 
in recent years, had been granted lordships of parliament and earldoms, or had personal 
reasons for continued opposition to the Douglases.**  ^Whatever irritation those at general 
council felt with royal vacillation and capitulation to Black Douglas power, there was 
little or no motivation for them to aid the Douglases by opposing the king in parliament.
Thus, of the nineteen people recorded at the March 1453 general council, it is 
difficult to see any who had a significant motivation for defending the Douglas family, 
but plenty of evidence to the contrary.**^  James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews, 
William Turnbull, bishop of Glasgow, William, lord Crichton, George Crichton, earl of 
Caithness, and George Douglas, earl of Angus, can all be identified as leading 
supporters of the anti-Douglas campaign, who were close to the king’s council and had 
personal reasons for wishing the Black Douglas family ill. Kennedy’s ‘wilderness years’ 
in the late 1440s had coincided with the period of strongest Douglas power, and he had 
offered his episcopal castle as a place of refuge for the queen from the dangers of 
Stirling during her pregnancy in 1452, for which he recieved the ‘golden charter’ on 14 
June 1452.**® Turnbull, lord Crichton and Caithness are all credibly identified by the 
John Law chronicle as behind the 1451 attack on the eighth earl of Douglas, and were 
certainly three of the king’s closest councillors in the early 1450s—in other words 
people particularly associated with the allegations of treason in the letter pinned to the 
parliament door by the Douglases in June 1452.**’ The motivations of the earl of Angus,
*** McGladday, James II, 82
**^  ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 115v-116r
A.P.S., ii, 67-72; Tytler, History, ii, letter M, 386-7; Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 142 
**^* See below, app. C
**^  N.L.S. Ch. 16,060 (a public instrument recording a declaraticm in parliammt concerning an 
excambion of lands between Robert, lord Fleming, and Patrick, lord Glamis, made in June 
1451 (R.M.S., ii, nos. 449-51). Strathmore Muniments, N.RA.(S.) 885, box 2, no. 46, seems to 
be another copy of this document, but is very much decayed.
**® ii, 73-4; KR, v, 685
**’ KR, V, Ixxxv n.; ‘Audiinleck Chronicle’, f. 115v; RMS., ii, per index, for charter witnessing 
by the three men in the early 1450s
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the Black Douglases* east-coast rival, need hardly be explained, and he too was virtually 
inseparable from the king’s council in 1450-55.***
This hard core was accompanied by men with hardly less impressive records of 
support for, and patronage from, the king in recent years: Thomas Lauder, bishop of 
Dunkeld, Andrew Hunter, abbot of Melrose, the king’s confessor, Archibald Crawford, 
abbot of Holyrood, lords Montgomery, Somerville, Glamis, Fleming, Lindsay of the 
Byres and Damley.**® Thomas, lord Erskine, is the only figure present with a legitimate 
reason for grievance with the king, as his plea for justice regarding Mar in general 
council on 21 March was again deferred until the king made a progress to the north. *“  
Continued procrastination and the granting of the earldom of Garioch to the queen meant 
that the writing was on the wall for Erskine’s claim, but he was from a region 
geographically remote from the earl of Douglas’s sphere of influence, had no common 
cause with the earl, and would have gained nothing from pleading the Douglas cause in 
general council.*’* The king’s patronage to secure new supporters continued unabated, 
despite the temporary cessation in hostilities with the Douglases. John Stewart, the 
king’s half-brother, appeared for the first time with the title earl of Atholl at general 
council on 13 March, and may have received his new title at the meeting.*”  The March 
general council also saw the return to prominance of Robert Livingston of Drumry, who 
had lost his office as sheriff of Fife with the fall of the Livingston family in 1449.*”  
John Ogilvy of Lintrathen alone had any significant links with the Douglases, having 
been included on the safe conduct to travel with the eighth earl of Douglas to Rome in 
1450.*’"* Douglas links with the earl of Crawford, whom the Ogilvies fought at Arbroath 
in January 1446, and whose son afterwards victimised the family, dominating Angus by 
violence, will probably have precluded any material help for the Black Douglas cause.*”  
Finally, John Maxwell of Calderwood was a close enough kinsman of James Kennedy to 
have accompanied him to Rome in 1450, and would have some notable charters from the
*** ii,per index
**® RMS., ii, per index, shows very frequent charte: witnessing by Railston, Hunter, Crawford, 
Montgomery, Somerville, Glamis, Fleming, Damley and Lindsay of the Byres in 1450-55; 
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 116r, records Damley and Fleming’s elevation to the peerage. 
*’®^F.&,ii, 75 
*’* RM & ,ii,no.592
*”  N.L.S. Ch. 16,060. Stewart’s elevation to the earldom has previously been thought to date 
from circa 1455 (Hbk. Brit. Chron., 501)
*’* Borthwick, ‘King, Council, and Councillors’, app. C, 499 
*’  ^Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1229
*”  ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. lllv-112v. Ogilvy will have been acting on the crown’s behalf on 
1 February 1454 M ioi he sat on an inquest Wiich judged the lands of Auchinleck to pertain to 
John Auchinleck of that Ilk, which the earls of Crawford had tried to withhold {RM.S, ii, no. 
1038)
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king in December 1450, January 1451 and April 1454."® General council, if the 
surviving witness list is at all reprœentative of the full assembly, resembled nothing so 
much as a royalist party conference.
As in August 1452, what was happening away from general council was just as 
enlightening as any event which took place before the estates at the March general 
council. On 28 March at Douglas, the earl of Douglas granted the lands of Glengennet 
and Bennan to his secretary Mark Haliburton, following the resignation of John 
Auchinleck of that Ilk. With him were his brothers, Hugh, earl of Ormond, and Sir John 
Douglas of Balvenie, James, lord Hamilton and Andrew Ko* of Altonbum.*”  It 
amounted almost to a rival assembly, and, however prudent avoiding appearing in the 
king’s presence might be, showed once again a certain contempt for the requirement that 
the king’s tenants-in-chief should attend meetings of the estates, as well as visibly 
undermining the notion that there was any real reconciliation between James II and the 
Douglases at this time. Most importantly, it allowed James II to continue using 
parliament and general council as perhaps the most important forum, throughout the 
intermittent civil war, for building up a strong coalition against the Douglases. The 
success of this policy is evidenced clearly enough by the fact that, by late 1455, even 
Haliburton and Hamilton had moved over to the royal side."*
TheKing*s Coalition: 1454-1455
Parliament does not seem to have met again for at least a year. When it did 
assemble, around 26 March 1454, it seems to have been the only meeting between 1452 
and June 1455 that was not primarily concerned with the ongoing campaign against the 
Douglases.*’® On 1 April James II wrote to Charles VII that, ‘with the advice of 
parliament’, he had decided to send an embassy to France, and asked the king to ‘stay
Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1217; R M S ,  ii, nos. 404,408,599; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 139 n.
S.R.O. GD25/1/55
*’* S.R.O. GD25/1/62, 64, shows Ifeliburton receiving confirmaticxi of his charter from James H 
on 23 May 1455, and regranted on 3 October 1455 after the earl of Douglas’s forfeiture, when 
Hamilton would be a witness. Ifeliburton would nevertheless be forfeited before 19 April 1457, 
and was dead by 12 July (S.R.O. GD25/1/72; KR, vi, 343)
*’® Aberdeen University Library MS2764, Arbuthnott P^ers, old inventory, titles, bundle 3, no. 
42-3, record an act of the lords auditors of 26 Mardi 1454, and royal confirmation two days 
later, in 6vour of Andrew Menzies, burgess of Aberdeen, confirming an act of the lords of 
council and annulling a retour made by Menzies in ftivour of Walter Touch as heir of his frther. 
It has not yet been possible to trace tiie manuscripts to vdiich tiie old inventory refers.
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proceedings in the question of Brittany’, especially concerning the marriage of the 
king’s sister Isabella."®
The background to this letter was the death of Isabella’s husband, the duke of 
Brittany, in 1450. Her brother-in-law, Duke Peter, succeeded, to the exclusion of her 
children, who were daughters. The widowed duchess was now considered for marriage 
with Charles, prince of Navarre, a union which James II opposed. James called into 
question the non-inheritance of Brittany by his niece, claimed that Isabella’s jointure 
was withheld from her, and that she was kept unfreely by Duke Peter. In the spring of 
1455 Bishop Spens of Galloway would be sent to France to protest the Scottish case (as 
well as to inform the French king of the ‘nefarious treasons and conspiracies’ of the earl 
of Douglas).* *^ Charles VII would in due course send an embassy to Brittany to pursue 
the Scottish cause, whereupon Isabella would claim that she was treated fairly by the 
duke, and complained that the Scots had never paid her dowry to her late husband 
anyway. Nevertheless, a compromise solution would be reached, with the intended 
marriage to the prince of Navarre being abandoned, the right of inheritance of Duke 
Peter being recognised, and agreement to the marriage of Isabella’s daughters to the 
fiiture Francis II of Brittany and the Vicomte de Rohan.*”  In the spring of 1454, James 
and parliament were therefore primarily interested in the possible financial 
considerations of a second marriage for Isabella, especially since ‘the nobles of Brittany 
have offered a great finance for her and to redeem her dowry’—which would get the 
Scottish king off the hook of having to pay the original sum. The proposed embassy 
would probably also have had a remit to deal with the topic of the king’s other sister, 
Annabella, whose contract to many the duke of Savoy would be dissolved the following 
year, with a windfall of 25,000 crowns damages for Scotland.*”  James II, like his father 
and son, was quick to pursue vigorously any sources of continental money—with his 
wife, Mary of Gueldres, as much as his two sisters—while astonishingly lax in 
honouring his own obligations.
It was therefore almost certainly this assembly in the spring of 1454 which 
granted a tax or finance, no doubt for the expenses of the planned embassy to the 
continent. Only one reference to the finance exists, in the exchequer account for the
Dunlop, James Kennedy, 179-80 and n. (citing H. Morice, Mémoires pour servir de preuves à 
l'histoire de Bretagne, ii, 1644-5)
*^* E.R, vi, liii-liv; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 154 «. 
*” £.i2,vi,liü-Uv
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period July 1454 to July 1455 made by the chamberlain north of the Dee, where the 
chamberlain was paid expenses for ‘presenting the king’s letters to certain prelates for 
obtaining a certain finance’.*  ^It may have been difficulties in collecting the taxation, 
perhaps the first since 1448, as much as the ongoing domestic difficulties, that meant the 
embassy, led by Bishop Spens, did not in fact depart until February or March 1455.*”  
Certainly the bishop’s expenses had to be supplemented by grants from the wool 
customs of Edinburgh.*”
Little else can be told with certainty about the proceedings of the March 1454 
parliament; however some cracks in the anti-Douglas coalition may have been beginning 
to show. In May 1454 George Crichton, earl of Caithness, resigned all his ‘conquest 
landis’ to the king, and made the king heir to his remaining estates, thus removing his 
son James, from his inheritance.*”  This seems to have been the result of a poor 
relationship between father and son which the king was happy to exploit, rather than 
being forced upon the earl. On 8 July 1452 Caithness’s southern lands had been united 
to his earldom by the king, to be inherited by his assignees, and not mentioning his 
son.*”  The advantages to the king were obvious—primarily possession of Blackness 
castle, just a few miles from the Douglas stronghold of Abercom. The result was 
predictable; James Crichton took Blackness castle, with his father in it, about six days 
after the resignation. James II immediately besieged Blackness, which was given over 
by treaty about ten days later. *^®
The king could not win a decisive victory even against Crichton. The settlement 
was negotiated in the parliament that met on 15 or 16 July 1454.*^ *® The king took 
Crichton’s lands of Strathbrock (modem Broxburn) in return for Strathord, north-west of 
Scone, resigned by the queen, while James Crichton was also allowed to inherit Cairns, 
his father’s main estate in West Lothian. *"** The quick settlement by the king may have 
been provoked by the involvement of the Douglas family in the dispute over
**^  Dunlop, James Kennedy, 180-1 and n. It is interesting that neither Isabella nor Annabella 
showed any enthusiasm for returning to Scotland, while James II’s treatmoit of his sisters was 
shabby even by the standards of tiie fifteenth century (Dunlop, James Kennedy, 18 land «.).
*” KJ2,vi,70
*”  O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. 0 ,403; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 154 n
*^®&jR,vi,386
*”  ‘Auchinleck Chrcmicle’, f. 117r
*”  ÆM&,ii,no. 587
*”  ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 117r. Auchinleck dates these events to 1455, but the Exchequer 
Rolls clearly show the siege to have occurred in 1454 {KR, v, 610,616,623,649,674)
^^^AP.S., ii, 41, xii, 23-4; S.RO. GD32/20/8/1
*"** A.P.S., xii, 23-4 (original in Blair Castle Muniments (N.RA. (S) Survey 234) Inlaid Charters, 
no. 29); McGladdery, James II, 85; RM.S., ü, no. 771
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Strathbrock. James Crichton’s mother was a Douglas of Strathbrock, and the earl of 
Douglas would aid Robert Douglas at some point before June 1455 in the 
‘exhereditation of the king and his successors’ from the lands."’
As well as the settlement with Crichton, parliament will have been called to 
discuss the worsening situation with the earl of Douglas. While the siege of Blackness 
was taking place, the earl was travelling to Knapdale where he met with the earl of Ross 
for negotiations and gave him and his retinue ‘gret rewardis of wyne, clathis, silver, silk 
and English cloth’. T h e  negotiations were successful, and in July Donald Balloch, 
accompanied by John Douglas, an illegitimate son of Archibald, fourth earl of Douglas, 
would launch a large-scale sea attack up the Firth of Clyde against the king’s lands of 
Inverkip, Arran and the Cumbraes.*'" Nevertheless, the king’s cause had been aided by 
the death of Alexander, the ‘Tiger Earl’ of Crawford, in September 1453, and the 
inheritance of the earldom by the thirteen year old David, fifth earl."®
The political situation was exacerbated by the continuing shortage of food in the 
country, presumably precipitated by repeatedly poor weather. As in August 1452, 
parliament passed an act to aid the situation, ordering foreigners and Scottish merchants 
importing victuals to be well treated. The custom was waived on such imports—a 
testament to the severity of the shortage. Finally, a taste was given to the king of the way 
parliament would behave more frequently after the fall of the Douglases, ordering that 
‘ther be na mar wittalys tane to the kingis part hot allanerly alsmekill as will serf his 
househalde’.*'*® The king was not to be exempt from the hardships of the rest of the 
country. Parliament may have been dominated by figures willing to aid the king against 
the Douglases, but this did not mean the traditional powers of parliament to impose 
restrictions on the crown had been entirely abandoned.
Despite the pressures on the king over the previous months, the known 
attendance of the July meeting illustrates once again the extent to which parliament was
*" A.P.S., ii, 76; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 150 and n. The settlement with James Crichton was j
also shaky—in 1455 Crichton would take grain (formerly belonging to his fiither) from the i
king’s barony of Tillicoutry {E.R, vi, 66)
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 117r '
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 117r-v; Brown, Black Douglases, 304,310-1 n. 33 j
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f  112r-v; Hbk. Brit. Chron., 505. According to sixteenth century |
sources, Crawford had submitted to the king shortly before his death (eg. Buchanan, History, ii, j
158; Lesley, History, 27). It is very possible that a similar agreement was made as the bonds I
with the earl of Douglas and lord Hamilton in August 1452 and Jianuary 1453, by which the j
earldom of Crawfrrd was restored in return for a promise of good behaviour. If so, the king no 
doubt saw the earl’s death as a more secure guarantee of friture peace in Angus. |
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dominated by royal supporters during the wars against the Douglases. Twenty-three 
people are recorded from the first two estates witnessing the settlement with James I
Crichton.*'" Five bishops attended—from St Andrews, Glasgow, Dunkeld, Moray, and i
Whithorn—all with strong records of royal service and attendance at parliament since î
1450.*”  William, lord Crichton, perhaps the most resilient politician of the mid-fifteenth I
century, had finally died by 10 April 1454, and was replaced as chancellor by William j
Sinclair, earl of Orkney.*”  Unsurprisingly, a strong Crichton element attended the i
meeting, with James Crichton’s probably still estranged father, George, earl of j
Caithness, attending along with James Crichton, 2nd lord Crichton (still accorded the |
title of earl of Moray). The new lord Crichton’s claim to the earldom of Moray was i
another source of friction with the king, as there is no doubt that the earldom of Moray 
still remained in the hands of Archibald Douglas.*®® This resentment at the lack of 
progress in making the titles into reality was probably behind the brief holding of i
Dunbar castle from the king after lord Crichton’s death in August 1454. It had been a (
bad year for the Crichton family, with William, the first lord, his son, and George |
Crichton, earl of Caithness, all dying within a few months.*®* The Crichtons were t
undoubtedly a family that had it within their power to create major problems for the 
king, and the death in rapid succession of the three leading men of the family may not 
have been entirely unwelcome. Despite these tensions, the overall impression of the 
available attendance list is that James II still stood at the head of a powerful coalition of 
nobles. Lords Somerville, Erskine, Graham, Montgomery, Glamis, Gray, Lesley,
Lindsay of the Byres, Fleming, Boyd, Borthwick, Cathcart, Hailes and Lyle had all |
attended parliaments in recent years, and had risen in the service of the king since
1450.*®’ There was also clearly a strong southern element among the assembled lords of |
parliament. Despite the capitulations and failures of the previous years, the king had |
managed to hold on to the support of men who, in previous eras, would have come
within the Douglas sphere of influence. As the settlement with James Crichton shows,




*”  R.M.S., {{per index', below, app. C
*”  Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app. C, 488
*®® Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 149 and n. The John Law chronicle is probably correct in asserting 
that neither Caithness nor Moray ever gained possession of the lands associated with their 
titles.
*®* ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 112v 
*®’ See below, app. C; RMS., ii,per index
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Parliament would not meet again for almost a year.*®* When it did, on 9 June 
1455, it would be to register the final, and definitive, victory of the king over the 
Douglases, and to forfeit the four Douglas brothers, earls of Douglas, Moray, and 
Ormond, John Douglas of Balvenie, and their mother Beatrice.*®* The attack fi'om the 
Isles by Donald Balloch and John Douglas had heralded the opening of the third and 
final phase of the civil war, and was followed by attacks by the earl of Douglas into 
James Douglas, lord of Dalkeith’s estates in Lothian, probably in retaliation for royal 
intervention in Dalkeith on behalf of the young claimant, in an attempt to dispossess the 
Black Douglas possessor of the barony, Henry Douglas.*®® The king in turn retaliated, 
but it is probably significant that he avoided simply repeating the attacks of 1451 and 
1452. Those campaigns had concentrated on the earl’s lands in the south-west, perhaps 
particularly the perceived ‘soft-underbelly’ of Douglas power—the earldom of Douglas 
lands inherited through die Black Dinner, and whose inhabitants therefore had less 
reason for loyalty to the sons of James the Gross. Thus in 1451 James II had intervened 
primarily in Lochmaben and Ettrick Forest, destroying Craig Douglas, while in 1452 the 
host had travelled to Peebles, Selkirk and Dumfries.*®® In 1454, the king’s first blow was 
against Inveravon, south of the Forth, followed by strikes in Lanarkshire, through 
Clydesdale and Douglasdale, before travelling back east to attack Avandale.*®’ 
Abandoned too, perhaps, was the king’s fixation with obtaining the earldom of Wigtown 
and lordship of Stewarton. The objective now was all-out victory; Wigtown would come 
when the rest fell.*®*
The turning point came at the siege of Abercom, the greatest Douglas castle on 
the Forth, from the first week of April 1455 where, following his failure to secure any 
aid from England on the earl of Douglas’s behalf, James, lord Hamilton, came and 
submitted to the king: ‘thus he left the erll of Douglas all begylit’. His was the last, and 
most significant submission of the spring of 1455, which had already seen Andrew Ker 
(probably temporarily) and James Tweedie withdraw from the struggle in March.*®® The
*®* The document given in A.P.S., xii, 23-4, under tiie heading ‘/« Parliamento Apud Perth 5 
November 1454% in feet refers to nothing of the sort. It is a great seal charter of 5 November 
1454, made at Edinburgh, witnessed by the council, concerning the parliammt of the four 
burghs, and referring back to a statute of James I made in parliament at Perth {Jacobus rex 
scotorum progenitor noster ... de atdsamento et deliberatione trium regni sui statuum apud 
perth comessit et ordinauit parliamentum quatuor burgonmC).
*®*^.P.5.,ii,75-7
*®® Brown, Black Douglases, 305-6
*®® Brown, Black Douglases, 289-90,295; ‘Audiinleck Chraiicle’, f. 115v
*®’ ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 116r
*®* Brown, Black Douglases, 306-7. Andrew Agnew, sheriff of Wigtown, may have paid the price 
of the king’s attacks elsewhere, Mien he was killed by Douglas supporters in Galloway.
*®® E.R, vi, xxx; ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 116v; Brown, Black Douglases, 306-7
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siege carried on through April, until a combination of the destruction wreaked by the 
king’s artillery, and then an escalade of the walls by the king’s army, saw the castle 
taken and burned.*®® Douglas himself, meanwhile, was trying to obtain help from 
England, but his absence may have only weakened the resolve of those at Abercom, who 
‘wist not grathlie quhar the Douglas was’.*®* Victory was at hand for the king—the 
summoning of the Douglases to parliament for treason was made at Lanark cross, 
Strathaven and Douglas on 24 April, a week before Moray, Ormond and John Douglas 
of Balvenie were defeated in battle at Arkinholm by a force led by their former allies 
and tenants—Scotts, Maxwells and Johnstones from Annandale and Teviotdale.*®’
Thus by the time parliament met on 9 June, it was freed with a straightforward 
task. Moray had been killed at Arkinholm, Ormond captured and executed, and Douglas 
of Balvenie had followed his elder brother, James, into exile in England.*®* On 10 June 
judgement of forfeiture was led upon James, earl of Douglas, on 12 June upon Beatrice, 
countess of Douglas, and her other sons, Archibald, ‘pretended earl of Moray’, Hugh, 
earl of Ormond, and John Douglas of Balvenie. The next day, three lesser servants of the 
Douglases, John Stounthachilde Whitchester, John Shaw of Henristoun and Walter 
Sinclair were forfeited.*®* Shaw held land from the earl of Douglas and the bishop of 
Galloway in the Carse of Cree, near Wigtown, so he had probably been involved in 
resisting the king’s ambitions in the region. He would be named in a long list of figures 
from the south-west in 1456 who were probably also either forfeited, or found many of 
their lands and goods escheat to the king.*®® The accusations against the Douglases were 
straightforward—the munition and fortification of Threave, Douglas, Strathaven and 
Abercom by the earl and countess of Douglas, and of Lochindorb and Damaway by the 
earl of Moray, of treasonous bonds and confederations made not only with other nobles, 
but also with the English, of insurrection near Lanark, of attacking the lands of lord 
Abernethy, the king’s justiciar, of aiding Robert Douglas in the attacks on Strathbrock, 
of burning Colinton and Dalkeith, and finally of the treasonous aid given by each brother 
to the other, and by the countess to her sons. After the setting out of the crimes, all the 
clerics being outwith the parliament chamber, David Dempster of Caraldstoun gave the
‘®® ‘Auchinleck Chranicle’, f. 116v; E.R, vi, xxxi, 4,12,92  
*®* ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 116v 
*®’ A.P.S., ii, 76; Brown, Black Douglases, 307 
*®* KR, vi, 577; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1323
*®* A.P.S., ii, 41, 75-7. The process of Ormond’s forfeiture is absent from the acts, but his 
mother’s aid to him is accounted among her crimes, while it is known he was captured at 
Arkinholm, and forfeited and excecuted before September 1456 (A.P.S., ii, 76; KR, vi, 162, 
212,577)
*®®ÆJ;,vi, 176,195,198, 206
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judgement of parliament in each case, that they forfeited their lives, lands, rents and 
possessions for their crimes.*®®
Also forfeited before 14 June was Sir James Douglas of Ralston, one of the 
combatants in the Douglas joust of February 1449, and who must have fled to England, 
perhaps after being involved at Arkinholm. His brother. Sir Henry Douglas of 
Lochleven, had clearly reaped any censure, and on 14 June made a public instrument in 
parliament, before five bishops and four earls, protesting that his brother’s forfeiture 
should not interfere with his right to inherit the estates of Ralston in Renfrewshire. *®’ 
Douglas has previously been thought to have been forfeited in 1458, owing to a 
reference to a ^Jacobo de Douglas de Logtoune, militV being sent on embassy to France 
in 1456.*®* The territorial designation, however, is incorrect for James Douglas, and the 
reference must in fact record Henry Douglas, who certainly did hold Lugton.*®® 
Nevertheless, James Douglas of Ralston’s wife initially remained in Scotland, but 
travelled to England, without the king’s permission, at a later date, at which point she 
was forfeited, and the remaining estates of Jam% Douglas became forfeit to the 
crown.*’®
Witnessing the forfeitures were all the figures who had dominated parliament 
since 1451, and who had stood by the king throughout the crisis. The earls of Atholl and 
Angus were joined by the newly promoted William Hay, earl of Erroll, and Malise 
Graham, earl of Menteith, finally reles^ed after half a life-time as a hostage for the 
release of James I from England. Thirteen lords of parliament were present, 
predominantly the same figures who had been regular since 1450, and who were mostly 
closely associated with council, such as Lome, Erskine, Graham, Campbell, Somerville, 
Montgomery and Maxwell, but also including James, lord Hamilton, newly at the king’s 
peace, and perhaps breathing a sigh of relief at abandoning the Douglases at the last 
moment. Even the earl of Ross, behind the depredations of Donald Balloch on behalf of 
the Douglases in 1454, sent two procurators to parliament, while seven bishops, of St 
Andrews, Dunkeld, Moray, Brechin, Ross, Dunblane and Argyll, attended the meeting 
and put their seals to the record of the forfeiture.*’*
*®®Af.&, ii, 76-7
*®’ S.RO. PA7/1/1 (omitted from.(4.F.<S); ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 113r; E.R, vi, cxxxii, 514 
*®* McGladdery, James //, 106; Stevraison, Letters and Papers Illustrative of the wars of the 
English in France, i, 325 
*®®RM&,ii,nos. 25,279 
*’®&Jg,435,514
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The coalition of councillors, recipients of titles, offices and earldoms which 
dominated parliament from 1451 to 1455 had stayed solid to the end. After the murder 
of the eighth earl of Douglas, the family and any identifiable allies were resolute in their 
determination to stay away from parliament. It must be questioned whether this was 
entirely out of fear of fiirther violence by the king, even at times when the family were 
theoretically at the king’s peace, and after the king had restored all the gains he had 
made after the murder. No doubt memories of the forfeiture of the Albany Stewarts after 
a seizure in parliament may have played a part, but the absence of any members of the 
broader Douglas affinity, even at the meeting before the eighth earl’s death, adds to the 
impression of contempt for royal authority, and irreparable hostility between the rival 
factions. Parliament and general council, having been strongly under Douglas influence 
from 1445 to 1450, immediately became a tool of the royal faction, with no identifiable 
opposition, or even identifiable figures who might want to moderate the king’s policy. 
The three estates, perhaps for the only time in the fifteenth century, genuinely had 
become a rubber-stamp of royal authority.
Yet this was a domination bom out of peculiar circumstances—a conflict that 
went far beyond the factional infighting of the 1430s, 1440s or 1460s, when members of 
rival factions would attend meetings of the estates together. Parliament was dominated 
by one issue, the conflict with the Douglases—little other business seems to have been 
transacted. Meanwhile the king used the forum of parliament as perhaps the most 
important method of securing the cohesion of his allies, primarily by distributing 
patronage. Most importantly of all, this period of strong support for the king had no 
permanent effect on the ability of parliament to r%ist and moderate royal policy, or even 
dictate terms to the crown—as would be shown in the parliament that met just two 
months later.*"
*’* A.P.S., ii, 77; below, app. C 
*"AP.&, 11,42-5
Chapter 6— ‘PARLIAMENTEXHORTS AND REQUIRES’: GUIDANCE 
AND Supervision . 1455-60
In many ways, the parliament which met on 4 August 1455 (in fact a continuation of the 
June 1455 meeting) marked the beginning of the short majority of James II. Although 
the king had clearly been ruling as an adult since the fall of the Livingstons in 1449, for 
the next six years he had continued to rely heavily, firstly on the support of the 
Douglases, and then on those figures on his council who had risen during the minority— 
William, lord Crichton, George Crichton, earl of Caithness, and William Turnbull, 
bishop of Glasgow. The final defeat of the Douglases, and, almost equally importantly, 
the death of all three of his leading councillors in 1454,* left James finally with the 
ability to govern entirely independently, with the aid of a council made up of people 
who had, by and large, come to influence since 1450, and owed their positions and titles 
to the king’s munificence alone.
In the brief five years that followed, James was to stamp his personality firmly 
on foreign and domestic policy. Like James I, he pursued a policy of augmenting his 
power and finances at others’ expense: by the disinheritance of lord Erskine, and the 
hasty termination of the earl and master of Huntly’s ambitions in Moray—and may have 
begun to create powerful enemies as a result. His apparent obsession with recovering 
Berwick-upon-Tweed and Roxbur^ may have been coloured by the desire to succeed 
where his father had failed, while his plans to pursue his weak claims to the Isle of Man 
and the duchy of Saintonge in France spoke of a man whose ambitions were not always 
tempered by good sense. The behaviour of the estates in parliament available from the 
limited records for the last five years of the reign seems to reflect a developing wariness. 
A picture emerges of parliament attempting to guide the king’s behaviour towards what 
was perceived as ‘the quiet and commoune profett of the Realme and Justice to be 
kepit’, and to restrict the sources of possible grievance—particularly over the matter of 
royal finances.’ That James II died leading perhaps the most successful royal campaign 
against England of the fifteenth century may be as much the result of the estates’ success 
as the king’s popularity and qualities of leadership.
* Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 152 
^A.P.S,n, 52
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The Poverty o f the Crown and Other Inconveniences
This policy of co-operation between the crown and estates in return for parliament 
having considerable power over royal affairs is seen most clearly at the continuation of 
parliament that began on 4 August. A number of acts were passed aimed at augmenting 
royal power, through its estates, offices and finances, the most well known of which is 
the act of annexation. The act began:
‘In the first forsamekill as the pouerte of the crowne is oftymis the cause of 
the pouerte of the Realme and mony uther inconuenientis the quhilkis war 
lang to expreyme’
it was statuted and ordained ‘be the avyse of the full consale of the parliament’ that 
certain lordships and castles should be annexed to the crown, in each part of the realm 
where the king made residence. These lands and castles ‘may not be giffyn away nother 
in fee nor in franktenement’, except for exceptional reasons, and by the advice, 
deliverance and decree of the whole parliament. Any grant made to the contrary of the 
act was to be of no avail, and those who received lands were to reftind all profits that 
they might receive. The king was to swear an oath to all the terms, while his successors 
were to swear obedience to the act in their coronation oaths.*
The list of lordships and castles added a fiirther source of income not to be 
alienated—all the customs of Scotland in the hands of James I on the day he died. Those 
that had pensions were to be compensated. The lands themselves were made up 
predominantly of the Douglas estates, along with other lands that had been forfeited to 
the crown during the reign of James I. The lordships of Ettrick Forest and Galloway, 
forfeited by the earl of Douglas, the earldom of Fife forfeited in 1425 by the duke of 
Albany, and the earldom of Stratheam, forfeited by Walter Stewart, earl of Atholl in 
1437, formed the core of the annexation, along with other lordships and lands in 
Lothian, Dumbartonshire, Angus and Invemesshire.* To these were added the castles of 
Threave, recently fallen into royal hands after the siege during July,® Inverness, 
Urquhart and Redcastle, Falkland palace, and, most importantly, the castles of 
Edinburgh, Stirling, and Dumbarton.®
*^f.& ,ii,42
* A.P.S., ii, 42; Atlas of Scottish History to 1707, ed. P. 0 . B. McNeill and H. L. MacQueen 
(Edinburgh, 1996), 113, p-ovides a map showing the position and extent of all the lands and 
castles included in the act of annexation.
® E.R, vi, xxxii-xxxv 
® ^ .M ,ü ,42
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Three fiirther acts augmented the annexed estates, castles and customs still 
further. No march wardens were to be made in fee and heritage in future, and the powers 
of the wardens over treason, and the powers of the warden courts in matters that also 
pertained to justice ayres, were limited. All regalities in the king’s hands were to be 
returned to the king’s ‘Rialte’, in other words they were to lose their status as regalities, 
and thus come under the normal jurisdiction of sheriff courts and justice ayres in the 
king’s royalty. Furthermore the king was not to grant any further regalities in future 
without the consent of parliament.’ Finally, no office of any kind was to be given in 
future in fee and heritage. All offices given since the death of James I were to be 
revoked, with the sole exception of the wardenry of the march given to the king’s infant 
son, Alexander, earl of March and lord of Annandale.*
Together these acts were designed to deal with two separate but connected 
issues. Firstly and most importantly the annexed lands were deigned to provide a solid 
financial base for the crown, removing the need for frequent recourse to the estates for 
taxation or subsidies. The long shadow of James I’s reign, and the tension caused in 
parliament by frequent requests for taxation, no doubt played a part in the enthusiasm of 
the estates to provide the king with an adequate independent income. It has been 
estimated that the annexed lands and customs in 1455 were worth some £6,050 in cash, 
plus substantial sums in victuals. In addition to this the king received something in the 
order of £3,500 from his unannexed estates, which he was still permitted to alienate at 
will.®
The second aim of the act of annexation was shown by the supplementary acts 
ending hereditary office holding and limiting the powers of march wardens—it was seen 
as essential that no magnate should in friture have the power to challenge royal authority 
to the extent of the Black Douglases. It was for the same reason that the royal castles 
were included in the act of annexation. Castles were a significant drain on royal 
finances, in maintenance of the fabric, munition, and in the fees of the garrisons and 
keepers. Nevertheless, they were a crucial element in securing the predominance of 
royal power in the realm—‘the keys of the kingdom’, as they were described in 1476.*® 
The acts therefore aimed to raise the king above the rest of the great magnates, and to 
remove from the king the ability to create a rival power through his own patronage, or 
the squandering of his patrimony. It was a piece of legislation bom of a long heritage—
’ A.P.S., ii, 43; Nicholson, Scotland, The Later Middle Ages, 377 
*^.P.5:,ii,42-3
® Nicholson, Scotland, The Later Middle Ages, 379
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from the careful overseeing of the crown estates by parliament in the minority of Jam% 
II, and, looking back far further, from the reign of David II, who had been ordered to 
Tive ofhk own’ and to cease alienations of the crown demesne without the advice of the 
estates.** Parliament was reasserting some of its most fundamental powers.
The act was, in effect, a contract between king and estates in which both stood 
to gain. The tendency had been since 1425 for those lands that came to the crown 
through forfeitures or disinheritances to remain with the crown. The only major 
alienations of lands since 1437 had been of the earldoms of Fife and Garioch to the 
queen in liferent, after which her lands would revert to the crown, and to close members 
of the royal family, most obviously to the king’s half-brother John Stewart, of the 
earldom of Atholl (in 1453), and to his second son, Alexander, of the earldom of March 
(in 1455).*’ Later grants would be of the earldom of Moray (briefly) to James’ third son, 
David, in 1456, and the earldom of Mar to his fourth son, John, in 1459.** Even the 
grants to his sons hardly counted as alienations in the short to medium tarm, remaining 
effectively with the crown until their majorities. The act of annexation therefore fitted in 
with the policy pursued by James I and James II of increasing royal authority by 
increasing landed possessions.
Nevertheless, it should not be thought that the act of annexation was a policy 
dictated by the crown to the estates as a way of justifying holding on to all the recent 
gains from the Douglas forfeitures, and of avoiding rewarding the loyalty of the king’s 
allies. The wording of the act, suggesting firmly that the king should generally not 
trouble the estates financially, the heavy restrictions placed on the king’s freedom to 
dispose of his lands, offices and customs, and parliament’s role in any friture grants of 
annexed lands, all illustrate the extent to which the king was gaining a favourable 
settlement in return for major concessions. The inclusion of an oath to abide by the act 
in the coronation oath only underlined the extent to which royal authority was intended 
to be secondary to parliamentary power over a large proportion of the king’s 
possessions.
*®AP.5:,ii, 113
** A.P.S., i, 143-4.1 would like to thank Michael Penman for allowing me to see a copy of his 
paper ‘David H, Diplomacy, Councils and Parliaments, 1329-71’, given at St Andrews 
UnivCTsity, Scottish Parliament Workshop, hfey 1998.
*’ A.P.S., ii, 61, 66; ii, no. 592; N.L.S. Ch. 16,060; E.R, vi, 65. The temporary nature of
alienations to the queen was h i^ li^ ted  by the feet that many of her dower estates were 
included in the act of annexation, which was specifically stated not to prejudice her infefrment 
{A.P.S., ii, 42), but highli^ted the feet that they continued to be perceived as crown property.
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It would still have to be accepted that parliament’s powers over crown estates 
were limited, however, if the act had been abused by Jam% II with impunity. Robert 
Rait claimed that this was indeed the case, citing as evidence the later revocations of 
1464 and 1476." Rait, however, misunderstood the nature of revocations generally, and 
the 1464 and 1476 revocations in particular. The 1464 act revoked alienations made by 
James II before his death and by James HI ‘from the seduction of certain persons with 
him [James IE] for the time’." This was no doubt the Kennedy faction’s way of 
reversing the grants made in favour of the allies of Mary of Gueldres, but was also in the 
tradition of revocations during the minority of James U. The revocation of July 1476, 
like James II’s of October 1455, was the revocation made by James IE on his official 
majority, and revoked all manner of alienations, not just those covered by the act of 
annexation.*® Above all, both acts were made in parliament, with the authority of the 
estates, and therefore only underline the extent to which the estates demanded the right 
to oversee the king’s alienations.
The proof of the success of the act, however, comes from the fact that the 
annexed estates wwe not, with some notable exceptions, granted out illegally over the 
next quarter of a century. Indeed there were relatively few contraventions of the act in 
the reign of James E or James IE, and those that did occur may well either have been 
made with the agreement of the estates, or were out of royal control. Thus it has been 
noted as evidence of the ineffectiveness of the act of annexation that James Kennedy 
received the fermes of Ballincrieff in 1457 for one term—but this was quite different 
from a permanent alienation, and in subsequent years the fermes were rendered 
properly.*’ Superficially more damning were the grants of the liferents of the barony and 
castle of Urquhart and the barony of Glenmoriston, all included in the act of annexation, 
to the earl of Ross by 22 September 1456.** Ross had seized these lands in 1451, 
however, and an attempt to recover them would have destroyed James E’s entire 
northern policy of rapprochement with the earl after 1455. Acceptance of a fait accompli 
was the only option.*®
** E.R, vi, cxxvi 280,291; E.R, vi, 516 
" Rait, Parliaments c f  Scotland, 484 
*®Af.&,ii, 84 
*®Af.&,ii, 113
*’ E.R, vi, 359; Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 162 N. A. T. Macdougall, James in, a Political 
Stiufy (Edinburgh, 1982), 37
** E.R, vi, Ii, 221,376,514, 650. Glenmoriston is spelt ‘Glenorquhane’ in..4.P.5'., ii, 42 
*® ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 118v
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An analysis of the excheqnar accounts for the period 1455 to 1479 shows that 
these grants were the exceptions to the rule. Of the other annexed lands, Stratheam, 
Ettrick Forest, Galloway, Ballincrieff and Gifford, and the castles of Inverness, 
Edinburgh, Stirling, Dumbarton and Redcastle remained in crown hands without any 
alienations throughout that period.’® Avoch, Ardmeanach, Petty and Brachlie, and 
Strathdeam all remained in crown hands until they were forcibly taken by the earl of 
Ross during the early minority of James III. Half of Bonach and Banchory was granted 
to Janet Stewart in liferent during the reign of James II, before being taken along with 
the other northern estates by the earl of Ross in 1462. Part of the barony of Ardmeanach 
was granted to the church of St Duthac of Tain by James II on 10 October 1457. The 
earldom of Fife and Falkland palace remained with the queen until her death, when they 
reverted to the crown.’* Thus only the grants to Janet Stewart and the church of St 
Duthac show James II acting contrary to the act of annexation, and only one of these 
was a permanent alienation.
The majority of James HI would see some more grants from the annexed estates, 
but even these were not overwhelming. On 9 March 1473 the lordship of Brechin was 
granted to the earl of Crawford in liferent, and on 11 October of the same year Queen 
Margaret of Denmark would receive, among other estates, Galloway, Ettrick Forest, and 
Strathdeam, with the castles of Threave and Stirling, along with the customs of Stirling, 
Perth and Linlithgow, as her dowry, and with parliament’s explicit consent." The 
lordship of Brechin was back in crown possession by August 1477, long before 
Crawford’s death, presumably as a result of the revocation of 1476.’* Likewise, most of 
the lands seized by the earl of Ross would be back in royal hands by 1465, albeit that 
they had been largely laid waste.’* The first substantial permanent alienation of annexed 
estates seems to have come only on 5 April 1481, when the lordship of Brechin, along 
with Ardmeanach, Avoch and the Redcastle were included in the grant of states to 
James Ill’s second son, James, when he was created marquis of Ormond.’® This grant 
was made at the time of parliament, and very possibly with the consent of the estates.’® 
Like the grants to James II’s sons, it would not have been effective in practice for many 
years, and in fact was superseded by Ormond’s elevation to the archbishopric of St
’® E.R, vi, v\{per index
’* E.R, vii, 20, 126,128,235, and per index', Nfecdougall, James III, 59; S.R.O. GD86/21 
" R.M.S., ii, nos. 1111, 1143. The queen’s estates continued to be recorded in the exchequer 




’® See appaidix A; .51, ii, 132
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Andrews in 1497, when his secular estates reverted to the crown.”  Thus, but for the 
violent interventions of the earl of Ross in 1452 and 1462, the lands, customs and castle 
in the act of annexation by and large remained with the crown well into the majority of 
James III and beyond.
The seriousness with which the act was taken in 1455 is made even more 
apparent by a grant to William Sinclair, earl of Orkney made on 28 August 1455 and 
repeated on 29 April 1456. On that date Orkney would be granted the earldom of 
Caithness in recompense for giving up his rights to the lordship of Nithsdale, the 
keepership of the march, his office of sheriff of Dumfries, the judicial profits of the 
same, his right to a pension of £300 sterling from the customs of certain unnamed royal 
burghs, all other rights, lands or possessions granted by Robert II to Sir William 
Douglas of Nithsdale and inherited by Sinclair, and a fiirther pension of £40 sterling 
granted to William for his service.”  This is strong evidence of the implementation of the 
terms of the act of annexation and the acts concerning office holding, although it is not 
clear if Orkney considered the earldom of Caithness to be adequate recompense.”
The act of annexation and its associated legislation was only part of the business 
transacted by the August 1455 session of parliament. Two acts were passed forbidding 
anybody to aid the forfeited ninth earl of Douglas, John Douglas of Balvenie, or 
Beatrice, countess of Douglas, and disinheriting any heirs of the people forfeited at the 
June session. More routine acts followed, dealing with rewards to those who arrested 
false coiners, and concerning the recompense of expenses of those whose customs and 
offices had been revoked. An embassy was ordered to travel to Rome to make obedience 
to the new pope, Calixtus HI. A fiirther act was passed setting out the habits of each of 
the estates to be worn to parliament, the earls, lords of parliament, burgh commissioners
”  Ormond (by then duke of Ross) retained only the principal messuage of each of his estates 
Mien he became archbishop (N.A.T. Macdougall, James 7F (Edinburgh, 1989), 151, 166 n. 25; 
L. J. Macferlane, William Elphinstone and the Kingdom of Scotland 1431-1514 (Aberdeen, 
1985), 313)
”  S.RO. GD350/1/953; W. Fraser, The Douglas Book (Edinburgh, 1885), ill, no. 85. The S.RO. 
charter is only available through a poor inventory entry, as the manuscript was not transmitted 
to the archive. The second grant of 29 April seems to have been identical, and is printed in full 
by Fraser. Nithsdale had passed to the Sinclairs by the death of William Douglas of Nithsdale 
in 1419, when the estates passed to his sister, Egidia, and her husband, Henry Sinclair, earl of 
Orkney (Brown, Black Douglases, 174)
”  There is no record in the exchequer rolls for the period 1437-1460 of Orkney being paid such a 
large sum from the customs {E.R, v, vi, passim), so he may have been «(changing a claim to 
customs that was unlikely to be honoured for something more concrete. See also B. E. 
Crawford, ‘William Sinclair, earl of Oikney, and his Family: a Study in the Politics of 
Survival’, in K. J. Stringer (ed.), Essays on the Nobility o f Medieval Scotland (Edinburgh, 
1985), 232-253,236, Mii(h shows the apparent rift between Orkney and the king by late 1456.
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and advocates or forespeakers being ordered to wear brown, red, blue and green 
respectively.”  Parliament here was beginning to deal again with the type of legislation 
that formed its routine business during the majority of a king—it was the type of 
legislation that had been in short supply since 1450.
Parliament’s business was still not finished, however, and was continued once 
again to Stirling on 12 October 1455. The continuation may initially have been planned 
to coincide with the king’s twenty-fifth birthday, which fell on 16 October.** The date 
was significant as it marked the king’s official majority, at which time he was able to 
issue a revocation of all grants made in his minority. In fact two revocations were made 
on that day, and although neither explicitly mentions parliament, it is likely they were 
made with some oversight by the estates—certainly the witness lists to both revocations 
were slightly larger than usual. The first revocation reversed all grants made before the 
king’s twenty-fifth birthday with the exception of those made to the queen, to his son, 
Alexander Stewart, of the earldom of March, to William, earl of Orkney, of the earldom 
of Caithness, and to the bishop of Moray and his successors.*’ The second revoked all 
grants, infeftments and alienations made by the king, injurious to himself or his son, 
Alexander, from the lands and pertinents of the earldom of March and lordship of 
Annandale.** Together, the acts ware clearly beneficial to the king, but also fitted in with 
the policy begun with the act of annexation in August.
The acts made in parliament marked a departure fi'om the August assembly. The 
dominant characteristic of the last five years of James II’s reign would be a belligerent 
attitude towards England, and a clear ambition to pursue all Scotland’s claims to lands 
and towns held by other kingdoms—whether the English garrisons in Scotland at 
Berwick and Roxburgh, the Isle of Man, the duchy of Saintonge in France, or Shetland 
and Orkney. Even before he had seen off the internal threat of the Douglas family, he 
was engaged in an attempt to reclaim Berwick in July 1455, with troops diverted from
*® A.P.S., ii, 43-4. It is not clear if  the embassy in feet departed, but the large number of 
supplications made by the king m  behalf of Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow, in April 
1456, particularly concerning the privileges of the new University of Glasgow, may have been 
the {i^ oduct of the embassy (C.S.S.R., v, nos. 601, 603-7,609). The act of parliament had stated 
that it was to make obedience to the Pope and ‘certane privilegis to be purchest’,
** James n  was bom on 16 October 1430 (Bower, Scoticiiromcon, viii, 263)
*’ S.RO. RH6/342. The grant to the bishop of Moray had been a dispensation to keep lands in the 
sheriffdoms of Invmiess and Banff granted to him by the Hugh Douglas, earl of Ormond, and 
John Douglas of Balvenie, notwithstanding their forfeitures (McGladdery, James II, 95; E.R, 
vi, 376)
** S.RO. GD25/1/65
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the siege of Threave.”  The earl of Douglas’s reception in England and gift of a generous 
pension jfrom Henry Vi’s government gave the king an added motivation, but James’s 
main reason was the opportunity afforded by the Wars of the Roses. The first battle of St 
Albans, on 22 May 1455, had seen Henry VI captured by Richard, duke of York, and 
was followed by the English king’s descent into an episode of insanity and York’s 
appointment as protector in November.”  At some point during 1455 James II would 
instruct his ambassadors in France to request Charles VII to organise a simultaneous 
attack on Calais when the Scots attacked Berwick.”  Parliament meanwhile passed 
fourteen acts making preparation for war on the borders by land and sea, setting warning 
beacons to warn the Lothians of invasion from the ‘est passage’ between Roxburgh and 
Berwick, setting punishments for those Scots who aided England, and forbidding any 
supply to Berwick or Roxburgh.”  The king’s plans certainly placed some pressures on 
the estates. Three garrisons totalling six hundred men were to be arranged to defend the 
marches, which had to be supplied by the estates generally. The sheriff were ordered to 
send writs to ftie king setting out the wealth in lands, rents and other possessions of all 
the lords, barons and fi:eeholders in sheriffdoms and regalities, on the basis of which a 
commission of lords was to judge how many men were to be sent to the borders fi’om 
each area. Dr O’Brien argued that this amounted to a taxation, and it certainly may not 
have differed fi'om a contribution of money to any great degree.** In the short term the 
estates were probably happy to accede to royal requests for assistance.*® Nevertheless 
there may have been some who doubted the wisdom of following a prolonged civil war 
that had seen parts of southern Scotland laid waste with a war of aggression against 
England, and shortly afterwards the Isle of Man.*® This was a theme that may be shown 
by comments made before the estates in later years.
Some hint of the debate that took place in James II’s later parliaments, is 
provided by the acts of the general council that assembled on 19 October 1456.** Since 
October 1455 the king’s aggressive policy towards England had had mixed, even 
counter-productive, results. Before 16 October 1455 James had revived the long 
dormant Scottish claim to the Isle of Man by conferring the title of lord of the island on 
his son Alexander, earl of March. By 17 September 1456, probably in late 1455, James
** Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 157 and w.; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no, 1272
”  Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1272-3, 1277, 1279 etc.; M. H. Keen, England in the Later Middle 
Ages (London, 1973), 443-4 
*® Stevenson, Letters and Papers Illustrative of the Wars of the English in France, i, 319-22 
*’ v4.F.&,ii,44-5
** A.P.S., ii,45; O’Brioi, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app 0 , 403 
*® Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1272 
*® Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 176 and n.
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had sent an army to the island.*’ The outcome in the short term had been a wrecked ship, 
but the king had also succeeded in provoking one of the more dangerous English 
families and lords of Man, the Stanleys. They set about strengthening the defences of the 
island before procuring a threat of excommunication against James from the pope.** War 
on the borders was becoming endemic, with English attacks into Scotland providing the 
king with an excuse to renounce the truce with England on 10 May 1456. Richard, duke 
of York, had adopted a stance just as belligerent as James’s, reviving the claim to 
English overlordship of Scotland.** By 12 July James was at Peebles following a 
successful raid into Northumberland.*® The author of the Auchinleck Chronicle (in one 
of his few comments on the last five years of the reign), stated, no doubt with some 
exaggeration, that James had entered England with 6,000 men, laying waste to the land 
for twenty miles south of the border and destroying seventeen fortifications in a raid that 
lasted six days: ‘and come hame with gret worschip and tynt not a man of valour’. The 
English response was predictable: the duke of York and earl of Salisbury raided back 
into Scotland, probably into the west march from Salisbury’s base at Carlisle.*®
General council remained broadly supportive of the king’s efforts. Indeed the 
main reason for summoning the assembly was to gain a grant of taxation from the third 
estate to fund munitions for besieging Berwick and Roxburgh and for an embassy to the 
king of France requesting assistance.*’ The taxation was duly granted and Andrew 
Crawford, an Edinburgh burgess, was sent to France to raise loans on the security of the 
grant and loans from individual burgesses. An account of 1457 records payments of just 
under £400 Scots in total from Edinburgh, Dundee, Inverkeithing, Peebles, Forfar, Perth, 
Dunfermline, Montrose, Arbroath and Kirkcudbright, with another sum of over £270 
Scots being provided by individual loans. Those burghs that avoided full payment of the 
tax, including Aberdeen, Dundee, Cupar and Perth, found their goods on the continent 
seized.** No record survives of any contribution by the clerics or barons, and it seems
**^.P.5'.,ü,45-7
*’ S.R.O. RH6/342; E.R, vi, xliv, 204
** ER, vi, 349; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 176 and A. Themer, Vetera Monumenta Hibemorum 
et Scotorum Historiam Rlustrantia (Rome, 1864), 413-4, no. DCCLXXXVH. This would be 
followed after July 1457 by a combined attack by the earl of Douglas and the Stanley femily 
upon Kirkcudbri^t from the sea. The town was burnt by a large force of five or six hundred 
men who then went on to harry the marches (S.RO. SP6/20; Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 202)
** McGladdery, James II, 98-9
*® S.RO. RH6/344.
*® ‘Auchinleck Chroiicle’, f. 119r, in McGladdery, James II, app 2, 160-73; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, 
no. 1277
*’ Stevenson, Letters and Papers Illustrative of the Wars of the English in France, i, 333
** KR, vi, xlv-xlvii, 305-11
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probable that they were not included in the levy.*® This in itself may be telling—the 
burdens of war may have been considered large enough, particularly on the second 
estate. In any case the funds being raised were hardly in the same league as the taxes of 
James Fs reign, and the tax seems to have been collected with a minimum of fuss. 
Nevertheless, the estates may well have made one issue very clear to the king—money 
raised by extraordinary taxation was to be spent exclusively on the things for which it 
was granted. As with the act of annexation (and in contrast to his father) James acceded 
to the estates’ demands. Of the money raised, £378 12s IVzd Scots was spent on 
munitions of war, other sums on the expenses of the ambassadors and only relatively 
insignificant amounts on royal fripperies—fine wines from the Rhine and medicine for 
the king’s doctor.”
Hand in hand with the grant of tax was a letter written to France by the three 
estates on 20 October in an attempt to aid the king’s requests for help from Charles 
VII.®* The letter, sealed by James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews, William Sinclair, earl 
of Orkney, and the common seal of Edinburgh, stated only that James II was sending an 
embassy to France, with the advice of the estate, asking for aid against their common 
English enemies, and Charles VII’s adherence to the ancient alliances between the two 
countries. It was accompanied by a much more detailed missive from James II which 
does not survive, but is dealt with at length in Charles VII’s reply of January 1457. 
James asked optimistically for nothing less than an invasion by France into England, 
failing which a contribution of money and munitions for Scotland—both of which 
requests the French king declined on the basis of domestic considerations.®’ However 
unlikely the first request seemed, James seems to have had high hopes that some 
assistance would come from the continent in 1457, and the refusal of French king to 
afford any aid was one of the main elements in the abandonment of the attempt to regain 
Berwick in the spring of 1457 after a brief engagement.®* The changing political 
situation in England also played a part—Margaret of Anjou regained control of 
government at the expense of the duke of York, who was sent to Ireland, and there are 
suggestions that she may have bought James n ’s peace by hints at English marriages for 
the king’s sisters.®*
*® Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 170 n.
®®£.R,vi,xlvii, 308-11
®* Stevenson, Letters and Papers Illustrative of the Wars of the English in Frame, i, 330-1 
®’ Stevenson, Letters and Papers Illustrative o f the Wars of the English in Frame, i, 332-51 
®* Dunlop, James Kenmcfy, 171; CaL Pat. Rolls, Henry VI, vi, 346,356 
®* Dunlop, James Kenmcfy, 172
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Although the October 1456 general council had been supportive of the king’s 
policy, there are strong suggestions of the estates’ involvement in the decision-making 
process, and of interventions and alterations to royal policy made by individual estates. 
Indeed the extant acts for once appear to be almost an intermediary report, giving some 
hints at the arguments taking place before the estat%.^  ^For instance the jRrst act in M l is 
as follows:
‘Item as to the first artikyll quhare it spekis of the deliuerance and decret 
that the king sulde gif anentis debatis betuix diuerse personis of the Realme 
of the taking of presonaris in wynnyng of touns and fortalicis that artikill is 
referryt to the baronys for the decisione therof pertenis to thame for thai 
haif experience thareof 
This might well imply the that the acts as they have come down to us are in fact the 
product of the lords of the article, or a body similar in nature.
Similarly with the second act, concerning supplying the borders and the defence 
of the realm from English attacks in the coming year, the advice of the three estates 
together is clearly laid out: that the estates thought the borders needed less supplia than 
in the previous year, due to a better harvest, and that local truces had been agreed on the 
east and middle marches until Candlemas (2 February). The clerical estate added their 
own advice to the act—that they thought a truce could be agreed on the west march also, 
and that the English would be agreeable to an extension of the local truces from 
Candlemas until ‘ wedder dais’ owing to the ‘mekill mair travell and chargis of weir’ that 
they had suffered in the previous year. Therefore they suggested that frie borderers 
should be content with their supplies for the present, instead suggesting that the ‘inland 
men’ aid the borderers if any major invasion was likely.
This interesting display of the kind of discussion that went on between the 
estates, and the interventions and different points of view that particular estates might 
have, is secondary to the hidden meaning of the act. James would gain a contribution of 
tax from the third estate that would pay for the embassy and munition of the borders at 
this general council, but was facing clear, if polite, resistance from the other two estates 
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The remaining acts were concerned primarily with further arrangements for war 
on the borders. Weaponshowings were set, men were ordered to be equipped correctly 
for the defence of the realm, and the manufacture of carts to carry the king’s artillery 
was ordered. The clergy made a further intervention in an act suggesting procedures for 
dealing with the plague, while three further acts seem to show the intervention of the 
estates to encourage the king to act in a certain way. An act conconing justice states 
that: ‘the clergy thinkis the artikill is weill maide of the selfe and beseikis oure souerane 
lorde to ger it be continuyt and execute’. The act then set sessions to sit for three 
months, beginning in November at Edinburgh.^ ® The article referred to was presumably 
the draft act placed before the estates by the king and council, which the clergy were 
endorsing. Two final acts begin with the statement ‘Item as tuiching the complaynt be 
the universale burowys of the Realme that pure commonys ar gretumly iniuryt and 
opprest be the kingis sherrefs constabulis and ther ministeris ...’, and go on to describe 
the king’s ministers’ harassment of city dwellers when fairs, sessions, general councils 
and parliaments were being held. The burgesses, perhaps as part of the pay-off for the 
grant of taxation to the king, were asking for a concession which seems to have been 
granted.
Sadly, no record of attendance at the October 1456 general council survives, and 
it has not been possible to build up a possible attendance list from other sources. It is 
clear, however, that despite broad support for the king’s polices from the estates, their 
assistance in petitioning Charles VII of France for aid, and a grant of taxation from the 
third estate, there was a significant level of resistance to crown policies—particularly 
over the munitioning of the borders by the clerics and nobles.
*The commoune profett o f the Realme and Justice to be kepit*
With one exception, the records of parliaments and general councils for the rest of the 
reign are fragmentary. In 1457 no evidence for a meeting survives at all, although this 
can not be taken as proof that there was no assembly. Thomas Thomson places a 
parliament at Perth on 7 February 1457, but this is in fact an act of the session set by the 
October 1456 general council.^ The lack of a meeting might be explained by a
^^AP.S.,u,46
'^.P.&,ii,46-7
60 A.P.S., ii, 77-8, ‘Jw cessiom publica tenta Apud burgum de Perthe\ A.P.S., xii, 24, fijriher 
suggests a parliammt at Edinburgh on 7 November 1457. In feet tiie printed document is a 
public instrumait made at Aberdeai on that date, before the king and council, Wiich ordered 
James Skene to cease taking up the fermes of certain lands until the fourtii day of the next
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prolonged progress by the king to the north in the summer and autumn of 1457, after 
travelling on justice ayre to Ayr earlier in the year, as well as to Rothesay castle and 
Dunoon.®^  The king was at Perth on 2 June, Inverness from 5 to 13 October, Elgin and 
Banff soon after, and Aberdeen on 5 November, carrying out a justice ayre and other 
business with a large entourage of bishops, earls, and lords of parliament/^  After the 
difficulties at the previous year’s general council the king may have deemed it advisable 
to avoid a session of parliament, especially given the controversial nature of his business I
in the north. The king had travelled north with two objectives in mind—securing |
possession of the earldoms of Moray and Mar. Moray had fallen to the crown by the |
forfeiture of Archibald Douglas following his death at the battle of Arkinholm in May j
1455. The earl of Huntly, present with the king at Inverness, had immediately set about 
pursuing Moray for his own family. His son, George, master of Huntly, had made a 
contract to marry Elizabeth Dunbar, countess of Moray and widow of Archibald j
Douglas, on 20 May 1455, just nineteen days after Arkinholm.^  ^ James had acted i
quickly to prevent the master of Huntly gaining the earldom, making his infant son |
David earl in February 1456, and ordering the demolition of Lochindorb castle.^ The I
young earl’s death before July 1457 did not hinder the king’s determination to keep 
Moray in his hands. The master of Huntly was given the hand of the king’s sister, |
Annabella, as compensation for the loss of the earldom, while the king’s distrust of the j
Seton femily was shown further by Huntly’s replacement as keeper of Kildrummy castle S
by lord Glamis in early 1456.“  Huntly, who had played an important role in the Douglas i
civil war by helping to end the earl of Crawford’s involvement, might have expected for |
more generous treatment.^
The earl and master of Huntly would have been antagonised further by the 
treatment at Inverness of the earl of Ross and his allies. If parliament the previous year
parliament, to be held in Edinburgh in March 1458. The case duly came before the Iwds 
auditors on. 20 March 1458 (4.P.&, xii, 25)
KRf v i, x lix
S.RO. GD86/21, GD305/1/44/4, RH6/347, RH6/348; KR, vi, 485-6. With the king on 10 
October at Invem^s were John Winchester, bishop of Moray, George Shoreswood, bishop of 
Brechin, diancellor, Thomas Tulloch, bishop of Ross, William Moody, bishop of Caithness,
John MacDonald, earl of Ross and lord of the Isles, Alexander Seton, earl of Huntly,
Alexander, lord Montgomery, Patrick, lord Glamis, James Livingston of Callanda*, 
chamberlain, Robert, lord F illin g, William Murray of Tullibardine and Ninian Spot (S.RO.
GD86/21).
“  Dunlop, James Kennedy  ^ 177; Miscellany of the Spalding Club, iv (Aberdeen, 1849), ed. J.
Stuart, 128-31 
“  E.R, vi, cxxvi n.; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 178
“  Dunlop, James Kennedy, 179; Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors*, app D, 506
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had been loath to grant the king a large taxation for the borders, James recognised other 
means of achieving his aims. At the justice ayres at Inverness, Elgin and Banff, the king 
gave out an enormous number of remissions. At Inverness and Elgin 229 people were 
given a remission, for which they seem to have paid a pound each. A further 149 people 
were given remissions who had still not paid their fee by the time the accounts were 
made. Others were given remissions at Banff—Malcolm Macintosh paying his much 
more substantial fee with sixty marts and a horse. Some were given remissions in reward 
for capturing Alexander Copeland, executed at Banff.“  William Urquhart, sheriff of 
Cromarty, was given a remission on 5 October at Inverness for his depredations in the 
company of the late earl of Ross (therefore before May 1449), and the other remissions 
must have been for similar reasons.^
The remissions, apart from being very lucrative, were also part of the 
rapprochement with the earl of Ross after 1455. They continued the process that had 
seen the king give the earl of Ross the liferent of Urquhart and Glenmoriston in 1456, 
while his half-brother, Gillespie, was given the keepership of Redcastle along with the 
revenues of the annexed lands of Eddirdule in 1457. Malcolm Macintosh and other 
members of his family were allowed to occupy, rent-free. Petty and Brachlie (also 
annexed lands) and Strathnaim.“  For Huntly, and no doubt others among the estates, the 
king’s actions were hardly just reward for the part they had played in bringing about the 
fall of the Douglases. Moreover, while the king may have had little choice but to accept 
the earl of Ross’s possession of Urquhart and Glenmoriston, the grant of patronage to 
Gillespie of the Isles would hardly have seemed just reward for a fiimily that had waged 
war on royal estates with the Douglases as recently as 1454.^ Huntly and others among 
the estates had cause to remember the advice of parliament to Jam% I in 1425 ‘that 
consideracioune salbe had of the hieland men’.^ *
Another man who had been loyal during the early 1450s was Thomas, lord 
Erskine, who, after years of procrastination, was finally denied possession of the 
earldom of Mar in the presence of the king at Aberdeen on 5 November 1457.^ Erskine 
had been a frequent figure at parliament and council and, despite his poor treatment,
“  McGladdety, Jcanes II, 76-7; ‘Audiinleck Chronicle*, f. 123r-v. Although the battle of Brechin 
was primarily a private enterprise, Huntly at least claimed to be acting on the king*s behalf by 
flying the royal banner 
“ ÆR,vi, 485-6
“  S.RO. RH6/348; Hbk Brit Chron., 519 
“ &R,vi, ll-lii;AP.& ,ii,42 
™ ‘Auchinieck Chronicle*, f. 117r-v 
"U.P.&,ii,8
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remained loyal to the king during the crisis years of the early 1450s.^ Now he was 
deprived of Mar by an assize of error which included George, lord Leslie. Leslie’s 
reward was to become earl of Rothes three months later. The earldom of Mar, like 
Moray, was then made more secure in royal hands by being granted to the king’s fourth 
son, John, by the summer of 1459?^
All these matters formed the background to events when parliament finally 
reassembled at Edinburgh on 6 March 1458. Although parliament produced a large 
amount of new legislation for James n, there are hints of reservations about the king’s 
actions since 1455. Parliament passed forty legislative acts in a well attended meeting, 
along with business carried out by the lords auditors and an act concerning the king’s 
revocation of October 1455.’  ^ A great deal of other business was done at Edinburgh 
while parliament was sitting, and the earl of Morton, and probably the earl of Rothes, 
were created at this assembly.^ ® Many of the acts may have been uncontroversial: 
sessions were set to sit until the next parliament to deal with causes; wappinschaws were 
to be held four times a year; football and golf were to be discouraged, with archery 
practice being ordered in parish kirkyards instead; a large committee of fifteen people 
was set up to deal with the problem of money; and overly sumptuous clothing was 
discouraged. Many other acts were passed that give a rare insight into social issues: 
discouraging beggars, the sowing of wheat, the protection of hedges, the control of 
rooks, crows and wolves, and the setting of lands in feu ferme. How effective such acts 
were likely to be in practice is often doubtful; certainly the act of 1456 ordering 
coloured habits for the estates in parliament cannot have been universally popular. It was 
ordered to be put into effect again, with the king making a patron of each habit ‘and all 
the laifbe maide therefter’.^
More importantly fi-om a political point of view, is the evidence of the 
intervention of the estates to advise the king in several of the acts. Justice was a major 
consideration, as with most fifteenth century parliaments, and a number of comments 
suggest that there were reservations about the king’s justice, particularly his use of the 
justice system as a means of raising money for the crown. Justice ayres were ordered to
S.RO. RH6/348; Dunlop, James Kennecfy, 185 
See appendix C; R.M.S., ii, per index 
Dunlop, James Kennedy, 186 
”  A.P.S., ii, 47-52, 78-9, xii, 25; St Andrews University Library, MS 36,929 3/4; Borthwick, 
‘King, Council and Councillors’, ^ p  E, 510
S.RO. GD25/1/73, 74, GD28/120, GD93/20, GD108/1. The first known reference to George 
Leslie as earl of Rothes is on. 19 March 1458, when his lands were erected into a barony 
following his resignatim (S.RO. GD204/7).
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be held each year—something that James II had been happy to abide by since at least 
1455—but two fiirther acts hint at the displeasure provoked by the king’s behaviour. 
One act concerned remissions, a tool extensively used the previous year. It was not 
openly critical, as similar acts would be during the reign of James m , but instead sought 
to limit the powers of the king’s remissions. In future, people who claimed they had 
remissions for crimes of reif, theft and spulzie were nevertheless to find ‘souer borowis’ 
for the injured party within forty days, or be placed in prison. After this time the 
remission was to be adjudged to have expired. Those seeking redr^s of crimes 
committed prior to the passing of the current act were still permitted to take their cases 
before the lords of session, who could order restoration of goods, notwithstanding any 
remission. Once again, if compensation was not given, the remission was to expire.’*
More openly critical was the following act concerning chamberlain ayres. The 
act stated that ‘all the estatis and specialy the pure commownis ar fairly grevyt [by 
chamberlain ayres]’, and went on:
‘The lordis in the name of the thre estatis exhortis oure souerane lorde ... to 
haif piete and consideracioune of the mony and gret inconuenientis that 
fallys vpone his pure liegis ther throu and of his grace to provyde suddane 
remeide and reformacioune therof.’^
As with the remissions given in justice ayres, it seems likely that the problem arose 
primarily from the king’s policy of using his courts as sources of money. Prof^sor 
Nicholson has shown how a policy of ‘self-interested antiquarianism’, saw fines 
imposed on burgesses in Lanark and Aberdeen in 1455 and February 1456 for 
contravening ancient customs by living outside the burgh limits. The sums concerned 
were significant—the Aberdeen ayre raised £25 4s 4d from such fines, and there were 
no doubt others that have escaped record. Interestingly, there is evidence of only one 
chamberlain ayre being held, at Dumbarton, in the period 1450 to 1455, but of ayres 
being held in most years in twenty-three burghs from 1455 to 1460, a Act that would 
seem unlikely to be simply the result of the poorer survival rate of the exchequer rolls in 
the earlier period.** As with his pursuit of Moray and Mar, James II was operating in a 
way that would have been familiar to anybody who had been alive during his father’s
” vf.P.&,ii, 47-51 
’*^.P.&,ii, 49-50 
50
Nicholson, «SboZ/aw^ /; The Later MiiMe Ages, 390; E.R, 102,158
** E.R, V, 631, vi, per index. The holding of chamberlain ayres continued at a similar rate in the 
reign of James III {E.R, vii, viii, per indices)
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reign. He was pursuing the letter, not the spirit, of the law in a manner which was 
beginning to cause r^entment.
The criticism being levelled at James II in the latter part of his reign may well be 
reflected in a poem included in Liber Plnscardensis, and therefore written down in about 
1461.*^  The poem records the advice of a harp to the king, setting out advice for good 
government, and is primarily concerned with the good administration of justice. The 
tone of the poem exhibits the usual late medieval preoccupations with such works of 
advice to princes, concentrating on criticism of the administration of justice, and 
exhortations to abide by good counsel. There are, however, certain comments which 
indicate that the poem refers specifically to the late part of James II’s reign. The poem is 
clearly written to a particular monarch during his majority, referring back to the king’s 
‘tendir age’.** In the light of the poem dating firom before 1461, the work can refer only 
to James H. In particular, two verses make strong criticism of the giving of remissions: 
‘Quhen grete counsale, with thine awn consent.
Has ordanit strate justice na man to spair,
Within schort tym thou changis thine entent,
Sendand a contrar lettir in continent,
Chargeand [that] of that mater mair be nocht;
Than al the warld murmuris [that] thou art bocht.’
And then, in the final verse:
‘And quhen thow giffis a playn remission 
In case requerand rigour of justice.
But gudly caus, thou offendis to the cron.
And forfatis bath to God and thine office.’*^
These comments refer not to general principles, but to specific behaviour of the king— 
seen clearly in the remissions given on the king’s highland tour in 1457. Such remarks 
may explain the reissue at this parliament of James I’s act regarding those that ‘ingeneris 
discorde betuix the king and his pepill’ .**
Reservations about the king’s government must have been behind the final act 
of the March 1458 parliament, an act which perhaps sums up James II’s relationship
** Liber Pluscardensis, ed. F. J. H. Skene (Edinburgh, 1877), i, xxiii, 392-400; R. J. Lyall, 
‘Politics and Poetry in Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century Scotland’, Scottish Literary Journal, 
vol. 3, part 2 (1976), 5-29, 18-20
** Liber. Pluscardensis, i, 396 
*'* Liber. Pluscardensis, i, 399 
^^A.P.S.,n, 52
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with the estates in parliament and general council after 1455. Worded to appear 
superficially flattering, the subtext of the act is clearly apparent:
‘Sen gode of his he grace has send oure souerane lorde sik progress and 
prospérité that all his rebellys and brekaris of his justice ar removit out of 
his Realme ... sa that his hieness be inclynit in himself and his ministeris to 
the quiet and commoune profett of the Realme and Justice to be kepit 
amangis his liegis his thre estatis with all humilité exhortis ande requiris his 
hieness to be inclynit with sik diligence to the execucione of ther statutis 
and decretis abone writtyne that god may be emplesit of him and all his 
liegis ... may pray for him to gode and gif thankynge to him that sende 
thame sik a prince to ther gouemour and defendour.’“
There are two implied criticisms in the act. Firstly there is a partly conventional plea that 
the king administer justice. As has been seen, James II, unlike his son, was not averse to 
spending long periods travelling the realm on justice ayre. It was the manner of the 
implementation of the king’s justice that was of concern, and, however much humility 
the estates claimed to have in their petition, this act included an unambiguous order that 
the king implement the acts of the March 1458 parliament. Secondly, there is a plea that, 
after the long civil war, and the ultimate defeat of the Douglases, the king should turn to 
domestic matters and the keeping of the peace. It is a plea for some kind of stability after 
the disruption of the early 1450s. But the act was made in the light of the king’s 
behaviour since 1455, in which time he had engaged in a costly war against England, 
and taken on the Stanleys on the Isle of Man, with damaging results. James, however, 
would pay only limited attention to such considerations. By 8 November 1458 he would 
be engaged in his most optimistic scheme yet—an attempt to aquire possession of the 
duchy of Saintonge fi*om Charles VII of France.*’ Saintonge had been promised by the 
treaty of Perth-Chinon in 1428, but the Scottish obligations in that agreement had never 
been properly honoured.** It was, to say the least, extremely unlikely that the king of 
France was going to give up the duchy.
Nevertheless, if this and the other acts implied a certain level of criticism, it was 
as yet not at a dangerous level. It remained constructive, and aimed at encouraging the 
king to turn his attention to certain areas of policy, rather than attempting to stimulate 
outright opposition. Parliament was acting as it should do, as a supervisory body over 
crown policy, and the main forum in which the king could take the advice of his estates.
^A.PS.,n, 52
ii,no.647
** Brown, James /, 110
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This policy of supervision and advice was perhaps at its most successful during the reign 
of James II. There is no substantial evidence of the same level of damaging deterioration 
in the relationship between king and estates that occurred under James I and James HI— 
albeit that there was hardly time for such a collapse to develop after 1455. That James U 
died leading his second successful campaign into England may partly be related to the 
fact that, although he was a monarch in very much the same mould as his father and son, 
in a hurry to augment the power, wealth and prestige of the Scottish crown, parliament 
was as yet able to hold the king in check.
Such a notion might be supported by a declaration made on behalf of the king 
on 6 March in parliament by the chancellor, George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin. 
The declaration set out that the grants of land or demissions in feu ferme to the earl of 
Huntly, lord Avandale, and ten other people, including Sir Andrew Ker, Sir Simon 
Glendinning and Sir Walter Scot, were to remain with them hereditarily, 
notwithstanding the revocation made by the king on 16 October 1455.*® The prevalence 
of people who had been closely involved in the war against the Douglases—Avandale 
and Glendinning had both been present at the eighth earl’s murder in 1452, while Ker 
had been a Douglas loyalist until the collapse in 1455—was no coincidence.®® He was 
making sure he kept the support of those whose actions had been crucial to his success 
in 1455. Equally, the presence of the earl of Huntly on the list, so recently defeated in 
the scramble for Moray, was a reflection of the king’s understanding that he could not 
afford to alienate such a powerful figure.®*
The extant records of the March 1458 parliament are unfortunately the last that 
are anywhere near complete for the reign of James II. No further acts of legislation 
survive, instead only occasional acts survive, dominated by the complex and prolongued 
dispute between Dundee and Montrose.®  ^While the records of this dispute are usefiil in 
providing the dates when parliament was sitting, and are important for the legal history
*® St Andrews University Library, MS 36,929 3/4 (printed in Borfliwick, ‘King, Council and 
Councillors’, app F, 517). Dr BorAwick suggested Üiat the act might imply grants in 
contravention of the act of annexation, but this seems unlikely on the basis of the study of the 
lands given above.
®® ‘Auchinieck Chronicle’, f. 115r; Brown, Black Douglases, 307
®* The known sederunt, and names of people at Edinburg m Mardi 1458 are given below, 
appendix C. Although indicating a well attended meeting, the surviving names are 
predominantly of royal councillors. Although Dr Dunlop ascribed several of the acts, including 
the important final act of parliament, to the influence of James Kennedy (Dunlop, James 
Kennedy, 172-3), there is no evidence that he attended the meeting. Given his status, and the 
reasonably large number of documents made around this time with witness lists, this might be 
taken as reasonably good evidence that he was not present.
®’ See below, appendix A
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of parliament’s competence in matters of fee and heritage, they are of limited help in 
suggesting the nature of parliament’s political role in the final years of James U’s 
reign.®* Unlike similar periods in James I’s, and James U’s reigns, there is no help from 
chronicle sources. In particular, the Auchinieck Chronicle is largely silent on the period 
1455 to 1460, and makes no reference to meetings of the estates.
Nevertheless, it can foe shown that parliament continued to sit annually until the 
final months of James IPs life. On 12 October 1458 a sederunt of people from all three 
estates, chosen by the March parliament, but dominated by royal officials, was present 
in Edinburgh to ratify a decree of council concerning the Dundee and Montrose 
dispute.®^  Seven days earlier, the king’s council had issued a decree in a cause between 
Janet Wardlaw and Alexander Cockbum. The recorded lords of council on that occasion 
were much more numerous than the normal charter witnesses that made up the king’s 
daily council, including two bishops, two abbots, three earls, nine lords of parliament, 
and nine other barons and clerics.®^  Such a gathering of powerful figures, meeting 
simultaneously with a commission of parliament, must suggest that there were other 
matters under discussion than simply civil disputes, the most obvious reason being the 
authorisation of the embassy to France, Castile, and Rome that would be sent by the 
king in November 1458.®^  Thus it is probably no coincidence that Sir William 
Monypenny of Concressault, one of the figures appointed by James II to travel to the 
continent, is named on the large list of lords of council on 5 October.®’ Thomas 
Thomson dated a parliament at Perth on 6 November 1458 on the basis of one of the 
king’s commissions to his ambassadors on that day, which mentions the "expresso 
consensu et matura deliberacione trium statuum regni nostrV (but nowhere states that 
parliament was actually sitting at Perth at this time).®* It seems much more likely that it 
was in fact the commission sitting at Edinburgh in October, acting with the authority of 
the March parliament, that considered the matter of the embassy. Given the March 
parliament’s advice to the king to attend to domestic matters, it is interesting to 
speculate to what extent the consent of parliament was given for the ambassadors’ 
commission to secure sasine of Saintonge. Nevertheless, the other aims of the embassy, 
at Rome, and more importantly in Castile and France, aiming to secure Charles VII’s
®* For a detailed discussion of the dispute between Dundee and Montrose and its implications, see 
A. Borthwick, ‘Montrose v. Dundee and die Jurisdiction of Parliament and Council in Fee and 
Heritage in the Mid-Fifteenth Century’, in C. Jones (ed.), The Scots in Parliament (Edinburgh, 
1996), 33-53 
®^ A.P.S, ii, 78-9; R.M.S, ii, no. 628 
®* S.RO GD298/227/15, and see below, appendix C 
^A.P.S, ii, 79; R.M.S., ii, nos. 642, 643, 647,653 
®’ S.ROGD298/227/15
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arbitration in negotiations with Denmark over the matter of the Norwegian annual, were 
more likely to have received the approval of the commission gathered in October.®®
No parliament is recorded thereafter until 2 October 1459 at Perth.*®® Only 
documents dealing with three dispute survive: between James Skene of that Ilk, 
represented by his son Alexander, and Janet Keith; between the burghs of Dundee and 
Montrose; and between Janet Borthwick and her step-grandson, James Douglas, earl of 
Morton.*®* When the earl of Morton was created in parliament on 14 March 1458, Janet 
Borthwick had made a protest before the estates that the earl had no right to the title of 
Morton, as she was the rightful possessor of the barony of Morton in Dumfriesshire. 
Borthwick had received the barony by her marriage to James Douglas of Dalkeith, in an 
attempt by her husband to create a suitable inheritance for his son by his second wife. In 
response the chancellor had declared that the title came from Morton in the parish of 
Calder-Clere (modem East Calder), a minor ferme toun in West Lothian.*®* On 9 
October Janet Borthwick again compeared in parliament and complained that she had 
been unjustly expelled from the barony of Morton. Although the earl is not mentioned, 
there can only have been one figure behind the seizure of the barony.
It seems doubtful that anybody, least of all the king, had been fooled by 
Morton’s claim about the origin of his title in 1458, and it must be likely that the new 
earldom’s title suggested tacit approval by the king for Morton’s pursual of his step- 
grandmother’s barony. Such an agreement would have fitted in with the large rewards 
given to Morton in the late 1450s, including his elevation to the earldom and his 
marriage in 1458 or 1459 to the king’s sister Joanna, no doubt in reward for his aid 
against the Black Douglases.*®* Their intervention in the lordship of Dalkeith on behalf 
of Henry Douglas of Borgue, a younger brother of Morton’s father, had been one of the 
major flash-points of the civil war, and they had devastated some of his estates in 
1455.*®^  Given his royal backing, it can be no coincidence that Morton decided to seize 
the barony of Morton so soon after the 1458 parliament. It is therefore of interest that
®V.P.&,ii,79
®® Dunlop, James Kennedy, 195 and n., 196-7
*®® The date of 2 October comes from Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app B, 484-5, 
citing Montrose BR WD/1/1. It has not been possible to confirm this date owing to the poor 
state of the manuscript.
*®* A.P.S., ii, 79, xii, 25-6; Borthwick, ‘Montrose v. Dundee’, 40
*®’ A.P.S., ii, 78; Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 145-6; Cowan, Parishes of Medieval 
Scotland (Scottish Record Society, 1967), 25. Borthwick had received royal confirmation of 
her possession of Morton in 1450 and 1451 {R.M.S., ii, nos. 325,428)
*®^ Dunlop, James Kennedy, 182 ».
*®* Brown, Black Douglases, 265,305-6
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parliament backed Janet Borthwick and ordered that she be returned to her estates.*®* 
This is even more significant in the light of the fact that Borthwick, although cleM’ly the 
rightful possessor of Morton, probably had the influence of successive earls of Douglas 
to thank for royal grants and confirmations of the lands in 1439, 1450 and 1451.*®® 
Parliament on this occasion was not willing to stand by as James II provided patronage 
to his allies by sharp practice.
Little else can be told with catainty about the proceedings of parliament fi'om a 
political viewpoint. It was almost certainly well attended, with at least six bishops, three 
abbots, four earls and four lords of parliament known to have attended or been present in 
Edinburgh at the time.*®’ The rare presence of the earl of Orkney, no longer part of the 
king’s regular council, may hint at the main reason for the calling of the assembly.*®* 
Christian I of Denmark had been attempting to pressurise Scotland into paying the 
arrears due for the Norwegian annual for the Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland, and his 
alliance with Charles VII in 1456 had included a clause stating that the king of France 
was to arbitrate in the matter. James II was typically belligerent, and had no intention of 
paying the arrears. In the summer of 1459 Scots and Danes had met with Charles VII 
when it is likely that the notion of Scotland taking full possession of Orkney and 
Shetland was first raised. The results of these discussions may have been considered in 
the October 1459 parliament.*®® Orkney, it appears, was not a supporter of James II’s 
plans, and it is possible that an attack on the governor of Iceland, when he stopped at 
Orkney in 1457, was designed to sabotage negotiations.**® Orkney was not the only 
person present at parliament with reasons to resent the king; lord Erskine attended for 
the first time since he had lost the earldom of Mar, and perhaps only months after the 
king’s youngest son had had the earldom bestowed upon him.*** The king may well not 
have had everything his own way.
James II’s final parliament met at Edinburgh on 4 July 1460, for which only a 
single act of the lords auditors survives, concerning the dispute between Dundee and 
Montrose. The act itself records only the continuation of the cause to the king’s council, 
and declares, over-optimistically, that this was done ‘vnder hope of concorde and but
*®^ÆP.5.,ü,79
*®® ii, nos. 224,325,428; KR, vi, Ivii-lviii n 
*®’ ^.f.& , xii, 25-6; S.R.0 GD198/12; below, appendix C 
*®* S.R.O. GD198/12
*®® Dunlop, James Kennedy, 197-9; Crawford, ‘William Sinclair, earl of Orkney’, 236-7 
**® Crawford, ‘William Sinclair, earl of Orkney’, 236-7. It may be no coincidence that the 
negotiations witii Denmark ceased after the death of James II, when Orkney became part of the 
first minority government.
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preiudice of ony of the saide partis’.**^  In March a parliament had been planned to be 
held at Aberdeen on 30 June, when it was intended to settle die prolonged dispute, but 
this did not in fact meet.*** The change of venue to Edinburgh had probably been 
necessitated by the king’s plans to invade England later in the year in pursuit of 
Roxbur^ and Berwick, and thk will have formed the main topic of discussion when 
parliament finally met. As in 1455 James was seeking to exploit the existence of 
weakness in England. Parliament may have played a role in sending Andrew Agnew, 
sheriff of Wigtown, to Ireland as an envoy to the chieftain of O’Neill in July 1460.**"* 
The main objective of Agnew’s journey may have been negotiations with Richard, duke 
of York, who was still in Ireland at this time.*** In July 1460 there were rumours at 
Bruges that James II intended to make a simultaneous attack when the Yorkists invaded 
England, and that one of the king’s daughters was to marry one of the duke of York’s 
sons.**® In the event Scottish help was not needed. On 10 July the Lancastrian regime 
under Margaret of Anjou was defeated at Northampton, and Henry VI fell into the hands 
of the Yorkists.**’ By the time parliament met, James II had sacked the chancellor, 
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin, and replaced him with lord Avandale, perhaps 
because of pro-Lancastrian sympathies which had seen Shoreswood used as an 
ambassador to Margaret of Anjou’s court—like Orkney he had suffered because of his 
reservations about the king’s foreign policy.*** James, however, now did a total about 
face, and, in a policy of staggering duplicity even by medieval standards, abandoned his 
erstwhile allies and threw his support behind the Lancastrian cause. By 21 July the 
Yorkists were making preparations for a Scottish attack on Berwick.**® George 
Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin, despite losing office, was still present at the July 
parliament, and there may have been discussion about the change of policy that was 
needed to allow the invasion.*’® James, in effect, was pursuing a policy of attacking 
whatever English faction controlled the government for the time. There is no doubting 
that the policy was effective, and but for the king’s death at Roxburgh it would have met 
with resounding success. Nevertheless, it may have been a policy that even some of the 
Scots found hard to accept—particularly in the light of the division between Mary of 
Gueldres and James Kennedy over the same issue in the early 1460s.
** S.RO. GDI98/12; Brit  Chron, 513 
*^  Montrose BR Wl/10 
** Montrose BR Wl/15(ie)
*'*McGladdery, JamesU, III
** Keen, England in the Later Middle Ages, 446
*®McGladdery, JamesII, III
*’ Keen, England in tlte LcAer Middle Ages, 447-8
** Montrose BR Wl/10; Cal Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1301
*® Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1307
2® Montrose BR Wl/10
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Any resistance to the king must have been limited in extent, however, as the 
planned invasion went ahead at the end of July. James was killed by the explosion of a 
cannon at Roxburgh on 3 August, but the castle went on to be taken, following which 
the Scots crossed the Tweed and took Wark.*’* The likely plans to besiege Berwick were 
abandoned, although it is possible that a brief siege took place.*”  It is difficult to judge 
precisely in what direction James II’s relationship with the estates was moving at the 
time of his death. Parliament had certainly made its opinion known at various points in 
the last five years of the reign, after exhibiting conspicuous loyalty during the Douglas 
civil war. Problem areas were developing with the rough treatment of some influential 
figures such as Huntly, Orkney and Erskine, and the apparent refusal to pay a tax in 
1456 by the clerics and barons. Huntly, Orkney and Erskine were all frequent 
parliamentarians who attended meetings even after they sufla-ed at the hands of the 
king, and were figures of such stature that they would have been able to make their 
grievances publicly known. Overall, however, with legislation such as the act of 
annexation and the final advisory act of the 1458 parliament, it appears that the estates 
were following a policy of predominantly constructive criticism and advice to the king, 
albeit that that included strong exhortations for James to behave in a certain way. The 
kind of debilitating and prolonged problems suffered by James I and James III did not 
appear before August 1460. Whether this was the result of James U’s superior qualities 
as a king, and a willingness to listen to the estates, or simply the fact that he died before 
such resistance could develop on a dangerous scale, is much more difficult to judge.
*’* ‘Auchinieck Chrraiicle’, f. 119r-v 
*”  Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1308
Chapter 7 —PARLIAMENT AND FACTION. 1460-1468 
Young Lords and Old Lords, 1460-65
The first parliament of James Hi’s reign did not meet until 22 February 1461, 
over six months after the death of James n.* A meeting of the estates in all but name, 
however, occurred at Kelso in the days after Roxburgh castle was taken. According to 
the Auchinieck Chronicle, the queen and the new king were brought to Kelso and the 
coronation was held while the Scottish host set about taking the English castle of Wark. 
Coronations were traditionally events for large gatherings of barons and clerics, and the 
presence of the host meant that there was no need for any formal summons. A hundred 
new knights were allegedly created, and it must have been here that the initial settlement 
of the new government was arranged.’ In contrast to Joan Beaufort in 1437, Mary of 
Gueldres managed to gain a firm grip on the machinery of government, a fact that was to 
cause division over subsequent years, but there is a severe paucity of evidence for the 
precise nature of the government in the months after the siege of Roxburgh, with the 
register of the great seal lacking for the first three years of the reign, and not even any 
record of the auditors of exchequer until 1462.* James Kennedy, who would become the 
queen’s main rival in parliament over the next three years, was absent on the continent 
until possibly May 1461, and therefore there was no obvious male figure of magnatial 
status or royal blood (as there had been in 1406 and 1437), to become regent."*
The queen, although perhaps finding herself in a position of strength almost by 
default, went on to demonstrate that she was a politician of considerable ability. By the 
time parliament finally met on 22 February 1461, her government had overseen the 
return of Berwick to Scottish hands—a long coveted aim of James II—and would soon 
embark on a combined attack with the Lancastrians on Carlisle.* Parliament was well 
attended, with five bishops, five abbots, six earls, and fourteen lords of parliament 
having been identified as being present among the total sederunt at the meeting.® Despite 
the queen’s ultimate success in maintaining control of government with parliamentary
* A.P.S., ii, 27-8, datfâ parliament to 7 March, but S.RO. GD204, cartulary, 543 (a modem copy 
of a lost original), states that the mating began ‘twenty second of February last’.
’ ‘Auchinieck Chronicle’, f. 119v
* S.RO GD75/40,41 record the king’s council at Edinburgh on 2 December 1460, but provide no 
witness lists.
"* Dunlop, James Kennedy, 435
* Macdougall, James in, 58 
® See below, app. D
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authority, the Auchinieck chronicle records the serious division that occurred over the 
matter.
‘The samyn zere the 23rd [sic] day of Februar king James HI held his first 
parliament at Edinburgh to the quhilk parliament come thir lordis 
underwrittin That is to say the lord of the Isles and erll of Ross and all the 
lardis of the His lord demlie and the lord Kalendare The lord Hamiltoun and 
thai did littill gud in the forsaid parliament Bot that thai ordanit sessionis ... 
and thai left the King in keping with his modere the queen and governing of 
all the kinrik. And thairfor the lordis said that thai war littill gud worth bath 
spirituale and temporall That gaf the keping of the kinrik till a woman.’’
James HI, commenting on this parliament in 1471, would give a slightly different 
interpretation of events, stating that ‘the estates unanimously confirmed his wardship on 
his mother and the lords of her council’.* This was at least partly true, as parliament 
seems to have appointed William Sinclair, earl of Orkney, as an official guardian of the 
king (although actual possession of the king’s person clearly remained with the queen) 
‘by the desire and anxious care of the three estates’.® John Lesley’s account, written over 
a century later, may contain a degree of truth among much confused detail when he 
states that seven regents were appointed—the queen, the bishops of St Andrews and 
Glasgow, the earls of Angus, Huntly, Argyll and Orkney.*® These are names that are 
consistent with the politics of the period, but it is clear that the queen’s daily council was 
generally dominated by different men—only the bishop of Glasgow, the earl of Argyll 
and the earl of Orkney from Lesley’s regency council are seen in early documents from 
1461-2, while lord Graham, lord Boyd and the queen’s ‘principal counsellor’ James 
Lindsay, provost of Lincluden (already keeper of the privy seal by the time parliament 
met) are prominent.** It is possible that, in the absence of Bishop Kennedy, Gilbert, lord 
Kennedy, would have led the opposition in parliament to the confirmation of the queen’s
’ ‘Auchinieck Chrcxiicle’, f. 120r-v. Buchanan, History, 172-84, also records a protracted debate 
in the first parliament of James Hi’s reign over die queen’s role, including a long rhetorical 
speech by Bishop Kennedy concerning the unfitness of women to govern. Although no doubt 
t^sed on a degree of Act, Buchanan’s account is informed more by the politics of his own age 
Aan that of James IH. More importantly, there is no evidence Aat Kennedy attended Ae 
parliament, despite Ae large attendance list Aat has been assembled (see below, app. D)
® C. A. J. Armstrong, ‘A Letter of James HI to Ae Duke of Burgundy’, in Miscellany of the 
Scottish History Society, (Scottish History Society, 1951) viii, 19-32,29,31 
® Records o f the Earldom of Orkney 1299-1614 (Scottish History Society, 1914), 54; Orkney was 
present as a lord auditor at this parliament (see below, app. D)
*® Lesley, Historié, 33-4. Buchanan, History, 183-4, also mentims a a>uncil of regency, but wiA 
less credible names.
** S.RO. GD224/890/4/4, GD28/124a, GD137/3757; hmsbruck, Tiroler Landesarchiv, Urk, I, 
7494 (a letter of James IH to Charles VII and Ae dauqphin Louis, showing lord Avandale, 
Graham, Montgomery, Ae bishop of Glasgow, and Ae earls of Ortoey and Erroll prient at 
court early in Ae reign); ‘Auchmleck Chrcmicle’, f. 120v
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powers.*’ A combination of the queen’s self-interest, the threat of opposition from James 
Kennedy, and a genuine desire to protect the king’s interests saw the estates reissue the 
act of January 1450 making it treason to seize the king without authority of parliament (a 
phrase that nevertheless stresses that parliamentary authority could theoretically be 
invoked to sanction the removal of the king from any keeper).**
The debate over the queen’s continued Wdm-ship of the government formed 
only part of parliament’s proceedings. The earl of Ross had exploited the death of James 
II to begin a campaign of violence in the north—harassing Orkney and Caithness ‘from 
year to year’ before 29 February 1461.*^  A summons to the earl of Ross to attend 
parliament recorded in the exchequer rolls from before 6 March 1461 must refer to the 
February parliament, and this is borne out by Auchinieck’s account. By the same date 
Ross had begun seizing royal estates.** The earl’s summons to parliament was an 
attempt to force him into good behaviour, but instead the queen was faced by a 
belligerent show of force as the earl arrived with a large retinue of northerners. No 
settlement with Ross would be achieved at parliament, and instead what was effectively 
an embassy was sent to Bute in June 1461, led by Bishop Kennedy, Andrew Durisdeer, 
bishop of Glasgow, the earl of Crawford, lord Livingston, lord Kennedy and lord 
Hamilton.*®
The names of the people present on tiie June trip to Bute are of interest, given 
comments by the Auchinieck Chronicle about those who had attended the March 1461 
parliament.*’ The lords Livin^ton and Hamilton were named as people who had 
attended, and are perhaps intended by the author of the chronicle to imply people who 
were opposed to the queen’s role. Livingston may have been hoping to reprise the role 1
that he played in James II’s minority, but would Ail to do so, while Hamilton’s ambition j
would only be satisfied by a prominent role in government after the end of the i
minority.** When combined with the presence of James Kennedy and lord Kennedy, this !
provides an impression of an embassy that was not made up of the queen’s closest i
I
allies—indeed only the bishop of Glasgow was a frequent member of council at this I
*’ See below, app. D
** Armstrong, ‘Letter of James HI to Ae Duke of Burgundy’, 29,31; A.P.S., ii, 36
*"* Records o f the Earldom of Orkney, 51-3
**KR,vii,20
*^RM5.,ii,no. 1196
*’ ‘Auchinieck Chronicle’, f. 120r
** NeiAer man is promment in Ae exchequer rolls or great seal wiAess hsts m Ae mmority {E.R, 
vii, per index; R.M.S., ii,per index)
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time.*® Bishop Kennedy, perhaps as a result of the opposition seen at the March 
parliament (and despite his own absence from that meeting), had managed to push 
himself into some role of influence. Indeed, in a supplication to the Pope of 9 July 1461 
(and which must therefore have been made some months earlier) Kennedy described 
himself as ‘governor of the kingdom of Scotland’.’® Nevertheless, the Bute embassy was 
the last time that Kennedy was seen closely associated with government before 1463.
After the comparative wealth of records concerning the March 1461 parliament, 
particularly for judicial business, the records for the next meeting amount to only a few 
comments in the exchequer rolls. In the accounts of the queen’s fmnes in Fife made on 
30 July 1462, covering the period from 17 March 1461, there are two references to 
payments made in victuals to the earl of Huntly ‘at the time of the last parliament held at 
Stirling’.’* The dating can be made more precise by two other documents. The 
Auchinieck Chronicle states that the earl of Ross was summoned to a parliament about 
the seizure of the king’s fermes on pain of forfeiture, but did not compear. This clearly 
implies a different parliament to the meeting of March 1461, which the chronicler claims 
Ross did attend, and states that, after the earl failed to appear, the cause was continued 
until 29 August [1462] at Aberdeen, a meeting which does not seem to have met.”  A 
letter written by James Kennedy in the spring of 1464 also mentions the parliament, 
associating it with the negotiations between the queen and the earl of Warwick in April 
1462, and stating that they ‘they decided to postpone their conclusions until after the 
next parliament, which was ordained to be held at Stirling’.’* The council is known to 
have been at Stirling on 24 April, and it is likely that this coincided with the assembly.’"*
As with the previous meeting, the threat posed by the earl of Ross played a 
prominent role, and may have been the main reason for calling the assembly. Before 
parliament met, however, on 13 February, Ross had agreed the treaty of Westminster-
*® S.RO. GD224/890/4/4, GD28/124a, GD137/3757 
’®C.&&R,v,no. 859 
2* ÆA, vii, 82, 83
”  ‘Auchinieck Chrœicle’, f. 120v; E.R., vii, 143
’* J. de Waurin, Anchiennes Cronicques d ’Engleterre, 3 vols (Société de l’Histoire de France, 
1858-63), iii, 167
S.RO. GD137/3757. Sir John Fortescue, Henry VI’s chanœllor and auAor of The Governance 
of England and De Laudibus Legum Anglie, was in Scotland during Ae EngliA king’s exile, 
and is recorded at Edinburgh on 28 March 1462 (Waurin, Anchiennes Cronicques, iii, 169-70 
n.). Fortescue would lata: compare Ae Scottish political situation fevourably wiA Aat of 
England, identifying boA as kingdoms Aat were ‘political and royal’, ie., where Ae powers of 
Ae monarchy were limited by Aose of Ae estates. Fort^cue’s ideas must have arisoi from his 
experiaice of Scottish politics in Ae early 1460s, and it is temptmg to wonder if Aey came 
from seeing Ae Scottish parliament in action (Sir John Fortescue, On the Laws and Govenance 
of England, ed. S. Lockwood (Cambridge, 1997), xviii, 22).
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Ardtomish with Edward IV and the exiled ninth earl of Douglas, which promised to aid 
the English king in his wars against Scotland and Ireland.’* This treaty probably 
remained secret; Ross was merely being summoned to answer for his appropriation of 
crown estates in the north.’® Despite Ross’s absenteeism, the queen and parliament 
sought to continue to pressurise the earl, sending the earl of Argyll, lord Montgomery, 
lord Kennedy and David Guthrie north to meet him between 12 July 1462 and 11 August
1463.”
The most serious problem faced by the queen, however, was the continued 
hostility from the faction led by James Kennedy in parliament, focusing around the issue 
of Scotland’s relationship with England. Wha*e James II had pursued a policy of 
supporting whichever English dynasty was likely to upset the status quo, Mary of 
Gueldr% tended to favour any family likely to form a stable government south of the 
border, a scheme more suited to the period of weakness precipitated by Jamœ II’s death. 
This had initially seen cooperation with the Lancastrians in the guise of Margaret of 
Anjou, who met Mary at Lincluden in late 1460. The Lancastrians had been defeated at 
Towton on 4 March 1461, and Margaret of Anjou had returned to Scotland as a refugee 
with Henry VI and his deposed government, handing over Berwick as the price for 
continued Scottish support. Mary of Gueldres quickly realised that the Lancastrian cause 
was effectively at an end, however, and by April 1461 she was in active negotiation with 
the Yorkist government, and negotiations with the earl of Warwick began in August.’*
For Bishop Kennedy and a significant number of other Scottish figures, this new 
policy seems to have been seen as deeply wrong-headed, going against the traditional 
policy of alliance with France against England, and support for the Lancastrians as the 
candidate favoured by France for the English throne. An account of the dispute at the 
spring 1462 parliament exists in Kennedy’s own words, in instructions given to William 
Monypenny when he was sent to Louis XI in early 1464.’® Kennedy’s account of his 
relationship with the queen between his return to Scotland in 1461 and the spring 1462 
parliament is illuminating, and worth quoting at length:
‘After I arrived in the kingdom of Scotland, I found great division in the 
country, caused by the queen, whom God forgive, from which there arose a 
great disagreement between the queen and myself, and likewise between
’* Rot Scot, ii, 405-7; Macdougall, James III, 59 
’^ K A ,v ii,20 ,123, 128, 132 
”  The place of Ae meeting is not known.
’* Macdougall, James III, 58-9; Rot Scot., ii, 402 
’® Wavsrhi, Anchiennes Cronicques, iii, 16^75
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our families and friends on either side. Notwithstanding, I behaved well to 
please her, in order to secure her support for King Henry [VI], and in order 
that she would give her daughter in marriage to Henry’s son, the prince of 
Wales. [This was] against the will of almost all the lords of the kingdom ... 
who said this would lead the kingdom of Scotland to perdition.
Item: Thereafter, the queen was advised by the enemies of Henry [VI] to 
bring her son [James HI] to the marches of Scotland;*® and there the earl of 
Warwick and other lords of King Edward [IV] came to him, and 
communicated together to obtain long truces and double alliances and 
friendships. Upon which, they decided to postpone their conclusions until 
after the next parliament, which was ordained to be held at Stirling, which it 
was. And all the lords agreed to hold the meeting [with the English] that 
day only if  I went with them myself. And the English also said that, if I did 
not go, they would not go themselves; and I refiised to go, and so the whole 
assembly failed.’**
Kennedy, in a letter to Louis XI that was clearly intended to stress his pro- 
French credentials, may be exaggerating the degree to which he was able single- 
handedly to destroy the queen’s negotiations with England. Indeed his account seems 
almost to contradict itself stating that he was alone in opposing the English negotiations, 
and then that at the later parliament the lords would only agree to the policy if Kennedy 
also agreed. Nevertheless, Kennedy’s portrayal of bitter factional infighting between the 
supporters of the queen and himself can be confirmed by other sources, and there can be 
no doubt that the dispute over foreign policy was the central debate of the spring 1462 
parliament.
Most importantly, Kennedy’s claim that the negotiations with Warwick were 
stopped by his action seems to be accurate. Warwick entered Scotland again in the early 
summer of 1462, but this time violently, taking a Scottish castle. This measure had the 
desired effect of forcing Mary of Gueldres back to the negotiating table, and by 3 July a 
truce had been taken to remain in force until 24 August.*’ Fuller negotiations were
*® This meeting took place at Dumfries in April 1462 (Waurin, Anchiennes Cronicques, iii, 167 
n.2)
** Waurin, Anchiennes Cronicques, iii, 166-7.1 would like to thank Dr Chris Flechard for help 
with translatif of Ais passage.
*’ Poston Letters and Papers of the Fifteenth Century, ed. Norman Davis, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1976), 
ii,279
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rejoined at Coldingham and Carlisle in late July.** Kennedy’s faction in parliament had 
managed to defeat the queen, but only provoked a violent raid into Scotland and a return 
to the original negotiations. By the end of July, according to a letter of Thomas Playter 
to John Paston, Mary had agreed with Warwick that Henry VI and his followers in 
Scotland should be handed over to the English, and in return the earl of Douglas, ‘a 
sorwefull and a sore rebuked man’ should return to Scotland, although he was to be 
‘reputed ... as an Englyssheman’, and was threatened with death if he endangered any 
Scots. Playter was well aware, however, of the deep divisions in Scotland over the issue 
of negotiations with England. He concluded: ‘what schall falle I can not sey, but I hard 
that these appoyntements were take by the yong lordes of Scotland but no by the old’.*^
The parliament that met on 19 October 1462 must have continued to be 
dominated by these matters, although only a few fragments of acts survive. An act was 
passed, from the prior deliberation of the provincial council of the church, forbidding 
clerics pursuing benefices at Rome, whether vacant by death, resignation, or otherwise, 
in the prejudice of the king’s rights.** An act of the same day, absent from the printed 
A.P.S., states that it was made by ‘The lordis of parliament and of Counsale’, a phrase 
that suggests that the meeting may have been something less than a full assembly. 
Certainly the fact that both surviving acts were made on the same day may suggest that 
the meeting did not sit for long. The act ordered the queen to hold an inquisition into the 
lands of Cranshaws, in order to discern if they were held as property of George Dunbar, 
earl of March, when he was forfeited at Inverkeithing early in the reign of James I. 
Prominent among the figures who signed the act, alongside well known councillors, 
such as Chancellor Avandale and the earl of Argyll, was James Kennedy, bishop of St 
Andrews.*® Also present was the earl of Angus, who would be involved in fighting 
alongside the Lancastrians by January 1463, and who was therefore also probably hostile 
to the Yorkist negotiations.*’
The queen found herself in an increasingly awkward position, as, probably just 
before parliament was held, Margaret of Anjou had returned to Scotland. There can be
** Scofield, EdwardIV, i, 247; E.R, vii, 152; Paston Letters, ii, 284 
** Paston Letters, ii, 284
** This act, printed in P. A, ii, 83, appears in Ae MS regista* alcmgside Ae acts of Ae parliament 
of 1 March 1479. The following document {A.P.S., ii, 83-4), included by Thomson undo* Ae 
October 1462 parliament, is an act of the ^consilio cleri eeclesie' ({^esumably provincial 
council) held at Peath in April 1459 (S.RO. PA2/2, f.75r-v)
*® S.RO. GDI 2/43; see below, app. D 
*’ Macdougall, James IH, 62-3
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little doubt that Scottish aid for the exiled queen was a matter of discussion.** Indeed the 
October parliament may mark something of a watershed in Mary of Gueldres’ policy 
towards England, as the pro-Lancastrian opposition began to gain the upper hand—aided 
by wild Lancastrian promises of dukedoms and archbishoprics to the earl of Angus and 
Bishop Kennedy.*® Margaret of Anjou returned with French assistance in the form of 
Pierre de Brezé, and sailed for England by 25 October, having collected Henry VI, and 
besieged the Northumbrian strongholds of Alnwick, Bamborough and Dunstanborough. 
The attack would quickly be reversed by the Yorkists, and Margaret was back in 
Scotland by 13 November."*® The failure of the campaign only confirmed the lack of 
sense in continuing actively to back the Lancastrian cause, but from this point the queen 
seems effectively to have abandoned the policy of rapprochement with the Yorkists, and 
consented to aid the Lancastrians. By 11 December 1462 the English were expecting 
Scottish attacks, and on 5 January the earl of Angus attacked Alnwick with Pierre de 
Brezé in an attempt to save the Lancastrian garrison."**
The queen’s policy until this point had recognised the realities of the political 
situation in England, allowing Henry VI to remain in Scotland while pursuing a truce 
with Edward IV. In the long term Edward IV would hardly have proved a reliable ally, 
as he was negotiating simultaneously with the Lord of the Isles for the division of 
Scotland. Nevertheless, the treaty of Westminster-Ardtornish was not an agreement that 
Edward IV was in any position to put into effect in the early 1460s, and it is likely that 
the negotiations for a truce were real enough. Mary of Gueldres’ pragmatic approach, 
however, went against long held vested interests—the culture of border raiding of the 
march lords such as the earl of Angus, and the traditional hostility towards England 
pursued in the latter years of James II’s reign. Despite the paucity of parliamentary 
records in the early 1460s, it is quite clear that parliament had played a pivotal role in 
overturning the queen’s policy, and forcing her back into a pro-Lancastrian position.
The extent of the bad feeling towards the queen is typified by a letter of 15 July 
1463 which seems to be the product of propaganda emanating from the Kennedy camp. 
The letter was written by a Frenchman, Phillipe de Cran, relating English news.
** Dunlop, James Kennedy, 231 
*® Macdougall, James III, 60
40 Gregory's Chronicle: the Historical Collections of a Citizen of London, ed. J. Gairdner 
(Camden Society, 1876), 218-19; C. L. Scofield, The Life and Reign of Edward the Fourth 
King ofEngland and of France and Lord ofIreland, 2 vols. (London, 1923), i, 261 -3 
"** Paston Letters, i, 523; Scofield, Edward IV, i, 274
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particularly concerning the siege of Norham. It is more interesting, however, on the 
matter of internal Scottish affairs:
‘Regarding news from Scotland, it is said that the queen of Scotland has 
remarried to a lord of that land, called the lord of Hailes, and that there is, 
for that reason, great dissension; because the said lord Hailes has made war 
upon the bishop of St Andrews and upon the three estates of the realm of 
the king of Scotland, whom they [the estates] hold in their hands. The earl 
of Douglas has made strong war in Scotland, and he is in possession of 
Galloway: and it is said that the lord of Hailes and other great lords there 
have promised they are of his party.’"*’
This letter is interesting on a number of counts. First it provides a contemporary source 
for the allegations of the queen’s infidelity with Adam Hepburn of Hailes (although here 
Patrick Hepburn, lord Hailes, seems to be implied)—allegations which have previously 
been assumed to derive from sixteenth century confusion of the queen with Joan 
Beaufort."** Second it associates Kennedy with what m i^t tentatively be called a 
‘parliamentary party’ of the three estates who saw themselves as the rightful 
government, unjustly excluded from power by the queen’s favourites. Third it highlights 
the level of division between the two factions of Kennedy and the queen, suggesting that 
disagreement may have erupted into outright violence, centred (as in James IPs 
minority) around possession of the king’s person. Clearly there is an element of black 
propaganda here; there is no evidence that the queen actually remarried, of the earl of 
Douglas seizing Galloway (although he probably harried Scotland in late 1462 or early 
1463), and it seems unlikely that the queen’s faction would have Avoured Douglas’s 
return, as the queen herself possessed a number of his forfeited esAtes."*"* Moreover, he 
would hardly be welcome if he was involved in a violait invasion. Nevertheless, the 
negotiations for Douglas’s return ‘as an Englyssheman’, and the prominence as keeper 
of the privy seal of one of the ninth earl’s closest officers, James Lindsay, provost of 
Lincluden, was probably enough to set off a number of conspiracy theories both within 
Scotland and without."**
The queen’s relationship with lord Hailes cannot be proven, but his association 
with her government in the latter months of her life is beyond doubt. He had been 
present at parliament in February 1461, and witnessed all fourteen of the great seal
"*’ Waurin, Anchiennes Cronicqves, iii, 162-4 
"** Macdougall, James III, 54-7
"*"* Cal Docs. Scot., iv, nos. 1332-3; Rot. Scot., ii, 404; McGladdery, James U, 95; Nicholson, 
Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, 355 
"** Paston Letters, ii, 284
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charters available between the time that the official register becomes available on 23 
August 1463 and the queen’s death, and a further unregistered charter on 20 July 1461."*® 
He was never recorded at court again. He seems to have been briefly keeper of 
Edinburgh castle before the queen’s death, but was replaced by Sir Alexander Boyd of 
Drumcoll by early 1464."*’ His son, Adam Hepburn, the focus of the sixteenth-century 
accounts of the queen’s infidelities, was appointed to the keepership of Dunbar soon 
after July 1460, and was intromitting with the fermes of Dunbar before the queen’s 
death."** He too lost office after the Kennedies came to power, being replaced by Gilbert 
Kennedy of Kirkmichael and Simon Salmon ‘after the death of the queen’, by May
1464."*® The Hepburns were clearly part of the queen’s faction, and persone non grata 
after her death. Indeed Adam Hepburn would play a role in the Boyd usurpation in 1466, 
which, given lord Boyd’s own involvement in government in the early part of the 
minority, suggests considerable continuity between the factions of Mary of Gueldr^ and 
the Boyd family.*®
The parliament that met at Edinburgh on 9 March 1463 must have continued to 
be dominated by these increasingly bitter divisions. Indeed there are hints that Bishop 
Kennedy was exerting substantial influence over the government, even before the queen 
died on 1 December 1463. The existence of the king in Kennedy’s hands, as Phillipe de 
Cran’s letter seems to suggest, by July 1463, cannot be ruled out.** The very limited 
records for the parliament amount in toAl to a single noArial instrument recording a 
petition by Andrew Menzies, an Aberdeen burgess, to the chancellor, lord Avandale.*’ 
Nevertheless, the small witness list available shows the presence of at least one 
prominent Kennedy supporter—Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk.** Lord Graham, 
although prominent in the queen’s council in the early 1460s, was a kinsman of Bishop 
Kennedy, and may have been supporting the bishop by this point, particularly since he
"*® A.P.S., xii, 28; R.M.S., ii, nos. 756-69; Fraser, Lennox, ii, no. 52
"*’ K R , vii, 285,284,362,422
"** The previous keeper, Robert Liddale, was still in possession in July 1460, Hepburn was keeper 
by March 1461 (Borthwick, ‘King, Council and Councillors’, app. D, 505; E.IL, vii, 98, 178, 
317). For Ae later accounts of Ae queen’s ‘infidelities’ wiA Admn Hepburn, master of Hailes, 
see Pitscottie, Historié, i, 158, and Mair, History, 388
"*®£.A,vii,314
*®AP.A, ii, 185; S.RO. GD224/890/4/4, GD28/I24a, GD137/3757.
** Waurin, Anchiennes Cronicqiæs, iii, 162-4
*’ S.RO. GD237/11/1/4
** See below, app. D. Colquhoun witaessed forty-eight charters in Ae Kennedy period of office, 
1464-66, but at no oAer point before 1469 {RM.S., ii, nos. 797-9, 807-9, 832, 833, 841, 842, 
844-5, 851). He became comptroller in 1464, losing the post after Ae Boyds came to power 
(JHbk. Brit. Chron., 190). He became heavily involved in Ae feud between lord Kennedy and 
lord Fleming, ordering, in his capacity as sheriff of Dumbarton, Planing to surrender Lenzie to 
Kennedy on 15 April 1466 (Fraser, Colquhoun, ii, 28; Scots Peerage, ii, 449)
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seems to have lost his place on the daily council before the queen’s death. He returned to 
council briefly in 1464.*^  The meeting had probably been called to discuss the 
arrangements intended for the siege of Norham which would eventually take place in 
July. Certainly Edward IV had been expecting a Scottish attack since at least 8 March.**
One can only assume that by now Kennedy had the upper hand in parliament. 
By the summer of 1463 Edward IV would write of a council held a few days before 
between Margaret of Anjou, James III and James Kennedy, in which Margaret made 
wild promises of seven ‘sheriffwicks’, the marriage of Edward, Henry VI’s son, to the 
king’s sister, and the archbishopric of Canterbury to the king and Kennedy. The queen 
was not mentioned. Edward IV continued that the Scots intended ‘to enter our land on 
Friday next coming; arredying their great ordnance to beseige our castle of Northam, 
authorized by the said Bishop [Kennedy]’.*® Edward IV’s information was clearly based 
on reasonably reliable intelligence. At the very least it must be assumed that the English 
king knew who was leading the Scottish government. Kennedy had clearly managed to 
secure a position of considerable influence in government months before Mary of 
Gueldres actually died, largely as the result of pressure he had brought to bear through 
parliament while holding no official governmental office. Nevertheless, the queen’s 
councillors would remain at court until December, and the changes in office holding, 
particularly of royal castles, would not come about until after the queen’s death.*’ From 
mid-1463, therefore, the two rivals were forced into some uncomfortable power- 
sharing.*®
The siege of Norham, the product of the pressure brought to bear by the 
combined influence of Kennedy, Margaret of Anjou and parliament, ended in disaster
*^  S.R.O. GD224/890/4/4, GD28/124a, GD137/3757; Fraser, Lennox, ii, no. 52; RMS., ii, nos. 
780-4, 786)
** Letters o f the Kings o f England, ed. James O. Halliwell (London, 1846), i, 126
*® Halliwell, Letters, i, 123-5. Wrongly dated to 1461. The context places it in 1463 before Ae 
siege of Norham.
*’ Trevor Chalmers, ‘The King’s Council, Patronage and Ae Governance of Scotland, 1460- 
1513’ (Unpublished Ph.D. Aesis, University of Aberdeen, 1982), Table 1,1, 424. It is 
noticeable that members of Ae Kennedy Action, such as lord Kennedy and Alexander Boyd of 
Drumcoll (who seems to have had quite different affiliations to his broAer, lord Boyd), appear 
only at Ae time of parliament m October 1463 (RMS., ii, nos. 760-5). Bishop Kennedy 
himself is absent from only two charters in August to December 1463. Dunbar and Edinburgh 
castle would be lost by the Hepburn Amiiy m early 1464 (E.R, vii, 317, 285, 284). Gilbert, 
lord Kamedy, became keeper of Stirling in 1464, replacing William Murray (E.R, vii, 187, 
346)
A letter writtm after Ae siege of Norham by lord Hastings would imply that Mary of GuelAes 
was still at Ae head of Ae government Aat was assisting Margaret of Anjou, and Mary and 
James III travelled to Ae siege Aemselves (Scofield, Edward IV, i, 300, ii, app. I, 461-2; K R , 
vii, 289).
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with the Scots and Lancastrians fleeing at the approach of the earl of Warwick and lord 
Montagu. Retaliatory raids were made upon the east march which were still being 
accounted for in 1467.^  ^The parliament that was sitting on 12 October 1463 may well 
have dealt with the fall-out of the campaign, although the surviving fragmentary acts 
record only two petitions.^ John Stewart, lord Damley, made a formal claim for half the 
earldom of Lennox, stating that he had expected reward from James II for his service to 
the late king, and now promised a hundred spearmen and a hundred archers for James HI 
at his own expense if he was provided to the lands he claimed, and sufficient security 
that the king’s rights in the earldom would not be prejudiced. Witnessing the declaration, 
no doubt with a feeling of history repeating itself, was lord Erskine, who had made 
similar protests during the 1440s, to no avail.Dam ley would be no more successful, 
while his supplication in the presence of the chancellor, lord Avandale, was unlikely to 
fall on sympathetic ears—Avandale would be given the life-rent of Lennox in May 
1471.®^  Damley would be periodically present at council for the rest of the minority, no 
doubt partly in pursuit of his rights in the Lennox, but his failure to be successful 
suggests that he was not particularly close to any of the minority factions. The incident 
illustrates a theme that would be illustrated more fully the following year. Care to 
protect the king’s estates during his minority, as between 1437 and 1449, was a serious 
concem of parliament.
This parliament also agreed a tax to raise funds for defence of the borders 
against English reprisals and funding the host. The existence of the levy is recorded only 
in a supplementary act probably made in January 1464, by which time there is evidence 
of difficulty in raising the money. ^  Although nothing else can be told with certainty 
about the October 1463 parliament, it is known that the attendance level was probably 
high, with thirty-six people known to have attended from the two surviving fragments.^  ^
There is plenty of evidence for the continued presence of a considerable number of 
Kennedy’s allies. Bishop Kennedy himself attended, as did lord Keimedy, Sir John 
Colquhoun of that Ilk, Sir Alexander Boyd of Dmmcoll and lord Graham, all of whom 
would have varying degree of association with the government between 1464 and 1466. 
Boyd of Dmmcoll was frequently present at council from October 1463 until July 1466,
Gregory’s Chronicle, 220; E.R., vii, 495 
^A.P.S., xii, 28-9; S.RO. GD237/11/1/6
^^AP.S.,ii, 55-6 
“  KM.S., ii, no. 1018 
^^A.P.S., 'n, 84 
^AP.& ,xii,31 
See below, app. D
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was keeper of Edinburgh castle from early 1464, and chamberlain in early 1466.*^  On 10 
February 1466 Boyd would be part of an indenture between lord Fleming and lord 
Kennedy which indicates that he was virtually sharing government with Kennedy by this 
point. To all intents and purposes, before July 1466, and no doubt in October 1464, 
Alexander Boyd was part of the Kennedy faction.
The queen might have hoped to turn to her councillors for support in parliament. 
The period of the queen’s ascendancy after 1460 saw the rise to prominence of some of 
the most durable politicians of the late fifteenth century—lord Avandale, the chancellor, 
the earl of Argyll, David Guthrie of Kincaldrum and Archibald Whitelaw. All were 
present at parliament, and owed their positions at least partly to the queen’s favour. All, 
however, would continue to serve in government under the Kennedies, the Boyds, and 
indeed proved largely immune to changes of government, faction, and even monarch 
(with brief exceptions in 1482 and 1488).^ Moreover, it is noticeable from the available 
sederunt that neither Patrick Hepburn, lord Hailes, nor Adam Hepburn, seem to have 
been present at parliament. Mary, possibly ailing in the last months of her life, would 
find no significant support against James Kennedy from her own council.
Given the support Kennedy seems to have managed to orchestrate in parliament, 
it seems unlikely that he faced serious criticism about the fact that his pro-Lancastrian 
policy had collapsed even before the queen died. Eight days after the queen’s death on 1 
December, an indenture was made between James III and Edward IV for a truce until the 
end of October 1464, and stating that no further Scottish aid would be given to Henry 
VI.® Parliament was immediately called to confirm Kennedy’s position after the death 
of Mary of Gueldres, meeting just forty-three days later on 13 January 1464.^ ° James III 
in 1470 would state that the estates conferred his keepership on Bishop Kennedy and 
other lords of the royal council.
Such care with the legal niceties of parliamentary authority was typical of a 
bishop who had gained much from the support of elements of the estates, but the main
^ KMS., ii, nos. 760, 776-9, 788, 828, 434-5, 847-9, 853-9, 861, 863-5, 868, 870-1, 874, 876-7, 
881-4, 867, 872, 875; E.H, vii, 284, 362, 422. Boyd was described as '‘cambellanus regis\ a 
title that seems to differ slightly in meaning from the normal title of ^camerarius’ which may 
have continued to be held by lord Livingston {R.M.S., ii, nos. 867, 872, 875 (for Boyd), 843, 
906 (for Livingston)) until after the July 1466 coup.
® Scots Peerage, viii, 533 
® Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,424-9 
® S.R.O. SP6/21 
Dunlop, James Kenneefy, 240; A.P.S., xii, 29-30 
Armstrong, ‘Letter of James III to the Duke of Burgundy’, 29,32
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business of parliament will have been dealing with the fall-out from the collapse of 
Bishop Kennedy’s foreign policy. The undated minutes of parliament in Cambridge 
University Library almost certainly refer to the January 1464 meeting.^ Eight acte deal 
to varying degrees with the aftermath of Norham. Most importantly, parliament 
appointed lords to travel to Newcastle on 5 March 1464 to treat for truce with England, 
thus underlining the humiliating climb-down that had occurred since the summer of 
1463. The March meeting did not in fact take place, as the English failed to attend, and 
agreement would eventually be made for a fifteen year truce on 1 June 1464 at York.^
Whatever James Hi’s later claims that ‘justice flourished while rebels fled or 
suffered’ under Kennedy (a comment that was primarily aimed at blackening the 
Boyds), it was clear that Kennedy was forced into negotiations with England owing to 
the multiple threats that he faced by late 1463.^ '^  The acts make it clear that there had 
been considerable action by former allies of the earl of Douglas within Scotland, and the 
states now ordered that they simply be given amnesty.^  ^ In the north Kennedy was 
faced by further problems, although here the estates favoured a more belligerent 
approach. Alan MacCoule, a tenant and ally of the earl of Ross, had killed John Stewart, 
lord Lome, kinsman of both the king and the earl of Argyll. Letters had already been 
sent to Ross ordering him to cease aiding MacCoule, but to no avail, and it was ordered 
that the king should personally travel to the north to enforce MacCoule’s punishment, 
and to besiege him at Dunstafftiage castle in Lome.^  ^ The final blow came from 
Kennedy’s inability to collect the grant of taxation given in October 1463. An act seems 
to imply that the taxation, raised specifically to fund resistance to the English on the 
borders and the king’s host, was facing chronic non-payment, and lords were deputed to 
investigate the reasons for the failure to collect the sums adequately. Moreover the host 
itself, which had mustered at Peebles ‘in the tyme of the gret perell and danger’ in 1463, 
had suffered from absenteeism to the extent that an ad hoc assembly of the king and 
lords had issued a ‘writ and ordinance’ to punish those who had not attended.^
A.P.S., xii, 30-1; Cambridge University Library, KK.1.5, part 9, f. 42r-44r. The references to 
the slaughter of John Stewart, lord Lome, and arrangements for negotiations with the English 
place the acts between 20 December 1463 and 5 March 1464 (S. I, Boardman, ‘Politics and the 
Feud in Late Medieval Scotland’ (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis. University of St Andrews, 1989), 
„31)
^2xam,Anchiermes Cronfcqnes, iü, 174; Rot. Scot., Ü, 412 
Armstrcttig, ‘Letta* of James III to the Duke of Burgundy’, 32
Lord Kilmaurs further obtained a declaration of innocence of any involvement with the 
Douglases before a large proportion of the estates {A.P.S., xii, 29-30)
'^^AP.S.,x3i,31
^^P .& ,x ii,31
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Kennedy may well still have enjoyed considerable support in parliament. The 
January 1464 meeting was certainly well attended, with the limited available sederunt 
recording at least forty-nine people, predominantly from the second estate.^ Mary of 
Gueldres’ former councillors now appeared as members of Kennedy’s government, but 
once again the Hepburn family were absent. Despite the problems that Kennedy was 
facing, he could certainly have counted on the support of a significant proportion of the 
known sederunt. Lord Kennedy, lord Graham, John Kennedy of Blairquhan, Alexander 
Boyd of Dmmcoll and John Colquhoun of that Ilk were probably die closest Kennedy 
partisans, but many of the other figures present, such as the earls of Morton and Argyll, 
would benefit from association with the Kennedy family before 1466.
I
79 :l:
Nevertheless there is considerable evidence of rising resistance both inside and 
outside the meeting. It is possible that the estates forced the bishop into arranging 
negotiations with England, as he stubbornly refused to abandon his long-held antipathy 
to the Yorkists. Thus, while the first act of parliament ordered negotiations with 
England, the fourth act attempted to keep open the option of negotiations with France. 
Kennedy’s dispatch to Louis XI, written between March and April 1464, protested his 
loyalty to France, and implied a luke-warm attitude to the negotiations with Edward IV, 
which he claimed Scotland had been forced into by the Anglo-French treaty of Hesdin 
made on 8 October 1463. He was still trying to push the French into negotiations that 
would allow him to escape his obligations to the English in July 1464.^ Further 
negotiations with England planned for late 1464 and early 1465 would be repeatedly 
delayed. It can be no coincidence that within a month of the bishop’s death in May 1465 
new negotiations began which would lead to the ambitious extension of the truce to 
1519 in December 1465.*^
The next meeting of the estates, on 11 October 1464, is unique in the fifteenth- 
century, being described as a ‘congregation of lords spiritual and temporal ... for the 
peace [and] tranquillity of the realm, and for the making of justice’.^ It coincided with
See below, app. D
Morton mta-ed into a contract with Patrick Graham, James Kennedy’s ‘heir’ as bishop of St 
Andrews, on 30 June 1466 that his son should marry tiie bishop’s niece, in return for Graham’s 
aid in recovering the earl’s lands of Morton (Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 164). Argyll 
was promoted to master of the king’s household in early 1464, and became much more 
prominent in government after the death of Mary of Gueldres, particularly in diplomacy 
(R.M.S., ii, no. 788; Rot. Scot., ii, 416, 418-9; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1341, 1363; Foedera, xi, 
525)
Waurin, Anchiermes Cronicques, iii, 173-4; Dunlop, James Kenne<fy, 238,247 and n 
Foedera, xi, 535,541,546-8; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1363 
^^A.P.S, ii, 84; R.M.S., ii, no. 811
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(or may have included) a meeting of a large assize in Edinburgh on 15 October, which 
tried the earl of Rothes upon the accusation of forging a letter of James Although 
the meeting included at least two people who had sat as bur^ commissioners in the 
past, they seem to have been present on the basis that they also qualified as members of 
the second estate.^ The wording of the extant act makes it quite clear that this was not a 
meeting of the three estates, both by the introductory statement, and the conclusion to 
the sederunt list which ends *et quamplurimum aliorum procerum*, omitting the usual 
reference to burgh commissioners. The meeting was well attended. The ‘congregation’ 
itself and the assize that was held four days later were attended by nearly all the great 
ecclesiastical and lay magnates of Scotland, from the earls of Argyll, Atholl and Morton, 
to the bishop of the Isles (a bishopric that may not have been represented in parliament 
since 1430), and John Menzies of Ennach, present for the only occasion in his life. In 
effect the meeting included a broader range of people than often attended a full 
parliament.*^  Likewise, the known subject matter of the meeting was of no less a nature 
than would usually have been dealt with in a parliament or general council. With a self- 
proclaimed judicial role, however, the assembly may have enjoyed powers (perhaps over 
criminal law, if the assize of 15 October was deemed to be part of the meeting) that were 
not generally available to general council (although the lords auditors certainly sat with 
competence in civil affairs at certain general councils in James II’s reign).*^
The absence of the burgh commissioners only underlines the extent to which the 
third estate’s presence in parliament was often seen as of lesser importance, and acts as a 
warning against any attempt to identify a Scottish ‘commons’ amongst the burgess class 
in the fifteenth century. The surviving act dealt with contraventions of the 1455 act of 
annexation, a matter that went to the heart of the authority of the estates over the crown, 
but was clearly considered not to concern the third estate.*^  This side-lining of the 
burghs was only one of a number of elements that seems to indicate a decline in the 
burgess influence in parliament, both theoretically and practically, during James Ill’s 
reign. Always numerically the smallest estate, by February 1472 the burgess 
contribution to taxation had decreased to half that provided by each of the other estates, 
while from March 1483 the principle of equal representation on the lords of the articles 
was abandoned, and in May 1485 they were deemed to warrant only half the number of
RM.S., ii, no. 812; S.RO. GD204, cartulary, 544-5; see below, app. D
George Greenlaw and Lancelot Abemethy both attended parliament as burgh commissioners
frequently in the 1460s (Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 301,3)
See below, app. D 
See below, app. C 
*^^F.&,ii, 84
^^AP.S., ü, 102,122, 134,145, 169 
ii, 84 
^ See above, 186
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committee members as the barons and clerics.** The October 1464 ‘congregation’, was 
an experiment, possibly based on short-term convenience, that nevertheless gives some 
indication of how the crown and first two estates saw the burgess contribution.
The ‘congregation’ also highlights the extent to which parliamentary procedure 
was still fluid and pragmatic. Thus the 1455 act of annexation had declared that no 
alienation of the annexed estates or customs was to take place without the consent of 
parliament, but now the act was being defended and renewed by a body that was not a 
parliament, and did not even include all three estates. The 1464 act stated that 
whatsoever alienations, leases and lands demitted in feuferme that had been made from 
the lands annexed in 1455 by parliament ‘from the seduction of whomsoever was with 
him [James HI] for the time, without good, in his youthful estate ... to the prejudice and j
damage of him and the royal crown’, were required to be revoked. Moreover, the lords i
spiritual and temporal ‘of unanimous consent’, revoked all alienations made by James II |
i
before his death, declaring his grants ‘null and invalid, rendered void and empty’.*^  As |
has been shown, permanent alienations of the annexed lands were few, but there is no 
doubt that there had been alienations in other forms. ^  Thus the assembly was acting in a 
similar way to general council and parliament in the minority of James H, discouraging 
alienations of the crown patrimony, and reversing the alienations made by the previous 
regime, which were explicitly criticised. Most importantly, it underlined the importance 
that the act of annexation was accorded in the decades after it was made. In the light of 
the earl of Ross’s behaviour in the annexed lands earlier in the 1460s, it is unsurprising 
that he only sent a procurator. Patrick Hepburn, lord Hailes, however, was present in 
person to face apparently open hostility to members of the government in which he had 
played a significant part.^ ^
The Boyds, 1466-1468
The 1464 ‘congregation’ is the last known meeting of anything resembling 
parliament before October 1466. Indeed, if one takes a strict definition of parliament, 
there is no known meeting of the three estates between January 1464 and October 
1466—an unusually large gap by fifteenth-century standards. Given the poor 
parliamentary records during the 1460s, it cannot be certain that no assembly met in this 
time, and following James Kennedy’s own precedent a parliament might have been
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expected in the weeks or months after the bishop’s death on 14 March 1465.^ No such 
meeting has so far been traced. If no meeting was called, it might indicate a much 
weaker basis for James Kennedy’s successor as the king’s keeper, his brother, Gilbert, 
lord Kennedy. Kennedy had found himself in a position of influence purely by being in 
the right place at the right time, benefiting from James Kennedy’s generous nepotism.^  ^
There is nothing in Gilbert Kennedy’s earlier or later career to suggest that he was 
perceived to be suitable for high office. After losing power in 1466 he was almost 
entirely absent from court, and rarely at parliament before his death in 1479.^ The Boyd 
usurpation alone is perhaps enough to suggest that there was some resentment of 
Kennedy’s position, or at least that it was believed that he had little more right than any 
other family to control the government in the minority, whatever his ultimate kinship to 
the Stewarts. By 10 February 1466, lord Kennedy seems to have resorted to an expedient 
that the Boyds would also use in April 1468, of making bonds with allies and rivals in an 
attempt to secure support without calling parliament.^  ^ Two surviving bonds, made 
between Kennedy and his effective partner in government, Alexander Boyd of 
Dmmcoll, on the one side, and lord Fleming, a former rival of Kennedy in the south­
west, on the other, and between Kennedy and Robert, lord Boyd, are only two of a large 
number that seem to have been made in early 1466. Fleming had also made bonds with 
lord Livingston and lord Hamilton, while lord Boyd had made other bonds with lord 
Damley, lord Hamilton, lord Montgomery, Alexander Montgomery, his son, lord Lyle, 
and Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll. Lord Kennedy and Sir Alexander Boyd had made 
further bonds with Patrick Graham, bishop of St Andrews, the earl of Crawford, lord 
Montgomery, lord Maxwell, lord Livingston, lord Hamilton and lord Cathcart.^  If lord 
Fleming’s and lord Boyd’s bonds are typical of the others, then Kennedy and Alexander 
Boyd will have promised to provide some of them with a place on council and that 
suitable offices, wards, relief and other vacancies which fell to the king should be given 
to them for a ‘resonable composicion’. In return they probably all promised, as Fleming
See below, app. D 
Dunlop, JaTnes Kennedy, 249 
”  By the time of James Kennedy’s death, members of the extended Kennedy kin held many of 
the key ecclesiastical and lay benefices and offices in Scotland: from Patrick Graham, bishop of 
Brechin and Kamedy’s successor at St Andrews, John Kennedy, provost of the chapel royal, to 
lord Kennedy as keeper of Stirling, and Gilbert Kamedy of Kirkmichael as keeper of Dunbar 
(see C.S.S.R, \ ,p e r  index, for members of the Kennedy femily; E.R., vii, 346, 392, 317, 400, 
494)
Lord Kennedy witnessed his first royal charter in October 1463, and his last in May 1466 
{R.M.S., ii, nos. 765, 875). He retained only his influence over royal estates in Garrick and 
Dundraiald castle in tiie 1470s, effectively a return to his pre-1460 role {E.K, viii, 72, 150,297, 
334,404,512,614, vi, 73,633)
Tytler, History, i, letter O, 387-8; Miscellany o f the Abbotsford Club, ed. J. Maidmait, vol. i 
(Edinburgh, 1837), 5-7 
^ Tytler, History, i, letter O, 387-8; S.RO. GD25/1/96
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and lord Boyd did, that they ‘sal noder wit, consent, nor assent til, avas nor tak away the 
kingis person fra the lordis kenedy and Sir Alexander’.^
The writing was clearly on the wall for Kennedy and Alexander Boyd of 
Drumcoll. On 9 July 1466 the king would be seized by a group of barons led by 
Alexander’s brother, Robert, lord Boyd, contrary to his January bond, after the 
exchequer audit at Linlithgow.^ * Alexander was used by his brother to gain access to the 
king, but his part in the conspiracy must be doubtful Alexander was effectively already 
in power, as chamberlain, keeper of Edinburgh castle and partner with Kennedy, and had 
little reason to stage a coup.^ His omission from the October 1466 apologia for the 
king’s seizure may have been based on an accurate reflection of the facts, rather than 
cynicism. Thonms Boyd, lord Boyd’s son, was also omitted, although, like Alexander, 
he would be accused of taking part in 1469.^ ®° Alexander Boyd suffered the same fate as 
lord Kennedy, losing his offices to his brother by the end of the Martinmas term of 
1466}^ ^
The first parliament to be called by lord Boyd did not happen for some months 
after the seizure of the king, but finally assembled on 9 October 1466 at Edinburgh. It is 
also the first parliament in the fifteenth century for which the official parliamentary 
register survives, and the first meeting since March 1458 for which any substantial 
legislation survives. The main business took place on 13 October with the issuing of a 
parliamentary apologia, in line with the Livingston ‘appoyntement’ of 1439, and 
specifically aimed at preventing future retribution for contravention of the act of 
parliament forbidding the king’s arrest.*®^  Before the estates the king declared, on lord 
Boyd’s petition, that he had taken neither offence nor rancour of mind from his being 
taken away from the exchequer at Linlithgow by lord Boyd, Adam Hepburn, John, lord 
Somerville, Andrew Ker, son of Andrew Ker of Cessford, or the others with lord Boyd, 
and that no guilt for the act was to attach to them in future. On the same day the king 
went on to appoint lord Boyd governor of himself, his brothers and his castles until his
Tytler, History, i, letter O, 387-8; S.RO. GD25/1/96. Boyd promised not to aid anyone in an 
attempt ‘to ramof the said souerane lordis personne fre the kepyng of the said Gilbert Lord 
Kennedy’, and furtho" made arrangements for his eldest son, James, to marry Marion Kennedy, 
Gilbert’s daughter.
11185-7
^ R.M.S., ii, nos. 867, 872, 875; K K , vii, 284,362,422 
'^^ .f.5'.,ii, 185-7 
&R, vii, 500-1 
^^^AP.S., ii, 85-6, 185; S.RO. PA2/1, 33r-47r 
^^^AP.S.,n, 54,186-7
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twenty-first year.^  ^Although no full record of the attendance at this parliament survives, 
it is unlikely that the apologia and Boyd’s appointment will have faced any significant 
resistance—this parliament was not the place to try to overturn a coup. Nevertheless, it 
must have been appreciated by many that, although superficially a declaration of 
innocence by the king, the Boyds were no more likely to be protected by the terms of the 
declaration in the long term than the Livingstons had been in 1439.
The other matters decided by parliament were less controversial. Lord Boyd 
initiated discussions about the marriages of the king, the duke of Albany, the earl of Mar 
and Princess Mary. These topics were delegated to an embassy in England at the time 
that parliament sat, but it was clear from the outset that Denmark was a main contender, 
as discussion of the Norwegian annual was delegated to the same body. The same act 
also indicated problems that the Boyds were still facing in the early months, delegating 
power to judge those who were withholding castles from the king and the duke of 
Albany—suggesting lord Kennedy at Stirling, and Gilbert Kennedy of Kirkmichael at 
Dunbar among others. Even in parliament, the very limited attendance records at least 
one close Kennedy ally present. Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk, who had probably been 
recently sacked as comptroller, but was still chosen to be a lord auditor, as was lord 
Kennedy’s kinsman, lord Graham.Another act, banning the holding of commends, 
may have been aimed specifically at Patrick Graham, bishop of St Andrews, who had 
the commendatorship of Pittenweem conferred on him in January 1466, vacant by James 
Kennedy’s death.
The October parliament was continued to 31 January 1467 to deal with the 
matters of the marriages of the royal family, the witholding of the royal castles, and to 
approve or annul the acts made by the session of the burghs. All eight surviving acts 
deal with merchants and merchandice in some form, and the other topics delegated to the 
meeting are not mentioned. Nor is there any record of who attended the meeting. The 
assembly probably played a role in the arrangements for an embassy that was sent to 
England after 22 February 1467, when a safe conduct was given to the bishops of 
Glasgow and Aberdeen, the earls of Argyll and Arran, and the lords Boyd, Damley and
A.P.S., ii, 185. It is noticeable that both Hepburn and Ker had been keepers of royal castles 
(Dunbar and Edinburgh r^pectively) during Mary of Gueldres’ period of government, and lost 
office when, cr shortly before, James Kennedy took possession of the king. Neither would 
regain the positions they had previously held as a result of their part in the Boyd coup {E.R., 
vii, 98,178,314,136).
A.P.S., ii, 85; E.R., vii, 392,494 
'°^AP.&,li, 85;&Æ,432 
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Lyle/® As yet the Boyds seem to have been continuing the diplomacy pursued by the 
Kennedies after 1463, of rapprochement with England and pursuing Edward IV’s 
apparent interest in marriage alliances and perpetual peace displayed in 1465 and 
1466.”® This would cease soon afterwards, with the Boyds turning to Europe to 
negotiate the king’s marriage.
As yet there is little overt evidence of resistance in parliament to the Boyds, but 
the meeting of 12 October 1467 may suggest that parliament was beginning successfully 
to put pressure on the ruling faction.”  ^The creation of lord Boyd’s son, Thomas, as earl 
of Arran, and his marriage to the king’s sister by February 1467 seems to have 
antagonised considerable sections of the estates, not to mention the king himself.”  ^The 
marriage of Boyd’s daughter to the earl of Angus, and Boyd’s assumption of the office 
of chamberlain followed.”  ^The marriage of Arran to Princess Mary was seen primarily 
as the wasting of a valuable dynastic commodity on a lesser Scottish noble family. 
According to the precedent set by her royal aunts, Mary should have been married 
abroad.”'* Moreover, by the granting of extensive lands to Arran, lord Boyd was going 
against all the precedents of attempting to protect royal estates during the minorities that 
had been seen under James II and James HI. In the eyes of the estates, Boyd self­
aggrandisement outweighed the undoubted success of the diplomacy carried out by the 
Boyds before their fall in 1469.
The October 1467 parliament, the first for which a full sederunt and lists of 
committees of articles, auditors and dooms survives, was primarily concerned with 
dealing with the problems faced by Scottish currency. The estates declared that ‘the haill 
body of the Realme [is] gretumly hurt and skathit in the mone’, and set about setting 
exchange rates for Scottish coinage against the money of other countries.”  ^ Such 
measures were hardly new, but the final clause of the act is of interest from a political 
perspective. It declared that ‘the striking of the blak pennyis to be cessyt that thar be 
nane strikyn in tyme to cum wnder the payne of dede And at strait Inquisicione be takin 
be all shereffis and bailzeis of burowis gif ony sik striking be maide’.”® This in effect
85,86
Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1368 
Rot. Scot., Ü, 417,4U  
"A P.& ,ii, 87-9
” Cal. Docs. Shot., iv, no. 1368; RM.S, ii, nos. 912-5; Armstrong, ‘Letter of James III to the 
Duke of Burgundy’, 30, 32 
” Macdougall, James III, 75-6 
Macdougall, James III, 76 
^^A.P.S., ii, 88 
^^A.P.S.,\\, 88-9
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overturned an act made twelve months earlier, no doubt when parliament was most 
strongly under Boyd influence, which had ordered that ‘for the eis and sustentatione of 
the kingis liegis and almouse deide ... [of the] pure folk’, copper pennies (in fact worth a 
quarter penny) should be struck, which could be used for buying bread and ale, and at a 
rate of twelve pence of copper coins per pound for other transactions.”  ^This had been 
the first occasion on which copper had been used for coinage anywhere in the British 
Isles. The reason for its unpopularity among the estates was obvious, particularly since it 
had initially been issued at the value of a farthing before the meeting of parliament. The 
October 1466 parliament ordered that they be issued ‘foure to the penny’, apparently on 
the advice of the lords of council.”* The alteration of the values of foreign currency in 
relation to Scottish was subject to a further petition by the clerics and burgh 
commissioners in October 1467, who asked that if any further devaluation of Scottish 
currency was made, that their subsidies, procuracies, customs and duties might be paid 
according to the current values.”®
The source of the estates’ ability to resist the government over at least this one 
matter is reasonably easy to discern. The lords of the articles were far from dominated 
by Boyd supporters, with the exception of lord Lyle, but the presence of Patrick Graham, 
bishop of St Andrews, meant that there was at least one aggrieved member of the 
Kennedy faction on the committee which had specific powers over money.”® The 
broader estates hardly showed more evidence of an assembly with strong reasons to 
support lord Boyd, with only the earl of Arran being obviously a Boyd supporter. Lord 
Hailes, whose son had taken part in the coup, may also have had sympathies for the 
regime, but his family had seen no tangible reward for Adam Hepburn’s part in the 
seizure of the king, and lord Hailes had made no return to daily council.”* Set against 
this was the presence of men such as Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk, lord Graham and 
Robert Graham of Fintry, who had lost out in the coup of 1466. Perhaps equally 
interesting is who was not present—John Stewart, earl of Atholl and Sir James Stewart 
of Auchterhouse, the king’s half-uncles, who had attended in October 1464—figures |
who would play an important role in the fell of the Boyds in 1469.*”  Nevertheless, 1
**^AP.&,H,86
*** I. H. Stewart, The Scottish Coinage (London, 1955), 58-9; E.R., vii, 580-1 
**® A.P.S., Ü, 89. It is noticeable feat fee cla*ics petition was voiced through one of lord Boyd’s 
own employees, Archibald Whitelaw, fee secretary.
*^ ®AP.&,ii, 88
*^* Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,424-5
*”  S.RO. GD205, cartulary, 544-6; see below, app. D. Atholl had also attended parliament in 
October 1462, and Afeoll and Stewart of Auchterhouse may both have attended in January 
1464 {A.P.S, ii, 83; S.RO. GD90/1/45; RM.S, ii, no. 780)
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parliamentary attendance was good, with well over seventy people from all three estates 
present—roughly average for the late fifteenth century/”
Despite the apparent beginnings of parliamentary resistance to the Boyds, lord 
Boyd recognised the necessity of securing the consent of the estates for his diplomatic 
ambitions. On 12 January 1468 a continuation from the October parliament met at 
Stirling, held by a commission of forty-eight people. This delegated body shows little 
more evidence than the full assembly of being dominated by Boyd supporters. Lord 
Boyd, the earl of Arran and lord Lyle were present, along with long-term royal 
councillors such as lord Avandale and the earl of Argyll, but this was balanced by a 
majority of much more independent figures, and some who were probably increasingly 
hostile to the ruling faction. The bishop of St Andrews was represented by procurators, 
but the earls of Menteith and Rothes were at best neutral figures, while the earl of 
Crawford and lord Hamilton, two of the main beneficiaries of the fall of the Boyds in 
1469, and Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk, can probably be identified as hostile figures. 
Lord Somerville, a former ally in the 1466 coup, was noted down because of his 
absence, and he would eventually take part in the parliament that forfeited the family for 
crimes in which he took a part.*^ '* Even the burgh commissioners for Edinburgh may 
have been hostile to the Boyds. On 28 February in a supplication to the pope they would 
declare that the erection of St Giles parish church into a collegiate church was done ‘for 
the weal of the souls of the king, ... of the present bishop of St Andrews [Patrick 
Graham] and his predecessors, especially the late James [Kennedy], bishop of St 
Andrews’.*”
Nevertheless, the main business of parliament may have had broad support. This 
was the arrangement for the sending of an embassy to Denmark before April 1468 for 
arranging the marriage of the king. To this end, a grant was made by the three estates of 
£3,000 for the expenses of the embassy, to be paid equally by each estate. Unusually it 
was stressed that this was ‘nocht be way of taxt nor contribucione hot of thaire avne fre 
wil’. The difference was clearly a matter of degree, especially since each estate had 
made an obligation on behalf of those who were absent, by authority of the power given 
to them in October.*”  Nevertheless, the wording was clearly deemed significant. It may 
have beeen chosen because the grant was agreed by a parliamentary commission, but 
perhaps also because of the apparent problems faced by James Kennedy in collecting the
*”  A.P.S., ii, 87-8. A precise figure is not possible as the burgh commissioners are not listed. 
*”  A.P.S., ii, 89,93; Macdougall, James HI, 82-4
*” C.&&R,v,no. 1253
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tax granted by the October 1463 parliament.*”  Despite the care over wording, two 
subsequent acts refer to the grant as a tax, and inquisitions were set in the shires to 
determine baron’s incomes. *”
In any case, the estates must have been reasonably content to contribute to the 
embassy, as it fell well within the parameters for which taxation was acceptable, and the 
embassy would depart, after a short delay, at the start of August.*”  More problematic 
were the continued attempts to settle the values of currency, and the additional problems 
which had arisen fi*om the black money. The commission ratified the acts of the October 
parliament, and ordered again that the black pennies that had already been struck should 
only be accepted to a level of ten percent of any payment.*^
After this point, the Boyds seem to have fallen back on similar mechanisms to 
those used by lord Kennedy and Sir Alexander Boyd in the final year of their 
government. On 25 April 1468 an agreement was made at Stirling between lord Boyd’s 
council, made up of the bishops of Glasgow and Aberdeen, the earl of Argyll, lord Boyd, 
the earl of Arran, James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal, and 
Archibald Whitelaw, the secretary. Lord Avandale, the chancellor, is notable by his 
absence. The signatories agreed that they would cooperate in the ruling of the realm and 
against those that opposed them, that none would act without the cooperation of the 
others, and that they would be loyal to each other, defending their co-signatories in their 
quarrels and disputes. All the lords promised to aid lord Boyd in the governing of the 
king’s person, castles and houses, as he was authorised to do by parliament, and that 
they would strive to persuade the king to show ‘his hart lufe fauoris and singulare 
tendemes’ to lord Boyd.*^ * It is a sign of the increasing desperation of lord Boyd that he 
was willing to attempt to prop up his regime with such an agreement. He cannot have 
placed significant trust in its effectiveness given the contempt with which he had treated 
his bond with lord Kennedy in February 1466.*”  In fact the bishops of Glasgow and 
Aberdeen, the earl of Argyll and Archibald Whitelaw would all attend the parliament 
that forfeited the Boyds,*”  The agreement seems to have coincided with a decrease or
” A f.& ,ii, 90
” XF.&,xii,31 
” X .f.& ,ii, 90 
Macdougall, James III, 78, 86 ru 28 
” ÆP.5'.,ü, 90 
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cessation in the calling of parliament that was also reminiscent of the latter part of the 
Kennedy government, and symptomatic of the problems that the family were facing.
Nevertheless, one final meeting of parliament did meet, although unfortunately 
no place or date survives. Thomas Thomson placed the meeting in 1468 at Edinburgh, 
although this is nowhere explicitly stated in the acts.*^ Indeed the order of the acts as 
they appear in A.P.S. is quite different from the manuscript register, where they appear 
in reverse order to how they are printed, somewhat roughly written, with the sederunts 
of the lords of the articles and lords auditors coming at the end. A space seems to have 
been left for a preamble, but this was never completed. The acts nevertheless appear 
in the manuscript register between those of the Stirling continuation of January 1468 and 
the November 1469 parliament, and their content clearly originates from the Boyd 
period of government. The first act continues the preoccupation of the Boyd parliaments 
with currency, and dates the parliament rather more accurately. The detailed alterations 
to the value of Scottish and foreign currency made in October 1467 had created 
considerable problems, with unscrupulous landlords using confusion over the old and 
new rates to their advantage, and a resulting ‘grete Romour’.*”  The estates, in 
understandable exasperation over the confusion of prices, ordered that the issue of 
currency values should be delegated at a point in the future to ‘the wysest of the Realme 
and thaim that vnderstandis’, but that in the mean time, the values of coins should be 
returned immediately to the levels that pertained before ‘the parliament In the moneth of 
... October’.*”  This can only refer to the October 1467 parliament, and hence this 
meeting must have met after October 1467, and by implication also the January 1468 
continuation. The same act gave a temporary privilege to those who had lent or 
borrowed money since October 1467 to continue to pay money according to the values 
current when they made their contracts, to continue only until Lammas, 1 August 
1468.*”  Contrary to the strongly worded act concerning the black pennies, no resistance 
by the estates to the crown need be interpreted from the act. The estates, after 
consideration by the committee of the articles and money were overruling the 
formulations of an earlier committee, after probably unforeseen circumstances had 
arisen in the meantime. The register of the great seal does not add any significant other
*” A f.& ,ii,91-2  ;
*”  S.R.O. PA2/1, f.54r-56r. The manuscript register of parliament has (probably in Thomson’s i
era) been cut from any original binding, trimmed, and placed in a modem volume. As a result it j
is difficult or impossible to know how complete the extant pages are, or whether any reordering j
of the folios took place when they were placed in the new binding. The folio numbers are !
modem, but begin fee first volume at f.33.
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information, other than to confirm that the meeting was almost certainly at Edinburgh. 
Two isolated appearances as a charter witness by John, lord Damley, on 20 May 1468, 
might suggest a plausible time for the meeting, but this cannot be proved.*”
The remaining extant acts set sessions to sit in Edinburgh and Perth, and ordered 
justice ayres to be held.*'*® The best evidence of the difficulty being faced by the Boyds 
does not come from the surviving acts at all, but the list of personnel chosen to the lords 
of the articles, which included the bishop of St Andrews, the earl of Orkney, and lord 
Hamilton. Orkney’s presence certainly suggests that the matter of the king’s marriage 
was under discussion, as was the matter of sovereignty over the northern isles, over 
which Orkney may not have followed the official line.*'** No further meeting of 
parliament sat until November 1469, after the fall of the Boyd family, a break in 
meetings of probably a year and a half occurring in the meantime. This gap can be taken 
to reflect a genuine absence of meetings with reasonable certainty.
The reasons for this gap were simple: the probable opposition being faced by the 
Boyds within and outside parliament. The bond of April 1468 had shown that the 
sixteen-year-old king was personally hostile to the family, and by 8 May 1468 the king’s 
half-uncles John Stewart, earl of Atholl, and James Stewart of Auchterhouse, and his 
brother, Alexander, duke of Albany, were present on a safe-conduct to England on 
pilgrimage.*'*^  None of these men would ever be well known for their religious 
observance, instead the conduct may have been an insurance against the failure of a 
seizure of Edinburgh castle which took place during the king’s minority at the king’s 
behest, and for which Atholl and Stewart of Auchterhouse (by then earl of Buchan) 
would receive a remission in March 1482.*'*^  This would seem likely to have been an 
early attempt to oust the Boyds from power that was unsuccessfril. In fact lord Boyd 
would remain at the head of the government until the spring of 1469, while his son had 
left on the embassy to Denmark the previous August. Thus the government was left in 
the hands of figures such as the earl of Argyll and Archibald Whitelaw, men who had 
served under several govwnments since 1460, would prosper in the majority of James
*” Æ P.5:,ii,92 
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in, and had no reason to defend the flimsy Boyd hold on power, whatever agreements 
had been made in April 1468.*'*'*
Parliament during the minority of James III had behaved in a different fashion to 
in James H’s. After 1437, parliament had initially co-operated in a generally constructive 
and conservative system of sharing power with the fifth earl of Douglas. Likewise lord 
Crichton seems to have enjoyed broad support from the estates before 1443, while the 
eighth earl of Douglas, in alliance with the Livingstons, probably did not need to consult 
the estates in order to be able to control government.*'*^  In contrast, the minority of 
James HI had been dominated from beginning to end by the struggle of rival factions for 
control of the king, a conflict in which parliament had played a prominent role. Above 
all James Kennedy seems to have been able to exploit his comparative popularity in 
parliament to undermine and overturn the pragmatic foreign policy pursued by Mary of 
Gueldres. After his death, the governments lead by Gilbert, lord Kennedy and Robert, 
lord Boyd, were both faced by considerable opposition, to the extent that they attempted 
to prop up their regimes by bonds and agreements. Parliament alone, of course, could 
bestow genuine authority upon a legitimate government with the backing of the three 
estates. Thus meetings of general council or parliament had only strengthened the 
authority of the fifth earl of Douglas, lord Crichton and James Kennedy, bishop of St 
Andrews. For lord Kennedy and lord Boyd, however, whose governments were never 
based on much more than simple possession of the king’s person, the assembly in one 
place of the most powerful magnates of the realm became an increasingly dangerous 
proposition.
*'*'* Tho-e is a considerable gap in the register of the great seal between the last occurrence of lord 
Boyd February 1469 and November 1469, by which time James Ill’s adult govemmmt was 
well established {R.M.S., ii, nos. 983, 984, 986), so the make up of the king’s council over the 
summer cannot be established precisely. On 28 May 1469, while Boyd himself would seem to 
have been in England, James IE granted the lands of Traquair to him, vacant by the death of the 
William Douglas of Sunderlandhall. Boyd’s ally, lord Lyle, was still present at council at this 
point, along with Argyll, lord Damley, Whitelaw, and Adam Wallace of Crago (S.RO. 
GD8/6). Only Lyle and Damley would be absent in November 1469 {KM.S., ii, no. 986).
See aWve, chapters 3 and 4
Chapter g—-The Return to  Opposition. 1469-1478
From positive beginnings after his assumption of active control of government in 1469, 
James Ill’s relationship with the estates in parliament would follow a path that led first 
to opposition and criticism, and later to outright confrontation. In a manner most 
reminiscent of James I’s parliaments, James III would face persistent and ultimately 
dangerous levels of criticism about his foreign and domestic objectives. Like James I, he 
was seldom willing voluntarily to modify his behaviour, although parliament’s powers 
on occasion were sufficient to force him into abandoning particular plans. The failure of 
the king to listen to the grievances raised by the estates, or abide by the concessions he 
made in parliament, would play a significant part in leading to the two major crises in 
1482-3 and 1488.
Like May 1424 and January 1450, the parliament of 20 November 1469 
signalled a new beginning afforded by the king’s assumption of active government. It 
had a total sederunt of 103 people, only one short of the late-medieval record of 104 
present in March 1479.* As in 1424 and 1450, the legislation passed was designed to 
mark a reassertion of royal power. Acts were passed concerning a broad range of topics, 
such as the implementation of justice by ordinary judges and sheriffs, the election of 
burgh officers and councils, the ‘gret slachteris quhilkis has ben Richt commone’, the 
abuse of sanctuary, the keeping of the king’s rolls and register in books rather than rolls, 
and the forbidding of the use of copper coinage from France, but only the king’s own 
black money. Further business was delegated to a commission of twelve to meet in 
Edinburgh on the first Monday of Lent 1470 (12 March), funded by each estate to sit for 
as long as two months. It was to discuss such long-running problems as the inbringing of 
bullion, the value of coinage, and ‘vthir Articulis that salbe thocht spedfiil’. An 
ambitious attempt was to be made to produce a definitive code of the king’s laws and 
Regiam Majestatem that would be put into a single volume with official authorisation, 
while the old collections of acts were to be destroyed.^  The difficulty of creating a 
definitive code meant that the matter was still being discussed four years later, rather 
than settled in the anticipated two months, and the envisaged edition does not seem to
* A.P.S., ii, 93, 120-1. Burgh commissioners were recorded by burgh rally, and most burghs seem 
to have sent more than one representative. It is not possible, therefore, to give a precise figure 
for the number of people present As more burghs sent commissioners to the 1479 parliament, 
it probably in fact exceeded the 1469 meeting by more than one.
^A.RS.,n,94-7
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have been completed. Fortunately, any destruction of volumes that did take place was far 
from thorough.^
One would expect broad support from the states for the majority of such 
measures; however one act saw the first evidence for an interesting theme in subsequent 
years. It declared that ‘Oure souerane lord has ful Jurisdictioune and fre Impire within 
his Realme’, and that as a result imperial notaries were no longer to be recognised. 
Instead, the king was to appoint his own notaries, to be examined by the bishops, while 
papal notaries were to maintain their authority.'* This act, so early in the king’s reign, has 
been seen as evidence of James Ill’s ‘imperial pretensions, [and] a dangerously exalted 
view of Scottish kingship’—further symptoms of which were plans to remove the 
double tressure from the Scottish arms in 1472, and the imperial crown worn by James 
III on the last coinage of the reign. ^
Perhaps associated with this process was the matter which seems to have 
provoked the greatest discussion in the November 1469 parliament. This originated from 
the clerical estate towards Patrick Graham, bishop of St Andrews. An induit given by 
Pope Nicholas V to James Kennedy in 1452 of the right to confirm (and by implication 
overturn) the elections of abbots and priors by the monasteries within his diocese seems 
to have been provoking resistance.® Since becoming bishop of St Andrews, Graham had 
succeeded in putting a considerable number of clerics’ noses out of joint, a tendency that 
would continue into the 1470s. He had been eager to pursue his rights to the letter, 
exploiting the financial difficulties of Henry Crichton, abbot of Paisley, to gain Paisley 
briefly in commendam; ‘untruly’ contesting elements of James Kennedy’s will, and 
extorting money from the prior of Coldingham.^  As J. A. F. Thomson has stated, 
Graham saw the church ‘as an organisation in which he could secure material rewards 
for his friends, and ... this aroused the hostility of those who wished to do likewise’.* 
Above all, he saw the church as an organisation for his own aggrandisement, often at the 
expense of his fellow ecclesiastics. The act made in the November 1469 parliament was 
clearly the result of considerable clerical grumbling. It ordered that the privilege of 
confirmation was ‘rycht honorable ... And tendis to the Commoune proffit of the 
Realme’, and threatened those that opposed the implementation of Graham’s rights with
 ^A.P.S., ii, 97, 105; MacQueen, Common Law and Feudal Society, 91 
^A.P.S.,\i, 95
 ^Macdougall, James III, 98; A.P.S., ii, 102.
^AP.S.,n, 98; C.P.Z.,x, 171-2
 ^CP.L, xi, 388, xii, 238-9,306-7,670; CSSR,  v, no. 1379
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banishment and ‘the hiest pain of tresoune’. Furthermore, the act, under the great seal, 
was to be sent to all the monasteries in the diocese of St Andrews, while the three estates 
were to promise to defend Graham’s privilege and induit, and to execute the pains of 
banishment and treason against those that withstood him.® Thus the act would seem to be 
the product of the already existing atmosphere of tension between Graham and the other 
clergy, but as yet James HI had decided to back the bishop.*® This apparent royal 
backing for Graham was short-lived, however, and by April 1470 James III would be 
involved in supplications to Rome that were implicitly hostile towards the bishop.**
The remaining business of parliament was the forfeiture of Robert, lord Boyd,
Thomas Boyd, earl of Arran, and Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll on 22 November 
1469 by an assize of fifteen.*^  Their crimes were the seizure of the king at Linlithgow in 
1466, contrary to the king’s will and act of parliament, and the degradation of the king’s 
majesty in their governance of the king and his brothers. Only Alexander Boyd was 
present to face the judgement, and to undergo beheading on Edinburgh castle hill.*^  The 
assize was made up purely of barons, and was slightly smaller than the body that had 
fofeited the Douglass in 1455. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the assize included a significant 
number of figures with judicial experience. The earl of Crawford and George Campbell 
of Loudon were sheriffs of Aberdeenshire and Ayrshire respectively.*'* William, lord 
Abernethy, was sheriff of Banffshire, and a lord auditor and lord for the falsing of 
dooms in parliament. The same went for Alexander, lord Glamis, and to a lesser extent 
Walter, lord Lome.*^  As part of the forfeiture, parliament seems to have attempted, in 
effect, to augment the 1455 act of annexation. On 27 November the three estates 
declared that the lordship of Bute, Rothesay castle, the lordships of Arran, and Cowal, J
Dunoon castle, the earldom of Carrick, the lands and castle of Dundonald, the barony of j
i
Renfrew, the lordship of Stewarton, the lordship and castle of Kilmarnock, and other 1
estates forfeited by the Boyds, should be annexed perpetually to the Stewart j
principality—the lands inherited by the eldest son of the king. The lands of Tealing and I
* J. A. F. Thomson, ‘Some New Light on the Elevation of Patrick Graham’, S.H.R., xl (1961), I
83-8, 85 
**^P.&,ii, 98
*® Hints as to those vdio may have particularly resented Graham’s induit may come from the 
creation of the archbishopric of St Andrews in 1472. This would involve the annulment of the |
exemptions from the jurisdiction of St Andrews possessed by the churches of St Salvator in St I
Andrews and St Giles, Edinburgh, and the abbeys of Kelso and Holyrood (J. A. F. Thomson, i
‘Some New Light on the Elevation of Patrick Graham’, S.H.R., xl (1961), 83-8, 84.
** C.S.S.R, V, 1441 
*^AP.&,ii,186 
” AP.51,ü, 186-7 
*^ÆR,viii, 30
Scots Peerage, vii, 408; A.P.S., Ü, 93,98,102,113,117,142 i
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annual rents of Brechin, which had belonged to Thomas, earl of Arran, were annexed to 
the crown, and all were to be inalienable without the advice, deliberation and decree of 
parliament, for the ‘manifest utility’ of the king and his first-born son.*® Together, the 
estates and castles mentioned in the forfeiture illustrate the level of self-aggrandisement 
carried out by the Boyds. Their period in power had also seen wrongful intromissions in 
crown rents, Arran becoming sheriff of Wigtown (replacing Andrew Agnew), steward of 
Kirkcudbright (replacing John Kennedy of Blairquhan), and the brief erection of Arran 
into a sheriffdom.*  ^ The Boyds had contravened the traditional protection of royal 
estates seen by council and parliament in the royal minorities of James II and James HI. 
Nevertheless, there is doubt as to whether all the lands mentioned in the Boyd forfeiture 
were ever possessed by them. The lordship of Cowal and Dunoon castle were included 
as royal estates in the exchequer rolls until the account of June 1468. They are both 
absent only from the account made in June 1469.** The earldom of Carrick’s accounts 
are continuous from the 1460s to the 1470s, and cannot have been granted to the 
Boyds.*® The three estates, therefore, seem to have taken the opportunity of the Boyd 
forfeitures to attempt to extend their influence over the king’s ability to alienate estates.
The similarity with the act of annexation is very clear, with similar terms of 
parliamentary oversight of the king’s powers to alienate his estates, and to protect the 
royal patrimony. It must, however, be questioned to what degree the king shared 
parliament’s opinion about the manifest utility of the measure. Where James II may have 
accepted the principal of parliamentary oversight of certain lands in return for the large 
gains that he made by the act of annexation, James III, particularly given his notions of 
‘fre Impire’, may have resented the attempt to extend the area of his estates over which 
he had only limited powers. Unlike the act of annexation, the annexation of lands to the 
principality was subject to some major contraventions. Lord Boyd’s barony of 
Kilmarnock was granted in liferent to Margaret of Denmark on 25 June 1470.”  By June 
1472 Arran had been let to Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk, and on 18 April 1472 the 
barony of Tealing and other former Boyd lands in Forfar and Perthshire were 
permanently alienated to the king’s familiar, Anselm Adornes.^ * Although the 1455 act
*®^P.&, 11,187.
*^  E.R, viii, xlv and n., 15,40-1. For Agnew and Kennedy holding office before 1466, see R R , 
vii, 119,312,314
** E.R, vii, 346, 347,385, 551,552 
*® E R , vii, 26,260,387,450,562, 646 
Macdougall, James in, 90; RM.S., ii, no. 992 
”  E.R, viii, 162; RM.S., ii, no. 1060
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of annexation would continue to be broadly obeyed well into the 1480s, the 1469 
annexation was virtually a dead letter from the start.”
No further meeting of parliament is recorded until May 1471. At other points 
during the reign of James HI apparent gaps in meetings of parliament have been filled 
from other sources, and it now seems certain that parliament met in both 1477 and 
1486.”  A meeting in 1470 cannot be ruled out. James Balfour of Pittendreich records a 
statute of 17 March 1470, concerning parliamentaiy competance. Although far from a 
reliable source, Balfour seems correctly to have recorded a meeting in August 1477 
which is omitted by the official parliamentary register.^ '* The Malcolm manuscript, 
which also seems correctly to date certain acts to August 1477, plac% the acts of the 
November 1469 meeting under October 1470, while two other versions of the acts place 
some or all of the 1469 acts to November 1470.”  These latter discrepancies are most 
easily explained as clerical error, but it needs to be noted that the only manuscript 
version of the acts to conform to the printed A.PS, is the official register.”
Balfour’s act is of interest if it does date to March 1470, as it has not been traced 
in any other source. It claims to arise from a cause brought by Alexander Hepburn of 
Whitsome against George Haliburton concerning an unknown dispute. The act declared 
that, if a dispute arose before any judges that was not covered by existing legislation, 
this was to be continued to the next parliament for the decision ‘becaus na jugeis within 
the realme hes powar to mak any lawis or statutis, except the parliament allanerlie’. 
Nevertheless, it is possible that the legal precedent recorded by Balfour was not made in 
a parliament at all, but at the very least it underlines the carefiil defence of parliament’s 
powers, and that laws should be the decision of ‘the lordis of the said parliament’.”  In 
the absence of certainty about Balfour’s sources, and given the generally poor accuracy 
of his dating of fifteenth century acts of parliament, any reliance on his evidence is 
unwise.”  Most importantly, an act of the May 1471 parliament refers back to the act 
concerning slaughter made in ‘the last parlyment’. This act is present in the legislation of 
November 1469, and therefore seems to rule out the possiblity of a meeting in 1470.”
See above, 186 
”  See below, appendix A, 383-384
”  Balfour, Prœticks, i, 1
”  N.L.S., Malcolm MS, Adv. 7.1.9, f.l80r; S.R.O., Drummond MS, PA5/3 f.287r; Edinburgh 
University Library, Colvil MS, MS 208 f.308v; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, appN, 378-9 
”  S.R.O. PA2/1 f.57r 
Balfour, Practicks, i, 1
Balfour, Practicks, i, xxxiii. Balfour misdates acts of, e.g., 30 September 1426 to 11 hferch 
1426, and 6 March 1430 to 26 April 1429 (Balfour, Practicks, i, 63, 274)
” A f.& ,ii, 99,95-6
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It is more certain that there were a number of unofficial meetings of clerics and 
barons during 1470. The process by which Walter Stewart, lord Lome, resigned his 
lordship to the king in favour of the earl of Argyll was carried out in the king’s chamber 
in Edinburgh castle on 14 April 1470, before twenty noteable clerics and barons, 
including, among others, the bishop of Aberdeen, the earl of Atholl, the lords Gordon, 
Graham, Erskine and Kennedy, and James Stewart of Auchterhouse.”  Three days later, 
when the king granted Lome to Argyll, most of the same people were in attendance, 
along with the bishops of St Andrews and Glasgow, and lord Avandale.^ * With 
reasonably large meetings such as this taking place, it may have been deemed 
unnecessary to call a foil meeting of parliament.
Fortunately, more certainty surrounds the meeting of parliament which began at 
Edinburgh on 6 May 1471. Although smaller than the November 1469 parliament, it was 
still large by medieval standards. Eighty-nine people attended, made up of thirty clerics, 
thirty-six barons (plus two proxies), and representatives of twenty-three burghs, of 
whom twelve burgh commissioners are named. This makes the May 1471 parliament the 
third largest of the reign, with a broad representation of the estates, including a rare 
attendance at parliament by the king’s brother, Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany, nine 
bishops, the earls of Menteith, Huntly, Argyll, Angus, Crawford and Erroll, eighteen 
lords of parliament, and burgh commissioners from as far away as Berwick, Aberdeen 
and Wigtown.”  With the exception of the absence of burgh representatives from north 
of Aberdeen, or the earl of Ross (who sent a proxy), the assembled estates represented a 
broad and representative cross-section of Scottish political society.
The attendance reflected the main business of parliament, the granting of a tax 
to fond an embassy to the continent to promote agreement between the duke of 
Burgundy and the king of France, and to seek the marriage of the king’s sister Margaret 
in one of the two countries. Once again the importance of Stewart prestige was an 
important element in the plans for Scotland to act as an arbitrator, but the wording of the 
act suggests considerable support from the estates both for the embassy and the taxation. 
The wording implies that the lords of the articles and the estates were requesting James 
III to send the embassy, and stressed that the king would ‘Report gret [ ] [^ zc] of god
and honour and virchip to his heenes’. Three thousand crowns were to be provided by
‘Argyll Transcripts’, Il(ii), 416 
” RM5'.,ii,no. 989
32 ARS., it, 98
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the estates in equal portions of one thousand to fund an embassy of thirty people, made 
up of members of the first and second estates. The instructions of the embassy, owing to 
the need for secrecy, were delegated to the king’s secret council, and any other lords the 
council chose to attend, with full power of parliament to make instructions.”
Despite the arrangements, and the grant of a substantial tax, the scheme seems to 
have come to nothing. It is not known if difficulty in collecting the contribution, or 
unrecorded parliamentary opposition played a part in ending the plans, but James III 
instead began negotiations with England following initial soundings fi"om Edward IV in 
July 1471, and an embassy was arranged to meet the English at Alnwick in August.^ '* 
This was the first of a number of ambitious continental schemes adopted by James III in 
the early 1470s, all of which would ultimately be abandoned, with parliament playing a 
leading role in opposition to the plans.^  ^Moreover, during the 1470s, Jam% HI would 
seek substantial taxation on probably five occasions fi-om parliament to fimd diplomatic 
and military ambitions and for the marriage connected with the Anglo-Scottish 
alliance.”  This included grants of 3,000 crowns in 1471, £5,000 in 1472 and 20,000 
merks in 1479.”  Moreover, these demands followed the tax of £3,000 for the embassy to 
Denmark to arrange the king’s marriage in 1468; thus the estates in the eleven years 
aflier 1468 were faced with demands for taxation on a level not seen since the 1420s.^ * 
Although these taxations were generally agreed by the estates (with the notable 
exception of 1473), collection, as usual, would prove much more problematic.^  ^It can be 
no coincidence that the 1470s saw a level of parliamentary opposition to, and criticism 
of, the king that had not been seen since the death of James I.
As yet, a fimd of goodwill probably remained for the king, and certainly the 
figures selected to be lords of the articles do not suggest any significant resistance to the 
crown, including as they do a large number of royal councillors.'*® If there was 
significant controversy, it may not yet have been directed at the king but at Patrick 
Graham, bishop of St Andrews. Having had his papal induit concerning his right to
” AP.&,ii,99
Cal Docs. Scot., iv, nos. 1394-5, 1397; Rot. Scot., ii, 429-30 I
”  Macdougall, James III, 92-8 |
O’Brirai, ‘Scottish Parliaments’, app. 0 , 404 i
” AP.&,ii, 99,102,122 i
” AP.&,ii, 90 I
Parliamrait refiised to fund the king’s plans to go abroad in July 1473 (A.P.S., ii, 103). Dr j
Macdougall has shown that the anticipated 20,000 merks granted in 1479 was unlikely to have 
been collected—the entire sheriffilom of Edinburgh would have provided less that £100 |
(Macdougall, James III, 142; Bannatyne Miscellany, iii, 427-31) j
'*® See below, pp330-333
^^A.RS.,ü,99
”  C.RL, xii, 238-9; C.S.S.R, v, no. 1083, 1180-1 
A.P.S., ii, 98; see below p331 
99-101
A.P.S., ii, 101,187; R.M.S., ii, no. 1020; Macdougall, James III, 91 
”  RMS'., ii, nos. 996-1002
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confirm monastic elections defended by James III in November 1469, no doubt as a 
reaction to considerable anger from the regular clergy within his diocese, the May 1471 
parliament passed an act attacking clerks who purchased major monastic and other 
benefices at Rome, and particularly uniting abbeys to bishoprics ‘the quhilk thingis 
cause vnestimable dampnage’, by the loss of money overseas. It was further forbidden 
for anybody to act as a collector of papal tax beyond the ancient levels, while any union 
of a monastic house with a bishopric made since 1460 was to be deemed invalid.'**
Where the king would have had undoubted sympathy with the first element of the act, 
touching the loss of Scottish bullion by the purchasing of benefices at Rome, the latter 
part, specifically, seems much more likely to have been the work of those clerics with a 
personal enmity towards the bishop of St Andrews, aimed at attacking the self­
aggrandisement demonstrated by his pursuit of the commendatorships of Paisley and 
Pittenweem during the 1460s.'*^  Graham’s absence from the lords of the articles, despite 
his presence at parliament, must also have reflected the disagreement over the issue, and 
underlines the degree of enmity that he had provoked from elements of the clerical 
estate.'*^
The lack of money within Scotland was the dominant theme of the remaining 
acts, as it had been to a large extent during the 1460s. Acts went so far as to ban the 
wearing of silk, which had to be imported at great cost, while the value of coinage was 
delegated to a large commission of parliament, made up of thirty-four people from the j
three estates, to sit at the continuation ordered for 2 August 1472.'*'* The king’s 1
overriding concem with money might also be seen behind two arguably contradictory i
agreements ratified in parliament. Firstly James confirmed an annual pension of 400 I
merks from the customs of Edinburgh to William Sinclair, earl of Caithness, and j
secondly he granted Linlithgow palace and Doune castle to Margaret of Denmark, while |
promising the return of Orkney and Shetland to the Danish crown if he should die before \
his queen, and if the remaining dowry from Denmark was paid in full.'*^  The king’s j
enthusiasm to annex Orkney and Shetland permanently to the crown had been behind the |
earl of Caithness’s resignation of his right to the earldom of Orkney in September 1471, j
in return for major concessions by the king.'*® Thus in his grants to the queen, he was 
making a promise to return the northern isles that he had little or no intention of abiding j
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by, and the marriage contract with Denmark would be further contravened in parliament 
when the earldom of Orkney and lordship of Shetland were permanently annexed to the 
crown in February 1472/^
The May 1471 parliament’s continuation duly met on 2 August, although with a 
considerably different sederunt to the one decreed in May.'** Only one act survives, 
concerning pleadable brieves, and the main business of the meeting seems to have been 
the work of the lords auditors of causes and complaints. Indeed the lords auditors who 
sat consisted of the entire commission, and it was probably the pressure of judicial 
business that motivated the continuation.'*® No hint as to any political business survives, 
nor is there any record of further discussion concerning the value of currency. The 
continuation does show, however, how the pressure of judicial business could force the 
crown into calling meetings of parliament and arranging commissions and continuations. 
As Dr Chalmers has shown, while the lords auditors continued to be one of the main 
elements in the administration of civil justice, parliament had to be called at regular 
intervals.”  James IV’s ability to avoid calling parliament after 1496 was a product not 
only, or perhaps even primarily, of his abilities as a monarch, but of the amalgamation of 
the roles of lords auditors and lords of council in civil causes. This resulted, from 1497, 
in a rejuvenated session, not seen since at least 1472, to deal outside parliament with the 
former business of the lords auditors, and thus removing one of the major reasons why 
the crown was forced to call meetings of the estates. The committee of lords auditors 
and falsed dooms, to all intents and purposes, ceased to function thereafter.^ *
A new parliament met on 20 January 1472, and, after being continued three 
times, finally began to carry out business on 18 February.”  The available records are 
dominated once again by the proceeding of the lords auditors of causes and 
complaints.®  ^Four acts, three of which are very short, amount to the entire legislative 
output, but they seem to have been the result of considerable discussion over at least two 
days, and provide the first unambiguous evidence of disagreement between the king and
” 4.R&,ii, 102 
^ V .f .& ,i i ,  100,101
49 ADA., 14-17 
”  Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, 152-383, 193-4
®* Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, 193-4; A.A.M. Duncan, ‘The Central Courts Before 1532’, 
Introdi4ction to Scottish Legal History (Stair Society, 1958), 321-40,331. Lords auditors would 
be appointed for the last time in 1543^, but had ceased to be appointed after 1496, or rathra* 
had been effectively amal^mated with the lords of council and superseded by the session 
{A.P.S., ii, 411,428,446; Duncan, ‘Central Courts Before 1532’, 337-8; R. K. Hannay, ‘On the 
Foundations of the College of Justice’, S.H.R., xv, 30-46)
” 4 .R R ,ii,102 ,188
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elements of the estates.^ On 20 February three short acts were passed that went to the 
heart of James Ill’s policies since 1469. First, to fimd the king’s plan to invade Brittany 
with six thousand men, the estates granted a tax of £5,000. This was to be divided 
unequally among the estates for the first time, with the clerics and barons providing 
£2,000 each, and the burghs only £1,000. This was the second of the king’s continental 
schemes in the 1470s, and involved the king himself leading the army to the continent 
on behalf of Louis XI, in return for a promise of part of Brittany.^  ^ Louis’ had sent 
William, lord Monypenny of Concressault, to persuade the king, and he had clearly been 
met by a willing audience—so much so that the king would grant Kirkandrews to 
Monypenny on 8 October 1471, confirmed with parliamentary authority on 26 February 
1472/*
The taxation was initially granted without any app^rance of disagreement, at 
least in the act recorded in the register, but a petition by the clergy was added to the acts 
of parliament at the end of the proceedings of the February 1472 assembly, after the acts 
of lords auditors, and therefore probably virtually the last business of the meeting before 
the estates went home.*^  The act is unfortunately much perished, but enough survives to 
make the first estate’s criticism of the king’s policy quite clear:
‘The lordis of the halikirk ... in this Instant parliament ffor eschewing of 
the grete perelle and inconuenientis the quhilk thai se apperand to this 
realme be the mater opynnit in the said parliament be oure souerane lord 
tuiching his passage vtouthe his Realme for the Recoueryng of his Richt of 
bertane ...’**
The clerics went on to point out that the king had not yet reached his fiill majority, that 
he had no issue, and was ‘lefand his Realme opyn be apperance to his aid ennemyis of 
England’. Therefore, from their ‘tender lufe’ for the king, they asked him to remain at 
home ‘without coaccioune and taxacioune’ and to maintain the peace with England.*^  
The clerics as yet stopped short of outright refiisal to co-operate with the taxation, and 
the final section of the act records how the £2,000 owed by the clerical estate would be 
divided up among the dioceses if  the king went ahead with is plans.*® This was typical of
^^A.D.A, 17-23 
=^^.?.&,ii,102 
A.P.S.y ii, 102; Macdougall, James III, 93 
*^ Macdougall, James III, 93; KM.S., ii, no. 1041; A.P.S., ii, 188 
A.P.S., ii, 102; S.RO. PA2/1, ff. 87v, 91 v. Thomson’s artificial separation of the acts of the 
lords auditors and legislation of parliament results in the erroneous impression that the clerical 
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the way in which the estates went about using parliament to r^ist royal policy in the 
fifteenth century.*^  The criticism was quite obvious, but couched in terms that implied a 
humble request that the king could take note of or ignore. If opposition was being voiced 
in parliament, however, the king would have realised that his ability to collect taxation 
in the localities would be problematic. Thus the clerics’ act was probably a major 
element in the delay and eventual abandonment of the king’s plans.
The resistance to the king from the clerical estate is all the more surprising given 
that the clerical attendance at the parliament was poor. Only four bishops attended—of 
Dunkeld, Aberdeen, Ross and Orkney—as compared with nine bishops in May 1471, 
and six in July 1476—and these four were hardly the highest status.*^  Patrick Graham, 
bishop of St Andrews, was absent abroad, but also absent were the bishops of Glasgow, 
Dunblane, Galloway, Brechin, Moray, Argyll, Caithness and the Isles. Six abbots and 
four priors made up the remainder of the clerical estate, which, numbering fourteen in 
total, was hardly able to dominate the proceedings numerically, when compared to fifty- 
four barons and at least eleven burgh commissioners. Nevertheless, the poor attendance 
by the higher ecclesiastics meant that the clerical estate was dominated by figures who 
were not closely associated with the crown—only the bishops of Aberdeen and Orkney 
were frequently on the king’s daily council in 1472.*^  Of further concern for the king 
was the large number of lairds present at parliament, no doubt persuaded to attend by the 
threat of taxation. Usually making up between ten and twenty per cent of the total 
sederunt at this time, the lairds and barons below the rank of lord of parliament made up 
over forty per cent of the February 1472 parliament, and, although no record survives, it 
must be likely that there was resistance to the king’s taxation from this quarter. Indeed, 
although the total attendance at the meeting was not unusually large, the number of 
lairds (thirty-four), was the largest at any point during the reign of James m.
Compare with the opposition voiced in July 1473 and the final act of the March 1458 
parliaments (A.P.S., ii, 102, 52)
^^A.P.S.,ii, 102,98,113 
Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,425.
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Table U Attendance by Lairds 1467-148^
* =  T n v n f in n  o rn n tp rf
Date No. Total Sederunt Perœntage Notes
12/10/67 13 70 18.4%
12/1/68* 10 48 20.8%
20/11/69 21 103 20.4%
6/5/71* 9 89 10.1%
2/8/71 6 34 17.6% Continuation of 6/5/71
17/2/72* 34 79 43%
20/11/75 4 37 10.8% Rrobably incomplete
1/7/76 0 45 0%
6/4T/8 7 55 12.7%
1/6/78* 10 ^ 54 18.5% Continuation of 6/4/78
1/3/79* 20 1Ô4 19.2%
4/10/79 6 48 12.5%
2/4/81* 17 36 47.2% Continuation of 2/4/81. 
This large number is from 
a largely oblito-ated 
sederunt
'18/3/82* 19 75 25.3% Continuation of 2/4/81
2/12/82 0 56 0%
16/2/84 13 49 26.5% Incomplete
17/5/84 27 67 40.3% Continuation of 16/2/84
21/3/85 9 55 16.4%
J/S/85* 16 56 28.6% Continuation of 21/3/85
1/10/87 31 80 38.8%
29/1/88* 31 78 39.7%
Total: 306 1402
Average 15.3 70.1 21.8%
The two remaining acts of the February 1472 parliament also reflected the 
king’s territorial ambitions and his concern with Stewart prestige. Following the grant of 
taxation, the king ordered that the double tressure should be removed from the royal 
arms, instead the king should bear ‘hale armis of the lyoune with out ony mare’.** The 
‘double tressure flory-counterflory gules’—the red border on the royal arms of 
Scotland—incorporates the fleurs de lys. Its mythical origins, probably by the time of 
Fordun and certainly by the time of Hector Boece, claimed that it had been a gift of 
Charlemagne to Achay, king of Scots, when the Franco-Scottish alliance was agreed for 
the first time, thus signifying French defence of Scotland against all enemies, and 
Scotland’s ancient association with the Empire.** Such associations, however, went 
against the James Ill’s notions of ‘fre Impire’ within Scotland, expressed in 1469 in 
regard to notaries public. The double tressure was in fact never removed, and is present 
on the royal arms in the Trinity Altarpiece, painted in the late 1470s, but with a
^ Source, A.P.S., ii, 87-181. A laird is deemed to be a member of the second estate below the 
rank of lord of parliament.
“ ÆP.^ .,ii, 102
** John of Fordun's Chronicle of the Scottish Nation, ed. W. F. Skene, 2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1872), 
i, 127-9; Hector Boece, The Chronicles o f Scotland, trans. John Bellenden, edd. E. C. Batho
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modification seen a number of times in this period, of the tressure being omitted above 
the lion/^
Prestige was also the only substantial benefit derived from the permanent 
annexation of the earldom of Orkney and lordship of Shetland permanently to the crown 
‘nocht to be gevin away in tyme to cum to na persoune except anerly til the kingis sonnis 
of lauchfull bed’, which formed the third act of parliament.*® Since his marriage to 
Margaret of Denmark in 1469 the king had moved swiftly to make sure that the 
theoretically temporary transfer of the northern isles to Scotland became permanent. Dr 
Macdougall has shown that the financial rewards of the annexation were small, and 
outweighed by the price that James III paid to the earl of Orkney to make him give up 
his rights.*^  Thus the parliament as a whole was entirely dominated by the king’s 
attempts to enhance Stewart prestige. This would not of itself have provoked opposition 
in parliament, but the king’s preoccupation was threatening to become expensive for the 
estates.
This theme was developed much more fully the following year. Parliament 
assembled again at Edinburgh on 23 July 1473, after being continued from 8 April. 
The original summons for April will have been connected with the king’s continental 
negotiations and plans, which he was actively pursuing in the spring of 1473. The king’s 
schemes had expanded since the previous year. The deposition of Duke Arnold of 
Gueldres by his son, Adolphus, and his reinstatement at the hands of Charles the Bold in 
1467, had left the duke wishing to alter the succession to the duchy to avoid them falling 
to either his son or his erstwhile liberator. He had turned to his Scottish grandsons— 
James III, the duke of Albany and the earl of Mar—asking one of the three brothers to 
travel to Gueldres personally to take possession of the duchy. Duke Arnold had died in 
February 1473, and with it any serious likelihood of putting his succession plans into 
effect, but his death did not daunt James III. At the beginning of May 1473, James sent 
Sir Alexander Napier of Merchiston to Charles the Bold to press his claim. Also in May 
1473, Scottish ambassadors were in France offering military aid to Louis XI against
and H. W. Husbands, 2 vols (Scottish Text Society, 1938-41), ii, 24-5; J. H  Stevenson, 
Heraldry in Scotland(Glz^gow, 1914), 2 vols, ii, 389, 392-3 
*^  A.P.S., ii, 95; Stevenson, Heraldry in Scotland, ii, 393; National Gallery of Scotland, Trinity 
Altarpiece, Hugo van der Goes. The first instance of the omission of the tressure from above 
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England in return for a pension of 60,000 crowns a year, and no doubt pursuing the 
king’s claim to Saintonge/^  The king was still determined to travel abroad in some, 
preferably military, capacity, and it was the implications that arose from this that formed 
the core of parliamentary business in July.
The king had presented his articles to parliament as usual, but these were not 
passed by the estates. Instead the king was presented with a lengthy ‘avisment’ by the 
clerics, barons and burgh commissioners that was unmistakably opposed to James lU’s 
plans to leave the country, and, in refusing the king’s requests, also set out a number of 
other developing grievances. In all, eight of the seventeen acts dealt with the king’s 
continental schemes and the attempts to persuade him to remain in Scotland, amounting 
to some of the most detailed and manifest evidence of parliament resisting and 
modifying royal policy in the fifteenth century.^  The second act set out the central 
objection:
‘Secondly as to the last artikle tuiching the passing of the king / quhare 
upone mony of the artiklis dépendis / The lordis cane nocht in na wise gif 
thare counsale to his passage / of his Realme And gif his hienes standis 
vterly determyt to pas and cane nocht in na wise be persuadit to remaine 
within his Realme to the execucioune of Justice the quiete of his pupill The 
Lordis thinkis that his hienes may nocht in na wise dispone him for his 
worschip to pas in this sesone Considering that he is vnprovidit of his 
expenses’^
The estates had refused outright to condone the king’s plans, while the reference to the 
lack of expenses can only indicate that the £5,000 taxation granted in 1472 had not been 
collected. Furthermore, the advice included the first occurrence of what would bœome 
an ongoing theme for the rest of the reign—the estates’ attempts to persuade the king to 
turn to the administration of justice.
The estates advised that, if the king refused to abandon his plans, they could find 
‘na cause honorable nor acceptable’ for him doing so unless he went in the capacity of a 
mediator between the kings of France and Burgundy, in an attempt to prevent the 
slaughter between the two princes, and thus enabling a war against the infidel. By the 
honour that would accrue to the king by such action he would be more likely to gain 
possession of the county of Saintonge and the duchy of Gueldres. Thus, if the king
Macdougall, James III, 94; Mark Napier, Memoirs o f John Napier of Merchiston (Edinburgh 
and London, 1834), 512-4 
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remained determined to travel abroad, the estates demanded that a letter recently sent to 
Louis XI by James HI should be stopped, since no profit nor honour could come to the 
king if it was not. Instead an ambassador should be sent to the duke of Burgundy and the 
king of France to attempt to arrange a meeting between the three rulers, asking that 
James HI be put in possession of Saintonge in return for his great trouble and expense, 
and as had been promised to James I by the treaty of Perth-Chinon in 1428. If Louis XI 
did not agree to cede possession of the county, James III should refuse to co-operate 
further in the negotiations, and instead ask for assistance in its recovery fi'om the duke of 
Burgundy.^ '*
Likewise the ambassador should show the duke of Burgundy the injustice 
perpetrated on Duke Arnold of Gueldres by his son, thus warranting his disinheritance 
and the rightful succession to Gueldres of James HI. Again the ambassador was to ask 
the duke of Burgundy for assistance in the recovery of his right. Then, and only then, 
was James III to ask Louis XI and Charles the Bold to submit to the arbitration of the 
Scottish king and a council of princes. Following confirmations under the seal of Louis 
and Charles, James would finally be permitted to leave his country with the blessing of 
the estates, and a contribution of £5,000 for his expenses.^ *
The estates knew their man. This catalogue of unachievable conditions at once 
flattered the king’s inflated sense of his own prestige, while making the prospect of 
James III leaving Scotland almost unthinkable. If the conditions were met the £5,000 
promised by the estates would have been money well spent. James III would have 
achieved the diplomatic coup of the fifteenth-century— t^ransformed into a major 
magnate of continental Europe in return for a brief role as chairman at a peace talk. In 
reality the estates knew their money was safe. Where the annexation of Orkney and 
Shetland had been achievable by a combination of the king of Denmark’s penury and the 
islands’ geographical proximity to Scotland, wresting control of Gueldres and Saintonge 
fi*om Charles the Bold and Louis XI would be an entirely different proposition.
The estates had not finished their advice to the king. Two acts followed that 
constituted the advice purely of the clerics, continuing the tradition from the previous 
year of them being the most vocally critical estate. They advised that the ‘gretast 
expedient’ to the king’s journey would be for him to travel through Scotland carrying
11,103
'^^ARS., ii, 103-4 
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out justice ‘and put sic Justice and polycy in his awne realme that the brute and the fame 
of him mycht pas in vtheris contreis’. Thus the rulers of other realms (implying Charles 
the Bold and Louis XI) would be more likely to accept his judgement. The clerics 
continued that, if the king went on to pursue his plans to travel abroad, he should 
‘ordane how his Realme sulde be gouemit in his absence and be quhat persounis and 
quhat authorite’; in the meantime he should ‘mak hot esy travel in his awne persone in 
the execucioune of Justice’, so that it would be possible to rule the country easily while 
he was overseas. Finally it was added ‘the lordis and estatis of the Realme exhortis and 
prayis his hienes that he walde close his handis for al Remissiounis and Respettis for 
slauchter in tyme cumming’.^ *
The king’s failure to take an active and personal role in the administration of 
justice, and his use of remissions and respites as a source of money, would prove one of 
the most frequently occurring themes in parliament for the rest of the reign. It was a 
theme that the king would never satisfactorily resolve, despite frequent parliamentary 
requests, and royal promises to cease giving remissions on at least three separate 
occasions.^ Again, clear criticism of the king was implied by the acts, although put in 
terms that appeared to offer the king a way of achieving his objectives. Indeed, these 
acts of parliament are reminiscent of the acts made in the final years of James II’s reign, 
when James Ill’s father was pursuing a similar policy of external aggression and 
territorial expansion, combined with the extensive granting of remissions in return for 
cash.^ The statements of July 1473, however, were much more strongly worded that 
anything seen before 1460. As a result, they provide a vivid picture of the three estates’ 
struggle to deal with a king with extensive ambitions, but little understanding of the 
practicalities of putting them into practice.
Parliament would meet again on 11 October 1473, from which gathering a 
single act survives. On that date the king would grant Margaret of Denmark the 
lordships of Galloway, Ettrick, Stirlingshire and Tillicoultry, Stratheam, Menteith, 
Strathgartney, Balquhidder, Kinclevin, Methven and Linlithgowshire, the castles of 
Threave, Stirling, Doune and Methven, the tower of Newark in Ettrick Forest, 
Linlithgow palace, and the customs and burgh rents of Kirkcudbright, Wigtown, Stirling 
and Linlithgow.^ These lands, castles and customs came largely from the estates 
covered by the 1455 act of annexation, and the king was careful to gain parliamentary
ii, 104
^vLP.&,ii, 107,118, 122,165,170,176;N.L.S. MS 6138
78 See above, 195-200
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confirmation, while the grants themselves clearly did not involve permanent alienation.®® 
No other proceedings exist, and it is tempting to wonder whether the meeting was called 
simply to deal with the queen’s dowry, or whether the king called the assembly in an 
attempt further to pursue his continental ambitions. It may even have been a 
continuation of the July parliament, which had still been sitting, in the capacity of the 
lords auditors of causes and complaints, on 6 August.®*
Parliament would not meet again until May 1474, but before that meeting a 
general council was summoned by James III to deal with the removal of Patrick Graham 
from active governorship in the new archbishopric of St Andrews.®^  General councils 
appear to have ceased to be called regularly after October 1456, and the records of 
general council are not recorded among those of parliament when the official register 
becomes extant in 1466.®^  General councils did continue to be summoned, however, but 
their existence is recorded only in the treasurer’s accounts and records of the lords of 
council for the reigns of James HI and James IV.®^  The single account for James Hi’s 
reign records a meeting in 1473-4, and it must be likely that further meetings occurred in 
James Ill’s reign that have been entirely lost. The proceedings of such meetings 
continued to be of considerable importance—such as removal from office of Archbishop 
Graham, or raising taxation in 1502—and it seems likely that a separate, now lost, 
register of the acts of general council was kept.®*
In the absence of such a register, little or nothing can be said with certainty 
about the role of general council in the late-fifteenth century. Nevertheless, the lack of 
any surviving acts between 1456 and 1513, not only from the official register of 
parliament, but more significantly from the numerous collections of acts made by 
advocates in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, suggests that by the reign of James HI 
general council was operating much less frequently, and with a decreased power to issue 
legislation. The period when general council had been virtually indistinguishable from 
parliament (with the exception of forfeiture) had come to an end, and general council 
was probably called to deal with single issues, without a broader legislative capability or 
the power to appoint lords auditors, and very possibly without the presence of the burgh
ii, 188-9; RMS., ii, no. 1143 
®®X.P.&,ii,42 
®U.D.A,29 
T.A., i, 46; Macdougall, James III, 106 
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commissioners.®* In 1504 parliament enacted that the burgesses should be warned when 
taxes were to be raised, and it has been argued that this arose from the absence of the 
estate from a possible general council of 1502, where a contribution was agreed.®^  If so, 
it is likely that the absence of the burgesses dated back into the fifteenth century. The 
turning point probably came with the ‘congregacione’ of October 1464, and this would 
fit with the decrease of the burgesses’ contribution to taxation and the abandonment of 
equal representation on the committee of the articles during the 1470s and 1480s.®® This 
process of general council gradually coming to approximate an enlarged council did not, 
as yet, imply a diminution of the powers of meetings of the estates, but rather illustrated 
how the added authority of a full parliament had come to be increasingly important, at 
the (effectively temporary) expense of its sister institution.®^
The reference to the 1473/4 general council records only payments for 
messengers travelling with letters to the north, Galloway, Angus and Fife ‘for the 
generale consale twiching the Archbischop’.^ No date is given for when the letters were 
sent, but the broadly chronological format of the treasurer’s accounts suggests that they 
were sent between 28 October 1473 and 11 January 1474.®* January is the most likely 
time for the meeting, as on 4 February letters were sent to the sheriffs of Fife, Forfar and 
Aberdeen ordering the seizure of the temporalities of the diocese of St Andrews, while 
the king was at Edinburgh at that time.®^  The removal of Patrick Graham from office has 
usually been associated with clerical and royal anger at the papal bull erecting St 
Andrews into an archbishopric on 17 August 1472.®^  Although this interpretation has 
recently been questioned, in the absence of specific evidence to prove the king’s 
involvement in the creation of the new archbishopric, it remains the most satisfactory 
explanation.®  ^ Moreover, there is specific evidence of hostility directed by James III 
towards Patrick Graham as early as April 1470, when he supplicated on behalf of St




®® Dr O’Brien argues that the convention of ^ ates of the sixteaith century did not evolve from 
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Giles kirk, Edinburgh, for it to be removed from Graham’s jurisdiction, and for the 
bishop’s sentences of excommunication against the chapter of St Gil% to be declared 
void.®* Graham would have the resulting induh overturned when he became archbishop, 
which can only have added to Jamœ Ill’s anger.®* Even if James HI was attracted to the 
idea of an archbishopric by the prospect of a unitary state in both the territorial and 
eccl^iastic spheres, he would not have welcomed the hornets’ nest that Graham had 
aroused, nor the archbishop’s wilful transgression of the acts attempting to prevent the 
loss of bullion to Rome. It is possible that Graham’s insanity had already began to 
become apparent, and if so this would have offered the king a way to improve his shaky 
relationship with the clergy, while allowing him to seize the temporalities of the see.®^  
The financial incentives may have been augmented by a promise of taxation from the 
clerics. George Buchanan’s account of the dispute between the king and clergy and 
Graham claims that Graham’s enemies ‘violently extorted a great sum of money from 
the inferior clergy’.®® Although inaccurate in a number of details, and incorrect in laying 
the blame for Graham’s persecution at the feet of his eventual successor, William 
Scheves, Buchanan’s account overall is not incredible, and should not be discounted 
without justification. At the very least, a reference to taxation of the clergy found in the 
treasurer’s account for 1474, absent from the acts of parliament, adds credibility to the 
notion that finance may have been provided as part of a deal struck at general council.®® 
The need for such money might have arisen from the apparent fear of war with England 
during the early months of 1474.*®® Buchanan’s account of an ‘act of council’ made 
upon Graham’s return from Rome, forbidding him from exercising his archiépiscopal 
jurisdiction, also suggests that his account was based on reasonable knowledge.*®* 
Certainly by 14 February 1474 James IH had decided to back Thomas Spens, bishop of 
Aberdeen, in a strongly worded attack on the ‘pretended archiépiscopal jurisdiction’, 
which had been brought about by ‘certain pretended induits, surreptitious and deceitful’, 
in a supplication for the bishop to be removed for life from the jurisdiction of St 
Andrews. It is difficult to see how James could make this claim if he had been the 
instigator of the induits himself.
®*C.&&R,v,no. 1441
®* Thomson, ‘New Light on the Elevation of Patrick Graham’, 84
®’ Watt, ‘The Papacy and Scotland’, 125; T.A., i, 47 (although this is far from convincing 
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Although Professor Watt has argued that the creation of an archbishopric 
without royal involvement was out of step with papal behaviour in this period, it is 
difficult to see how the king could have supported Graham in what amounted to the 
greatest incidence of barratry in the fifteenth century.*®^  The creation of the 
archbishopric must have involved the promise of considerable sums to the papal camera, 
while Graham built up further debts while at Rome, to add to those he had incurred 
during the 1460s, and which he was quite uimble to pay/®^  As part of the pay-off for 
becoming archbishop, Graham had been appointed legate a latere, charged with raising 
a papal tithe from the Scottish clergy in aid of a crusade against the Turks. *®^ For James 
ni this would have outweighed any theoretical financial benefits of the archbishopric in 
preventing appeals to Rome, which in any case proved illusory.*®* Most importantly, 
there is no evidence, contemporary or otherwise, to link the king to the elevation of St 
Andrews, but considerable evidence suggesting the contrary opinion in both 1470 and 
1474.*®*
Full parliament met again on 9 -May 1474.*®^  The surviving acts seem to 
demonstrate a return to a more typical meeting of parliament, with none of the prolonged 
criticism of the previous year. The king’s recent co-operation with the clerics may have 
played a part in this, as would have the abandonment, for the time being, of any plans to 
go abroad, or to raise taxation. The king did not escape without some criticism, however. 
One act recounted how, in former times, persons called before justice ayres would come 
before the presence of the justice ‘and nocht enter for the payment of ane litill wnlaw of 
siluer quhilk is gret derisione and skome of Justice and lychtlyinge of the kingis 
hienes’.*®® The act did not explicitly mention the king’s involvement, but the implication 
would have been very clear. Between 4 August 1473 and 1 December 1474 James III 
would receive £810 in payments for remissions of serious crimes, of which £686 13s 4d 
may have been for slaughter. In the same period he received £286 from the profits of
*®^ Watt, ‘The Papacy and Scotland’, 124-5
*®* Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 690, f. 233r.
*®^ Thomson, New Light on the Elevation of Patrick Graham’, 83-88
*®* Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, show no discernible decrease in the 
communication between Scottish clerics and Rome in the years after 1472 
*®* C.S.S.R, V, no. 1441; Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 702, f. 122v.
*®^ A.P.S., ii, 106-8. Only the preamble, personnel of the articles and auditors and acts of the lords 
auditors are present in the official registw, the acts printed by Thomas Thomson are entirely 
absent and are derived from the Drummond and Colvil manuscripts (S.RO. PA2/1, f. 115v- 
125v; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliaments’, app N, 381). It should be noted that an unusually large 
committee of lords of council was sitting on 17 March 1474, including the earls of Atholl, 
Buchan, Errol and Rothes and eight lords of parliament (S.RO. GD172/146).
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justice ayres for serious crimes, of which £100 was for slaughter.*®® The latter sums were 
the profits of unlaws mentioned by the May 1474 act, and were at least technically the 
profits of justice being put into effect, but the estates appreciated that there was little 
difference between payments for fines and payments for remissions, and that James IH 
was making large sums from what amounted to the maladministration of justice. Once 
again, the act of parliament was implicitly critical, while suggesting to the king that his 
best interests lay in following the advice of the estates.
Eleven days before parliament met, on 27 April, the duke of Albany had been 
sent to Lauder to oversee a gathering of the host to resist a feared invasion by Richard, 
duke of Gloucester, and rumours of war between England and Scotland would reach the 
continent by 17 June.**® No reference to the feared invasion appears in the acts of 
parliament, and it would seem that the danger had proved illusory. Instead the first 
references are found to the negotiations tlmt would lead to the Anglo-Scottish alliance of 
October 1474, ordering an embassy to be sent to England for ‘Redress of the barge’ 
(James Kennedy’s ship, the ‘Salvator’, seized in early 1473), truce violations, and 
discussion of ‘materis of fi-endschep and amitie’.***
The remaining acts do not provide evidence of further discord between the king 
and estates, dealing with matters such as the ongoing need to bring bullion into Scotland, 
inheritance, or the protection of deer.**^  Parliament was nevertheless continued to 6 
August, to be held by a commission of twenty-four, in order to deal with matters that 
developed in the meantime, ‘and in speciall of the money’. The proceedings of the 
continuation in fact amount only to the acts of the lords auditors, with no sederunt of 
either the commission of parliament, or the committee of auditors.**^  Any other business 
transacted by parliament must remain a matter of conjecture, but the continuation 
coincided with the arrival in Edinburgh, on 8 October, of English ambassadors, 
appointed to finalise the agreement of the marriage alliance between Scotland and 
England.**"* The lords auditors were still sitting on 13 October, so the negotiations and 
the parliament will certainly have overlapped for a period, and it would be unusual if
*®® TA, i, 1-12
**® Macdougall, James 111,113
***AP.&,ii, 106
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some discussion did not occur of what was the major change in Scottish foreign policy 
of the late fifteenth century.***
Parliament did not meet again for over a year, and when it finally did assemble, 
on 20 November 1475 at Edinburgh, its proceedings would be dominated by the 
forfeiture of the John MacDonald, earl of Ross.*** Ross had been summoned on 16 
October to appear before the king’s next parliament on 1 December 1475 on the charges 
of treasonable communication with Englishmen, particularly the bonds made with 
Edward IV and communications with the forfeited ninth earl of Douglas (by which the 
1462 treaty of Westminster-Ardtomish is implied), usurpation of the king’s authority by 
making his illegitimate son a lieutenant, and the treasonable besieging and wasting of 
Rothesay castle and Bute made during the conflict with the Douglases.**  ^The removal 
of any fear of English reprisals by the agreement of the Anglo-Scottish alliance, 
combined with retribution for MacDonald’s seizure of royal lands in the 1460s 
(surprisingly not mentioned in the forfeiture), and the prospect of annexing the earldom 
of Ross, will have persuaded the king of the benefits of an aggressive policy. The limited 
available sederunt indicates that the king would have enjoyed support for the forfeiture, 
with a prominent number of northern earls present, most obviously the earls of Huntly, 
Argyll and Atholl. Lord Damley was also present, briefly recognised as earl of 
Lennox.**® All four men would be given powers of lieutenancy in the north and west by 
the king on 4 or 5 December ‘for the execution of our process of forfeiture, given as 
judgement in our parliament upon John of Islay, formerly earl of Ross’.**® Joining them 
were other figures with northern interests probably at odds with the lord of the Isles— 
Robert Colquhoun, bishop of Argyll, brother of Sir John Colquhoun of Luss, and 
William Tulloch, bishop of Orkney, the keeper of the privy seal.*^ ®
The promise of delegated power to the king’s chosen lieutenants will have gone 
a long way towards ensuring a supportive parliament, at least from the leaders of the 
second estate, and the legislative acts once again fail to show any further vocal criticism 
of royal policy. Nevertheless, acts were passed upon some of the most sensitive subjects 
of the reign. The administration of criminal and civil justice, the inbringing of bullion
A D A , 36
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and the protection of existing currency made up seven of the eleven acts.*^ * The matter 
of the marriage of the king’s sister, Margaret, made up the remaining topic of discussion, 
with the estates advising her marriage in ‘al gudly hast ... in sum conuenient place’. 
Here, however, the estates reminded the king of the powers they were able to wield, 
offering their financial support for the marriage ‘the gret chargeis that thai have borne of 
befor beand considerit’.*  ^As always, financial concerns were the area where parliament 
was most willing to defy the monarch.
Parliament seems to have met again on 1 July 1476.*  ^ A letter by the 
community of the royal burgh of Kinghorn of 3 March 1476, appointing two 
commissioners to attend the king’s parliament on 11 March, must reflect an official 
summons to attend parliament, but in the absence of any other records, it must be 
assumed that the parliament did not in fact meet.*^ "* No legislation survives for the 
parliament that assembled on 1 July, but it is possible that much business was carried out 
for which no record survives. The parliament was well attended; an incomplete sederunt 
provides the names of forty-five people, mainly of very high status, while the lords 
auditors had a heavy workload for they were still working on 20 July.*^ * The two main 
political matters were the reversal of the previous year’s forfeiture of John MacDonald, 
lord of the Isles, and the revocation of alienations of crown estates, both on 10 July.*^ * 
Thus there were ten days when parliament was sitting after it assembled for which no 
business survives.
The extant sederunt bears testimony to the importance of parliament’s 
transactions. Unsurprisingly, given the forfeiture of MacDonald, there was a strong 
northern presence. The bishops of Ross, Argyll, Orkney and the Isles would all have a 
direct interest in the submission made by the lord of the Isles. The attendance of Angus, 
bishop of the Isles, was unique, and he will almost certainly been part of John 
MacDonald’s entourage, as he was closely associated with the lord during the 1470s 
(and indeed may have been a kinsman), and probably attained the bishopric by the lord 
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Lachlan MacFigan). He had certainly obtained his benefice by the patronage of the lord 
of the Isles, and his ecclesiastical credentials were so suspect that he was accused in 
August 1487 not only of having had a number of children by the prioress of Iona, but 
also of having had a child by one of the prioress’s daughters.*  ^The remaining bishops 
would have been less favourable to MacDonald, but the presence of the bishop of the 
Isles and the abbot of Iona at parliament is not without significance.*^ ®
The northern predominance spread to the second estate, although with no further 
evidence of the earl of Ross’s entourage. The earls of Atholl, Argyll and Huntly and lord 
Damley (his title of earl of Lennox once again removed), the king’s lieutenants in the 
north fi-om the previous year, were all present, as was the king’s brother, John Stewart, 
earl of Mar, for one of only two occasions in his life. The earl Marischal, the earl of 
Erroll, the earl of Menteith and the earl of Crawford all had territorial interests on the 
edge of an area that could be influenced by the lord of the Isles. 130 ÏiÎ
The presence of Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany, the king’s eldest brother, 
was probably motivated by different, and ultimately problematic, reasons. During the 
1470s Albany would become involved in a number of transactions of extremely dubious 
legality—primarily for the financial rewards they offered him, and as a means of 
patronage to his affinity. Between 1474 and 1476 Albany had intervened in a dispute 
between Sir John Swinton of that Ilk and Laurence, lord Oliphant over the lands of 
Cranshaws. Early in 1476 a court held by Albany’s steward, John Cunningham of 
Belton, and a jury packed by members of Albany’s affinity, had found in favour of 
Oliphant, enabling Albany to claim thirty years non-entry fines for the lands.*^ * Albany’s 
sharp practice seems to have provoked a fit of rage from James III, who on 16 March 
issued a summons to Albany’s jury ‘to answer and underlie the law for their error and 
determination of a brieve of inquest procured from Alexander, duke of Albany ... [and] 
their unjust answer to the points of the said brieve’.*^  ^The case duly came before the 
lords auditors on 10 July 1476, but they failed to come to any conclusions.*^  ^Although 
hardly unusual, this seems to have angered the king still further, and, on 26 July, he
C.S.S.R, V, no. 1201; Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 876, f. 80r 
*^®Af.&,ii,113,190 
RMS'., ii, nos. 1210-12
^ * RL Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany, lord of Armandale and Man’ (Unpublished 
M.Litt. dissertation. University of St Andrews, 1994), 27-8; Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial 
Power’, 54-5, 374-5; S.RO. GD12/49-51. Albany’s agents would indulge in horse and cattle 
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issued another summons to George Cunningham of Belton ‘sometime steward’ of the 
duke, for his initial ‘unjust and unorderly’ implemetation of Albany’s brieve of inquest, 
and furthermore summoned the entire committee of lords auditors at the July parliament 
to appear before the lords of council to answer for their failure to deliver a judgement in 
the case.*^ The primary reason for royal anger became apparent on 20 February 1477 
when Albany claimed thirty-years of non-entry payments from Oliphant, reduced by 
agreement to the still substantial sum of £260. Any such sums in fact pertained to the 
king, as they arose from a period before Albany’s majority (indeed in part before he was 
even bom) when his lands were administered by the crown.*®* The king’s personal 
involvement in the case was at once symptomatic of the deterioration of his relationship 
with his brother, and an interesting example of an attempt to pressurise a committee of 
parliament to come to a swift and decisive judgement—an attempt that nevertheless 
failed.
The precise details of the reversal of John MacDonald’s forfeiture are 
straightforward. On 10 July MacDonald personally compeared before the king and 
parliament and was r%tored to all his estates by the request, consent and assent of queen 
Margaret and the three estates. Thereafter he renounced his lands, sheriffdoms and 
castles into the hands of the king, to be restored to him, with the exception of the 
earldom of Ross, the lordship of Knapdale and Kintyre, and the office of sheriff of 
Invernesshire and Nairnshire. Finally MacDonald was made ‘a baron, banrent and lord 
of parliament’ as lord of the Isles.*®* All this followed a campaign in the spring in which 
the king had taken a personal role, and in which the earls of Atholl and Huntly had been 
involved, probably in company with the other lieutenants and the earl of Crawford.*®^  
The campaign had been successful, and brought the lord of the Isles personally to 
parliament for one of the very few occasions in the fifteenth century, and almost 
certainly the first time since 1461.*®® The earldom of Ross would remain in royal hands, 
annexed by parliament to the crown in perpetuity, to be alienated only to one of the 
king’s sons.*®®
More worrying in the long term was James Ill’s treatment of some of his 
lieutenants in the campaign. Lord Damley, described in the parliament of November
*®"* S.RO. GD12/52 
*®* S.RO. GD12/58 
*®^AP.R,ii, 113,189-90 
*®^ Macdougall, James III, 122 
*®® ‘Auchmleck Chronicle’, f. 120r 
*®®ARR,ii, 113
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1475 as earl of Lennox in return for his cooperation against the lord of the Isles, had 
been deprived of his title on 12 January 1476 and would not regain the title until after 
James IH’s death in 1488.*^ On 12 January the king had claimed that Damley had 
purchased brieves of the royal chapel touching the superiority of the Lennox while his 
rival claimant John Haldane of Rusky was in Denmark on the king’s business, and that 
this broke a respite and protection given by the king to Haldane to protect his estates, 
possessions, actions and causes while he was overseas/"** It would seem extremely 
unlikely, given the longevity and prominence in parliamentary acts of the Damley claim 
to the Lennox, that this situation had arisen accidentally. At least as probable is the 
possibility that the brieve had been designed as the mœhanism of first allowing Damley 
to gain the title to the superiority of the Lennox, and then to have it taken away at a 
convenient point. By 18 July 1476 the king seems even to have considered briefly 
annexing the earldom of Lennox to the crown.*"*^  Similar duplicity was seen in the king’s 
relationship with the earl of Huntly. Huntly, who had played the leading role in taking 
Dingwall castle and invading Lochaber during the northem campaign, had been 
specifically promised rewards by James III. Nothing of significance was given, and the 
keepership of Dingwall went instead to Damley as compensation for his lost title. James 
III, meanwhile, lamely claimed that the keepership would have gone to Huntly if he had 
asked for it.*"*® Combined with his already problematic relationship with the duke of 
Albany, James III was antagonising some of the most influential figures in Scotland. It is 
no coincidence that all three men were prominent players in the crisis parliaments of 
1479-83.
The most important business of the parliament was the issuing of the act of 
revocation on 10 July, associated with the king reaching his perfect majority of twenty- 
five (although in fact he would not achieve that age for another ten months, a reminder 
that considerations of the medieval constitution were nearly always secondary to short­
term expediency).*"*^  Revocations were something of a royal windfall tax, enabling the 
king to make substantial sums through the regranting of charters that had been made 
before the revocation, and as such one would expect a level of hostility from the estates. 
This seems seldom to occur, however, and it was the estates themselves in the minorities 
of James II and James III who were most keen to keep a close control of royal finances.
*^AR&, ii, 113; S.RO. GD240/9/1; Macdougall, ///, 121
*^** S.RO. GD240/9/1
*'*2 S.RO. GD198/50
*^*® Macdougall, James III, 123
*"*^ A.P.S., ii, 113; Macdougall, James III, 125; and see William Angus’s and Annie Dunlop’s 
disagreement alx)ut the matter in S.H.R., xxx (1951), 199-204
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estates and castles through revocations/"** Whatever the short-term inconveniences of 
revocations, they seem generally to have been accepted as a necessary evil, justifiable in 
helping the king to live of his own estates by enforcing the act of annexation. Thus the 
earl of Crawford, who had received a grant of the lordship of Brechin on 9 March 1473, 
contrary to the 1455 act of annexation, would return the lands to the crown after the act 
of revocation with apparent equanimity.*"** The general understanding that revocations 
were beneficial to both king and estates is reflected in the wording of the 1476 
revocation, which revoked ‘all donations and concessions of castle keeperships for long 
terms, and especially the castles which are the keys of the kingdom’.*"*^
Finally, the July 1476 parliament was continued to 4 October 1476, to be held 
by a commission of forty, or no less of twenty-four of them together, to deal with 
matters concerning the sending of embassies abroad, the marriage of the king’s sister, 
and any dooms that arose. The appointment of such commissions could be seen as 
prejudicial to parliamentary authority, but a committee of forty was unlikely to be more 
biddable in political matters than a full parliament.*"*® Indeed the commission chosen was 
far fi-om dominated by councillors, but seems to have been based around the selection of 
people of high status. In theory the commission would have been attended by the duke 
of Albany, and the earls of Mar, Huntly, Atholl, Angus, Argyll, Crawford, Morton and 
Marischal, the bishops of Glasgow, Dunkeld, and Orkney, five lords of parliament and 
five abbots. Most of these figures were firmly extra-conciliar, and indeed the list had a 
noteable absentee in the form of lord Avandale, the chancellor (although it is possible 
his presence was taken for granted).*"*® The primary reason for the continuation when it 
assembled seems to have been judicial.**®
1477 has previously appeared to be one of the few years during James Ill’s reign 
(the others being 1470 and 1486) when no parliament was held.*** Evidence has been 
found, however, that a parliament met on 6 August 1477, and which highlights the 
continued unreliability of the parliamentary register after 1466, and the false impression 
of cohesion that Thomas Thomson’s arrangement in A.P.S., Ü, often gives to the acts. 
The Malcolm Manuscript, a collection of acts dating from the late sixteenth century, 
probably the 1560s, and certainly after 1563, dates the acts previously placed under the
*"** See above, chapters 3,4, 7 
*"** R.M.S., ii, no. 1111 ; K R , viii, 440 
*"*^AP.R,ii, 113
*"*® Rait, Parliaments of Scotland, 7-8 
*"*®AR&,ii, 114 
**®AR&, ii, 114; A D A , 57
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June 1478 parliament to 6 August 1477, but omitting two of the acts found in the 
parliamentary register/*  ^The omitted acts are significant as one of them (act twelve in 
A.P.S., ii), clearly does date fi-om June 1478, as it appointed the commission of 
parliament that eventually sat on 20 November 1478. Its absence from the Malcolm 
Manuscript is therefore consistent with the date of August 1477.**® Furthermore the 
official register’s placing of the acts makes their dating less obviously apparent than 
Thomas Thomson’s arrangement in A.f.R, ii, would suggest. The acts appear under the 
heading Acta Perliamenti suppremi domini nostri Regis Jacobi tertii de Amo eius 
Regni xviif et c \  which covers any date between 3 August 1477 and 2 August 1478.**^  
Although the acts in question follow the sederunt, and the acts of lords auditors and of 
the dooms, they are separated from those acts by a blank folio, and are written in a 
different hand.*** It is possible, therefore, that the acts of the two parliaments of August 
1477 and June 1478 were amalgamated into one collection of acts in the official register, 
but were rœorded separately in some other version of the acts made at the time, and 
from which the Malcolm Manuscript derives.
This evidence alone would not be enough to favour a late sixteenth century 
manuscript’s dating over the official register’s. Other evidence, however, makes the 
August 1477 date much more convincing. One of the acts dated by Malcolm to August 
1477 is highly critical of the king’s granting of remissions and respites, which it alleges 
is the major cause of the ‘slauchter and vthir trespasse as tresoune Refis and commoune 
thift’. Therefore:
‘at the gret Instant Request of the lordis of the thre estatis ... And for the 
enchewing of the saidis trespasse and Innormiteis ... [the king has] grantit 
to cloise his handis and cesse the geving of Respettis and Remissiounis to 
ony persouns for ony maner of Slauchter committit sene his aige of xxv 
zeris or that salbe committit in ony tymes tocum for thre zeris’.***
This ties in closely with a privy seal letter of James III to the sheriff of Edinburgh, 
countersigned by William Scheves, and dated 6 September 1477. This states that, 
considering ‘the mony and cruell slauchteris that has bene commitit within oure Realme
*** See below, appmdix A
**^  N.L.S., Advocates MS 7.1.9, f. 188v, for the acts dated to August 1477; f. 283r records acts of 
‘the last parliament’, 5 June 1563, implying that it was recorded soon after the parliament 
occurred. See also A.P.S., i, 200; Balfour, Practicks, i, 75 
**® A.P.S., ii, 118-20. The other omitted act is act 3, which refers back to advice of ‘the last 
parliament’ concerning the inbringing of money. This advice is not recorded anywhere among 
the extant acts of parliament of the period.
*^"*AR&,ii, 118
*** S.RO. PA2/2, f. 46r-66r
*^^A.R&,ii, 118
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in tyme bipast throu the granting and geving of Respitis and Remissionis for slauchter’, 
the king was to remove the power given to the treasurer ‘or ony vthir compositour’ to 
receive money for ‘ony maner of slauchter commitit sene oure age of twenty five zeris 
or to be grauntit in tyme tocum’. Therefore the king ordered that the sheriff of 
Edinburgh make public proclamation in all places that:
‘we wil geife na Respiet no[r] Remissioune for slauchter commitit of 
forethocht felony sene the said tyme or to be grauntit in tyme tocum ... for 
we ar finaly determyt that Justice salbe done in tyme tocum’.
The closeness of the phraseology, and the fact that the act and the privy seal letter both 
deal solely with remissions and respites for slaughter, leave no doubt that the letter must 
have been a product of the concession made by the act of parliament, and therefore that 
the act must have been made in the parliament of 6 August 1477.
Thus it can not only be shown that parliament met in August 1477, but that it 
was highly critical of the king, and managed to force a major concession from him. 
James Ill’s letter to the sheriff of Edinburgh further underlines that the reason for the 
remissions and respites was largely financial, and the temptation to raise money in this 
manner would prove too much for James III in later years. He would be exhorted by the 
estates to administer justice in March 1479, and in February 1484 would again promise 
to close his hand to the granting of remissions, this time for treason, slaughter, 
forethought felony, common theft and manifest reif.**® It seems probable that a fiirther 
critical act was made, now lost, concerning the lack of currency in the realm, and the 
melting down of the old coinage, and at the very least an act was made which had been 
contravened by the time parliament sat in June 1478, provoking further vocal 
criticism.**®
Parliament met again on 6 April 1478 for only two days before being continued 
to 1 June. In that time parliament seems to have dealt with only two issues. First the lord 
of the Isles had been summoned once again to parliament on charges of treason 
committed in supporting Donald Gorme and Neil MacNeil in holding Castle Sween in 
Argyll against the king. MacDonald had not compeared, and the case was continued to 
the parliamentary continuation of 1 June.**® On the same day a more telling action for 
treason was brought against Alexander Rait, described simply as a clerk, but who had 





*** C.S.S.R, y, nos. 763, 789, 791, 923; Vatican Ardiives, Register of Supplications, vol. 729, f. 
146r, vol. 730, f. 48r.
*“  Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 730, f. 48r, vol. 744, f. 252v, vol. 745, f.
177r 
*“ A.R5'.,ü, 115 
^^A.P.S.,n, 119 
***A.P.R,ii, 120
*** RM R,ii,no. 1410 
**’ A.P.R,ii, 125-36 
**® See below, appendix A 
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and Sixtus IV during the 1460s and 1470s.*** Rait was one of the most frequent litigants 
for Scottish benefices at the curia, and had been involved in a lengthy dispute with the 
king’s secretary, Archibald Whitelaw, over the canonry and prebend of Renfrew.**^  The 
immediate cause of royal wrath, however, was the ‘tresonable vsurpacioune vppoune his 
hienes’ by the pretended legitimisation of one James Egir, a bastard, in the name and 
authority of the Emperor.**® Thus James III was attempting actively to enforce his 
notions of free empire within Scotland and the legislation of 1469 to the extent of 
accusing a cleric of treason for acting by Imperial authority—surely a case of the king 
using a large sledgehammer to crack a small nut. This, at least, seems to have been how j
the estates saw it. Both cases were continued to the June continuation, and the suspicion }
must be that the estates were indulging in delaying tactics to prevent the king from 
implementing the law to its fullest extent. In June the cases would again be delayed until 
November 1478.**"* The November continuation itself suffered from chronic 
absenteeism, and no more would be heard thereafter of the cases against the lord of the 
Isles or Rait.*** John MacDonald would be back at the king’s peace by 16 December, 
receiving confirmation of his estates and lordship of parliament.*** When put alongside 
the repeated continuation of the process of forfeiture against the duke of Albany from 
1479 to 1482, it seems clear that elements within the three estates had deep reservations 
about the king’s attempts to forfeit MacDonald, Rait and Albany.**^
The April parliament was continued on 7 April to 1 June, a practice that was 
increasingly used from the mid-1470s.**® This should not obscure the fact that the 
meeting that assembled on 1 June was to all intents a new parliament, with a quite 
different sederunt.**® Committees of lords auditors, for deciding dooms, and of the 
articles were elected, after which a declaration was made by the estates concerning those 
that sat on the committees. Each committee was made up of nine people, chosen equally 
from each estate, and the estates declared that these committees were never to fall below 
six people, and that absence was only allowed owing to sickness or an individual’s
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involvement in a cause in some capacity.*’® This format was to apply to all the 
committees in future. Certainly the lords auditors in July 1476 had suffered from a 
certain level of absenteeism, as on the eighteenth day of parliament two of the auditors 
would be absent.*’*
Such statements were provoked by the estates’ desire to safeguard parliamentary 
authority, and is seen reflected twice more at the same parliament, first by the 
ratification ‘with the advice, deliberation, consent and assent of the three estates’ of the 
lands, castles, customs granted to the queen, along with the keepership of the duke of 
Rothesay.*”  Secondly parliamentary authority was called upon to confirm a revocation 
of the annexation and union of the lanck of Drumcoll, forfeited to the crown in 1469 by 
Sir Alexander Boyd, which were then granted, again explicitly ‘by the authority of the 
said parliament’, to John, lord Carlyle.*’® As has been discussed above, the 1469 
annexation of the Boyd estates to the crown had been subject to large scale 
contravention in the early 1470s.*’"* Perhaps as a result of earlier criticism associated 
with the revocation of 1476, James HI had this time chosen to seek parliamentary 
confirmation of his grant, and to take Drumcoll officially out of the list of estates 
annexed to the principality in 1469.*’*
What is certain is that James HI was facing increasing difficulty from the 
estates. While the lords of the articles still do not show strong evidence of including 
dissatisfied figures, with the possible exception of the earl of Angus, one of the two acts 
certain to date from June 1478 openly criticised the king for the contravention of earlier 
acts of parliament concerning the striking of money, and forced him to promise the 
cessation of coining and to remove the irons from the king’s coiners. The estates alleged 
that money had been melted down for the striking of new coins, ‘incontrare the 
avisament of the last parliament.’ *’* Thereafter parliament was delegated to a 
commission of twenty-four, appointed to sit on 22 October, with power to discuss the 
processes pending against the lords of the Isles, Alexander Rait, and to have power to 
discuss the results of an embassy being sent to England to pursue the marriage of the 
king’s sister, Margaret.*”  In the event the commission did not meet until 20 November,
*’®AP.R,ii, 117
*’* Blair Castle Muniments, box 1, parcel 1, no. 21
*” AP.R,ii, 117-8 
*”  RM&,ii,no. 1385 
*’"* See above, p237 
*’* RM&, ii,no. 1385 
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and was faced by such a high level of absenteeism that the proceedings seem to have 
been abandoned immediately. Only one person was present to repr%ent the second 
estate—William Knollis, preceptor of Torphichan—and since he was in fact the head of 
a religious house, the second estate was effectively entirely absent. Only two burgh 
commissioners, both from Edinburgh, had deigned to attend, and only the clerics 
(including probably the highest proportion of councillors), attended in any numbers.*”  
The baronial absentees included prominent royal supporters such as lord Lyle and lord 
Hamilton, and the absenteeism may have been provoked partly from a level of 
‘parliament fatigue’ at what would for many have been the third trip to Edinburgh since 
April. Nevertheless, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that part of the motive for the 
poor showing was an unwillingness to discuss the king’s objectives—particularly the 
cases against the lord of the Isles and Alexander Rait. Moreover it may have been 
realised that the king would want to discuss a taxation to fund the marriage of his sister 
to Anthony, earl Rivers, negotiations for which would reach their conclusions between 
14 December 1478 and 23 January 1479.*”  The commission of twenty-four may have 
felt that it was unacceptable to make any decision on such a topic without a much fuller 
representation. Such a notion would be supported by the meeting that did assemble on 1 
March 1479—the largest late medieval parliament ever to sit, and on a scale not seen 
since 1469.*®®
By the end of 1478, James Ill’s relationship with the estates in parliament had 
been extremely mixed. General support for the king after 1469 had been tempered by 
vocal and detailed resistance to the king’s plans to go abroad and the heavy burden of 
taxation that James III was attempting to collect in the early 1470s. In a manner 
reminiscent of James I in the 1420s, the king had been forced to alter his foreign policy, 
and failed to collect the taxation granted in February 1472. Instead James turned to other 
means of raising money, not least the issuing of remissions and respites, while the 
Anglo-Scottish alliance of December 1474 will have been attractive not least because of 
the bullion it would bring into the king’s coffers. By avoiding direct taxation and ending 
his plans to leave Scotland, the king seems to have enjoyed something of a return to a 
generally co-operative relationship with the estates in parliament in the mid-1470s, but 
this was a relationship which deteriorated again from 1477, with further criticism of the 
king’s issuing of remissions and the extraction of a concession from James to cease such 
behaviour. Meanwhile the king’s desire to punish those who contravened his laws seems
*” AP.R,ii, 120
*”  Rot Scot, ii, 456; CaL Docs. Scot, iv, no. 1455 
180'A.P.S.,ü, 120-2
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to have faced a policy of procrastination. A precedent for resistance and disagreement 
had been established that would develop far further in the next four years.
Chapter P-—P a r lia m en t in  th e  S te w a r t  C risis. 1479-1482
The period from 1479 to 1482 would see the problems faced by James III in parliament 
reach a peak. The dissent seen during the 1470s, although sometimes vocal and on a 
considerable scale in individual parliaments, tended not to occur in every meeting, and 
the estates and the lords of the articles continued to be generally supportive. From 1479 
parliament would play a leading role in the prolonged crisis leading up to the seizure of 
the king by his nobility at Lauder Bridge in July 1482, and in the brief attempt by 
Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany to establish a government. The actions of the estates, 
or sections of the states, in this period suggest a much more dangerous resistance to the 
crown in parliament.
Following the perhaps deliberate non-attendance by the commission of the 
estates delegated to sit in November 1478, the parliament that began on 1 March 1479 
had a larger attendance than any other meeting in the late medieval period. A total of 
104 clerics, barons and burgh representatives attended, although a definite number is not 
ascertainable due to the practice of mentioning only the towns from which burgh 
commissioners were sent. The final total, if each burgh sent two burgh commissioners, 
may have been closer to 132.* This total was made up of eight bishops, fifteen abbots, 
one prior, eleven earls, twenty-one lords of parliament, twenty lesser barons, or ‘lairds’, 
and commissioners from twenty-eight burghs (a number which could produce as many 
as fifty-six burgh commissioners). By any standards this was a phenomenal turn out, 
unparalleled since November 1469, when the total sederunt had been 103, made up of 
similar proportions of clerics, barons and burgh commissioners.’ In 1479, however, this 
large attendance had not been brought about by the sense of occasion associated with the 
assumption of power of the king, nor was there the desire to renew royal and 
parliamentary authority by the production or renewal of substantial amounts of 
legislation.®
Parliament had been called by the king in pursuit of a grant of taxation to fund 
the expenses of the marriage agreed in the winter of 1478 between the king’s sister 
Margaret, and Anthony, earl Rivers. Six days after parliament began to sit a taxation of
20,000 merks Scots (£13,333 13s. 4A.) was duly granted, presumably after considerable 
debate, to be paid at the rate of 8,000 merks each by the clerics and barons, and 4,000
* AP.S, ii, 120-1 
’ AP.R,ii, 93 
®AR&,ii, 93-8
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merks by the burgh commissioners. For the first time since the reign of James I, this sum 
was to be paid over a number of years— 10,000 merks by 24 June, while the remaining
10,000 merks was to be raised over the next ihree years.'^  This w£^  no doubt the main 
motivation for the large attendance—a response to the largest taxation of James Ill’s 
reign and probably the second largest of the fifteenth century.^  The act of taxation 
records only conventional loyalty and the ‘unanimous consent and assent’ of the estates, 
but it would be surprising if there had not been considerable debate in the six days 
before the contribution was agreed. Certainly in November 1475, at the outset of 
negotiations for princess Margaret’s marriage, the estates had explicitly warned of ‘the 
gret chargeis that thai have borne of befor’, while nevertheless offering to contribute to 
the expenses of any wedding.**
For once there is evidence of the attempted collection of the taxation. By 26 
March a valuation of property in the sheriffdom of Edinburgh had been drawn up, but it 
was already well past the deadline for the first wave of payments when a royal order was 
sent to the sheriff to raise a taxation of two shillings in the pound from the assessed 
lands. This would have resulted in the king raising at most £90 fi-om the Edinburgh 
lands, surely one of the wealthiest sheriffdoms in Scotland, and suggests that the 
objective of 10,000 merks would prove difficult to obtain. Moreover, the assessment 
included some royal and kirk lands, which were therefore ordered to be excluded from 
the contribution.^  The sheriffdom of Edinburgh’s contribution would have gone towards 
the baronial contribution o f4,000 merks (£2666 13j. Ad.) for the initial payment. Even if 
every Scottish sheriffdom, including Clackmannan and Kinross, paid the same amount, 
it would still only just reach the required amount, and it is very unlikely that the more 
remote and under-populated sheriffdoms would have produced anything near this sum.*
Of some further interest, given events later in 1479 and in the next three years, 
were those chosen by parliament to assist the sheriff, John Haldane, in the assessment of 
the lands. In particular, the presence of Sir James Liddale of Halkerston, the right-hand 
man of the duke of Albany, raises serious questions about parliament’s willingness to 
pay the tax.^  Albany, never noted for attending parliament, was nevertheless 
conspicuous by his absence from the March 1479 assembly. This may have been the
^AP.S.,n, 122
® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app 0 , 403-4
^AP.&,ii,112
 ^The Bannatyne Miscellany Volume III (Barmatyne Club, 1855), 427-31
* Based on a calculation of 31 sheriffdoms, and excluding Orkney and Shetland.
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final straw in provoking the king into action that would see Albany’s castle of Dunbar 
besieged between the end of April and 22 May, and the duke take flight for France. “ At 
the root of Albany’s disagreement with the king, however, lay the Anglo-Scottish 
alliance. The taxation for Princess Margaret’s marriage, designed above all to strengthen 
the 1474 agreement, would have been unacceptable to Albany, and by implication to 
Liddale, who would remain loyal to Albany until 1485 when he was executed for his 
pains." Indeed Liddale was explicitly mentioned by Blind Haiy in Wallace as someone 
who had influenced his criticism of James III.'^  William, lord Borthwick, a prominent 
figure on the lords of the articles between March 1479 and December 1482, was hardly 
more reassuring from the point of view of the crown, as he would be closely associated 
with the government formed by the duke of Albany in late 1482, witnessing every 
charter between 25 August and 25 December.
Whether the developing antagonism between the king and the duke of Albany 
was discussed in parliament is not known, but there was clearly considerable concern 
about conflict between the nobility in other parts of Scotland. Following the granting of 
the tax, no further business was transacted by the large sederunt. Instead the estates gave 
authority to a more convenient body of thirty-three. This commission of parliament was 
to have power to tramact business until 15 March, while the lords auditors, who as usual 
had a heavy workload, were permitted to sit until 20 March.This commission Was not 
particularly likely to be more amenable to crown pressure than the full assembly, and of 
the baronial estate only the earl of Argyll and lord Lyle were clearly royal councillors. 
Others, such as lord Damley, lord Crichton and lord Borthwick, who would play 
significant roles in the crisis of 1482, may already have had reservations about royal 
policy. There follows in the parliamentary record what amounts to an agenda for the 
commission. This is prefaced by a declaration by the king:
‘It salbe vnderstandin and considerit be the lordis of the thre estatis that 
oure souuerain lord Is of gud mynd and dispositioune to the putting furthe 
of Justice throwout all his Realme And sail god willinge in tyme tocum ... 
attend deligently tharto be setting and balding of his Justice aieris in all 
partis’.
Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 35 
" Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 23-31,33; Protocol Book of James Young 1485- 
1515, W. G. Donaldson (Scottish Record Society, 1952), nos. 14,15 
" Vita Noblissimi Defensoris Scotie Wilelmi Wallace Militis, ed. M. P. McDiarmid (Scottish Text 
Society, 1906), ii, 122, i, xxiii-iv 
" Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,427 
"AP.&, ii, m-,A.D.A., 68-85 
"AP.&,ii, 122
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Thus the grant of taxation had been associated with the extraction of a Anther promise 
by the king to set about the active administration of justice, particularly by his personal 
involvement in justice ayres. This want of justice was implied as one of the causes 
behind what was described as ‘the gret brek that Is now and apperand to be in diuerse 
partis’. This amounted to a long list of feuds in Angus, between the earls of Buchan and 
Erroll (a feud in which William Scheves had also become involved on Erroll’s side),*^  
the earl of Crawford and lord Glamis, the ‘gret trubill’ in Ross, Caithness and 
Sutherland, in Nithsdale, between lord Maxwell and the laird of Drumlanrig, in 
Teviotdale, between the Rutherford and Turnbull families, and the sheriff of Teviotdale 
and the laird of Cranston. The parliamentary commission was finally to have authority to 
discuss money, merchandise, and a proposed embassy to Burgundy. With the exception 
of the delegated body, parliament was then dissolved."
The decisions of the parliamentary commission do not survive, apart from a 
number of renewals of acts of parliament and provincial council concerning the diocese 
of St Andrews, and the king’s right to take the temporalities of vacant sees, and of 
patronage to them.^ * These acts amounted to renewed declaration of royal rights over the 
church, but were primarily designed as a declaration of support for the new archbishop 
of St Andrews, the king’s closest councillor, William Scheves. Like Patrick Graham 
before him, Scheves seems to have faced considerable hostility from the clergy as a 
result of his rapid rise in royal favour during the 1470s from a royal physician and minor 
official in the king’s wardrobe to the pre-eminent cleric in Scotland." The apparent 
resentment may have focused partly around the right, first granted by Pope Nicholas V 
to James Kennedy in 1452, to confirm all postulations to monastic houses in the diocese 
of St Andrews, defended by an act of parliament in November 1469, and now renewed 
under threat of incurring ‘the kingis hie Indignacioune’.^ ® Although present at 
parliament, and chosen to sit on the commission, Scheves was conspicuous by his 
absence from the lords of the articles.^  ^This absence was all the more surprising given 
that Scheves’ rise in royal favour was underlined probably just after parliament 
dissolved, when he was finally consecrated as archbishop on 28 March, after effectively 
being in office (initially as coadjutor) since September 1476.^ Antagonism towards the
Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 334 
’^^ A.P.S.,u, 122
" A.P.S., Ü, 83-4,123. The acts placed by Thomas Thomson under the parliammt of 19 October 
1462 in feet form part of the acts of the March 1479 assembly (S.RO. PA2/2,73v-75v)
" K R , viii, 129,190,253; T.A., i, 18; Dowden, Bishops, 33-5; Macdougall, James UI, 126-7 
2° C.P.L, X, 171-2; AP.&, ii, 123 
See discussion below, 339 
^ Watt, FVwri, 307
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archbishop, therefore, may have been a significant theme at thfe meeting. Although the 
business transacted by the fiill sederunt was limited, amounting to a superficially 
generous grant of taxation, the March 1479 parliament marks a turning point in the 
relationship between the king and ©states. The estates had granted the taxation in return 
for concessions concerning the administration of justice, while the agenda for the 
commission was clearly the product of dissatisfaction concerning the king’s inability to 
deal adequately with a large number of regional feuds. This parliament was also the first 
to see the committee of the articles fail to include any prominent royal councillors 
among the second estate.^
Parliament met again on 4 October 1479, to deal with the aftermath of the siege 
of Dunbar. The parliamentary register records the process against the duke of Albany 
and his accomplices from the earldom of Dunbar and the usual heavy workload of the 
lords auditors.^ '^  Parliament was certainly involved in some other business, overseeing 
the king’s patronage to William Scheves, confirming all the possessions of the 
archbishopric of St Andrews and the ‘Golden Charter’ granted by James H to James 
Kennedy in June 1452. The king would brook no opposition to his favour to William 
Scheves, and the grants were not only made with parliamentary authority, once again 
specifically mentioning the apparently disputed power of the archbishop over patronage 
to the abbeys and priories within his diocese, but seem to have had the seals of all the 
‘prelates, barons, freeholders, etc’ appended—an unusual move.^ Nevertheless the prior 
of Pittenweem personally protested that the king’s grant should not act to his prejudice, a 
reference to the disputed commendatorship of the priory by James Kennedy and Patrick 
Graham.^ ®
The king had got his way over patronage to William Scheves, but the remaining 
business of parliament can only have been seen by him as disastrous. The siege of 
Dunbar in May had been provoked by a gradual build-up of tension between the king 
and the duke of Albany during the 1470s, centred around the duke’s resistance to the 
Anglo-Scottish alliance and probably active truce-breaking during the 1470s.^  ^The king 
had invested a great deal of time and resources in the siege, and had seen at least one of 
his close allies. Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk, ‘vschare ... of oure souerane lordis
^ See below, 330
A.P.S., ii, 124-9; AD.A., 85-94 I
A.P.S., ii, 128-9; RMS., ii, nos. 1443-4 Î
1146,1181
Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 33-5; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, app. 1, no. 28 (dating J
from between December 1479 and February 1480, but misdated to 1475/6)
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chawmer durre’, killed during the conflict.^ * Albany himself had escaped abroad, and 
was received at the court of Louis XI around September 1479." There does not seem to 
have been any single event, however, that had provoked the king into action against his 
brother, and this may have lead to the problems that the king faced in securing a 
forfeiture. On 7 October the process of forfeiture was led against twenty-one men, 
probably the garrison of Dunbar castle, for ‘the treasonous provision, fortification and 
munition of the said castle of Dunbar’ These men were mainly of low status, such as 
John Blackboard and John Greenwood. John Ellam of Butterdean alone, the captain of 
Dunbar castle and the leader of the other men during the siege, had been a prominent 
member of Albany’s magnatial council during the 1470s.^  ^Being of lower status, and 
perhaps more clearly guilty of using violence against the king, the forfeitures of these 
men were successfully carried by the estates, allegedly by unanimous consent.^  ^ When 
the processes against Albany himself and more prominent members of his affinity were 
brought, the king was unable to secure the desired result. The charges against Albany 
and nineteen others were far more detailed than the charges that had successfully 
convicted Dunbar castle garrison. Albany was accused of fortifying Dunbar against the 
king, aiding the garrison in the castle, breaking the truce with England by slaughter and 
hership, and art and part in the slaughter of one John of Scoughall. Likewise the nineteen 
further accomplices were accused of aiding the rebels in Dunbar, of art and part in truce- 
breaking ‘and many other treasonous transgressions’.^ '^
These charges were serious, and although lacking in detail, seem to reflect the 
type of activity that Albany and his affinity were involved in during the 1470s.^  ^ The 
number of people being accused of treason, however, may have been unprecedented— 
even the Douglas parliamentary forfeitures of 1455 had restricted themselves largely to 
forfeiting the immediate Black Douglas family, not the garrisons, officers and minor 
part-takers in the Douglas cause.^ ® This over-zealousness by the king, the less than 
specific nature of the charges, and no doubt a level of sympathy for Albany among some
E,R, viii, 567, ix, 25, 53, 288; Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 219; H.M.C. Rep. Milne 
Home, 79, no. 3; AD.C, i, 49
Pinkerton, History of Scotland, i, 293-4 and n.', Nfacdougall, James lU, 129 
^^A.P.S.,n, 125 
A.P.S., ii, 125; Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 221-2
Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 30-1; Kelham, ‘Bas^ of Magnatial Power’, 
Table IV, 374
A.P.S., ii, 125. The garrison seems, Uke Albany, to have escaped by sea from castle, and 
therefore avoided the execution resulting from their forfeiture (B.L. Royal MS 17 DXX ff. 299- 
398, ‘The Short Chronicle of 1482’, printed in Macdougall, James III, app. A, 311-13, f. 307r) 
^ AP.&, ii, 125-8 
Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 23-31 
A.P.S., ii, 41-2, 75-7; Brown, Black Douglases, 308
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of the lords present (including future allies of the duke such as the earls of Buchan and 
Atholl, and the lords Borthwick and Crichton), resulted in the continuation of the cause 
against Albany and his accomplices, ‘at the Raquest Instance and supplicacioune’ of the 
three estates until 17 January 1480." Over the next year and a half the cause would be 
continued sixteen times. On each occasion Albany and his accomplices would be 
summoned, and, following their non-compearance, the case would be continued once 
again.** In return for the danger and expense of the siege of Dunbar the king had 
achieved only the forfeiture of a number of insignificant men who were not even present 
to face their punishment. By refusing to forfeit Albany the estates had gone far beyond 
vocal opposition, had indeed begun to sabotage royal policy.
The side effect of the frequent continuations against Albany over the next year 
was that parliament theoretically sat seven times during 1480, as a continuation of the 
October 1479 assembly, but that no real parliamentary business was carried out, either in 
the form of legislation or acts of the lords auditors.*^  This had important implications for 
the death and apparent forfeiture of the king’s other brother, John Stewart, earl of Mar, 
before 14 July 1480, and for the outbreak of war between England and Scotland in early 
MSO.'*® Astonishingly, in the wake of a hostile parliament, the king had once again 
renewed his plans to travel abroad in November 1479, receiving a safe-conduct to travel 
through England on his way to the shrine of St John the Baptist at Amiens, going so far 
as to order the striking of a gold medallion in honour of St John at Berwick.Further 
diplomatic overtures from France seem to have given Edward IV the excuse to abandon 
the Anglo-Scottish alliance and declare war on Scotland.'^  ^In the midst of the collapse of 
Anglo-Scotthih relations the earl of Mar was executed for reasons that are far from clear, 
but may have been associated with what would have been understandable opposition to 
the attempted forfeiture of Albany, and increasing royal paranoia about the criticism the 
king was facing. Under any normal circumstances, parliament would have been called to 
discuss these topics, but despite the continuations of the Albany case, there is no 
evidence for a full session of parliament until 2 April 1481.'^ * While the partially 
justified charges against Albany were continued from month to month, the unfortunate 
Mar seems to have been killed first, in extremely suspicious circumstances, and then his 
estates forfeited (by what body or authority is unknown), for crimes that may have been
"A R & ,ii, 128 
^^AP.S., ii, 129-36
39 AP.S., ii, 129-31 
RMS., ii, no. 1446; Macdougall, James UI, 143 
Rot. Scot., ii, 457; Macdougall, James lU, 143-4 
Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, app. 1, no. 28
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virtually non-existent.'*'^  The king, having faced implacable opposition over the forfeiture 
of Albany, had abandoned even the pretence of due judicial process in the disposal of his 
other brother. Moreover, while obstinately continuing with the Albany case long after it 
must have become clear that no parliamentary forfeiture would take place, the king 
avoided calling a fiill session of parliament to deal with the outbreak of war, due to his 
fear of further dangerous opposition by the estates.
Something like a ftill session of parliament, still theoretically a continuation of 
the October 1479 meeting, finally met on 11 April 1481 (after initially being continued 
to 2 April from 19 March) and continued to sit until 13 April.'** The meeting was well 
attended, despite the brevity of the session. A partial sederunt shows that there was a 
larger than usual presence of lairds, who probably dominated the assembly numerically. 
Among their numbers was at least one figure who was clearly an ally of the duke of 
Albany, and therefore undoubtedly hostile to the king, James Liddale of Halkerston, but 
figures who would be prominent in the government formed in the events of 1482, at 
Lauder bridge and its aftermath, were present in some numbers, such as the earls of 
Angus, Atholl and Buchan and lord Damley.'*^  Unsurprisingly, the legislation of the 
meeting was dominated by arrangements for the defence of the realm against English 
aggression. The absence of a parliament in 1480 had meant that the offices of warden of 
the east and west march, vacated by Albany’s exile since May 1479, had remained 
unfilled during the first year of the war, but now the earl of Angus and lord Cathcart 
were appointed in the east and west respectively.'*’ Acts followed warning the lieges to 
be ready and equipped for war on eight days warning, concerning the behaviour of the 
people coming to the king’s host, the holding of wapinschaws and the defence of 
Dunbar, Lochmaben and other castles in the marches and on the coast.'** The danger 
from England also saw a taxation of 7,000 merks granted on 13 April for the victualling 
of Berwick for forty days, which might help explain the large attendance level from the 
lairds, who gained an exemption from payment if they took part personally in the 
defence of Berwick.'*® Although much smaller than the taxations granted earlier in the 
1470s, 7,000 merks was nevertheless a significant sum, especially since it was seen to be 
sufficient for only forty days supply.
^^AP.S.,n, 132
'*'* Macdougall, James III, 130-3
^^AP.S.,n, 132-135.
^ A.P.S., ii, 132, 134. The sederunt appears in the MS register (S.R.O. PA2/2, f. 125r) on a page 
apart from any other acts, suggesting that an earlier page has been lost. A blank page appears 
between the sWerunt and the acts of the 2 April session of parliament (S.R.O. PA2/2, f. 126r) 
'*’ AP.&,ii, 132 
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Nevertheless, it would be surprising if parliament was not generally supportive 
of the need for the defence of the realm. Some further evidence of the problems still 
being faced by the king, however, may come from a judicial act of 12 April. A decree of 
parliament concerning a brown horse taken from Edward Sinclair by David Sinclair 
would hardly be a matter of political significance but for the involvement of Thomas 
Cochrane, alleged familiar of the king, and a figure who seems to have prospered in the 
earldom of Mar after the death of John, earl of Mar.*® The lords of parliament declared 
that the horse in fact belonged to one Dick of Rowlis, but that Edward Sinclair had 
received the animal from Thomas Cochrane, according to a composition between them. 
David was ordered to restore the horse to its original owner, but ‘the maister of halys 
that bocht the eschete of dik of Rowlis to hafe his accioune agane the saide thomas 
Cochrane in sa fer as law will’.*^  If the Thomas Cochrane mentioned here is indeed the 
figure linked to James III, and who was executed in July 1482, then this one small case 
might be argued to be an attempt by a section of the estates to attack a royal favourite— 
an event that might fit in with a more certain attack upon a royal councillor, lord Lyle, in 
March 1482.*’
No further rœord survives of the proceedings of the meeting, apart from the 
continued attempt by the king to bring the forfeiture of the duke of Albany to a 
successful conclusion. He was to meet with no more success than in previous months, 
clear evidence that opposition to the king was still running at a high level.** The danger 
envisaged by the April session of parliament was realised in the following months. Raids 
into the Forth were designed as a prelude to a summer campaign under Edward IV’s 
personal leadership. Domestic considerations in England saw the campaign abandoned, 
but not before James III had raised the host, and, in conftised circumstances, disbanded 
it.*** While the official excuse for scaling the host was a papal bull requesting peace, the 
suspicion remains that the Scottish army was no more willing to fight for James III in 
1481 than it would be in 1482. At the very least to disband an army according to papal 
requests would have displayed astonishing naivety. The king was facing a crisis of
A.P.S.,ii,\3A
A.P.S., ii, 134; N.A.T. Macdougall, “‘It is I, the Earle of Mar”: In Search of Thomas 
Cochrane’, R  Mason and N. A. T. Macdougall, edd.. People and Power in Scotland'. Essays in 
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confidence from the estates in Scotland that was destroying legitimate attempts to 
defend the realm against an aggressor.
The prolonged domestic crisis that would reach its zenith at Lauder had its 
precursor at the parliament that assembled on 18 March 1482 at Edinburgh.** Although 
still technically a continuation of the October 1479 meeting, the assembly again had a 
new sederunt, and new lords of the articles and auditors were chosen.*® As will be 
described below, the committee of the articles at the March 1482 parliament was 
demonstrably out of the king’s control, and made up largely of the people who would 
form a government after his seizure at Lauder Bridge on 22 July. The personnel of the 
committee, combined with the sending to France of an embassy made up of the same 
lords of the articles, raises the possibility of complex conspiracies among leading 
magnates in early 1482.*’ The personnel of the articles was the most visible sign of the 
problems that the king was facing in parliament—by which the people shortly to seize 
control of the government were already exerting considerable influence over the king 
through the estates.
Like the committee of the articles, the large full sederunt (numbering seventy- 
five in total) included a high number of figures who would have been critical of royal 
policy by this point.** Of the five bishops, only two—William Elphinstone, bishop-elect 
of Ross, and William Scheves, archbishop of St Andrews—were certainly James III 
loyalists by this point. Likewise of the earls, Angus, Atholl, Buchan and Huntly would 
all be involved in events at Lauder in July or its aftermath.*® Among the lords of 
parliament and lesser barons lords Damley, Borthwick and Gray stand out. Damley, as 
keeper of Edinburgh castle, must have been involved in the seizure of the king, as it was 
to Edinburgh that the king was taken after he was arrested.®® Borthwick became a 
regular member of the daily council in the autumn of 1482.®* Gray’s part in the surrender 
of Berwick to Albany and the English army may have been the result of treachery, and 
subsequently, with Albany, Angus, and Liddale of Halkerston, he would renounce his 
allegiance to Scotland in February 1483.®’
** A.P.S., ii, 136^1; A.D.A., 95-100 
**Af.&,ü, 136-7
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Even more important is the apparent absence from the parliament of many of the 
king’s closest alli% during the 1470s—men who were very frequent parliamentarians, 
and who had been constantly at council over the previous dœade. As the king sat before 
the estates he would have been justified in asking where the earl of Argyll, the earl of 
Crawford, lord Lyle and lord Carlyle were—certainly not in parliament to lend their 
support to the king. Even the chancellor, lord Avandale, is not mentioned. Together this 
is a level of absenteeism that seems unlikely to be coincidental.®* Equally the king had 
seen old age and violent deaths remove some of his closest allies of the 1470s—James, 
lord Hamilton, Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen, and Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk 
had all died in recent years, but had not been replaced (with the possible exception of 
William Elphinstone) with a new generation of figures of similar status.®'* William 
Tulloch, bishop of Moray, the keeper of the privy seal, although present at parliament, 
would die before the end of April.®* Indeed as a whole the upper nobility and clergy 
were under-represented, the total numbers being bolstered by a large number of lesser 
barons, ‘masters’ (perhaps in some cases sent as proxies for their absent fathers) and 
burgh commissioners.®® The impression remains that James Ill’s allies were deserting 
him, while the future victors of Lauder were already coming to the fore, and exerting 
perhaps the decisive influence over the decisions of parliament.
Two unusual acts of the March 1482 parliament support this assertion. Robert, 
lord Lyle, although not named on the full sederunt, was called before an assize of 
parliament on 22 March accused of sending letters to the exiled earl of Douglas and 
other Englishmen ‘in furthering of the kingis ennemyis of Inglande’.®’ Lyle was found 
innocent, but it was a peculiar accusation to be laid against someone who would 
demonstrate ‘unswerving loyalty’ to the king in the 1470s and 1480s.®* The answer must 
lie in the feud that was developing between Lyle and the earl of Buchan in Angus.®® In
®* For the presence of these men on the daily council 1470-82, see Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, 
table 1.1, 425-7. Avandale was at parliament seven times between 1469 and 1482, Argyll ten 
times, Crawford seven times, Lyle fifteen times, and Carlyle six times (A.P.S., ii, 93-134)
®'* Scots Peerage, iv, 352-3; Hbk. Brit Chron., 302, 316; H M C , Rep. Milne Home, 79, no. 3 
®* Hbk Brit. Chron., 316. The provision of Andrew Stewart, the king’s half-uncle and brother of 
the earls of Atholl and Buchan, to Moray on 12 August 1482, indicates that he was diosen by 
crown influence before the king was seized on 22 July {Hbk Brit. Chron., loc. cit.', Vatican 
Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 813, f. 263r). This fits in with the argument that the 
royal half-uncles were exerting influence over the crown before the king was phj^ically seized. 
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®® Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 336
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the aftermath of Lauder, Lyle would endure little less than victimisation by Buchan and 
the new government, and his possessions and castles of Lyle and Duchal would be 
seized by Thomas Semple of Elliotstoun, sheriff of Renfrew, acting on royal authority.’® 
Although Buchan was not named on the assize that judged Lyle, his brother, John, earl 
of Atholl, was, along with other prominent members of the post-Lauder government, 
lord Borthwick (with his son, William) and lord Gray.’* Little more than the king’s own 
presence on the assize may have saved Lyle on this occasion.
The appropriation of parliament for the use of the king’s half-uncles continued 
in another declaration made before the estates on the same day. The king publicly stated 
that the ‘takin and Intrometting’ of Edinburgh castle by the earl of Atholl and the earl of 
Buchan, during the king’s ‘tender age’, was done by the king’s command, and that they 
then delivered the castle to the king immediately upon his order. This, according to the 
act, had been declared before, apparently still during the king’s official minority, and 
was now being repeated in the king’s majority. Furthermore, the king’s uncles and their 
accomplices had committed no crime, and no blame nor offence had attached to them, 
and they and their heirs were to be quit of any ‘danger and perell’ from the king or his 
heirs in the future. This decision was to be recorded under the great seal and the seals of 
members of the three estates.”  No date is given for the seizure, but the most plausible 
period is towards the end of the Boyd government, perhaps around the time, in May 
1468, that the duke of Albany, Atholl and Buchan, then lord of Auchterhouse, had 
received a safe conduct to travel on pilgrimage to England.’* The need for a declaration 
of innocence at this point may be associated with the attack upon lord Lyle at the same 
parliament. Lyle’s father had been a prominent councillor during the period of the Boyd 
ascendancy after 1466 and had received significant patronage, and it is possible that the 
developing feud between Buchan and Lyle had led the lord to attempt to exploit the 
events of the HbOs.’'*
Despite the apparent appropriation of parliament for the use of a developing 
faction of disaffected nobles and clerics, most of the conventional legislation, issued on 
22 March, proclaims collective loyalty in the face of English invasion. The first act 
fulminated against English aggression, and the duplicity alleged to have caused the
’® Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 336-8
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scaling of the host in 1481. There followed a declaration of loyalty from the three 
estates:
‘The thre estaitis ... of thare avne free will [have] grantit and promittit to 
oure saide souerane lord to Remane and abide at the command of his hienes 
with thare persounis and all thare substance of Landis and gudis In the 
defence of his maste noble personne ... as thai and thare forbearis has of all 
tymes done of before.’’*
Nevertheless, particularly in the light of events four months later, it must be seen as 
unusual that such a declaration was deemed necessary. The loyalty of estates and their 
willingness to defend the king should have been so natural that it did not need 
expression. Instead parliament had made an act that to a degree resembled the doomed 
bonds of loyalty and mutual defence made by the Kennedies and Boyds during the 
1460s. This impression is immeasurably reinforced by the following act, declaring that, 
given the ‘grete affectioune and hertfull lufe’ which the lieges had for him, the king had 
‘declarit his mynde opinly’ that he would make justice be evenly administered: 
‘quharethrou all his trew liegis sal haue cause to be of gude confort and take 
consolacioune and curage to the grete disconfort and confounding of his 
ennemyis and of all fais tratouris and vntrew hertis’’®
The phraseology is reminiscent of the 1458 act whereby parliament, while declaring its 
loyalty, exhorted James II to administer the statutes of the realm.”  Once again the king 
was being promised parliamentary support—this time simple loyalty during the war, 
rather than taxation—in return for a promise of future good behaviour. Given that all 
past concisions by the king seem to have been ignored or abandoned soon after they 
were made, there must have been many among the estates who saw little chance of this 
new agreement having any success. For this group, no doubt including the earls of 
Buchan, Atholl, Angus, and perhaps Huntly, lord Borthwick, lord Gray, the bishop of 
Dunkeld and possibly the bishop of Glasgow, the time for parliamentary agreements and 
concessions was coming to an end.
Only after these agreements did the estates set about the business of preparing 
the defence of the realm by land and sea. Every liege was to be ready to ‘leyf and dee 
with his hienes’ if Edward IV came in person, while if he did not it was envisaged that 
the march wardens would lead the army—a fact that may speak volumes about the 
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would not in fact lead his army, James HI would still lead the host. Bounties were 
offered for the killing of the earl of Douglas and his accomplices when he attacked the 
borders, and forgiveness for any that came to the king’s peace. Once again the special 
place that Berwick had in the consciousness of the king was made clear, with the king 
personally funding five hundred men of war for the defence of the burgh, while the 
estates obliged themselves to fund a further six hundred men to garrison the other border 
strongholds.”
Parliament also oversaw the placing of captains in the border castles and altering 
the holders of the march wardenships. Alan, lord Cathcart, who had been made warden 
of the w%t march a year earlier, was now replaced by lord Damley." Thus the marches 
were now being guarded by the earl of Angus, the earl of Buchan and lord Damley—all 
of whom were almost certainly at Lauder and at least initially associated with the 
incarceration of the king and the brief government formed in the autumn of 1482. 
Berwick’s expensive protection was fatally compromised by the presence of lord Gray.*® 
Among the captains of the border castles, James Borthwick, son of William, lord 
Borthwick, was put in charge of Blackadder, Hume and Wedderbum, and ordered to 
choose the hundred men allocated to defend them. Borthwick’s father was closely 
involved in the post-Lauder government, and his son’s loyalty to the king might also be 
called into question. Blackadder castle was destroyed by a force of Albany’s adherents 
at some point after his retum to Scotland with the English army, and it is possible that, 
like Berwick, the castle surrendered by arrangement.**
This process of parliament appointing figures of suspect loyalty to positions of 
cmcial importance to the war effort seems to have continued with the sending of an 
embassy to France, ‘fra the Estatis of the Realme to the King of France and to the 
Parliament of Paris’, asking for aid against England. As will be discussed below, the 
embassy appointed seems likely to have included all three march wardens—Buchan, 
Angus and Damley (also all on the lords of the articles), along with the less suspect 
William Elphinstone.*’ This was, to say the least, an interesting choice of ambassadors 
given the military threat from England, but fits in with the prominence of these figures at 
the March parliament.
” XR&,ii, 139-40 j
"  A.P.S., ii, 132, 140. Acts 11 to 18 printed in A.P.S., ii, 140-1, are not in the official register |
(S.RO. PA2/3), but derived from three separate MS sources (the Drummond, Colvil and |
Malcolm Manuscripts) i
*®E.R,ix,433 i
** Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 278-80
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Despite the nature of the acts concerning the defence of the realm, parliament 
still ended with the king in belligerent form, reissuing and extending the acts issued in 
1469 and 1479 defending the right of the archbishop of St Andrews to confirm elections 
to the monastic houses within his diocese. The threats against those who resisted the 
archbishop’s powers were extended to those, whether within the diocese of St Andrews 
or without, who gave any aid or supply to the archbishop’s enemies. Royal power over 
presentation to vacant benefices during the vacancy of sees was reasserted, and extended 
until the moment when the new bishop could show his bulls of provision to the king—no 
doubt a way for the king to extend the period when he had power of presentation beyond 
actual provision until the time that the papal chancery eventually produced final 
documentation.**
So while the king was largely abandoned by his friends and surrounded by his 
enemies at the March 1482 parliament, he still managed to extend his claims to influence 
over the church, particularly in defence of William Scheves. But this was the exception 
to the rule. Parliament had been dominated by the interests of the second estate, and 
there is strong evidence of the rise to prominence of the royal half-uncles and the soon- 
to-be Lauder rebels, while the conciliar figures associated with the king over the 
previous decade were conspicuous by their absence.
Where the March 1482 parliament marked the beginning of the ‘Stewart Crisis’ 
of 1482, the December 1482 parliament marked at least the beginning of the end. In the 
interim, the duke of Albany had returned to Scotland in the company of Richard, duke of 
Gloucester, and a 20,000 strong army. The king, while attempting to lead his army in 
person against the invasion, was seized at Lauder on 22 July by a group of nobles that 
not only included ambitious magnates such as the earls of Buchan, Atholl and Angus 
and lord Damley, but figures such as the earl of Huntly and the earl of Argyll, who, 
although ultimately loyal to the crown, were unwilling to risk their lives in battle for 
James in.*^
In the weeks after Lauder, the king had been kept in Edinburgh castle by the 
Stewart half-uncles, inaccessible to the English army. In the short period available to
*’ See below, p348 
*"AP.6'.,ii, 140-1
*"* Macdougall, James III, 165-6; Macdougall, Tt is I, the Earle of Mar’, 44; S.RO. GDI 12/3/6.
For a foil account of events after the king’s seizure see Macdougall, James III, 158-180;
Tanna", ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 40-60
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Gloucester before his army disbanded, he had extracted promises from Albany and the 
city of Edinburgh on 4 August to repay the instalments of the dowry paid by Edward IV 
for the 1474 marriage alliance, before departing south to complete the taking of 
Berwick.** With the English gone, the duke of Albany sought to form a new 
administration, initially without access to the king. By 3 September he was in Stirling 
negotiating with the queen, and must have been behind the issuing of a precept there in 
the king’s name on that day—a precept that had no seal, signet or signature to prove its 
authenticity as the king and his seals were still in Edinburgh castle.*® Soon afterwards 
Albany returned to Edinburgh, where he began to cooperate with the earls of Buchan 
and Atholl, who had now left the castle, leaving James HI in the possession of Damley. 
It was at this point, in early to mid-September, that the king seems to have managed to 
persuade Damley to cease his cooperation with the half-uncles, with the result that 
Albany and the half-uncles had to gain possession of the king by some form of 
negotiation. The king’s ability to win those deeply involved in events of July to 
December 1482 back to loyalty was the factor most important to his retum to power 
between this point and the spring of 1483. Nevertheless, from the king’s release on 29 
September, Albany formed an administration with the Stewart half-uncles, Atholl, 
Buchan and Andrew Stewart, the new bishop-elect of Moray and keeper of the privy 
seal, and a council made up of John Laing, bishop of Glasgow, promoted to chancellor 
by 16 August, James Livingston, bishop of Dunkeld, and William, lord Borthwick.*’
The parliament that met at Edinburgh on 2 December was intended to confirm 
Albany at the head of this new administration.** By 10 October Albany had begun to 
describe himself as lieutenant-general of the king—a title that, according to precedent 
set in 1399 and during the minority of James II, would need confirmation by the 
estates.*® Albany was attempting to establish something that was unique in a Scottish 
context—a government led by a lieutenant at a time when the king was neither a minor 
nor infirm. At a point probably prior to 10 October, Albany had also taken the earldom 
of Mar and Garioch.®® The duke had managed to form a government which included a 
relatively large number of powerful figures, and may have expected broad support from
** Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1480
*® Lesley, History, 50; Giovanni Sabadino, ‘An Italian Life of Margaret’, ed. S. B. Chandler, 
S.H.R. xxxii (1955), 55; S.R.O. GD28/208. The issuing of a ‘royal’ precept at Stirling on 3 
September, while the half-uncles were issuing chartes at Edinburgh m 16 and 25 August 
(R.M.S., ii, no. 1516-7), suggests that there were briefly two rival administrations at work in 
Scotland.
*’ Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,427
**Af.&,ii, 142-45
*® Boardman, Early Stewart Kings, 2\5',A.P.S.,i, 572-4; see above, chapto* 3 
®® RMS., ii, nos. 1518,1541, footnote, p322
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the estates. Instead, the acts of the December parliament are testament to the division 
among the estates by this point. The legislation was passed on 11 December after nine 
days in which there must have been considerable discussion among the lords of the 
articles and the full estates.
Albany and his allies had failed to gain overwhelming control of the committee 
of the articles,®* and the full estates were similarly dominated by mutually incompatible 
figures. The parliament was not well attended, totalling just fifiy-six with no lords 
present below the rank of lord of parliament, and it would seem likely that many, 
particularly from the second estate, had decided that it was better to avoid parliament.®’ 
The new government may have hoped to derive some of its strongest support from the 
bishops. Here, of the five bishops present, three had been involved in the government 
since Lauder—John Laing, bishop of Glasgow, the new chancellor, James Livingston, 
bishop of Dunkeld, and Andrew Stewart, bishop-elect of Moray, the keeper of the privy 
seal.®* Rivalry between Stewart and Livingston for the archbishopric of St Andrews, 
however, may have meant that by this point Livingston’s support could no longer be 
certain.®'* Of the seven earls present, three—Angus, Atholl and Buchan—were closely 
associated with Lauder and its aftermath, while Angus and Buchan would still be 
involved in deeply treasonous negotiations with Albany in January and February 1483.®* 
Atholl, however, would not be so closely associated with Albany from this point, and 
may have been bought off before 16 December by a marriage between his daughter, 
Joan, and the master of Huntly, which brought large estates in the lordship of 
Badenoch.®® He left court immediately afterwards, and took no further part in the
. . 97crisis.
Among the other earls, support for the new regime must have been extremely 
suspect. Huntly was by now certainly supporting the king, and had come to parliament 
provoked by Albany taking the earldom of Mar. Huntly’s ambitions in the earldom were 
well established, and his probable involvement in the execution of Thomas Cochrane at 
Lauder will have been linked to his interests in the region.®* His presence would be 
instrumental in seeing Albany retum to his estates in Dunbar by 30 December, and he
®* See below, p353 î
®’ A f.& ,ii, 142 I
®* Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,427 j
®'* See below, p353 ;
®* Cal Docs. Scot., iv, nos. 1486,1489-90; R.M.S., ii, no. 1573 !
®*AM51,ii,no. 1532 I
®’ Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1, 427 
®* Macdougall, ‘ft is I, the Earle of Mar’, 44
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would have effective control of Mar by November 1483." Erroll was at feud with the 
earl of Buchan in Angus, while the loyalty of Crawford and Morton to James HI was 
never really at issue during the reign.*®® The lords of parliament were similarly divided 
between figures who had links with the post-Lauder regime, such as lord Erskine, lord 
Borthwick, and possibly lord Cathcart, and those who were at best neutral, and at worst 
probably hostile to the new regime. These included lord Glamis, who like Huntly 
became a frequent member of the king’s council in 1483, and who may have been a rival 
of Buchan in Angus, lord Graham, lord Haliburton, lord Kilmaurs, lord Abernethy and 
lord Maxwell. Borthwick, like Atholl, Damley and the bishop of Dunkeld, although 
initially closely associated with the post-Lauder regime, would renew his loyalty to the 
king probably at some point in December, remaining frequently at council in 1483.*®* 
Most obvious of all was the small number of lords of parliament present, numbering 
only nine in total, while no baron was present from below this rank. The final act of 
parliament, forbidding the sending of procurators to parliament by those whose property 
was worth less than £100, was clearly designed to combat the level of absenteeism.*®’ 
While the absence of some of the king’s closest allies, such as lord Avandale, was 
understandable, the failure to attend by former or current Albany supporters such as lord 
Damley, lord Gray, or lord Crichton, or figures who would have had a clear interest in 
recent events, such as lord Hume or lord Hailes, is less explicable.*®*
Thus parliament was divided between supporters of the new regime, and those 
who had reason to oppose it, with the balance just in favour of the king’s allies. This 
situation was reflected in the astonishingly contradictory acts that were passed. The first 
ordered that peace be had with England ‘gif It can be had with honour’, and that the 
marriage alliance of 1474 be observed and kept if Edward IV would also do so. To this 
end a herald was to be sent with a letter from the king, Albany and the three estates (an 
arrangement reminiscent of the lieutenantship of the fifth earl of Douglas after 1437) 
protesting Scottish innocence in the face of English aggression, but the continuing desire 
for peace.*®'* The dogmatic adherence to the alliance after the events of the previous year 
bears all the hallmarks of an act originating from the king, and not Albany.*®* On 12 
October Edward IV had declared it his will that all sums paid for the marriage of his
" Macdougall, ‘It is I, the Earle of Mar’, 44 i
*®® AP.S., ii, 122; Macdougall, James III, 155,256 j
*®* Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,427
*®’ yf.f.&,ii, 145 !
*®* Crichton, like Buchan, would be exiled in March 1483 for his role with Albany {KR., ix, li- |
liii). I
*®^Af.&,ii, 143 I
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daughter Cecilia and James, duke of Rothesay, should be repaid, and only James HI, the 
eternal optimist, could have believed renewal of the alliance was feasible by this 
stage.*®® The act is certainly incompatible with the hostility to the alliance displayed by 
Albany before 1479, while it would seem likely that the duke’s dealings with Edward in 
early 1482 would have resulted in a more realistic appraisal of the English king’s 
mind.*®’ Albany’s career—from anti-English patriot, to pro-English traitor and claimant 
to the throne, and back again—was itself hardly consistent, but he was enough of a 
political realist to know that Edward IV had no more motivation for peace in December 
1482 than in July.
The next act set out Albany’s core objectives from the parliament. Owing to the 
daily invasions of the English, and to relieve the king from the need to defend the 
borders himself:
‘That therefore and It plese gude grace to speke to his bruther the duke of 
albany to tak apoune him to be lieutenent generale of the Realme / and to j
I
defend his bordouris / and Resist his ennemyis baith of Ingland and vtheris j
in al tymes of nede’.*®* j
The ‘grete charge and costis’ of this office were to be arranged with the king. The |
defence of the borders seems to have been the way by which Albany was attempting to |
justify his assumption of the office of lieutenant-general during a royal m^ority, but it is I
clear—from his presence at council in the autumn of 1482, to his pre-eminent position of 
the parliamentary sederunt list, to his signatory role in the planned letters to be sent to 
Edward IV—that he envisaged his responsibilities extending far beyond the marches.*®®
Albany, who had been claiming the title of lieutenant-general since 10 October, may 
have expected parliament simply to rubber-stamp his position, but this had clearly not 
occurred.**® Instead the estates had limited themselves to advising the king alone— 
advice which it would seem extremely unlikely that he would have been willing to take.
Parliament’s failure to provide more powerful backing to Albany dealt a serious blow to 
his ambitions. The third act was probably also the result of Albany’s and his allies’ 
influence at parliament, ordering the lieges to be ready for war by land and sea and to 
come to the support of the king and lieutenant-general.
*®* James HI would still be seeking to implemait the terms of the 1474 alliance in March 1483 
(APS., nil, 32)
*®® Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1482; Foedera, xü, 165 
*®’ Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 20,23-6 
*®* .^P.5:,ii, 143
*®® Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,427; ii, 142-3
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These apparently incompatible acts were not allowed to remain unchallenged in 
the months after the December parliament. Marginalia alongside each act of the 
December parliament show that at some point after the assembly dissolved certain of the 
acts were declared ‘abrogate*, cancelled, while others were ordered ‘to be new proponit 
and apprevit’, and were subsequently ‘pronuncit’.*** The acts were clearly cancelled 
after Albany’s retum to his estates at the end of December. The act ordering that peace 
be pursued with England was cancelled not because it had orginated with Albany, but 
because it had become clear that Edward IV did not want peace. The act advising the 
king to appoint Albany lieutenant-general was also cancelled. The third and final 
cancelled act concerned the administration of justice. Albany and his allies were 
unsurprisingly keen to promote ‘law and order’ as one of the areas in which James HI 
had attracted most criticism. The act itself, recording the wasting of the borders by 
treason and theft, ordering warden courts to punish traitors, and the sheriffs, baillies and 
burgh provosts to administer civil and criminal actions, was hardly revolutionary. 
Nevertheless, after his resumption of effective power during the early months of 1483, 
the king still saw fit to cancel it, perhaps due to sensitivity about the criticism he had 
received during the 1470s.
The dating of these cancellations and approvals must have been before the death 
of Edward IV on 9 April 1483, when the danger of invasion disappeared with the advent 
of a minority government in England. Among the newly ‘pronuncit’ acts is the 
legislation ordering the lieges to be ready for invasion, therefore the most likely date for 
the alteration of the acts was in the brief March continuation of parliament.**’ The 
remaining acts had not provoked the same level of controversy, dealing with such 
matters as the corruption of wine and reissues and confirmations of earlier acts 
concerning the purchasing of benefices and the keeping of bullion within the 
kingdom.*** These were duly approved at the later date.
Although the estates overall had supported Albany’s attempt to become 
lieutenant-general, the division among them, and the presence of many figures who 
certainly did not support the duke, was one of the major factors in the effective collapse 
of the Albany government by the end of December. The half-hearted backing enabled 
the king to exploit the cracks among Albany’s supporters. As during the minorities, 
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government. Only genuine and broad support from the estates in parliament could 
provide that.
'"Af.& ,ii, 144
Chapter 10—The KiNG^  S LoYAL PARLIAMENT? 1483-1488
After the return of the duke of Albany to his estates at the end of December 1482, the 
king’s problems were by no means over. During the early months of 1483 James HI was 
unable to remove Albany as a threat. On 2 January Albany had made a new attempt to 
seize the king, destroying David Hepburn’s castle of Waughton on the way from Dunbar 
to Edinburgh, and in the weeks afterwards he would reopen negotiations with Edward 
IV, sending the earl of Angus, lord Gray and James Liddale of Halkerston to England on 
12 January.^  On 12 February they renewed promises to cede all claim to Berwick, 
renounce their allegiance to Scotland and to end the league with France, in retum for 
Edward’s help in pursuing the Scottish throne for Albany.^
Parliament met initially on 1 March, when committees of the articles and 
auditors were chosen, but no frill sederunt was recorded.^  Parliament will have been 
called in an attempt to secure some form of settlement between the king and Albany. 
The threat of fresh invasions from England following Albany’s renewal of his links with 
Edward IV meant that a deal with the duke remained the most feasible way of removing 
the English threat. Precisely what, if anything, parliament did in March is not clear. The 
extant proceedings record only a number of continuations, from 1 March to 2 and 3 
March, then 10 March, and so onto 21 March, 7 April, 15 April, 16 June, 27 June and 7 
July when parliament would finally sit.'* It has already been mentioned that the 
alterations to the December acts of parliament may have been made in March, or before 
9 April, so there may have been some parliamentary business carried out. Certainly the 
lords auditors sat for long enough for seven acts to be made around 1 March, and they 
also appear to have been sitting on 11 March.^  Parliament may also have been involved 
in drafting the agreement signed by the duke of Albany at Dunbar on 19 March. The 
agreement underlined the extent to which James III was still unable to deal with his 
brother. Albany was to be received back into favour and given a frill remission with the 
authority of parliament for all his past actions, while Albany was to declare before the 
estates that a rumour that the king had tried to poison him was without foundation, while 
Alexander Hume, grandson of lord Hume, and some of his friends, taken prisoner 
because Albany believed the king had ordered them to kill him, were to be released.
* Macdougall, James HI, 178; A.D.C., i, 166, 354; Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 287 
 ^Cal Docs. Scot., iv, nos. 1486,1489,1490 
 ^AP.S., Ü, 145 
^AP.S.,ii, 145
 ^AD.A., 109-10; S.R.O. PA2/3, Victorian transcript of an act of lords auditors of 11 March 1483 
inserted between f. 35v and 36r
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Albany’s links with Edward IV were to be renounced, as were those of his allies. Albany 
was not to come within six miles of the king, nor to claim the title of lieutenant-general, 
and was to work for peace between Scotland and England—including the marriage of 
the duke of Rothesay to Princess Cecilia.®
Most importantly, the continuation of 21 March seems to have granted a 
contribution of taxation, for an unspecified reason. On 22 September 1483 an entry 
would be made in the records of the burgh of Aberdeen concerning the tax ‘modifiit be 
the commissaris of the burghis the time of the parliament haldin at Edinburgh the xxi dai 
of Marche’.^  Seventeen burghs from north of the Forth had contributed £124 10s. lOd., 
which would imply a similar amount being contributed from the southern burghs. If this 
was a tax upon the three estates, then, assuming a contribution of roughly £200 from all 
the burghs, and that the contribution was divided among the estates in the usual manner, 
the entire tax would have amounted to £1000—a very substantial tax so soon after a 
crisis that had removed the king from power. Only diplomatic negotiations would 
usually warrant such an amount, and no such event was taking place in early 1483. 
Instead, the wording of the tax roll may indicate that the payment was levied only on the 
burghs—it was ‘the taxt of the samen [i.e. the burghs] modifiit be the commissaris of 
burghis’, not the three estates. Probably it was designed to fund the continued defence of 
the realm in the coming season, rather than for attempts to negotiate peace with Edward 
IV.*
While Albany and his allies sat at Dunbar, the king’s allies from the 1470s had 
returned to Edinburgh and dominated the committee of the articles.^  For the first time 
since 1478 the king could count on a majority of the committee being his supporters, and 
the king’s ability to gain a grant of tax indicates that this support was probably 
representative of the assembly as a whole. Nevertheless, while Albany remained at 
Dunbar and English invasion seemed likely, James Ill’s position remained extremely 
precarious. This situation was only relieved by the death of Edward IV on 9 April, 
throwing England into the uncertainty of a minority followed shortly by the usurpation 
of Richard HI. Edward’s aggression towards Scotland in his final years had been almost 
as obsessive as James Ill’s attempt to adhere to the 1474 alliance, and he had been
®AP.&,xii,31-3
 ^ Records of the Convention of Royal Burghs o f Scotland With Extracts o f Other Records 
Relating to the Affairs o f the Burghs o f Scotland 1295-1597 (Edinburgh, 1866), 543.
* Records of the Convention of Royal Burghs, 543; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app O, 404, 
suggests the tax was for an embassy.
 ^See below, 358
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willing to expend enormous amounts of money on the 1482 campaign and the 
maintenance of Berwick after it was taken (amounting to £700 sterling per month). 
Albany was now stranded at Dunbar, and James HI found himself finally in a position 
where he could assert his authority. Seeing the writing on the wall, Albany let an English 
garrison into Dunbar castle and fled to England between 2 and 15 May.”
On 7 July a sentence of forfeiture was finally passed in parliament upon the 
duke of Albany and Sir Jam^ Liddale of Halkerston, after summons had been made for 
them to compear in parliament since 27 June.*^  The detailed charges and continuations 
against Albany and Liddale formed the entire proceedings of parliament in June and 
July, but a large commission of parliament was delegated to sit on 6 October with power 
to deal with certain matters. The decisions of the delegated commission do not survive, 
but the meeting certainly sat, as the records of the lords auditors survive for 7 to 17 
October. The people delegated to sit, moreover, leave little doubt that the assembly 
would have been favourable to the king. A large number of royal councillors and allies 
were present—William Scheves, archbishop of St Andrews, the earls of Crawford, 
Argyll, Morton, Erroll and Marischal, lords Avandale, Damley, Lyle, Glamis, Carlyle 
and Hailes, can all be cited as powerful figures who would have been behind the king 
during the ‘reconstruction’ of mid to late 1 4 8 3 .Nevertheless, even in the wake of the 
forfeiture of Albany and Liddale of Halkerston, a significant number of individuals who 
had been associated with the Albany government of 1483 felt able to attend. Mr Martin 
Wan may have been present in his capacity as chancellor of Glasgow, although he is not 
named as such in the sederunt.^ ® What is more certain is that he had acted as secretary to 
the duke of Albany during the 1470s, being one of the duke’s most frequent charter 
witnesses.^ ® The earl of Angus and lord Gray had travelled to England in February 1483 
as two of Albany’s ambassadors to renew his links with Edward IV, and had been two of 
his closest associates throughout the crisis of 1482—indeed they had both been 
forbidden from coming within six miles of the king without permission in the March
Hbk Brit. Chron., 41; The Crowland Chronicle Continuations, 1459-1486, ed. N. Pronay and 
J. Cox (London, 1986), 174; Ross, Edward IV (London, 1974), 290; Horrox, Richard 111: A 
Sttufy in Service (Cambridge, 1989), 108 
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indenture between the king and Albany.” Other figures, such as lord Damley, lord 
Borthwick, lord Erskine and lord Cathcart had been associated with the Albany 
government, but had retumed to royal allegiance, probably in retum for promises of 
patronage, late in 1483.^ *
Any suspicion that the king was treating Albany’s former allies with moderation 
is contradicted by the acts of the parliaments of the next two years. The parliament that 
met at Edinburgh on 16 February 1484 continued the work of the summer of 1483, 
forfeiting those guilty of art and part in the crimes of the duke of Albany in 1482-3. 
William, lord Crichton, was forfeited for his part in Albany’s conununications with 
England in early 1483, for holding Crichton castle against the king, and for 
communication with Albany after he was forfeited in July 1483. Crichton’s brothers, 
Gavin and George, and the garrison of Crichton were forfeited at the same time, as was 
John Liddale, son of Sir James Liddale of Halkerston, and David Purves. John Liddale 
had held Halkerston castle against the king, as well as taking part in Albany’s 
communications with England.” None of the men forfeited were present to face their 
punishment.
While the king was clearly keen to continue pursuing those who had supported 
Albany, the tone of the legislation passed by parliament gives the impression that the 
domestic crisis that had precipitated his incarceration in 1482 was far from over, but that 
those who opposed him no longer sought to use parliament as a tool for implementing 
their opposition. One act spwifically criticised ‘the %tatis and lordis that ar nocht cumin 
to this parliament to gif ther consale’.^ ® The attendance, at a total of over forty-nine from 
an incomplete sederunt list, is not particularly poor—the October 1479 parliament had 
numbered only forty-eight—but it seems clear that a disaffected section of the three 
estates was staying away from parliament. Those who were present were by and large 
figures who had remained loyal to the king in 1482, or remained neutral, or who 
retumed to conspicuous loyalty in late 1482 or early 1483 in retum for patronage—such 
as William Scheves, archbishop of St Andrews, William Elphinstone, bishop of 
Aberdeen, Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll, now the chancellor, William Keith, earl 
Marischal, James Douglas, earl of Morton, and Andrew, lord Avandale. Only the earl of 
Angus of those who had still supported Albany in the spring of 1483 dared to come to
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the parliament that forfeited some of his former allies.^  ^As for the absentees, the small 
number of clerics present, including only four bishops and four abbots, suggests that 
much of the clerical estate was at best apathetic about the king’s position. Also absent 
was lord Damley. After returning to the king’s side during the crisis of 1482, he may 
have expected reward that was not forthcoming. He was absent from all parliaments 
between July 1483 and October 1488 when he would appear for the first time as earl of 
Lennox in the wake of his support for the rebels at Sauchiebum.^  As Dr Boardman has 
shown, the February 1484 parliament also included a significant number of figures who 
had grievances about Albany’s behaviour in 1482-3. George, lord Seton, had suffered 
damage to his house and lands at the hands of Albany supporters and the earl of Buchan, 
while David Hepbum of Waughton had been the main victim of the attempt to capture 
James HI on 2 January 1483.^ A former supporter of Albany during the autumn of 1482, 
William, lord Borthwick, had probably been alienated by the support ^ven to the duke 
in early 1483 by William, lord Crichton, with whom his family had been involved in a 
lengthy feud. His successor, also William, lord Borthwick, would attend the February 
1484 parliament and oversee his rival’s forfeiture. Just before parliament met, on 7 
Febmary, the king had granted Borthwick a charter of apprisement of the lands of Little 
Loquhariot, Hagbrae and the Park, by reason of 540 merks owed by Crichton to 
Borthwick’s father.^ '* Parliament, in other words, was in the hands of the enemies of the 
Albany government.
A situation in which the king’s enemies stayed away from parliament was not 
necessarily a less hazardous one—as James II would have testified between 1452 and 
1455. Even after the forfeitures made by parliament, the king and the estates were keen 
that further pursuit be made upon those who ‘comytt sa odious crime and offence aganis 
his maieste’.^ ® Importantly, the estates clearly saw the threat from such figures as still 
present. Further acts saw a retum to the themes of the 1470s and demonstrated that the 
underlying causes of the opposition faced by the king were still present. The problem of 
the king’s unwillingness to travel on justice ayres, and the use of remissions as a source 
of finance for the crown, reappeared as grievances. The estates referred to the ‘greit 
tresoun slauchteris reiffis thiftis and vther enormiteis with disobeying and lychtlying of 
the kingis autorité’, and suggested that the king setting justice ayres would be the most 
efficient way of dealing with these problems. Once again the king promised to cease
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giving remissions and respites for treason, slaughter, felony, theft and reif, this time for 
the next three years. That the king was no more minded to take parliamentary advice 
than earlier in the reign is underlined by the making of another act concerning ayres and 
remissions and respites.^ ® Further advice was given to the king from the estates 
concerning the ‘deuisioune debaitis and discordis that standis ymangis oure souuerane 
lordis liegis baronnes and vtheris quhilkis Is dangerous to be vnstanchit’. The advice 
was perhaps more hopeful than realistic—that the king should call the great lords before 
him ‘and put thaim in freindschip and concorde’, while the justiciar and lords who 
travelled on justice ayres were to do likewise with the lesser barons.^  ^ This plea for 
reconciliation, combined with the other acts, paints a picture of a deep rift between the 
king and many of his great barons which the estates, however partisan, saw as primarily 
arising from the king’s own actions. That James DI had learnt nothing from the events of 
1482 was fiirther demonstrated by patronage made in parliament on 24 February to John 
Ramsay, a familiar of the king who was probably fortunate to escape the events at 
Lauder on 22 July 1482 with his life.^ * Ramsay was granted the barony of Bothwell 
which had devolved to the king by the revocation made in July 1476, and the seals of the 
prelates, barons and burgh commissioners were attached as a way of adding authority to 
the king’s patronage. Ramsay’s rise in royal service would continue in 1485, when he 
was made a lord of parliament as lord Bothwell, and there is little doubt that his position 
gave rise to resentment similar to that which had attached itself to William Scheves 
during the 1470s.^ Scheves, by contrast, had suffered a significant loss of favour since 
the king regained control of government in early 1483. Instead John Ireland, who was 
present at parliament along with Scheves, had replaced the archbishop in the king’s 
affections, and indeed, shortly before parliament met, had made a joint supplication with 
the king to the pope describing how Scheves had opposed Ireland’s promotion to the 
archdeaconry of St Andrews: ‘for that and other reasons, John, the king’s familiar, is 
hateful to the archbishop, and he persecutes the king’s friends’.^ Rather than attempting 
to rectify the division within the realm in the wake of the crisis of 1482, the king was 
succeeding only in creating enemies among some of his closest supporters.
Following the issuing of the legislation, parliament was continued to 27 April, 
from which date it would be further continued to 17 May. After the complaints of the
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February session about the level of absenteeism, the May session of parliament would 
have a far better level of attendance, with a total of sixty-seven people present, 
predominantly from the second estate.^  ^ Despite this large attendance, the only extant 
business of the meeting is the acts of the lords auditors made between 19 and 24 May, 
and a brief record of the continuation of the session to the 26 May/^  It seems unlikely 
that such a large sederunt would have gathered for no reason, and the most likely 
conclusion is that the available parliamentary register continues to be defective at this 
period, and to a certain extent deteriorates during the mid 1480s. The names of the lords 
of the articles are present only once between March 1483 and October 1488, while the 
acts of the lords auditors cease after October 1484. They can nevertheless be shown to 
have been sitting at an otherwise entirely unrecorded parliament in March 1486.^  In 
May 1484 the recording of the sederunt is followed by two almost blank folios which 
might suggest space left by the scribe for proceedings that were never recorded.^  ^
Precisely what the estates discussed remains uncertain in detail, but it is likely that 
arrangements for the siege of Dunbar, which had been planned at the February session to 
begin on 1 May, played a part.^ ® The first attempt to recover Dunbar from the English 
garrison admitted by Albany was not successful, at least in the short term, and may have 
been called off by 6 August, albeit perhaps because of the developing negotiations 
between James 111 and Richard 111 before the end of July.^  ^The attendance of twenty- 
seven lairds, forty per cent of the total attendance, raises the possibility that a request for 
taxation was made, and this is confirmed by the proceedings of the parliament of May 
1485. An act concerning negotiations with England refers to the last embassy to England 
being delayed by the failure to collect a grant of taxation with sufficient speed.^  ^
Although the grant is not given a precise date, it cl^rly must have been made at a 
parliament before the truce was agreed between James 111 and Richard 111 on 29 
September.^ ® As May is the only available session of parliament, this implies that 
negotiations with England were at an advanced stage considerably earlier than has 
previously been thought—and simultaneous with plans to recapture Dunbar.
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Equally infuriatingly, the proceedings of the commission of parliament that met 
on 11 October 1484 are lacking, although once again it is known that the lords auditors 
sat for eleven days.'*® There was probably ample subject matter for a commission of 
parliament to discuss. On 22 July, precisely two years after the king was seized at 
Lauder, the duke of Albany and James, the long exiled ninth earl of Douglas, had 
invaded the west march of Scotland and fought an unsuccessM conflict at Lochmaben 
in the company of a number of Albany’s former allies from the earldom of March, and a 
leading figure from the Albany government of the autumn of 1482, Andrew Stewart, 
bishop-elect of MorayThe  continued division between the king and much of his 
nobility highlighted at the February 1484 parliament may have persuaded Albany and 
Douglas that they might find a welcome in parts of Scotland. They were undermined 
primarily by Richard 111 who by the time the invasion took place was more interested in 
securing peace with Scotland, and would not allow Albany to use the obvious starting 
point of the English garrison at Donbar.**^  More obviously, parliament might have 
expected to be involved in discussions about the renewed rapprochement with England 
which had resulted in a new truce on 29 September, by which it was agreed that Prince 
James would marry Anne de la Pole, daughter of the duke of Suffolk, at that time 
Richard Ill’s heir presumptive.'^ ^
Parliament met again for a fiill session on 9 May 1485, after initially assembling 
on 21 March. In March parliament had been continued on 26 March, allegedly due to the 
proximity of Easter, that year on 3 April.'^  The legislation of the May session was 
finally passed on 26 May, probably after lengthy proceedings by the lords auditors and 
lords for falsing dooms.'^  ^The acts seem to be largely the advice of the committee of the 
articles, which ‘were made and approved’ by the fiill three estates without significant 
alteration.'*® The committee of the articles was larger than had previously sat, with 
fifteen members, while the principal of equal representation of each estate had been 
abandoned, with the burgh commissioners only meriting three members to the clerics’
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and barons’ six/^ This reduction, seen again on the very large committee of the articles 
of October 1488, must have been connected with the decline in the burgess part in 
taxation from being the major contributors during the 1420s (albeit only due to the 
unwillingness of the other estates to contribute) to paying only half the amount of the 
clerics and barons from the 1470s. Certainly notions of parliamentary representation 
were prominent in the king’s mind at the May 1485 meeting; another act would justify 
the royal role in promotions to all prelacies and dignities because ‘all the prelatis of his 
Realme has the first vote in his parliament and of his Secrete counsale’.'** This rare 
comment, unique in the period of this thesis, also confirms what is implicit throughout 
the fifteenth century—that parliamentary acts were passed by the estates after some form 
of voting, and that, even at a parliament where the drafting role of the lords of the 
articles is made very clear, the full estates had final authority to accept or reject 
legislation.
Nevertheless, the May 1485 parliament was largely supportive of the king, and 
indeed the king’s influence over several of the acts, not least the act concerning the 
voting of the clerics, seems to be quite clear. The main business of the meeting was to 
confirm the peace and truce agreed in September 1484 and to organise the embassy to 
travel to a diet at York for the conclusion of the marriage negotiations, and the extension 
of the previous year’s truce into a fiill alliance. Six ambassadors with an entourage of 
fifty-two were ordered to be sent to York, and parliament agreed expenses of £500 to be 
paid by the estates according to the usual ratios. This tax was to be ‘incontinnet Raisit 
and brocht in that It ma be Redy to deliuer to the said ambassat befor the day of ther 
passage sa that in défait therof thai be nocht tarijt as the last ambassat was’.'*^  Despite the 
continuing problems faced by the king in the years after 1482, James III would manage 
to secure four grants of taxation in the mid 1480s: in March 1483, May 1484, May 1485 
and January 1488. The amounts involved were far smaller than those which had 
provoked large-scale resistance during the 1470s—probably little more than £300 (from 
one estate) in 1483 and 1484, £500 in 1485 and £250 in 1488—and it is known that 
collection was problematic in 1484, while the proposed embassies in 1485 and 1488 
would not take place because of the crises that engulfed Richard 111 and James HI 
respectively in those years.®® Thus James Ill’s superficially successful record of gaining
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grants of taxation from the estates in 1483-8 boils down to probably only one 
successfully collected contribution from the burghs in 1483.®*
Opposition to alliance with England in the 1470s, however, had not been simply 
financial. Albany’s support in 1482 had come primarily from the south because of the 
threat posed to the long-established way of life of many of the southern nobility— 
typified by the culture of border raiding and violence indulged in by Albany and the earl 
of Angus in the 1470s.®^  These conditions had not disappeared, and James Ill’s 
continued enthusiasm for permanent peace with England was hardly less likely to create 
unease in certain quarters.
The fourth act of parliament was another plea for increased administration of 
justice, with the lords of the articles ordering justice ayres to be held twice a year ‘vnto 
the tym that the Realme were brocht to gude Rewle’. Criminals were to be:
‘Justifiit without Remissoune quhilk tha [the lords of the articles] 
vnderstande wald be grete cause of the commoune gude and welefare of the 
Realme / Ande that na Respittis be gevin in tym tocum for tha are mare 
agane Justice na plane Remissiounes are’®®
The king, however, was now adding new grievances to long-standing ones. Eight acts 
were connected to the king’s relationship with the church and the papacy. These acts 
were concerned above all with James Ill’s attempt to exert his authority over the church, 
a policy that had already provoked three disputes of varying seriousness, one of which 
would prove ultimately disastrous for the king. Parliament ordered that an embassy be 
sent to make the king’s obedience to the new Pope, Innocent VDI. This embassy was to 
be led by William Scheves, archbishop of St Andrews, who was already planning to 
travel to the curia and was therefore willing to journey at his own expense, along with 
whatever other clerics the king chose to appoint. Scheves himself was an interesting 
choice, despite his long history of association with the king. Part of Scheves’ business, 
according to the acts of parliament, was to pursue the promotion of John Ireland to the 
archdeaconry of St Andrews—a promotion that Scheves had personally opposed, while 
Ireland was described in March 1484 as ‘hateful to the archbishop’.®** Friction between 
James III and Scheves would be seen again in April 1487 when Nicholas Greenlaw, 
having travelled to Rome with Scheves on embassy, and described as the archbishop’s 
‘commensal familiar’; would complain that he did not expect justice in a dispute with
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John Flesher over the chancellorship of Aberdeen because Flesher was a familiar of the 
king.®
While the king’s desire to gain papal confirmations of the renewed Franco- 
Scottish alliance, the alliance with Denmark and the donation of Orkney and Shetland to 
Scotland was not an issue of debate, the request that Scheves should impetrate the 
erection of Coldingham priory to the king’s chapel royal certainly was. The dispute 
between the king and John Home, alleging that he was prior of Coldingham, had already 
been running for over a decade, and would develop into a much more serious dispute at 
the parliament of October 1487.®® Finally the king wished it to be conveyed to the pope 
that he ‘wil nocht suffre’ George Brown as bishop of Dunkeld. Browne had been 
promoted to Dunkeld by Sixtus IV on 22 October 1483, while at Rome on the king’s 
business, after having apparently secured the support of the papal vice-chancellor, 
Rodrigo Borgia, contrary to the provision of the king’s candidate, Alexander Inglis, 
before 17 September 1483.®^  Here, at least, the king was acting consistently, and in line 
with numerous acts of parliament during his reign concerning those who acquired 
benefices at Rome. To prevent this type of confusion arising again, and to put a stop to 
the barrators, the king went on that Scheves was to ask the pope to ‘put silence’ to the 
barrators, and to grant a delay of six months on all elective dignities in order that the 
proper promotion of the king’s candidate could take place.®* The embassy to Rome 
would eventually prove successful. On 20 April 1487 the pope granted James III an 
induit granting an eight month delay on papal provisions (and thus clarifying the king’s 
role in promotions to bishoprics), while on 28 April he renewed the suppression of 
Coldingham.®^
Parliament continued to be hostile to the former supporters of the duke of 
Albany, a feet that reinforces the impression of the assembly during the 1480s being 
reduced, to an extent, to a partisan assembly of royalists. The main remaining political 
business of the May 1485 parliament was the forfeiture of John Gifford of Sheriffhall, a 
further ally of the duke of Albany fi*om 1482-3, who was found guilty on the usual 
charges of having assisted Albany in his treasons, of having sent John Liddale to 
England without licence, receiving an English pursuivant called Bluemantle with
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treasonous writings and muniments, taking part in the delivery of Dunbar castle to the 
English, and, more recently, the abortive conflict between Albany and a force of the 
king’s supporters at Lochmaben on 22 July 1484. Like his allies, Gifford was not present 
to witness judgement of forfeiture be passed against him.®® Gifford’s forfeiture at this 
point seems unusual, and it was perhaps only his part at Lochmaben that finally 
persuaded the king to pursue charges that were otherwise little more than being with 
Albany at the wrong time. Gifford’s final treason underlines the significant continued 
loyalty displayed to Albany after 1483, including figures such as Gifford and Andrew 
Stewart, bishop-elect of Moray.®* This undercurrent of dissatisfaction, and the 
willingness of Albany’s allies to risk their lives in opposition to the king, meant that, for 
all the apparent loyalty of the May 1485 parliament and its willingness to pass a large 
number of acts that were clearly royal policy, the king’s position within Scotland was 
still unsafe. This impression must have been brought home to the king once again 
perhaps even while parliament was sitting. Probably during the summer of 1485, the 
duke of Albany and Sir James Liddale of Halkerston would be captured during a final 
attempt to return to Scotland. Albany would be placed in Edinburgh castle, and Liddale 
in Edinburgh tolbooth, where he would be seen on 7 September shortly before he was 
executed.®  ^ Albany, in the last episode of an astonishing career, would escape— 
allegedly via a rope down the side of Edinburgh castle rock. He travelled to France, 
where he would be killed later that year in a joust.®® With the exception of one critical 
act about justice, however, the danger being faced by the king was still outside 
parliament.
It has been previously thought that no fiirther parliament met until 1 October 
1487—a long period in the context of the fifteenth century generally, and the 1480s in 
particular. In fact a parliament was sitting in Edinburgh on 1 March 1486, although only 
a single act of the lords auditors has so far been found.®** It is likely, however, that three 
acts printed by Thomson in the Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland may date from this 
meeting. The acts as they appear in the printed edition give the impression of being 
associated with the parliament of May 1485, but in fact they are absent fi-om the official 
register, and undated in the two manuscripts which record them, although immediately 
following those of the May 1485 meeting. Indeed, Thomas Thomson did not mean the
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acts to be associated with the 1485 parliament, but intended to indicate that the acts were 
undated.®®
The dating of the acts to March 1486 may be supported by internal evidence. 
The only act of any size deals with the problems of currency, and the apparently large 
amount of forged money being made both within Scotland and without. This, according 
to the act, was exacerbating the dearth and poverty of the lieges. To counter this, the 
king had granted a concession that the last issue of placks within Scotland should be 
melted down, and a new silver penny, equally fine to the English groat, should be struck. 
All the old placks, both genuine and counterfeit, were therefore to be collected by 
Thomas Tod and Alexander Livin^ton, between the making of the act and ‘the last dai 
of Maij’.®® This would certainly be inconsistent with an act of parliament made in May 
1485—particularly as the acts were given on 26 of that month—but is credible for an act 
made in early March I486.
If the parliament of March I486-can be said to have sat with reasonable 
certainty, the same cannot be said about those who att^ded it, or what it may have 
done—nor why its proceedings are entirely absent from the official parliamentary 
register. The earl of Huntly will have been present, as he and his wife, Elizabeth, 
received confirmation of lands in Banffshire on I March.®^  Although parliament’s role is 
not mentioned, the granting of the earldom of Mar to the king’s third-bom son, John, on 
2 March, was the sort of transaction that would probably have had some form of 
parliamentary oversight. Unfortunately, the witness list is made up only of the usual 
royal councillors, and provides no further evidence of who may have attended the 
parliament.®* The absence of the acts of parliament from the official register may be 
connected with the general deterioration of the governmental records in the late 1480s, 
with the records of the lords auditors and lords of council both ceasing in 1484-5. The 
proximity of the meeting to the appointment of an embassy, before 6 May 1486, to travel 
to England to negotiate the three year tmce ultimately agreed on 3 July, may also be no 
coincidence.®®
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It is also possible that the parliament was on a smaller scale than those of the 
previous years, perhaps primarily called to clear the backlog of cases waiting to come 
before the lords auditors. The limited extant legislation may suggest that the king’s 
generally strong position in parliament was continuing, however. It is perhaps unlikely 
that the act concerning the suppression of counterfeit coinage was motivated purely by 
the ‘greit distres’ of the king’s poor lieges, but rather by the possibility of profit. 
Certainly this would be implied by a dispute before the lords of council in 1490, when it 
was alleged that the king moneyers, Thomas Tod and Alexander Livingston, had made 
considerable sums by acting for the king in collecting compositions from 
counterfeiters.^ Indeed Tod already had enough ready cash about him, probably in 
1485, to lend £1,100 to Henry Livingston of Mannerston and Alexander Cunningham of 
Polmaise in order for them to buy gunpowder for the king, and it was claimed that he 
had made more than this sum in compositions from counterfeiters within Edinburgh, 
which he had collected on the king’s behalf.^ * The king’s reputation for debasing the 
coinage by issuing the black money earlier in the reign is well known, but an attempt to 
use parliamentary power to raise money for the crown by suppressing one issue of coin 
and issuing another would be likely to provoke resistance. Presumably this profit arose 
from the practice, ordered by parliament, of offering those who brought the money 2d 
for each plack, when their proper value was probably nearer 4d.^
Although it has been established that parliament sat in March 1486, it still seems 
reasonably clear that meetings of the estates decreased in the latter years of James Ill’s 
reign. The penultimate meeting would not meet for another eighteen months, and finally 
sat on 1 October 1487.^ Until this point, the latent hostility to the king that had been 
present in Scotland from 1483, and the underlying problems of the king’s unwillingness 
to administer justice, or deal with the developing feuds among his nobility, had not 
become manifest in parliament. The acts of October 1487, however, while again 
demonstrating the developing crisis away from parliament, also record a considerable 
level of criticism of the king in the parliament chamber for the first time since 1482.
Parliament’s legislation was issued on 13 October when 19 acts were passed. 
The first act was the most obviously critical, returning once again to the subject of the
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king’s administration of justice. Interestingly, it is absent from the official register of 
parliamentary acts, although a large space was left in the manuscript, apparently for its 
inclusion at a later date. Instead it is recorded only in the Drummond Manuscript, an 
edition of the acts dating from the late fifteenth century.^ '* It is tempting to suspect royal 
intervention behind the attempted suppression of the act, although this cannot be proved. 
The act declared that:
‘Our Souerane Lord hes considderit and vnderstandin that his Realme is 
greitlie brokin in the self his liegis troublit and heryit throw tresoun 
slauchter reif biming thift and oppin herschip throw default of scharpe 
executioun of Justice and ouer commoun granting of grace and 
remissiounis of trespassouris’ ®^
To deal with this situation, the king had granted ‘of his speciall grace’ to cease giving 
remissions and respites for all criminal actions, including treason, murder, burning, rape, 
violent reif, forethought slaughter, theft and counterfeiting of money, for the next seven 
years. It was specifically stated that any criminal who was captured and brought before 
the king personally should not be given remission or delivered from justice. For the 
fuller implementation of justice, the next act ordered that two justices general be 
appointed, north and south of the Forth respectively, so that ‘his hienes Autorité sal ... 
be honerably borne furthe’; and they were to hold justice ayres in all parts of the realm.
In return for these concessions, and ‘because oure souueran lord has sa 
graciously applijt him to the Counsale of his thre estatis ... and benignly grauntit to 
thaim all ther desiris’, the clerics, barons and freeholders promised and swore that they 
would not ‘manteine fortify supple defend or be aduocatis nor stand at the bar with 
manifest traitors’ or other criminals, except to defend their kin and fnends in honest 
actions. Furthermore the estates were to aid the implementation of justice by the king 
and his justices, while lords of regality and all others who had jurisdiction in courts were 
bound to implement justice in the same way as the king had sworn to do.^ Five further 
acts concerning the implementing of criminal justice and the procedures for arrest of 
serious criminals in the localities followed.
The estates could not be criticised, however, if they felt that they had been here 
before. Deals in parliament, by which the king promised to cease giving remissions and 
respites and set justice ayres in return for pledges of loyalty or more practical support by
A.P.S., ii, 176, i, 192; S.R.O. PA2/3, 73v; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, app. M, 386 
^®Af.&,ii, 176
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the estates, had become almost an annual event since the mid 1470s, most recently in 
February 1484 and May 1485.^ Although the king’s latest promise was more detailed in 
nature, and connected with an attempt to implement a general overhaul of criminal 
justice, it would hardly be surprising if by this stage significant elements inside and 
outside parliament would have been unimpressed by the new proposals.
Likewise, the estates seem to have extracted a concession fi-om the king 
concerning civil justice which would be equally shortlived in the face of royal hostility. 
The estates declared that it was ‘thocht expedient and Statut and ordanit’ that all civil 
actions, questions and pleas should be decided before ordinary judges—justices, 
chamberlains, sheriffs, barons, provosts and baillies—rather than being called before the 
lords of council, with the exception of actions that concerned the king, where the 
ordinary judge himself was accused of malpractice, and certain other types of action.^ 
This reversed the trend seen since 1469 of increasing royal intervention and 
centralisation of civil actions.*® Access to royal justice before the lords of council was 
always likely to be preferable, both in terms of speed and finality, to judgements before 
ordinary courts which were then open to appeal to higher courts, and the surviving 
records of the lords of council in civil causes between 1478 and 1485 demonstrate quite 
clearly the popularity of this means of judicial process.** This trend, however, interfered 
with baronial interests in the localities in their role as ordinary judges, and the profits 
that arose from them acting in such a role. It was probably this fact that lay behind the 
act of October 1487, and the same motivations that led the king to reverse the act in 
January 1488.*^
A final concession might be implied from an act of annexation on 13 October, 
by which the earldom of March, lordship of Annandale, barony and castle of Dunbar and 
other forfeited lands of the duke of Albany were annexed permanently to the crown, to 
be inalienable without the express consent of the three estates in parliament. Since 1455, 
acts of annexation had become common following major forfeitures, and had been seen 
in November 1469 following the forfeiture of the Boyds.*® The annexation of Albany’s 
estates, however, was five years late according to precedent, while the contraventions of 




*® Macdougall, James III, 203-4
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appreciate the restrictions on his powers involved with such acts.*^  Albany’s estates had 
been in royal hands, and been contributing revenue to the crown, since his flight from 
Dunbar in 1483; indeed the king had used his estates in patronage to figures who had 
been involved in supporting the king’s return to power in 1483 (even before Albany’s 
official forfeiture), or the defeat of Albany and Douglas at Lochmaben in 1484.*® Thus 
the extension of parliamentary power over the disposal of royal estates suggests that the 
annexation had been delayed during the period of James IE’s greatest influence over 
parliament, and had been pushed through now that the estates were beginning to flex 
their muscles again.
Meanwhile, the king’s unwillingness to deal with criminal justice merely 
stimulated local feuds that would play a major role in the events at Sauchiebum on 11 
June 1488. One of the most serious of these feuds, dating back at least to 1482, was 
between James Stewart, earl of Buchan, now returned from exile in England, and one of 
the king’s closest allies during the 1480s, Robert, lord Lyle.*® According to Sir James 
Balfour of Pittendreich’s Practicks, based on a no longer extant source (probably the lost 
volume of acts of the lords auditors for the late 1480s), on 10 October 1487 Lyle and 
Buchan had appeared together in a case brought by the king. The precise details of the 
case do not survive, but from Balfour’s account of the legal precedent set by the case it 
would seem that Lyle and Buchan had been involved in ‘discord, strife ... debait’ and 
violence in Edinburgh while parliament was being held. The two men had been brought 
before parliament while it was still sitting, so that ‘his lieges may cum to and surelie 
remane, but ony hurt or miel violence, to do his majestie seruice in time of 
parliament’.*^  The violent clash between Lyle and Buchan at or near parliament may 
also have been behind the ninth act of the October assembly, which ordered the renewal 
and extension of earlier acts ‘anent the cumin to Courtis in sobre and quiet wise but 
armis’.** While judgement seems to have been passed on both men because of their 
actions, Buchan’s return would have further implications in 1488, when the earl’s 
support for the king in the crisis of that year ensured that Lyle sided with the rebels.*®
Violent confrontation taking place while parliament was sitting should have 
acted as a warning to the king to treat his relationship with members of the nobility with
*®AP.&,ii,42,186-7 
*** See above, 237
*® E.R, ix, 427; RM.S., ii, nos. 1564, 1571-2,1599, 1603,1638 
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caution. The concisions extracted from the king were balanced, however, by an act 
illustrating the king’s determination to resolve in his favour the dispute with the Home 
family concerning the priory of Coldingham. The Home family as a whole had already 
shown the level of hostility between themselves and the king by staying away from 
parliament. Alexander, lord Home, had not attended parliament since October 1479, 
although he frequently attended before that point, while Alexander Home of that Ilk had 
last been present in February 1484, and would not appear again until he was elected to 
the lords of the articles in October 1488 as one of the victors of Sauchiebum.®® The 
Home family, among others, may have been the target of the final act of the meeting, 
which threatened those who did not attend with fines and ‘vther wais as accordis to 
thaim that dissobeis [the king’s] commandment and Incurris his Indignacioune and 
displesance’.®* Concerning Coldingham itself, it was declared that:
Tnhibicioun be gevin to all his lieges spirtuale and temperale that nane of 
thame tak apoune hande to do or attempt ocht to be done Contrare the 
vnioune and ereccioun made of the priory of Coldingham to his chapell 
Riale ... vnder the payne of tressoune tinsale and forfatour of life lande and 
gude’.®^
This was an indication both of the level of resistance that already existed, and the king’s 
determination to pressurise the Homes into accepting the royal plans. The outcome, 
however, was that resistance continued, and indeed worsened, between October 1487 
and January 1488, while the Homes’ allies, the Hepburn family, who were still 
represented in October by Patrick, lord Hailes, and David Hepburn of Waughton, had 
joined the ranks of the absentees by January 1488.®® By October 1487, those figures who 
had supported the king in 1482 or in the reconstruction of 1483 and who had continued 
to attend parliament during the 1480s—Homes, Hepburns, lord Lyle and (by February 
1488) the earl of Argyll—were also being alienated.®^  For all the deals and promises of 
good behaviour that had been extracted from the king in October 1487, it was still his 
misuse of parliamentary power over the critical issue of Coldingham that would 
precipitate the crisis of 1488.
*® Macdougall, James IV, 31 
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The most convincing evidence of further disagreement between the king and 
estates at the October 1487 parliament may not come from the acts that were made, 
however, but rather from those that were not. On 15 October parliament was continued 
to 11 January 1488, to be attended by the full three estates under threat of the king’s 
displeasure, and to discuss the marriage of the king and his two sons, the ensuing truce 
between Scotland and England and the status of Berwick, ‘the mater of our souuerane 
lordis chapell anent coldingham’, the forfeiture of Walter Tweedie of Drumelzier and 
Edward Hunter, and any other matters that might arise in the mean time.®® As in the 
1470s, the topic of peace with England was probably causing alarm in certain quarters of 
the south of Scotland, and its combination with the issue of Coldingham was to prove 
explosive over subsequent months. Between parliament’s continuation and its 
reassembling on 11 January, James Hi’s commissioners had agreed an extension of the 
truce with England, by which James HI was to marry Elizabeth Woodville, widow of 
Edward IV, while the king’s second son, James, marquess of Ormonde and earl of Ross, 
was to marry Katherine Woodville, Elizabeth’s third daughter by Edward IV.®® Although 
Woodville’s eldest daughter, Elizabeth, was now Henry VH’s queen, precisely what 
James III thought he would gain by marrying Edward IV’s widow is difficult to judge. 
Certainly, Elizabeth Woodville’s reputation as a ‘highly unpopular and unattractive 
queen’ would have been known in Scotland.®^  A marriage between Woodville and 
Scotland’s equally unpopular and unattractive king may have been a concept that few 
welcomed.
Despite the threats issued in October, when parliament reassembled, after a 
fiirther continuation to 29 January, it was more poorly attended than the previous 
meeting, although a total of seventy-eight was still a respectable number. This number', 
however, was bolstered primarily by the large number of lairds who attended in the late 
1480s, which had risen from between ten and twenty per cent of the sederunt in the 
1470s to between thirty and fifty per cent during the 1480s, while the total level of 
attendance had remained roughly the same.®* In contrast, an attendance of only four earls 
and eleven lords of parliament did not speak of enthusiastic support for the king from the 
existing upper nobility.®® Even among those who were present, there were certainly 
many who were deeply unhappy with James Ill’s government by this stage. The earl of
®® A.P.S., ii, 180. The charges against Tweedie and Hunter are not mentioned. Tweedie was dead 
by 16 April 1489, although no forfeiture seems to have taken place {R.M.S., ii, no. 1838).
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Angus, the earl of Argyll, lord Lyle, lord Oliphant, lord Haliburton, John Drummond of 
Cargill, Robert Blackadder, bishop of Glasgow, George Brown, bishop of Dunkeld, and 
George Shaw, abbot of Paisley, were all present at parliament, but would support the 
rebels in subsequent months.*®®
To some extent, the attendance of Jam% III loyalists at parliament was less 
impressive. Many of the king’s most important allies in subsequent months were 
absent—William Elphinstone, bishop of Aberdeen, the earls of Crawford, Huntly, Erroll, 
Morton and Buchan, lord Glamis, lord Graham, lord Abemethy and lord Innermeath. 
This was certainly balanced to an extent by the presence of the Andrew Panter, bishop of 
Orkney, Andrew Stewart, bishop of Moray, the earl Marischal, the earl of Atholl, the 
master of Huntly and some of the lords of parliament, such as lord Forbes, lord Lindsay 
of the Byres and lord Kennedy, but overall the lay and ecclæiastical magnates at 
parliament were evenly split between those who would remain loyal and those that 
would rebel.*®*
The king’s appreciation of this situation was behind the spate of peerages and 
knighthoods dispensed at parliament; at once aimed at rewarding loyalists, while having 
the effect of deepening already existing divisions. James realised that some of his most 
committed supporters, at least among those who were present at this parliament, lay 
among the figures below the rank of lord of parliament, while realisation of the hostility 
he had created by his treatment of other figures led him to attempt to conciliate them. 
Thus on 29 January four new lords of parliament were created; John Drummond of 
Cargill, Robert Crichton of Sanquhar, John Hay of Yester, and William Ruthven of that 
Ilk became lord Drummond, lord Crichton of Sanquhar, lord Hay of Yester, and lord 
Ruthven respectively.*®  ^The loyalty that the king fostered by this action was at most 
only limited, however. Drummond’s elevation came too late to counter his lack of 
advancement in James Ill’s reign while his rival, Sir William Murray of Tullibardine, 
had prospered. He would join the rebels and regain the Stewartry of Statheam, lost to 
Murray in 1475, soon after Sauchiebum.*®® Likewise, Crichton’s new title succeeded 
only in alienating lord Maxwell (who was also at parliament).*®**
*®® Macdougall, James III, 240-4; Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 908, f. 70v, 
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The knighthoods dispensed to David Kennedy, heir of John, lord Kennedy, 
William Carlyle, nephew and heir of John, lord Carlyle, and Robert Cunningham of 
Polmaise, may have been l%s problematic, but the king’s promotion of his second son, 
James, earl of Ross and marquess of Ormond, to the dukedom of Ross and earldom of 
Edirdale proved explosive. The apparent favoritism shown to the king’s second son at 
the expense of the heir to the throne, the duke of Rothesay, who had possibly been 
slighted in the English marriage proposals of 1487, may have played a significant part in 
persuading the fifteen-year-old prince to cooperate with the rebels.*®® It was precisely 
four days after the duke’s creation in parliament that Rothesay left Stirling castle in the 
company of James Shaw of Sauchie, marking the beginning of the rebellion proper.*®®
The king could do little right, but the legislation of the January parliament can 
only have added to his problems. Although the estates may have been divided, the 
legislation issued by parliament clearly bears the marks of royal policy making. The 
names of the lords of the articles do not survive, but there would seem to have been no 
repeat of the situation in March 1482, when the committee had been taken over by 
figures shortly to take part in the king’s seizure. The main business dealt with the 
finalisation of the arrangements for the king and the duke of Ross’s marriages in 
England. Their expenses, amounting to £250, were to be paid by the estates according to 
the usual proportions of 2:2:1. Interestingly, it was stipulated that, if the embassy should 
not travel for some reason, the money should remain in the hands of parliament’s 
nominated ‘depositoris’, to be used whenever an embassy did take place—something of 
an echo of the arrangements to withhold tax from James I in 1431.*®^  Unlike Bishop 
Wardlaw in 1431, however, the ‘depositoris’, Thomas Tod and Richard Robinson, were 
trusted royal servants unlikely to prevent the king’s access to the money if he so 
desired.*®* The additional protestation that the ambassadors should not agree upon any 
marriage unless Berwick was returned to Scotland or destroyed bore the hallmarks of 
James Ill’s personal enthusiasm for rescuing the town. The lords of the articles did not 
even select the ambassadors for the mission, nor suggest to the ambassadors the policy 
to pursue regarding extensions of the truce, but instead delegated the decisions to the 
king and his secret council.*®®
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There followed three acts concerning criminal justice, appointing new justiciars 
north and south of the Forth. In the north they were to be the earls of Huntly and 
Crawford, obvious royal candidates, while in the south the king was presented with a list 
of four men from which he was to chose two.**® Certainly lord Bothwell, lord Lyle, lord 
Glamis and lord Drummond would have been seen at the time as equally loyal to the 
king. Lyle and Drummond, however, would both support the rebels in subsequent 
months. Indeed, if in fact the king chose Bothwell and Glamis, this may have been the 
final act that drove Lyle and Drummond into rebellion. Certainly both men were 
justiciars early in the reign of James IV.*** Above all, although Glamis certainly held the 
correct qualifications to be a justiciar, it would have rankled with Lyle and Drummond, 
both experienced judges, if the king’s favourite, lord Bothwell, had become a justiciar at 
their expense, as he had none of their expertise.**  ^The current justice ayres were to be 
dissolved and new ones to be set when the king and council decided, and on these the 
king was to send members of his council to acts as assessors and counsellors of the 
justiciars, seemingly indicating continued royal distrust of those who were to act on his 
behalf. Royal intervention was also renewed in civil justice. The act made only three 
months previously, that virtually all civil actions should be dealt with exclusively by 
judges ordinary was reversed ‘Because the kingis hienes vnderstandis that It wer 
deffering of Justice to mony partijs’.**® More to the point, the king wished to reassert his 
right to have direct influence over all levels of justice, a fact that the ordinaries were 
unlikely to have appreciated.
Other acts were made, concerning barratry and currency, that were familiar from 
other points in the reign.**** The king’s right to present to benefices during the vacancies 
of bishoprics, and the attempts to prevent the purchasing of abbacies and other benefices 
at Rome at any time, had been confirmed in 1487 by the pope,**® but supplications to the 
curia continued at an unchecked rate. The king was no doubt behind the statute that 
singled out the monasteries of Melrose, Dundrennan, Holy wood, Glenluce and Soulseat 
for special mention, criticising ‘purchessis of abbicijs that wes nocht of aide at the Court 
of Rome’. With the exception of Dundrennan, all these monasteries were the subject of 
supplications to Rome in pursuit of abbacies in recent years, some made by opportunist
**®ÆP.5:,ii, 182
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clerics probably acting independently, but others, such as Melrose in September 1486, 
made by the chapters of the houses. For the chapters, confirmations from the papacy 
offered a means of giving authority to their own elections, and thus maintaining their 
independence from royal or episcopal interference.**® The chapter of Melrose had 
chosen David Brown, and were therefore probably not at all pleased when at some point 
prior to May 1490 Bernard Bell was ‘intruded’ in the monastery, probably at the 
intervention of the bishop of Glasgow.**  ^ Once again, the king’s insistence on the 
implementation of his authority over the church, perhaps trying to back-date his 
involvement to before the induit of April 1487, had led to resentment. It is noticeable 
that of the named monasteries, only the abbot of Holywood was present at parliament, 
while the total monastic presence numbered only five.***
The king was equally determined to implement his authority over the secular 
clergy, and now threw parliamentary authority behind his attempt, dating back to at least 
April 1484, to present his candidate to the vacant deanery of Aberdeen, according to his 
right during the vacancy of the bishopric of Aberdeen. One of the protracted and 
complex disputes typical of the period had ensued, with the king’s candidate, Gavin 
Waugh, having to contest the position with a number of collitigants who had appealed 
directly to the pope on various legal technicalities.**® It had dragged on so long that j
Waugh had died before seeing a successful outcome, and in 1488 the king was now 
pursuing the promotion of David Abercrombie, tutor of the young duke of Rothesay.*^ ® ■
Once again, although the king could probably claim to have the legal right, his dogged 
pursuit of his interests may have won him few friends. Abercrombie’s main rival, James 
Brown, kinsman of another of the king’s former ecclesiastical rivals, George Brown, i
ij
bishop of Dunkeld, would emerge as the victor of the dispute later in 1488.*^ * I
I
Of course the greatest monastic problem that freed James III in 1488 was with j
the priory of Coldingham, and once again the king was not minded to compromise with \
those whose interests would suffer as a result of his objectives. The threats made by the j
October 1487 parliament were now ordered to be put into action against those who had j
‘attemptit and done incontrare the said act’ in the meantime. They were to be summoned ]
j
   —   )
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to appear before a delegated commission of parliament in May to answer for their 
crimes. On 29 January, parliament was delegated to a commission of fifty to consider 
the proceedings against the Humes and their allies in the Coldingham dispute, to sit on 5 
May. Those named to sit on file commission are notable largely because many of them 
were the major ecclesiastical and lay figures who bad been absent from the January 
session, albeit that many of them would remain loyal to the king in the coming 
months—the archbishop of St Andrews, the bishop of Aberdeen, the earls of Crawford, 
Morton and Erroll, lord Avandale and lord Seton.*“  On 21 February, in the wake of the 
duke of Rothesay leaving Stirling, and no doubt the extent of the king’s problems 
becoming clear, the commission of parliament was itself dissolved without meeting, and 
a full new session of parliament summoned for 12 May. It would never meet. At the end 
of March James HI left Edinburgh for the north, reaching Aberdeen by 6 April, on the 
road that ended with his death at Sauchiebum on 11 June.*^
In the 1480s, James IH had used parliament as a stick with which to beat his 
enemies. He was able to do this as, for the first time since the Douglas civil war, the 
monarch was in a position where his political enemies (and by 1488 even many of his 
firiends) often stayed away firom assemblies of the estates. As with the Douglas conflict, 
however, these absences were not symptomatic of royal strength, but of the depth of the 
underlying crisis between the king and many members of the three estates. There was no 
repeat of 1482—James Ill’s last parliament, although it included a considerable number 
of future rebels, was one of the most obedient to the king’s demands since 1469. If the 
king had got to grips with parliament—perhaps foreshadowing to an extent 
developments in James IV’s reign—he was far fi-om being in control of the estates 
outside that forum, and instead misused parliamentary authority to pursue his enemies 
with vindictiveness. It was a fatal mistake.
Macfarlane, William Elphinstone, 206-7 
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Chapter 11—The Lords of the A rticles. 1424-1485
i) Introduction: The Historiography o f the Lords o f the Articles
The nature of the lords of the articles was a central element in Robert Rait’s depiction of 
the Scottish parliament In both The Parliaments of Scotland (1924), and an article in the 
Scottish Historical Review, ‘Parliamentary Representation in Scotland: The lords of the 
Articles’ (1915), Rait depicted the articles as essentially a board of royal and conciliar 
control over parliament.* The delegation of drafting legislation to the articles, in Rait’s 
opinion, meant that for most of parliament’s history the election of the lords of the 
articles was ‘the most important act of the whole house’, while the committee’s ‘reports 
were normally accepted with little discussion.’^  Above all, the ‘approximation between 
council and committee was ... a natural development’, which reduced parliament to a 
mere court of registration of crown business, with only limited scope for the introduction 
of extra-conciliar legislation: ‘the history of the lords of the Articles...[was] a series of 
experiments in government by council.’® The give-away as to why Rait held these 
opinions is seen elsewhere in his work. In some splendid pieces of anachronism Rait 
describes the articles as anticipating cabinet government, and that the articles improved 
the conduct of business ‘in an assembly which was not capable of government, and in a 
country which was not ready for parliamentary rule.’**
T.F. Tout, in his review of The Parliaments of Scotland in October 1924, from 
the perspective of an English historian already questioning British historical prejudices, 
urged that, in his future work, Rait should demonstrate a ‘refusal to argue back from an 
age of definition to an age of vague beginnings.’® Rait looked at the later history of the 
articles from the late-sixteenth century until their abolition in 1690, when the abuse of 
the committee by the Crown was perhaps less in doubt, and applied this theory to nearly 
three centuries of parliamentary history.
Rait’s opinion of the lords of the articles has been seen as inadequate for some 
time. In 1974 Professor Nicholson notably ignored Rait’s judgement of the articles and 
pointed out that as many as two-thirds of those who attended parliament could be
* R  Rait, Parliaments o f Scotland (Glasgow, 1924), passim', R  Rait, ‘Parliamentary 
Representation in Scotland: The Lords of the Articles’, S.H.R., xiii (1915), 68-83 
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employed in the various committees and commissions to which parliamentary powers 
were delegated—hardly a figure that supports a view of parliament as a body dominated 
by crown and council, or in which the majority of the estates took little interest.® The 
most sustained attempt to revise Rait’s work was made by Dr. O’Brien in her Ph.D. 
thesis.^  O’Brien dealt primarily with the role of the Crown and three estates in the 
election of the articles, and pointed to particular incidents when the wording of the acts 
of parliament suggests that the election of the articles was far from being a crown- 
dominated affair.* She argued that a geographical balance of members from north and 
south of the Forth was the most important element in the election of the articles, which, 
combined with a general attempt to keep the numbers of each estate equal, severely 
circumscribed the ability of the Crown to dominate the committee of the articles with 
members of its own choosing,® Although this present work will agree broadly with the 
point that the Crown had limited control over election to the articles, there are 
considerable problems with the bases of Dr. O’Brien’s argument. Primarily, the large 
scope of Dr O’Brien’s work—200 years—means that once again a detailed picture of the 
operation of the articles was not formulated. Like Rait, O’Brien’s analysis of parliament 
was built up in almost total isolation from the political history of the period. This 
unavoidably led to oversimplifications, and the over-reliance on the possibly unreliable 
and distorting preambles to acts of parliament, while the large resource of parliamentary 
sederunts was underused.
The scope of this analysis of the lords of the articles is much narrower: 1424- 
1485, a period in which detail of the articles’ election and operation only survives from 
1467. Although this is a short period, it is hoped that this will enable a much more 
detailed account of the articles in the late-medieval parliament, and the nature of their 
election and power.
ii) The Origin and Function o f the Committee o f the Articles
The practice of delegating aspects of parliamentary authority to a smaller body is first 
seen in the reign of David II. At the parliament held at Scone on 17 September 1341, 
two auditors were delegated to deal with petitions and complaints, and were thus 
forerunners of the lords auditors. The first evidence of the delegation of parliament’s
® Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, 425
 ^I. O’Brien, ‘The Scottish Parliament in the 15tii and 16th Centuries’ (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis. 
University of Glasgow, 1981), 88-92
* O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliamait’, 88-92 
® O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 93-127
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political and legislative powers, however, is at the Scone parliament of 27 September 
1367, where the three estates assembled and elected certain persons from each of the 
estates to hold the parliament, the rest receiving ‘licence to return home’ because of the 
harvest.*® The delegated body was made up of fifteen clerics, thirteen barons, and the 
representatives of thirteen burghs, giving a total of at least forty-one people at the 
remaining assembly. This process was repeated at the Perth parliament of 6 March 1369, 
with a similar sized body. At the Parliament at Perth in February 1370 this process was 
developed further, with the selection by ‘the unanimous consent and assent of the three 
estates’ of two conunittees, one numbering twenty-seven to deal with the falsing of 
dooms, and another numbering sixteen ‘for treating and deliberating upon certain special 
and secret matters of the king and kingdom’, again with licence for the remainder to 
return home. This process was repeated, virtually word for word, at the parliament held 
at Scone on 2 March 1372 by Robert II.**
Although quite different in form from the small committees of the articles seen 
under James III, which were always obliged to report back to the parliament that 
appointed it, it can perhaps be argued that the later committee evolved form the earlier, 
larger, body. Some evidence of this evolution may come from the first parliament 
following James I’s return from captivity, held at Perth beginning probably on 22 May 
1424, which provides the first extant reference to a body which might be called a 
committee of the articles. The preamble of the legislation states that:
'Conuocatis tribus Regni statibus et ibedem congregatis electe fuerunt certe 
persone ad articulas datas per dominum regem determinandos data ceteris 
licencia Recedendi"^  ^ [The three estates of the realm assembled and from 
the same gathering were chosen certain persons for determining the articles 
given by the king, the rest being given licence to return home.]
This suggests a very different situation from the committee of the articles as it existed 
under James III. A committee of nine, three from each estate, for example, as was 
common after 1467, would be a very small number to carry out the full business of 
parliament without a requirement to report back to the full body, and this would be 
incompatible with what we know of the business of the May 1424 parliament. This was 
the first full parliament since 1406, arranged very much as a public event associated with
*® Rait, Parliaments o f  Scotland, 349-51; A.P.S, i, 143; Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle 
Ages, 181
** A.P.S, i, 148-9,183; Rait, Parliaments o f  Scotland, 355 
*® Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 22\\A .P .S, ii, 3
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the king’s coronation on 21 May, and which granted a large and controversial tax.*® The 
impression is of a return to the procedure last seen in March 1372, but perhaps in 
common practice since then, of choosing a large body to carry out the legislative and 
political business, while those who wished to could return to their estates. This was the 
last time the Hicencia recedendV would be mentioned, and its presence here may simply 
indicate that the scribe was looking back to earlier periods for the preamble to the 
parliamentary acts.
An interesting vernacular variation on the preamble to the May 1424 parliament 
is found in the Lambeth Palace manuscript, dating from the late fifteenth century, 
probably circa 1469, and perhaps based directly on official register sources then in 
existance.***
‘In the parliament of ane excellent prince James the first be the grace of 
[God king of] Scottis haldin at Perth the xxvi day of the moneth of Mali 
with continuation of dais folowande the y ere of God M iiii<^  and xxiiii yere 
... to the artikillis put be the king and his consale to the determinacion of 
certane personis chosin therto be the thre estatis of the realme it was 
ansuerit and ordanit and decretit in maner and forme as folowis.’*®
Here no mention is made of the licence to return home, and the description of the 
procedure appears much more reminiscent of the fully formed committee of the articles 
that would be recorded from 1467. This body could have resembled the committee of the 
articles seen in the reign of James III: a body chosen by the estates to draft and 
determine the articles presented by the king and council, and which reported back to the 
same parliament. This was clearly not a delegation of the whole parliament to a smaller 
body responsible only to itself.
The superior accuracy of the Lambeth preamble over the printed A.P.S. 
preamble for 1424 parliament may be supported by the preamble of the parliament held 
at Perth on 11 March 1426. Here a vernacular preamble is again given which accords 
closely with Lambeth’s version for 1424:
‘To the articulis present be the said lorde the king to the prelatis mychty 
lordis of the parliament Erlis and barounis to be determynit be certane
*® Brown, James 1,48; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 89. Dr O’Brien omitted the words after 'ad  
articidos", which gives a very different impression of the preamble
*** For a discussion of the Lambeth MS, see O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliammt’, 17-22 
*® Lambeth Palace, MS 167, f. 192r. I would like to thank Professor Duncan for kindly providing 
a transcript of the Lambeth Palace acts.
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persounis chosyne be the thre estatis It is ansueryt ordanyt statute and 
decretyt in maner and forme as efter folowis.’*®
This would suggest a body of a similar nature to that suggested by the Lambeth 
manuscript. Once again, the wording stresses the role of the three estates in the selection 
procedure, and that those chosen reported back to the parliament that appointed them.
The final reference to the selection of a committee to deal with parliamentary 
articles before 1467 is at the continuation which met on 30 September 1426. Again this 
has a vernacular preamble:
‘Thir ar the articulis poyntis ande causis tretit ande determynit be oure 
souerane lorde James be the grace of gode king of scotis ande certane lordis 
prelatis banrentis barounis frehaldaris and wismen chosyn therto of the hail 
consale of the thre Mtatis of the Realme.’
It is worth noting that, although the committee is said to have been chosen by the three 
estates, there is no mention of the burgh commissioners taking part in the body in either 
this preamble or the on% of May 1425 or March 1426. There is no explicit mention here 
of the committee referring back to parliament, but it can be tentatively inferred that the 
committee for drafting articles into legislation was becoming a familiar body. The 
'licencia recedendV, if it was still regarded as normal practice in 1424, may well have 
ended as part of James I’s enthusiasm for high levels of parliamentary attendance, fitting 
in with the shire commissioners experiment of the March 1428 general council.** Instead 
parliamentary power was delegated to a committee, of unknown size, which the added 
authority of fiill parliament could then confirm.
The most important aspect of these few comments is the indication given of the 
method of election of these delegated bodies. At the first known delegation of legislative 
powers in 1367 it is made clear that the three estates assembled and ‘certain persons 
were chosen [by the three estates] to hold the parliament.’*® This is a phraseology that is 
repeated frequently throughout the parliamentary record into the fifteenth century and 
beyond, being seen in its Scots equivalent form for the first time probably in 1424 in the 
phrase printed above. At no point in the parliamentary record of the later middle ages is 
there evidence that these bodies were chosen by the king, or by his councillors. The
*® A.P.S, ii, 9. O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament, app E, 333, an act of the March 1426 parliament, 
refers to ‘the presidentis of the parliament’, which seems to indicate the people chosen by the 
estates to draft the acts 
*’ ÆP.5,ii, 13 
‘*AP.<9,ii, 15 
^^A.P.S, i, 143
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phraseology of these parliamentary preambles is complemented by the phrasing of the 
legislation itself. Thus in the first parliaments after James Fs return much of the 
legislation is preceded by phrases such as ‘the parliament statutes and the kyng 
forbiddis’, ‘it is consentyt throu the hail parliament’, ‘the king and the hail parliament 
hes ordanit’, ‘it is statute and ordanit be the parliament’, and ‘the king with consent of 
his parliament.’ ®^ Almost identical phrasing was still being used commonly in the reign 
of James HI, for example in the parliament of May 1474: ‘it is statute and ordanit be 
oure souerane lorde and his thre estatis.’ *^ Overall the phraseology fi’om the outset of the 
delegated legislative committees is too careful and long lasting to be simply a 
meaningless formality. It is clearly set out that the committees are chosen by fiill 
parliament, and by 1426, any business that they did was passed only with the authority 
of that same full parliament. This is not to deny the role of royal influence in selection of 
committees, or the formation of legislation. As will be discussed below, the evidence of 
the lists of lords of the articles after 1467 shows that during significant periods, 
membership of the king’s council was one of the main factors in the selection of the 
committee, but this rarely held sinister implications, and councillors at no point 
dominated the committee to the exclusion of extra-conciliar members.
After September 1426, overt references to committees with a role in formation 
of the articles cease until the official parliamentary register becomes extant in the reign 
of James III. This seems unlikely to be because such bodies ceased to exist, particularly 
since delegated legislative committees of one form or another were not an innovation at 
all, but stretched back at least to 1367. Instead perhaps the best explanation is that the 
preambles to acts of parliament return to an increasingly formulaic and abbreviated 
Latin statement of the date and place of the assembly and the people summoned. When 
this statement is given in the vernacular it is simply a translation of the Latin formula, 
and provides little information except the date and place of each meeting.^
Rait argued that ‘it is very unlikely that, if the committee had continued to exist, 
every indication of the fact would have been omitted from the records of so many 
successive parliaments.’^  Nevertheless, but for the existence of the sederunts of the 
committee of the articles, there is almost as little evidence after 1467 as after 1426 for 
the existence of the committee. Rait argued that a change in preambles to acts in 1455
®^ ii, 3-14 
106
^  For example ii, 15 and passim
^  Rait, ‘Parliamentary Representation in Scotland: The Lords of the Articles’, S .K R , xiii (1915), 
74
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from ‘it is statue and ordanyt’ back to a formula seen in the period of James Fs reign 
when the articles are referred to (‘it is seen speedful’, and ‘the lords of the three estates 
thinks’), may indicate a revival of the committee of the articles. This is not entirely 
convincing. As Rait admits, both forms of preamble continue into the reign of James III, 
well into the period when we know the committee of the articles to have been elected, 
and at parliaments where it is known that the committee was in operation.^  It is much 
more likely that committee for discussing the articles continued, in one form or another, 
throughout this period.
The acts of the general council of 19 October 1456 provide perhaps the best 
evidence for the existence of a committee of the articles between 1426 and 1467. Here 
several of the extant acts seem to be intermediary advice of the committee to the king 
and estates. For example the first act states:
‘Item as to the first artikyll quhare it spekis of the deliuerance and decret 
that the king suld gif anentis debatis betuix diuerse personis of the Realme 
... that artikill is referryt to the baronys for the decisione therof pertenis to 
thaim for thai haif experience thareof.’^^
This suggests not only that the committee was in operation, but also demonstrates 
something of the way in which it operated: not dictating terms, but drafring and 
delegating business. Just as significantly, the ‘secunde artikill’ presented by the king at 
this general council seems to have been a request for tax to fund munitions in the 
marches. The reply was that the borders were well enough supplied, although the 
burgesses still provided significant sums.^ ®
The parliament of 12 October 1467 provides the first list of lords of the articles, 
with the brief statement that they ^electi fuermt ad formandam articulos\ one of the few 
hints even after 1467 as to the role of the committee and the method by which its 
members were chosen. Clearly there is still nothing here to indicate royal control: certain 
people were elected for the formation of the articles that would become legislation in 
that parliament. Later parliaments add little: the list of lords of the articles was usually 
begun with a phrase in Latin or Scots, for example in the undated parliament of 1468 
‘To the artikillis and the mone’; in the parliament of 6 May 1471, "Electum ad
Rait, ‘Parliamentary Representation in Scotland: The Lords of the Articles’, S.HR, xiii (1915), 
75.1he parliament of December 1482 gives a good example of both phrases being used at a 
time when both articles and M l parliament would have been strongly involved in the formation 
of legislation, .5", ii, 143-144
^Xf.&,ii,45 
^A P.& ,ii, 45
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articulos*; the parliament of 1 June 1478’s list was headed *Pro articulis aduisandis ;^ 
and that of 1 March 1478 ^Electum pro auisandis Articulis/^ For more specific hints as 
to the method of election of the lords of the articles one must look outside the period 
covered by this thesis. The parliament of 15 February 1525 gives the first indication of 
the method of selection by the estates.^ Caution must be used when suggesting that the 
practices of a later period may have occurred in an earlier one, but the events of this 
parliament are close enough to be of interest. A dispute seems to have arisen over the 
election of the articles, which resulted in a number of nobles asking for public 
instruments to record their opinions. In particular the earl of Eglinton and the earl of 
Arran (the latter himself one of the lords of the articles) recorded that they had each 
‘desirit’ two clerics to be elected, only one of whom was in fact represented on the final 
committee. Here for the first time, then, is evidence of a real election taking place in 
which different nobles ‘voted’ for their favoured figures. The earl of Argyll countered 
these instruments by an instrument of his own stating that ‘the mast part of the temporal 
lordis had chosin the vi lordis of spiritualitie before nemyt to the lordis of the artiklis and 
that therfore thai sulde nocht be changit.’ This evidence was used by Dr. O’Brien to 
argue that the system of election to the articles seen by 1563, in which the barons chose 
the clerics, the clerics chose the barons, and the burgh commissioners chose their own 
representatives, was already in existence in 1525.^  ^In fact these public instruments show 
only a dispute that centred around the election of the clerical representatives to the 
articles, and do not prove that the barons did not take part in the election of their own 
estate’s representatives, although this possibility cannot be ruled out.^ Likewise it 
would be wrong to use this as evidence for the same practice occurring forty years 
earlier. Nevertheless, the possibility that this system was in operation in the reign of 
James III must be addressed. In the absence of any overt references to the system of 
selection, one must turn to the only other evidence, the records of the personnel of the 
articles. As will be shown below, at least at certain crisis points, such as in the Boyd 
period of 1467-8, or 1479-82, the selection of the second estate in particular is much 
more easily explicable as a product of baronial, rather than clerical, selection.
A.P.S, ii, 91, 98, 117,121. The Latin word ^electus\ from the verb *eligere’ translates properly 
as ‘choose/chosen’ etc., rather than ‘elect/elected’. On the one occasion whai an approximate 
Scots translation is used, in March 1482, it is ‘The lordis chosin to the articulis.’ (A.P.S, ii, 145) 
^®XP.5',ii,288-9
O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament, 90-91; Rait, Parliaments o f  Scotland, 366-7 
A P S ,  ii, 289
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Hi) The Personnel o f the Articles
The purpose of the rest of this chapter is to analyse the known personnel of the 
committee of the articles between 1467 and 1485 in an attempt to throw light upon the 
extent to which it was a body of king’s councillors and royal nominees. Looking at the 
overall lists of personnel of the lords of the articles in this period, certain things are 
obvious. In all three estates most people were elected no more than once, and only ten 
people were elected more than three times. Between 1467 and 1485 23 clerics, 26 
barons, and 32 burgh commissioners were elected to fill 54, 53 and 48 places 
respectively. While a quick look at the personnel confirms that, at least for the first and 
second estates, being a lord of the articles was generally restricted to members of 
parliament of high status—there are only seven clerics from an office lower than bishop 
or abbot, and only five barons of lower rank than lord of parliament—the sheer numbers 
of people involved makes it unlikely that it could be entirely domiimted by the king’s 
council.
As a result, while the importance of status cannot be denied, it is impossible to 
agree with Dr. O’Brien’s statement that ‘election to the articles was a privilege confined 
to a select few.’ Dr. O’Brien’s figure for those elected to the lords of the articles in the 
reign of James III are in fact misleading. She stated that only 13 clerics were elected to 
the articles (correctly 23), a mistake perhaps created by the difficulty in identifying the 
figures behind ecclesiastical offices, particularly abbots, and the failure to identify, for 
instance, the bishop of Glasgow as a different person at different times.^  ^ While she 
correctly identifies the number of barons as 25 (in fact probably 26, but it is impossible 
to be exactly sure of two figures), most misleading of all is Dr. O’Brien’s assertion that 
only ten burghs were ever elected to the articles.^  ^While this figure is nearly correct (in 
fact twelve), and correctly indicates that it was generally the larger burghs that were 
represented on the articles, it obscures the fact that thirty-three burgh commissioners 
were elected to the articles, a figure larger than any of the other estates. Overall, it is 
obvious that the articles were chosen from a broad section of the parliamentary sederunt, 
admittedly of a high status, reflecting the importance of the committee’s business, but 
nonetheless much broader than would be possible if the crown was simply appointing 
members of the daily council.^ ^
O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 106 
O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliammt’, 106 
See below, appmdix E
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Dr O’Brien also points to the geographical origin of lords of the articles as a 
way in which royal influence over selection was limited. This was certainly the case in 
the later sixteenth century, particularly after 1587 when geographical balance from north 
and south of the Forth was enshrined in legislation, but it is doubtful if this was a major 
consideration during the reign of James HI. Dr O’Brien claimed that eight of the thirteen 
surviving lists (in 1467, 1469, 1471, 1475, 1476, 1479, 1482 and 1483) had equal 
numbers of people from north and south of the Forth.  ^ This is not an overwhelming 
proportion of the total, even if true, and closer analysis of the figures makes the 
argument for deliberate geographical balance less persuasive. Thus in 1467 five 
northerners were chosen, and four southerners, but twice as many northerners as 
southerners were present from the first two estates.^  ^ Likewise, the bishop of St 
Andrews, Patrick Graham, might be counted as a northerner according to his diocese, 
but a southerner by upbringing and family. Later years are equally unsatisfactory. 
Should the earl of Orkney, a figure with substantial estates from the far north to Lothian 
be reckoned as a northerner or a southerner in November 1469?^ ® Should a burgh 
commissioner from Stirling be considered to be from south of the Forth? On the several 
occasions when nine lords of the articles were chosen, attempts to prove numerical 
balance demand a liberal interpretation of mathematics. Attempts may have been made 
to ensure a broad geographical representation on the committee, but, as will be shown, 
this was secondary to such considerations as status, experience and expertise in 
particular areas, and the particular political background to the assembly. Thus, although 
the lords of the articles in December 1482 would seem to be chosen equally from north 
and south, it is difficult to see the presence of, for example, the earl of Huntly and the 
bishop of Dunkeld, as other than politically motivated in the light of the events of that 
year.
iv) The Articles and the Boyds: 1467-8
The first list of articles to survive dates from 12 October 1467, a parliament in the period 
in which the Boyds were in control of the minority government of James The 
Boyds faced problems through most of the period that they held power between 1466 
and 1469, and it has been demonstrated that there were figures at parliament, most 
notably from the Kennedy faction, who may have been able to provide resistance to the 
family. Certainly the lords of the articles may have played a role in intervening against
O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 106-7 
^A F .& ,ii, 88
A.P.S.,'û, 93
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the Boyd family to limit the devaluation of coinage that occurred between the summer of 
1466 and 1467.^ ® If the articles drafted this ‘anti-Boyd’ legislation, then one would 
expect to see figures independent of crown influence elected to the committee.
Taking first the clerics, Patrick Graham, bishop of St. Andrews, Andrew 
Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow, and Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen were chosen to 
represent the first estate. As Dr. O’Brien correctly noted,^ ® these three bishops virtually 
chose themselves in the reign of James HI. As the top three ecclesiastics in Scotland, it 
was unusual for them to be omitted from the committee, if present in parliament. Thus 
successive bishops of Glasgow were elected nine (out of a possible thirteen) times in the 
reign of James III. Spens alone was elected eight times as bishop of Aberdeen.^ Patrick 
Graham, as bishop of St. Andrews, and apparently a man not greatly involved in 
political affairs, nevertheless attended the articles three times between 1467 and 1469, 
and it was no doubt primarily his travels abroad and illness that prevented him carrying 
on this trend in the 1470s. Certainly once William Scheves was elevated to the new 
archbishopric, he became a regular lord of the articles, being chosen four times between 
1479 and 1485. Although some of these figures, perhaps most obviously Scheves in the 
majority of James HI, would have been welcome to the crown on the committee, others 
were not, and this trend of appointing the most prominent three bishops was one which 
clearly restricted the ability of the Crown to appoint whom it liked.'*^
Of the three bishops, only Andrew Durisdeer was a frequent royal councillor in 
the minority, being present as a witness on all charters in the register of the great seal 
made in 1467 (where witnesses are recorded) when his attendance reached a peak."^  ^
Durisdeer was certainly a councillor, a career civil servant, who served various factions 
during the minority without apparent conflicts of interest."^  ^Any links with the Boyds did 
him no harm after the assumption of power by the king, when he remained close to the 
crown.'^  Durisdeer was a councillor, but not a Boyd partisan. Similar comments can be 
made about Thomas Spens, who was associated closely with government from 1465,
^^AP.6',ii,88
^^A,RS., ii, 88-9; Macdougall, James HI, 160 
O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 106 
Dowden, Bishops, 368,125-7 
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and remained so until his death in 1480, after being a prominent councillor of James II 
after 1451, latterly as keeper of the privy seal (a post he recovered in 1468)/^
Patrick Graham, bishop of St. Andrews, like Durisdeer and Spens, was almost 
certainly chosen for reasons of status. He was on the articles three times between 
October 1467 and November 1469, and his absence thereafter is connected with his 
absence in Rome in 1472 and subsequent mental illness.'^  In October 1467 Graham was 
one of the last people that the Boyds would willingly have chosen. He was never a figure 
closely associated with the crown, witnessing no charters in the Boyd period.'^  ^More 
importantly Graham had risen to his position as bishop of St. Andrews largely, if not 
entirely, as a result of his kinship with James Kennedy, his predecessor in the post, and 
was thus unlikely to be favoured by the faction that had removed his family fi*om 
office.'* Further evidence of this may be his presence on a safe conduct of 29 November 
1466 in a company that may suggest a safeguard (never in fact used) against Boyd 
retribution against the outgoing faction, following the coercion of the October 1466 
parliament.'*^
Turning to the second estate, there is rather more evidence of the ability of lord 
Boyd to influence the choice of representatives on the committee, although it is 
interesting that neither lord Boyd nor the earl of Arran were chosen to the committee, a 
move which must have been perfectly legitimate in theory, if courting trouble in 
practice. Robert, lord Lyle, was one of the clearest supporters of the Boyd regime. 
Lyle’s career as a charter witness is sharply differentiated between the various minority 
governments, being recorded fairly f^requently in the Boyd period.^ ” He also received 
considerable patronage from the Boyds: notably the lands of Castlehill, and the king’s 
orchard and meadow at Renfrew on 22 July 1468.^ *
Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood does not have such a clear affiliation with the 
Boyds, and his election is somewhat unusual, being one of only four barons ever elected 
to the committee before 1488 below the rank of lord of parliament. He seems to have 
had links with two of the rival minority factions, and his particular affiliations are not
RMS., ii, 447-754; Rot. Scot., ii, 400, 403, 416, 418, 419; Borthwick, ‘King, Council and 
Councillors’, app C, 489
A.P.S, ii, 88,91, 93; J.A.F. Thomson, ‘Some New Light on the Elevation of Patrick Graham’ in 
S.H.R., xl, 83-88; Watt, ‘The Papacy and Scotland’, 124-6 
Chalmers, ‘The King’s Council’, 424
Dowden, Bishops, 186,733; Macdougall, James HI, 66; Dunlop, James Kennedy, 251-2 
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easily determined, with landed interests in Lothian, the south-west and the earldom of 
Lennox, and family links with both the Kennedy family and the Boyds/^ His scattered 
estates also included lands in Berwickshire, and on 1 February 1463 one of his charters 
was witnessed at Edinburgh by Patrick lord Hailes, ally of Mary of Gueldres, and later 
the Boyds/^ There is, however, no evidence of any patronage from the Boyds, Thus, 
although elected twice to the articles during the Boyd period, in October 1467 and at the 
undated parliament of 1468, Maxwell was probably no nominee of the Boyd family.^ I
David Guthrie of that Ilk was intimately involved in the collection of the profits 
of the issuing of the black money in 1466/^ Given the offices he held, he was probably 
elected primarily for real ability, especially given the prominence of financial matters in 
parliament’s articles, not least the banning of the black money itself. On that topic he 
was probably expected to follow the government line, and may have done so. Proof of 
his ambivalence towards the Boyds, however, is well illustrated by the fact that he acted 
as James Ill’s advocate in the forfeiture of the Boyds in November 1469.^ ®
The burgh commissioners, Thomas Oliphant, Andrew Charteris and George 
Greenlaw, again show the importance of status in selection. Oliphant and Charteris were 
provosts of Edinburgh and Perth respectively during their careers, Oliphant in 1456, and 
Charteris at the time of his election to the articles.^  ^All three were involved in crown 
business in some manner, either as custumars, or bailies, a pattern the remains true as a 
rule for the whole period under discussion. Such employment at local level in crown 
finance cannot be taken to imply strong loyalty to the crown at any particular time, as 
such posts were local appointments, non-political, and not particularly well rewarded. 
Between 1455 and 1471 Oliphant was constable of Edinburgh castle, a post, under the 
supervision of the keeper, of considerable importance.^ ® Significantly, he is not 
mentioned as constable following Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll’s removal from the 
keepership after the October 1466 parliament, and he may have been removed from
^*ÆM&,ii,nos. 953 
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office. If so, he had returned to it by 3 July 1471, by which time the earl of Argyll was 
probably the keeper.®*
Thus this first extant list of lords of the articles shows, of nine people chosen, 
that there were two government civil servants, one loyal Boyd partisan, probably two 
figures with links to the defeated Kennedy regime, and four independents. Seven of the 
same figures appeared on the committee which was chosen at the undated parliament 
assumed to have taken place in 1468. Only lord Lyle can clearly be identified as a Boyd 
partisan. He sat for the second time with the bishops of St. Andrews, Glasgow and 
Aberdeen, Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood, Thomas Oliphant and George Greenlaw.^ * 
The fact that the committee was much larger, with six more figures than in the previous 
year gives ground for suspicion, especially as far less legislation was passed (or at least 
survives).
The additional figures present were similar in nature to the rest of the 
committee. Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood, was a very frequent parliamentarian 
from 1463 until shortly before his death in 1484, serving a total of four times on the 
articles (1468, May 1471, March 1479 and March 1483), and at other times he served on 
parliamentary committees of money, lords auditors, and parliamentary commissions.^  ^
He was an expert in crovm finances, serving as a crown lands commissioner in 1463, a 
regular auditor of exchequer 1464-83, and treasurer between 1474 and 1483. He 
attended eight times as a lord of council in the period 1478-83, each time to deal with a 
matter concerning crown revenues, disputed crown rights and patronage, or feudal topics 
such as wardships and recognitions.®  ^Likewise his election to the lords auditors was the 
result of his extensive experience of crown financial matters, rather than his status as a 
churchman.®* His election to the articles at the 1468 parliament can also be explained in 
similar terms, as the meeting was dominated by consideration of financial matters, and 
the lords of the articles was specifically called the committee of ‘artikillis and the 
money.’ On at least two of the other occasions when he sat on the committee crown 
finance was an issue.®® Certainly Crawford was a Crown councillor, associated with the 
Boyd regime at this time, but like Spens and Durisdeer, his career was based on his
®*KR,viii,28,30,120 
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skills, not political affiliation. His selection was pragmatic, and not an attempt to create a 
favourable pro-Boyd committee.
Henry Crichton, abbot of Paisley, is a much more obscure figure. However his 
election to the articles is interesting on two counts. Crichton had been excommunicated 
and deprived of his benefice on 10 January 1466 for non-payment of a pension of 300 
gold florins to Pope Paul II when the pope was cardinal of St Mark’s. Crichton attended 
daily council on 16 January 1466, presumably to ask for crown support, but will have 
had little luck while the Kennedy family remained in power, as Patrick Graham, bishop 
of St Andrews, had been granted Paisley in commendam. Despite his deprivation, 
however, Crichton continued to appear in government documents as the abbot of 
Paisley, appearing at council on 15 February 1467, and on the articles at this parliament 
under that title, perhaps as a result of support from Lord Boyd against the pope and 
Patrick Graham. Thus Crichton, using the title of abbot, sat on the same committee of 
the articles as Paisley’s official commendator. Boyd support may eventually have 
produced more concrete results, as on 27 February 1469 Crichton was absolved of 
excommunication, and reinstated as abbot of Paisley following Graham’s resignation.®®
For the secular œtate the additional personnel chosen at the 1468 parliament, 
Orkney, Hamilton, and Lindsay of the Byres, are much more obviously independent of 
Boyd influence. The presence of William Sinclair, earl of Orkney, must have been 
related to discussion of the king’s marriage to Margaret of Denmark. Orkney had no 
links with the Boyd faction, and Dr Crawford has noted that an eighteenth-century 
family history claims that Orkney and the Boyds were enemies. Orkney probably lost his 
post of chancellor under James II over the issue of ambitions in Orkney, and the Boyds’ 
re-adoption of the late king’s policy was likely to create a similar antipathy, as any 
marriage alliance was quite obviously going to raise the matter of sovereignty. The 
parliamentary continuation of January 1468 (which Orkney did not attend) had granted 
£3,000 for the expenses of the embassy to Denmark to deal with the marriage of the king 
and ‘the matter of Noroway’. The embassy was intended to depart by April at the latest, 
however it did not in fact depart until between 30 July and 9 August, almost certainly 
after the undated parliament.®^
James, lord Hamilton’s affiliations are more obvious, and his election to the 
articles during the latter part of the Boyd period, given his later career, can only be
®® C.P.I., xi, 388, xii, 238-9; KM.S., ii, nos. 868,906; C.P.L, xii, 306-7
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viewed with suspicion. His career provides ample evidence that his election must have 
originated from those who actively opposed the Boyds, most particularly as he 
succeeded so spectacularly at their expense after the king’s majority, later marrying the 
widow of the earl of Arran, the king’s sister Mary, by 1472.®* It is clear that in the 1460s 
Hamilton’s frequent attendance at parliament, and prominent part in its business, 
reflected his considerable ambition to continue a career in royal service that dated from 
his abandonment of the Douglases in 1455. The minority, after the death of Mary of 
Gueldres, saw a gap in his career, as he remained outside government under both the 
Kennedies and the Boyds. A position on the articles may have given him an opportunity 
to strike back at the figures obstructing what would be an impressive record of service to 
the adult James III.®®
Like Orkney and Hamilton, John, lord Lindsay of the Byres, was also elected to 
the articles at the parliament of November 1469, and together they make a much more 
persuasively royalist than Boyd group, suggesting that lord Boyd and Arran may have 
been facing considerable opposition in parliament by 1467. Lindsay would be a frequent 
parliamentarian throughout his life; between his first known attendance in February 
1440 until his last in October 1479, he would attend parliament twenty-two times, 
frequently on judicial committees or the articles, being recorded six times alone in the 
1460s.^ Despite his frequent attendance at parliament, he was clearly not a member of 
the king’s council during the 1460s or 1470s, being entirely absent from the exchequer 
rolls over this period, and his presence at parliament in general may be more connected 
to an expertise in judicial and fiscal matters, deriving from experience as justiciar north 
of Forth (a position he lost when the Boyds came to power) and as a lord auditor at least 
six times.^ *.
The burgh commissioners, again, give scant evidence of links with the Boyds, or 
indeed any political affiliations. Thomas Oliphant and George Greenlaw were present 
again, joined by another Edinburgh burgess, Walter Young. The predominance of 
Edinburgh commissioners on the articles may reflect the importance of finance and 
coinage at this parliament, in which Edinburgh might already claim an overriding 
interest at the expense of lesser burghs. Matthew Forrester was a burgess and merchant
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of Stirling, who was frequently at parliament between this parliament and March 1479, 
being elected three times to the articles, three times to the lords auditors, once to the 
committee for falsing dooms, twice to parliamentary commissions, and once to the 
session (also at the undated 1468 parliament), and holding the usual burgess office of 
custumar.^  William Peebles, representing Peebles, was a similar figure, of some 
importance within his burgh, but with no known political affiliations.^
Overall the lords of the articles at parliaments of 1467 and 1468 show little 
evidence of being dominated by Boyd supporters, although crown employees were 
prominent. Of the fifteen people on the committee in 1468, only Lyle was a known Boyd 
sympathiser, with the possible addition of the abbot of Paisley. Durisdeer, Spens and 
Crawford were certainly crown employees, but with little reason for particular loyalty to 
the Boyd faction, while the ten other people present had no links with the Crown or the 
Boyds at this time, and were likely to be at best neutral, at worst openly hostile to the 
wishes of the governing faction. Most of those who sat on the articles in 1467 and 1468 
show every indication of having been chosen by the estates on the basis of status and 
experience in particular areas—in 1468 most obviously the matter of money. This was a 
theme that was to continue in the majority of James III.
v) Status and Ejqfertise: 1469-75
The committee of the articles at the parliament that met a year later, on 20 November 
1469, the first of James UFs majority, and the assembly that would demonstrate the full 
wrath of the king and parliament towards the Boyds, is immediately noticeable for its 
similarity to its predecessor. Six of the twelve chosen had been present the year before, 
and from what we already know of them, this whole body already makes a much more 
convincingly royalist body than its predecessor had been a Boyd influenced one.^ '* At a 
time of general consensus, following the king reaching his majority, it is perhaps only 
natural that royal officers, employees and councillors with expertise in particular areas 
became more prominent, and this is a theme seen generally in the early 1470s.
The business of the lords of the articles, who probably drafted all but the last act 
of the November 1469 parliament, was to put into effect the large amount of reforming 
legislation. Once again Graham of St. Andrews, Durisdeer of Glasgow, and Spens of
A.P.S, ii, 91-121; Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 257; KR., vii, 432, 505, 584, 661, viii, 
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Aberdeen represented the clergy, with the addition of Thomas Lauder, bishop of 
Dunkeld. Once again status was the main element behind the election, and by and large 
they were figures James HI would be happy to have on the committee. At this point even 
Graham was probably in favour with the crown, although he may already have been out 
of favour with his fellow ecclesiastics, while Durisdeer and Spens had been, and would 
continue to be, important crown servants, both frequent councillors in the 1470s.^ ® The 
bishop of Dunkeld was of similar rank to Spens in the ecclesiastical hierarchy, and was 
probably chosen for that reason, as he would be again in May 1471. He was never a 
charter witness in the reign of James HI, and was not closely associated with council.
The second estate was nearly identical to that which had sat in 1468. The earl of 
Orkney, lord Hamilton and lord Lindsay of the Byres were probably all figures whom 
James HI will have welcomed on the committee, and they were joined by Andrew, lord 
Gray. Orkney and Hamilton would be named as ambassadors of James HI by 7 August 
1471, and Hamilton would be a regular charter witness from 1471.’® Orkney, less than 
twelve months later, would come to an agreement with James IH over his resignation of 
the earldom of Orkney, which would enable him to maintain much of his former power 
in the northern isles, while gaining certain concessions, including a quittance of all debts 
to the king of Denmark, possession of Ravenscraig castle, and the marriage of his 
daughter, Katherine, to the duke of Albany.”  Andrew, lord Gray, had a long history of 
support for James H, and experience in government, but was no longer a frequent 
member of the king’s council after 1464, and probably died soon after this meeting.’*
The burgh commissioners differ in personnel much more significantly than the 
other two estates from the committee of the previous year. None of the four figures 
chosen—Sir Alexander Napier of Merchiston, Alexander Chalmers of Murthill, Henry 
Livingston of Middle Bynning and Adam Cossar—had been chosen before.’® Sir 
Alexander Napier of Merchiston, commissioner for Edinburgh, had a minor political 
career in the service of the crown. He had been provost of Edinburgh in 1437, and had 
‘defended’ Queen Joan Beaufort when she was imprisoned by the Livingstons in 1439, 
for which he was rewarded with forfeited Livingston lands.*® More significantly he was 
comptroller on five separate occasions between 1449 and 1461, involved in assessing
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barons for tax in 1467, and an ambassador to conclude truce with England in 1451.** He 
would also take part in the embassy to arrange James Ill’s marriage to Margaret of 
Denmark. *^  Napier soon become a closely trusted agent of James HI with expertise in 
foreign diplomacy, sent to Charles the Bold in 1473 during James Ill’s attempt to claim 
Gueldres, and in crown finance.*®
Alexander Chalmers of Murthill, representing Aberdeen, Henry Livingston of 
Middle Bynning, representing Linlithgow, and Adam Cossar, representing Stirling, are 
more typical ofbur^i commissioners on the articles, with only minor links to the crown, 
although all three were men of some status within their burghs of origin. Chalmers was 
provost of his burgh at the time of selection, an office commonly held by figures when 
they sat on the articles, while Livingston was employed by the crown in his capacity as 
master of works at Linlithgow.*  ^Cossar was, at various points, custumar and bailie of 
Stirling.*®
Similar types of people were chosen to sit on the articles two years later, 
although the actual personnel differed considerably. The parliament of 6 May 1471 was 
considerably smaller than that of November 1469, although still a large meeting by late 
medieval standards, numbering in total 89 persons, the third largest of the reign.*® 
Although the total attendance was smaller, the committee of the articles was larger, 
numbering fifteen.*’ The lords of the articles will have played a part in drafting the 
legislation granting a tax of 3,000 crowns (1,000 per estate) to be collected by 
midsummer for the expenses of an embassy to France and Burgundy; ** thus one would 
expect to see personnel chosen to the articles who were by and large favourable to the 
crown. For the clergy, bishops Durisdeer of Glasgow, Spens of Aberdeen, Lauder of 
Dunkeld, and Abbot Crawford of Holyrood were all chosen virtually as a matter of 
course, as high status ecclesiastics, and, with the exception of Lauder, they can all be 
identified as royal councillors. Only Mr John Kennedy, provost of St. Mary of the Rock 
at St. Andrews, had not been chosen to the articles before, and his presence is perhaps
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best explained as making up for the absence of the bishop of St Andrews—a policy that 
seems to have been followed on the single occasion when the bishop of Glasgow was 
absent from the articles as well.*® Bishop Graham did attend parliament, however his 
name seems to have been added to the list after the main record was made, perhaps 
indicating arrival after the lords of the articles were chosen.®® A more significant reason 
for Graham’s absence from the committee was the act of the 1471 parliament attempting 
to prevent clerics purchasing benefices at Rome—an act incompatible with Graham’s 
own actions in recent years. Graham had gained Paisl^ abbey and the priory of 
Pittenweem already, and would gain seven parish churches in commendam on his 
promotion to archbishop in 1472. Rivalry with the bishops of Glasgow and Aberdeen 
may have made Graham’s place on the committee of the articles untenable.®* 
Nevertheless, Kennedy’s presence underlines the extent to which positions on the 
committee of the articles, as far as the clerics were concerned, were expected to go to the 
senior churchmen of the senior dioceses. This effectively prevented any crown control of 
the selection of one third of the committee, albeit that the senior churchmen were often 
also prominent employees of the government.
The second estate differed greatly from previous years, but generally reflects 
more closely the figures at the heart of James Ill’s government during the 1470s. George 
Gordon, second earl of Huntly, had succeeded his father in the previous year. Although 
never one of the most frequent parliamentarians, he was one of the figures chosen most 
often to the articles, at least five times in the reign. This reflects the importance of 
Huntly to James III, particularly in the crisis of 1482-3, and his position as one of the 
most powerful Scottish earls.®^  Huntly had been married to James II’s sister Annabella in 
circa 1455, but this attendance in parliament really marks the beginning of his own 
political career as a close royal ally.®® Although he was seldom at court, and a rare 
charter witness except in the crisis of 1482-3, Huntly, like many of his successors, was a 
regional lieutenant for the crown.®* Huntly may have taken an active part in the 
overthrow of the Boyds, and on 7 February 1470 had received lands in the lordship of 
Gordon, in Berwickshire, that had come to James III by the forfeiture of Robert, lord 
Boyd.®®
*® James Lindsay, dean of Glasgow, was chosen to sit on the articles in December 1482 (A.P.S., !
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Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll, was also a regional lieutenant, also closely 
associated with the king’s council, and was elected to the articles on three other 
occasions in the mid 1470s and early 1480s. In total he was recorded on sederunts of 
parliament twenty-three times in the reign (out of a total of twenty-seven full or partial 
sederunts).®® His presence on the articles in May 1471, May 1474, and November 1475 
in particular reflects the period when a large number of councillors were on the 
committee of the articles, at a time when the reservoir of support for the king was not yet 
exhausted. Campbell had risen to prominence under James II, who had given him the 
earldom of Argyll in 1457, becoming master of the king’s household in 1464, a post he 
held until June 1482.®’ From this time he was one of the most frequent royal charter 
witnesses, being present on all recorded charters in many years, and only losing his 
position briefly during the Albany government of the autumn of 1482. Argyll was a 
certainly a councillor, but also one of the most powerful magnates in Scotland, and there 
is no doubt that, although a royalist, he had the strength to pursue his own interests 
independently of the crown. This was powerfully illustrated at Lauder in 1482, when 
Argyll took part in the seizure and incarceration of the king. Men such as Argyll, Huntly 
and lord Hamilton had the potential to be powerful allies of the king in the formation of 
legislation and other parliamentary busings, but also the power to follow their own 
agendas. The other places on the articles were taken up by James, lord Hamilton, Robert, 
lord Lyle and William Edmonston of Duntreath, all of whom had significant links with 
the council during the 1470s, although they may have been chosen as much for expertise 
in given areas, for example Lyle’s knowledge of judicial matters, as for their association 
with the crown.®*
The burgh commissioners are the usual selection from the upper hierarchies of 
the towns they represented. Andrew Alanson represented Aberdeen, where he was a 
merchant burgess, acting as a bailie in 1450, 1460 and 1461. He was provost of 
Aberdeen at the time of his election to the articles, in 1470-1, and again in 1473-4.®® 
Matthew Forrester, Walter Young, and Andrew Charteris had all been chosen to the 
articles before, Forrester and Young in the undated parliament of 1468, and Charteris in 
October 1469. All were chosen on the basis of their prominence within their burghs.
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Only Charteris, who received a charter of Cuthilgurdy on 18 June 1471 from the king, 
following its resignation by John of Dunberow, had a persuasive reason to be grateful 
for crown patronage.*®*
It is unfortunate that no list of the lords of the articles, or full sederunt, survives 
for the parliament of 23 July 1473, as the acts passed at this parliament constitute the 
clearest evidence of criticism and opposition to royal policy in the 1470s. The legislation 
at this parliament opens with the statement; ‘This is the avisment of the lordis prelatis 
barouns and comissaris of burowis anent the Articlis opinnit be oure souerane lorde in 
this instant parliament’. This implies strongly that the articles presented by the king had 
been rejected by the full sederunt of the estates. Instead a long and detailed ‘advice’ was 
given to James HI, in which at least eight of the seventeen acts were explicitly critical of 
the king’s behaviour, and pursued a policy of surrounding him with conditions that made 
his objectives effectively impossible.*®* The main subject of debate was James Hi’s wish 
to travel to the continent in pursuit of his claims to Gueldres and Saintonge. In response 
to this the parliament stated that ‘the lordis cane not in na wise gif thare counsale to his 
[the king’s] passage’, refused to provide a tax for the expedition, and instead urged 
James to set about dealing with another grievance, the administration of justice. It has 
been suggested in the past that the lords of the articles prepared this criticism.*®^  Without 
evidence of who the lords of the articles were this cannot be ruled out, but the preamble 
given above certainly seems to indicate the involvement of the full assembly. If the lords 
of the articles were anything like those of May 1471 and May 1474 then the committee 
may have been dominated by royal councillors. But the extent of the criticism given in 
this parliament makes it unlikely that a group of James’ officers drafted it, even if some 
of them had sympathies with the sentiments expressed in the legislation. The most likely 
scenario is that the lords of the articles drafted the ‘articlis opinnit be oure souerane 
lorde’, but that frill parliament would not accept them. What cannot be doubted is that 
one way or another, by the authority of the full assembly, the king’s proposals had been 
conclusively defeated. The lords of the articles, although undoubtedly an influential 
body, could be defeated by the full sederunt, even when the committee was dominated 
by royal councillors.
The May 1474 parliament sees a return to the normal wording of the surviving 
acts, which provide little indication of any debate that took part in their formulation. One
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act indicates that the dissatisfaction seen in the previous year had not entirely dissipated. 
This refers to criminals that ‘enter for the payment of ane litill wnlaw of siluer quhilk is 
gret derisione ande skome of Justice and lychtlyinge of the kingis hienes.’*®® Despite this 
one critical act, the committee of the articles seems still to be made up of people 
predominantly favourable to the king at this time. The clerics chosen were Thomas 
Spens, bishop of Aberdeen, John Laing, bishop-elect of Glasgow and Archibald 
Whitelaw, archdeacon of Lothian and the king’s secretary; Andrew Stewart, lord 
Avandale, the chancellor, Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll, master of the king’s 
household, and Sir David Guthrie of that Ilk, formerly comptroller and clerk register, for 
the barons; Andrew Crawford for Edinburgh, Matthew Forrester for Stirling, and John 
Multrar for Ayr, for the burgh commissioners.*®* The number of prominent royal office 
holders alone suggfâts a considerable degree of crown influence over the selection of the 
committee, while there is no strong suggestion that any of the other figures were likely 
to be strongly opposed to the king.
This trend continued at the parliament of 20 November 1475, with another 
committee of the articles being selected that was largely dominated by councillors and 
close royal allies.*®® For the clerical estate John Laing, bishop of Glasgow, and Thomas 
Spens, bishop of Aberdeen, were chosen to the committee for the second and fifth times 
respectively.*®® They were joined for the first time by the more ambiguous figure of 
Andrew Stewart, provost of Lincluden, and half-uncle of the king—one of the leading 
figures in the crisis of 1482. His presence may be an early indication of development of 
antagonism among the estates. Before 1482 Stewart hardly registers at all in the records 
of the crown. He was never a charter witness, and is not mentioned in the exchequer 
rolls. Prior to the parliament of November 1475 he had attended parliament only once, in 
October 1467. It is possible that his presence was due to the absence from the committee 
of the archbishop of St Andrews, as Stewart was dean of the faculty of arts at St. 
Andrews university.*®’ He was not, however, a natural choice as deputy for the absent 
archbishop, and his selection may reflect a growing dissatisfaction with the marriage 
alliance, and perhaps the irritation of some other figures at their exclusion from high 
office. Stewart, like his two brothers, particularly the earl of Buchan, had been well 
educated, and prepared for high office, but had been excluded fi'om any real power in the 
central administration, where, as the events of 1482 would show, he clearly had
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ambitions. The barons were represented by more typical figures: Colin Campbell, earl of 
Argyll, James, lord Hamilton, and Robert, lord Lyle—Campbell and Argyll for the third 
and fourth times respectively.*®* The burgh commissioners, a ‘Robert of Dunb ...’, 
whose full name has been lost,*®® Alexander Haliburton, whose burgh is not identified, 
and Robert Dunning, representing Perth, provide no evidence either of association with 
the crown, or with any dissatisfied parties.**®
There is no doubt, therefore, that lords of the articles from 1469 to the mid- 
1470s included a high percentage of members of the king’s council in the first and 
second estates, although with some exceptions. There are two points that arise firom this. 
Firstly, despite the prevalence of such men, there is considerable evidence of parliament 
wishing to oppose the king, most notably in 1473 when unfortunately no list of the lords 
of the articles exists. It is unlikely, however, that the committee of this year differed 
substantially firom its successors, and parliamentary opposition is far fi'om restricted to 
this meeting. It seems probable, therefore, that the committee of the articles, while 
influential, could not easily dictate its terms to the full assembly. Secondly, the ability of 
parliament to prevent royal councillors dominating the committee aflrer 1475 clearly 
demonstrates that their presence was never simply a matter of royal diktat. It was rather 
the result of the expediency of having experienced administrators and bureaucrats on a 
committee dedicated to complex financial, legal and political matters, and the fact that 
many of the figures—particularly the bishops, the earl of Argyll and lord Avandale— 
were powerful and independent magnates in their own right.
vi) The Battle For Control o f the Articles: 1478 to March 1482
As parliament’s relationship with James III moved firom acting as an occasional check 
on the king’s behaviour to more open confirontation, so the people chosen by the estates 
to sit on the committee also changed. Initially at least there is little to suggest that the 
committee appointed at the June 1478 parliament differed greatly firom its predecessors. 
There are hints, however, of the beginnings of the serious dissent that justifies placing 
this committee in a different group firom those that preceded it. A parliament seems 
almost certain to have sat in August 1477, when the king appears to have been forced 
into granting concessions to the estates, specifically promising as a result, on 6 
September 1477, to cease granting remissions for crimes committed since his twenty-
*®* See appendix E 
Probably Dunbar
A.P.S., ii, 108; Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 209,308,220
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fifth birthday.*** In fact it seems likely that most of the acts dated by Thomas Thomson 
to June 1478 in fact date fi’om August 1477. Nevertheless, the sederunt lists and record 
of the committee of the articles undoubtedly refer to 1478. Parliament had been called to 
deal with Queen Margaret’s terce and discussions for sending an embassy to England to 
strengthen the Anglo-Scottish alliance by the marriage of the king’s sister, Margaret. 
Once assembled, however, the estates put forward legislation that continued the themes 
of the previous year.**^  In particular a strong complaint was made that old money had 
been melted down for the striking of new coins, ‘incontrare the avisament of the last 
parliament.’**®
Again it is difficult to judge to what extent this act was the product of the lords 
of the articles, and how much input came from the fiill sederunt. It is clear, however, that 
the king’s relationship with the estates in parliament had entered a period of prolonged 
difficulty. If the articles were in any way a fi-eely elected body, then it would be 
expected that the personnel chosen would reflect the opposition that the king was facing. 
For the first estate those chosen are very familiar, while the third estate was made up of 
the usual selection of prominent burgesses, two fi'om Edinburgh and one from 
Dundee.*** Once again John Laing, bishop of Glasgow, and Thomas Spens, bishop of 
Aberdeen, were present. William Tulloch, bishop of Moray, was another high status 
ecclesiastic, and more importantly a royal councillor as keeper of the privy seal between 
25 June 1470 and April 1482, shortly before his death, as well as an ambassador for 
James HI in the 1470s, most importantly in the 1474 marriage alliance, and as an auditor 
of exchequer.**®
For the barons Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, the chancellor, and James, lord 
Hamilton, were king’s councillors chosen to the articles for the second and fifth time 
respectively.**® For the first time since 1469, however, the master of the king’s 
household, Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll, was not chosen to sit on the committee, 
although he was present at parliament.**’ Instead the presence of Archibald Douglas, earl 
of Angus, suggests a significant change in atmosphere in parliament and in the elections 
to the lords of the articles. Angus was one of the figures, along with the duke of Albany
*** N.L.S. Adv. MS 7.1.9, f.l88v; N.L.S. MS6138(ii); see above, chapter 8 
"2 AP.R,ii, 117-20 
"®AR5^,ii, 118
*** The burgesses were Henry Cant, Patrick Barron of Spittlefield, and William Monorgund 
(A.P.S., ii, 121)
**® ChalmCTS, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,425-7; T A , i, 1, 75; Rot Scot, ii, 441, 444, 445; K R , 
viii, 1,266,326,401 
**® See below, appendix B
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and the earl of Buchan, who was opposed to the 1474 marriage-alliance with England, 
and may have been involved in active truce-breaking.*** As a powerful magnate in the 
eastern border region, centred at Tantallon, Angus will have shared many of the interests 
that led Albany to oppose the alliance: namely a tradition of Anglo-phobic nationalism 
supported by a culture of raiding into England as a form of patronage for magnatial 
affinities. Proof of Angus’s hostile attitude to the marriage alliance comes from his three 
day raid into Northumberland in the spring of 1480.**® It is possible that this is a single 
example of a number of such raids in the 1470s, and that other raids were carried out 
with the duke of Albany, whose violations of the alliance with England formed a central 
charge of his indictment for treason in October 1479.*^ ® Certainly before February 1480 
Edward IV complained that unnamed Scots, in the presence, and by the authority of, the 
march wardens (namely Albany and Buchan), had murdered Robert Lisle and taken 
prisoner Sir Henry Percy (the keeper of the east and middle marches in England and 
eld^t son of the earl of Northumberland) at a march meeting.*^ * Although Angus is not 
explicitly mentioned, his association with Albany and Buchan in 1482, his incursion into 
England in 1480, as well as his employment as march warden by parliament in April 
1481 following the collapse of the Anglo-Scottish alliance, and the burning of 
Bamburgh in 1481, all argue for Angus’s sympathy for such behaviour.*^  ^ Angus’s 
presence on the committee of the articles at the June 1478 parliament must therefore be 
viewed as at best suspicious, and at worst evidence of open hostility to James HI in 
parliament and his plans to extend the Anglo-Scottish alliance by the marriage of his 
sister. The earl’s presence is evidence of the ability of a growing faction of the estates to 
have their opinions reflected in the personnel of this influential committee.
Overall, the committee of the articles at the June 1478 parliament is still 
dominated by people who were either close royal councillors, or, in the case of the burgh 
commissioners, without obvious reasons or inclination to cause problems for the crown 
over political matters. The absence of the earl of Argyll, and the presence of the earl of 
Angus, suggests parliamentary opposition, at least from certain quarters of the estates, to 
the king’s desire to strengthen the Anglo-Scottish alliance. Angus’s role may perhaps be 
seen in the final act of the June 1478 parliament, which, although ordering an embassy 
to be sent to England ‘in all gudly haist’ to arrange princess Margaret’s marriage, then
**’W.R&,ii, 120
*** Macdougall, James III, 118-9 
**® Macdougall, James HI, 129 
*’®ARR,ii, 125-128
*’* Cal Docs. Scot., iv, appendix I, no. 28, no. 1387, misdated to 1476. The complaint 
presumably refers to grievances prior to Albany’s flight to France.
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set about procrastination, delegating its powers to a parliamentary commission that 
suffered from chronic and fatal absenteeism.*^
The committee of the articles at the parliament which began on 1 March 1479 
had quite different personnel, and demonstrates much less evidence of the presence of 
king’s councillors. Once again, however, the figures who indicate parliamentary 
opposition to the king’s choices come from the second estate alone. This trend, seen, 
with some exceptions, consistently on the available records of the lords of the articles 
after 1467, must indicate that the method of election of the articles at this time was based 
on each estate choosing their own representatives, rather than the method that became 
normal by the late sixteenth century, of the clerics choosing barons and vice-versa.
This committee adds to the other available evidence suggesting that, by March 
1479, a large proportion of the parliamentary sederunt had deep reservations about 
aspects of James Ill’s government, if not yet outright opposition. The parliament was 
called by James III in order to secure a grant of taxation for the expenses of princess 
Margaret’s marriage to Anthony, earl Rivers. To deal with this issue, at least one 
hundred and four people attended parliament, made up of twenty-four clerics, fifty-two 
barons, and the representatives of twenty-eight burghs, the largest recorded sederunt in 
the late-medieval period.*^ * Such enthusiasm by the estates must suggest that the grant of 
taxation was far from a formality. Nevertheless, the tax, amounting to 20,000 merks, 
was granted on 6 March. The clerics and barons were to pay eight thousand merks each, 
with the burgh commissioners paying the remaining four thousand. The record of the 
grant of tax states that it was carried out by the frill assembly, present in the tolbooth in 
Edinburgh, with the chancellor presiding, not drafted by the lords of the articles, or 
passed as an ordinary statute.*^ ® Following the grant of the tax, the same assembly 
committed its full powers to a commission of thirty-two people to sit until 15 March to 
decide certain matters.*^ ® Thus it is very possible that the lords of the articles, although 
demonstrating the full estates’ independence of crown control, took little or no part in 
making any decisions at this parliament. The business that was carried out was made 
firstly by the full assembly, which granted the tax and set the agenda for the 
commission, and secondly by the commission, the decisions of which do not survive.
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If the lords of the articles played any role at all, they may have aided in the 
drafting of the agenda for the commission. This agenda indicates clearly that the mood at 
this parliament was hostile to James HI, and that in the six days that the foil sederunt sat, 
considerable concisions had been extracted from the king in return for the taxation. The 
first matter for discussion was justice, and it was declared as a preface to this debate that 
it should be understood that the king ‘is of gud mynde and dispositioune to the putting 
forthe of Justice throwout all his Realme’ and would in the future ‘attend deligently’ to 
the setting of justice ayres. Secondly the commission was to provide a remedy for ‘the 
gret brek that is now and apperand tobe in diuerse partis’, and goes on to cite feuds 
between the earls of Buchan and Erroll, the earl of Crawford and lord Glamis, the ‘gret 
trubill that Is in Rosse cathness and suthirland’, as well as Niddesdale, Annandale and 
Teviotdale. Finally the commission was to deal with ‘the mater of the moneye, the gud 
of merchandice ande the sending to the duk of burgunze.’ Immediately following the 
setting of this agenda parliament was dissolved.*”
For the clerics, the person who was not chosen is perhaps more interesting than 
those that were, namely William Scheves, archbishop of St. Andrews. Scheves was 
certainly at parliament, as he was chosen to the commission, and, according to precedent 
and his position as the foremost ecclesiastic of the realm, he should have been present on 
the articles. His absence is suspicious and, given later records, very unusual, as he was 
present on three of the four surviving committees before the end of the reign (the 
December 1482 parliament being the only exception, when his rival the bishop-elect of 
Moray sat instead).*^ * Indeed, Scheves had been presented to the see in February 1478, 
and there was no reason why he could not sit on the articles before his actual 
consecration.*”
The likely explanation for Scheves’ absence from the articles is the resentment 
of sections of the estates. Scheves was uniquely close to the king, personally counter­
signing royal documents between 1477 and August 1479, and was involved in 
particularly sensitive areas of royal policy, most obviously the collection of Edward IV’s 
dowry payments for the marriage alliance, and the order for the collection of tax on 18 
August 1479.*®® His rapid rise, however, had antagonised other clerics, notably bishops
‘” A R 5;ii, 122 
*” AF.g',ii, 124-69
129 John Laing, bishop of Glasgow, Andrew Stewart, bishop-elect of Moray, and William 
Elphinstone, bishop of Aberdeen, all sat on the articles after their provision, but before 
consecration (A.P.S, ii, 106,142,137)
*®® Macdougall, James III, 107, 126-7; Bannatyne Misc., iii, 425-31
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Laing of Glasgow and Livingston of Dunkeld, and probably also certain barons who will 
have disliked his strong influence over the king’s behaviour.
The presence of John Laing, bishop of Glasgow, and Thomas Spens, bishop of 
Aberdeen, although entirely normal in the context of the 1470s, takes on a slightly 
different perspective as a result. Certainly Laing might by now be identified with the 
growing party of disaffected parliamentarians. His ambition, even late in life, was such 
that he would throw in his lot with Albany in the autumn of 1482, becoming chancellor 
by 25 August.*®* Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood, present on the articles for the 
first time since May 1471, completed the clerical representation. As treasurer since 
1474, Crawford’s selection was presumably connected with the granting and collection 
of the tax.*®^
The greatest evidence of dissent, or at least an assertion of independence from 
royal control, comes with the personnel of the second estate. Two of the three barons 
chosen, the earl Marischal, and lord Kennedy, are present for their only surviving 
instance, while the third baron, William, lord Borthwick, was present three times in the 
crisis period between March 1479 and December 1482, but at no other time. Marischal, 
although never otherwise a lord of the articles, was a fairly frequent parliamentarian 
between 1467 and April 1481, present often as a lords auditor and on parliamentary 
commissions.*®® Apart from this regular attendance, however, Marischal was not a 
person associated in any significant way with the crown, apart from the hereditary posts 
of marishal of Scotland, and sheriff of Kincardine.*®* He was never a charter witness, 
and was present as a lord of council in civil causes only twice, on 21 and 22 October 
1479, when he was present as ‘overspill’ from the lords auditors, presumably to deal 
with unfinished business.*®® Marischal was clearly a choice of the estates, a man 
independent of the crown, although not a figure in the same mould as the earl of Angus a 
year earlier.
Gilbert, lord Kennedy’s presence on the committee is even more unusual. His 
career in the 1460s is well known, but since the Boyd coup in 1466, Kennedy had played 
a very limited role in national politics, and had even ceased to attend parliament on a
*®* Hbk Brit Chron., 182
*®^ Hbk Brit Chron., 187; Bannatyne Misc., iii, 430-1
*®^AR5",ii, 88-134
*®* R.M.S., ii, no. 276; K R , viii, 17
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regular basis, being present only four times after 1470, dying shortly after this his last 
attendance.*®® Kennedy had no substantial links with the crown in the 1470s, being 
mentioned in only one royal charter in the 1470s, but remaining an influential figure in 
Garrick as chamberlain of the earldom and keeper of Dundonald.*®’ Thus at the March 
1479 parliament, Kennedy, like Marischal, was an independent magnate, but one who 
held considerable influence in the localities. Again he was not an overtly antagonistic 
figure to crown policies, but someone with experience of government and who was not 
in a position which required him simply to accept the king’s wishes.
The selection of William, second lord Borthwick is perhaps most interesting of 
all, particularly as he had a very prominent role on the articles between March 1479 and 
December 1482, being chosen to three of the four extant committees (March 1479, 
October 1479, and December 1482). Borthwick is another lord who is not a prominent 
figure at other times in the reign of James III, but this was probably not for lack of 
ambition. He was a frequent parliamentarian throughout the 1470s, and was chosen at 
least three times to be a lord auditor.*®* Borthwick had been prominent in diplomatic 
affairs, mentioned during the 1470s safe conducts as an ambassador in August 1471, 
April 1473, and August 1474.*®® The final date coincides with the embassy which was 
sent to negotiate the marriage alliance, finally agreed in October 1474.**® It is probably 
not at all surprising that he played no further part in foreign negotiations following the 
Anglo-Scottish alliance, and after 1474 Borthwick ceased to have any contact with 
crown business with the exception of parliament.
The geographical association of Borthwick with the duke of Albany may well 
have resulted in them having shared interests during the 1470s, and in 1482 Borthwick 
was the only person apart from the secretary, Archibald Whitelaw, to witness every 
royal charter between 25 August and 25 December 1482, the period of Albany’s 
ascendancy.*** His absence from royal business after the conclusion of the marriage 
alliance, and this role with Albany suggests strongly that he opposed the Anglo-Scottish
*®® References to Marischal as a charter witness in May to July 1476 are inaccurate, the result of 
cross references to a parliamentary act in the register (KM.S., ii, nos. 1241, 1246, 1248-9); 
A.D.C., i, 32-3 
*®®AR6', ii, 102,113,121; RR, viii, 614;^D .C , i, 70 
*®’ R.M.S., ii, no. 1128; RR, viii, 72-3,150,297,334,404-5,512, 614 
*®*AR6',ii, 88-146
*®® Cal Docs. Scot., iv, nos.1301,1341, 1395; Rot. Scot., ii, 390,394,398,403,429,436,444 
**° Rot. Scot., ii, 444-6. Borthwick is not mentioned on the finaJ treaty, but was accompanied on 
the August safe conduct by Sir James Liddale of Halkerston, right hand man of the duke of 
Albany, and no supporter of the Anglo-Scottish alliance. The two men, accompanied also by 
the earl of Orkney, may have been representing the interests of the march wardens.
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alliance. The proximity of his estates to Lauder makes it very likely that he was present 
when the king was seized in July 1482, while his son James was appointed by the March 
1482 parliament to be captain of the border castles of Blackadder, Wedderburh and 
Home. During 1482, Albany destroyed Blackadder, and there is perhaps the suggestion 
of a conspiracy taking place that is reminiscent of lord Gray’s surrender of Berwick to 
English forces.**’
The situation seen in March 1479 degenerated still further, as far as the king was 
concerned, at the parliament which began on 4 October 1479. Parliament was called for 
one reason, the forfeiture of the duke of Albany and his associates following the siege of 
Dunbar in May 1479, and his flight to France.**® Indeed, although the lords of the 
articles were appointed, there is no record of any legislation being passed, and all that is 
recorded, apart from the process against Albany, are the records of the lords auditors 
who sat between 8 and 20 October.*** The business of Albany’s indictment was not a 
concern of the lords of the articles, but (in the first instance) of full parliament. Albany’s 
lengthy indictment was followed by the king’s continuation of the process until 17 
January 1480 ‘at the gret Raquest Instance and supplicacioune’ of the three estates.**®
The build-up in tension between James III and the estates between October 1479 
and the eventual seizure of the king at Lauder on 22 July 1482 was being expressed 
vocally in parliament, and the people chosen to represent the estates on the articles 
reflect this feeling, despite the fact that there is no record of their having produced any 
legislation.**® William Scheves was finally chosen as a lord of the articles, perhaps two 
years later than might have been expected on the basis of his status as archbishop of St. 
Andrews. He had been regularly at parliament since July 1476, and would be on four of 
the remaining five extant committees of the articles between October 1479 and May 
1485.**’ If the king could count on a minor success in having Scheves selected for the
*** Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,424-7; E.R., ix, 606 '
**’ A.P.S, ii, 140; Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’ (Unpublished M.Litt. dissertation, |
University of St Andrews, 1994), 56; Macdougall, James III, 150, 155. The burgess i
representatives on the lords of the articles were Andrew Charteris of Cuthilgurdy, for Perth, |
Alexanda- Chalmers of Murthill, representing Aberdeoi, and Patrick Barron, for Edinburgh. As I
ususal, there are no significant political overtones to the selection of these men (Young, |
Parliaments of Scotland, i, 118,116,41) i
**® Report of the Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts: Col. Milne Home (London,
1902), 79, no.3; AP.S, ii, 125-6. This indicates Albany’s last recorded act at Dunbar and first 
summoning after the conclusion of the siege between the end of April and 22 May 
**^AD.A, 85-94 
**® .^P. ,^ii, 125-8 
**® .^P.5',ii, 124 
**’ ^.P.5,ii, 124,137,145, 169
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articles, it was qualified by the fact that Scheves’ favour from the king was one of the 
main grievances held by the estates, particularly the clerics. Scheves’ rise in the service 
of James HI from a minor court official in 1471 to archbishop in the unique position of 
countersigning royal letters in the late 1470s is well known, and his promotion to the 
archbishopric of St. Andrews had provoked the jealousy of other bishops, particularly 
James Livingston of Dunkeld and Bishop Laing of Glasgow. Scheves and Laing were 
joined on the committee by Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen, and William Tulloch, 
bishop of Moray; both close councillors of the king throughout the 1470s, with Tulloch 
employed as keeper of the privy seal.
It is the second estate again that provides the greatest evidence of the changing 
mood of the estates in parliament at the October 1479 meeting. The combination of the 
earl of Huntly, the earl of Buchan, lord Borthwick and lord Lindsay of the Byres is 
certainly not one of prominent figures on the daily council. Huntly is on every 
committee of the article between October 1479 and March 1483, and his role as a lord 
of the articles must have been immensely significant, particularly in December 1482. 
He was essentially a royalist, although not someone who attended the king frequently at 
court, and his power was largely independent of crown influence. Prior to events at 
Lauder, Huntly may have been critical of the king, and on 22 July 1482 he was present 
when the king was seized, only returning to active support of the king when his own 
interests were threatened by the Albany governm ent.In October 1479, and even more 
strongly in March 1482, Huntly may have felt aggrieved that his central role in James 
Ill’s attacks on the earl of Ross in 1476 had not been rewarded with advancement in the 
north. Thus Huntly’s position on the articles between October 1479 and March 1482 
is at best ambiguous, at worst dangerous from the point of view of the crown. He had the 
ability, and motive, to voice criticism of the king, and it is likely that his selection was 
more the product of northern barons and earls wishing an independent voice on the 
articles, than the wishes of the king.
James Stewart, earl of Buchan, and half-uncle of the king, was also present on 
the articles for the first time in his career, and he would be chosen again in March 1482,
C.P.L., xiii, 555; E.R., yin, passim; TA., i, 21; Macdougall, James III, 102, 107, 126-8, 230; 
A. Myln, Vitae Dunkeldensis Ecclesiae Episcoporum (Bannatyne Club, 1831), 26; Chalmers, 
‘King’s Council’, 427 
‘'*^ÆP.5,ii, 124,137,142,145
S.RO. GD185/2/1; Huntly was at Redpath, seven miles south of Lauder on 21 July. He 
returned to the seen only in December 1482, when Albany rewarded himself with the earldom 
of Mar {A.P.S, ii, 142; R.M.S., ii, no. 1541)
KM.S.,ii,no. 1212
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with Huntly. Buchan was also someone whose ambition brought him into conflict with 
royal interests throughout his career, and he would play a central role in events at Lauder 
on 22 July 1482 and in the subsequent months. Buchan in fact held a number of 
important offices of the crown, and received considerable favour from the king in the 
period before Lauder. His earldom of Buchan, the office of chamberlain of Scotland, and 
post of guardian of the middle march seem to have come as reward for his role in the fall 
of the Boyds in 1469.^ ^^  He was sheriff of Banff by 3 July 1470, and received other sums 
and fees from the exchequer in the 1470s.^ ^^  Further payments of £48 18s. per year, 
probably towards the same fee, were still being paid to Buchan in 1479 from the manor 
and cottages of Methven. More importantly on 3 February 1479 James III made a rare 
alienation of crown estates, giving Buchan the lands of Traquair and the annual rents of 
various other lands in the sheriffdom of Peebles, forfeited in 1469 by Robert, lord 
Boyd.^ '^^  He was an occasional member of the king’s daily council, and was present as a 
lord of council in civil causes frequently in early 1479.^ ®^  On 21 April 1473 he had been 
given a safe conduct to travel to England on embassy, along with other prominent 
councillors such as the earls of Crawford and Argyll, and the bishops of Aberdeen, 
Glasgow and Ross.^ ^^
This amounts to an impressive record of patronage and service, but must be 
balanced against the other elements of Buchan’s career. From 1474 Buchan was 
involved in a lengthy and violent dispute over the office of sheriff of Forfar with the earl 
of Crawford. The dispute would run on until January 1483, following the collapse of 
the Albany regime, when James would confirm Crawford’s hold on the sheriffship, and 
give Crawford Buchan’s office of chamberlain.^ ^® By March 1479 Buchan had become 
involved in another serious feud, this time with the earl of Erroll.*^  ^Although records of 
his action as warden of the middle march are few, there are a number of references to his 
contacts with the duke of Albany which may indicate that the roots of their relationship 
in 1482 lay in a shared attitude to the marriage alliance, and possibly active breaking of 
the Anglo-Scottish peace. Buchan and Albany’s relationship stretched back to at least
Hbk Brit. Chron, 186, 503; Buchan is named with Atiioll and Albany on a safe conduct to 
England on pilgrimage on 8 May 1468 (Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1375). This probably indicates 
the period prior to Buchan and Atholl taking Edinburg castle at the king’s command, 
mentioned in a remission of March 1482 (A.P.S, ii, 138); see also Boardman, ‘Politics and the 
Feud’, 334-5
E.R, viii, 16,178,232,426, 509, 610 
ÆM&,iî,no. 1418
RMS,  ii,nos. 1396,1426,1428,1439; A.D.C., i, 21-2,24,28-9,31,34, 51-3
Rot. Scot., n, 436
T.A., i, 51; RM.S, ii, no. 1038
Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 327-33
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May 1468 when they were mentioned on a safe conduct to England together with the 
earl of Atholl. Like Albany, Buchan had been reasonably close to the king in the early 
1470s, but it is perhaps no coincidence that Buchan played a declining role in affairs 
after the marriage all iance.As one of the duke of Albany’s tenants, Buchan was in 
reasonably frequent contact with the duke during the 1470s, before entering government 
with him in the autumn of 1482.^ ®^  Buchan was also implicated in the border raiding and 
violence with Albany, contrary to the Anglo-Scottish alliance, by Edward IV in 1480.**^  ^
In the light of this, Buchan’s election to the articles at the parliament that had been 
called to forfeit his partner in crime, indicates the extent to which selections to the 
articles were increasingly independent of royal influence.
Huntly and Buchan were accompanied by Lord Borthwick, no doubt selected for 
similar reasons as Buchan, and John Lord Lindsay of the Byres. Lindsay had not been 
selected to be a lord of the articles since November 1469, and this was the last time that 
he would attend parliament, and he would die in early 1482.^ ®^  The latter part of his 
career was characterised by expertise in judicial matters, being a lord auditor on six 
occasions during his life, but no extensive links with the crown outside parliament after 
1469.*^  ^The generally hostile nature of the second estate was unprecedented, and greatly 
contrasts with the largely formulaic selection for the first estate. Likewise, the third 
estate shows no evidence that political considerations had affected the selection of its 
representatives; instead it is the usual collection of burgh officials: Patrick Barron of 
Spittlefield, representing Edinburgh, Robert Tod, probably also from Edinburgh, 
Malcolm Guthrie representing Dundee, and William Rhind, again from Edinburgh. 
Guthrie may have been a son of Sir David Guthrie of that Ilk, the king’s ‘familiar 
counsellor’ and clerk register until January 1473, and close ally of the earl of 
Crawford. William Rhind had some minor links with the crown, as a merchant seen
A.P.S, ii, 122; A.D.C., i, 421; Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 333-4
Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1375
Rot. Scot.,n,436;
C. Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power in Later Fifteenth-Century Scotland’ (Unpublished 
Ph D. thesis, Univerisity of Edinburgh, 1986), 251-2; Report of the Royal Commission on 
Historical Manuscripts, Twelfth Report (London, 1891), App, part viii, 110-1, nos. 64-5; 
A.D.A., 13; S.R.O. GD150/154.
Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, App.l, no. 28, misdated to February 1476
Scots Peerage, v, 392-3
A.P.S, ii, 117, 121, 124, 142, 145. Despite his knowledge of law, Lindsay was never seen as a 
lord of council before his deatii.
Robert Tod might have been a kinsman of Thomas Tod, an Edinburgh burgess, which would 
imply three Edinburgh burgesses on the articles. Young, Parliaments of Scotland, ii, 697
Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 304-5
RM.S., ii, no. 868, 1028, 1078, 1104; Hbk. Brit. Chron., 196. There were at least two men 
called Malcolm Guthrie in Dundee at this time.
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frequently in the treasurer’s accounts, selling expensive cloth to the king, queen, and 
household.^ ® The apparent domination of burgesses from the king’s favourite residence 
may be of some significance, but it is difficult to avoid the impression that, despite the 
numerical balance on the lords of the articles, the burgesses would find it difficult to 
withstand the barons, at least in political matters. The overall impression is of a 
committee dominated by powerful and independent secular magnates. There is little 
about events between this parliament and that of December 1482 that speaks of 
ecclesiastical wisdom, or burgess economic prudence, moderating the behaviour of the 
baronial estate.
By 18 March 1482, when the next list of the lords of the articles survives, the 
situation had deteriorated still further. The Anglo-Scottish alliance had collapsed into 
war, and parliament was called primarily to make preparations to resist an English 
invasion.The acts of parliament, approved by the king on 22 March and presumably 
drafted by the lords of the articles, superficially protest the loyalty of the estates to the 
king in resisting the aggression of Edward IV. The three estates promised to ‘Remane 
and abide at the command of his hienes ... In the defence of his maste noble personne.’ 
This declaration was immediately followed, however, by a familiar qualification in the 
third act, with the extraction of a fiarther promise from the king to ‘ger Justice be evinly 
ministerit to all his liegis’, and the implication that by the provision of such justice the 
king would enable ‘the grete disconfort and confounding of his ennemyis and of all fais 
tratouris and vntrew hertis.’*’  ^ Despite war, the ongoing grievances against the king 
were being brought up again by the estates and the lords of the articles.
The acts deal with the preparations for the invasion, with the ordering of 
weapon-showings and the defence of the coast, and the estates provided money for 600 
mercenaries to garrison the border strongholds.*  ^ Lord Darnley was appointed to be 
warden of the west borders, replacing Alan, lord Cathcart, who had been appointed by 
parliament in April 1481.*  ^ This left the interesting situation of the earl of Angus 
guarding the east march, the earl of Buchan the middle march, and Darnley the west, 
two by the explicit appointment of the estates, rather than the king. All three would be 
involved in the seizure of the king at Lauder on 22 July 1482, Darnley and Buchan




'^’^ APS, ii, 139-40; Macdougall, Jawes///, 149-50 
A P S  i l  140, 132
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would take part in the king’s captivity in Edinburgh castle, and Buchan and Angus 
would take a prominent role in the treasons of the duke of Albany in the winter and early 
spring of 1483.*^ "* Most importantly, evidence seems to suggest that these figures may 
already have been planning to remove James III fi*om power.
Support for this notion comes fi*om a number of sources, and suggests that 
parliament, or a faction of parliament, played a significant role in the formation of this 
conspiracy. Furthermore, this evidence also suggests that Buchan, Angus, and Darnley 
may have been negotiating with the duke of Albany before his return to Scotland in 
1482. By March 1482 Buchan, Angus and Darnley held power over the whole length of 
the border with England, by parliamentary authority. All three were prominent at 
parliament from at least March 1479 until December 1482. Perhaps most importantly of 
all, all three were prominent on the committee of the articles between June 1478 and 
December 1482, broadly the period when the build up of dissatisfaction with James III 
burst into political crisis and war. Together they made five appearances on the articles in 
this time, often accompanied by other figures who would be associated with the Lauder 
seizure or the subsequent regime, such as lord Borthwick, the earl of Huntly, and James 
Livingston, bishop of Dunkeld. Most significantly of all, Buchan and Angus would be 
elected to the committee of March 1482, along with Livingston of Dunkeld, the last 
meeting of parliament before Lauder, which pledged support for James III, in return for 
concessions, and made the arrangements for resisting the English attack.
This in itself would not be evidence of any conspiracy, but for two early 
sixteenth-century remarks by Adam Abell and Hector Boece. Abell’s ‘Roit and Quheill 
of Tyme’, written in 1533, gives a virtual biography of the duke of Albany in his 
account of the reign of James III. Although the account is often confused, Abell’s 
history includes a number of interesting details not mentioned by other chroniclers, some 
of which it has been possible to verify.Abell states that when Albany and Gloucester 
invaded Scotland in 1482 it was ‘be proditioun [treachery] of the scottis lordis quhem fi-a 
the king of ingland had 26 s e l l s . I n  other words, there was a conspiracy between 
Albany, a faction of Scottish lords, and Edward IV before Lauder. Twice in his account
Macdougall, James III, 165-6. Darnley was keeper of Edinburgh castle, thus the fact that the 
king was taken to Edinburgh indicates his complicity in events. K K , ix, 213; HMC. Rep xii, 
155,no.236;AP.S,xii,31 
*’^AP.5',ii, 117-142
Adam Abell, ‘The Roit and Quheill of Tyme’ (N.L.S. MS 1746), printed in Macdougall, 
James III, 314-5. Abell’s account of Albany’s return to Scotland in 1485 (dated differently in 
all other accounts), imprisonment in Edinburgh castle, and escape to France can be shown to be 
consistent with contemporary records (Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 66-9)
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Abell refers to ‘the lordis coniuratoris’, implying conspirators. His use of the phrase is 
confused, as he uses it to refer to both the flight of Scheves, lord Avandale and the earl 
of Argyll before the siege of Edinburgh (figures unlikely to be involved in any 
conspiracy), while the second time it refers to the rebels of 1488, whom Abell links with 
those of 1482. Nevertheless, Abell’s implication of a conspiracy in 1482 must be treated 
seriously.*’®
Of more specific relevance to the parliament of March 1482 is information 
provided by Hector Boece in his Lives of the Bishops of Mortlach and Aberdeen. In 
Boece’s account of the early part of Bishop William Elphinstone’s career, he states that 
‘his [Elphinstone’s] destiny drawing him on to greater successes, he was sent on an 
embassy from James the Third to Louis the Eleventh, King of France, his colleagues 
being the Bishop of Dunkeld, the Earl of Buchan and the Royal Justiciar.’*’  ^ Boece 
provides no date for this embassy, but, if it has any basis in reality, it must have occurred 
between Elphinstone’s frequent attendances as a lord of council, before Buchan’s exile 
in March 1483, and following the breakdown of relations with England, when James III 
was trying to find new allies. In this case, the justiciar mentioned would be none other 
than the earl of Angus, who was removed from office as justiciar south of the Forth in 
March 1483.*®°
Dr Macfarlane, in his biography of Elphinstone, placed this embassy in August 
or September 1479, when there is a gap in Elphinstone’s presence as a lord of council. 
At that point, however, relations with England had not deteriorated so strongly, and 
there is no supporting evidence for an embassy at this time.*®* Indeed it is very unlikely 
that the personnel mentioned by Boece could have travelled to France in 1479, as the 
time available is at most sixty days.*®^  In contrast there is considerable evidence that the 
embassy took place immediately after the March 1482 parliament. Although the time 
available is still restricted, none of the people named by Boece are recorded in Scotland
*”  Adam Abell, ‘The Roit and Quheill of Tyme’, f.llOv
*’® Adam Abell, ‘The Roit and Quheill of Tjrae’, f l l lr .  The word ‘coniuratoris’ is a 
Scottiscisation of the Latin ^coniuratV, conspirators. It is noticeable that Abel’s use of 
‘proditioun’ is also an attempt to render a Latin word in Scots.
*’® Boece, Vitae, 66. James Moir’s translation misleadingly omits the ‘and’ between Buchan and 
the justiciar, present in the Latin original 
*®**AP.5;xii,3I
*®*Macfarlane, William Elphinstone, 123; A.D.C., i, 30-2. Macfarlane places the embassy in 1479 
as he argues that Elphinstone visited England in the spring of 1482, but Boece’s chronology is 
very confused, and this embassy probably took place before the one to France. Macfarlane, 
William Elphinstone, 129 
*®’ Elphinstone is seen in Scotland on 16 August, and is also present on 13 October (A.D.C., i, 31- 
2)
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between the end of the March 1482 parliament (on around 23 March) and 22 July, when 
the king was seized at Lauder (110 days).*®^  Above all, the evidence of the March 1482 
parliament supports the notion that the embassy took place at this time. The thirteenth 
act of the parliament ordered that ‘ane honorabill Ambaxat be send fra our Souerane 
lordis hienes and fra the Estatis of the Realme to the King of France and to the 
Parliament of Paris’ asking for aid against their ‘commoun Inimie of Ingland ... making 
mentioun alswa that he hes diuers tymes writtin to the King of France thairupone and 
gottin nane answer.’*®^ No record is made of who was to go on this embassy, but sitting 
on the committee of the articles that drafted the act was every figure named by Boece: 
Elphinstone, Livingston, Buchan and Angus.
This circumstantial evidence strongly suggests that, in the months before 
Lauder, three of Albany’s future allies were sent on embassy by a parliament in which 
they took a prominent role, specifically to Paris where Albany is recorded as staying 
between his arrival in France in January 1480 and his arrival in England between 25 
April and 2 May 1482.*®^  It is therefore not impossible that they were able to meet 
Albany before his departure, and to pledge their support, and that of others such as lord 
Darnley, the bishop-elect of Moray, and lord Borthwick, perhaps even passing on the 
plans for the defence of Scotland formulated by the March parliament. According to 
Professor Ross, Albany’s move to England had been planned since late 1481,*®® thus, 
presumably with the exception of Elphinstone, the ambassadors may have been involved 
in an astonishing and complex treason, using a royal embassy to France to organise 
Albany’s return to Scotland to govern in James Ill’s place. Both Abell’s and Boece’s 
cryptic statements would seem likely to be substantially correct, and the Lauder crisis 
becomes an event with potentially much deeper roots, and with much more serious 
implications for the reign of James III, than has previously been thought. Moreover, the 
entire elaborate scheme was built on the presence of Livingston, Buchan, Angus and 
Darnley on the articles of the March 1482 parliament. The king had not only lost control 
of elections to the articles, but to a large extent the committee had been hijacked by a 
dangerous group of ambitious barons and discontented clerics. Large scale anger against, 
and opposition to, the king was being put into action forcefully by the estates in
*®^ A.P.S, ii, 140. RMS.,  ii, no. 1514 records Bishop Livingston of Dunkeld at council on 17 
June, but only in a aross reference to a charter made on 20 May 1481 (RM,S., ii, no. 1475), 
which it happens to follow in the manuscript register. It is therefore unlikely to be reliable. 
Livingston is on no other witness list before 25 August in 1482, following Laudar.
*®'*^ .P.5',ii, 140
*®^ Pinkerton, History of Scotland, i, 293-4; Macdougall, James III, 129; Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no.
1474; F. Devon, Issue of Exchequer (London, 1837), 502-3 
***** C. Ross, EckvardJF (London, 1974), 287
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parliament, and was strongly reflected by both the personnel of the articles, and the 
business that parliament transacted.
The apparent conflict in parliament is further suggested by the identities of the 
remaining lords of the articles: William Scheves, archbishop of St. Andrews, Archibald 
Whitelaw, the secretary, and Bishop Laing of Glasgow made up the rest of the clerics. 
Even Laing, soon to become chancellor under Albany’s brief government, can no longer 
be assumed to be a royal ally, probably sharing with James Livingston, bishop of 
Dunkeld, a jealousy of William Scheves’ promotion to St. Andrews.*®’ Angus, Buchan 
and Darnley were joined by the earl of Huntly, as the representatives of the second 
estate. Huntly by now would have added anger about the behaviour of the king in Mar, 
particularly the role of the king’s keeper of Kildrummy, Thomas Cochrane, after the 
death of John Stewart, earl of Mar, in 1480, to already existing resentment concerning 
his lack of reward for his part in the highland campaign.*®®
Darnley, like Livingston of Dunkeldj had not sat on the committee of the articles 
before, but his career after Lauder, and his reasons for supporting the seizure of the king, 
were remarkably similar. Like Livingston, Darnley had seen his ambition thwarted by 
patronage to a close ally of the king (in this case the liferent of the earldom of Lennox 
given to Chancellor Avandale in May 1471).*®^  Like Livingston, he would eventually be 
brought back to loyalty by promises of favour.*^ That he took part with the rebels in 
1482 has been doubted in the past, but as keeper of Edinburgh castle from a point after 3 
August 1480, Darnley was probably at Lauder on 22 July, and approved of the king’s 
captivity in Edinburgh, as the half-uncles could not have placed him there without his 
co-operation.* *^
Thus the first two estates, with the exception of Scheves and Elphinstone, were 
dominated by figures who had reason to resent the king’s policies by early 1482, and of 
whom six would be actively involved in the king’s captivity at Lauder or its aftermath. 
For once, however, the political nature of the lords of the articles does not end with the 
first two estates. The burgh commissioners chosen in March 1482 suggest that even this 
most neutral of estates was selecting figures hostile to the king. Walter Bertram of
*®’ Macdougall, Jan^s III, 127
*®® N. A. T. Macdougall, “‘It is I, the Earle of Mar’: In Search of Thomas Cochrane’, in R. Mason 
and N. A. T. Macdougall (edd.). People and Power in Scotland (Edinburgh, 1992) 28-49,41-5 
*®^ Macdougall, James III, 101; R.M.S., ii, nos. 1018,1136; Hbk Brit. Chron., 512 
190 ^  Fraser, The Lennox, 2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1874), ii, nos. 80, 81, seems to show that the king 
brought Darnley back to loyalty while a captive in Edinburgh castle
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Normangills was the most prominent figure in the Edinburgh burgh community in the 
late fifteenth century. He attended parliament often, and although this was the first time 
he had sat on the articles, he would attend on all four surviving committees before the 
end of the r e i g n . He  would be prominent in the events after the king’s seizure at 
Lauder, and seems at least eventually to have been a royalist, as he received patronage 
from the king early in 1483 specifically for injuries received at the hands of the duke of 
Albany. He was provost of Edinburgh during the early part of the period after Lauder, 
but had lost the post to Patrick Barron by 16 November, and was significantly absent 
from some important documents thereafter.*^ ® Nevertheless, Bertram was a tenant of 
Albany in the earldom of March, following a grant to him by the duke on 18 December 
1475, and held the offices of bailie, chamberlain and custumar of Berwick during the 
1470s, perhaps with the aid of Albany’s influence.*^ Thus although ultimately a royalist 
by December 1482, Bertram’s views of the king at the March parliament are less certain.
Much less ambiguous is the presence of Robert Inglis of Lochend, a burgh 
commissioner for Dunbar.*®® Inglis was a tenant of the duke of Albany in the barony of 
Dunbar, and also of two tenements in Greenlaw within Albany’s estates.*®® He was 
closely associated with Albany’s career in his estates, witnessing two of his few 
surviving charters, on 18 December 1475 and 5 April 1476; the first was the grant made 
to Walter Bertram made at Dunbar castle, while on the other occasion he was one of a 
select band that accompanied Albany on a trip to Lochmaben.*®’ Inglis was also 
employed by Albany as a bailie, and it has been argued that several other offices held by 
Inglis during the 1470s and early 1480s (sheriff-depute of Berwick, chamberlain of 
Berwick, and custumar of Dunbar and Berwick, in which roles he would have worked 
with Walter Bertram) may have been received by him as a result of Albany’s ability to 
nominate and influence appointments in south-east Scotland.*®® The selection of one of 
Albany’s officers (and three of his tenants, including Buchan and Bertram) to the 
committee of the articles was unprecedented, and no Dunbar burgess sat on the 
committee at any other time in the reign. Given the background to the March 1482
*®* R.M.S., ii, no.l361; E.R., ix, 213 
*®^AP. ,^ii, 137,142,145, 169
*®® New Dictionary of National Biography, ed. H. C. G. Matthew (Oxford, forthcoming), entry for 
Bertram; E.R, ix, 219-20; Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 50 
*®^ K R , viii, 388, 551,620; RM.S., ii, no. 1428 
*®® Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 367
*®® Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 250-1; RM.S, ii, no. 2618; E R , vii, 97, 316, 399, 492 
*®’ RM.S., ii, no. 1428; S.RO. GD207/4/5, printed in H.M.C. Rep vi, App, 711, no. 7 
*®® S.RO. GD158/36; Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 251; E.R, viii, 2, 633, 188, ix, 63, 
68, 81, 145, 157
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parliament, and the events soon to happen at Lauder, it is very easy to see Inglis’ 
appointment as political, and hostile to James III.
The selection of Thomas Fotheringham of Powrie seems also to have been 
political, but in this case of a figure close to one of the king’s allies, the earl of 
Crawford. Fotheringham was described as Crawford’s kinsman and squire, and he sat 
both as a baron and a burgh commissioner for Dundee in different parliaments during 
the 1480s.*®® However his links with Dundee seem to have been rather superficial, and 
he is not recorded as holding any of the usual offices associated with burgh 
commissioners in parliament, such as bailie, custumar, or provost. It would seem that his 
qualification to sit as a burgess was exploited by allies of the crown to enable an extra 
baron to be present on the articles—one whose political affiliations were more 
favourable to the status quo, and who was linked to a figure at feud with the earl of 
Buchan.Alexander Menzies firom Aberdeen completed the burgess representation. 
Overall, the burgh commissioners chosen to the articles show almost as much political 
motivation as the other two estates, a situation that seems almost unique within the reign 
of James III. Angus, Buchan, Darnley, Bertram and Inglis could all justify their presence 
by their roles as march wardens, and as officers in Berwick, but knowledge of what 
followed this meeting precludes the possibility that they were chosen simply because of 
local knowledge. The lords of the articles at the March 1482 parliament show that the 
committee was almost entirely outside royal control, and was instead acting as a tool of 
ambitious and disaffected factions, not solving problems, but laying the foundations for 
conflict in the near future.
vii) The Return o f Royal Influence: December 1482 to May 1485
When parliament met again nine months later, on 2 December 1482, it was by the 
authority of a new government under the leadership of Alexander, duke of Albany. It 
had been called with the intention of confirming Albany’s position as lieutenant-general, 
and his new faction’s control of government in the wake of the release of the king on 29 
September, at the ‘siege’ of Edinburgh castle, and the castle’s submission on 19 
October.’®* With possession of Edinburgh castle, and probably finally the royal seals, 
Albany seems to have become confident enough to call parliament, which according to
*®® R.M.S, ii, no. 1097; AP.^, ii, 137-81
Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 259. Fotheringham’s loyalty to James III would extend fer 
beyond this parliament as he would be with the king at the skirmish at Blackness in 1488, and 
was indicted for treason as a result in the subsequent reign.
’®* Fraser, Lennox, ii, nos. 80, 81; Macdougall, James III, 171,173
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the 40 days notice needed, would have been summoned by 21 October. By 10 October 
Albany had already bestowed the earldom of Mar and Garioch and the lieutenant- 
generalship of Scotland upon himself.’®’
Albany had placed himself firmly at the head of the government, and had made 
the unprecedented move of taking regal powers during the adulthood of a king who was 
by no means incapacitated. With him at court Albany could count on the support of an 
impressive number of powerful nobles and ecclesiastics: John Laing, bishop of Glasgow, 
his new chancellor, James Livingston, bishop of Dunkeld; the three half-uncles of the 
king—Andrew Stewart, bishop-elect of Moray, James, earl of Buchan, and John, earl of 
Atholl—as well as Patrick Leich, the new clerk register, and the lords Borthwick and 
Erskine.’®® With this level of support behind the new regime, Albany probably saw 
parliamentary confirmation of his position and powers as very likely. But this was not to 
prove be the case. Instead the December 1482 parliament marks the watershed in 
Albany’s fortunes, from which time his grasp on power steadily decreased until his 
departure back to Dunbar by 30 December.’®^ The record of parliamentary acts is 
testament to the divisions among the estates, with quite contradictory acts being passed 
which apparently reflect the policies of incompatible factions led by Albany and the king 
respectively. The upshot was that only a request was made by the estates to the king for 
Albany to be made lieutenant-general, a request which James III clearly had no intention 
of honouring.’®® Rather than having his position confirmed, Albany found himself fatally 
undermined by divisions among the estates.
These divisions are reflected by the lords of the articles at the December 1482 
parliament.’®® The clerical estate shows the most evidence of influence by Albany’s 
supporters. Certainly the intention behind the selection of the James Livingston, bishop 
of Dunkeld, and Andrew Stewart, bishop-elect of Moray, will have been designed to 
give a firm voice for the new regime on the articles. Livingston had taken part in the 
embassy to France sent by the March 1482 parliament, along with Buchan, Angus and 
William Elphinstone, and took a central part in events after Lauder, both in the 
negotiations with the duke of Gloucester on 2 August, and the subsequent brief
’®’ R.M.S., ii, nos. 1518,1541, page 322 n.
’°® R.M.S., ii, nos. 1517-1533. Erskine witnessed nine charters between 25 August and 25 
December, the first time he had attended daily council since 1472 (Chalmers, ‘King’ Council’, 
425,427)
’®^ HMC. Rep. xii, 155, no. 236 
’®® ÆP.5f,ii, 143-5 
’®®ÆP^ , ii, 142
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government of Albany and the half-uncles from August to December.’®’ His motivation 
was ambition in the diocese of St. Andrews and resentment at the promotion of William 
Scheves. By the December parliament this same motivation was probably behind 
Livingston’s return to loyalty to James HI. The bishop-elect of Moray’s own strong 
pursuit of the diocese of St. Andrews, to the extent that he forced Scheves into a 
resignation of his diocese and began raising large sums to pursue his promotion in early 
November 1482, must have come into conflict with Livingston’s ambitions.’®®
Livingston was faced with continuing to support a regime that would simply replace 
Scheves with another figure. At some point during December, possibly during this 
parliament, Livingston renewed his support for James III with the result that he 
remained at court after Albany and the hard-liners returned to Dunbar, and was rewarded 
with the office of chancellor on the death of Bishop Laing of Glasgow before 10 January 
1483, an office he kept until his own death on 28 August.’®®
The was no such doubt about the loyalties of the bishop-elect of Moray.
Stewart’s ambition in St Andrews depended on the continued predominance of Albany 
as lieutenant-general. Indeed his loyalty to Albany and the earl of Buchan would see him 
going into exile with them in England in 1483, and returning with Albany and the 
forfeited ninth earl of Douglas at Lochmaben on 22 July 1484.’*® By now, however,
Stewart’s self-aggrandisement was proving counter-productive, and had already 
alienated, or was in the process of alienating, the bishop of Dunkeld, and possibly other 
ecclesiastics and barons. Archibald Whitelaw alone of the clerics was removed from the 
political situation, remaining as king’s secretary regardless of the changes of |
government around him. James Lindsay, dean of Glasgow, like Livingston and Stewart, |
had been chosen specifically for his loyalty to the new regime. He was not a frequent I
parliamentarian, attending only three times in the reign.’** He may have been present as I
a procurator for the bishop of Glasgow, who was very unusually absent from the I
committee, especially given that he was present at parliament.’*’ It is perhaps more
ilikely that Lindsay’s links to the bishop-elect of Moray were more decisive in his j
selection. As late as 21 February 1502, Lindsay was one of four people mentioned in I
Stewart’s will (two of the others being the earls of Buchan and Atholl) to be j
’®’ Foedera, xii, 160; R.M.S., ii, nos. 1517-1533
’®® Charters and Other Documents Relating to the City of Edinburgh (Scottish Burgh Records 
Society, 1871), no. LIII; Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 820, f.l41r (held on 
microfilm in the Department of Scottish History, University of Glasgow)
’®® RMS., ii, no. 1534; Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,427
’*® Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 347; Tanner, ‘Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany’, 64
’**Af.5',ii, 113-4,133,142
’*’ O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 106; ii, 142
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remembered by a chaplain in the cathedral church of Moray.’*® Clearly Lindsay was 
more than a minor associate of Stewart. More importantly, Lindsay was involved in 
Stewart’s pursuit of the archbishopric of St. Andrews in 1482, when on 8 November 
they made a bond, along with Atholl and Buchan, with the city of Edinburgh, promising 
to repay 6,000 ducats raised by the city on behalf of Stewart’s promotion.’*'* Thus the 
selection of personnel for the first estate was certainly intended to provide strong support 
for Albany’s government. These were far from ‘moderate men.’’*® It was a concerted 
attempt by Albany and his allies to dominate the articles, and as far as the estate of 
clerics was concerned, this had been successful. However there were signs of dangerous 
cracks in the cohesion of Albany’s clerical allies.
If the selection of clerics was superficially successful for Albany, the choice of 
barons was disastrous. Two powerful earls dominated the second estate, the earl of 
Huntly and the earl of Crawford. Huntly’s role on the articles between October 1479 and 
March 1483 was crucial in the initial troubles of the king, and his subsequent recovery. 
Huntly had been present at Lauder on 22 July, taking part in the king’s seizure, and 
using the event for his own ends, particularly in settling scores over the earldom of 
Mar.’*® Since Lauder, Huntly had been notable by his absence, but he returned to the 
scene at the Dœember parliament and remained prominent until March 1483, playing a 
crucial role in the return to power of the king.’*’ His motivation, like Bishop Livingston 
of Dunkeld’s, was a result of resentment at self-aggrandisement, in this case by Albany 
himself. Shortly before 10 October Albany, describing himself as lieutenant-general, had 
given himself the earldom of Mar and Garioch, in the king’s name, nominally in return 
for securing the king’s liberty from Edinburgh castle by siege.’*® With this attack on his 
interests, Huntly’s neutrality, and even sympathy, for those who had control of the king 
came to an end. On the articles he will have acted against Albany’s interests, while the 
very fact that he was chosen indicates that the king himself, probably by promises of 
future patronage, was able to obtain broader support from the estates than he had 
received for several years.
The selection of David, earl of Crawford, was almost equally bad for Albany. 
Rather surprisingly, he had not been a lord of the articles previously, despite a very long
’*® RM5.,ii,no. 2625
’*'* Edinburgh City Charters, no. LIII
’*® Macdougall, James III, 175
’*® Macdougall ‘It is I the Earle of Mar’, 43-4
’*’ ÆP.5, ii, 142;RM&, ii, nos. 1544-7,1551, 1558, 1560-3
’*®RM5'.,ii,no. 1541
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record of service to James III.’*® Crawford was in fact one of only three people to have 
been part of James IH’s daily council in the 1470s and to remain at council after 22 July
1482, the other two being Laing, bishop of Glasgow, and Archibald Whitelaw.” ® Like 
Laing, Crawford was also promoted, receiving the office of master of the king’s 
household, vacant by the absence of the earl of Argyll, by 10 October.” * Thus Albany 
and the half-uncles seem to have been keen to secure Crawford’s support, and may even 
have been successfiil for a short period. Any loyalty to Albany, however, will have been 
superficial, as Crawford had been involved in a sometimes violent feud with the earl of 
Buchan during the 1470s over the office of sheriff of Forfar.’”  If this feud became 
dormant long enough for Buchan and Crawford briefly to co-operate in government, it 
was probably deliberately reopened by the king. On 25 January 1483 James III finally 
decreed, with the advice of council, that Crawford should hold the disputed sheriffdom, 
and on 29 April, shortly after Buchan was banished to England, Crawford was given 
Buchan’s office of chamberlain. He was also given a new pension, worth 40 merks per 
annum, from around Christmas 1482. Finally, on 27 September 1484, Crawford was 
given the lands of Cockburn and Todrick in the sheriffdom of Berwick, forfeited by the 
duke of Albany.”® Crawford had been bought off by James III. The rich rewards given 
to him from January 1483 may well have been for his support provided at, and after this 
parliament.
William, lord Borthwick, was another figure who will have been chosen as a 
result of the influence of Albany and his supporters. Borthwick came from virtual 
obscurity to witness every charter between Lauder and Christmas 1482, so his loyalties 
in this period can be in little doubt. Likewise, he had been on the articles on three 
occasions between March 1479 and December 1482, and this was probably the result of 
his sympathy and co-operation with the dissatisfied figures at parliament in this 
period.”'* Like Crawford and Bishop Livingston of Dunkeld, however, Borthwick would 
be retained on the council after the fall of Albany and remain there until his death in late
1483. This suggests that in some way he too was bought off by the king, although there 
is no evidence of him receiving conspicuous patronage.”® Again, the exact time that
’*® See Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,425-6; Macdougall, James III, passim 
”®RM&,ii,nos. 1517-33 
” * R.M.S., ii,no. 1518
Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 327-333 
” ® E.R., ix, 224,225, 345,441; KM X , ii, no. 1599 
See above p341
” ® Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1, 427; KM X , ii, nos. 1534-74, 1579.; Scots Peerage, ii, 
97-8
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Borthwick returned to the king’s side is not clear, but it must have been between the 
December parliament and the end of the month.
Alan, lord Cathcart, was a similar figure to Borthwick, and was selected for 
similar reasons. He had never been a prominent political figure, but was appointed 
warden of the west march at the parliament of 2 April 1481, at the same time as the earl 
of Angus was made warden of the east march. He was replaced at the March 1482 
parliament by lord Darnley.” ® He witnessed the only three royal charters of his career on 
10 to 13 December 1482, and on the latter date received his most notable piece of royal 
patronage—the hereditary custody of Dundonald castle.®”  The witness list and date of 
this charter suggest strongly that it was a gift of Albany and his allies, and may have 
been reward for support on the articles. If so, there are suggestions that Albany’s 
patronage had not bought lasting loyalty. Unfortunately no record survives to indicate if 
Cathcart maintained control of Dundonald after 1482, but in other cases James III seems 
to have purchased loyalty simply by promising to confirm Albany’s charters.”® 
Certainly, in contrast to the rest of his career, Cathcart was unusually prominent at 
council during 1483, sitting as a judge in civil causes in April, and making a final 
appearance in March 1484.” ®
The role of the burgh commissioners, by comparison, was probably slight, but 
nevertheless there is evidence that royalists dominated the estate. The high 
representation of Edinburgh on the articles was at the root of this situation. This 
arguably made some sense, not only as Edinburgh was by far the largest city in Scotland, 
but also due to its involvement in recent events. The two commissioners for Edinburgh, 
however, Waiter Bertram of Normangills, until recently the provost, and Patrick Barron 
of Spittlefield, the current provost, had ample reason to resent the influence of Albany 
and his supporters on their city. As the leading figures in the Edinburgh council, on 4 
August they had had to promise to repay all advance sums paid to James III for the 
marriage of his son and princess Cecilia to Edward IV, if the English king decided not to 
go ahead with the marriage, which he duly declared on 12 October.” ® This left 
Edinburgh with a theoretical debt of 8,000 marks sterling, to be repaid over five years. 
As if this were not enough, Edinburgh had been forced to raise 6,000 gold ducats from
” ®ÆP.5',ii, 132,140 
®” ÆM5’.,ii,nos. 1528-30
” ® eg. H.M.C. Rep xii, 155-6, no. 237, and RM.S., ii, no. 1572, vdiere Alexanda* Home of that 
Ilk’s betrayal of Albany brought a confirmation of Albany’s grant to him 
” ^^.D.C.,i, 81-2, *115
” ® Cal Docs. Scot., iv, nos. 1480,1482; Foedera, xii, 161-7
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continental banks for the promotion of the bishop-elect of Moray to the archbishopric of 
St. Andrews. Admittedly, Moray, Buchan and Atholl promised to repay the debt, and it 
was balanced by a grant to the city on 16 November of the customs of Leith and the 
licence to hold its own sheriff courts. But the fact remained that Edinburgh and its 
burgess community had been placed in a very awkward position by the events following 
Lauder, successively seeing an occupation of their city by 20,000 English soldiers, asked 
to besiege Edinburgh castle, and used as a source of finance by both Edward IV and 
Albany’s fledgling regime.” *
The result was predictable, and very much in line with the actions of the clerics 
and nobles. Bertram and Barron transferred their loyalty to James III, and were rewarded 
in early 1483. Barron was knighted at some point early in 1483,” ’ while Bertram was 
given an annuity of £40 for life on 8 January 1483, in reward for his part in freeing the 
king from Edinburgh castle, and the great harm he had received both within the realm 
and without, which on 2 February 1489 was described specifically as recompense for 
damage caused by the duke of Albany. Although Bertram had aided Albany in the siege 
of Edinburgh castle, his absence from the later grants to the Edinburgh city council, and 
his replacement by Barron as provost by 16 November, may indicate that he was out of 
favour with the duke some time before parliament met.”®
By the time parliament met again, at a continuation from December on 1 March, 
Albany was in his castle at Dunbar, and had renewed his treasonous links with Edward 
IV on 11 February, following an abortive attempt to seize the king on 2 January.”'* 
James III was still in considerable danger. Edward IV, on 11 February, made clear his 
intention to renew his attacks on Scotland, theoretically in an attempt to place Albany on 
the Scottish throne. On 19 March James III tried to conciliate Albany. In an indenture 
sent to the duke at Dunbar, Albany, still described as earl of Mar, was asked to cease 
claiming the office of lieutenant-general, end his and his allies’ treasonous links with 
England, have nothing further to do with the bishop-elect of Moray, the earl of Atholl, or 
Alexander Home, but allowed to remain as march warden and keep his estates.” ® 
Although few proceedings are recorded, the committee of the articles at the March 1483 
parliament is important in demonstrating the gradual process by which the king managed
’®* Edinburgh City Charters, LIII-V; R.M.S., ii, nos. 1525-6; Macdougall, James III, 172 
RM&,ii,nos. \525;A.P.S,ii, 145 
” ® K R , ix, 219-20; x, 140; Hie other two burgesses were an alderman of Aberdeen (probably 
Robert Blindseil) and an alderman of Perth (Young. Parliaments of Scotland, i, 60)
’®"* Cal Docs. Scot., iv, nos. 1486, 1489; Macdougall, James III, 178 (citing S.R.O. State Papers 
no. \9)\A.D.C., i, 166,354; Kelham, ‘Bases of Magnatial Power’, 287
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to exert control over government. Despite the fact that the king was still not able to get 
to grips with Albany, he emphatically exerted the decisive influence over the selection 
of the lords of the articles for the first time since the late 1470s. The committee was both 
large and dominated by royalists, with six figures being selected to each of the first and 
second estates, and four to the third estate.
For the first estate William Scheves, archbishop of St. Andrews, returned after a 
long absence from the political scene in late 1482, and was joined by Robert Colquhoun, 
bishop of Argyll, George Carmichael, bishop-elect of Glasgow, Archibald Crawford, 
abbot of Holyrood, Henry Arnot, abbot of Cambuskenneth, and Archibald Whitelaw, the 
secretary.”® Of the three estates, the clerics may show the most evidence of still 
containing figures with sympathies for Albany, but the presence of Scheves, Crawford 
and Whitelaw meant that it was dominated by figures with long records of service to the 
king in the 1470s. Colquhoun, bishop of Argyll, was not a political bishop, attended 
parliament only six times in the reign, and is almost entirely absent from the main 
governmental and ecclesiastical records.” ’ He was probably chosen to the articles to 
bolster the number of bishops in the absence of those of higher status, such as the 
bishops of Dunkeld, or Aberdeen, and also as someone from a family with a history of 
loyalty to James III. He would be at Sauchiebum in James Ill’s army in 1488.” ®
The presence of George Carmichael, bishop-elect of Glasgow, was more 
interesting for James III, but still unlikely to have caused him any major problems. 
Bishop Laing, promoted to chancellor by Albany, had died on 11 January 1483, while 
James III was still weak, and the election, before 18 February, of Carmichael by the 
cathedral chapter as his successor seems to have been outside the king’s influence, and 
probably with the support of Albany.”® Carmichael was certainly present on the earl of 
Angus’s council at Edinburgh on 9 July 1483, one day after Albany was finally forfeited 
by parliament.®'*® Although Carmichael sat on the articles at the March 1483 parliament, 
on 13 April Sixtus IV declared his appointment as bishop to be null and void, by the 
influence of Robert Blackadder.®'** Carmichael would still be defying James III, Sixtus
®®®AR ,^xii,31 
®®® .^P.5,ii, 145 
®®’ AP.^,ii, 108-68
®®® Dowden, Bishops, 386-7; Vatican Archives, Register of SupplicaticHis, vol. 903, f.l62r. The 
bishop’s kinsman. Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk, had bœn killed at die siege of Dunbar in 
1479 fighting on die king’s side (Macdougall, James III, 129)
®®® Macdougall, James III, 222; Watt, Fasti, 165-6 
®'*® Fraser, Douglas, iii, no. 441; A.P.S, ii, 151-2
®'** Macdougall, James III, 223; Theiner, Vetera Monumenta, no. 876; C.P.L., xiii, part i, 130, 
272. Aldiou^ Carmichael would receive a safe conduct as late as 29 November 1483, still
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IV and Blackadder in 31 May 1484, when Blackadder complained that he was unable to 
pay his debts to the Roman curia as he was not in possession of his church, and was 
unlikely to be so in the near future.®'*’ By 9 September 1485, however, Blackadder had 
clearly been successful as Carmichael, described as treasurer of Glasgow, had died at 
Rome, whence he had no doubt travelled in pursuit of restoration to his bishopric.®'*® 
Nevertheless, his presence on the king’s council until 13 March 1483 suggests that 
James Ill’s active support of Blackadder probably dates from after this parliament.®'*^
Carmichael may have been the only figure with any significant links to Albany. 
Certainly Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood, had been a royal officer concerned 
with crown finances since the 1460s, and was treasurer from 1476 until March 1484.®'*® 
Henry Amot, abbot of Cambuskenneth, was not a prominent figure, but had been 
employed by James III as a procurator to Rome as early as 25 June 1471. Amot was 
conspicuously more successfiil in the reign of James IV, when he became treasurer, and 
a prominent councillor from 1492.®'*® Dr. Chalmers went so far as to identify Amot as a 
‘victor’ of Sauchiebum, but there is no evidence of him taking an active part in the rebel 
action of of 1482 or 1488.®'*’
With Archibald Whitelaw making up the numbers, the clerical estate, with the 
exception of Carmichael and Arnot, was strongly royalist. This trend was continued 
even more obviously with those chosen for the second estate. Once again, the earls of 
Huntly and Crawford were chosen, as in December 1482, but this time they were 
accompanied by the earl of Argyll, and lords Avandale, Lyle and Glamis. Argyll was 
selected for the first time since November 1475, and his presence is symptomatic of the 
upturn in royal fortunes. He would retum to the king’s council by 18 March, after his 
absence with Scheves and Avandale in late 1482, and be a constant presence thereafter, 
being appointed chancellor by 6 September.®'*® Although Argyll had been involved at 
Lauder, he had received a remission for his part in the king’s seizure on 7 January
described as elect of Glasgow, this was more likely to have been the result of an administrative 
mistake resulting from Richard Ill’s usurpation than any support from James III (Rot. Scot., ii, 
461)
’ ’^ C.P.L, xiii, parti, 181-2
®'*® Carmichael must have been at Rome by 11 April 1485, on which date (and on 13 August) he 
claimed to be a councillor of James II. This seems unlikely to have been based on fact, and the 
most likely explanation for his journey was that he had hoped to be restored to his diocese. 
(Vatican Archives, Register of Supplications, vol. 845, f. 104r, vol. 849, f.l79r, vol. 850, 51v) 
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1483.®'*® The king’s forgiveness was clearly real enough, and Argyll’s closeness to the 
king in the 1480s would be almost unparalleled. The presence of lord Avandale, on the 
articles for the first time since May 1474, only underlines the predominance of the 
king’s favoured councillors, as, although he did not retum to the office of chancellor, he 
remained one of the most frequent charter witnesses of the reign after his retum to court 
on 18 March.”® Lord Lyle had a history as a royalist, and also someone with ample 
reason to back the king against those who had supported Albany. Lyle had suffered 
severely at the hands of the earl of Buchan and Albany’s supporters during the autumn 
of 1482, to the extent that many of his lands and estates, including his house of Duchal, 
were temporarily taken from him.®®* The only figure not to have been present on the 
articles before was Alexander Lyon, lord Glamis. A frequent parliamentarian, and a 
prominent lord auditor, sitting on the committee seven times between 1469 and 1485,®®® 
he was not usually connected with the royal council. The exception was from 15 January 
1483 to 14 August 1484 when he witnessed a total of sixteen charters.®®® His presence 
can probably be explained in two ways. Firstly, Glamis may well have been acting in 
conjunction with the earl of Huntly, as part of the northern backlash against Albany, 
much as the third lord would act with Huntly in 1488.®®'* Secondly, the March 1479 
parliament had recorded that Glamis was at feud with the earl of Crawford in Angus. 
Their sitting on the articles together might seem initially unlikely, however Crawford’s 
feud with Buchan, also in Angus, may well have been shared by Glamis.®®® It is possible 
that at least three of the barons on the articles were chosen partly because of their 
antipathy to the earl of Buchan.
The third estate was almost identical to that chosen in December 1482, with 
Patrick Barron, recently knighted, and Walter Bertram representing Edinburgh, Robert 
Blindseal representing Aberdeen, and John Aytoun present for Haddington. Barron and 
Bertram, as already discussed, are demonstrably royalists by this stage.®®® Perhaps of 
most interest is the fact that for the first time the number of burgesses on the committee 
was less than the other two estates. The precise reason for this is not clear, although as 
the burgesses had been paying only half the amount of tax of the other estates for some
®'*® S.RO. GDI 12/3/6
®®® Chalmers, ‘King’s Council’, table 1.1,427-8 
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time it may have been seen as permissible to reduce their representation. There seems to 
have been no protest from the burgesses.
It is unfortunate that more lists of the committee of the articles do not exist for 
the period 1483-8, as it is difficult to discern precisely the trends at work in this period 
from the two extant sederunts. The March 1483 committee was unusual, and the product 
of the specific period of its choosing, when the last place James DI’s enemies were 
likely to be was at parliament, and the more neutral figures must have realised the sense 
of a show of loyalty in its selections. The committee chosen at the parliament of 9 May 
1485 gives only a snapshot of what may have been happening in the latter years of the 
reign, but provides some interesting hints as to the political processes at work.
The committee was large, with fifteen people selected, six each from the clerics 
and barons, but only three from the burgh commissioners.®®’ This seems to have been a 
trend of the 1480s which reached its peak in October 1488 when a massive twenty-eight 
people sat on the articles alone.®®® Parliament had been called to deal with a number of 
separate topics, and unusually the role of the committee of the articles is made 
particularly clear. There were three main topics of discussion at parliament: the 
strengthening of the marriage alliance with Richard III, with a tax being raised to pay for 
an embassy; the sending of an embassy to the pope, firstly to pursue the king’s erection 
of the priory of Coldingham to the chapel royal, and secondly to advance the promotions 
of Alexander Inglis to the bishopric of Dunkeld, and John Ireland to the archdeaconry of 
St. Andrews; and finally the forfeiture of John Gifford of Sheriffhall, one of the duke of 
Albany’s allies.®®^  There is little, apart from the by now almost standard act asking the 
king to set justice ayres and to cease the giving of remissions and respites, to suggest 
that the lords of the articles were providing any great opposition to the king’s wkhes.®®® 
There are hints, however, both in the acts themselves, and in the personnel chosen to 
draft them, of the problems that would come to a head in 1487-8.
For once, the strong influence of the lords of the articles on the formation of 
legislation is made clear. The legislation is prefaced by a short statement that ‘these acts 
which immediately follow were made and approved by... [the king and the three estates] 
in parliament.’®®* What follows in fact seems to be the advice of the committee of the
®®’ AP.S,ii, 169 
®®®ÆP.5,ü,200 
®®°AP.5',ii, 168-74 
®®®^ .P.5',ii, 170 
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articles, accepted by the estates without significant alteration. Thus the legislation, rather 
than being described as acts and statutes, with the usual preamble ‘it is statute and 
ordanit be oure souerane lorde and his thre estatis’, includes phrases such as ‘it is avisit 
and thocht spedeful be the lordis of the articulis’, ‘it is thoct expedient be the lordis of 
the articulis’, and ‘the lordis of the artculis thinkis.’®®® Only one act, dealing with money, 
has the usual preamble, which would seem to indicate that it was legislation genuinely 
dealt with by the foil estates, while one final act is given by the king ‘at the requeist and 
desire of the lordis of the thre estatis.’®®® This situation for once would seem to agree 
with Rait’s judgement of the conunittee of the articles’ relationship with foil parliament. 
It is evidence, however, only of James Ill’s ability to have his legislation passed at this 
particular parliament, rather than a general trend. For so many acts explicitly to mention 
the lords of the articles is very unusual. Given this fact, the presence of at least one act 
made by the committee which is explicitly critical of the king’s administration of justice 
is of significance.®®^
The committee itself was made up largely of figures who had never been chosen 
before. Clear royal councillors were fewer in number than in March 1483. For the 
clerical estate, William Scheves was chosen as usual, and joined by Robert Blackadder, 
bishop of Glasgow, George Vans, bishop of Galloway, Alexander Inglis, bishop-elect of 
Dunkeld, Adam Cant, abbot of Dunfermline, and Robert Bellenden, abbot of Holyrood. 
Both Blackadder and Inglis were clearly royalists, and both had been appointed to their 
sees (or in Inglis’ case, an attempt had been made to appoint him) by James III against 
the claims of another cleric.®®® Alexander Inglis had been provided to Dunkeld by the 
king, contrary to the pope’s provision of George Brown. One of the main items of 
business at the May 1485 parliament was James Ill’s declaration to the pope that he ‘wil 
not suffi-e maister george broune’ in the post rather than ‘his tender clerk and counsalour 
maister Alex Inglis’®®®.
By contrast George Vaus was not a prominent figure at all during the reign of 
James III, and his provision to Galloway, on 9 December 1482, will not have been 
influenced by James III.®®’ Indeed, like George Carmichael, he may have been chosen by 
the influence of Albany, and he was certainly disliked by his predecessor, Ninian Spot,
®®®AP.-5,ii, 170-72 
®®®v4.P.<5,ii, 172,174
®®* Compare acts made in parliament during 1484-88, A.P.S, ii, 165-83 
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who had been a close royal councillor until June 1480.®®® Vaus would rise swiftly in the 
service of James IV to become dean of the chapel royal at Stirling in 1504, being named 
as one of the ‘parciall personis’, accused of perverting the government in 1489.®®^  His 
presence on the lords of the articles is therefore of some interest. Adam Cant was also 
not someone closely associated with the crown, and is largely absent from all the main 
governmental records.®’® In contrast, Robert Bellenden seems to have replaced 
Archibald Crawford, who resigned Holyrood to him before 8 March 1484 (at which time 
Bellenden was at Rome as James Ill’s orator to the pope), at court as well as in his 
abbacy.®’* Like Crawford, he would be closely associated with financial matters during 
the 1480s, as an auditor of exchequer and letting crown lands, and also as a lord of 
council in 1484-5.®’®
The second estate was much more clearly made up of figures apparently 
independent of royal influence. Thus, even if parliament were largely supportive of the 
king at this stage, it would seem that the estates were still asserting their right to choose 
the committee of the articles. Those chosen were John Stewart, earl of Atholl, Andrew 
Stewart, lord Avandale, Thomas, lord Erskine, Patrick Hepburn, lord Hailes, Alexander 
Gordon, Master of Huntly, and Robert, lord Fleming. Of these only Avandale had a long 
history of being a royal councillor, and he was the only remaining figure from the 
packed committee of March 1483. Indeed, only Avandale had ever sat on the committee 
before, according to the extant records.®’®
The earl of Atholl was the only Stewart half-uncle not to be banished, or to 
absent himself voluntarily, for most of the 1480s, following the fall of Albany in early 
1483. Although Atholl had played a central role in the events of 1482, he seems to have 
transferred his loyalty away from his brothers by the end of December 1482, a fact that 
is reflected in the marriage of his daughter to the master of Huntly by 16 December 
1482, and by the distinction drawn between his and Buchan’s treasons in the indenture 
with Albany of March 1483.®’'* He was not closely associated with the crown thereafter, 
until the three half-uncles acted in conjunction again in 1488 on the king’s side. Indeed,
®^’ C.P.L, xiii, part ii, 813
®®® C.P.L, xiii, part ii, 585; Dowden, Bishops, 369-70. Ninian Spot had refiised to present Vaus to 
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the king seems to have been keen to pursue the letter of the law against Atholl during the 
1480s, when the earl was defeated in two disputes with Perth Charterhouse and the 
cathedral of Dunkeld, both of which had involved a degree of violence. On 3 July 1483 
thirty-nine people, including six bishops, seven earls and twelve lords of parliament had 
sat on a massively extended committee of lords auditors and found Atholl to have 
wrongly occupied and spoiled certain lands of the prior of Perth Charterhouse, expelling 
the prior and his factors from the estates.®” Although Atholl was ostensibly loyal, his 
place on the articles seems rather incongruous at a parliament that was still pursuing 
those involved in the duke of Albany’s crimes.
Lord Erskine was also an interesting figure to be present on the articles. He was 
certainly not a royal councillor, although he was a frequent parliamentarian from April 
1449 to May 1485.®”  His pursuit of his claim to the earldom of Mar and Garioch had 
ended unsuccessfully in November 1457, after which he had not played a prominent part 
in public affairs. However in 1482, during Albany’s brief government, his career had 
enjoyed a brief renaissance, and he was one of the most frequent charter witnesses 
between August 1482 and 17 January 1483.®”  His alliance with the duke may have 
ended when Albany took the earldom of Mar, but Erskine, like Atholl, apart from being 
a lord of council for a few days in January 1485, seems to have steered clear of the king 
for most of the 1480s. Above all the presence of two of Albany’s former allies at a 
parliament which may have taken place while Albany and James Liddale of Halkerston 
were in captivity in Edinburgh, must have been disturbing for the king.®”
The presence of Patrick, lord Hailes, in the light of his friture role as one of the 
leading rebels in 1488, must be seen as extremely suspicious. Parliament discussed the 
matter of the priory of Coldingham, and ordered that William Scheves ask the pope to 
erect the priory of Coldingham to the chapel royal, one of the main causes of the 
Hepburns’ allies, the Home family, rebelling in 1487.®” The final two barons were 
firmly extra-conciliar. Alexander Gordon, master of Huntly, was attending parliament 
for his first recorded time. He may well have been chosen in place of his father, who was
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1541
®’® Boardman, ‘Politics and the Feud’, 349; Tanner, ‘Alexander Sewart, duke of Albany’, 66-9 
®”  A.P.S., ii, 170-1. Hepburn was reasonably close to the (xown after 1482, and received 
moderate patronage, possibly as reward for action in 1482-3, but this situation ceased m 1485 
(Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1505; R M S, ii, no. 1552; AD.C., i, *82-*86, *88, *93, *95-*115; 
E.R, ix, 433,520,521)
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absent from this parliament, and he was one of the most notable loyalists in 1488.®®® 
Robert, lord Fleming was neither closely associated with the king, nor a frequent 
parliamentarian. His political career since the 1460s was almost non-existent. During the 
1480s he was notable only for frequently being pursued before the lords auditors for 
debt.®®* His selection to the articles is unlikely to have been made by the king, but it 
seems unlikely that he would have been vocally critical of royal policies.
Only three burgh commissioners sat on the committee, but at least two were 
reasonably closely linked with the king. The commissioners chosen were Walter 
Bertram, and Thomas Tod, both representing Edinburgh, and Richard Redheuch for 
Stirling. Walter Bertram has been discussed at length already.®®® Thomas Tod is 
recorded only once at parliament in this reign, but like Bertram, was already a prominent 
Edinburgh figure, and would be provost in 1488, 1491 and 1500. He was one of the 
king’s moneyors from 1479, and as such may have been involved in the notorious black 
money; he remained a money or until 1485, and he also lent the king money for buying 
gunpowder.®®® As late as April 1491 Tod would be involved with John Ramsay, the 
king’s former favourite, in treasonous bonds with Henry VII.®®'*
Overall the committee is an interesting mix of councillors and independent 
magnates that suggests that the balance of royal and parliamentary power seen during 
much of the 1470s was back in existence. Although parliament in the late 1480s did not 
display the level of resistance to James HI seen in the 1470s, it would seem likely that a 
level of independence in the selection of the lords of the articles remained. Even if the 
acts drafted by the lords of the articles at this meeting were broadly supportive of royal 
policy, it was not indicative of an overwhelming domination of the committee by the 
crown.
viii) Conclusion
From the earliest references to a body resembling the lords of the articles, both 
in the commissions chosen in the fourteenth century, and the early committees for
®®® Macdougall, James III, 259; A.P.S, ii, 169; Macdougall, James IV, 36-7,41 
®®‘ A.D.A., 32,66, 71, 72, 87; A.D.C., i, 55 
®®® See above, pp350,357
®®® Young, Parliaments of Scotland, ii, 697; E.R., viii, 392; ix, 548; AP.S, ii, 174, 93, 121; 
AD.C, i, 131
®®'* Cal. Docs. Scot., iv, no. 1571. Richard Redheuch was the more usual burgh commissioner, 
with few links with the crown, but who acted as a custumar for Stirling from June 1482 until 
July 1483 (Young, Parliaments of Scotland, ii, 582; E.R, ix, 224
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drafting the articles seen in the reign of James I, the records stress that they were chosen 
by the full estates. Once names of those that sat on the committee become available in 
the minority of James III, it becomes quite obvious that they were the products of 
election by the full three estates. As the Boyds, the duke of Albany, and James III 
himself were to discover, the estates could and did choose committees of people at odds 
with what the government of the moment would have desired.
This is not to deny that at various points the lords of the articles were largely 
royal councillors and office-holders. The committees between 1469 and 1475 provide 
ample evidence of this. It was quite natural for the king to attempt to control the 
committee, and, at periods where opposition to the crown was limited, the presence of 
experienced bureaucrats should not necessarily be seen as evidence of the inability of the 
estates to exert influence over the selection. What is also clear during the period in the 
1470s when most conciliar members were chosen is that full parliament could overturn 
its decisions, or include its own legislation. Thus, despite the favourable committees of 
the early 1470s, there are a number of hostile acts, criticising royal policy regarding 
justice, foreign policy, and taxation.
Above all, it is the baronial estate that provides the most evidence of 
independence in its elections, particularly in the crisis period from 1479 to 1483. For 
most of this period the selection of barons was entirely outwith royal control, a situation 
that reached its peak at the March 1482 parliament, which was packed with figures soon 
to seize the king and form a new administration. Thereafter the king reasserted himself 
over the selection of the committee, most obviously in March 1483, but by May 1485 
there was again evidence of independence by the estates in the selections. The lords of 
the articles formed a powerful and influential committee, but one whose theoretical and 
practical independence from crown influence was well established. Moreover, it was 
never a committee that was able simply to dictate its terms to the full assembly of the 
three estates.
Conclusion
The gloomy picture of the medieval Scottish parliament and general council portrayed 
by Professor Rait in 1924 can be shown to be far from accurate in the reigns of James I, 
II and III. Rather than a ‘court of registration'/ parliament was an institution that played 
an influential role in the political affairs of Scotland, and which had substantial and 
recognised powers to act as a check on royal power.
The sheer frequency with which the Scottish parliament and general council 
met is one of the strongest arguments in favour of its importance as an institution. It has 
been possible to show that a meeting of the estates occurred almost invariably every year 
between 1424 and 1488, often more than one meeting, to the extent that eighty-three 
meetings of parliament or general council can be identified with reasonable certainty in 
the sixty-four year period of this thesis, with other ‘lost’ meetings almost certain to have 
existed.^  This compares with thirty parliaments in the same period in England.^  Even 
allowing for the often much longer sessions of parliament in England, this is a 
suggestive figure. Moreover in England it was reasonably common for parliament not to 
sit at all for long periods—no parliament sat in nineteen of the sixty-four years between 
1424 and 1488. On this evidence alone, it is not possible to suggest that the Scottish 
parliament had a less central role in political affairs that its English counterpart. 
Moreover in 1428, on the one identifiable occasion when an attempt was made to adopt 
more English practice, it was almost certainly as the result of James Fs desire to create a 
more amenable assembly.
Looking at each reign individually, it becomes apparent that the relationship of 
the three estates with the crown in parliament fluctuated greatly over the sixty-four years 
of this study. The issue of taxation, perhaps unsurprisingly, was at the centre of two of 
the greatest parliamentary confrontations of the fifteenth century—those stimulated by 
James I in the 1420s and James III in the 1470s. On both occasions little taxation would 
actually be paid, while the kings would face opposition and defeat at the hands of the 
estates. James I and James III would both emerge with their reputations seriously 
damaged, and a relationship with the estates, both within and outwith parliament, that 
was unhealthy and ultimately fatal.
 ^Rait, Parliaments of Scotland  ^33 
 ^See below, appendix A 
 ^Hbk Brit. Chron., 568-72
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Yet taxation was far from the only topic over which parliament could exert 
influence. Parliament was able to prevent James Fs attempt to abandon the Franco- 
Scottish alliance in return for promises of the return of Berwick and Roxburgh in 1433, 
forbid James III from leaving Scotland in 1473, and exerted significant influence over 
foreign policy throughout the century. It played a decisive role in the 1455 act of 
annexation and was able to oversee royal alienations of lands, castles and offices both 
before and after that act. Parliament could criticise the administration of justice—asking 
James I to moderate his behaviour, while attempting to prevent James II and James III 
from raising money by the excessive exploitation of remissions. It could prevent 
forfeitures, as it did with Alexander, duke of Albany, in 1479-82, or appoint march 
wardens, as in 1481-82, about whom the king was exfremely distrustful. At particular 
points, as in 1479-82, it could take control of the committee of the articles, and 
throughout the century parliamentary committees and commissions never show 
persuasive evidence of domination by royal councillors.
Yet parliament was not simply a destructive institution, intent too often on 
undermining the authority of king, lieutenant or governor. On occasion it could act in an 
essentially conservative and constructive fashion, as it did during the early minority of 
James II from 1437 to 1439, and to an extent for the entire period between the death of 
James I and 1449. After playing a significant part in the crisis that led to James Fs death, 
the estates in parliament played an equally important part in overseeing and cooperating 
with the minority government, and destroying the ambitions of Walter Stewart, earl of 
Atholl. During the minorities of James II and James III parliament and general council 
played a prominent role in politics, acting as an effective check on self-aggrandisement 
by those factions who seized power for cynical ends. Certainly factions could attempt to 
use parliamentary authority to whitewash violent coups—as the Boyds did in 1466—but 
opposition by an extra-governmental faction, or more general hostility to those who 
controlled the king, could seriously undermine the stability of such regimes. In the latter 
part of James IFs minority the Douglas family was able to exert considerable influence 
over meetings of the estates, but nevertheless the period 1437-1445 saw notions of the 
estates’ powers in parliament and general council become more established. This was 
associated with the development of lordships of parliament after 1437, which was at 
least partly intended to reflect a theory of power-sharing between lieutenant-general, 
council and the three estates. The 1445 oaths made by the king and estates set out the 
perceived obligations that the king owed to his nobility, and the extent of the powers that 
parliament was theoretically able to wield over the crown.
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Attendance at parliament seems also to have been generally good, and derived 
from a broad geographical area, with only the gaelic north and west—particularly the 
areas under the influence of the lords of the Isles—showing notably poor levels of 
attendance from all estates. Being out of favour with a particular king or faction did not 
generally discourage attendance at parliament or general council. Most obviously, it is 
possible to discern a high number of supporters for James Kennedy, bishop of St j
Andrews, at the parliaments held during the governorship of Mary of Gueldres—a fact |
that may seriously have undermined her ability to govern effectively. At times when the 
breakdown of a relationship between the king and a section of his subjects reached 
dangerous proportions, such as between James II and the Douglases between 1452 and 
1455 and James III and signifrcant parts of his nobility after 1483, those who opposed 
the king stayed away from parliaments. Yet on both occasions this merely underlined the 
level of crisis within the realm, not a position of royal strength.
The role of each estate in parliament has been shown to differ considerably. It is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that the second estate was the dominant force in 
parliament. It was almost always numerically the largest estate, sometimes 
outnumbering the combined forces of the clerics and burgesses.'^  In James Fs reign it 
was the second estate that played the most prominent role in defeating his demands for 
taxation, and the second estate, or a faction thereof, who were primarily behind the 
criticism of the king seen in October 1436. The evolution of lordships of parliament 
underlined the importance of the nobles within parliament, which was the main forum 
for interaction between crown and extra-conciliar magnates. It was the second estate to 
whom James II turned in parliament during the civil war with the Douglases, and they 
who were primarily behind the effective take-over of parliament and the committee of 
the articles in 1479-82. This dominance in parliamentary events is neither surprising, nor 
suggestive of an unimportant role for the other two estates. The second estate was 
simply the largest, most politically active and wealthy estate, and was, at least in theory, 
representative of the majority of Scots.
The clerics to a large extent shared the interests of the barons. They did not 
attend parliament primarily for religious reasons, but with the interests of great 
landowners, ecclesiastical magnates, councillors, bureaucrats and politicians. As an 
estate they seem to have wielded influence almost disproportionate to their size, which 
at times in James Ill’s reign fell to very low levels—only fourteen clerics were present at
eg. November 1469, January 1472 (A.F.S., ii, 93, 102)
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the January 1472 parliament, compared with fifty-four barons/ Yet there are a number 
of important instances of the clerics alone issuing highly critical legislation. This is most 
clearly seen in the parliaments of 1472 and 1473, when it was the clerics who led the 
way in the acts attacking James Hi’s plans to go abroad.® It was to the first estate that 
parliament turned in 1431 when it wanted a safe pair of hands to look after taxation, and 
there seems little doubt that James Ts attempt to increase his power over the church 
resulted in considerable resistance, particularly from the diocese of St Andrews, and its 
bishop, Henry Wardlaw. James Kennedy, Wardlaw’s successor at St Andrews and an 
astute politician, was one of the most effective parliamentarians of the fifteenth century, 
at least during the minority of James III. The strongly hierarchical nature of the church 
also meant that the clerics on the committee of the articles were almost invariably the 
highest status bishops—St Andrews, Glasgow and Aberdeen—a fact that meant 
powerful figures were generally chosen to the committee regardless of the king’s 
relationship with them.
The burgesses did not share these roles and objectives with the first and second 
estates to anything like the same degree. They were by far the least obviously political 
estate, although there were exceptions with commissioners for Linlithgow during the 
Livingston period of influence in the minority of James II, and with Walter Bertram and 
Robert Inglis in the crisis of 1482. The burgesses seem to have attended largely, and 
quite naturally, to deal with the large amount of generally non-political legislation 
concerning trade and burgh administration, and taken a far less prominent role in the 
concerns of the other estates. Nevertheless, the burgesses played an important role in 
taxation, particularly in the reign of James I, where the king’s inability to raise money 
from the clerics and barons led him into a heavy reliance on the burgesses who provided 
the vast majority of the money raised. In return the early parliaments after 1424 show a 
greater than usual concern with burgh affairs, even though much of the legislation was 
later repealed. Thus the burgesses do seem to have been able to negotiate a collective 
quid pro quo with James I. By the reign of James III there is evidence of a decline in 
burgess influence. The ‘congregatioune’ of 1464 was a meeting of the estates with great 
political importance, but from which the burgesses were excluded.^  The burgess 
contribution to taxation declined from 1472 to half that of the other two estates, at least 





found/ Associated with this financial change, the equal representation of the burgesses 
on the lords of the articles was abandoned from 1483/ The burgh commissioners may 
also have lost their place on general council, and were certainly absent from conventions 
of estates in the early sixteenth century/® Thus by the end of the 1480s it seems clear 
that the influence of the burgesses in parliament was in decline.
Arguably, none of the powers demonstrated by parliament and general council 
between 1424 and 1488 had their origin in the fifteenth century, or were exclusive to it. 
Parliament had ordered David II to cease alienations of the crown demesne without the 
advice of the estates.General council had also played a prominent role in the changes 
of guardianship during the reigns of Robert II and Robert III. In 1388 John, earl of 
Garrick, had lost office to Robert, earl of Fife, after submitting to the decision of general 
council. In January 1399, as Robert III, the former earl of Garrick lost office again by 
the advice of general council, this time to his son, David, duke of Rothesay. These 
arrangements were not simply the result of the estates confirming a prior coup. Rothesay 
was only given a three year lieutenancy in 1399 by a general council whose second 
estate was dominated by allies of the duke of Albany: ‘the remaining conditions imposed 
by general council insured it would be difficult, if not impossible, for Rothesay to 
bypass this body in formulating and executing royal pol iciesWhat is more certain, 
perhaps, is that such characteristics became more frequently seen and more firmly based 
in the consciousness of king and estates as the ‘rights’ of parliament during the fifteenth 
century. Equally, it is reasonable to point to a decline in these powers after the reign of 
James III.^ '^  James IV demonstrated considerable success in avoiding parliaments 
altogether, primarily by turning to other sources for taxation, while effectively stripping 
the assembly of its judicial role.^ ® This decline was part of a general trend across Europe. 
In France the Estates-General did not meet at all for the seventy years after 1484, and 
many of the subordinate provincial estates also began to disappear in the sixteenth 
century.^ ® Similar declines were seen in the Spanish cortes and the German imperial 
Reichstag and its subordinate diets. The Aragonese cortes, historically one of the
Records of the Convention of Royal Burghs, 543 
^A.P.S., ii, 102,122, 134,145,169 
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stronger assemblies, suffered by the early fifteenth century fi*om increasing royal 
control, in which the kings first largely abandoned summoning meetings, as between the 
1390s and 1410s, and then managed to gain control of elections to the assembly after 
1442/* In England, too, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the monarch began to 
gain a firmer control of parliament fi*om the late fifteenth century. Henry VII called 
parliament even less often than James IV, abandoning the assembly after 1504, while 
Henry VIII used it as a tool to drive through the break with Rome.^  ^This decline in the 
independence of representative estates should not be overstated, and in any case was 
perhaps less marked in Scotland than elsewhere in Europe, at least before the majority of 
James VI. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the Scottish parliament in the fifteenth 
century enjoyed perhaps its most influential period.
When compared with other European assembli^ during the later middle ages, 
the Scottish parliament appears in a generally favourable light. As has been shown, 
James I seems to have seen the Scottish parliament as a more problematic assembly that 
its English counterpart, particularly in relation to taxation. This was an opinion that had 
justification, as the English parliament had a history of granting frequent and generous 
contributions, particularly for Henry V’s role in the Hundred Years War. Professor 
Anthony Pollard and Dr Gwilym Dodd have recently argued that Henry IV was able to 
pack parliament with Lancastrian allies, to the extent that the 1406 parliament was little 
more than a ‘Lancastrian party conference’, not something that could be said often of 
Scottish meetings.^ ® James I was not alone in seeing the Scottish parliament as a strong 
institution. Sir John Fortescue, writing in the 1460s, singled out Scotland as a kingdom 
that shared with England a ‘political and royal’ government/^  Such government differed 
from one that was simply ‘royal’ in that in the former case the king’s will and legislation 
was modified and agreed by the people—that is, by parliament—while in the latter case, 
such as in France, the king could rule unhindered by such advice.^ Fortescue was 
writing fi*om a position of some knowledge. He had gone into exile with Henry VI and 
Margaret of Anjou in 1461, and wrote a number of tracts defending the Lancastrian
P. Sanz, ‘The Cities in the Aragonese Cortes in the Medieval and Early Modem Periods’, 
Parliaments, Estates and Representation, 14, no. 2 (1994), 95-108,98, 107 
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1985), 41-3,66
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Tiptoft and the Parliament of 1406’, Parliamentary History, xiv, part 2 (1995), 103-119, 115; I 
would like to thank Dr Gwilym Dodd for allowing me to see a copy of his paper, ‘Conflict or 
Consensus: Henry IV and Parliament, 1399-1406’, given to the Fifteenth Century Colloquium 
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succession while in Edinburgh.^  Given his interest in political theories, it is fair to 
suggest that he may have witn^sed the Scottish parliament in action at first hand during 
1461 or 1462, and been impressed by its ability to oversee the government of Mary of 
Gueldres.
The comparative history of European assemblies of estates in the fifteenth 
century is still in its infancy, and is not possible to provide here a definitive comparison 
between the Scottish parliament and its sister institutions.^ '* Nevertheless, it is possible to 
state with confidence that the Scottish parliament was far from being weaker than most 
other assemblies, and indeed it can be tentatively placed among the stronger institutions. 
Power over taxation was the feature that was shared by most assemblies, and the power 
to make concessions reliant on such grants was also common—seen in the Spanish 
cortes, the various German diets, Sweden, Bohemia, Hungary, Poland, England and of 
course Scotland itself. The right to issue legislation was less common, and the French 
Estates-General never gained it. The Scottish parliament also had a more rare attribute, 
also seen in Poland, Aragon and England—that of a high court that could on occasion 
investigate grievances against the king and his officers.^ ® Most parliaments demanded 
influence over foreign policy and war, over the appointment of a regent during 
minorities, and, as arguably occurred in 1482, could attempt to replace the king’s chosen 
council with one selected by the estates. Likewise, the Scottish parliament’s ability to 
dictate how the king’s taxes should be spent, when raised, and to appoint its own 
guardians and collectors of that money, seen most clearly in James Fs highland taxation 
of 1431, was paralleled at various points across Europe.^ ® The Scottish division of 
estates into clergy, nobles and towns was a far more typical arrangement than that of 
England—seen in the German landtage, the French Estates-General and the Castillian 
cortes among others.^  ^ Thus the Scottish parliament can take its place among the 
pantheon of European assemblies, and be judged to be no less an institution than those 
of other kingdoms.
^ Fortescue, On the Laws and Governance o f England, xviii 
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One might expect the Scottish parliament’s strength to be reflected in the 
political ideas of contemporary Scots. Dr Roderick Lyall and Dr Roger Mason have 
rightly cautioned against the temptation to associate literary sources that deal with 
largely conventional ‘advice to princes’ with specific political events.^ * The central 
theme of such commentaries, however, is almost invariably the topic of ‘good counsel’, 
a matter that goes to the heart of the contemporary view of the Scottish parliament’s role 
in political society. The king received such counsel in two ways, firstly from his council, 
and secondly from parliament.
It is not surprising, therefore, that parliament, or representative institutions, 
occur often in fifteenth century literature, even if there is no ‘Scottish Fortescue’. Thus 
John Ireland, in the Meroure of Wyssdome written in the late 1480s for James III, but, 
after the intervention of Sauchiebum, presented to James IV in 1490, equates divine 
government with government on earth. In the theological part of his work he describes 
an allegorical situation where God takes advice firstly from his ‘sacret counsale’ of the 
four heavenly virtues, Mercy, Truth, Equity and Peace, and then makes a final decision 
before the ‘thre nobile staitis of his hevinly realme’—the orders of angels. God, like an 
earthly monarch, governs through the advice of council and parliament. Nevertheless, 
divine authority could not be subject to lesser powers, and thus council and parliament 
could only act in an advisory role, which clearly did not detract from God’s absolute 
power.^ ®
Gilbert Haye’s translation into Scots of a French edition of the "Secreta 
Secretorum\ the alleged advice of Aristotle to Alexander the Great, also deals with the 
topic of good counsel.^ ® It has been shown that Haye’s work contains much that is absent 
from his sources, and that he lays particular stress on the responsibility of princes and 
knights to pursue the common good.^ ' No direct reference to parliament should be 
expected in a book alleged to have been written by Aristotle. The notion of the 
importance of consent in royal decisions, however, is apparent. Thus Haye states that 
‘for sumquhile all mon be semblit for generale poyntis of the communitee and othir 
poyntis of commoun proffit, and than sail thou bathe be better lufit and mare doubtit...,
Lyall, ‘Politics and Poetry’, 5-29; Mason, ‘Kingship, Tyranny and the Right to Resist’, 125- 
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and mare honour have’. Parliament was clearly considered a key element in princely 
government.
Parliament is dealt with more explicitly in a number of fifteenth century poems. 
Robert Henryson, in ‘The Trial of the Fox’ (or ‘The Tod’), gives a detailed description 
of a ‘parliament of fourfiittit Beistis, haldin be the Lyoun’. As Professor John MacQueen 
has shown, the assembly is clearly a Scottish parliament, sitting in a single chamber, 
summoned by Unicom pursuivant, fenced, and attended by all the animals. The grey 
mare, who alleges the right to stay away, is declared to be contumacious.^  ^Likewise the 
heraldic connotations of the Lion make it likely that some form of comparison with the 
Scottish monarchy is intended. Henryson certainly describes a parliament that took its 
powers seriously—although the fox had murdered the lamb, he was eventually executed 
for breaking the king’s peace declared when parliament began.^  A metaphorical 
parliament is seen also in Henryson’s Testament o f  Cresseid, in which Cresseid is tried 
by an assembly of the planets.^ ® In both cases, parliament’s authority is seen as harsh 
and ultimately fallible—to the extent that both the grey mare and Cresseid are found 
guilty according to the letter of the law, rather than the spirit, while the fox is convicted 
not for murder, but for contempt of court.^ ® It is perhaps unwise to derive any detailed 
comment on the Scottish parliament firom Henryson’s parliament, which is designed 
primarily to symbolise the implementation of divine and worldly justice. It is worth 
briefly noting, however, that Henryson’s planetary assembly includes an incidence of 
voting—‘Thus quhen thay gadderit war, thir Goddes sevin, Mercurius thay cheisit with 
ane assent, to be foirspeikar in the Parliament’.
Richard Holland’s Buke o f  the Howlat is also based around a parliament—this 
time of clerical birds, ‘a college of cardinalis’, who give a feather each to an owl who 
dislikes his appearance. The owl becomes arrogant, whereupon the other birds take their 
feathers back. Works dealing with assemblies of birds, most obviously Chaucer’s 
Parliament o f  Fowls, which Holland is likely to have read, and Jean de Condé’s La 
Messe des Oiseaux, are reasonably common in late medieval Europe. Thus Holland’s
Gilbert the Haye ’s Prose Manuscript, ii, 152
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use of parliament is at least partly conventional. Nevertheless, the notion of collective 
authority is again reflected in the birds’ decision on the fate of the Howlat.^ *
The Thre Prestis of Peblis, dating from the late fifteenth century, perhaps from 
the reign of James HI, includes a description of a parliament which fits more obviously 
with the political reality/® Uncertainty about the dating makes any association between 
this description and specific political events unwise,'*® but the poem shows once again 
the extent to which advice and debate were considered a natural role of parliament, and 
that it was the king’s responsibility to listen to this advice. Thus the tale is based around 
the king asking each estate to explain the decline in standards of their respective 
estates—why the burgesses do not maintain their property through the generations, but 
‘castis away it that thar eldaris wan’, why the nobles had lost the ‘worschip fredome & 
honour’ that their forbears had possessed, and why the clerics no longer carry out their 
duties to the extent of their predecessors.'** The next day each estate gives a reply to the 
king which explains their respective declines. The burgesses explain that, where a 
merchant would become wealthy by hard work, his grandson, bom into the luxury 
accumulated by father and grandfather, was too lazy to indulge in hard labour, and 
quickly saw his fortune dissipate in gambling and drinking.'*^  The lords blame their 
decline on the want of fair royal justice. Covetousness and avarice had coloured justice 
to the extent that the thief and loyal man could not be distinguished. The thief could 
always pay for a pardon, while the loyal man would either refuse, or was too poor to 
pay. Thus the nobility were reduced to penury—more likely to beg from the enemy than 
fight them at a meeting of the host. '*^ The clerics blame the decline in their office on the 
fact that the church’s own choices for bishoprics were no longer observed, instead only 
the king’s appointees gained high office. Such men were nothing but ‘ane Tod [fox] in 
ane Lambskin ... How sould he kyth mirakil and he sa euil?’.'*^  The king listens to this 
criticism carefully, and promises to remedy his behaviour both in regard to remissions 
for crime and appointments to benefices. Thus the author of the Thre Prestis portrays a 
parliament in which not only is free and detailed criticism of the king made, but in which 
the king in return grants concessions. Whether these criticisms were intended to refer to 
specific events in the reigns of James II or James III cannot perhaps be proved, but it is
P. Bawcutt and F. Riddy, Longer Scottish Poems 1375-1650 (Edinburgh, 1987), 43-4, 52; 
Brown, Black Douglases, 277-8
The Thre Prestis of Peblis, ed. T. D. Robb (Scottish Text Society, 1920), 6-27 
'*® Lyall, ‘Politics and Poetry’, 11 
'** Thre Prestis of Peblis, 8,10 
'*^ Thre Prestis of Peblis, 13-19 
Thre Prestis of Peblis, 18-23 
TTwe Prestis of Peblis, 25-6
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beyond question that these were prominent themes in the Scottish parliament, 
particularly during the 1470s and 1480s. The implication for the fifteenth century reader 
would have been clear; the king should listen to the advice of his estates, and if 
necessary modify his behaviour at their request.
Thus parliament was certainly a common theme in fifteenth century literature, 
even if only The Thre Prestis of Peblis gives a description that can clearly be seen to 
comment on the role of the estates in the Scottish parliament. At the very least, 
parliament in all these works is portrayed as an influential and powerful body in which 
genuine debate and discussion takes place, and where collective decisions are made. 
Parliament, in effect, was one of the main pillars of good counsel and good government. 
Moreover one cannot separate such works fi-om the evidence available from the 
chronicles. As has been shown, Walter Bower, John Shirley and the Auchinleck 
Chronicle all accord parliament, and resistance to the crown in parliament, a prominent 
place in their accounts. These, at least, are based on genuine events, and none of the 
respective authors ever questioned parliament’s right to intervene in royal policy, even if 
Bower criticised the Tack of healthy deliberation and loyal financial help’ by the 
estates.'*®
Thus the Scottish parliament and general council had a clearly established right 
to be consulted on a broad range of subjects, most obviously taxation, justice, 
diplomacy, war and royal fiimnces, estates and possessions. It was clearly understood 
that it could resist, oppose and defeat propositions by the crown with which it disagreed. 
As a result of this power and the frequency with which it was called, parliament played a 
prominent part in many of the key events of fifteenth century history. Its deliberations 
and legislation act as a litmus test for the relationship between crown and estates during 
the three reigns of James I, II and III, and the success of each monarch in interacting 
with his nobles, clerics and burgesses. Ultimately, however, no medieval parliament 
could force a king to abandon policies that were unpopular if he resolutely refused to do 
so. Both James I and James III, despite frequent and detailed advice and opposition, 
refused to alter their behaviour. As a result in 1436-7, 1479-82 and 1488, parliamentary 
advice and criticism concerning grievances could develop into much more serious 
political crises. Such crises were ultimately solved only outside the parliament chamber.
45 Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 305
y4—PARLIAMENTS AND GENERAL COUNCILS. 1424-1488
This list modifies and updates earlier lists of parliaments foimd in Borthwick, ‘King, Council and 
Councillors’, app B, 479-486, and Young, Parliaments o f Scotland, ii, app 1, 745-759. The date 
records the earliest date on which the parliament/gaieral council is curraitly known to have sat. 
It does not always follow, particularly before 1466, that this was the first day of parliamait. 
Dates of continuations, commissions of parliammt, and otha- dates that show parliament was 
still sitting are given in short form below the main date. It should be noted that some meetings 
recorded below as continuations (particularly after 1466), were to aU intmts and purposes new 























































A.P.S., ii, 3-6,25; E.R., vi, 305; RMS., ii, 
no. 2; O’Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 
327-8,334; Duncan, James 1, 25
A.P.S., ii, 7-8,25-6.
Scotichronicon, viii, 245; Brown, James 
1,65.
A.P.S., ii, 9-13, 26; O'Brien, ‘Scottish 
Parliament’, chapter 1, app. E;ÆP.5., xii, 
22
N.R.A(S.) survey 776, Bundle 1849, no. 
10. A judicial committee of'présidentes'
A.P.S., ii, 13-14
A.P.S., ii, 15-16
A.P.S., ii, 16-17, 26-8; Paris, Archives 
Nationales, J678, no. 24
Scotichronicon, viii, 259; see also 
Balfour-Melville, James I, 165 and app. 
B; S.R.O. GD93/17
A.P.S., ii, 17
O'Brien, ‘Scottish Parliament’, 33-6, app. 
H
A.P.S., ii, 17-19, 28; S.R.O. GD137/3696 
(printed in Highland Papers, ii, 161); 
S.H.R., xxix, 1-12; ‘Argyll Transcripts’, 
II(i), 169; RM.S., ii, no. 146; O’Brien 
‘Scottish Parliaments’, ^p I
A.P.S., ii, 19; R.M.S., ii, no. 187 (also no. 
186). An intended continuation to 29/9/31
A.P.S., ii, 20; St. And. BRB65/22/27
Dundee BR TC/CC 1/27; A.P.S., il, 20-2. 
A commission of parliament
[AP.&, ii, 20-2, dates parliament here, 
but probably sat in March 1432 (qv).j
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1432,10 Oct Perth Par St Andrews BR B65/22/23
1433, Oct? Perth G.C. Scotichronicon, viii, 287
1434,1 March 
2/3/34
Stirling Par A.P.S., ii, 22.
1435,10 Jan 
15/1/35,24/6/35
Perth Par A.P.S., ii, 22-3; Aberdeen Council 
Register, iv, 114; Spalding Misc., v, 41-3
1436,22 Oct Edinburgh G.C. A.P.S,, ii, 23-4. Aberdeen Council 
Register, iv, 119, refers to a parliament 
and general cotmdl cin% 1436
1437,4 Feb Perth G.C. Scotichronicon, viii, 297. Young, 
Parliaments of Scotland, ii, 757, n. 42, 
claims this did not take place, due to 
James Ts death 21/2/37, but there is no 
reason why it should not have taken place 
on 4-21 Feb.
James 11
1437,25 Mar Edinburgh Par A.P.S., ii, 31
1437,6 May Stirling G.C. Aberdeen Council Register, iv, 97; 




Edinburgh G.C. A.P.S., ii, 31 (undated); O’Brien, 
‘Scottish Parliaments’, app 1  ^367. NLS 
Adv. 7.1.9. fl55v; Drummond MS (PA5); 
Colvil MS (E.U.L. MS208) date acts to 
20 or 25 March.
1438,27 Nov Edinburgh G.C. A.P.S., ii, 31-2, 53; Fraser, Douglas, iii, 
no. 404
1439, 13 Mar Stirling G.C. A.P.S., ii, 32.
1439,4 Sept Stirling G.C. A.P.S., ii, 53-5.




Stirling G.C. A.P.S., ii, 32-3, 55-6; S.R.O. 
GD124/1/147.
1441,3 April Edinburgh G.C. A.P.S., ii, 56-7 (Original In GD44 
missing)
1441,1 June Edinburgh G.C. Fraser, Maxwells ofPollok, i, no. 35.
1442, Mar Perth G.C. A.P.S., ii, 57-8; R.M.S., ii, no. 392.
1443, 8 Feb Stirling 7G.C. A.P.S., ii, 58-9 (the meeting is not in fact 
called a general council in this act); 
R.M.S., ii, no. 270. (Fraser, Stirlings of 
Keir, no. 20, has a decree of king's 
council of 21/1/43, suggesting a body 
large enough to be a general council)
1443,4 Nov Stirling G.C. A.P.S., ii, 33; S.H.R, xxxiv, 92k.;
Aberdeen Council Register, vol. v, part il, 
668; Copiale, 330-2; ‘Auchinleck 
Chronicle’, f. 11 Ov
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1444,6 Feb
1445,14 June
71448, c. 16 January
1449,4 April

































Perth BR B59/36/1/2; Ayr Charters, no. 
18. See also Borthwick. ‘King, Council, 
Councillors’, app F, 516-8
A.P.S., ii, 33, 59. Further decrees in 
H.M.C. Rep. 15, App part viii, Buccleuch, 
45-6; Reg. Brechin, i, 98-104; Statuta 
Ecclesiae Scoticanae, i, civ. N.L.S. 
25.5.6, f.203r-205v, and B.L. MS Harley 
4700 (printed in Pinkerton, History, Î, 
476-7) provide oaths taken in parliament 
at Perth. S.RO. GD52/1042, GD124/6/3 
and GD124/6/4 are MS versions of 
A.P.S., ii, 59-60.
A tax was raised in the spring of 1448 for 
the expenses of ambassadors sent to 
Burgundy and France to treat for 
marriage and alliance (Copiale, 355). 
RM.S., ii, p70 «. records an act of 
parliament of 16 January 1448, dated by 
A.P.S., ii, 36, to 19 January 1450.
A.P.S., ii, 60-1; S.RO. GD124/1/159.
A.P.S., ii, 33-9, 61-5; Montrose BR 
Wl/15(ib); S.R.O. GD28/93, GD28/123, 
GD237/158/1/1. A better copy of the 
marriage agreement in A.P.S., ii, 61, is 
provided by the copy at Lille, Archives 
du Nord, Musée 107. Original of A.P.S., 
ii, 62-3, is S.RO. GD124/5/3. See also 
R.M.S., ii, nos. 313,314,316,317.
A.P.S., ii, 39, 65-6, xii, 22-3; Stevenson, 
Letters and Paper, i, 299-300. S.RO. 
GD1/421/2/1 is the original of A.P.S., ii, 
66, while GD 1/421/2/2 is a slightly 
different version.
A.P.S., ii, 39, 66-71., Parliament still 
sitting on 6-8 July 1451 (RM.S., ii, nos. 
467-8,471,482). ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, 
f. 114r, claims parliament began 25/6/51.
Brechin. Reg., i, 177-81. Reissue of act 
made in January 1450
A.P.S., ii, 39-41, 71-3; Crail BR 
BlO/14/4; R.M.S. ii, nos. 503,504.
A.P.S., ii, 73-5.
A.P.S., ii, 41; Borthwick, ‘King, Council, 
Councillors’, 203
A.P.S., ii, 75; S.RO. GD 124/5/4; 
Strathmore Muniments N.RA.(S.) Survey 
885, box 2, no.46; N.L.S. Ch. 16,060.
Dunlop, James Kennedy, 179-80, citing 
H. Morice, Mémoires pour servir de 
Preuves à VHistoire de Bretagne, ii, 
1644-5; Aberdeen Univerisity Library, 
Arbuthnott Papers, MS2764, old





















inventory, ‘Titles Bundle 3, nos. 42-3’
AP.S.. ii, 41, xii, 23; S.R.O.
GD32/20/8/1; Blair Castle Muniments 
NRA(S) Survey 234, inlaid charters, no. 
29 (original of A.P.S, xii)
A.P.S, ii, 41-2, 75-7, xii, 24; N.L.S. 
Advocates MSS 21.1.14, 227-8; S.R.O. 
PA7/1/1 (not in A.P.S.). A further 
unrecorded act is given by Balfour, 
Practicks, i, 43-4.
A.P.S., ii, 42-5; E.R, vi, cxlvii-viii;. See 
also two revocations of 16 October 
possibly made in parliament (S.R.O. 
RH6/342andGD25/l/65).
A.P.S., ii, 45-7; Aberdeen Council 
Register, 796; Stevenson, Letters and 
Papers, i, 330-1; E.R., vi, 376; O’Brien, 
‘Scottish Parliaments’, app K, 349.
[A.P.S., ii, 77-8. Included by Thomson, 
but in fact a meeting of session, not 
parliament.]
A.P.S., ii, 47-52, 79, xii, 25; St. And. U. 
L. MS 36,929 3/4; Dundee BR TC/CC 
1/36 (printed in Borthwick, ‘King, 
Council, Councillors’, app E, 510). 
S.R.O. GD298/227/15 and RM.S, ii, no. 
628, are instances of a large king’s 
council on 5 and 12 October ‘elected by 
parliament on 6 March last’. See also 
R.M.S., ii, nos. 642, 643, 647, 653, which 
also show a large, semi-parliamentary, 
sederunt.
A.P.S., ii, 79, xii, 25-6; Borthwick, ‘King, 
Council and Councillors’, app B, 485, 
cites Montrose BR, WD/1/1, but this is 
currently too fragile to be seen.
Montrose BR Wl/10. A summons in 
Montrose BR Wl/15(ie) is a summons 
under quarter seal of 23 March 1460 for a 
parliament at Aberdeen on 30 June, 











Dundee BR TC/CC 1/39; A.P.S, xii, 27- 
8; Montrose BR Wl/14(i); S.R.O. 
GD28/123. S.R.O. GD204, cartulary, 543, 
gives starting date as 22 February.
E.R., vii, 82, 83; Waurin, Anchiennes 
Chronicques, iii, 167. Possibly autumn 
1461. See also ‘Auchinleck Qironicle’, 
£120v
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 120v; E.R, vii, 
143. Almost certainly did not meet
A.P.S., ii, 83-4. See also S.RO. GD12, 
nos 42, 43, for decision of ‘lords of



















































1477,6 August7 Edinburgh Par
council and parliament’ on 31 October 
1462.
S.R.O. GD 237/11/1/4
A.RS., xii, 28-9; S.R.O. GD237/11/1/6.
A.P.S., xii, 29-31; S.R.O. RH6/376 
(RH6/377 is original of A.P.S., xii, 29-30)
A.P.S., ii, 84; See also R.M.S., ii, no. 812; 
S.R.O. 204, cartulary, 544-6, for a large 
assize held at Edinburgh.
A.P.S., ii, 85-7, 185.
A.P.S., ii, 87-91.
A.P.S., ii, 91-2. Original (S.RO. PA2/1 
f.56r) does not mention place or date.
A.P.S., ii, 93-8,186-7.
A.P.S., ii, 98-101,187-8 
A.P.S., ii, 102-3,188 
A.P.S., ii, 103-6.
A.P.S., ii, 106-8.




S.RO. PA7/1/2 (printed in S.H.R, xviii, 
235-6). No record survives apart from a 
mandate to attend of 3 March 1476 to two 
burgh commissioners of Kin^om, at a 
parliament of 11 March 1476.
A.P.S., ii, 43-4, 189-91; RM.S., ii, no. 
1246. See also Blair Castle Muniments, 
box 1, parcel 1, no. 21; S.RO. GD12/52 
and GD66/1/Î2 all give acts of auditors, 
in A.D.A., but with slightly altered 
sederunts.
Malcolm MS NLS Adv 7.1.9 dates 
certain acts of June 1478 to 6 August 
1477. NLS MS6138(ii) confirms that acts 
were made in 1477. See discussion above, 
chapter 8.
1478,6 April Edinburgh Par A.P.S., ii, 115-20; RM.S, ii, no. 1385;






















1488, 11 Jan Edinburgh Par
14/1/88,29/1/88,5/5/88,
12/5/88.
H.M.C. Rep 15, App. viii, 48, no. 94. 
H.M.C. Rep. 4, App, 496, no. 37, 
indicates parliament may have been 
planned to meet on 14 Febmary 1478.
A.P.S., ii, 120-3, m-,A.D.A., 68-85
A.P.S., ii, 124-41, 193-6; HMC Rep. 15, 
App. viii, no. 95; RM.S., ii, nos. 1443-4.
A.P.S., ii, 124-41, xii, 31-3; A.D.A., 115- 
127 (for personnel of Lords Auditors 
sitting on 7/10/83 not recorded in A.P.S., 
ii). S.R.O. PA2/3, between f. 35v and 36r. 
gives a modem copy of an act of auditors 
absent from A.P.S., ii, and A.D.A. S.R.O. 
GDI72/78 gives extract of A.D.A., 107. 
See also Records of the Convention of 
Royal Burghs, 543
A.P.S., ii, 153-67; A.D.A., 144-150 (for 
names omitted by A.P.S., ii); Extracts 
from the Records of the Burgh of 
Edinburgh, i, 50 (possibly referring to the 
parliament of the four bur^s).
A.P.S., ii, 167-74; St. And. U.L., St. And. 
BRB65/22/102
S.R.O. GD24/5/1 no. 30, which records 
Lords Auditors sitting on this day. Three 
undated acts in A.P.S., ii, 174, probably 
refer to this meeting
A.P.S., ii, 175-84; S.H.R., xxxiv, 92-51; 
Balfour, Practicks, i, 264
A.P.S., ii, 180. Last two continuation 
dates did not meet
Appendix B— S e d e r u n ts  o f  Jam es F s  P a r lia m en ts. 1424-1437
The following list records those that are a) listed in ii, xii, or other parliamentary records
as being at parliament, b) those alleged to have been present by contemporary chronicles such as 
Bower’s Scotichronicon or the ‘Auchinleck Chrœiicle’, and c) those known to have been present 
at the time (approximately) and place that parliament or general council was being held. It should 
be emphasised that the second and third types of evidence are not proof of attendance at 
parliament or general council, but are valuable in suggesting who probably attended at times 
when official parliamaitary attendance lists are lacking or fragmentary. The sources and dates are 
given, along with a brief description of the nature of each source. Personal and place names have 
been modernised where identified.
Date  of  Assembly  Names/Sources








AP.S, ii, 5; 26 May 1424 
Robert cWdeny, bishop of Dunkeld 
William Stephenson, bishop of Dunblane 
Abbot of Balmerino
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm [‘sanct colmys Inche’]
Mr John Scheves




James Douglas of Balvenie
William Erskine of Kinnoul
R.M.S., ii, no. 3; 3 June 1424;
Thomas Somaville of Camwath 
Sir Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock 
Sir John Cockbum of Ormistm 
Sir John Scrimgeour, constable of Dundee 
Walter Dalziel of Carloury 
John Lockhart of Barre 
Adam Dalziel
Henry Wardlaw, bishop of St Andrews 
William Lauder, bishop of Glasgow 
Murdac Stewart, duke of Albany 
Alexander Douglas (sic), earl of Angus 
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney 
James Douglas of Abercom [or Balvenie]
S.RO. GD 157/368/10; 30 May 1424 
William Lauder, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor 
James Douglas of Abercom 




Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 243; 21 May 1424 (known errors omitted)
Sir Alexander Stewart
William Douglas, earl of Angus
Adam Hepbum of Hailes
Thomas Hay of Yester
Walter Ogilvy
David Stewart of Rosyth
Patrick Ogilvy of Auchterhouse
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John Stewart of Dundonald 
David Murray of Gask 
John Stewart of Cardney 
William Erskine of Kirmoull 
William Hay of Errol 
John Scrimgeour 
Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock 
Herbert Herries of Terregles 
Andrew Gray of Fowlis 
Robert Cunningham ofKihnaurs 
Alexander Ramsay of Dalhousie 
William Crichton of that Ilk




S.R.O. GDI2/22, notorial transumpt 16 March 1425
John Tarbart, notary public 
William de Wedderbum 
James de Kinimont 
Thomas de Craig 
Thomas Dole, chaplain 
John Forman, diaplain 
R.M.S, Ü, no. 18; 8 March 1425
Michael Ochiltree, dean of Dunblane, clerk and familiar of the king. 
No witness list.
Arrested:
Bower, Scotichronicon^vm, 243; 21 Mbrch 1425
Murdac, duke of Albany
Sir Alexander Stewart, son of duke of Albany
Sir John Montgomery of that Ilk
Alan Otterbum, duke’s secretary_________









R.M.S., ii, no. 195; 12 May 1425, Stirling, vernacular grant of pension.
William Douglas, earl of Angus 
Patrick Lindsay
Sir Thomas Hay of Yester [otherwise Loquhariot]




KR., iv, 399; 7 May 1425 at Stirling 
William Lauder, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor 
Walter Forrester, bishop of Brechin, clerk register 
William Stephenson, bishop of Dunblane,
Sir John Forrester of Corstorphine, chamberlain
Sir Robert Lauder of the Bass
Sir Walter Ogilvy, treasurer
M. John Cameron, provost of Lincluden, secretary
David Brown, canon of the Chapel Royal
James Lauder, clerk of justiciary south of the Forth
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245; 24-25 May 1425 
Walter Stewart, son of duke of Albany 
Murdac Stewart, duke of Albany 
Alexander Stewart, son of duke of Albany 
Duncan, earl of Lennox
Bower, Scotichronicon, viii, 245; 24-25 May 1425 (known errors 
omitted).
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Walter Stewart, earl of Atholl
Archibald Douglas, 5th earl of Douglas
Alexander Stewart, earl of Mar
William Douglas, earl of Angus
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney (doubtfiil title)
Alexander MacDonald, lord of die Isles (wrongly described as earl of 
Ross)
George Dunbar, earl of March 
James Douglas of Balvenie 
Robert Stewart of Lorn 
Sir John Montgomery of that Ilk
Sir Gilbert (Irectius William) Hay of Errol, constable of Scotland
Sir Thomas Somerville of that Hk
Sir Herbert Herries of Terregles
Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith
Sir Robert Cunningham ofKihnaurs
Sir Alexander Livingston of Callander
Sir Thomas Hay of Loquhariot [otherwise Yester]
Sir William Borthwick of that Ilk 
Sir Patrick Ogilvie, sheriff of Angus 
Sir John Forrester of Corstorphine
Sir Walter Ogilvie of Lintrathen _______________________________
11 March 1426, RMS., ii, no. 40; 7 March 1426, royal confirmation
Par., Perth
Confirmation too: James Douglas of Balvenie and Beatrice, his wife
Witnesses: John Cameron, [provost of Lincluden] keeper of the Privy Seal
John Forrester of Corstorphine, chamberlain
Robert Lauder of the Bass, justiciar
Sir Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen
Thomas Somerville of Camwath
John Semple of Elliotston, king’s esquire
Alexander Seton, king’s esquire





R.M.S., ii, nos.48-53; 4-28 May, at Edinburgh
Sir Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock 
James Douglas of Balvenie 
Nicholas Rutherford (2)
Alexander Brown, cleric
Sir Alexander Stewart, earl of Mar
Sir Thomas Stewart, son of earl of Mar
John Cameron, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal (5) 
John Forrester of Corstophine, chamberlain (5)
Sir Robert Lauder of the Bass, justiciar (5)
Sir Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, treasurer (5)
Edward Lauder, archdeacon of Lothian, king’s cla-k (1)
Robert Lauder of Edrin^on, justiciar (1)___________________




SRO RH6/273, 10 September 1426, at Holyrood 
David Towers, lord of Blackburn 
William Clerk, vicar of Crawford-Lindsay 
Henry Thomson, chaplain 
Thomas Brech, burgess of Canongate
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John Plummar, burgess of Canongate
Maurice Murray, procurator of John Murray of Ogilvy
abbot and convent of Holyrood
RMS., ii, no 60; 1 September 1426 Edinburgh 
Confirmation to: John Ihverkeithing, canon of Holyrood
Witnesses: John Cameron, bishop [elect] of Glasgow, keeper of the Great Seal
William Foulis, keeper of the Privy Seal 
Sir Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen 
Robert Lauder of the Bass, justiciar 
James Dundas 
George Crichton
R M S, ii,no. 62; 27 September 1426, Edinburgh 
Confirmation to: John Edmonstone
Witnesses: John Cama'on, bishop elect of Glasgow
Sir James Douglas of Dalkeith 
Sir Walter Ogilvy of Ballician 
Sir Thomas Kirl^ atrick of Closebum 
____________________Henry Livingston of Manerston____________________________
14 January 1427, 
?committee of Par.. 
Edinburgh
Grantees:
(Source NRA(S) no. 776, bundle 1849, no. 10) 
RM.S, ii, nos. 72-80; 5-22 January 1427, Edinburgh 
James Douglas of Balvenie (2) and Beatrice, his wife 
Alexander Seton of Gordon and Egidie Hay, his wife* 
Henry Forrester and Helen Farle, his wife*
John Farle of Brade*
Alexander Stewart, earl of Mart 
Elizabeth Murray of Pedinane 
William Wedderbum 
Henry Pitcaim
Witnesses: John Cameron, bishop-elect of Glasgow, keeper of the Privy Seal (9)
John Forrester of Corstophine, chamberlain (7)
Robert Lauder of the Bass justiciar south of the Forth (7)
Sir Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, treasurer (8)
Sir Patrick Ogilvy (1)*
James Dougas of Balvenie (2)*
Alexander Newton, esq. (2)*
William Sinclair, esq (2)*
John Newton, esq (2)*
*8 January
____________________t9 January________ __ __________________________________





SRO GD 16/3/9-11; 26 February 1428, Perth, great seal charters.
Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen
John Cama*on, bishop of Glasgow
Sir John Forrester [of Corstophine], chamberlain
Sir Robert Lauder of Edrington
M. William Foulis, keeper of the privy seal
SRO GD68/1/2; 10 Mardi 1428, Perth, charter
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor
John Forrester [of Corstophine], chamberlain
Walter Ogilvy [of Lintrathen], treasurer___________________
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Member of French 
embassy:________
SRO GD137/3694; 20 June 1428; also ‘Argyll Transcripts’, vol. H(i), 
159, same date, at Edinburgh.
Quarts Seal summons to Duncan Campbell of Lochaw, to compear 
before king’s council on 1st day of next parliament or general council, in 
case between him and John Scrimgeour, constable of Dundee.
R.M.S., ii, no. 108; 17 July 1428, Perth 
Sir John Stewart of Damley 
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor 
William Foulis, keeper of the privy seal 
John Forrester of Corstophine, diamberlain 
Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, treasuror 
Patrick Ogilvy, justiciar nath of the Forth 
Sir James Douglas 
William Stewart, esq.
Archives Nationales, Paris, J. 678, no. 24; 17 July 1428, agreement of 
Franco-Scottish Alliance in general council at Perth.
Joan Beaufort, queen of Scots
Walter Stewart, earl of Stratheam and AtiioU,
Archibald Douglas, 5tii earl of Douglas 
William Douglas, earl of Angus 
Henry Wardlaw, bishop of St Andrews 
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor 
Robert Cardeny, bishop of Dunkeld 
Henry Leighton [Lichton], bishop of Aberdeen 
John Bulloch, bishop of Ross 
Alexander Vaus, bishop of Galloway 
William Stephenson, bishop of Dunblane 
George Dunbar, earl of March 
Alexander Stewart, earl of Mar 
Alexander Lindsay, earl of Crawford 
James Dunbar, earl of Moray
?Gilbert [GiWermus] Sinclair, earl of Orkney, lord of Sinclair 
John Stewart, count of Evreux, lord of Damley
26 April 1429, Par., SRO GD158/1; 9 May 1429
Perth
Confirmation to: John Sinclair of Hirdmanstoun
Witnesses: John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow
Sir John Forrester, chamberlain
Sir Walter Ogilvy, treasurer
M. William Foulis, provost of Bothwell, kps
M. Thomas Myreton, dean of Glasgow




RMS., ii, no. 134; 6 October 1429, Perth
Sir Alexander Forbes
John, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor
Archibald Douglas, 5th earl of Douglas
William Douglas, earl of Angus
Alexander Stewart, earl of Mar
Henry Sinclair, earl of Orkney
Sir Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, treasurer
William Borthwick
Sir William Crichton of that Ilk
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SRO GD205/6/XI; 7 October 1429, place unknown as MS returned to 
owner, but Perth very likely (see above)
Charter of: William Douglas, earl of Angus
Grantee: Alexander Seton of Gordon




___________________ Thomas Kerpull, chaplain_____________________________________
6 March 1430, Far. 
Perth
Present:
A.P.S., ii, 28; 10 March 1430. The cause between Margaret, lady of
Cragie, and her forwipeaker, John de St Michael, and Philip Mowbray
and his forespeaker, James Lauder
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor
Robert Cardeny, bishop of Dunkeld
Henry Leighton [Lychton], bishop of Aberdeen
Alexander Vaus, bishop of Galloway
Robert Strabrok, bishop of Caithness
[?] Michael Ochiltree, bishop of Caithness
George Lauder, bishop of Argyll
Angus of the Isles \de Insidis\ bishop of the Isles
Walter Stewart, earl of Atholl
Archibald Douglas, earl of Douglas
William Douglas, earl of Angus
Alexander Stewart, earl of Mar
Alexander Crawford, earl of Crawford
Alan Stewart, earl of Caitihaiess
Sir William Hay of Errol, constable
Sir Robert or William Keith, lord of Keith, marishal
James Douglas, lord of AbCTCom
Sir James Douglas, lord of Dalkeith
Sir Robert Erskine, lord of Erskine
Sir Duncan Campbell, lord of Lochaw
Alexander Seton, lord of Gordon
Sir WaltOT Haliburton, lord of Dirleton
Thomas Somerville, lord of Somerville
Herbert Maxwell, lord of Maxwell
Alexander Montgomery, lord of Montgomery
SRO GD 137/3696; 20 March 1430, Path. Decreet of parliament anent 
question of the lan& disputed by Duncan Campbell of Lochaw and Sir 
John Scrimgeour. John of St Michael ‘procurator fiscal’ of the king, to 
protest the king’s cause in the said matter._________________________
1431,30 January, 
Perth, Parliament 




R.M.S., Ü, no. 181; 27 January 1431, Perth. Ccmfirmation of undated 
charter of David, duke of Rothesay, to Richard Spalding
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor 
John Forrester of Corstorphine, chamberlain 
Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, master of the king’s household 
William Foulis, provost of Bothwell, keeper of the privy seal 
M. Thomas Myrtoun, dean of Glasgow
R.MS., ii, no. 182; 30 January 1431, Perth. Confirmation of charter of 
Norman Lesley of Rothes to David de Garthin.
As above




RMS., ii, no. 183; 31 January 1431, Perth. Confirmation of a diarter of 
confirmation by Margaret, duchess of Touraine, countess of Douglas 
(who confirmed a charter of William Douglas of Leswalt to his esquire 
Andrew Agnew.
As above. Myrtoun absent.
RMS., ii, no. 186; 4 February 1431, Perth. Royal confirmation to John 
Forrester of Corstorphine, chamberlain, of lands and village of 
Corstophine, which said John resigned in parliament, along with the 
lands of the town of Corstophine, resigned by John Nfexwell of 
Calderwood in the same parliament.
Henry Wardlaw, bishop of St Andrews 
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow 
James Douglas of Balvenie 
Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen 
Robert Lauder, sheriff of Lothian 
William Foulis, provost of Bothwell 
Mr Thomas Myrtoun, dean of Glasgow
RMS., ii, no. 187; 13 February 1431, at Perth
The king in parliament at Perth confirms various chartes of late 
Malcolm, earl of Lennox, Murdac, earl of Menteith, and Robert, earl of 
Fife and Menteith
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor
John Forrester of Corstorphine, chamberlain
Walter Ogilvy of Lintrathen, master of king’s household






A.P.S., ii, 20; auditors chosen to collect tax.
John of Hailes, abbot of Balmerino 
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm 
Sir John Scrimgeour
John Fyfe [burgh commissioner, Aberdeen]
S.R.O. GD20/SEC/1/192; 22 October 1431, Perth. Crown charter to 
Gilbert Seton
M. William Foulis, provost of Bothwell, keeper of the privy seal
Sir Walter Ogilvy, masta- of the king’s household
Sir William Crichton
M. Richard Gray, clerk of chancery
M. Andrew Taillefer, clerk of chancery
St Andrews Burgh Records B65/22/27; Lords elected to determine and 
decide causes and complaints in a cause between St Andrews and Cupar 
John Bulloch, bishop of Ross 
William, abbot of Coupar Angus 
M. John Macilhauch
M. Nicholas Atiioll, precentor of Dunkeld
Walter Haliburton of Dirleton
Thomas Somerville of that Ilk
Herbert Maxwell of Caerlaverock
Robert Lauder of Edrington
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1432,10 March, Dundee City Archives, TC/CC 1/27; Transcript made in 1440s of
Perth, Parliament ‘counsel’ given by certain deputies in Parliament at Perth on 10 March 
1432
‘Deputies’: John of Hailes, abbot ofBalma'ino
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm [‘santcolme’]
Mr John Scheves
John Macilhauch, provost of Lincluden
Walter Haliburtrai of Dirleton
Robert Graham
Alexander Graham
John of St Midiael
John Lumsden
William Liberton, alderman of Edinburgh 
Patrick Charteris, alderman of Pertii 
Thomas Chalmers, burgess of Aberdeen





Representatives of William Blair




Representatives of Alexander Cant, alderman
Montrose Wat Clerk




Deputies chosen for 
hearing causes:




St Andrews Burgh Records B65/22/23; Dispute between St Andrews and 
Cupar, 10 October 1432 in parliammt
John of Hailes, abbot of Balmerino
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm
Mr William Scheves, official of St Andrews
John Macilhauch, provost of Lincluden
Walter Haliburton of Dirleton
Robert Graham
Alexander Graham
John of St Michael
John Lumsden
William Liberton, provost of Edinburgh 
Patrick Charteris, provost of Perth 
Thomas Chalmers, burgess of Aberdeen
William Kinnaird 
Thomas Arthur
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Also Thomas Atkinson, John Cramond and Alan Spens in another 




‘Argyll Transcripts’, H(i), 217
Charter of James I to Duncan Campbell of Lochaw, following a 
resignation by Charles Campbell, at Stirling, 15 March 1434 
Sir John Forrester of Corstorphine
Mr William Foulis, archdeacon of St Andrews, keeper of the privy seal 
William Crichton, master of the king’s household 
Mr ‘Wynsestir’, canon of Aberdeen [?John Winchesta*] 
hfr Richard Craig, king’s clerk
1435,10 January, 
Perth, Parliament
A.P.S.f ii, 22-3; 10 January 1435; Chosen to judge and determine causes 
and complaints: 
abbot of Scone
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm [ I^nsule sancti columbe ]^
Mr John Stewart, provost of Methven
Robert Stewart of Lome
Thomas Somerville of that Hk
Walter Haliburton of Dirleton
John Spens, burgess of Perth
Thomas Chalmers [de Camera], burgess of Aberdeen
James Parklee, burgess of Linlitiigow
Witnesses:
S.R.O. GD205/20/67; 15 January 1435, at Perth; Charter of Alexander 
Seton of Gordon in favour of Alexander Ogilvy, son and heir of John 
Ogilvy of Innerquharady.
Sir Walta- Ogilvy of Luntrethin 
Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin 
David Ogilvy of Balmulto 
John Spais, sheriff of Perth 
Christian Dunning, provost of Perth 
Alexander Guthrie, burgess of Perth 




S.R.O. RH6/293; 20 October 1436; Charter of James I to John 




S.R.O. GD45/27/116; 9 Febmary 1437 at Perth; Quitclaim of Sir 
Andrew Gray of Foulis to Thomas Maule of Panmure
Appendix C—SEDERUNTS OF James IPs Parliaments. 1437-1460
The following list records those that are a) listed mA.P.S., ii, xii, and otha" parliamentary records 
as being at parliamait, b) those alleged to have been present by contemporary chronicles such as 
Bower’s Scotichronicon or the ‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, and c) those known to have been present 
at the time (approximately) and place that parliamait or general council was being held. It should 
be emphasised that the second and third types of evidence are not proof of attaidance at 
parliament or general council, but are valuable in suggesting who probably attended at times 
when official parliamentary attendance lists are lacking or fragmoitary. The sources and dates are 
given, along with a brief description of the nature of each source. Personal and place names have 





S.R.O. GD45/27/65; 26 March 1437, Edinburgh Tollbooth; Public
Instrument in presence of Walter Stewart, earl of Atiioll. concerning the
lands ofElizaWh of Barclay, his spouse
Sir J... Sandilands of Calder
Sir Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin
Thomas Fotiierin^am of ‘Balcwny’
Thomas Cranston 
... deputy of Edinburgh 
Robert Logie
Malcolm Lufitholt, priest, notary public
S.R.O. GDI 12/3/2; 27.. March 1437, Edinburgh; Letter of Antonio, 





‘Argyll Transo-ipts’ II(i), 245; 10 May 1437 in Stirling Parish Church;
transumpt of a charter of 24 May 1382, made on behalf of Sir IXmcan,
^dominus de le CambeV
James Douglas, earl of Avandale
Robert Stewart, lord of Lome
Alexander Livingston, lord of Callander
William Menteith, lords of Kers
Mr Dugal of Lochaw, rector of Lochaw
James Camys, priest, notary public
Witnesses:
R.MX, ii, no, 201 (misdated in KM.S. to 3 May 1439); S.R.O, 
GD224/876; 3 May 1437, at Stirling; grant to Sir Walter Scot.
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow, chancellor 
Sir John Forrester of Corstorphine, chamberlain 
Sir Walter Haliburton, treasurer
Mr William Foulis, archdeacon of St Andrews, keeper of the privy seal 





S.R.O. GD205/5/VIII; 15 March 1439, Stirling; Charter of Nicholas 
Borfliwick of Ludeinch to Alexander Ogilvy of Innerquharady and Jonet 
Touris
William Gifford of Balmagro 
John Camwrs of Balmascheuars 
Adam Sinclair of Finlaik 
George Chancellor of ‘Kvthquhe’
David Aberkerdour, burgess of Dundee
S.R.O. GD205/5/VIII; 16 March 1439, Stirling; Indenture between Sir 
William Borthwick of that Ilk and Nicholas Borthwick of Ballousy on 
the one part and Alexander Ogilvy of Inverquharady and Jonet Touris on 
the other.







A.P.S., ii, 54-55; ‘Appoyntement’ between:
Joan Beaufort, queen of Scots
Sir Alexander Livingston of Callanda
Sir William Cranston
James Livingston, son and heir of Sir Alexander 
John Livingston, brother of Sir Alexander
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow
John Winchester, biAop of Moray
John Bullock, biAop of Ross
Michael Ochiltree, bishop of Dunblane
William Crichton, lord of Crichton
Sir Alexander Seton, lord of Gordon
Walter Haliburton of Dirleton
James Parklee, burgh commissioner of Linlithgow
(seal oQ Davi^ abbot of Cambuskenneth
William Cranston, burgess of Edinburgh
Andrew Reid, burgess of Inverness
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 109r 
Sir Alexander Seton, lord of Gordon 
Alexander MacDonald, earl of Ross, lord of the Isles 
William Crichton, lord of Crichton, chancellor
R.M.S., ii, no. 204; 4 September 1439, Stirling; Charter to Sir Alexander
Hume of that Ilk, following resignation by George Sinclair of Hume
William, lord of Crichton, chancellor
James Douglas, earl of Avandale
Mr John Methven, provost of Lincluden, secretary
Mr Richard Craig, vicar of Dundee, king’s clerk
R.M.S., ii, no. 205; 5 September 1439, Stirling; Charter to John Cathcart.
William, lord of Crichton, chancellor
Sir Robert Stewart, lord of Lome
Sir Alexander Livingston of Callander
Sir David Murray of Gask
Sir John Sibbald
Mr John Methven
Hugh Kennedy, provost of St Andrews 






S.R.O. GD20/SEC/I/9 (see also RMS., ii, no. 240); 23 Febmary 1440,
Edinburg; confirmation by Alexander Seton of Tullibody of a charter
by late Lady Elizabeth Gordon in favour of John Lindsay of the Byres
Sir William Crichton of that Ilk
Sir Patrick Hepbum
Andrew Gray of Foulis
Mr John Methven, king’s secretary
R.M.S., ii, nos. 216-224; 23-28 Febmary 1440; royal charters to Andrew
Ogilvy of Inchmartin, Walta" Ogilvy of Beaufort, Waiter Ogilvy,
William Gordon, Adam Tumbull and James Douglas of Dalkeith
William, lord of Crichton, chancellor




John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow
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John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
James Douglas, lord of Dalkeith 







A.P.S., ii, 55-6; Indmture made between king and council, deputed by 
general council, 10 August 1440, and Robert Erskine, lord of Erskine
John, bishop of Glasgow
Michael Odhiltree, bishop of Dunblane
Thomas, abbot of Paisley
David [?Kelly], abbot of Cambuskenneth
Duncan, lord Campbell
Alexander, lord of Montgomery
Sir David Hay of Locharworth
Sir Alexander Livingstcm of Callander
Sir John Ruthven of that Hk
Sir John Sibbald of Balgony
Sir Robert Livingston of Drumry
Sir John Dunbar of Cumnock
Sir John Ogilvy of Luntrethin
Sir Alexander Ramsay of Dalwolsy
Sir Andrew Stewart of Albany






John Semple of Eliotston
William Cockbum of Ormiston
Robert Cunningham
Robert Stewart of Bute
James Parklee (bur^i commissioner)
Lancelot Abemethy (b.c.)
John of Dumfries (b.c.)
William Bully (b.c.)
David Galbraith (b.c.)
Mr John Cadzow (b.c.)
R.M.S., ii, nos. 242-245; charters to Sir Herbert Maxwell of 
Caerlaverock, John Dalrymple, John Weems of Kilmany and Sir Walter 
OgUyy
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney 
Mr William Tumbull, keqjer of the privy seal 
Mr Richard Craig, king’s clra-k





A.P.S., ii, 57; 3 April 1441. Grant to Sir Alexander Seton, lord of 
Gordon, of lands following his resignation in general council.
Michael Ochiltree, bishop of Dunblane 
Thomas Tulloch, bishop of Ross 
Patrick Witherspoon, abbot of Holyrood 
David [?Kelly], abbot of Cambuskenneth 
WaltCT Bower, abbot of Inchcolm 
James Douglas, 7th earl of Douglas and Avandale 
Sir William Crichton, lord of Crichton, chancellor 
Sir Adam Hepbum of Hailes 
Sir Alexander Livingston of Callandea*
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Sir [Patrick Lyon of] Glamis 
Sir Alexander Irvine of Drum 
Sir Robert Crichton of Sanquhar 
Sir John Ogilvy of Lintrathen 
Sir Walter Ogilvy of Deskford 
Sir George Crichton of Blackness 
Sir[James] Auchinleck of that Ilk 
Sir William Cranston of Corsby 
Sir Walter Scott of Buccleuch 
Sir John Cockbum of Dalginche 
John Semple of Elliotston 
Mr Robert Ess..., clerk and notary 
Mr Henry ...alidcn, clerk and notary 
James Parkle [b.c., Linlithgow]
John Vans [b.c., Aberdeen]
Thomas Abercrombie [b.c.]









Fraser, Maxwells of Poliak, i, no. 35; Letter of James II narrating a
decree of auditors for hearing causœ and complaints deputed in gmeral
council, 1 June 1441, anent complaint of John Maxwell of Calderwood
against Thomas Maxwell of Pollok
David [?Kelly}, abbot of Cambuskenneth
Patrick Witherspoon, abbot of Holyrood
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm
Mr William Foulis, ardideacon of St Andrews
Sir Laurence Abemethy of Saltoun
Sir Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin
Sir George Campbell of Loudon
Sir Alexander Irvine of Drum
John Hamilton [b.c., ?Linlithgow]
John Livingston [b.c., Edinburg]
John Fyfe [b.c., Aberdeen]
Lancelot Abemethy [b.c., Edinburgh]
R.M.S., Ü, nos. 266-8; S.R.O. GD72/2, GD148/1/10, GD205/6/XI; great 
seal charters 26 May 1441 to 8 June 1441, at Edinburgh. Include charters 
in favour of the abbot and convent of Glenluce, abbot and convent of 
bichcolm, Robert Colville of Oxnam, Robert Colville (his son). Sir 
James Auchinleck of that ilk and Alexande* Ogilvy of Auchterhouse 
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews (3)
John WinchestCT, bishop of Moray (3)
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow (1)
James Douglas, earl of Douglas and Avandale (1)
William lord of Crichton, chancellor (6)
Sir Alexander Livingston of Callander (5)
Sir Alexander lord of Montgomery (2)
Sir John Cockbum (4)
Sir William Cranstm (1)
Mr William Tumbull, keeper of the privy seal (5)
Mr John Scheves, clerk of rolls and register (2)





A.P.S., ii, 58-9; RM.S., ii, no. 270; Confirmation by king, with counsel 
of clerics and barons, of lands and annual raits, to Bishop Michael 
Ochiltree and the chapter of Dunblane 
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews
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Lords of council:
James Bruce, bishop of Dunkeld
Ingeram Lindsay, bishop of Aberdeen
Andrew, abbot of Dunfermline
David [?Kelly], abbot of Cambuskenneth
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcohn
Robert Weddel [Vedail], abbot of Culross
Sir James Douglas, earl of Angus
Sir David Lindsay, earl of Crawford
Sir William Crichton, lord of Crichton, chancellor
Sir Patrick Graham, lord of Graham
Sir Alexander Livingston of Callander
Sir David Murray of Tullibardine
Sir John Sibbald of Balgony
Malcolm Drummond of Stobhall, esq
James Livingston of Callander, esq
Nfr William Tumbull, keeper of the privy seal
George Shoreswood, clerk
Fraser, Stirlings of Keir, 216-7; decree of council 21 January 1443 at 
Stirling concemmg a dispute between William Stirling of Cadder and 
Gilbert Stirling
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews 
James Bruce, bishop of Dunkeld 
Sir Patrick Graham, ‘lorde the Grahame’
Sir George Gordon of that ilk
John Dishington of Ardfoss, procurator for the queen
Mr Thomas Luyndene, procurator for the earl of Angus
Sir William lord of Borthwick
Sir Robert Livingstcm, lord of Drumry
Sir Alexander Ramsay, lord of Dalwolsy
Alexander Strachan, prcmurator for the lord of Keith
Sir David Dunbar, Icird of Cockbum
Sir Colin Campbell
Sir David Murray, lord of Tullibardine
John Sandilands, lord of Caldo"
Malcolm Drummond, lord of Stobhall 
James Livingston, captain of Stirling 
William Livingston of Baicastle
Mr John Bailiestoun, parson of Douglas, secretary to the king 
Robert Chisholm
1443,4 November, Aberdeen City Archives, Aberdeen Council Register, v, part ii, 668.
General Council, Commissioners elected to the next general council at burgh council
Stirling meeting held 4 October 1443.





S.R.O. GD137/3717,16 November 1443. Indenture between Sir Duncan





Perth and Kinross District Archive, B59/36/1/2. Extract from register of 
general council, ordering an assize to be held on 24 March in dispute 
between Sir Jolm Oliphant of Aberdalgy and the community of Per& of 
fishing of the Tay.
AlexandCT Graham, procuratcM- for John Oliphant 
John Haddington, procutrator for Perth 
Robert Ma*sar, procurator for Path





Charters o f  the Royal Burgh o f Ayr, no. 18. Decree of burgh 
commissioners in general council at Stirling, 7 February 1443, in dispute 















John Multrar, alderman (Ayr)
Andrew Farquhar [Ferdiare] (Ayr)
Hugh [Huchoun] Clerk (Irvine)
Alexander Houston (Irvine)










A.P.S., ii, 59, 28 June 1445 at Edinburgh. Charter made by deliberation 
of parliament to James, lord Ifemilton, by which he is created a 
hereditary lord of parliament.
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow 
James Bruce, bishop of Dunkeld 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
John Crannach, bishop of Brechin 
Michael Ochiltree, bishop of Dunblane 
William Douglas, earl of Douglas 
David Lindsay, earl of Crawford 
Archibald Douglas, earl of Moray 
Hugh Douglas, earl of Ormond 
Alexander Gordon, earl of Huntly
Duncan Campbell, lord Campbell 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
William Somerville, lord Somerville 
Herbert Maxwell, lord Maxwell 




Mr William Tumbull, keeper of the privy seal 
Mr John Scheves, clerk of rolls and register 
Mr John Ralston, secretary
Reg. Brechin., i, 98-104; 28 June 1445, in the house of the vicar of 
Edinburgh. Transumpts of two bulls made in presence of deputies 
ordained by three estates and parliament
John Crannach, bishop of Brechin, conservator of the privileges of the 
Scottish Church
John Scheves, canon of Glasgow and Aberdeeen, official of St Andrews 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray, procurator of the prelates of Scotland







James Bruce, bishop of Dunkeld, chancellor
John Cameron, bishop of Glasgow
Michael Ochiltree, bishop of Dunblane
George Lauder, bishop of Argyll
William, abbot of Kelso
Richard, abbot of Dunfermline
James, abbot of Lindores
William, abbot of Cupar
John, abbot of Deer




Patrick Lyon, lord Glamis
John, lord Lindsay of the Byres
Alexander Irvine of Drum
John Ogilvy of Luntrediin
John Scrimgeour, constable of Dundee
David Murray of Gask
Laurence, lord Abemethy










Alexander Thomson [Thome], priest
A.P.S., ii, 59, 1 July 1445, Edinburgh. Public instrument recording 
judgement proclaimed in parliament by David Dempster anent the non­
compearance of James Douglas, earl of Angus, for crime of rebellion. 
Requested by Jamfô Forbes, son and heir of Alexander, lord Forbes. 
Henry Douglas, lord of Dalkeith 
William, lord Somerville 
Andrew, lord Gray of Foulis 
Patrick, lord Glamis
A.P.S., ii, 60, 2 July 1445, Edinburgh. Letter to Robert, lord Erskine, 
under great seal (6 July 1445), narrating a decree of lords auditors of 
causes and complaints made in parliament 2 July 1445.
William, abbot of Coupar Angus
Walter Bower, abbot of Inchcolm
William, prior of Urquhart
Sir John Scrimgeour, constable of Dundee
Sir Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin
Sir John Dunbar of Cumnock








HMC 15th Report, App. viii, Buccleuch, 45, 3 July 1445. Confirmation 
under great seal of act or decree of parliamrait made by lords auditors 2 
July 1445 in a dispute between William Carlyle, on the one side, and 
Herbert, lord hfexwell, and Robert his son, oa die other.
As above.
Further names in Edinburgh at time of parliament (names already 
mentioned omitted).
S.R.O. RH6/311, 7 July 1445, Edinburg, Indenture between king’s
council and Walter Ogilvy of Beaufort
Sir William, lord Crichton
Sir Alexander Livingston of Callander
James Livingston, captain of Stirling
James Dundas of that Hk
Andrew Ogilvy of Inverquharady
Alexander Naim of Sandford, comptroller
Walter Ogilvy of Beaufort
S.R.O. GD148/1/11, 3 July 1445, Edinburgh. Great seal charter to John 
Auchinleck, son of Sir James Auchinleck of that Dk and Elizabeth 
Melville.
6 bishops, 5 earls, 4 lords of parliament, keeper of the privy seal and 
secretary. All mentioned above apart from:





A.P,S., ii, 60-1. Public instrument, 4 April 1449, at request of Thomas 
Erskine, son of Robert, lord Erskine, with his procurator, John 
Haddington, burgess of Perth, anrait earldom of Mar and castle of 
Kildrummy
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
Robert Lauder, bishop of Dunblane 
George Lauder, bishop of Argyll 
William Moodie, bishop of Caithness 
William Douglas, earl of Douglas 
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney 










A.P.S., ii, 61-64. 22 January to 2 Fehuary 1450. Composite sederunts of 
six documents, including confirmation of Mary of Gueldres’ dowry, 
public instrummt by Thomas Erskine, and three charters in favour of 
William, earl of Douglas.
James Kenraidy, bishop of St Andrews 
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow 
John Ralston, bishop of Dunkeld 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
Robert Lauder, bishop of Dunblane 
John Crannach, bishop of Brechin 
Thomas Tulloch, bishop of Ross 
George Lauder, bishop of Argyll
William Douglas, earl of Douglas and of Avandale, lord of Galloway 
George Douglas, earl of Angus 
Archibald Douglas, earl of Moray 
Hugh Douglas, earl of Ormond








Present before tiiree 
estates:
Alexander Seton, earl of Huntly 
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney 
William, lord Crichton, chancellor 
William, lord Hay, constable 
John Stewart, lord Lome
David Kay, priest, St Andrews diocese, notary public
Montrose Burgh Records, M/Wl/15 (lb). Quarter seal lettra of 4 
February 1450, recording an act or decree of parliament made 30 January 
1450 concerning a dispute between Dundee and Montrose.
John Ralstcm, bishop of Dunkeld 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
Laurence Pyott, archdeacon of Aberdeen 
Patrick Young, archdeacon of Whithorn 
Patrick Lyon, lord Glamis 
Andrew Gray, lord Gray 
Alexander Naim of Sandford 
John Lindsay of Glegerao 
John Mar of Aberdeen 
Thomas Berwick 
Lancelot Abemethy 
John Darrach of Stirling
S.RO. GD237/158/1/1. Great seal charter of 13 February 1450, ratifying 
act of lords auditors made in parliament 31 January 1450.
William Lauder of Haltoun
John Borthwick (William Lauder’s forespeaker)
Mariota Lauder
Alexander Graham (Mariota Lauder’s forespeaker)
John Crannach, bishop of Brechin
[Richard Bothwell] abbot of Dunfermline
[Andrew Hunter] abbot of Melrose
[?Thomas Tarves] abbot of Paisley
Mr John Legat, archdeacon of St Andrews
John Methven, canon of Glasgow
William Somerville, lord Somerville
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the Byres
Sir Andrew Ogilvy of Inchmartin
Sir Simon Glendinning of that ilk
Sir Alexander Irvine of Drum







S.RO. GD28/93. Precept under quarter seal, made 31 January 1450, to 
sheriff of Edinburgh and bailies of Haddington, ordering them to execute 
a decree of parliament made 29 January 1450.
John Lindsay of Dunrod 
Alexander Graham
Composite witness list (omitting names already mentioned) of great seal 
charters made at time of parliament, 22 January to 10 February 1450, 
R.M.S., ii, nos. 305, 310-13. Charters in favour of Sir Alexander Home, 
John Erskine, John Strang, John Menzies of ‘Ennach’, Alexander, earl of 
Huntly and William, earl of Douglas.
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Witnesses: Alexander [7rectius, John] Sutherland, earl of Sutherland 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
George Crichton of Cairns, admiral of Scotland 
Sir David Murray of Tullibardine 
Mr John Arous, archdeacon of Glasgow, secretary 
Mr John Shoreswood, parson of Culter, king’s clerk 










S.R.O. RH6/377. Confirmation of decree of lords auditors of causes and 
complaints, 7 May 1450, in a cause between the abbot of Scone and 
George Gray.
John Crannach, bishop of Brechin 
[William Bonar], prior of St Andrews 
[?Thomas Tarves], abbot of Paisley 
[John Legat], archdeacon of St Andrews 
[Laurence pÿott], archdeacon of Aberdeen 
William, lord Somerville 
Laurraice, lord Abemethy 
Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood 
Thomas Abercrombie of that Ilk




A.P.S., ii, 65-6, great seal confirmation made in graieral council, 12 May 
1450, to prior and convent of Perth Charterhouse.
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews 
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow 
John Ralston, bishop of Dunkeld 
William, lord Crichton, chancellor
William, earl of Douglas and of Avandale, and lord of Galloway 
George, earl of Angus
Parick, lord Glamis, mastra* of the king’s household 
Andrew, lord Gray
Mr. John Arous, archdeacon of Glasgow 
George Shoreswood, parson of Culter
A.P.S., ii, 66, great seal confirmation of an act or decree of general 
council, 12 May 1450, by which William, lord Hay, constable of 
Scotland, resigned and quitclaimed the right of patronage to the church 






A.P.S., ii, 66-71. Charters made in parliament 6-8 July 1451 to William, 
earl of Douglas
William Tumbull, biriiop of Glasgow 
John Ralston, bishop of Dunkeld 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
Thomas Spens, bishop of Galloway 
William, lord Crichton, chancellor 
George Douglas, earl of Angus 
Alexander Lindsay, ^ 1  of Crawford 
Alexandra" Seton, earl of Huntly
Andrew Hunter, abbot of Melrose, treasurer, king’s confessor 
William, lord Hay, constable 
William, lord KeiÜi, marischal
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Reg. Brechin., i, 177-81. 24 September 1451, regrant of the faculty of 
testament granted to the bishops.
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow
John Ralston, bishop of Dunkeld
John Winchester, bishop of Moray
Robert Lauder, bishop of Dunblane
John, bishop of Brechin
Thomas, bishop of Ross
George Lauder, biriiop of Argyll
William Crichton, lord Crichton, diancellor
William Douglas, earl of Douglas and Avandale, lord of Galloway
George Douglas, earl of Angus
Archibald Douglas, earl of Moray
Hugh Douglas, earl of Ormond
Alexander Seton, earl of Huntly
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney
William Hay, lord Hay, constable
John Stewart, lord Lome_______







A.P.S., ii, 71-3. Charters made in parliament of earldom of Wigtown and
lordship of Stewarton to William, earl of Douglas, 26 October 1451.
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow
John Ralston, bishop of Dunkeld
John Winchester, bishop of Moray
George Douglas, earl of Angus
William, lord Crichton, chancellor
William, lord Hay, constable
William, lord Keitii, marischal
William, lord Somerville
Andrew, lord Gray
Mr John Arous, archdeacon of Glasgow 
George Shoreswood, parson of Culter
St Andrews University Library, Crail Burgh Records, BlO/13/2. Public 
instrument recording decree of lords auditors of causes and complaints in 
a dispute between abbot and convent of Culross and community of 
Earlsferry.
Robert, bishop of Dunblane
Andrew, abbot of Cambuskenneth
John Lindsay, provost of Lincluden collegiate church









A.P.S., ii, 73-4. 14 June 1452, charter of confirmation to James Kennedy, 
bishop of St Andrews.
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
Robert Lauder, bishop of Dunblane 
George Lauder, bishop of Argyll 
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 
Richard Bothwell, abbot of Dunfermline
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Witnesses:
George Douglas, earl of Angus
William Crichton, lord Crichton, chancellor
James Stewart, lord Lome
William ifey, lord Hay, constable
Patrick Graham, lord Graham
Duncan Campbell, lord Campbell
Alexander Montgomery, lord Montgomery
William Somerville, lord SomerviUe
George Seton, lord Seton
George Lesley, lord Lesley
John Lindsay, Icffd Lindsay of the Byres
Andrew Gray, lord Gray, mastra* of the king’s household
Mr John Arous, archdeacon of Glasgow
George Shoreswood, parson of Culter, king’s clerk
A.P.S., ii, 75. Great seal confirmation, 8 July 1452, with deliberation of 






S.R.O. GD132/4; R.M.S., ii, no. 592. 25-26 August 1452 at Edinburgh. 
Great s^ l charters to John Donaldson and Mary of Gueldres.
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld
John Winchester, bishop of Moray
William Criditon, lord Crichton, diancellor
William Somerville, lord Somerville
Andrew Gray, lord Gray, master of the king’s household
Mr Nicholas Otterbum, secretary






N.L.S. charter 16,060. 13 March 1453, public instrument made in
general council in Edinburgh castle regarding excambion of lands
between Robert Fleming, lord Fleming, and Patrick Lyon, lord Glamis
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld
Andrew Hunter, abbot of Melrose
Archibald CraWord, abbot of Holyrood
Richard Guthrie, abW of Arbroath
Thomas Tarves, abbot of Paisley
William Crichton, lord Crichton, chancellor
John Stewart, earl of Atholl
George Douglas, earl of Angus
George Crichton, earl of Caithness
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine
Alexander Montgomery, lord Montgomery
William Somerville, lord Somerville
John Lindsay, Icffd Lindsay of the Byres
John Stewart, lord Damley
Robert Livingston of Drumry
John Ogilvy of Lintrathrai
John Maxwell of Calderwood
R.M.S., ii, no. 597. 28 March 1453, at Edinburgh. Great seal 
confirmaticHi of chartra* by Alexander Ogilvy of Auchterhouse to his 
brother Walter Ogilvy of Beaufort.
Andrew Gray, lord (fray, master of the king’s household 
Mr James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal
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A.P.S., xii, 23. 18 July 1454 at Edinburg, diarter recounting act or 
deoree of parliament made 18 July, in which James Crichton, son of 
George Crichton, earl of Caithness, petitions confirmation of a donation 
by Mary of Gueldres.
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews
William Tumbull, bishop of Glasgow
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld
John Winchester, bishop of Moray
Thomas Spens, bishop of Galloway
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney, lord Sinclair, chancellor
James Crichton, earl of Moray
George Crichton, earl of Caithness
James Livingston, chamberlain
William Somerville, lord Somerville
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine
Patrick Graham, lord Graham
Alexander Montgomery, lord Montgomery
Patrick Lyon, lord Glamis
Andrew Gray, lord Gray
George Lesley, lord Lesley
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the Byres
Robert Fleming, lord Fleming
Robert Boyd, lord Boyd
William Bortiiwick, lord Borthwick
Alan Cathcart, lord Cathcart
Patrick Hepbum, lord Hailes
Robert Lyle, lord Lyle
S.RO. GD28/112. 28 July 1454, at Edinburgh. Charter by William Hay, 
earl of Errol, to Sir David Hay of Yester 
Sir Thomas Erskine of that Ilk [j/c]
Sir William Keith of Invemgie
Walter Hay, brother german of the earl of Errol
Gilbert Hay
John Borthwick
Richard Lamb, clerk, notary public
S.RO GD28/114. 29 July 1454, at Edinburgh. Bond by William Hay, 
earl of Errol, to Sir David Hay of Yester, to keep him skaithless of the 
king’s charges made against him for Laurence Oliphant of Aberdalgy. 
[Include further names:] Sir Alexander Ramsay of Dalwolsy 






A.P.S., ii, 75-7. 10-12 June 1455, forfeiture of James, earl of Douglas, 
Beatrice, countess of Douglas, Archibald, earl of Moray, and John 
Douglas of Balvenie.
John Stewart, earl of Atholl 
George Douglas, earl of Angus 
Malise Graham, earl of Menteith 
William Hay, earl of Errol, constable 
John Stewart, lord Lome 
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine 
Colin Campbell, lord Campbell 
Patrick GrAiam, lord Graham 
William Somerville, lord Somra*ville 
Alexander Montgomery, lord Montgomery 
Robert Maxwell, lord Maxwell
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Seals of
Witnesses:
George Lesley, lord Lesley 
Patrick Lyon, Iwd Glamis 
James Hamilton, lord HamiltŒi 
Andrew Gray, lord Gray 
Robert Boyd, lord Boyd 
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick
James ... and William ..., procurators of John MacDonald, earl of Ross, 
lord of the Isles
Johnprocurator of Alexander Seton, earl of Huntly
Community of Haddingtm, on behalf of the bur^ commissioners in
parliament
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews 
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
John Winchester, bishop of Moray 
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin 
Thomas Tulloch, bi^op of Ross 
Robert Lauder, bishop of Dunblane 
George Lauder, bishop of Argyll 
William Bonar, bishop of St Andrews
S.R.O. PA7/1/1. 14 June 1455. Public instrument at behest of Henry 
Douglas of Lochleven, concerning his right to the lands of Ralston.





S.R.O. RH6/342; S.R.O. GD25/1/65. 16 October 1455, Stirling. Two 
revocations i) of grants made before James II’s 25th birthday (i.e date of 
revocation), ii) of grants made from earldom of March and lordship of 
Annandale prejudicial to king (x his son, Alexander, earl of March. 
Parliament is not mentioned.
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld (2)
John Winchester, bishop of Moray (2)
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin (2)
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney and Caithness, chancellor (1)
Sir James Livingston, chamberlain (2)
Patrick Lyon, lord Glamis (2)
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale (2)
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine (1)
Alexander Montgomery, Icxrd Montgomery (1)
Mr Nicholas Otterbum, clerk of rolls and register (2)
Richard Forbes, archdeacon of Ross, comptroller (2)
Ninian Spot, canon of Dukeld (1)
William, thane of Cawdor (1)
Mr Thomas Carmichael, chaplain, notary public (1)
Gavin Bradie, chaplain, notary public (1)_________________________
1456,19 October, Stevenson, Letters and Papers Illustrative of the Wars of the English in
General Council, France, i, 331. 20 October 1456, Edinburgh. Letter of three estates in
Edinburgh graieral council to Charles VII of France.
Sealed by: James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney and Caithness
Common seal of Edinburgh
R.M.S., ii, no. 603. 25 October 1456 at Edinburgh. Charter to Robert
Hunter.
Witnesses: John Winchester, bishop of Moray
George Shoreswocxi, bishop of Brechin
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskkae
Patrick Lyon, lord Glamis
Patrick Graham, lord Graham




Charters made by or 
in favour of:
Bond of manrent 
between:
Witnesses:
A.P.S., ii, 48. 6 March 1458. Persons chosen by parliament to deal with
die matter of money, to convene at next exchequer audit
John Winchester, bishop of Moray
Thomas Tulloch, bishop of Ross
William Moody, bishop of Caithness
Richard Bothwell, abbot of Dunfermline
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood
Mr Patrick Young
Patrick Graham, lord Graham
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the Byres
James Pbmilton, lord Hamilton






S.R.O. GD25/1/73,74; GD28/120; GD93/20; GD108/1; GD204/7. 12-20 
March 1458, Edinburgh. Five charters (royal and otherwise), and one 
bond of manrent made at time of parliament.
James Stewart of Auchterhouse
Marion, countess of Angus (Gilbert lord Kennedy, present as attorney) 
John Munro of Foulis '
William Lesley of Blachan 
David Lesley (son of above)
George Lesley, earl of Rothes
Robert Ferguson to his lord William Cunningham of ‘Snade’
Thomas Spens, bishop of Galloway (3), keeper of the privy seal 
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin (4), chancellor 
James Hamilton, lord Hamilton (2)
Alexander Montgomery, lord Montgomery (3)
Patrick Graham, lord Graham (2)
Laurmce Oliphant, lord Oliphant (1)
Robert Fleming, lord Fleming (1)
Andrew Gray, lord Gray (1)
George Gordon, master of Huntly (1)
Sir David Stewart (1)
William Murray of Tullibardine/Gask (3)
John Lumsdrai of Ardre (1)
Thomas Merton of Cammow (1)
Thomas Weems (1)
Vedast Grierson of Lag (1)
Roger Kirkpatrick of Knock (1)
Gilbert Lumsden (1)_______
1458,5/12 October,
King’s Council A.P.S., ii, 78-9; RMS., ii, no. 628. 12 October 1458 at Edinburgh,
chosen by P’ment, King’s council, sitting with authority of March 1458 parliament,
Edinburgh concerning dispute between Dundee and Montrose
Lords of Council: George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin, chancellor
Thomas Sprais, bishop of Galloway, keeper of the privy seal
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale
James Livingston, chamberlain
Patrick Graham, lord Graham
Robert Flraning, lord Fleming
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Lords of Council:
James Stewart, dean of Moray, treasurer 
Thomas Vaus, dean of Glasgow, secretary 
Ninian Spot, canon of Dunkeld, comptroller 
Nicholas Otterbum, clerk register 
Robert Naim, burgess of Stirling 
Thomas Laing
S.RO. GD298/227/15. 5 October 1458 at Holyrood. Decision of king’s 
council concerning dispute between Janet Wardlaw and hra- procurator, 
Uiomas Cranston of that Ilk, versus Alexander Cockbum. Authority of 
parliament not mentioned.
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin, chancellor
Thomas Spens, bishop of Galloway, keeper of the privy seal
Andrew Crawford, abbot of Melrose
George Douglas, earl of Angus
William Keith, earl Marischal
James Douglas, earl of Morton
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale
Patrick Graham, lord Graham
Alexandra* Montgomery, lord Montgomery
George Seton, lord Seton
James Livingston, lord Livingston
James Forbes, lord Forbes
Andrew Gray, lord Gray
James Hamilton, lord Hamilton
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick
Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll
Sir William Monypenny of Conkirsalt
Alexander Ramsay of Dalwolsy
Sir William Cranston of Corsbie
Mr John Arous, archdeacon of Glasgow
Mr James Stewart, dean of Moray, treasurer
Ninian Spot, comptroller
Alexandra* Forrester of Corstorphine





A.P.S., xii, 25-6. 12 October 1459, at Perth. Public instrument made by
Alexandra Skme, son and procurator of James Skene of that Ilk
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin, chancellor
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld
William Mudy, bishop of Caithness
Ninian Spot, bishop of Galloway
Robert Lauder, bi^op of Dunblane
Richard Bothwell, abbot of Dunfermline
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroatii
Malise Graham, earl of Menteith
William Keith, earl Marischal
William Hay, earl of Eiroll,
James Livingston, lord Livingston 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale
S.RO. GD198/12. 5 October 1459, Perth. Great seal charter in favour of
John Haldane, son and heir apparent of Bernard Haldane of Gleneagles.
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin, chancellor
Ninian Spot, bishop of Galloway
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine
Patrick graham, lord Graham
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James Livingston, lord Livingston, great chamberlain
Mr John Arous, archdeacon of Glasgow, keeper of the privy seal





Montrose Burgh Records, Wl/10. 4 July 1460, Edinburgh. Decree of 
lords auditors of causes and complaints continuing the action between 
the burghs of Dundee and Montrose.
Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen 
George Shoreswood, bishop of Brechin 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroath 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor 
James Livingston, lord Livingston 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the B^res 
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick 
Andrew Gray, lord Gray 
Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood 
William Cranston
Lancelot Abemethy__________________________________________
Appendix D— S ed eru n ts o f  Jam es IlFs P a r lia m en ts. 1460-1464
The following list records those that are a) listed in A.P.S., ii and xii, and ottier official acts of 
parliament as being at parliament before the official register begins, b) those alleged to have been 
prient by contemporary chronicles such as the ‘Audiinleck Chronicle’, and c) those known to 
have been present at the time (approximately) and place diat parliament or graieral council was 
being held. It should be emphasised that the second and third types of evidence are not proof of 
attmdance at parliament or genraal council, but are valuable in suggesting who probably attended 
at times vhere official parliamentary attendance lists are lacking or fragmenteiy. This appendix 
includes only the available sederunts before the official parliamentary register becomes extant in 
1466. After this point most meetings of parliament include a fiill sederunt list, printed in A.P.S., 
ii, often accompanied by lists of the lords of the articles and lords auditOTS. As these lists are 








Dundee District Archives, TC/CC 1/39. Public instrument made 2 March 
1461 at Edinburgh recording an act made before a tribunal of parliament 
concerning die dispute with Montrose.




Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow 
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen 
Ninian Spot, bishop of Galloway 
George Lauder, biriiop of Ar^ll 
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroath 
Henry Crichton, abbot of Paisley 
Richard Bothwell, abbot of Dunfermline 
Thomas Lundie, abbot of Newbattle 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor 
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll, lord Campbell 
Andrew Gray, lord Gray 
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick
James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal
Stephen Angus, treasurer of Brechin
Archibald Whitelaw, clrak of the rolls
Thomas Brown, clerk, notary public
Mr John Laing, vicar of Maryston, notary public
John Durham, clerk, notary public
S.RO GD205, cartulary, 543, records George Leslie, earl of Rothes in 
Edinburgh ‘the time of parliament’.
A.P.S., ii, xii, 27-8. Public instrumrait made 7 March 1461, recording 
declaration by Alexander Skene, procurator on behalf of James Skene of 
that Ilk, concerning certain lands m the barony of Skene.
Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow 
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
George Lauder, bishop of Argyll 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor 
Alexander Montgomery, lord Montgomery 
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick 
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the Byres 
Patrick Hepbum, lord Hailes 
Andrew Gray, lord Gray 
Gilbert Kennedy, lord Kennedy 
Sir Alexander Home





Sir Robert Semple of Elliotston
Archibald Stewart
Montrose Burgh Records, Wl/14 (i). Quarter seal letter of 13 March 
1461, recording act of lords auditors in case between Dundee and 
Montrose of 11 March 1461/
Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow 
Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen 
Archibald Cra^ord, abbot of Holyrood 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor 
James Douglas, earl of Morton 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
Robert Lyle, lord Lyle 
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick 
Patrick Hepbum, lord Hailes 
Laurence Oliphant, lord Oliphant^
John Ogilvy [?of Lintrathrai]
[?Sir Alexander] Home [?of that Ilk]
David Hay of Yester 
Mr George Liddale, secretary 
John Whitson, burgess of Perth 
Lancelot Abemethy, burghs of Edinburgh 
Thomas Laing [?Edinburgh]
S.R.O. GD28/123. Quarter seal letter of 31 March 1461, recording 
decree of lords auditors made 14 March 1461 at Edinburgh in case 
between Sir David Hay of Yester and his brother, Edmund Hay, 
concerning the lands of Morhame.
[Lords auditors already mentioned omitted]
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
George Douglas, earl of Angus
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney and Caithness, lord Sinclair
Alexander Lyon, lord Glamis
Andrew Gray, lord Gray
Walter Lindsay of Kinblathmont
Sir Walter Graham
William Cranston
‘Auchinleck Chronicle’, f. 120r-v
John MacDonald, earl of Ross, lord of the Isles
John Stewart, lord Damley
James Livingston, lord Livingston




S.RO. GD137/3757. 24 April 1462, at Stirling. Great seal charter of 
confirmation to Sir John Scrimgeour, constable of Dundee, of a charter 
to his son, James Scrimgeour.
Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor 
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll, lord Campbell 
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
Robert Boyd, lord Boyd
Mr James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal_______
 ^The manuscript is very much damaged, and part of several names are obliterated. Those names 
where identification is uncratain are noted in square brackets.
 ^ This is the earliest known reference to Oliphant as a lord of parliament. He was formerly 
thought to have been created c. 1464 (Scots Peerage, vi, 540-1)








A.P.S., ii, 83. Act of parliament of 19 October 1462, under the great seal, 
concerning the pursuing of vacant benefices at Rome.
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
Ninian Spot, bishop of Galloway 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroadi 
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 
George Douglas, earl of Angus 
John Stewart, earl of Atholl 
James Livingston, lord Livingston 
James Hamilton, lord Hamilton 
Robert Mersar 
William Cranston
S.R.O. GD12/43. Instrument, of 31 October 1462, made by John 
Swinton of that Ilk, narrating an act of the ‘lordis of parliament and 
Counsale’ of 19 October 1462, ordering an inquisition into the lands of 
Cranshaws.
[James Kennedy, bishop of] St Andrews 
T[homas Lauder], bishop of Dunkeld 
[George Shoreswood], bishop of Brechin 
A[ndrew Stewart, lord Avandale], chancellor 
Colin [Campbell], earl of Argyll 
[Archibald Crawford], abbot of Holyrood
David Scot
James Athilmra of that Ilk 
Robert Dalmahoy of that Ilk 
William Cockbum of Newhall 
Alexandra Crichton 
Robert Wolf
1463,9 March, S.R.O. GD 237/11/1/4. Public instrument, 9 March 1463, recording a
Parliament, petition made at time of parliament to the chancellor, Andrew, lord
Edinburgh Avandale, by Andrew Menzies, burgess of Aberdeen
Witnesses: Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow
David Stewart, bishop of Moray
Patrick Graham, lord Graham
James Hamilton, lord Hamilton
Sir John Colquhoun of that Ilk
John Menzies
Robert Leis, notary public





A.P.S., xii, 28-9. Public instrument, recording a petition in parliament by 
John Stewart, Irad Damley, concerning half the earldom of Lennox.
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews 
Andrew Durisdeer, biiÀop of Glasgow 
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
Robert Lauder, bishop of Dunblane 
David Ramsay, prior of St Andrews 
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroadi 
John, abbot of Lindores 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale 
John Stewart, earl of Avandale 
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll 
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine
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Witnesses:
Gilbert Kennedy, lord Kennedy 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
Robert Maxwell, lord Maxwell 
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick 
Robert Lyle, lord Lyle
Mr James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal
Mr Archibald Whitelaw, secretary
Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll
Sir John Colquhoun of that Hk
Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood
Sir Alexander Napier of Merchistoun





Mr Alexaner Murray, notary
John Taillifer, notary
John Lamg, notary
S.RO. GD237/11/1/6. 12 October 1463, public mstrumrait made at 
Edinburgh, recording a petition of Andrew Menzies, burgess of 
Aberdeen, to Andrew, lord Avandale, diancellor of Scotland, at the time 
of parliament.
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll 
James Livingston, lord Livingston 
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine 
Patrick Graham, lord Graham 
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 
David Ramsay, priw of St Andrews 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroath 
John, abbot of Lindores 
Mr David Guthrie of Kincaldrum, treasurer 
Mr Archibald Whitelaw, secretary




Lords of the three 
estates:
A.P.S., xii, 29-30. 13 January 1464, Edinburgh. Act following on a 
protest made by Alexander Cunningham, lord Kilmaurs, with his 
forespeakers, Robert Lyle, lord Lyle, and Sir Alexander Boyd of 
Drumcoll.
James Kramedy, bishop of St Andrews 
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 
Richard Bothwell, abbot of Dunfermline 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroath 
Patrick, abbot of Newbattle
Mr James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor
James Douglas, earl of Morton
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll
George Lesley, earl of Rothes
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine
James Livingston, lord Livingston, great chamberlain
Patrick Graham, lord Graham
Alexander Montgomeiy, lord Montgomery
John [?Stewart], lord D[?amley]
Robert Boyd, lord Boyd 
Alexandra Lyon, lord Glamis 
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the Byres 
Robert Fleming, lord Fleming
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Lords auditors:
Andrew Gray, lord Gray 
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick 
Alan Cathcart, lord Cathcart 
William Abeme&y, lord Abemethy 
John Somerville, lord Somerville 
Gilbert Kennedy, lord Kennedy 
Laurraice Oliphant, lord Oliphant 
Alexander Forrester of Corstorphine 
Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood 
Sir John Colquhoun of Üiat Hk 
Sir John Houston of that Dk 
Sir John Campbell of Loudon 
Sir WiUiam Wallace of Cragie 
Sir Alexander N^ier of Merchiston 
John Kennedy of ‘Blarequhan’
Alexandra Stratoun of‘Louranstoun’
William Cranston of Swynhop 
Archibald Newton
Mr Archibald Whitelaw, ardideacon of Moray, secretary 
Mr Fergus MacDowall, clerk of the rolls and register
S.R.O. RH6/376. Act of the lords auditors, appointed by parliamrait held 
12 January 1464, in a cause between the abbot of Scone and David 
Cumming [of Culty].
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, diancellor 
[lacuna]
[Patrick Maidment], abbot of Newbattle 
William Keith, earl Marischal 
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine 
John Stewart, lord Damley 
Robert Fleming, lord Fleming 
William Abemethy, lord Abemethy 
Sir John [Maxwell] of Calderwood 
Sir George Campbell of Loudon 
Sir John Colquhoun of feat Dk 
Patrick Cockbum of Newbigging 







A.F.S., ii, 84. 11 October 1464, Edinburgh. Revocation of alienations 
and feuferme leases contrary to 1455 act of annexation.
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews 
Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow 
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 
Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen 
Ninian Spot, bishop of Galloway 
Alan, abbot of Kelso 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroath 
Walter, abbot of Dryburgh 
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor 
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll, lord Campbell 
Gilbert Kennedy, lord Kennedy
Procurator of Jolm MacDonald, earl of Ross, lord of the Isles 
William Forbes, lord Forbes
Procurator of Alexandra Gordon, earl of Huntly, lord Badenoch 
David Lindsay, earl of Crawford, lord Lindsay 
John Stewart, earl of Atholl 
Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll
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Assize:
Witnesses:
Procurator of John Sutherland, earl of Sutherland 
Malise Graham, earl of Menteith 
James Douglas, earl of Morton, lord of Dalkeith 
Walter Stewart, lord Lome 
William Douglas
Alexander Montgomery, lord Montgomery
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the Byres
William Abemethy, lord Abemethy in Rothimay
James Hamilton, lord Hiamiltrm
Andrew Gray, Icffd Gray
Alexander Cunningham, lord Kilmauris
Patrick Hepbum, lord Hailes
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick
Alan Cathcart, lord Cathcart
Robert Lyle, lord Lyle
Mr James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden, keeper of the privy seal
Mr Archibald Whitelaw, secretary
Robert Crichton of Sanquhar
Waltra Scot of Kirkurde
William Edmraiston of Lintrathen
John Carlisle of Torthorwald
Thomas Cranston of that Ilk
Sir James Ogilvy
Robert Blackaddra of that Ilk
George Greenlaw
Lancelot AbemeÛiy
15 October 1464. S.R.O. GD205, cartulary, 544-6; R.MS., ii, no. 812. 
Assize, sitting in Edinburgh Tolbooth to judge George Lesley, earl of 
Rothes, for the crime of forgery and lese-majesty.
John Stewart, earl of Atholl
Malise Graham, earl of Menteith
James Douglas, earl of Morton
Walter Stewart, lord Lome
Thomas Erskine, lord Erskine
John Lindsay, lord Lindsay of the Byres
Alexander Cunningham, Icrd Kilmauris
Alexandra Montgomery, lord Montgomery
George Seton, lord Seton
Andrew gray, lord Gray
Alexandra Lyon, lord Glamis
Sir Robert Livingston of Drumry
Sir James Ogilvy
Sir Robert Hamilton of Fingaltoun 
Sir John Dishington of Ardross 
Sir John Kinninmont of Craighall 
John Sinclair of Hirdmanston
James Kennedy, bishop of St Andrews 
Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen 
Patrick Graham, bishop of Brechin 
William Moodie, bishop of Caithness 
Ninian [j/c], bishop of the Isles 
Alan, abbot of Kelso 
Malcolm Brydie, abbot of Arbroath 
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 
Mr Patrick Home, commendator of Coldingham 
Mr James Lindsay, provost of Lincluden
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Mr Archibald Whitelaw, archdeacon of Moray, keeper of the privy seal 
[5/c]
Andrew Stewart, lord Avandale, chancellor
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll
William Keith, earl Marischal
James Livingston, lord Livingston
John Stewart, lord Damley
Gilbrat Kennedy, lord Kennedy
James Hamilton, lord Hamilton
Patrick Hepbum, lord Hailes
Alan Cathcart, lord Cathcart
William Borthwick, lord Borthwick
William Monypenny, lord Monypenny
Robert Lyle, lord Lyle
George Haliburton, lord Haliburton
William Forbes, lord Forbes
William Abemethy, lord Abemethy
Sir James Stewart of Auchterhouse
Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumcoll
Sir John Carlyle of Torthorwald
Sir Robert Criditon of Sanquhar
Sir William Stewart of Dalswinton
Sir Archibald Dundas of that Ilk
Sir Thomas Grant of that Ilk
Sir John Colquhoun of Luss
Sir Walter Scot of Kirkurd
William Douglas of Cavers
John Menzies of Ennach
David Boswell of Balmutto
Mr Fergus Macdowall, clerk register
Mr Alexander Murray, canon of Moray
Sir John Layruk, master of the hospital of St Mary Magdalene near
Jedburgh, notary public
Alexander Scot, notary public__________
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First Estate 
Name Frequency Dates (Month/Year)
Henry Amot, abbot of Cambuskenneth 1 3/83
Robert Bellenden, abbot of Holyrood 1 5/85
Robert Blackadder, bishop of Glasgow 2 5/85
Adam Cant, abbot of Dunfermline 1 5/85
George Carmidhael, bishop of Glasgow* 1 3/83
Robert Colquhoun, bishop of Argyll 1 3/83
Archibald Crawford, abbot of Holyrood 4 -/68,5/71,3/79,3/83
Henry Crichton, abbot of Paisley, 1 -/68
Andrew Durisdeer, bishop of Glasgow 4 10/67,-/68,11/69,5/71
William Elphinstone, bishop-elect of Ross 1 3/83
Patrick Graham, (ardi)bishop of St. Andrews 3 10/67,-/68,11/69
Alexando* tnglis, bishop-elect of Dunkeld^ 2 5/85
John Kennedy, provost of St. Mary’s on the 
Rock, St. Andrews
1 5/71
John Laing, bishop of Glasgow 6 5/74,11/75,6/78,3/79, 
10/79,3/82
Thomas Lauder, bishop of Dunkeld 2 11/69,5/71
James Lindsay, dean of Glasgow 1 12/82
James Livingstone, bishop of Dunkeld 2 3/82,12/82
William Schevœ, archbishop of St. Andrews. 4 10/79, 3/82, 3/83,5/85
Thomas Spens, bishop of Aberdeen 9 10/67,-/68,11/69,5/71, 
5/74,11/75,6/78,3/79, 
10/79
Andrew Stewart, provost of Lincludm, bishop- 
elect of Moray
2 11/75, 12/82
William TuUoch, bishop of Moray 2 6/78,10/79
George Vans, bishop of Galloway 2 5/85
Mr Archibald Whitelaw, ardideacon of Lothian, 
secretary
4 5/74,3/82, 12/82,3/83
 ^Elected to bishopric before 18/2/83, anulled by pope 13/4/83, although still recognised by king 
28/2/84 (Watt, Fasti, 165-6).
 ^Elected to Dunkeld 17/9/83, still recognised by king 19/9/85, not consecrated, replaced by pope’s 
nominee George Brown. Described as clerk register in 10/88 (Watt, Fasti, 307; Dowden, 
Bishops, 78-80; A.P.S., ii, 200).
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Second Estate
Name Frequency
William Borthwick, 2nd Lord Bortfiwick 3
Colin Campbell, earl of Argyll 4
Alan Cadicart, 1st Lord Cathcart 1
Ardiibald Douglas, earl of Angus 2
William Edmonstone (of Sanquhar/Duntreath) 1
Thomas Erskine, Lord Erskine 1
Robert Planing, Lord Fleming 1
Alexander Gordon, Master of Huntly 1
George Gordon, earl of Huntly 5
Andrew Gray, 2nd (possibly 3rd) Lord Gray^  1
Mr David Guthrie of that Ilk 2
James Hamilton, 1st Lord Hamilton 5
Patrick Hepburn, 2nd Lord Hailes 2
Wiliam Keith, 2nd earl of Marisdial 1
Gilbert Kennedy, 1st lord Kennedy 1
David Lindsay, 5th earl of Crawford 2
John Lindsay, Lord Lindsay of the Byres 3
Robot Lyle, 1st Lord Lyle'* 2 (73)
Robert Lyle, 2nd Lord Lyle 2 (73)
Alexander Lyon, 2nd Lord Glamis 1
Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood 2
William Sinclair, earl of Orkney 2
Andrew Stewart, Lord Avandale 4
James Stewart, earl of Buchan 2
John Stewart, Lord Damley (earl of Lennox) 1
John Stewart, earl of Atholl 1
Third Estate
Name (Burgh) Elections
Andrew Alanson (Aberdeen) 1
Alderman of Perth (no name known) 1
John Aytoun (Haddington) 1
(Sir) Patrick Barron of Spittlefield (Edinbur^ )^  5


































6/78, 3/79, 10/79,12/82, 
3/83
3/82, 12/82,3/83, 5/85
 ^Could be Gray’s grandson, the second lord, who inherited m the autumn of 1469 (Scots Peerage, 
iv, 276-77)
'* Died between 20/2/69 and 1472, so the final election to the articles could be his son 
 ^Knighted c. 1482/3, probably while provost of Edinburgh, possibly by influence of Alexander, 
Duke of Albany (1LM.S., ii, no. 1525; Young, Parliaments of Scotland, i, 41)
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Robert Blindseil (Aberdeen)®
Henry Cant ^ dinbur^)
Alexandor Chalmers of Murthill (Aberdeen)
Andrew Charteris of Cuthilgurdy (Perth)
Adam Cossar [Cosoure] (Stirling)
Andrew Crawford (Edinburg)









Alexander Haliburton (bur^ unknown)
Robert Inglis (Dunbar)
Henry Livingston of Middle Bynning 
(Linlidigow)
Alexander Menzies (Aberdeen)
William Monorgund of that Ilk (Dundee)
John Multrar (Ayr)





Robert Tod (Burgh not known)






























® Described as ‘alderman of Aberdeen’ only in 12/82. He held this post 1482-3 (Young, 
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